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On December 22, 2017, FBC filed the Application referenced above.  In accordance with the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission Exhibit A-6 amending the Regulatory Timetable for the 
review of the Application, FBC respectfully submits the attached response to BCSEA IR No. 
1. 
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1.0 Topic: Regulatory History 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 3.3.2.2, page 23 2 

FBC states: 3 

Order G-3-12 and the associated reasons (together, the RIB Decision) approved 4 
FBC’s proposed two-tier RIB rate structure consisting of a RIB rate threshold of 5 
1,600 kWh and the resulting rate differential between the block one and two 6 
rates. 7 

Preamble: 8 

In the 2012 RIB Decision (p. 38), the Commission states that FBC’s LRMC was 9 
$125.80/MWh, not including delivery costs, based on the cost to acquire 10 
additional power from new resources.   11 

The Commission found that “the long-run marginal cost of new supply 12 
continues to be the appropriate referent for the Block-2 energy rate”. (p. 40, 13 
bold in original) 14 

1.1 Please outline the changes in FBC’s estimate of its LRMC since 2012.  Please 15 
indicate the most recent value or values, and provide summary of the analysis 16 
used to determine them. 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

With reference to the LRMC stated in the 2012 RIB Decision, FBC used BC Hydro’s Standing 20 
Offer Program (SOP) to represent the cost of clean or renewable resources in B.C. The 21 
levelized cost to acquire additional power from clean or renewable resources was assessed to 22 
be $111.96 per MWh, which was rounded to $112 per MWh1,2.  The LRMC of $111.96 per MWh 23 
was adjusted using a losses estimate of 11 percent to arrive at a customer perspective LRMC of 24 
$125.80 per MWh3,4. 25 

FBC’s most recent LRMC is $96 per MWh (2015$) based on FBC preferred portfolio A4, 26 
pending the Commission decision on FBC’s 2016 LTERP.  FBC developed a resource portfolio 27 
model that incorporates an optimization routine to find the lowest present value cost of satisfying 28 
the forecast load requirements given a set of constraints.  The attributes of portfolio A4, and 29 

                                                
1  FBC 2016 LTERP. Appendix K. Section 2: FBC’s Previous LRMC Value.  Ex. B-1 filed November 30, 

2016. 
2  Order G-186-14 concerning FBC Application for Approval of Demand Side Management Expenditures 

for 2015 and 2016.  Section 3.2 Long Run marginal Cost. Page 5-6. 
3  $111.96 / (1 - 11%) = $125.80.   
4  FBC RIB Rate Application, Response to BCOAPO IR 2.12c, Ex. B-13, filed September 29, 2011. 
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therefore the LRMC, are a function of the planning objectives and forecast inputs variables.  1 
Examples of notable forecast input variables include gross load requirements, the level of 2 
anticipated DSM activity and corresponding projected TRC costs, commodity prices, PPA costs, 3 
and resource option costs at the time of filing FBC’s 2016 LTERP.  For additional information 4 
relating to FBC’s most recent LRMC, including how it was determined, please refer to the 5 
response to BCUC IR 1.38.2.  For the LRMC shown from a customer perspective, please refer 6 
to the response to BCOAPO IR 1.42.1. 7 

 8 
 9 

  10 
 11 

 12 
Preamble: 13 

In the 2012 RIB Decision, the Commission directed FBC “to provide an update 14 
of the full long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy from new resources, 15 
including the cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer 16 
as part of the reporting to be submitted in 2014.” (p. 41, bold in original)  17 

1.2 Please provide a copy of the report provided in response to this direction. 18 
  19 

Response: 20 

The 2014 RCR Report is included as Attachment 1.2. 21 
 22 

 23 

 24 
Preamble: 25 

In the 2012 RIB Decision, the Panel directed FBC to provide a “RIB Rate 26 
Evaluation Report” by April 30, 2014 that would: 27 

“provide FortisBC, the Commission and the Interveners the opportunity to 28 
evaluate the effectiveness of the RIB rate program, particularly with 29 
respect to its impact on conservation. In addition to including an update of 30 
the Conservation Potential Review and a report on the potential effects of 31 
interaction between RIB rates and DSM targets, the RIB Rate Evaluation 32 
Report should also address the questions raised by Nelson Hydro at page 33 
3 of its Final Submission:  34 

• What energy consumption reductions are achieved,  35 
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• Do the consumption reductions persist or are they temporary,  1 

• How does the rate design impact electric heat customers, and  2 

• What operating cost reductions result to the utility?”  3 
 4 
1.3 Please provide a copy of the RIB Rate Evaluation Report provided in response to 5 

this direction. 6 
  7 

Response: 8 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.1.2. 9 

 10 
 11 

 12 

1.4 Please provide a copy of the most recent update of this report. 13 
  14 

Response: 15 

The 2016 RCR Report and Errata to the 2016 RCR Report are included in Attachment 1.4. 16 
 17 

 18 

 19 
Preamble: 20 

According to the 2012 RIB Decision (p. 51): “FortisBC states that “in due course” 21 
it will consider a rate structure that combines time-based and RIB principles.” 22 

1.5 Has FBC ever considered a rate structure that combines time-based and RIB 23 
principles?  If so, please provide details as to the rate structure that was 24 
considered, and why it was not retained. 25 

  26 
Response: 27 

FBC notes that its full statement regarding a rate structure with time-based and RIB principles 28 
from the 2012 RIB Decision referenced in the preamble states: 29 

FortisBC states that “in due course” it will consider a rate structure that combines 30 
time-based and RIB principles, but believes that such a rate structure is 31 
overly complex to customers. [emphasis added] 32 

This remains the belief of FBC today. FBC considered a number of different rate structures 33 
during the development of the 2017 COSA and RDA.  However, it did not specifically develop a 34 
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rate structure that combined time-based and RIB principles for discussion during consultations. 1 
FBC ultimately favoured rate structures that were simpler and easier for customers to 2 
understand. Sections 4 and 6 of the Application provide detail on the different rates considered 3 
during Application development and consultations. 4 

 5 
 6 

 7 

1.6 If not, why not? 8 
  9 

Response: 10 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.1.5. 11 

 12 
 13 

 14 

 15 
Preamble: 16 

The 2012 RIB Decision states, at page 52, “If FortisBC moves forward with its 17 
Advanced Metering Initiative as it currently plans to do, it will need to develop a 18 
strategy to integrate the RIB rate regime with its TOU rate regime.” 19 

1.7 Has FBC developed a strategy to integrate the RIB rate regime with its TOU rate 20 
regime?  If so, please provide details of this strategy. If not, why not? 21 

  22 
Response: 23 

FBC has not developed a strategy to integrate RIB and TOU rate principles. With the approval 24 
of the RIB rate in 2012, the Commission also directed that the existing residential TOU rate be 25 
closed to new customers.  There was therefore little reason to combine a RIB rate with a TOU 26 
rate that was inaccessible to new customers.  In addition, as stated in section 4.5 of its 2014 27 
RIB Rate Report (refer to Attachment 1.2, provided in response to BCSEA IR 1.1.2) and in 28 
Sections 4 and 6 of the Application, FBC believes that a combined RIB and TOU rate structure 29 
would be overly complex to customers.  30 
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2.0 Topic: Fixed-Cost Recovery 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 3.4, page 29-30, 34 2 

Citation 1 (pp. 29-30): 3 

The adoption of these [distributed generation] technologies tends to reduce 4 
consumption or change consumption patterns for customers, and requires 5 
utilities to acquire new technologies or information systems capacity to manage 6 
their systems. These trends can simultaneously increase costs and/or reduce 7 
customer consumption. 8 

One implication of these developments for utilities is that elements of the current 9 
rate design paradigm, which have worked well in the past, may be less well 10 
positioned for a future in which many customers have cost effective options to 11 
improve the energy efficiency of their homes and businesses or generate 12 
electricity onsite. 13 

… 14 

As more customers reduce their total energy use or total use of utility-supplied 15 
energy, utilities must be able to raise rates to recover adequate revenues to 16 
cover their costs, which are substantially fixed in nature. This is a result of the 17 
manner in which rates are set, and the inequitable impact on customers is 18 
caused in part by the mismatch between the ways costs are incurred (e.g. for NM 19 
customers there is a high percentage of fixed costs for delivery capacity that is 20 
still needed, even if on a day-to-day basis they generate a substantial portion of 21 
their own energy requirements) and recovered (largely through volumetric 22 
charges). [underline added] 23 

Citation 2 (p. 34): 24 

Given the small sample size and early stage of the NM Program, FBC is not 25 
seeking Commission approval of a new rate element such as a demand-related 26 
rate for NM customers at this time. 27 

2.1 Please indicate the a) number and b) combined installed capacity of FBC’s 28 
current net metering customers. 29 

  30 
Response: 31 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.5.1. 32 

 33 
 34 

 35 
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2.2 Given the number and combined installed capacity of FBC’s current net metering 1 
customers of FBC’s current net metering customers, does FBC consider that 2 
there is any immediate need to modify its rate structure in order to reduce the 3 
degree to which fixed costs are met through volumetric charges?  If so, please 4 
explain why. 5 

  6 
Response: 7 

FBC has applied to increase the recovery of fixed costs for some rate classes in order to have 8 
the various classes collect a more consistent percentage of the fixed COSA costs.  Also, the 9 
proposals are put forward in recognition of the emergence of the challenges discussed in 10 
Section 3.5 of the Application.  These are general considerations for the rate design, and FBC 11 
has not directly linked them to the current state of the net metering program. 12 

 13 
 14 

 15 

2.3 Is the rate design proposed in the present proceeding intended to reduce the 16 
degree to which fixed costs are met through volumetric charges?   17 

  18 
Response: 19 

With specific reference to the portion of the rate design that proposes to have the various rate 20 
classes recover a more consistent percentage of fixed costs, the increases in the fixed charges 21 
are intended to reduce the portion collected through the variable volumetric rates. 22 

  23 
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3.0 Topic: Fixed Cost Recovery 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 3.5, page 31 2 

FBC states: 3 

The 2017 RDA proposes changes to the rate structures of some classes in order 4 
to provide a consistent level of fixed cost recovery across the rate classes. Based 5 
on the extent to which existing rates recover the fixed customer and demand-6 
related costs of service based on the unit costs contained in the COSA, FBC 7 
recommends a minimum fixed cost recovery of 55 percent of customer related 8 
unit costs and 65 percent of fixed infrastructure related unit costs. 9 

3.1 Please explain the extent to which FBC’s recommendation in section 3.5 to set a 10 
minimum fixed cost recovery rate is related to its analysis of the challenges to 11 
fixed cost recovery in relation to NM programs, described in section 3.4. 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

NM programs are emblematic of why fixed cost recovery, which has historically been below 15 
COSA-indicated amounts, is becoming an issue of growing concern for utilities.  The increasing 16 
ability of customers to reduce contributions to fixed costs is a contributing factor to FBC 17 
proposals in this area. 18 

The proposal to increase fixed cost recovery serves two primary purposes: 19 

1. It increases equity across the customer classes in terms of the current level of fixed cost 20 
recovery; 21 

2. It increases general fixed cost recovery in a manner that will mitigate some of the impact 22 
of the issues discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 of the Application. 23 

 24 
While FBC has not proposed any specific rate designs for NM customers in the current 25 
Application, it will continue to monitor this program in order to decide if anything further is 26 
required in the future. 27 

 28 
 29 

 30 

3.2 Please explain how the figures of 55% and 65% were derived. 31 
  32 

Response: 33 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.9.2. 34 
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 1 
 2 

 3 

3.3 Is FBC seeking BCUC approval for this ratemaking guideline? 4 
  5 

Response: 6 

FBC is seeking approval for the rate changes that result from this guideline but is not seeking to 7 
establish these percentages as a rate-making rule for future applications. 8 

  9 
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4.0 Topic: Fixed Cost Recovery 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, section 3.5, Table 3-2, page 32 2 

Table 3-2 indicates that, for the Residential (RCR), the “Customer Charge COSA Unit 3 
Cost” is $35.60/month 4 

4.1 Please provide a reference to the COSA schedule where this figure is detailed. 5 
  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.56.1. 8 

 9 
 10 

 11 

4.2 Please provide the breakdown of the various cost elements included in this 12 
figure. 13 

  14 
Response: 15 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 16 

The Customer Charge COSA Unit Cost of $35.60/month is based on customer-related costs of 17 
$49.38 million allocated to the residential class, as shown in Schedule 2.1.  A breakdown of the 18 
costs can be found in the COSA Model in the Rev Req by Cust tab.  The following table 19 
provides a breakdown of the $49.38 million allocated to the residential class and the 20 
corresponding amount per customer per month. 21 

 Residential Residential 

 
Customer-Related 

Costs Costs per Customer 
Distribution $5,606,873 $4.04 
Customer Service, Accounts & Sales $5,186,142 $3.74 
Administrative & General $2,175,934 $1.57 
Depreciation $14,884,533 $10.73 
Property Taxes $3,987,090 $2.87 
Return and Income Taxes $21,103,542 $15.21 
Other Revenues ($3,563,723) ($2.57) 
REVENUE REQUIREMENT $49,380,392 $35.60 

 22 

  23 
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5.0 Topic: Net Metering Rate 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 3.6, page 33 2 

FBC states: 3 

As part of the due diligence related to confirming that the existing segmentation 4 
of customers still reflects the service characteristics of customers, FBC 5 
considered emerging trends in customer composition. The notable change in 6 
service to customers is the increasing participation in the Company’s NM 7 
Program. This sub-group was examined within the COSA in order to assess 8 
whether the cost recovery attributes of this particular segment varied in a 9 
significant way from customers in general. The results indicate that NM 10 
customers have a lower load factor and R/C ratio than similar customers without 11 
NM systems. (underlining added) 12 

5.1 In support of the statement that participation in the Company’s NM Program is 13 
increasing, please indicate the number of NM customers and the estimated 14 
installed capacity under the program for each of the last five years. 15 

  16 
Response: 17 

Please see the table below: 18 

Year 
New NM 

Customers 
New Installed 

Capacity (kW DC) 
Total NM 

Customers 
Total Installed 

Capacity (kW DC) 
2013 9 52 32 245 
2014 21 98 53 343 
2015 40 270 93 613 
2016 82 696 175 1,309 
2017 95 764 270 2,073 

  19 
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6.0 Topic: Forecast loads 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 5.1, page 41 2 

Citation:  3 

The winter system peak is forecast at 761 MW and a peak of 634 MW is 4 
expected during the summer months. 5 

6.1 Please provide representative load duration curves for the summer and winter 6 
peaks. 7 

  8 
Response: 9 

The following figure shows the monthly load duration curve for the winter and summer peak.  10 

 11 

 12 
 13 

 14 

6.2 Please provide (in Excel format) hourly system loads for the last three (3) years 15 
for which data are available. 16 

  17 
Response: 18 

Please refer to Attachment 6.2 which contains the live spreadsheet for the data requested.  19 
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7.0 Topic: Production/Power Supply Expenses 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 5.1.2.2.2, page 51 2 

Preamble: 3 

Table 5-8 indicates that Brilliant and Waneta Expansion are classified as 31% 4 
demand and 69% energy.   5 

Citation: (Appendix A, page 29)  6 

FortisBC also has a capacity contract for power from the Waneta Expansion 7 
project. In this case the costs are all capacity related. 8 

7.1 Please reconcile the COSA statement to the effect that Waneta Expansion costs 9 
are all capacity-related with Table 5-8, which indicates that they are classified as 10 
31% demand and 69% energy.   11 

  12 
Response: 13 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 14 

The Waneta Expansion project provides only capacity to FBC and therefore contractual charges 15 
specifically in relation to that project are on the basis of capacity.  However, although FBC is 16 
charged on the basis of capacity, the costs were split between demand and energy in the 17 
COSA, as reflected in Table 5-8 in the Application.   18 

As the COSA states, the Waneta Expansion capacity really serves to support the other 19 
purchases made by FBC (including purchases of power from the Brilliant project).  As noted in 20 
the COSA, the purchases work together. 21 

Correspondingly, in the COSA the treatment of the costs was determined for the Brilliant and 22 
Waneta Expansion together rather than individually, and the costs related to Brilliant and the 23 
Waneta Expansion (together, $81 million) were combined. 24 

The amount of capacity and energy from the Brilliant project, without the Waneta expansion, 25 
was used to determine the cost associated with an equivalent amount of power at BC Hydro 26 
Rate 3808.  The cost of equivalent power was $69.8 million and the energy-related equivalent 27 
costs were 69 percent of that total.  The equivalent power cost was higher than the actual costs 28 
for Brilliant alone and lower than the combined cost of Brilliant and Waneta.  Therefore, the 29 
percent split was used rather than the actual dollar amounts for equivalent power.  The 31 30 
percent demand and 69 percent energy split was used to classify the combined Brilliant and 31 
Waneta cost of $81 million. 32 

  33 
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8.0 Topic: Residential Rate Options 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4, page 59 2 

Preamble:  3 

The options considered including changing the Tier 2 threshold. 4 

8.1 Did FBC consider changing the Tier 2 threshold a) for Electric Space Heating 5 
customers only, b) for the winter season only, or c) for Electric Space Heating 6 
customers during the winter season?  If not, why not? 7 

  8 
Response: 9 

FBC did not consider a specific rate for electric space heating customers as it does not possess 10 
information within its billing system or otherwise on how customers heat their homes that would 11 
enable a separate class of service within the COSA.  The ability to perform such a segmentation 12 
would be required to determine if such a rate would be cost based.  FBC did consider a 13 
seasonal rate that would apply to all customers in response to a request made during public 14 
consultation but dismissed this option for the reasons discussed in the responses to BCSEA IRs 15 
1.14.1 and 1.14.2. 16 

  17 
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9.0 Topic: Residential Rate Options 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4, page 60 2 

Citation:  3 

For the 2017 RDA, FBC has ensured that, at a minimum, this same constraint for 4 
evaluating rate options [that 95 percent of customers should have bill increases 5 
no greater than 10 percent] was in place. However, since a phased-in approach 6 
to rate changes has also been evaluated whereas the original constraint was on 7 
a year over year basis, in the FBC proposal presented in Section 6.1.5, no 8 
customer will experience an annual rate increase greater than 3.5 percent. 9 
(underlining added) 10 

9.1 Should “will experience an annual rate increase” read “will experience an annual 11 
bill increase”? 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

The text is referring to a bill increase rather than a rate increase.  However, it should be 15 
understood that the percentages in the table are the result of comparing annual bills in 16 
subsequent years.  They are not increases in the rates, but rather flow from the adjustments 17 
made to all the components of the RCR.  This is why it is not valid to look for cumulative impacts 18 
as further explained in the responses to BCSEA IRs 1.9.3 and 1.18.1.  19 

 20 
 21 

 22 

9.2 Has FBC applied any constraint with respect to cumulative bill increases over five 23 
years? 24 

  25 
Response: 26 

No.  The proposal made by FBC is to return all residential customers that do not opt for a TOU 27 
rate to the current flat rate.  Approval of this proposal will inherently require that some 28 
customers will have bill impacts greater than 10 percent over the phase-out period. 29 

 30 
 31 

 32 

9.3 Please confirm that a customer that experienced a 3.5% bill increase for each of 33 
five years would see a cumulative bill increase of 18.8% (1.035^5 -1). 34 

  35 
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Response: 1 

With respect to the FBC proposal, as described in Table 6-10 of the Application, the Company 2 
cannot conceive of a situation where a customer could have a 3.5 percent impact in each of the 3 
five years.  Each set of energy rates within the RCR in each year has a different rate differential 4 
that will produce a different impact when applied to an account with sufficient consumption to 5 
generate a 3.5 percent bill impact in any year.  Of the 89,661 accounts included in the analysis, 6 
only 208 (0.2 percent) show the same impact in all years, and in none of these cases was the 7 
impact greater than 0.7 percent in each year. 8 

An annual rate increase of 3.5 percent would result in a cumulative rate increase of 18.8 percent 9 
where the annual increase was applied in successive years to the result of the previous year’s 10 
increase and where there was a single original value for the billed amount.  This is not the case 11 
in the FBC examples in the Application since each year has a separate value for the billed 12 
amount that is independent of the previous year. 13 
 14 

 15 

9.4 Does FBC consider an increase of this magnitude over five years to be 16 
acceptable?  If so, what is the threshold above which FBC would find a 5-year 17 
cumulative bill increase to be unacceptable? 18 

  19 
Response: 20 

FBC has applied for the rate changes that may result in increases as described in the 21 
Application and correspondingly, finds them acceptable.  The Company is, however, aware that 22 
some customers will be adversely impacted by the changes and has therefore also applied for 23 
the phased approach to mitigate against any high annual bill increases.  24 

Please also refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.9.3. 25 

  26 
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10.0 Topic: Residential Rate Options 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4, page 61 2 

Citation:  3 

FBC is in agreement with the customer sentiment that the impact of the RCR has 4 
become overly burdensome on high consuming customers. 5 

10.1 Is FBC in agreement with the sentiment, or is it FBC’s view that the current RCR 6 
is overly burdensome to high consuming customers? If the latter, is it FBC’s view 7 
that the RCR is unfairly burdensome to high consuming customers?  8 

  9 
Response: 10 

As the quote in the preamble says, FBC agrees with the customer sentiment that the impact of 11 
the RCR has become overly burdensome on high consuming customers. FBC’s agreement with 12 
customer sentiment further supports the proposal in the Application to phase out the RCR and 13 
return to a flat rate.  14 

Since the inception of the RCR in 2012 the difference between the energy charges for 15 
consumption below and above the bimonthly threshold of 1600 kWh has become increasingly 16 
wider. For the first four rate increases that were applied to the RCR energy rates, larger 17 
increases in both percentage terms and $ per kWh terms were applied to the Tier 2 rate than to 18 
the Tier 1 rate. In July 2012 when the RCR first came into effect, the second tier rate was 19 
$0.03745 per kWh higher (or 45 percent higher) than the first tier rate, while in January 2017 the 20 
second tier rate was $0.05500 per kWh higher (or 54 percent higher) than the first tier rate. The 21 
effects of the RCR on high consumption customer bills have become more pronounced with 22 
these differential increases, and the number of customer comments expressing concern about 23 
the effects of the RCR has also increased over time. 24 

FBC is cognizant of the provisions in s. 59 and s. 60 of the UCA that generally make the 25 
Commission the arbiter of whether public utility rates are fair, just and reasonable, meaning that 26 
FBC’s RCR met the Commission’s test(s) of fairness based on the information available and 27 
submissions made in the relevant proceedings. However, in view of the facts presented above 28 
and other evidence being brought forward in this Application, such as the fact that the second 29 
tier RCR energy rate is well above the long run marginal cost, as well as the concerns raised, 30 
FBC believes that returning to a flat rate structure as proposed in the Application would be 31 
appropriate.        32 

 33 
 34 

 35 
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10.2 If it is FBC’s view that the current RCR is unfairly burdensome to high consuming 1 
customers, please provide a quantitative demonstration to this effect, based on 2 
the COSA. 3 

  4 
Response: 5 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.10.1 which describes the reason that FBC has 6 
expressed agreement with the sentiment.  The Company is not relying on the COSA in this 7 
regard. 8 

  9 
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11.0 Topic: Changes to the Existing RCR 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.2, page 65 2 

Citation:  3 

Based on cost causation/avoidance, FBC agrees that no measure of the 4 
Company’s Long Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) of power is close to the current 5 
2017 Tier 2 rate of $0.15617 per kWh. 6 

11.1 What are the measures and values of LRMC that FBC relies on for this 7 
statement? 8 

  9 
Response: 10 

The most relevant measure of the LRMC value is the $96 per MWh (2015$), which corresponds 11 
with FBC’s preferred portfolio A4 as presented in the 2016 Long Term Electric Resource Plan 12 
(LTERP), pending the Commission’s decision on the LTERP.  However, FBC intended this 13 
statement to be a confirmation that even historical measures such as FBC’s LRMC for B.C. 14 
clean resources as $112 per MWh (rounded up from the $111.96 per MWh value) used for the 15 
purposes of the 2015-2016 DSM Plan are well below the Tier 2 rate. 16 

  17 
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12.0 Topic: Cost of acquiring energy through new resources 1 

Reference: BCUC Order G-3-12, Reasons for Decision, pages 37-41 2 

Citation:  3 

While the Panel considers the most appropriate referent to be the cost of 4 
acquiring energy through new resources, we note that all of the above marginal 5 
costs represent only the cost of acquiring the energy. Thus, there is ambiguity 6 
between the LMRC as defined by FortisBC and the true long-run marginal cost of 7 
new supply to the customer. The Block 2 rate is a delivered rate, while the LRMC 8 
is a cost of acquisition – it only relates to the cost of procuring energy but does 9 
not include the LRMC of transporting that energy to customers through 10 
transmission and distribution networks. FortisBC estimates the LRMC at $125.80 11 
per MWh, or 12.58 cents per kWh, which includes line losses of 11 percent, but 12 
does not include other delivery costs. … 13 

Because of the uncertainty of the actual LRMC, the Panel does not agree that 14 
the Block 2 rate be capped at this time. However, FortisBC is directed to 15 
provide an update of the full long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy 16 
from new resources, including the cost to transport and distribute that 17 
energy to the customer as part of the reporting to be submitted in 2014. (p. 18 
41) (underlining added, bold in original) 19 

12.1 Please provide the analysis submitted to the BCUC in 2014 in response to Order 20 
G-3-12. 21 

  22 
Response: 23 

The requested analysis was provided in section 4.2 of FBC’s 2012 RIB Rate Report, which is 24 
provided in these responses as Attachment 1.2 in the response to BCSEA IR 1.1.2. 25 

 26 
 27 

 28 

12.2 Please provide any updates to the 2014 analysis that FBC considers necessary, 29 
providing explicit references and worksheets when appropriate. 30 

  31 
Response: 32 

An updated detailed analysis of FBC’s LRMC was provided in its 2016 Long Term Electric 33 
Resource Plan and Long Term DSM Plan (2016 LTERP), specifically in Section 9 and Appendix 34 
K. However, in FBC’s view, the LRMC discussion provided in section 4.2 of the 2012 RIB 35 
Report (refer to Attachment 1.2, provided in response to BCSEA IR 1.1.2) is still relevant and 36 
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accurate for the purposes of the 2017 COSA and RDA. As stated in the 2012 RIB Report and in 1 
Section 6.1.4.2 of the Application, the second tier of the current RCR is not based on the LRMC. 2 

  3 
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13.0 Topic: Changes to the Existing RCR 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.2, page 65 2 

Citation:  3 

The rate options were analysed while also incorporating an increase in fixed-cost 4 
recovery across all rate classes, as discussed in Section 3.4 of this Application. 5 
As a result, FBC did not present options where the Customer Charge was 6 
reduced. It is a function of the fixed nature of the Revenue requirement that a 7 
decrease in the Customer Charge will result in an overall increase in the variable 8 
energy charges included in the rate. 9 

13.1 Has FBC produced any evidence to suggest that, at the present time or in the 10 
next few years, the company is suffering or will suffer any adverse effects 11 
resulting from recovering a portion of its fixed costs through volumetric rates?  If 12 
so, please provide references. 13 

  14 
Response: 15 

Recovering fixed costs through volumetric rates is generally considered to be an intra-class 16 
equity issue with the revenues from low use customers in a customer class recovering less than 17 
the allocated fixed costs and the revenues from high use customers in the same class 18 
recovering more than the allocated fixed costs.  However, as discussed in the response to 19 
BCOAPO IR 1.4.3, inter-class equity is becoming a consideration given customers’ increasing 20 
ability to avoid making a contribution to fixed costs. 21 

In terms of impacts on the utility, recovering fixed costs through volumetric charges leads to 22 
more potential for revenue volatility due to weather variations or customer use changes. During 23 
the term of the current PBR Plan (i.e. 2014 to 2019) revenue variances are captured in the 24 
annual flow-through mechanism, so FBC has not experienced negative impacts from fixed cost 25 
recovery through volumetric rates. Even without the flow-through account, any impact of 26 
revenue variances tends to be transitory, since volumes and revenues are generally re-forecast 27 
every one to two years. 28 

 29 
 30 

 31 

13.2 Has the BCUC ever endorsed the principle regarding the recovery of fixed costs 32 
described in s. 3.4 of the Application?  If so, please provide a specific reference. 33 

  34 
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Response: 1 

The matter discussed in the question preamble was mistakenly identified as being in Section 3.4 2 
of the Application whereas it is actually covered in Section 3.5. The response following 3 
responds to the discussion of increasing fixed cost recovery discussed in Section 3.5. 4 

While the matter of fixed cost recovery through fixed charges, like customer or demand charges, 5 
is considered regularly in rate design proceedings, FBC is not aware of a situation where the 6 
Commission has directly endorsed a specific percentage of fixed cost recovery, either of the 7 
customer-related or of the demand-related fixed costs, to be applicable across a range of 8 
customer classes.  9 

  10 
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14.0 Topic: Changes to the Existing RCR 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.2, page 65 2 

Citation:  3 

A seasonal RCR variant was also discussed at the sessions. The premise of this 4 
option is that the Threshold would be increased during the winter when 5 
consumption typically increases in order to provide customers with more 6 
consumption billed at the Tier 1 rate. This option was not modelled since it 7 
cannot be accommodated without significant and costly changes to the billing 8 
system, and more importantly, does not provide bill mitigation that cannot be 9 
accomplished through the other options that were explored. 10 

14.1 Please provide evidence in support of the statement that a seasonal variant of 11 
the Threshold cannot be accommodated without costly changes to the billing 12 
system. 13 

  14 
Response: 15 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.90.2.  It is expected that the work described in that 16 
response is much the same as for the changes required to the meter and billing system to make 17 
a change to seasonal TOU rates. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 

14.2 Please estimate the cost of implementing changes to the billing system to allow: 23 
  24 

Response: 25 

Please refer to the responses to BCSEA IRs 1.14.2.1 through 1.14.2.3. 26 

 27 
 28 

 29 

14.2.1 Applying a different Threshold for one sub-group of residential 30 
customers, as opposed to another; 31 

  32 
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Response: 1 

The effort and cost involved in the initial set-up of a different threshold for a sub-set of 2 
residential customers would not be significant; however, because the billing system is not 3 
capable of automatically determining which threshold should apply to a customer, other more 4 
extensive changes would be needed including code changes in the billing system to allow for 5 
automation.  6 

14.2.2 Applying different Thresholds depending on the season (to all 7 
customers); and 8 

  9 
Response:  10 

Applying different thresholds depending on the season to all customers would be more costly 11 
from a system implementation perspective than the options discussed above.   12 

 13 
 14 

 15 

14.2.3 Applying different Thresholds depending on the season for one sub-16 
group of residential customers only. 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

Applying different thresholds depending on the season to a sub-set of customers would be 20 
costly both from a system implementation perspective and ongoing maintenance perspective.  21 
FBC estimates that the implementation effort would require an additional 6 months over the 22 
option included in the Application.  As with the previous responses in this set, work would be 23 
done primarily by FBC staff.   24 

 25 
 26 

 27 

14.3 Is FBC aware of any other utility that either a) applies different thresholds for 28 
different subgroups of customers or b) applies different thresholds at different 29 
times of year?  If so, please provide references.  If not, can FBC affirm that there 30 
are no utilities in North America that use such billing practices? 31 

  32 
Response: 33 

FBC consulted with EES to provide this response. 34 
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FBC is aware of several North American utilities that apply different thresholds at different times 1 
of the year. Examples include Seattle City Light, Idaho Power, and Salt River Project. These 2 
utilities have tiered rates that vary by consumption level and time of year. Other utilities, like 3 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD), have abandoned tiered rates within billing 4 
periods. SMUD now has rates that are slightly higher in the summer than the rest of the year.   5 

Despite the varied range of options employed by utilities across North America, FBC believes its 6 
recommended rate structure represents a practical and suitable solution for its customers that is 7 
appropriate for the statutory regime in which FBC operates. 8 

 9 
 10 

 11 

14.4 Please a) detail the costs that have been or will be incurred in order to implement 12 
the proposed optional TOU pricing, and b) explain the relationship between those 13 
costs and the costs that would  be incurred in order to allow the application of 14 
Tier 2 threshold that varies by season for electric space heating customers. 15 

  16 
Response: 17 

A discussion of the work and costs required to implement TOU rates is provided in the response 18 
to BCUC IR 1.90.2. FBC has not explored or commented on a seasonal rate for electric heat 19 
customers only as this was not requested during consultation and the Company does not have 20 
the information required. 21 

 22 
 23 

 24 

14.5 What other bill mitigation options were explored that would have the same effect 25 
as increasing the Tier 2 Threshold in winter for electric space heating customers? 26 

  27 
Response: 28 

The “other options” noted in the preamble are those options explored at the Open Houses.  That 29 
is, any combination of altering the billing components of the RCR – the threshold, Tier 1 rate, 30 
Tier 2 rate, and Customer Charge.  The point of the statement is that if one is examining bill 31 
impact as an outcome, there will be some combination of changing the billing components that 32 
would achieve a similar outcome as a higher winter threshold without the implementation 33 
challenges that doing so would create. 34 

  35 
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15.0 Topic: Changes to the Existing RCR 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.2, Table 6-4, page 66 2 

Preamble:  3 

The analysis presented in Table 6-4 describes average annual bill impacts of the 4 
various options in terms of annual consumption, broken down into tranches of 5 
5,000 kWh/year each.  The second column indicates that 58% of customers use 6 
less than 10,000 kWh/yr, and that 80% use less than 15,000 kWh/yr.  It also 7 
shows that all six of the options studied produce average annual bill increases for 8 
the 58% of customers that use less than 10,000 kWh/yr and that three of the 9 
options also produce rate increases for the 80% of customers using less than 10 
15,000 kWh/yr. 11 

15.1 Please provide a copy of FBC’s most recent residential energy use survey. 12 
  13 

Response: 14 

While none of the questions in this series of information requests relies on the conclusions 15 
drawn in the preamble regarding Table 6-4, there are nonetheless misinterpretations which 16 
should be addressed. 17 

It is correct that 58 percent and 80 percent of customers use less than 10,000 kWh per year and 18 
15,000 kWh per year respectively. 19 

It is not correct to assume that all six options result in average bill increases for the 58 percent 20 
of customers using less than 10,000 kWh per year.  Rather, the table indicates that there are 58 21 
per cent of customers that use less than 10,000 kWh per year, and for these customers as a 22 
group, the average bill increases are as shown.  There will be customers in this group that 23 
experience bill decreases.  24 

It is also not the case that three of the options produce rate increases for the 80 percent of 25 
customers using less than 15,000 kWh per year.  As with the above clarification, the table 26 
indicates that there are 80 per cent of customers that use less than 15,000 kWh per year, and 27 
for these customers as a group, the average bill increases are as shown.  This does not mean 28 
that 80 percent of those customers will have annual bill increases as there will be customers in 29 
this group that experience bill decreases. 30 

Please refer to Attachment 15.1 for a copy of FBC’s 2012 Residential End-Use Survey (REUS) 31 
report, which is FBC’s most recent residential energy use survey. 32 

 33 
 34 

 35 
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15.2 What information does FBC have regarding the characteristics of its residential 1 
customers with respect to floor space, owner vs renter, income level, education 2 
level, geographical placement, First Nation status, etc.?  Please provide copies 3 
of the relevant documents. 4 

  5 
Response: 6 

Please refer to Attachment 15.1, provided in the response to BCSEA IR 1.15.1.  FBC’s 2012 7 
REUS report, which is attached there, contains elements of information (at a survey level) 8 
regarding the topics listed in BCSEA IR 1.15.2 except First Nation status.    9 

FBC also has certain very limited other information regarding income, as described in FBC’s 10 
response to BCUC IR 1.42.1.   11 

 12 
 13 

 14 

15.3 Please summarize the observed correlation between the level of annual 15 
consumption and a) household floor space, and b) household income?  Please 16 
elaborate on your response. 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

The data used to compile Table 6-4 only included consumption data and resulting bill impacts.  20 
FBC does not have corresponding information on dwelling size or income that would allow for 21 
the requested analysis. 22 

In the preparation of the FBC submission in the BCUC RIB Report to Government process, FBC 23 
conducted a statistical analysis of three electricity use groups (households consuming 10,000, 24 
20,000 and 30,000 kWh/ year) using data from the 2012 Residential End-Use Survey (REUS). 25 
The analysis explored statistically significant differences between (i) the three groups and (ii) 26 
between the groups and the general residential customer population based on differences in 27 
dwelling characteristics, climate, appliance mix, and socio-economic status. The analysis 28 
included examining differences based on dwelling size (floor space) and household income.  29 

The ability to identify statistically significant differences5 between the three electricity use groups 30 
was constrained by the number of households from the 2012 FBC REUS that matched the 31 
10,000, 20,000 and 30,000 kWh/year groupings (n=135, 83 and 33 homes respectively). 32 

                                                
5  Differences between or within the groups were tested assuming a confidence interval of 95% (p<0.05). 

The null hypothesis was that any two groups or sub-groups do not significantly differ on the basis of the 
characteristic in question (H0: P1 = P2). 
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Caution in the interpretation of the results is advised. While two groups may differ significantly in 1 
relation to a particular characteristic this does not necessarily mean a causal relationship exists 2 
between the characteristic and electricity use.  3 

Summary findings from the analysis of differences in energy use by size of dwelling are as 4 
follows: 5 

 Homes consuming 30,000 kWh/yr were significantly more likely than homes consuming 6 
10,000 kWh/yr. and the general population of FBC residential electric customers to be 7 
2,500 ft2 or larger.  8 

 Homes consuming 10,000 kWh/yr and 20,000 kWh/yr. did not significantly differ from 9 
one another based on dwelling size. 10 

 No other statistically significant differences between dwelling size and energy use were 11 
found.  12 

Summary findings from the analysis of differences in energy use using household income are as 13 
follows: 14 

 It was not possible to assess whether there were statistically significant differences in 15 
the household income between the three energy use groups or between individual 16 
groups and the general residential customer population using the 2012 REUS due to the 17 
high proportion of survey respondents who chose not to answer the question (between 18 
24% and 29% depending upon the energy use group). FBC did not attempt to 19 
extrapolate or otherwise estimate household incomes for these respondents. 20 

  21 
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16.0 Topic: Changes to the Customer Charge 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.4, pages 67 and 69 2 

Preamble:  3 

Table 6-5 shows the effect on the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates of the RCR if the 4 
customer charge were increased to $18.70/month. 5 

Table 6-7 shows similar data, assuming that the change is phased in over 5 6 
years, and excluding any annual revenue requirement impacts. 7 

16.1 Please explain why the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates in year 5 of Table 6-7 are not the 8 
same as those in Table 6-5. 9 

  10 
Response: 11 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 1.40.1 and 1.43.2. 12 

 13 
 14 

 15 

16.2 Please confirm that both the proposed phase out of the RCR rate and the 16 
proposed increase in the basic charge cause larger adverse bill impacts to low-17 
consuming customers than to the highest-consuming 20% of customers. 18 

  19 
Response: 20 

Generally speaking, customers with higher consumption are better off with a flat rate than with 21 
an inclining block rate. 22 

Since an increase in the Customer Charge necessitates a reduction in the energy charge, 23 
higher consumption customers are more likely to benefit through a reduction in overall bills than 24 
a low consumption customer. 25 

However, neither of these outcomes is unfair since they are a better reflection of the cost to 26 
serve and are applied equally across all residential customers of the utility. 27 

  28 
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17.0 Topic: Flat Rate 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.5, page 70 2 

Citation: 3 

Changing the default rate to a flat rate over the course of a single year will 4 
generally result in significant adverse annual bill impacts for lower than average 5 
consumption customers and overall would result in some degree of bill impact for 6 
over 70 percent of customers.  7 

17.1 Please confirm that changing to a flat rate over the course of a single year would 8 
result in bill increases for approximately 80% (21% + 37% + 22%) of customers. 9 

  10 
Response: 11 

Not confirmed.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.44.1.3.1. 12 

  13 
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18.0 Topic: Flat Rate 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.4.5, page 71, Table 6-9 2 

Preamble: 3 

Table 6-9 indicates the annual bill impact of a return to flat-rate billing, by annual 4 
consumption level. 5 

18.1 Please provide the cumulative five-year rate impact for each group of customers 6 
mentioned in Table 6-9. 7 

  8 
Response: 9 

The purpose of Table 6-9 is to show the average annual bill impact under the implementation 10 
scenario that is being illustrated (in this case, holding the Customer Charge constant while 11 
merging the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rate over time), and does not lend itself to interpretation on a 12 
cumulative basis.  The values in Table 6-9 represent the year over year percentage impact that 13 
customers might expect given the rates contained in the top portion of the table applied to 14 
constant consumption data in each year. Each year uses the previous year as the base.  It is a 15 
valid exercise to express a cumulative increase where the percentage increases in each year 16 
are known and are applied successively to a base amount.  In the case with Table 6-9, the 17 
percent increases in each year are themselves derived from the annual bill amounts which are 18 
the result of the rates applied in each year. 19 

As an example, with respect to the portion of Table 6-9 below, for the customers with 20 
consumption above 35,000 kWh, bills in Year 1 would on average be 3 percent lower than with 21 
the current RCR.  Bills in Year 2 would be on average 3.2 percent lower than with the rates in 22 
Year 1 and so on. 23 

Table 6-9:  Transition of RCR to Flat Rate (excerpt) 24 

 25 

To gauge the customer impact of phasing out the current RCR over the course of the five years, 26 
there is more explanatory usefulness in comparing the total average billed amounts over the five 27 
years under a number of rates. 28 

In reference to Table 1 below: 29 
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 Column A represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 1 
the RCR is simply maintained at its current composition (Current RCR in the snip of 2 
Table 6-9 above) 3 

 Column B represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 4 
the RCR is phased out over 5 years using the rates from Year 1 to Year 5 from Table 6-5 
9 above. 6 

 Column E represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 7 
the RCR is replaced at the beginning of Year 1 with the Year 5 rate from the snip of 8 
Table 6-9 above. (Immediate Implementation) 9 

Table 1:  Impact of Phase-out (Constant Customer Charge) 10 

  A B C=B-A D=C/A  E F=E-A G=F/A 

Annual 
Consumption 

Percent of 
Total 

Customers 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
5 Years at 

Current 
Rate 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
Years 1 to 5 
at Table 6-9 

Rates 
5 Year 

Difference 
Percent 
Change 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
5 Years at 
5th Year 

Rate 
5 Year 

Difference 
Percent 
Change 

Above 35,000  2% 44,246 39,691 -4,554 -10.3%  36,308 -7,938 -17.9% 

30,000 - 35,000 1% 23,484 21,668 -1,815 -7.7%  20,323 -3,161 -13.5% 

25,000 - 30,000 2% 19,556 18,256 -1,300 -6.6%  17,293 -2,263 -11.6% 

20,000 - 25,000 5% 15,654 14,864 -790 -5.0%  14,281 -1,373 -8.8% 

15,000 - 20,000 10% 11,797 11,504 -294 -2.5%  11,290 -508 -4.3% 

10,000 - 15,000 22% 8,010 8,169 160 2.0%  8,293 283 3.5% 

5,000 to 10,000 37% 4,807 5,137 330 6.9%  5,386 579 12.0% 

0 to 5,000 21% 2,556 2,725 169 6.6%  2,852 295 11.6% 

* All numbers based on 2016 consumption. 11 

 12 
The results of this analysis show that for example, the “Above 35,000” kWh group would pay 13 
$44,246 over 5 years at current rates and $39,691 over 5 years at the rates in Table 6-9.  This -14 
10.3 percent difference in the total billed amount is likely the best measure analogous to a 15 
cumulative impact. 16 

If the Year 5 rate was implemented in Year 1, this same customer would expect to pay $36,308 17 
over the 5 years, or 17.9 percent less than under the current RCR. 18 

The above table aptly shows the impact to the various customer groups of the phase-out of the 19 
RCR  versus an immediate implementation. 20 
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Note that this response uses a set of rates that is not the Company’s recommendation.  A 1 
similar analysis is done for the Company’s recommended option in the response to BCSEA IR 2 
1.21.1. 3 

  4 
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19.0 Topic: Default Residential Rate Recommendation 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.5, page 71-72 2 

Citation:  3 

[T]here is no cost basis for the current levels of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates that 4 
form the RCR, nor for any particular threshold and tiered pricing. 5 

… 6 

The lack of a cost basis for the existing RCR is the primary driver behind the 7 
Company’s proposal to return the default residential rate to a flat structure. 8 

19.1 It is FBC’s position that there is no cost-based justification possible for a RIB 9 
rate, or simply that, in setting the current levels of Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates, FBC 10 
did not articulate a cost-based justification? 11 

  12 
Response: 13 

FBC does not believe there is a cost basis for a RIB in its own circumstances. Please see the 14 
response to BCOAPO IR 1.46.4. 15 

 16 
 17 

 18 

19.2 Among the utilities using RIB-type rates identified in FBC’s jurisdictional study, 19 
have any of them identified a cost basis for the parameters of their RIB rate?  For 20 
each such utility, please describe in detail the cost basis relied upon. 21 

  22 
Response: 23 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 24 

The jurisdictional review considered the COSA methodology and the rate design in place for 25 
various utilities.  EES did not research whether there is a cost basis for the RIB rates used by 26 
other utilities because FBC is proposing to eliminate RIB rates.   27 

 28 
 29 

 30 

19.3 In particular, please comment on the cost basis used by Hydro-Québec 31 
Distribution in establishing the parameters of its RIB rate. 32 

  33 
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Response: 1 

FBC is not aware of when Hydro-Québec Distribution first implemented a RIB rate or whether or 2 
not it claimed a cost basis at the time.  If Hydro-Québec Distribution relied on cost causation to 3 
support its RIB rate, this would have little relevance to FBC which must consider its own 4 
circumstances in setting rates.  5 

  6 
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20.0 Topic: Default Residential Rate Recommendation 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.5, page 72 2 

Citation:  3 

In addition, customers have expressed that over the past five years, most of the 4 
steps available to reduce the impact of the RCR on billing have been taken. 5 

20.1 Has FBC undertaken any studies that would allow it to confirm whether or not the 6 
view attributed to customers to the effect that most of the steps available to 7 
reduce the impact of the RCR on billing have been taken is objectively correct? 8 

  9 
Response: 10 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 1.48.1 and 1.48.2. 11 

 12 
 13 

 14 

20.2 Does FBC agree with this view expressed by customers?  If so, please present 15 
evidence in support of this statement, making reference to FBC’s past filings with 16 
respect to its conservation and demand management programs. 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 1.48.1 and 1.48.2. 20 

  21 
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21.0 Topic: Default Residential Rate Recommendation 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.5, page 73, Table 6-10 2 

Preamble: 3 

Table 6-10 indicates the annual bill impact for each customer group, based on 4 
annual consumption. 5 

Citation: 6 

The annual bill impacts for all consumption levels are moderate, with no 7 
consumption group having an annual average increase in excess of $42 in any 8 
year, and no customers experiencing an annual bill increase in excess of 3.5 9 
percent. 10 

21.1 Please indicate the cumulative 5-year bill impact, in $ and in percent, for each 11 
customer group shown in Table 6-10. 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

This response generally follows the discussion and analysis completed for the response to 15 
BCSEA IR 1.18.1.  The results for Table 6-10 are shown in Table 1 below. 16 

For reference, the rates in Table 6-10 are as follows. 17 

 18 

In reference to Table 1 below, 19 

 Column A represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 20 
the RCR is simply maintained at its current composition (Current RCR in the snip of 21 
Table 6-10 above). 22 

 Column B represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 23 
the RCR is phased out over 5 years using the rates from Year 1 to Year 5 from Table 6-24 
10 above. 25 
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 Column E represents the sum of the average annual bills for 5 years in the case where 1 
the RCR is replaced at the beginning of Year 1 with the Year 5 rate from the snip of 2 
Table 6-10 above. (Immediate Implementation) 3 

Table 1:  Impact of Phase-out (FBC Recommended Rates) 4 

  A B C=B-A D=C/A  E F=E-A G=F/A 

Annual 
Consumption 

Percent of 
Total 

Customers 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
5 Years at 

Current 
Rate 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
Years 1 to 5 
at Table 6-
10 Rates 

5 Year 
Difference 

Percent 
Change 

Total Billed 
Amount for 
5 Years at 
5th Year 

Rate 
5 Year 

Difference 
Percent 
Change 

Above 35,000  2% 44,246 39,274 -4,972 -11.2%  35,668 -8,578 -19.4% 

30,000 - 35,000 1% 23,484 21,488 -1,996 -8.5%  20,044 -3,440 -14.6% 

25,000 - 30,000 2% 19,556 18,120 -1,436 -7.3%  17,083 -2,473 -12.6% 

20,000 - 25,000 5% 15,654 14,773 -881 -5.6%  14,139 -1,515 -9.7% 

15,000 - 20,000 10% 11,797 11,457 -340 -2.9%  11,215 -582 -4.9% 

10,000 - 15,000 22% 8,010 8,167 157 2.0%  8,286 277 3.5% 

5,000 to 10,000 37% 4,807 5,175 368 7.7%  5,445 638 13.3% 

0 to 5,000 21% 2,556 2,796 240 9.4%  2,968 412 16.1% 

* All numbers based on 2016 consumption. 5 

 6 
The results of this analysis show that for example, the “Above 35,000” kWh group would pay 7 
$44,246 over 5 years at current rates and $39,274 over 5 years at the rates in Table 6-10.  This 8 
-11.2 per cent difference in the total billed amount is likely the best measure analogous to a 9 
cumulative impact. 10 

If the Year 5 rate was implemented in Year 1, this same customer would expect to pay $35,668 11 
over the 5 years, or 19.4 per cent less than under the current RCR. 12 

 13 
 14 

 15 

21.2 Does FBC consider that the cumulative 5-year bill impacts described in response 16 
to the previous Information Request are “moderate”? 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

FBC’s statement in the preamble was with reference to the annual bill impacts.  In that context, 20 
the annual increases can be described as moderate.  The average 5-year bill increase in the 21 
lowest consumption strata of the Company’s recommendation (as represented by column D in 22 
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the table in the response to BCSEA IR 1.21.1) is around 9.4 per cent or $240 which is $48 per 1 
year. 2 

In contrast, the average 5-year impact on the same group of an immediate implementation of 3 
the flat rate (as represented by column G in the table in the response to BCSEA IR 1.21.1) is 4 
16.1 percent or $412 which is $82 per year. 5 

  6 
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22.0 Topic: Default Residential Rate Recommendation 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.5, page 73, Table 6-10 2 

Citation:  3 

Residential customers are likely to be divided on the issue of how to restructure 4 
the residential rate based on their own consumption levels. Clearly, those with 5 
higher-than-average consumption are unhappy with the current rate RCR rate 6 
structure and have made their voices heard through a number of channels, 7 
including the consultation phase of this proceeding. A return to a residential rate 8 
that is more aligned with cost causation, a rate with a higher fixed cost and a 9 
without a tiered consumption charge, is the most logical and defensible manner 10 
of addressing these legitimate concerns. 11 

22.1 What evidence does FBC have that the voices opposed to the RCR rate are 12 
representative of the views of the majority of customers with higher-than-average 13 
consumption?  14 

  15 
Response: 16 

FBC does not have such evidence.  FBC is not basing the proposal to eliminate the RCR on the 17 
fact there are voices opposed to the rate.  Rather, the proposals included in the Application are 18 
based on the lack of COSA or other cost-based support for a RIB rate. 19 

 20 
 21 

 22 

22.2 Does FBC acknowledge that customers whose consumption is higher than 23 
average but below the top 20% of consumption would actually be financially 24 
better off under the RCR rate than under a flat rate?  25 

  26 
Response: 27 

FBC can confirm that in the 11,000 kWh to 15,000 kWh range that roughly corresponds to that 28 
noted in the question, there will some customers that are better off, and some that are worse off.  29 
On average customers in this range are worse off by about 3 percent. 30 

 31 
 32 

 33 

22.3 What conclusions does FBC draw from its observation that customers with 34 
higher-than-average consumption who are unhappy with the current rate RCR 35 
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rate structure have made their voices heard through a number of channels, 1 
including the consultation phase of this proceeding?  Should the louder voice 2 
necessarily prevail? 3 

  4 
Response: 5 

FBC concludes only that customers with higher than average consumption and the associated 6 
bill impacts are more likely to voice objections to the RCR than groups that are not similarly 7 
affected.  FBC is not basing the proposals in the Application on customer complaints.  8 

 9 
 10 

 11 

22.4 Where customers are likely to be divided on the issue of how to restructure the 12 
residential rate based on their own consumption levels, does FBC consider it 13 
appropriate for the utility to support one side against the other? 14 

  15 
Response: 16 

No. FBC is not supporting any particular group of customers.  The proposals included in the 17 
Application are based on the lack of COSA or other cost-based support for a RIB rate. 18 

 19 
 20 

 21 

22.5 Please explain FBC’s basis for concluding that a residential rate without a tiered 22 
consumption charge is more aligned with cost causation than a RIB rate. In 23 
FBC’s view, is a flat rate more aligned with cost causation than a rate with a 24 
tiered consumption charge? 25 

  26 
Response: 27 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.46.4.1. 28 

 29 
 30 

 31 

22.6 Has FBC taken into account the Commission’s finding in its RIB Rate Report that 32 
the RIB rate is not “unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or unduly 33 
preferential”?   34 

  35 
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Response: 1 

Yes.  FBC agrees that the RIB rate, as designed and applied to all customers in a similar 2 
fashion, is not unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or unduly preferential.  This does not, 3 
however, indicate that there is a cost basis for the rate or that a better or other rate may not be 4 
introduced. 5 

  6 
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23.0 Topic: Optional Time of Use 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 6.1.6.1, page 74 2 

Citation:  3 

While FBC does not consider the level of the rates in each of the tiers in the 4 
existing RCR to be cost-based, there are elements of the Company’s cost and 5 
revenue structure that are influenced by the time at which energy is consumed. 6 

23.1 Do households in the top 20% of consumption use proportionately more energy 7 
during higher-cost periods than do households with lower consumption?  Please 8 
provide the data you rely on in your response. 9 

  10 
Response: 11 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 12 

No, higher consuming customers do not use proportionately more energy during higher-cost 13 
energy periods than do households with lower consumption.  When energy use is split on a 14 
percentage basis between TOU periods, the households in the top 20 percent of consumption in 15 
the residential sample actually have a percentage of on-peak use that is less than for the 16 
remaining customers.  The difference is small, however, and the on-peak percentage is only 0.6 17 
percent less for the top 20 percent of customers based on usage when compared to the 18 
remaining customers. In general, there is not a significant difference in the TOU consumption 19 
pattern between households with different usage levels. 20 

 21 
 22 

 23 

23.2 If FBC does not currently possess data allowing it to determine whether or not 24 
households in the top 20% of consumption use proportionately more energy 25 
during higher-cost periods than do households with lower levels of consumption, 26 
what efforts has it undertaken to confirm or refute this hypothesis? 27 

  28 
Response: 29 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.23.1. 30 

  31 
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24.0 Topic: Current TOU Rates 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.1, page 109, Table 8-3 2 

Preamble:  3 

The on-peak and off-peak rates under the current TOU residential rate are 4 
identical for the Winter, Summer and Shoulder seasons. 5 

24.1 Does FBC’s cost and revenue structure reveal any differences, from one season 6 
to another?  Please provide detailed data in support of your answer. 7 

  8 
Response: 9 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 10 

Most of FBC’s costs do not differ by season, but the factors driving those costs do differ by 11 
season.  For example, FBC pays a non-seasonal demand charge for the Waneta Expansion 12 
project for the same amount of capacity each month.  But it is only the peak hours in certain 13 
months that are driving the need for that capacity.   Many of FBC’s costs are fixed in nature (and 14 
as such, again, do not differ by season), but again they are driven by peak loads in certain 15 
months.  Because of the driving factors, FBC’s costs are highest when peak loads are the 16 
highest.  That is why the on-peak rates are only applied in the winter and summer months when 17 
loads are the highest.    18 

If by revenue structure the question is intended to refer to the TOU prices, the current and 19 
proposed residential TOU prices are not different by season.  However, the on-peak price does 20 
not apply in the shoulder months because the loads in those months are not driving the need for 21 
demand-related costs, such as the Waneta Expansion. 22 

The goal of the TOU rates is not to shift loads because prices differ by time period or season.  23 
The goal is to reduce the overall peak demand of the utility, which drives the need for many of 24 
FBC’s facilities and power costs.  Reducing the overall peak demand can reduce FBC’s power 25 
supply costs in the long term.  Using Waneta Expansion as an example again, FBC could sell 26 
surplus capacity from that contract if it did not need to reserve it to meet peak loads. 27 

  28 
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25.0 Topic: TOU Rates Evaluation and Design 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2, page 110 2 

Citation:  3 

[B]ecause the COSA does not provide the data necessary to determine how best 4 
to structure the various TOU periods, information gathered outside of the COSA 5 
was used to inform the evaluation and development of proposed TOU rates. 6 

25.1 Please describe in detail the types of information which were gathered outside of 7 
the COSA to inform the evaluation and development of proposed TOU rates. 8 

  9 
Response: 10 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 11 

The hourly system loads for a 5-year period were used to determine the periods most likely to 12 
include the peak demands and to develop the appropriate TOU periods.  This data is not 13 
contained in the information normally compiled to conduct the COSA. 14 

  15 
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26.0 Topic: TOU Rate Periods 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2.1, page 110 2 

Citation:  3 

Appropriate TOU periods were developed by looking at the total system loads by 4 
hour for the past 5 years and to group periods with similar load levels into TOU 5 
periods. 6 

26.1 Please provide hourly data for system loads over the last 5 years, in Excel 7 
format. 8 

  9 
Response: 10 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.6.2. 11 

  12 
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27.0 Topic: TOU Rate Periods 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2.1, page 110-111 2 

Citation:  3 

While the winter and summer months both have relatively higher usage and 4 
higher costs in peak hours, loads and costs are lower in the shoulder months. 5 

27.1 Please provide detailed justification for the statement that winter and summer 6 
months both have relatively higher usage and higher costs in peak hours. Do unit 7 
costs always increase (or decrease) with loads?   8 

  9 
Response: 10 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 11 

The peak demands in the winter and summer months drive the need for FBC to acquire 12 
capacity resources, such as the capacity from the BC Hydro RS 3808 purchase and the 13 
capacity from the Waneta Expansion.  Because the costs of those capacity resources are based 14 
on the one-hour peak demand level for each month, they do not increase incrementally on an 15 
hour by hour basis.  For that reason it is not possible to tie specific costs to each hour of the 16 
year, and FBC does not track unit costs on an hourly basis.  While FBC cannot compare hourly 17 
loads to hourly unit costs, higher loads drive the need for higher priced resources, and therefore 18 
we would expect that unit costs would increase with loads.   19 

 20 
 21 

 22 

27.2 Please explain in detail the various cost elements that vary over time, and 23 
provide data with sufficient detail to be able to estimate unit costs at different 24 
periods. 25 

  26 
Response: 27 

Please refer to the response to BCOAPO IR 1.56.1. 28 

 29 
 30 

 31 

 32 
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Preamble: 1 

Table 8-10 indicates that the proposed revised TOU rate for each period is 2 
invariant, regardless of the season. 3 

27.3 If the winter and summer months both have relatively higher usage and higher 4 
costs in peak hours, why is the proposed revised TOU rate for each period the 5 
same, regardless of the season? 6 

  7 
Response: 8 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 9 

The pricing is not the same in each season.  The on-peak period and related price only occurs 10 
in the winter and summer months and does not apply to the shoulder months.  In the shoulder 11 
months, the mid-peak price applies to the hours with the highest loads in the month.  Also refer 12 
to the response to BCSEA IR 1.24.1 for a discussion on the lack of seasonality in most costs.   13 

  14 
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28.0 Topic: Time of Use Pricing 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2.2, page 112 2 

Citation:  3 

For the distribution system, the number of customers and the non-coincident 4 
peak of each is used to plan for facilities and this is reflected in the COSA 5 
allocations for distribution costs. Costs associated with the transmission and 6 
distribution system, while both driven by peak demand, are primarily fixed and 7 
cannot be reduced by the time period in which consumption occurs. 8 

28.1 Does FBC agree that increased usage during peak periods tends to accelerate 9 
the need for additional transmission and distribution equipment?  10 

  11 
Response: 12 

Generally speaking, FBC agrees that increased usage during peak periods tends to accelerate 13 
the need for additional capacity projects in transmission and distribution.  However, 14 
consideration needs to be given to the specific nature of the utility and the capacity that exists in 15 
making an assessment of whether increased usage during peak periods will necessitate 16 
additional equipment during the planning horizon that must be considered during the 17 
development of rates. 18 

 19 
 20 

 21 

28.2 Based on its jurisdictional study, please identify jurisdictions that take future 22 
transmission  and distribution investments into account in setting long-term 23 
avoided costs. 24 

  25 
Response: 26 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 27 

The jurisdictional study performed by EES was related to COSA methods and rate designs.  28 
The review did not assess how TOU rates were set, or how utilities got from COSA to rate 29 
design itself.  Based on EES’ experience, TOU rates are generally not set on the basis of LRMC 30 
but instead are based on short term price or cost differentials.   31 

 32 

 33 
 34 
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 1 

28.3 Is FBC familiar with the way that transmission and distribution costs are 2 
approached by Hydro-Québec Distribution in evaluating its avoided costs?  If so, 3 
please explain why FBC has not followed a similar approach.  4 

  5 
Response: 6 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.28.2. 7 

  8 
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29.0 Topic: Time of Use Pricing 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2.2, page 113 2 

Citation:  3 

The capacity costs that are considered variable included the capacity charges 4 
related to purchased power and would apply only to the on-peak period. The 5 
capacity-related costs are generally associated with ensuring there is sufficient 6 
capacity available at the time of the system peaks in the winter and summer. 7 
They are charged on the basis of the peak demands in the peak winter and 8 
summer months. 9 

… 10 

The capacity-related costs divided by the on-peak loads yields a per unit cost of 11 
10.57 cents per kWh. 12 

Preamble:  13 

Schedule 5.3 of the COSA indicates the forecast capacity resources used by 14 
month (MW), as well as the unit prices.  The amounts for each capacity resource 15 
vary from month to month. 16 

The Capacity Expense category includes four resources: Waneta Expansion, 17 
BCH 3808 Capacity, BRD Tailrace Capacity and BRX Capacity. The unit costs 18 
for each, in $/MW/month, are, respectively: $17,349, $8,016, $4,426 and $3,400. 19 

29.1 Please describe each of the four capacity resources mentioned in the preamble. 20 
  21 

Response: 22 

FBC has entered into a 40-year capacity purchase agreement with the Waneta Expansion 23 
Power Corporation to purchase all unused WAX-related capacity that remains after BC Hydro 24 
has acquired the energy entitlements associated with the plant.  The Waneta Expansion 25 
Capacity Purchase Agreement (WAX CAPA) became effective April 2, 2015.  The capacity 26 
entitlements obtained by FBC under the WAX CAPA vary by month and are suitably shaped to 27 
meet FBC’s winter and summer peak demand requirements when capacity is needed the most 28 
and provides less capacity during the three freshet months when it is needed the least.  The 29 
capacity purchased by FBC ranges from 46 MW in June to 323 MW in August and November.  30 

FBC has a 20-year Power Purchase Agreement with BC Hydro under Rate Schedule 3808 (RS 31 
3808), which is presently scheduled to expire September 30, 2033. Under RS 3808, FBC 32 
purchases energy and associated capacity under BC Hydro tariff rates. FBC has access to up to 33 
200 MW of RS 3808 capacity in any hour.  34 
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Brilliant Dam Tailrace capacity purchases are for Canal Planr Agreement (CPA) entitlements 1 
from the Brilliant Plant and are incorporated in the 60-year term of the Brilliant Power Purchase 2 
Agreement. FBC purchases an average of 4 MW of capacity from the Brilliant Plant as a result 3 
of the trail race capacity improvements.  4 

The Brilliant Expansion Dam (BRX) capacity is purchased by FBC for a 10-year term through 5 
2027, and is for unused CPA entitlements from the Brilliant and Brilliant Expansion plants. The 6 
BRX capacity provides for an average of 30 MW of capacity over the year, but is variable, with a 7 
minimum capacity purchase of 6 MW in October, and a maximum capacity purchase of 66 MW 8 
in April. 9 

 10 
 11 

 12 

29.2 Please explain how the amount of each capacity resource used each month is 13 
determined. 14 

  15 
Response: 16 

The BRD Tailrace capacity and BRX Capacity purchased by FBC are for a fixed amount of CPA 17 
entitlement capacity and FBC is required to pay for this capacity whether or not it is used. As 18 
such, FBC always plans to use this capacity to meet load requirements in all hours when it is 19 
available.  20 

The Waneta Expansion capacity is also for a fixed amount of CPA entitlement capacity; 21 
however, FBC has the ability to sell to third parties surplus capacity from the Waneta Expansion 22 
capacity when it is not required to meet load requirements. FBC also has flexibility in the 23 
amount of RS 3808 capacity that it can schedule, ranging from 0 MW to 200 MW in any hour, 24 
but is subject to a minimum billing amount, equal to the greater of 100 MW (50 percent of the 25 
contract demand of 200 MW), the peak used in that month, or 75 percent of the peak demand 26 
over the past 11 months. Additionally, RS 3808 capacity purchases may be required to bring in 27 
sufficient RS 3808 energy in any month, or to provide for transmission to FBC’s Okanagan and 28 
Princeton interconnections with BC Hydro. 29 

As part of FBC’s active portfolio management, FBC plans how to meet forecast demand 30 
requirements in all hours of the year using all available capacity resources, potentially including 31 
wholesale market purchases.  On an hourly basis, FBC will attempt to optimize its portfolio and 32 
reduce power purchase expense while maintaining security of supply. This is done by 33 
determining the appropriate level of RS 3808 purchases, wholesale market purchases, and the 34 
amount of Waneta Expansion capacity used for load and/or sold to the market for each hour of 35 
the year.  This all depends on market and system conditions at the time.  36 
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 1 
 2 

 3 

29.3 Please explain the distinction between BCH Billing Capacity and BCH Peak 4 
Usage. 5 

  6 
Response: 7 

The BCH Billing Capacity is the amount of BC Hydro RS 3808 capacity that will be charged to 8 
FBC in that month, which is based on the greater of 100 MW (50 percent of the Contract 9 
Demand of 200 MW), the maximum amount used in that month, or 75 percent of the peak 10 
demand in the previous 11 months. The BCH Peak Usage is the maximum amount of BC Hydro 11 
RS 3808 capacity that FBC expects to use in the month.  12 

For example, if FBC were to use 200 MW in January, the minimum billing amount would be 200 13 
* 75 percent or 150 MW for the rest of the year.  If FBC were to actually use only 130 MW (Peak 14 
Usage) in May, the bill for May would be for 150 MW (BCH Billing Capacity). 15 

 16 
 17 

 18 

29.4 Please indicate which capacity resource is on the margin in each month, and 19 
why. 20 

  21 
Response: 22 

FBC currently has long-term firm capacity resources available to meet forecast peak demand 23 
requirements over the near-term. The capacity resource which is on the margin varies not only 24 
monthly but also hourly depending on FBC’s portfolio optimization. Capacity purchases under 25 
Waneta Expansion, BRD Tailrace and BRX are all take or pay contracts, meaning that FBC will 26 
pay for the capacity whether or not it is used. However, with the Waneta Expansion capacity, 27 
FBC has the ability to sell surplus capacity in order to mitigate costs. Additionally, at certain 28 
times of the year, FBC may be scheduling BC Hydro RS 3808 energy and capacity during the 29 
off-peak hours in order to bring in sufficient energy to be used with Waneta Expansion capacity 30 
in the peak hours. Therefore in off-peak hours, FBC typically has sufficient capacity available to 31 
meet load requirements, through a combination of all resources, and there is not one resource 32 
on the margin. Instead, FBC has available capacity in off-peak hours from multiple resources.  33 

During mid-peak and on-peak hours, FBC is typically using all its take or pay resources, 34 
including FBC-owned generation, purchases from the Brilliant Power Purchase Agreement, 35 
BRX capacity and BRD tailrace capacity to their full extent. FBC is meeting its marginal load 36 
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requirements with either BC Hydro RS 3808 capacity, Waneta Expansion capacity or market 1 
purchases, depending on system and market conditions, and the time of year.  2 

 3 
 4 

 5 

29.5 Please indicate which capacity resource is on the margin during each TOU 6 
period (peak, shoulder and off-peak), and why. 7 

  8 
Response: 9 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.29.4.  10 

 11 
 12 

 13 

29.6 Please indicate the relationship between the amount of capacity resources 14 
required during peak, shoulder and off-peak periods during a given day. 15 

  16 
Response: 17 

As discussed on page 111 of the Application, there is no clear delineation where loads change 18 
from one level to another. If loads were 90 percent or more of the daily peak, then the hours 19 
were considered on-peak. Mid-peak hours were generally 85 percent to 90 percent of the daily 20 
peak load, and off-peak hours were under 85 percent of the daily peak load. Using actual hourly 21 
loads from 2012-2016, the following table shows an approximation of the relationship between 22 
On-Peak, Mid-Peak and Off-peak. On average, on-peak loads range from the Average Daily 23 
Peak Demand to the 90 percent of Average Daily Peak Demand. Mid-peak loads range from 85 24 
percent to 90 percent of the Average Daily Peak Demand, and off-peak hours are below 85 25 
percent of the Average Daily Peak demand.  Please note this is just an approximation and 26 
actual loads in any period will be predominately driven by weather.  27 

Table 1 28 

2012-2016 (MW) Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Actual Peak Demand  727 678 571 492 446 590 587 591 481 485 637 702 

Average Daily Peak Demand 563 519 457 401 375 400 473 465 383 410 501 571 

90% of Average Daily Peak Demand 506 467 411 361 337 360 426 419 345 369 451 514 

85% of Average Daily Peak Demand 478 441 388 341 318 340 402 395 326 349 426 486 
 29 
 30 
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 1 

29.7 Please explain why there are capacity costs in each month, given that “the 2 
capacity-related costs are generally associated with ensuring there is sufficient 3 
capacity available at the time of the system peaks in the winter and summer” and 4 
that these costs “are charged on the basis of the peak demands in the peak 5 
winter and summer months”. 6 

  7 
Response: 8 

Contracted capacity from the four resources results in costs in all months since the costs were 9 
not shaped only into the periods when the capacity is needed. This is analogous to building a 10 
new resource, where the costs building and owning the resource extend to all months, not just 11 
the months in which the resource is needed. For the Waneta Expansion, BRD Tailrace Capacity 12 
and BRX Capacity, the purchases were all or nothing, and therefore FBC is required to 13 
purchase capacity at times when it is not needed. However, FBC took this into account when 14 
analyzing the purchases, all of which were determined by the BCUC to be in the customers’ 15 
interest. For the BC Hydro RS 3808 Capacity, it is subject to the terms of the BC Hydro tariff, 16 
and results in a minimum billing demand of 50 percent of Contract demand (results in a 17 
minimum billing demand of 100 MW) or 75 percent of the peak demand in the previous 11 18 
months, which means that FBC cannot reduce the billing demand to zero when PPA capacity is 19 
not required.  20 

 21 
 22 

 23 

29.8 Please indicate whether or not serving a larger residence, which consumes more 24 
energy throughout the year (including during peak periods), would require more 25 
capacity resources than serving a smaller residence, which consumes less 26 
energy throughout the year. 27 

  28 
Response: 29 

FBC plans for resources based on the total system load.  Linking “capacity” in the sense used 30 
by the Energy Supply group at FBC to the characteristics of individual houses implies a direct 31 
connection that FBC views as somewhat tenuous. 32 

However, if the question intends to query the relationship between house size and peak load, 33 
then FBC offers the following. The answer would depend entirely on the specific residence.  In 34 
some cases a larger residence might have gas heat and have a relatively high electric load 35 
factor.  A smaller residence might use less power overall but have a peak level just as high as a 36 
larger residence.  It is not possible to make generalizations about different sizes of homes due 37 
to the wide range of variability in the use of electricity in each home.   38 
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30.0 Topic: Time of Use Pricing 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section, page 113 2 

Citation:  3 

The variable energy costs included the energy charges from power purchases 4 
from BC Hydro and the market and apply to both the on-peak and mid-peak 5 
period. 6 

Preamble:  7 

Schedule 5.3 of the COSA indicates the unit energy costs for a number of energy 8 
resources.   9 

30.1 Please indicate which energy resources in Schedule 5.3 are assumed to be 10 
“variable energy costs” that are applied during the on-peak and mid-peak 11 
periods. 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

Please refer to the response to BCOAPO IR 1.56.2. 15 

 16 
 17 

 18 

30.2 Please indicate which energy resource is on the margin in each month, and why. 19 
  20 

Response: 21 

All of FBC’s energy resources are fully subscribed other than BC Hydro RS 3808 purchases and 22 
market purchases.  Therefore, these two resources would be on the margin in all months.   23 

 24 
 25 

 26 

30.3 Please indicate which energy resource is on the margin during each TOU period 27 
(peak, shoulder and off-peak), and why. 28 

  29 
Response: 30 

All of FBC’s energy resources are fully subscribed other than BC Hydro RS 3808 purchases and 31 
market purchases.  Therefore, these two resources would be on the margin in all TOU periods.   32 
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31.0 Topic: Time of Use Pricing 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.2.2, page 114 2 

Citation:  3 

These pricing differentials form the basis of the TOU rates and are the same for 4 
all classes. 5 

31.1 Please explain why the pricing differentials are the same for all classes. 6 
  7 

Response: 8 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 9 

The pricing differentials are based on differences in the underlying cost of power supply by TOU 10 
period, which does not differ by customer class.   11 

  12 
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32.0 Topic: Time of Use Pricing 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section, page 114 2 

Citation:  3 

Elasticity estimates were based on the most current data specific to FBC 4 
residential customers – those developed for the 2014 RIB report to the BCUC. 5 

32.1 Please provide a copy of the FBC 2014 RIB Report. 6 
  7 

Response: 8 

The 2014 RIB Rate Report is included as Attachment 1.2, provided in the response to BCSEA 9 
IR 1.1.2. 10 

 11 
 12 

 13 

32.2 Please provide a copy of the worksheets used to develop FBC’s elasticity 14 
estimates. 15 

  16 
Response: 17 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 18 

The following provides the tables summarizing the regression results used to develop the 19 
underlying elasticity estimates, along with the discussion of the methods and results, as 20 
provided in the 2014 RIB Evaluation Report.  The worksheets themselves do not provide data in 21 
a format that would be readily usable to participants in this process.   22 

Regression Analysis Results and Elasticity Estimates 23 

The first regression completed was based on the bills with less than 1600 kWh per two months 24 
and completely within Tier 1.  Average usage was adjusted for a standard number of days and 25 
represented usage before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  This was compared to the 26 
CPI-adjusted marginal rate for those customers within Tier 1, lagged by two months.  An ln-ln 27 
transformation was used for both the average use and the marginal price.  The weighted HDD 28 
and CDD variables were also included.  The following Table A-1 shows the key parameters of 29 
the regression. 30 
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Table A-1 
Results of Regression 1 

Tier 1 Usage vs. Real Marginal Rate for Tier 1 with In-In Transformation 
R Square 0.3409  
Adjusted R Square 0.1162  

 Coefficient t statistic 
Intercept 6.59 17.94 
Real Marginal Rate Tier 1 Lag2 -0.067 -0.44 
Weighted HDD 0.00013 2.36 
Weighted CDD 0.00061 1.73 

 1 
The R Square value provides a measure of the overall fit of the regression.  The closer the R 2 
Square value is to 100 percent - the better the fit.  In this first regression the R square is below 3 
50 percent and is not considered a very good fit.  The second key indicator to examine is the t 4 
statistic for each of the variables.  A t-statistic of 2 or more generally indicates that the variable 5 
is statistically significant.  In this case the intercept, HDD and CDD all have a sufficient t 6 
statistic.  The marginal price of electricity has a low t statistic and would not be considered 7 
statistically significant.  There is therefore no evidence of a response to the RCR for months 8 
where the bill is completely within Tier 1.  These results are not unexpected as the lower 9 
consumption level is likely for uses that are more necessary and less elastic.  These results are 10 
similar to those found in the 2013 report.   11 

The original RCR Application assumed elasticity values for Tier 1 ranging from -0.05 to -0.20, 12 
although these assumptions were not based on any FBC-specific findings.  While not a 13 
statistically significant value, the regression does yield an elasticity of -0.067, which is on the 14 
lower end of the range.   However, the lack of statistical significance would indicate an elasticity 15 
of 0.  The elasticity is lower than the -0.078 found in the 2013 study.  Based on these results an 16 
estimate of a long-term elasticity range of 0 to -0.10 is a reasonable assumption, which is lower 17 
than that in the original Application.   18 

The second regression was based on the bills where consumption was greater than 1600 kWh 19 
per two months and had some usage within Tier 2, facing a higher rate.  Average usage was 20 
adjusted for a standard number of days and represented usage before any of the programmatic 21 
DSM savings.  This was compared to the CPI-adjusted marginal rate for those customers within 22 
Tier 2, lagged by two months.  An ln-ln transformation was used for both the average use and 23 
the marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The following 24 
shows the key parameters of the regression. 25 

 26 
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Table A-2 
Results of Regression 2 

Tier 2 Usage vs. Real Marginal Rate for Tier 2 with In-In Transformation 
R Square 0.9544  
Adjusted R Square 0.9110  

 Coefficient t statistic 
Intercept 7.42 88.98 
Real Marginal Rate Tier 2 Lag2 -0.1565 -4.43 
Weighted HDD 0.0009 18.03 
Weighted CDD 0.0022 6.56 

 1 
 2 
In this Tier 2 regression, the R Square was over 90 percent, indicating a good fit.  All of the 3 
variables yielded a t-statistic over 2, indicating that they were statistically significant.  The 4 
coefficient for the marginal rate resulted in an estimated elasticity of -0.16 for the period in 5 
question.  This is higher than the -0.086 found in the 2013 report, which was considered a short-6 
term elasticity as it likely only reflected behavioral changes as there was not sufficient time for 7 
much appliance change among customers.   8 

These results compare to the original Tier 2 assumption of -0.10 to -0.30, which were provided 9 
in the original RCR Application.  The current results are within the range of what was originally 10 
assumed, but closer to the low end than the high end.  While the short-term elasticity was 11 
measured at -0.086, the results suggest a long-term elasticity in the range of -0.16 to -0.20.   12 

  13 
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33.0 Topic: Proposed Time of Use Rates 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.3, page 115, Table 8-10 2 

Preamble: 3 

Table 8-10 indicates that, for Residential Customers, the proposed on-peak rate 4 
is $0.22435/kWh, the Mid-Peak Rate is $0.11869/kWh, and the Off-Peak Rate is 5 
$0.09280/kWh. 6 

33.1 Please compare annual electricity costs under the proposed TOU rates with 7 
those under the current RIB rate for a typical consumer in each of the 8 
consumption categories indicated in Table 6-8, indicating for each one the 9 
percentage of its consumption assumed to fall in each of the three TOU periods. 10 

  11 
Response: 12 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.82.2. 13 

  14 
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34.0 Topic: Proposed Time of Use Rates 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  section 8.3, pages 114-115 2 

34.1 If all residential consumers opted for the TOU prices, would the portion of FBC’s 3 
revenue requirement allocated to residential customers be recovered, over-4 
recovered, or under-recovered?  Please present detailed calculations in support 5 
of your response. 6 

  7 
Response: 8 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 9 

The TOU rates are designed to be revenue neutral with standard proposed rates assuming that 10 
all customers are taking service under the TOU rates. The revenues are expected to be the 11 
same in both cases and the RC ratio for the residential class would also be expected to be the 12 
same if all customers opted for TOU rates.  The Company will be in a better position to assess 13 
the impacts of the TOU rates after the 3 year evaluation period has been completed. 14 

 15 
 16 

 17 

34.2 Please indicate bill impacts by level of consumption (as in Table 6-8), if all 18 
residential consumers were to opt for the TOU prices. 19 

  20 
Response: 21 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 22 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.82.2 for a comparison of how the annual bills for a 23 
residential TOU customer would compare to the current and proposed non-TOU rates for an 24 
average residential customer. 25 

FBC does not have information about the distribution of consumption across the various levels 26 
of consumption by time period that would provide a meaningful result in the analysis.  27 

 28 
 29 

 30 

34.3 If all residential customers who would be better off financially under the proposed 31 
TOU rate opted into it, and no other customers did, and there were no change in 32 
their consumption patterns, what would be a) the revenue impact in $, and b) the 33 
rate impact, in cents per kWh for the residential class? 34 
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  1 
Response: 2 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 3 

FBC does not believe that customers will opt for the TOU rate simply on the basis of being 4 
financially better off. The complexities of the TOU rate and having to change behaviour to avoid 5 
on-peak pricing may be a deterrent to many customers, even if they would save on their utility 6 
bills.  While FBC does not believe that the scenario proposed in the question is realistic, based 7 
on the sample of residential customers examined by FBC, it was estimated that roughly 19 8 
percent of customers would be better off financially with TOU rates with no changes in their 9 
consumption patterns.  Based on the sample, if all of the customers with potential savings opted 10 
into the TOU rate, and assuming no other residential customers opted in for the TOU rate, the 11 
lost revenues would be $9.4 million out of $185 million in total.  In terms of rate impact, this 12 
would result in an added cost of $0.007 per kWh for customers in the residential class (or 13 
$0.003/kWh if applied to all customer classes).  14 

 15 
 16 

 17 

34.4 Please indicate how many comments FBC has received a) from individual 18 
residential customers and b) from groups representing residential customers, 19 
asking it to reopen its TOU rate. 20 

  21 
Response: 22 

FBC cannot provide an exact number of such requests as they were largely made during public 23 
consultation, as well as featuring in some of the letters submitted to the Commission during the 24 
BCUC RIB rate review.  While such comments and requests provided support for the 25 
reintroduction of the Residential TOU rates, they were not the primary driver behind the 26 
proposal.  FBC has based the TOU rates on cost causation principles and on continuing to have 27 
a conservation rate available as an option for customers in the event that the RCR is removed 28 
per the Company’s request. 29 

 30 
 31 

 32 

34.5 Please describe the objectives pursued by FBC in seeking to reopen the TOU 33 
rate. 34 

  35 
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Response: 1 

The reason that FBC is proposing to reopen the TOU to residential customers is accurately 2 
described on page 108 of the Application. 3 

“TOU rates are generally intended to incent customers to shift the time of consumption in a 4 
manner that allows a utility to reduce costs or generate incremental revenue such that a rate 5 
benefit will accrue to all customers.” 6 

The Company believes that customer choice is enhanced by the TOU offering and that 7 
customer satisfaction may also be improved by the additional optional rate option for customers 8 
that would like to enroll on a conservation rate. 9 

However, as also noted in the Application on page 108, “Unless the changes in behaviour 10 
caused by the rate results in the desired financial benefit, the rate will not have achieved its 11 
objective.” 12 

 13 
 14 

 15 

34.6 Please provide:  16 

34.6.1 FBC’s best estimate of the number of residential customers that will 17 
subscribe to the TOU rate in each of the next five (5) years, and 18 

  19 
Response: 20 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.94.1. 21 

 22 
 23 

 24 

34.6.2 The expected impacts on FBC’s costs and revenues that will result from 25 
these TOU subscriptions. 26 

  27 
Response: 28 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.79.1.3 and the discussion of cost in the responses to 29 
BCUC IRs 1.94.2 and 1.94.3. 30 

  31 
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35.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 18 (p. 158 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

Monthly power supply costs were classified as demand and energy on the basis 4 
of wholesale Rate 3808 from BC Hydro and allocated on a monthly basis to 5 
various customer classes. 6 

Preamble: 7 

Rate 3808 sets a demand charge and two energy charges (Tranche 1 and 8 
Tranche 2).  It sets out how Billing Demand is determined, and specifies energy 9 
costs in terms of Contract Demand and Annual Energy Nomination. 10 

35.1 Please indicate the current FBC Contract Demand and Annual Energy 11 
Nomination under Rate 3808. 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

The Contract Demand under RS 3808 is 200 MW. The Annual Energy Nomination for the 15 
October 1, 2017 to September 30, 2018 contract year was 642 GWh.  16 

 17 
 18 

 19 

35.2 Please explain in detail how “Monthly power supply costs were classified as 20 
demand and energy on the basis of wholesale Rate 3808”. 21 

  22 
Response: 23 

Please refer to the response to CEC IR 1.12.1. 24 

  25 
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36.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 23 (p. 163 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

FortisBC owns generation from four hydro-generation facilities collectively 4 
referred to as the Kootenay River Plants. … This output reflects 47 percent of the 5 
2009 energy requirement and 35 percent of the sum of the monthly capacity 6 
requirements. The remainder of FortisBC’s power supply needs is met with 7 
power supply purchases. (underlining added) 8 

36.1 Please indicate the corresponding percentage of FBC’s 2018 energy and 9 
capacity requirements.  10 

  11 
Response: 12 

For 2018, FBC is forecasting that its owned generation from the four hydro facilities will produce 13 
46 percent of annual energy requirements, and 34 percent of the sum of the monthly capacity 14 
requirements.  15 

  16 
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37.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 24 (p. 164 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

There are two issues surrounding Rate 3808. As a result of concerns from the 4 
Commission, BC Hydro has been ordered to provide a more thorough analysis of 5 
generation plant classification in its next rate application. When this is completed 6 
FortisBC will re-examine its own classification method. Also, the pricing of Rate 7 
3808 includes a transmission component. In theory, one would want to separate 8 
out just the generation component of Rate 3803 for use by FortisBC. However, in 9 
looking at the underlying classification of costs to the transmission class of BC 10 
Hydro, the generation split is equivalent to the 80% demand and 20% energy 11 
resulting from the full Rate 3808. So, while Rate 3808 may not fully match the 12 
results of the BC Hydro COSA, the net result is equivalent to the approach 13 
FortisBC would like to achieve for classification. 14 

37.1 Please explain in what way the “full Rate 3808” results in a generation split of 15 
80% demand and 20% energy, making reference to the text of Rate 3808, the 16 
FBC COSA, and any other elements necessary. 17 

  18 
Response: 19 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 20 

RS 3808 was used as a proxy to split the costs of FBC generation between demand and 21 
energy.  The costs for FBC resources are fixed and do not contain a natural split between 22 
demand and energy components.  The cost of an equivalent amount of demand and energy 23 
from the generation was priced on the basis of RS 3808, and the resulting demand and energy 24 
charges were used to calculate the 20 percent demand / 80 percent energy split.  RS 3808 25 
language does not reference FBC generation. The proxy approach described was the approach 26 
used to classify generation rate base and expenses in the FBC COSA. 27 

  28 
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38.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 29 (p. 169 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

To reflect the fact that these purchases work together to provide the power 4 
needed to FortisBC, it was determined that the BC Hydro 3808 rate breakdown 5 
of demand and energy prices could be used as a proxy for the split between 6 
demand and energy components, as used for FortisBC’s own generation. The 7 
output from these projects were priced at BC Hydro 3808 rate on a monthly basis 8 
to determine the equivalent split in costs between demand and energy. This split 9 
was then applied to actual costs of the projects for purposes of classification. The 10 
resulting split was roughly 31% demand-related and 69% energy-related. 11 

38.1 Please provide a detailed worksheet explaining this calculation. 12 
  13 

Response: 14 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.29.5. 15 

  16 
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39.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 30 (p. 170 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

On a combined basis, the total purchased power expenses were classified 27% 4 
demand-related and 73% energy-related on an annual basis. 5 

39.1 Please provide a detailed worksheet explaining this calculation. 6 
  7 

Response: 8 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 9 

The worksheet including the requested calculations is provided in the Power Supply tab of the 10 
COSA model which has been filed as Exhibit B-2 in this process. 11 

 12 
 13 

 14 

39.2 Please explain the implications of this classification of purchased power 15 
expenses for FBC’s marginal cost, and for the proposed TOU rate. 16 

  17 
Response: 18 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 19 

This classification is used for the embedded COSA only and has no implications with respect to 20 
FBC’s marginal cost of power.  The marginal cost of power is calculated on the basis of new 21 
resources rather than on the basis of existing resources included in the embedded COSA.  The 22 
classification split also does not have an impact on the TOU rate.  The TOU rate requires that 23 
costs be split between three different time periods.  The on-peak period for TOU rates covers 24 
998 hours during the year and is not reflective of the 4 hours used to allocate the demand-25 
related costs.  The classification split is not used when calculating the costs per TOU period.   26 
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40.0 Topic: TOU Rates Evaluation and Design 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 40 (p. 180 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

Because the COSA does not provide the cost data necessary to look at various 4 
TOU periods, EES looked outside the COSA to develop the proposed TOU rates. 5 
The first step was to examine the TOU periods and the second step was to look 6 
at the cost differences by time period. 7 

40.1 Did EEC consider instead the possibility of using an approach which first 8 
identifies the most marked cost differences from one time to another, and then 9 
determines the TOU periods that should be defined in order to capture these 10 
differences? 11 

  12 
Response: 13 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 14 

Yes, but the power supply costs are not differentiated for each hour of the year, making it 15 
impossible to use hourly costs as the basis for to TOU periods.  The cost difference between 16 
periods is generally driven by the capacity-related costs and demand charges facing FBC which 17 
are driven by peak demands in the winter and summer.  This results in costs that are correlated 18 
with loads, making loads an appropriate factor to use when setting TOU periods.  Please also 19 
refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.40.2. 20 

 21 
 22 

 23 

40.2 Please elaborate on the advantages and disadvantages of each of these two 24 
approaches. 25 

  26 
Response: 27 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 28 

The advantage of using hourly load data was that the data was readily available and 29 
straightforward, while the hourly cost data was not available and would have required 30 
assumptions about how to spread fixed costs into various hours.  Because the periods with the 31 
highest loads correspond to the periods with the highest costs for FBC, EES does not see an 32 
advantage of using one method relative to another in terms of results. 33 
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41.0 Topic: Cost of Production and Power Supply 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 42 (p. 182 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

The next step in developing the TOU rates was to look at the cost differentials 4 
between the TOU periods. For the distribution system the number of customers 5 
and the non-coincident peak of each was used to plan for facilities and this was 6 
reflected in the COSA allocations for distribution costs. Costs associated with the 7 
transmission and distribution system, while driven by peaks, are not differentiated 8 
by time period. 9 

41.1 Insofar as costs associated with the transmission and distribution system are 10 
driven by peaks, can one conclude that they are driven by demand during on-11 
peak periods?  If not, why not? 12 

  13 
Response: 14 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 15 

The costs for transmission are driven by the system peak load but in most cases the costs are 16 
fixed and cannot be reduced in response to a reduction in the system peak load.  Over the long-17 
term, there may be transmission savings related to reduced peak loads, but only to the extent 18 
existing transmission facilities are constrained.   19 

For distribution, facilities are installed at the time customers connect to the system based on 20 
their expected peak load, regardless of when it occurs.  Once those facilities are installed, there 21 
are no savings if customers reduce their peak demand, particularly if they just shift their load to 22 
another time period.  Over the long term, distribution costs for new customers could be reduced 23 
if there is an overall trend in reduced peak demand per customer.  This would apply only to new 24 
costs and not the cost of facilities already in place.   25 

  26 
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42.0 Topic: Line Extension Credit 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, page 44 (p. 184 of pdf) 2 

Citation:  3 

To develop the line extension credits available to new customers connecting to 4 
the system, the same approach used in the 2009 COSA was used. This capital 5 
credit or allowance is predicated on the amount of investment in distribution 6 
poles, conductors, and transformers for each rate class covered in the applicable 7 
retail rate. Any investment in poles, conductors and transformers needed to 8 
provide service to a new customer in excess of this credit or allowance would be 9 
paid for upfront as a capital contribution by the new customer. The higher 10 
principles for distribution system extension charges (extension charges) are that 11 
they should be fair to all and collect enough from a new customer to hold 12 
harmless all other customers from the incremental costs of supplying new 13 
localized distribution poles, conductors and transformers. (Note—the additional 14 
costs of meters and services are covered off in the connection charge. The 15 
incremental costs of generation, transmission and distribution substations are 16 
typically dealt with separately.) (underlining added) 17 

42.1 Please indicate where and how the incremental costs of generation and 18 
transmission caused by a new customer are dealt with. 19 

  20 
Response: 21 

The Company consulted with EES to provide the following response. 22 

The incremental costs associated with generation, transmission and distribution substations that 23 
are incurred due to the incremental organic growth in load are not collected from any specific 24 
customers but are included in the revenue requirement for the utility and collected in the rates 25 
from all customers, including the new customers.  Growth in customers will impact how much of 26 
the costs are allocated to each customer class.  In the infrequent case where a single customer 27 
addition requires upgrades to generation, transmission or distribution substation, that customer 28 
would pay the entire amount of the upgrade. 29 
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43.0 Topic: COSA 1 

Reference: Exhibit B-1,  Appendix A, Schedule 5.3, page 3 of 5 (p. 229 of pdf) 2 

43.1 Please explain why the amounts shown under Capacity Expense for the Waneta 3 
Expansion are not equal to the Waneta Expansion Capacity Rate times the 4 
Waneta Expansion Capacity for a given month. 5 

  6 

Response: 7 

Please refer to the response to BCSEA IR 1.7.1. 8 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND1

1.1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY2

This 2014 Residential Conservation Rate Report (the 2014 Report) is the second report filed by 3
FortisBC Inc. (FBC or the Company) with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (the 4
Commission or BCUC).  The intent of the report is summarized by the Commission as providing, 5
“…FortisBC, the Commission and the Interveners the opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness 6
of the Residential Conservation Rate program, in particular with respect to its impact on 7
conservation.”18

The report examines the impact of the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) on customers, in 9
terms of its impact on customer bills generally and on specific segments of customers such as 10
those with electric heat, no access to natural gas service, and those that have installed 11
alternative heating methods such as heat pumps.12

Both the report filed in 2013 and the current report were to examine the potential impact of 13
structural changes to the RCR.  As the potential changes remain the same as in 2013, the 14
Company relies on the discussion in last year’s report in fulfillment of this requirement.15

The conservation impact of the RCR is determined through an extensive analysis of billing 16
records and consumption history to arrive at an estimate of energy savings driven solely by the 17
RCR, and provides a measure of the elasticity of demand for the residential customers in the 18
FBC service area.  The work done in this area was performed by an external consultant and the 19
full results are included in Appendix B.20

Key findings from the body of this report include:21

68.5% of customers were billed less under the RCR than they would have been billed 22
under the flat rate that would have been in place if the RCR was never implemented.  23
This is a smaller proportion of customers than the 70.3% identified in the first year of the 24
rates existence.25

8.4% of customers received total billing greater than 10% higher under the RCR than 26
they would have received under the flat rate over the report period.27

Bill impact has increased at least in part due to the manner in which rate increases have 28
been applied to the components of the RCR.2 The increasing spread between the Tier 129
and Tier 2 rates will end with the January 1, 2015 rate increase after which, per standard 30
practice, general rate increases will be applied to all billing determinants equally.  At that 31
time, it will also be possible apply any future rate increases in a manner (such as over-32
collecting Tier 1 revenue) that would bring the differential down closer to that which 33
existed when the RCR was first approved.34

1 Commission Order G-182-13A, Directive 2
2 These “Pricing Principles” were established by Commission Order G-3-12
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Bill impacts were greater for those customer groups with electric heat, no access to 1
natural gas, and alternative heating systems such as heat pumps. (This is unsurprising 2
as bill impact is greater on any group with higher consumption relative to other 3
customers regardless of the reason).4

The RCR is delivering conservation results of between 36 and 46 GWh, or 2.6-3.3% of 5
total system requirements.  This range is narrower and lower at the high end than the 6
estimate for first year savings of 19 to 57 GWh included in the original Application.7

The Elasticity of Demand for the FBC residential customer group is estimated at -0.16 to 8
-0.20.9

The RCR continues to be revenue neutral to FBC when considered in light of revenues 10
expected from billing solely under an equivalent flat rate.  The RCR results in no 11
additional revenue for FBC.12

Survey results from high-use customers confirm that their premises tend to have 13
characteristics that would be expected to lead to high consumption (such as swimming 14
pools, hot tubs and secondary suites) in higher percentages than customers overall, but 15
do not generally show a great difference in demographics such as age or income level16
except at the highest income category (>$125,000 / year) which made up a much higher17
percentage in the high-use group.18

Survey results from high-use customers confirm the positive correlation between electric 19
heat, heat pump use and lack of natural gas availability with the generally higher bill 20
impacts shown by billing impact analysis specific to those groups.21

Indirect customers (those served by the Wholesale Municipal customers of FBC) exhibit 22
similar consumption characteristics as do direct customers of FBC.  It is difficult to 23
determine the impact of a stepped Wholesale rate due to a lack of industry information; 24
however, the Company has identified some potential concerns with the concept.25

Wholesale stepped rates are possible and should not be dismissed however further 26
analysis and direct involvement of the Wholesale customers is required.27

While the additional year of data included in the 2014 Report has been useful in narrowing both 28
the range of the elasticity measure and conservation results, the Company does not consider 29
any of the results surprising given that any customer attribute resulting in consumption greater 30
than approximately 2,500 kWh in a billing period will lead to bills that are greater than under a 31
flat rate, and this impact will increase with consumption.  The Company does not expect that 32
further analysis of the items included in the Orders outlining the report requirements, or the filing 33
of another report in a years’ time will add much of value to the findings or understanding of the 34
RCR impact.  The Company respectfully submits that the impact of the RCR is generally 35
understood and the reporting requirement should end with the filing of this report.36
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1.2 REGULATORY BACKGROUND1

The Regulatory background of the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) for the period 2
preceding the filing of the first RCR Report on October 31, 2013 (the 2013 Report) was provided 3
as part of that report which is available for viewing or download on the FortisBC website and 4
has been included as Appendix E to this report.5

The 2013 Report fulfilled the reporting requirements that were issued by the Commission in 6
Order G-3-12.  That Order mandated that FBC implement the Residential Conservation Rate 7
(RCR) beginning with the July 2012 billing period.  Prior to July 2012, FBC residential customers 8
were billed under a flat rate consisting of two rate components – a fixed Customer Charge, and 9
a flat Energy Charge that did not vary with the level of consumption.  10

In addition, Commission Order G-3-12 specified the manner in which future rate increases were 11
to be applied to the various rate components,12

FortisBC is directed to apply Pricing Principle 1 to future rate increases for the years 2012 13
to 2015.  Specifically:  14

(a) The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 15
rebalancing increases; 16

(b) The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and17

(c) The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining required 18
revenue (i.e., the residual rate).319

Commission direction regarding the filing of the 2013 eport on the RCR is summarized below: 20

The 2013 Report

Order G-3-12 The Order that established the parameters for the RCR and also specified the 
information that was to be included in the 2013 Report.  This Order also directed 
FBC to establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction of the RIB rate
to develop elasticity data for its own customers. Order G-3-12 is attached as part of 
Appendix A.

Order G-127-13 Required an interim report to be filed by FBC by October 31, 2013 covering the 
period between the date of implementation and July 31, 2013, and amended the 
scope of the report to include additional items required by the Commission (the 
2013 Report).  Order G-127-13 is attached as part of Appendix A.

Order G-153-13 At the request of the Company, this Order changed the period to be included in the 
2013 Report to July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 inclusive. Order G-153-13 is attached 
as part of Appendix A.

3 The final rebalancing rate increase was applied to the residential rates on January 1, 2013.
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Subsequent to the filing of the 2013 Report, the Commission issued a number of Orders 1
concerning the information to be provided by the current report (the 2014 Report).  The 2
requirements of Order G-182-13A are fundamentally the same as those included in Order G-3
127-13 for the 2013 Report, (and summarized below) and thus the 2014 Report represents an 4
updating of that information, with the benefit of an additional year of data.  Letter L-7-14 includes 5
additional reporting requirements.  As such, this 2014 Report generally follows the format of the 6
2013 Report. The particulars of the more recent Commission Orders are below. 7

The 2014 Report

Order G-182-13A This Order specified the information that was to be included in the 2014 Report.  
Order G-182-13A is attached as part of Appendix A.

Letter L-7-14 This letter directed FBC to collect “additional information from potentially heavily 
impacted customers including residences that do not have access to other sources 
of heating fuel {such as natural gas) as well as customers using heat pumps.”  
Letter L-7-14 is attached as part of Appendix A.

8

Key Directives for FBC contained in Order G-182-13A, as they appear in the Order, are:9

1. The filing date deadline for the 2014 Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation Report is 10
November 30, 2014;11

2. The Report must cover the period from the date of implementation (July 1, 2012) to June 12
30, 2014 and should provide FortisBC, the Commission and the Interveners the 13
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the Residential Conservation Rate program, 14
in particular with respect to its impact on conservation. The Report must include, but is 15
not limited to the following: 16

3. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 17

a. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 18

b. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate 19
impacted customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat 20
pumps (geothermal/air source), if available; 21

c. Evaluate the impact the rate is having on customers that have no access to natural 22
gas; 23

d. The resulting cost implications to the utility including the resulting change in revenue 24
earned to the utility (is the rate revenue neutral?); 25

e. Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the 26
threshold. Potential options to be evaluated include: 27

i. Threshold set too high or too low 28
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ii. Household threshold 1

iii. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) based individual threshold 2

iv. Other; 3

f. Provide an evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment 4
Plan and indicate what action FortisBC is taking to ensure estimated bills are 5
accurate; and 6

g. Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 7

i. Percentage who have seen their bills decrease and by how much? 8

ii. Percentage who have seen their bills increase and by how much? 9

iii. How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand 10
Side Management Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 11
2012 to coincide with the introduction of the RCR? 12

iv. Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated 13
impacts. Please indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter. 14

4. The Report must also include an in-depth analysis of: 15

a. The full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new resources, including the 16
long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and 17
how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate; 18

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation 19
achieved by the RCR, should that information be available; 20

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of 21
interaction between RCR rates and Demand Side Management targets; 22

d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 23
customers; and 24

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of 25
its wholesale customers. 26

The collection of additional data on potentially heavily impacted customers, pursuant to Letter L-27
7-14, has been accomplished through the use of a survey instrument.  This information is 28
presented in detail in a later section of this report.29

Scope of the 2014 Report1.2.130

The 2014 Report is the second report produced by FBC that summarizes the impact on 31
customer bills and consumption resulting from the implementation of the RCR on July 1, 2012.  32
The first report was dated October 31, 2013 and covered the 12 month period from the 33
implementation of the RCR (July 1, 2012) to June 30, 2013.  This report covers a 24 month 34
period from the implementation date through to June 30, 2014.35
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With only minor differences, the information required by the Commission for the 2014 Report is 1
consistent with that required for the 2013 Report.4  By virtue of this, the 2014 Report is primarily 2
an update of the data contained in the 2013 version.  An additional requirement for the 2014 3
Report is the analysis of high-consumption customers that was mandated by Commission Letter 4
L-7-14.  5

The 2014 Report is an information report.  FBC understands that certain stakeholders wish to 6
alter the RCR rate structure in order minimize the negative impacts on high-consumption 7
customers.  However, the Company is not aware of new information that has come to light 8
during the period that has elapsed since the filing of the 2013 Report, and believes that the 9
analysis of potential rate changes included in that report continues to be valid.  The fact that the 10
RCR has an adverse bill impact on high consumption customers, regardless of the reason for 11
that consumption, was known prior to the implementation of the RCR, was confirmed by the 12
2013 Report, and is again confirmed by this report. 13

As discussed in the 2013 Report, structural changes to the RCR that favour one set of 14
customers (such as those with electric heat), would generally disadvantage another set of 15
customers (such as those with non-electric heat).  FBC does not believe that the regulatory 16
regime within the Province provides for rate-setting on a social, demographic, or geographic 17
basis.  The information required to design rates on a cost-to-serve differential relative to these 18
groups, (should there be one), does not exist and will not exist until adequate data has been 19
delivered by the Automated Metering Infrastructure (“AMI” or “Smart Meter”) program. 20

1.3 REPORT PARAMETERS21

There are generally two types of information required by the Commission directives related to 22
the report.  First, there is an analysis of data related to the consumption habits and billing impact 23
of customers that are billed on the RCR.  This information is produced directly from billing data 24
and is presented in the same manner as was done in 2013.  25

Second, the Commission required in 2013, and repeated in the 2014 Report directives, some 26
analysis of hypothetical changes to the structure of the RCR such as changes to the level of the 27
consumption threshold that results in a change in billing rate from Tier 1 to Tier 2. The Company 28
notes that this requirement is a carryover from the requirements of the initial report and while 29
the information related to consumption and billing is affected by the longer period covered by 30
this report, the options for structural changes are generally the same.  In meeting this 31
requirement, the Company relies on the opinions that it presented in the 2013 Report.    32
Readers can refer to the 2013 Report for the discussion on the subject.33

4 The requirements for the 2013 Report are best gleaned from Commission Order G-127-13.  The 2014 Report 
requirements are found in G-183-13A and Letter L-7-14.
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1.4 CUSTOMER CONCERNS AND COST SHIFTING1

The RCR continues to result in concern with certain customers related to its impact on 2
customers with relatively high consumption.  Both the Company and the Commission have 3
fielded complaints and received input from customers with respect to perceived inequities 4
inherent to the structure of the RCR.  In many cases, it is the inability of the rate to distinguish 5
the nature of the consumption, and the assertion that the nature of the consumption should be a 6
consideration when applying the rate, that is at the heart of this input.  What both the 2013 and 7
2014 versions of this report indicate is that the level of consumption is determinative in the level 8
and direction (positive or negative) of bill impact that customers will experience.  While the 9
Company has been required to provide bill impacts segmented in a number of ways, (such as 10
customers with electric heat, no access to natural gas, or with heat pumps), it should come as 11
no surprise that any factor that causes consumption to be high will result in high bills relative to 12
those that would result under the flat rate that would be in effect in the FBC service area were 13
the RCR not in place5.  Factors that drive higher consumption include large, leaky or poorly 14
insulated houses, multiple buildings on one meter, or partial commercial use.  In other words, a 15
home that includes any characteristic that is likely to cause high consumption can safely be 16
assumed to also receive higher than average bills.  This is the first unavoidable conclusion 17
regarding the RCR.18

The second unavoidable aspect of the rate is that any change in the implementation of the rate 19
that provides some relief to any customer sub-group with high consumption will result in an 20
adjustment to rates that will negatively impact any customer sub-group of FBC’s electric 21
ratepayers with low consumption. This is because changing the structure or applicability of the 22
RCR does not change the approved amount of revenue that must be collected from residential 23
customers overall.24

It has been variously suggested that some accommodation be provided on the basis of 25
geography, heat source, family size or income among other factors.  Any of these will result in 26
subsidization of one group of customers by another.  The information concerning customer 27
impact was available and discussed prior to and during the regulatory process that originally 28
considered the RCR.  As such, some level of subsidization was expected and has already been 29
deemed to be acceptable by the Commission with the approval of the rate structure. The 30
Company does not presume that high consumption is the result of wasteful or inefficient use of 31
electricity by its customers and acknowledges that in some cases (such as with some heat 32
pump customers) may be the result of a conscious decision to install an option perceived to 33
make less of an environmental impact.34

5 If FBC did not have the RCR, the flat rate would be the same as the rate used for customers in the RCR Control 
Group and those that qualify for the farm status exemption.  This is RS03.  The RCR is calculated to provide the 
same revenue as RS03 were RS03 the rate under which all residential customers were billed.
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1.5 BACKGROUND INFORMATION1

Rate Components1.5.12

The rate components in effect since the introduction of the RCR are as follows:3

Table 1-1:  Residential Conservation Rates since Implementation4

5

The structure above provides that consumption up to the threshold during a two month billing 6
period is billed at the Tier 1 Rate and consumption above the threshold is billed at the Tier 2 7
rate. While the price increases at the threshold, a customer will not actually receive a higher bill 8
than he or she would receive under the flat rate until about 2,500 kWh are consumed over a 2-9
month period. The differential between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates is intended to provide an 10
incentive to reduce consumption. The design of the rate including the pricing of the tiers and the 11
threshold is revenue neutral to FBC as compared to the same overall residential consumption 12
on a flat rate.13

Customer Composition1.5.214

The aggregate FBC customer consumption profile used in the report considers information from 15
94,929 customer accounts, including consumption billed from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2014 (the 16
Report Period). These customers were drawn from the following rate types:17

Table 1-2:  2014 RCR Report - Customer Composition

Rate Type Number of Customers
Residential - Bi-Monthly Billing 79,862
Residential - Monthly Billing 15,067
Total 94,929

18

These customers were drawn from the total population of FBC customers (excluding those 19
formerly served by the City of Kelowna directly as they were not billed on the RCR for the entire 20
Report Period), and then filtered in a manner intended to ensure that those accounts with the 21
potential to skew the results were removed.  In the 2013 Report, only those accounts with 22
consumption between 120 kWh and 100,000 kWh of consumption over the Report Period were 23
included.  For the 2014 Report, since the Report Period examines two years rather than one, 24

Date July 1, 2012 January 1, 2013 January 1, 2014

Customer Charge $29.65 Bi -Monthly $30.33 Bi -Monthly $30.33 Bi -Monthly

Tier 1 Rate $0.08258/kWh $0.08803/kWh $0.09093/kWh

Tier 2 Rate $0.12003/kWh $0.12952/kWh $0.13543/kWh

Threshold 1,600 kWh Bi -Monthly 1,600 kWh Bi -Monthly 1,600 kWh Bi -Monthly

Block Di fferentia l 1.45 1.47 1.49

Equiva lent  Flat Rate
(Customer Charge / kWh Charge)

$30.52 / $0.09589 $32.53 / $0.10222 $33.60 / $0.10559
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these parameters were doubled to 240 kWh and 200,000 kWh respectively.  In addition, 1
accounts without at least 120 kWh in each of the individual years were excluded.  This prevents 2
accounts that were only present in one of the years yet still satisfy the initial filter from being 3
included.  The consumption distribution for the 2013 and 2014 Report are consistent.  Both are 4
shown below.5

Figure 1-1:  2013 Report Distribution (July 2012 – June 2013)6

7

Figure 1-2:  2014 Report Distribution (July 2013 – June 2014)8

9
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Figure 1-3:  2014 Report Cumulative Distribution (July 2013 – June 2014)1

2

Figure 1-3 above displays the percentage of customers with consumption below a certain level. 3
For example, 22.4% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 4,999 kWh or 4
less, 92.7% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 24,999 kWh or less. 5

The simple annual mean consumption of the customer group is 11,512 kWh/year over the two 6
years covered by the Report. 7

Bill Impact Methodology1.5.38

The methodology employed for the 2014 Report is the same as that used in the 2013 Report.9
That is, the impact of the RCR on customer bill amounts over the Report Period is determined 10
by comparing the aggregate revenue obtained by applying the RCR to the aggregate revenue 11
that would have otherwise been collected using the equivalent flat rate.  This is the same basis 12
for comparison that was used in evaluating the original RCR Application.613

The customer bill impact measures included in this report are based the aggregation of 14
individual customer consumption over the Report Period.  In other words, they reflect the impact 15
on all customers included in the analysis.  Individual customer accounts will vary from the 16
averages presented. This measure is concerned primarily with the relative level of bills received 17
under the RCR versus the bills that would have been received under a flat rate given the same 18
level of consumption.  Such an examination provides information assuming that a customer 19
made no behavioural or investment decisions as a result of the rate and also allows for the 20
assessment of the revenue neutrality of the RCR.21

6 The original Application was called the Residential Inclining Block (RIB) Application.
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In order to isolate the customer bill impact of the RCR it is necessary to compare the billing 1
information calculated using the RCR against that calculated using the flat rate that would be in 2
effect had the RCR never been implemented.7  This rate is the same as the Residential Exempt 3
Rate (RS03 and RS03A which differ from each other only in the level of the Threshold and4
Customer Charge). 5

The Customer Bill Impact for the Report Period was determined using the rates in effect during 6
the period covered by the report as follows,7

For example, a residential customer on RS01 (Residential RCR with bi-monthly billing) would 8
normally get 6 bills per year.  These six bills could have consumption as follows:9

Bill 1 1,200 kWh10

Bill 2 1,800 kWh11

Bill 3 1,900 kWh12

Bill 4 2,000 kWh13

Bill 5 1,200 kWh14

Bill 6 1,100 kWh15

Total consumption is 9,200 kWh which under the RCR would be billed 900 kWh at the Tier 2 16
Rate and 8,300 kWh at the Tier 1 Rate assuming a 1,600 kWh Threshold.17

Under the flat rate, all 9,200 kWh would be billed at the flat rate per kWh.18

In each case, the applicable Customer Charge would be billed once for each of the 6 bills.19

This would result in annual bills at the 2013 rates of:20

7 This comparison is the basis of the Residential Conservation Calculator available online at
http://www.fortisbc.com/Electricity/CustomerService/ForHomes/ElectricityRatesExplained/ResidentialConservation
Rate/Pages/default.aspx

Table 1-3:  Rates Used for Billing Impact Assessment

Date July 1, 2012 -
December 31, 2012

January 1, 2013 -
December 31, 2013

January 1, 2014 -
June 30, 2014

Customer Charge $29.65 Bi-Monthly $30.33 Bi-Monthly $30.33 Bi-Monthly
Tier 1 Rate $0.08258/kWh $0.08803/kWh $0.09093/kWh
Tier 2 Rate $0.12003/kWh $0.12952/kWh $0.13543/kWh
Equivalent  Flat Rate
(Customer Charge / 
kWh Charge)

$30.52 / $0.09589 $32.53 / $0.10222 $33.60 / $0.10559
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Table 1-4:  Sample Bill Impact Comparison1

8,300 kWh 900 kWh

Customer Charge Tier 1 Charges Tier 2 Charges Total Bill
Rate

RCR $           183 $         731 $         117 $         1,030 

Flat Rate $           195 $         940 n/a $         1,136 

2

The annual totals under both scenarios are compared for all customers to determine the impact 3
due to the RCR for each customer.  This basic process was repeated for close to 95,000 4
customers’ bills over the Report Period to arrive at the aggregate bill impact statistics for the 5
residential customer base.6
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2. CUSTOMER BILL IMPACT1

This section reports on the measure of, “Overall impact on customers due to the 2
introduction of the RCR” as required by Commission Order G-183-13, as well as the impact 3
on the specific customer groups identified within the Order.  4

2.1 OVERALL CUSTOMER IMPACT5

Using the bill comparison methodology described earlier, the Company has calculated the bills 6
for the filtered customer list under both the RCR and the alternate flat rate.  The table and chart 7
below summarize the bill impact of the RCR over the 2-year Report Period on the basis of 8
percentage of customers that would have higher or lower bills as a result of the implementation 9
of the RCR when compared to the alternate flat rate.10

Table 2-1:  Customer Bill Impact by Percentage11

12

Figure 2-1:  Customer Bill Impact by Percentage13

14

Bill Impact # Records Percent of Total
Above 20% 396 0.4%
15% - 20% 1894 2.0%
10% - 15% 5681 6.0%
5% - 10% 9816 10.3%
0% - 5% 12072 12.7%
0% - 5% 13645 14.4%

5% - 10% 20423 21.5%
10% - 15% 31002 32.7%

94929 100%

Bill Decrease

Total Accounts

Bill Increase
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With respect to both Table 2-1 and Figure 2-1 above, it can be seen that of the 94,929 customer 1
service points analyzed,  31,002, or 32.7% had total billings over the Report Period that were 2
between 10%-15% lower on the RCR than they would have been on the flat rate.3

By totaling the three percentage categories that represent a bill saving under the RCR (14.4%, 4
21.5% and 32.7%) it can be seen that approximately 68.5% of customers received a benefit 5
through lower bills under the RCR.6

It is also informative to examine the impact of the RCR relative to the total dollar amount of bills 7
received by customers over the Report Period.8

The table below shows customer information segmented by ranges of total customer electric bill9
amounts over the 2 year Report Period, showing the dollar range, the number of customers in 10
that range, and the average bill impact of the RCR on those customers.  The table shows the 11
same 68% of customers receiving a benefit (which varies slightly from the 68.5% above due to 12
the rounding rules applied).  On average, customers that spent less than $3,000 over the 2 year 13
period were better off on the RCR.  Above that expenditure level, on average, customers are 14
worse off and the negative impact increases with expenditures.15

None of this is surprising given the positive correlation between consumption, expenditures, and 16
RCR impact, but does provide a different means of evaluating the results.17

Table 2-2: Customer Bill Impact by Electricity Expenditures18

19

Less than 1,000 12,525             13.2% 13.2% -10.1%
1,000 - 1,499 16,642             17.5% 30.7% -10.6%
1,500 - 1,999 15,226             16.0% 46.8% -9.2%
2,000 - 2,499 11,436             12.0% 58.8% -6.1%
2,500 - 2,999 8,740               9.2% 68.0% -2.5%
3,000 - 3,499 6,780               7.1% 75.2% 0.5%
3,500 - 3,999 5,229               5.5% 80.7% 3.1%
4,000 - 4,499 4,109               4.3% 85.0% 5.2%
4,500 - 4,999 3,170               3.3% 88.3% 7.0%
5,000 - 5,499 2,451               2.6% 90.9% 8.5%
5,500 - 5,999 1,866               2.0% 92.9% 9.9%
6,000 - 6,499 1,363               1.4% 94.3% 11.0%
6,500 - 6,999 1,101               1.2% 95.5% 12.0%

More than 7,000 4,291               4.5% 100.0% 15.6%

94,929             100.0%

Total Cost of 
Electricity over 2-Year 

Report Period ($)
(not including tax)

Customer 
Count

Avergae 
Bil l  

Impact

Customer 
Count as 

Percentage of 
Total

Cumulative 
Customer 

Count
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2.2 COMPARISON OF THE ACTUAL IMPACTS OF THE RCR VERSUS ANTICIPATED 1
IMPACTS2

Commission Order G-182-13A, Directive 2(g) requires FBC to provide information on the overall 3
impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 4

Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please 5
indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter.6

The table below shows the bill-impact related results of the RCR implementation as compared 7
to the results forecast in the original Application.  The table shows both the results as reported 8
in the 2013 Report as well as the results updated for the 2 year period covered by this report.9

The lessons learned from a review of the billing data after 2 years with the RCR are consistent 10
with the conclusions drawn after the first year. Overall, the results continue to be similar to those 11
anticipated in the original Application,  but do show a trend towards an increasing bill impact due 12
to the widening gap between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates within the RCR.  This increasing 13
differential between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rate is likely responsible for some of the greater impact 14
seen in the 2014 results, however it is also important to note that no accommodation has been 15
made in the results for the impact of weather or other influences and conclusions drawn from 16
the billing information below should be undertaken with caution.17

Table 2-3:  Comparison of the Actual Impacts of the RCR versus Anticipated Impacts18

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2014

Original 
Application 

Forecast

Current 
RCR
All 

Customers

Current 
RCR
All 

Customers 
as in 2013 

Report

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 36.6% 38.2% 39.7%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the 
RCR 75.7% 68.5% 70.3%

Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the 
RCR 22.6% 27.3% 23.0%

Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the 
RCR 5.0% 8.4% 8.2%

Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the 
RCR 0.2% 0.4% 0.4%

Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at 
least once 72.8% 77.8% 68.7%

19
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2.3 ELECTRIC HEAT CUSTOMERS1

Commission Order G-182-13A includes direction to FBC to report on,2

How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate 3
impacted customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps 4
(geothermal/air source), if available; (Directive 2c)5

The impact on customers with heat pumps is examined in another section of this report; this 6
section focuses on electric heat customers.7

As noted in the 2013 Report, FBC does not, in the normal course of business, keep record of8
what type of heat source a customer uses at a given premise.  In order to differentiate 9
customers on that basis, heating choice was recorded when the RCR Control Group was 10
assembled pursuant to the original RCR Order (G-3-12).  These 374 customers were, however, 11
specifically excluded from being placed on the RCR as the original purpose was to help 12
determine an elasticity value to be associated with FBC electrical supply.  FBC does not have a 13
group of customers taking service on the RCR, for which heating choice is known.  14

Therefore, the relative impact of the RCR on customers based on heating choice must be 15
inferred from the general level of consumption.  We know that customers with relatively high 16
consumption are adversely impacted by the RCR when compared to customers with lower 17
consumption.  It follows that if customers with electric heat have higher consumption than18
customers generally, heating source is determinative of the RCR impact.19

Over the two years covered by the Report Period, the difference in the consumption of the 20
electric heat vs non-electric heat customer portions of the Control Group is summarized in the 21
report below.  Note that these customers were not actually billed on the RCR, so the billing 22
impact is hypothetical and reflects the impact that the customers would have experienced if on 23
the RCR assuming that consumption would be unchanged from that billed under the flat rate.24

The key point here is that electric heat customers have higher annual consumption, on average, 25
and as such would be expected to have relatively high adverse billing impacts if billed under the 26
RCR.  Furthermore, the bill impact has increased relative to the bill impacts contained within the 27
Application due to the increasing spread between Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates.28
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Table 2-4:  Comparison of the Actual Impacts of the RCR by Heating Type1

2

2.4 CUSTOMERS WITHOUT ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS3

In order to assess the impact on the availability of natural gas to customers within the FortisBC 4
electric service area as it related to the RCR, the Company is able to identify accounts without 5
access to natural gas.  This analysis focusses on customers without natural gas availability as 6
opposed to customers that could have natural gas service in the area in which they live but 7
choose not to connect to the FortisBC natural gas system.  This information is available due to 8
the shared service area of the electric and gas utilities of FortisBC.9

Table 2-5:  Impacts of the RCR on Customer without Access to Natural Gas10

Current RCR
All 

Customers
All No Gas 
Customers

n = 94929 n = 15,823
Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 38.2% 50.2%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 68.5% 50.2%
Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the RCR 27.3% 24.9%
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 8.4% 17.7%
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.4% 1.3%
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 77.8% 84.3%

11

As expected, customers with no access to natural gas (and thereby no opportunity to use gas 12
for heat or hot water) are more adversely impacted than customers in general.  13

2.5 CUSTOMERS WITH ALTERNATIVE HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS14

Order G-182-13A included Directive 2b, as repeated below,15

n = 153 n = 221

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 37% 51% 41%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 76% 65% 78%
Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the RCR 23% 24% 23%
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 5% 16% 6%
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0% 2% 2%
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 73% 81% 65%
Average Annual Consumption (kWh) 11513* 13358 10768
* Al l  Customers  over Current Report Period

Control Group Electric HeatApplication

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2014
Non-Electric 

Heat
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2a; How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate 1
impacted customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat 2
pumps (geothermal/air source), if available; 3

In order to gather information on a subset of customers that use alternative heating/cooling 4
systems, FBC pulled records from its PowerSense database.  The billing records of customers 5
that the Company could identify as having installed a heat pump between 2008 and 2011 6
inclusive were processed using the same bill-impact calculations as utilized for the other 7
customer segments that have been analyzed for this report.  In total 586 accounts were 8
included.  The results appear in the table below. 9

Table 2-6:  RCR Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 – June 30, 201410

 11

The analysis shows that, as a group, customers that use a heat pump as a primary heat source 12
are impacted to a greater degree than customers in general.  This result is not unexpected 13
given the higher than average usage of these customers.  14

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 36.60% 54.79%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 75.70% 29.18%
Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the RCR 22.60% 22.13%
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 5.00% 24.23%
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.20% 0.03%
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 72.80% 96.76%
Mean Annual Consumption in Year 2 (kWh) 19,573

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2014

Heat Pump Customers (n=586) Application
Current 

RCR
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3. CONSERVATION IMPACT AND ELASTICITY RESULTS1

In order to determine the impact that the introduction of the RCR has had on customer 2
consumption (i.e. the conservation impact), and to develop estimates for the price elasticity of 3
electricity within the FBC residential customer base, the Company engaged EES Consulting 4
(EES) to analyze the consumption data gathered over the Report Period.  The full report which 5
covers both the methodology employed by EES and the results in detail is attached as Appendix 6
B.  The EES report also contains comparative information on the consumption differences7
between customers with electric heat and without access to natural gas as required by the 8
Commission in its directives related to the 2014 Report.   A brief summary of those findings 9
follows.10

The EES report recognizes that the primary goal of the RCR is the promotion of energy 11
conservation through reductions in use driven by the higher Tier 2 rate.  Customers have two 12
types of responses to prices.  The first type of response is behavioral and includes actions such 13
as turning off lights or turning down the thermostat.  The second type of response is related to 14
appliance choice and other types of measures within the home such as weatherization and is 15
normally considered to take longer to realize.16

Elasticity is the standard measure of the customers’ response to changes in price.  The 17
elasticity measures the percent change in consumption associated with a 1 percent change in 18
price.  Elasticity numbers are usually negative as an increase in price leads to reduced 19
consumption.  20

To develop the observed elasticity values, regression analysis was used to develop the 21
statistical relationship between consumption and electric prices.  This same approach was used 22
in the 2013 Report to calculate elasticity values.23

Because price is not the only factor that affects the consumption level, both heating degree days 24
(HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) were included to reflect weather impacts.  The demand-25
side management (DSM) programs employed by FBC also have an impact on consumption 26
levels that is distinct from the price impact associated with RCR alone. These DSM savings 27
were incorporated into the analysis to separate out savings due to DSM program spending and 28
the RCR impacts.  29

3.1 RESULTING RCR CONSERVATION30

In the original RCR Application, FBC provided a range of elasticity and related savings 31
associated with the proposed rate.  Based on the rate structure that was adopted, the total 32
savings for the residential class were estimated as follows:33
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Table 3-1: Original Estimate of RCR Savings*1

Low Case Medium Case High Case
Tier 1 Elasticity -.05 -.10 -.20
Tier 2 Elasticity -.10 -.20 -.30
Residential % Savings 1.9% 3.7% 5.5%
GWh Savings 19.7 38.4 57.0
* Reproduced from Table A-4 of the EES Report2

The residential savings percentages estimated in the Application are the combined impacts 3
associated with Tier 1 and 2.  To derive the corresponding gigawatt (GWh) savings amounts, 4
these percentages were applied to the actual 2011-2012 GWh consumption for the residential 5
class.  This year was used as it would reflect the consumption prior to the implementation of the 6
RCR.  Resulting savings were estimated to be in the range of 19.7 to 57 GWh for the first year 7
of implementation.8

Based on the elasticity estimates found in the regression analysis conducted for the 2014 9
Report, updated energy savings resulting from the implementation of the RCR can be 10
determined.  11

Table 3-2 provides the results based on the measured elasticity of -0.16 and the new upper end 12
value of -0.20, which is the result based on the second regression analysis in the EES report 13
that shows the best statistical fit given the parameters used in the calculation. 14

Table 3-2: Updated estimate of RCR Savings*15

Measured Amount Upper End
Tier 2 Elasticity -0.16 -0.20
% Price Differential 28% 28%
Resulting % Savings on Tier 2 4.4% 5.7%
2011-2012 GWh in Tier 2 818.3 818.3
Estimated GWh Savings 36.2 46.3
* Reproduced from Table A-5 of the EES Report16

These results show a range of savings from 36 to 46 GWh.  The measured savings is within the 17
range of the original estimate, but on the low side as compared to the upper end estimate of 57 18
GWh in the original Application.  With the updated estimates, the values fall within the original 19
range of savings but the range is smaller than originally thought.  This is an expected result as 20
the impact of calculating elasticity values is to provide a greater level of certainty, which results 21
in a narrower range.22

When compared to the overall system rather than just the residential Tier 2 GWh, the estimated 23
savings are in the range of 2.6% to 3.3% of total system energy.  For comparison purposes, the 24
system-wide savings expected from FBC’s DSM programs are 14 GWh (1.0%) for 2014 and 22 25
GWh (1.6%) for 2015.  26
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For electric space heat customers and those with no gas availability, the higher Tier 2 rate 1
impacts a greater portion of their bills and kWh usage.8   This was confirmed by the elasticity 2
estimate of -0.19 found for electric heat customers.  The results for the customers without 3
access to natural gas were not statistically significant, although the resulting elasticity value was 4
only -0.10.  It is possible that these customers have a lesser price response because they do 5
not have the ability to switch to a more cost-effective heat source.6

In summary, the work performed by EES confirms that the RCR has had an impact on the 7
consumption habits of FBC residential customers, though less than originally forecast in the 8
2009 Application.  In addition, elasticity estimates indicate electric heat customers are more 9
sensitive to the price signals contained in the RCR, and customers with no access to natural 10
gas, likely due to a lack of alternatives, are less sensitive.11

12

8 Electric space heat customers may or may not have access to natural gas service but choose to heat with 
electricity.  Customers with no gas availability are those customers that do not have natural gas service available 
in their area. These customers may heat with electricity or some alternate source such as wood.
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4. OTHER 2014 REPORT DELIVERABLES1

4.1 REVENUE NEUTRALITY2

FBC maintains a flat rate option in its tariff that is used for customers that are part of the RCR 3
Control Group and those that qualify for an exemption from the RCR for farm status.  This rate, 4
RS03, has had annual rate increases applied to it in the manner historically used for all rates.  5
That is, the rate increase has been applied as an equal percentage to all rate components (the 6
Customer Charge and the Energy Charge) without change despite the Pricing Principles that 7
are applied to the RCR.  This enables FBC to calculate the forecast revenues from the 8
residential customer class each year as though the entire class was still billed on a flat rate, and 9
then to use the assumptions approved in the RCR Decision to set the RCR components (the 10
Customer Charge, Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates) such that the same amount of revenue is forecast.  11
This calculation is submitted to the Commission each year as part of the annual rate approval 12
process.13

In other words, the RCR is set so as to be revenue neutral to the flat rate under which all 14
residential customers would otherwise be billed.  The following general description of revenue 15
variances was included in the 2013 Report and is repeated here as it remains the case today.16

In practice, actual revenues collected by the Company can vary from the forecast for a 17
number of reasons that are common to most classes.  Both the load and number of 18
customers can vary from the forecast amounts.  As well, the amount of capacity versus 19
energy can vary for those classes that are billed on capacity, and for classes where 20
there are tiered rates such as commercial and residential classes, if the percentage of 21
load that occurs in each block is different than that assumed when the rate is designed, 22
all else equal, an over-collection or under-collection of revenue as compared to the 23
forecast may occur.24

Since it is not practical to adjust rates in response to variances during the year, rates are 25
typically set once and stay in place for the entire year.  If there is a variance between the 26
forecast and actual revenue during the year it is captured in a Revenue Variance 27
Deferral Account and is either returned to or collected from customers through an 28
adjustment to rates in subsequent years.  These fluctuations will vary from year to year 29
and for residential load are especially sensitive to weather.30

Similar to the results in the 2013 Report, and based on the customers included in the analysis, 31
there is a small positive variation in calculated revenue from the RCR to the prevailing flat rate 32
of less than 1.4%.  This number is approximate as it does not include City of Kelowna 33
customers, the large and small users that were excluded from the data, and uses an 34
assumption of RCR revenue from those customers that are part of the exempt group not 35
actually billed on the RCR.  The actual variance is expected to be similarly small and in any 36
case will not accrue to the benefit of the Company as it would be reflected in the Flow Through 37
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deferral account and returned to or recovered from customers in a subsequent year.  The RCR 1
continues to be considered revenue neutral. 2

4.2 THE LONG-RUN MARGINAL COST3

Commission Order G-182-13A maintained the requirement from previous RCR specific orders 4
to include an in-depth analysis of: 5

The full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new resources, including 6
the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, 7
and how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate.8

FBC notes that while the Long-Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) was the subject of considerable 9
discussion during the regulatory process that led to the approval of the RCR, it is not used in 10
any way to determine the level of either the Tier 1 or Tier 2 rate.  It is therefore only of interest 11
as a comparator.  The initial RCR rates were determined by setting a customer bill impact, 12
threshold level and customer charge, and through the tiered structure reflect the concept of 13
higher cost of marginal power but are not directly linked to any measure of LRMC.14

The Commission has approved the setting of the Tier 2 rate by calculating the residual revenue 15
required to be collected from the Tier consumption after the Customer Charge and Tier 1 rate 16
revenue has been determined.17

The current Tier 2 rate of 13.54 cents/kWh exceeds any value for LRMC that has been 18
discussed in any FBC filing during or since the original RCR Application.19

FBC acknowledges that the Commission is seeking an, “…in-depth analysis…” of the LRMC to 20
be included in this 2014 Report.  However, the Company has been consistent in its use of the 21
measure of LRMC included in the IR response below filed in September of this year.  FBC 22
intends to provide an in-depth analysis of LRMC in its next Long-Term Resource Plan and Long 23
Term DSM plan expected to be filed in 2016, for which consultation is currently underway.  24
Without the benefit of the detailed work being undertaken as part of that process, it would be 25
premature to file anything substantive that differs from the LRMC discussed in recent regulatory 26
submissions.  As noted above, FBC has recently provided the derivation of its current view on 27
the LRMC as follows9.  Until the evidence that will be in the LTERP can inform an update to the 28
LRMC, FBC considers the value discussed below to be the appropriate comparator for the Tier 29
2 rate for information purposes. 30

Please provide the detailed supporting calculation and justification for FBC’s 31
Long Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) energy estimate of $112/MWh. Please state 32
whether this estimate has been adjusted for inflation, transmission losses and 33
distribution losses. 34

9 FBC Response to BCUC IR  3.1 in Exhibit B-5, FBC Application for Approval of Demand Side Management (DSM) 
Expenditures for 2015 and 2016 
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Response:1

The $111.96/MWh LRMC for BC New Clean Resources was derived from the BC 2
New Resources Market Curve2 13 in the FortisBC 2012 Long Term Resource 3
Plan (filed as part of the 2012-13 Revenue Requirements and 2012 Integrated 4
System Plan Application). This price curve was developed from the BC Hydro 5
Standing Offer Program average price in 2011, which represents an active power6
acquisition process for new projects consistent with the Clean Energy Act 7
requirements.8

In turn, the price used in the BC Hydro Standing Offer Program was derived from 9
volume targets and a price curve developed from the BC Hydro 2008 Clean 10
Power Call, which was completed in 2010. 11

The calculation of the BC New Clean Resources levelized price from the BC New 12
Resources Market Curve is demonstrated in the following table. It is a nominal 13
dollar levelized price, which means that it does not escalate for its duration. It has 14
not been adjusted for transmission or distribution losses.15

Table 4-1:  BC New Clean Resources Price Calculation16

17
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4.3 POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE RCR1

In Order G-182-13A the Commission directed in item 2(f.),2

Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the 3
threshold. Potential options to be evaluated include: 4

Threshold set too high or too low5

Household threshold6

Individual threshold (i.e. AMI based) 7

Other8

This Directive is exactly the same as that contained in the original RCR Report Order G-127-139
and that the Company discussed at some length in the 2013 Report.  As the results for the 2 10
year Report Period are consistent with the results for the year covered by the initial RCR11
Report, and the options for altering the rate have not changed, the Company will not repeat the 12
commentary surrounding the analysis contained in the 2013 Report. 13

In general, the 2013 Report concluded that the implementation of the current inclining Tier rate 14
structure has confirmed the existence of many of the issues discussed during the Company’s 15
2009 Cost of Service Analysis10 and Rate Design and original 2011 Residential Inclining Block 16
Rate Application processes, including that a portion of customers have the benefit of a relative 17
bill reduction without having made any effort towards conservation behaviour or through 18
purchase decisions (free ridership), a portion of customers have experienced significant bill 19
increases due to their use of electric heat  (either by choice or as a result of having no other 20
economic options), and that the  impact on conservation, while certainly present, can only be 21
estimated within a range and is less than forecast.22

The Company continues to recognize that there is a segment of customers that due to their 23
individual circumstances, which may be demographic or geographic in nature, will have a very 24
difficult time changing consumption habits.  These customers may experience negative bill 25
impacts without an opportunity to take action to prevent that outcome.26

With respect to the specific options for changes to the RCR included in the directive, the 27
Company is still of the belief, based on the same reasons included in the 2013 Report, that 28
changing the threshold level simply shifts the RCR impact between customer groups based on 29
consumption, and not necessarily in the manner that would ameliorate the concerns of high 30
impact customers.  In addition, the use of individual customer thresholds is not a practical 31
change to make.32

10 Reference to COSA final Argument
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The Pricing Principle4.3.11

The background information on the application of the Pricing Principles has not changed since 2
the 2013 Report.  In that Report, the following summary of the issue was as follows,3

“Pricing Principles” refers to the manner in which rate increases approved by the 4
Commission are applied to the individual components of the RCR.5

The Pricing Principles that are currently in effect were established as part of Order G-3-6
12 and are as follows:7

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 8
rebalancing increases;9

b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and10

c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining 11
required revenue (i.e., the residual rate).12

Historically, rate increases have been applied on an equal percentage basis to all rate 13
components.  That is, if a 3% general rate increase was approved by the Commission; 14
each rate component would be increased by 3%.  The effect of the Pricing Principle 15
established by G-3-12 is to create a deficiency in the revenue collected by the Customer 16
Charge which is then collected from consumption that attracts the Tier 2 rate.  The 17
impact of this is to increase the percentage differential between the block 1 and block 2 18
rates with each rate increase thereby increasing the impact of the rate on customers with 19
consumption in the second tier. 20

This situation will occur until the rate increase exemption currently in effect for the 21
Customer Charge expires in 2015.22

The impact of the inequitable distribution of rate increases across the rate components can be 23
illustrated by examining the RCR bill impacts that result when the rates in effect at two different 24
points in time are applied to the same consumption over the Report Period.  Since the 25
implantation of the RCR rate, due to the Pricing Principles, the block differential has risen from 26
1.45 to 1.49 as shown below.1127

11 Interim rates for 2015 will see the differential exceed 1.50.
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Table 4-2:  RCR Comparison: 2012 to 20141

Date July 1, 2012 January 1, 2014
Customer Charge $29.65 Bi-Monthly $30.33 Bi-Monthly
Tier 1 Rate $0.08258/kWh $0.09093/kWh
Tier 2 Rate $0.12003/kWh $0.13543/kWh
Threshold 1,600 kWh Bi-Monthly 1,600 kWh Bi-Monthly
Block Differential 1.45 1.49
Equivalent  Flat Rate
(Customer Charge / kWh 
Charge)

$30.52 / $0.09589 $33.60 / $0.10559

2

When the rates in effect in 2012 and 2014 are individually applied to all consumption over the 2 3
year Report Period, the bill impacts that result are shown below.  The increased impact that 4
occurs with the application of the 2014 rates is due to the larger differential and greater impact 5
of the disproportionately high Tier 2 rate.  6

Table 4-3:  Impact of Block Differential on Bill Impact7

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 
2012 - June 30, 2014

2012 Rates Current 
RCR

Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the 
RCR 69.0%

Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the 
RCR 20.1%

Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to 
the RCR 5.4%

8

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 
2012 - June 30, 2014

2014 Rates Current 
RCR

Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the 
RCR 68.4%

Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the 
RCR 22.0%

Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to 
the RCR 7.3%

9
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Starting in 2016 when the RCR pricing principles expire, FBC plans to apply rate increases to 1
the components of the RCR in the generally accepted manner by which all other rates are 2
adjusted (evenly to all of the rate components), in the absence of any alternate direction.. As 3
such, the increasing disparity between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates will cease, as rate changes 4
will be applied in a consistent manner to both rate tiers.  5

4.4 THE RESIDENTIAL DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT REDUCE YOUR USE6
PROGRAM 7

The Reduce Your Use (RYU) offer was initiated in mid-2012, attracting 112 participants, each of 8
whom had a no-cost ($0) EnerGuide energy assessment completed. This included eleven low-9
income participants that were issued a pre-paid voucher for the Company’s portion of the audit 10
fee ($150). The balance of the cost was provided by the provincial LiveSmartBC program 11
available at that time.12

This was a relatively low response rate, considering that two direct mailings were sent to 13
approximately 12,800 eligible customers, as well as the inclusion of information on RYU 14
promotions in the FBC PowerLines newsletter, strategic print ads and referrals by the Trail 15
contact centre.  The RYU offer ended December 31, 2013.16

By comparison, the two community Energy Diet initiatives launched in 2013, in the Kootenays 17
(May) and Okanagan (September), yielded 1,741 completed EnerGuide audits of FBC customer 18
dwellings of which an estimated 700 had electric heat.  The Energy Diet program charged a low-19
cost fee ($35-$60) and provided direct install of measures such as low-flow showerheads and 20
CFLs.21

4.5 THE COMBINED EFFECT OF INTEGRATING TIME OF USE AND RCR RATES 22
ON THE CONSERVATION ACHIEVED BY THE RCR23

The Company does not have any customers that are on both its (closed) time of use (TOU) rate24
and RCR concurrently and does not offer this as an option to customers. Therefore, a 25
quantitative analysis of this scenario is not available. Given the small amount of electricity 26
consumption information available today to help customers manage their bills, adding an 27
additional complexity to the default residential rate structure would not be in the best interests of 28
customers. In addition, there is not currently any cost-based rationale for applying a time-based 29
component to the rate. 30

Once AMI is implemented, customers will have considerably more information available 31
regarding their electricity consumption, enabling them to better understand and manage rates 32
such as the RCR.  AMI will also provide the Company with better information to determine 33
whether such a cost-based TOU rate may be justified in the future.34
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4.6 AN UPDATE OF THE CONSERVATION POTENTIAL REVIEW AND REPORT ON 1
THE POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF INTERACTION BETWEEN RCR RATES AND 2
DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT TARGETS3

The achievable potential conservation estimated in the Conservation Potential Review (CPR) is 4
primarily founded on the Long Range Marginal Cost, and measure economics and remains 5
largely the same regardless of any incentive or rate pricing mechanisms.6

The RCR rate may be expected to cause adversely impacted customers to make behavioural 7
changes and prompt a stronger response to DSM program offerings.   However the 2014 RCR 8
survey of high consumption customers indicates that 73% of “high-use” customers are not9
expecting to undertake any energy-efficiency measures in the next two years.  This compares to 10
68.9% of 2012 Residential End Use Survey (REUS) respondents living in single family dwellings 11
who were not planning any short term DSM measures.The closeness of these two numbers 12
would seem to indicate that high users are no more likely to pursue DSM initiatives than 13
customers in general.14

The DSM Plan forecasts are fundamentally based on the CPR potential and the the annual rate 15
at which DSM savings are acquired (ramp rates), which have not been modified as a result of 16
the RCR.17

4.7 COMPARISON OF ENERGY USAGE OF INDIRECT CUSTOMERS WITH THE 18
ENERGY USAGE OF DIRECT CUSTOMERS19

FBC indirectly provides energy to the customers of the municipal utilities of the City of Penticton, 20
the District of Summerland, the City of Grand Forks, and the City of Nelson (Nelson Hydro).  21
These customers are referred to as “Indirect” as opposed to the “Direct” customers that receive 22
service and bills directly from FBC.  In addition to energy, indirect customers have access to 23
FBC DSM services through participation in the Company’s PowerSense programs.  In order to 24
compare the general energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 25
customers, FBC approached the municipal utilities who agreed to provide aggregate 26
consumption information for their customers.  FBC appreciates the assistance of the 27
municipalities in compiling this data. The municipal utilities could not provide detailed billing 28
information in the level of detail that FBC has developed for use in this report.  The comparison 29
is therefore limited to total and average use information.30

The chart below shows total annual consumption, residential customer count and average 31
annual use for each municipal utility and FBC.  In general, customer consumption is similar 32
across the utilities, as one would expect from customers that occupy similar geographic 33
locations.  There are variations, such as the generally lower average consumption in the City of 34
Grand Forks, which may be explained by the different rural/urban split among customers, or 35
other factors.  FBC does not have the data necessary to draw definitive conclusions on the 36
breakdown of household usage, but considers that it is likely that consumption habits are fairly 37
similar across all of these customers.38
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FBC considers that given the similarity of the indirect customers to direct customers in terms of 1
service area and consumption the indirect customers would likely react in a similar manner to 2
FBC’s direct customers.  However, given that the municipalities in question are well known as 3
retirement communities, there may be a higher percentage of older residents for which any 4
adverse impacts of a stepped rate may be more difficult to bear.5

Figure 4-1:  Summary of Direct and Indirect Customer Usage6
City of Nelson City of Grand Forks District of Summerland City of Penticton FBC 

Year GWh Cust Ave Use GWh Cust Ave Use GWh Cust Ave 
Use GWh Cust Ave Use GWh Cust Ave Use 

2008 102 8,372 12,180 19 1,838 10,400 1,221 95,502 12,790 

2009 107 8,435 12,690 19 1,828 10,340 1,293 96,565 13,390 

2010 99 8,392 11,800 18 1,840 9,950 1,224 97,883 12,500 

2011 101 8,612 11,730 19 1,832 10,360 1,260 98,795 12,750 

2012 101 8,757 11,530 19 1,843 10,140 60 5,015 11,960 1,220 99,228 12,290

2013 99 8,749 11,320 18 1,844 9,950 61 5,039 12,010 163 15440 10589 1,402 112,740 12,440 
2014 
YTD1 35 5,054 6,840 162 15524 10437 636 94,929 6,700 

1 – Penticton is rolling 12 months ending in October 2014. All other YTD numbers are through June 2014.

*All Wholesale data provided by the Wholesale municipal utilities included in the table 7

4.8 A TWO-TIER WHOLESALE RATE FOR WHOLESALE CUSTOMERS8

FBC serves its municipal customers on either the distribution voltage Rate Schedule 40, in the 9
case of Penticton, Summerland and Grand Forks, or the transmission voltage Rate Schedule 41 10
in the case of Nelson Hydro.  Both of these rate schedules feature a single flat rate for energy 11
consumption as well as a peak-demand based Demand Charge.  Penticton, Grand Forks, and 12
Nelson Hydro bill their residential customers on a flat energy rate while Summerland has a two-13
tier rate for residential customers that features a 1,000kWh/month threshold with a 1 cent per 14
kWh premium for energy consumed in the upper tier.15

It is difficult to reach conclusions about the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the 16
consumption of wholesale customers as there are few wholesale municipal customers served 17
under a published tariff rate in the manner that the wholesale customers of FBC are.  It is more 18
common that these arrangements are contractual in nature.  This makes existing information 19
difficult to come by.  Where tiered wholesale rates can be found, it is unclear what impact their 20
implementation has had.  Currently, Newfoundland Power purchases approximately 93% of its 21
requirements from Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro under a stepped rate introduced in 2005 22
that has a Tier 2 rate in excess of the average cost of power embedded in Newfoundland Power 23
rates. Newfoundland Power is in the second tier every month but as of yet has not chosen to 24
implement a stepped rate for its residential customers (and maintains a declining block rate for 25
commercial customers).  Wholesale customers of the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) 26
are subject to a tiered rate, however it is intended to reflect market realities rather than as an 27
overtly conservation promoting rate and as customers are hardly, if ever, in the second tier, the 28
trickle down impact is impossible to ascertain.  FBC does purchase power from BC Hydro under 29
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a rate that includes a second tier of pricing, however the Company does not expect to take 1
delivery of power priced at the second tier in the foreseeable future, and had the RCR in place 2
prior to the current BC Hydro Power Purchase Agreement being in place.  No conclusions can 3
be drawn from this arrangement at this time.4

FBC notes that each of the wholesale municipalities are involved in energy conservation 5
initiatives in some combination that includes FBC PowerSense programs and/or in-house 6
programs which seems to  indicate that conservation objectives are an important consideration.  7
Anecdotal conversations with respect to this issue seem to indicate that DSM rather than rate-8
based conservation is preferred.9

The Company does not therefore have information on projected consumption savings or 10
elasticity estimates specific to the potential impacts of tiered wholesale rates but does provide 11
the following observations on the challenges that may occur in attempting to implement rates of 12
this type.13

Revenue Neutrality - The RCR is designed to be, and remains, a revenue neutral rate 14
as compared to the flat rate it replaced.  The impact of the revenue neutrality constraint 15
for the residential class is spread over a large number of customers making the 16
individual impacts relatively small whether positive or negative.  Rate classes with only 17
one customer (as with RS41) or three customers (as with RS40) are problematic if the 18
resulting tiered rates are expected to be revenue neutral to the existing flat rates.  Any 19
positive variation in load and resulting increases in cost to the municipality could create 20
upward pressure on the rates of the end-use customers, while load decreases could 21
create a declining revenue-to-cost ratio for the wholesale class that could lead to a 22
general increase in the wholesale rates.23

24
Rate Stability – During the 2003 review of stepped rates at BC Hydro, the City of New 25
Westminster stated, “… that it has maintained a policy that its ratepayers will see the 26
same cost of electricity as those of neighbouring municipalities and argues that the 27
imposition of stepped rates on the City would result in discriminatory treatment of its 28
customers.” This potential exists that in order to recover increased costs to the 29
municipality, residential rates would have to be raised (or reflected in taxes) such that 30
they would be higher than the surrounding area.  The municipal customers of FBC have 31
the same general policy regarding rate levels that would result in the same concerns.  32
The Commission provided an exemption to New Westminster from stepped rates at the 33
time.34

35
Regulation - While the rates under which FBC provides service to its wholesale 36
customers are subject to the approval of the Commission, the rates charged by the 37
municipalities are exempt from regulation under the Utilities Commission Act for 38
services provided within municipal boundaries.  Presumably, it follows that a price signal 39
inherent in an inclining block wholesale rate would lead to the implementation of 40
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inclining block rates to the end user in order to reduce load for the municipality.  This 1
should not however be a foregone conclusion.2

3
Alternatives for Service – Each FBC municipal customer is an “Eligible Customer” as 4
defined by the Access Principles Settlement Agreement that forms Appendix A of 5
Commission Order G-27-99.  As such, each of these customers has the right to arrange 6
for service for all or a portion of its load from a third party.  This represents a risk to FBC 7
that needs to be considered as a possible outcome should municipal customers be 8
unreceptive to a tiered rate structure.9

10
Acceptability – Stepped rates have proven to be contentious within the FBC service 11
area.  Given the structure of the municipal wholesale utilities, which ultimately are 12
accountable to an elected municipal council, it is unclear whether stepped rates that 13
would contain a rate differential large enough to actually have a conservation impact 14
would be desirable for any of the municipalities FBC serves.  15

The caveats above should not be interpreted by the Commission to mean that FBC is opposed 16
to exploring the concept of stepped wholesale rates.  The Company is mindful that it is itself 17
exposed to the potential of a second tier of pricing for supply with the Tranche 2 rate in its power 18
purchase agreement with BC Hydro.  However, the need for a cautious, consultative approach 19
would be required that should include close coordination with the municipal customers (and their 20
customers).  FBC would not expect to file an application for tiered wholesale rates without 21
careful consideration of the costs and benefits.22

4.9 MARKET RESEARCH AND CORRESPONDENCE23

Market Research4.9.124

Commission letter L-7-14 directed FBC to collect, “additional information from potentially heavily 25
impacted customers including residences that do not have access to other sources of heating 26
fuel {such as natural gas) as well as customers using heat pumps.”  27

In order to collect this information, and provide a more comprehensive profile of this customer 28
segment, the Company engaged a third party market research company, Discovery Research, 29
to conduct a written survey of customers in the top tier of consumption level. The survey was 30
mailed to 3000 residential customers all in the top 5% in terms of energy use.  Discovery 31
Research received 887 responses.  The survey instrument and summary tables of the 32
responses are attached as Appendix C.33

The resulting data garnered from the research contains some interesting information on the 34
nature of this customer segment as compared to customers generally as gathered by the 2012 35
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Residential End-Use Study (2012 REUS)12.  As expected, these customers exhibit service 1
characteristics that differ from the random representation of customers included in the 2012 2
REUS.  A selection of the differences that can lead to higher consumption can be found in the 3
table below.4

Table 4-4:  2014 Survey vs 2012 REUS5

Description 2014 “High Use” Survey 2012 REUS

Home built prior to 1985 50% 56%
Average house size 3546 ft2 2200 ft2

Two or three heated floors 86% 61%
Secondary Suite 18% 6%
Heated Garage 20% 21%
Heat Pump (Single Family Dwelling) 47% 14.9%
Electric Heat 77% 28%
Natural Gas Heat 16% 61%
No Supplementary Heat 27% 41%
Swimming Pool 30% 8%
Hot Tub 37% 8%
Sauna 9% 4%
No DSM in last 5 years 44% 48.5%
LiveSmart energy audit in the last five years 9% 10.2%
Do not expect to undertake any energy efficiency 
measures in the next two years 73% 68.9%

6

The results do not lead to a conclusion that the high use group is particularly inefficient in its 7
energy use, although they may have above-average opportunities to undertake conservation 8
measures given the nature of their residences.  There are, however, as the table above shows, 9
some differences that exist in the attributes of the high consumption customers as compared to 10
customers in general. These differences may lead to increased consumption and result in 11
higher adverse bill impacts due to the the RCR.12

In Table 4-5 below there is a comparison of the 2014 Survey group to the 2012 REUS data for 13
detached single family dwellings (in which 95% of the 2014 Survey group reside) for income 14
level.15

12 2012 REUS results in the table are restricted to those customers in single family dwellings.  Since 95% of the 2014 
survey are in single family dwellings, this provides the best comparison.
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Table 4-5:  2014 Survey vs 2012 REUS - Income1

Annual Household 
Income 2014 Survey %

2012 REUS 
Single Family 
Detached %

Less than $20,000 4 4.9
$20,000 to $29,999 5 6.8
$30,000 to $39,999 5 8.4
$40,000 to $49,999 6 8.1
$50,000 to $59,999 6 7.7
$60,000 to $79,999 7 13.9
$80,000 to $99,999 8 8.7
$100,000 to $124,999 8 8.2
$125,000 or more 17 7.3
No response / Prefer not to 
answer 32 26.0

Total 98* 100
Households with less than 
$40K 14 20.1

Households with less than 
$60K 26 35.9

Households with $100K or 
more 25 15.5

* Does not add to 100 due to rounding2
3

In Table 4-6 below there is a comparison of the 2014 Survey group to the 2012 REUS data for 4
detached single family dwellings (in which 95% of the 2014 Survey group reside) for age of 5
respondent.  The 2012 REUS data is not available for only single family detached homes.6

Table 4-6:  2014 Survey vs 2012 REUS - Age7

Age Group 2014 
Survey

2012
FBC

19 – 24 yrs 0 0.3
25 – 34 yrs 2 5.1
35 – 44 yrs 12 8.6
45 – 54 yrs 24 16.9
55 – 64 yrs 31 25.3
65 yrs and older 31 43.8
Total 100 100.0
44 yrs or younger 14 14.0
45 yrs or older 86 86.0

8
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While the relatively high bills that are received by the 2014 Survey group may have a more 1
significant impact on those customers that are aged or financially disadvantaged, it does not 2
appear that these demographic groups are over-represented in the high consumption customer 3
segment.4

Customer Comments4.9.25

FBC acknowledges that customers have provided input to this report by way of letter and email, 6
in some cases offering observations and suggestions with respect to the RCR.7

As the Company collected survey responses in accordance with the Commission directive to 8
gather more information on high consumption customers, it received additional comments in the 9
form of letters and e-mails.  FBC has included these comments verbatim in Appendix D.10

In addition, several letters and emails were received by the Company outside of the 2014 11
survey process in which the customers requested that their comments be included in this report.  12
This correspondence is also included in Appendix D.1313

13 This correspondence includes a request from one customer (Wagar) to specifically examine the billing impacts on 
the account.  In this case, the customer paid approximately 11% more under the RCR than would have been billed 
on the flat rate.
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 OR D E R  
 NU M B E R  G-3-12 
 

 
TELEPHONE:  (604)  660-4700 

BC TOLL FREE:  1-800-663-1385 
FACSIMILE:  (604)  660-1102 

 
IN THE MATTER OF 

the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 
 

and 
 

An Application by FortisBC Inc. 
for Approval of a Residential Inclining Block Rate  

 
 
BEFORE: D. Morton, Panel Chair/Commissioner January 13, 2012 
 L.A. O’Hara, Commissioner 
 M.R. Harle, Commissioner 
 

O R D E R 
 
WHEREAS: 
 
A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block (RIB) Rate 

(Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 to 61 of the Utilities 
Commission Act; 

 
B. The Application proposes to implement a default mandatory RIB rate for FortisBC’s residential customers.  The RIB rate 

is composed of a Customer Charge and two rate blocks separated by a threshold level of consumption of 1,600 kWh 
per two-month billing period; 

 
C. The Application examines 18 options.  The option proposed by FortisBC has the Block 1 and Block 2 rates set at levels 

such that 95 percent of customers will experience annual bill impacts of less than 10 percent; 
 
D. FortisBC proposes to exempt the Customer Charge from future rate increases, other than those related to rebalancing 

through 2015, effectively reducing the Customer Charge relative to the other billing determinants.  FortisBC also 
proposes to apply future general revenue requirement rate increases as follows: 

 
1) Block 1 rate would be increased by an amount equal to the sum of the general revenue requirement increase 

and any rebalancing adjustments; and 

2) Block 2 rate would be calculated residually to recover the balance of the general revenue requirement and any 
rebalancing adjustments; 

 
E. FortisBC proposed that the Application be reviewed through a written hearing process, including only one round of 

Information Requests (IRs) and concluding on June 15, 2011 by way of its Reply Submission.  Based on this Regulatory 
Timetable, FortisBC anticipated the RIB rate structure to become effective January 1, 2012; 

 
F. The Application was reviewed through a written hearing process.  The Regulatory Timetable was revised a number of 

times and ultimately included: 
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 One round of IRs from Commission staff and Interveners; 

 One round of IRs from the Commission Panel; 

 A Procedural Conference held in Vancouver on August 3, 2011 to consider, among other matters, whether 
FortisBC had filed sufficient evidence to enable the evaluation of the Application, and whether the Application 
should proceed with an oral or written hearing; 

 The filing by FortisBC of additional evidence on August 24, 2011 to clarify, among other issues, how 2012 RIB 
rates are to be calculated, the value of the long-run marginal cost, elasticity and conservation measures, and 
the customer charge calculated on a cost of service basis; 

 An additional round of IRs from Commission staff and Interveners; and 

 The filing of evidence by Interveners; 

 
G. The Commission has reviewed the Application and the material submitted through the written hearing process. 
 
 
NOW THEREFORE the Commission, for the reasons set out in Decision issued concurrently with this Order, determines as 
follows: 
 
1. FortisBC is directed to implement a RIB rate consisting of four components: a Customer Charge, a threshold and two 

block rates, set at the following values, based on May 1, 2011 rates: 
 

a. A Customer Charge of $28.93 per billing period; 
b. A threshold set at 1,600 kWh per billing period; 
c. A Block 1 Rate of 7.828 cents per kWh; and 
d. A Block 2 Rate of 11.272 cents per kWh. 

 
2. FortisBC is to implement this RIB rate as soon as is reasonably practicable, and by no later than July 31, 2012.  FortisBC 

is to file a revised Tariff Sheet for Rate Schedule 01, no later than 30 days prior to the date the RIB rate becomes 
effective. 
 

3. FortisBC is directed to apply Pricing Principle 1 to future rate increases for the years 2012 to 2015.  Specifically: 
 

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate rebalancing increases; 
b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and 
c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining required revenue (i.e., the 

residual rate). 
 
4.  FortisBC is directed to apply the RIB rate on a mandatory basis to all residential customers with the exception of those 

taking service at a Time-of-Use (TOU) rate at the time this Decision is issued. 
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5.  FortisBC is directed to provide a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report) covering the period from the date of 
implementation to December 31, 2013.  This Report should provide the utility, the Commission and Interveners the 
opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the RIB program, in particular with respect to its impact on conservation.  
The Report is to include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 
a. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 
b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 
c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers; and 
d. The resulting operating cost reductions to the utility. 

 
The Report should also include an in-depth analysis of the full long-run marginal cost of acquiring energy from new 
resources, including the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that 
cost compares to the Block 2 rate; the combined effect of integrating TOU and RIB rates on the conservation achieved 
by the RIB, should that information be available; an update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the 
potential effects of interaction between RIB rates and Demand Side Management targets; comparison of energy usage 
of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; and an analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier 
wholesale rate on the consumption of its wholesale customers.  This Report should be submitted to the Commission no 
later than April 30, 2014. 

 
6. FortisBC is directed to establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction of the RIB rate to develop 

elasticity data for its own customers.  The results of this elasticity study are to be included in the RIB Rate Evaluation 
Report. 

 
 
DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this         13th            day of January 2012. 
  
 BY ORDER 
 
 
 
 D. Morton 
 Panel Chair/Commissioner 
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BEFORE: 

WHEREAS: 

IN THE MATIER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

FortisBC Inc. 
Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

L.F. Kelsey, Commissioner 
C.A. Brown, Commissioner 
N.E. MacMurchy, Commissioner 
B.A. Magnan, Commissioner 
D.M. Morton, Commissioner 
R.D. Revel, Commissioner 
C. van Wermeskerken, Commissioner 

0 RD ER 

August 22, 2013 

A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block (RIB) 
Rate (Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 to 61 of the 
Utilities Commission Act; 

B. On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12 which directed FortisBC to: 

1. Implement a RIB rate consisting of four components: a customer charge, a threshold and two block rates; 

2. Implement this RIB rate as soon as is reasonably practicable, and by no later than July 31, 2012; 

3. Apply the following pricing Principle to future rate increases for the years 2012 to 2015: 

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate rebalancing increases; 

b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing increases; and 

c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining required revenue (i.e., the 
residual rate); 

4. Apply the RIB rate on a mandatory basis to all residential customers with the exception of those taking 
service at a Time of Use rate at the time Order G-3-12 was issued. 
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5. Provide a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report); 
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6. Establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction of the RIB rate to develop elasticity data for its 
own customers; 

C. The RIB Rate was implemented on July 1, 2012, in accordance with Order G-3-12. FortisBC renamed the RIB rate 
to the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) upon implementation; 

D. Since the introduction of the RCR by FortisBC, the Commission has received a significant number of complaints 
regarding the new rate structure. During the period July 1, 2012-June 30, 2013, the Commission received 149 
complaints regarding FortisBC's RCR. 

E. Based on the complaints received the Commission believes certain action must be taken. 

NOW THEREFORE the Commission pursuant to section 83 of the Utilities Commission Act orders as follows: 

1. FortisBC must file a preliminary Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation Report (Report), covering the period 
from the date of implementation to July 31, 2013. 

2. The Report should provide the utility, the Commission and the interveners the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) program, in particular with respect to its impact on 
conservation. This Report will assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this 
matter. The Report is to include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 

b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 

c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate impacted customers that 
use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps (geothermal/air source), if available; 

d. Evaluate the impact the rate is having on customers that have no access to natural gas; 

e. The resulting cost implications to the utility including the resulting change in revenue earned to the 
utility (is the rate revenue neutral?); 

f . Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. Potential 
options to be evaluated include: 

• Threshold set too high or too low 

• Household threshold 

• Individual threshold (i.e. AMI based) 

• Other; 
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g. Provide an evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment Plan and indicate what 
action Fortis BC is taking to ensure estimated bills are accurate; 

h. Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 

• Percentage who have seen their bills decrease, by how much? 

• Percentage who have seen their bills increase, by how much? 

• How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site Management 
Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with the introduction of 
the RCR? 

• Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please indicate if any 

lessons were learned on this matter. 

2. Where reasonable, the Report must include: 

a. A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new resources, including 
the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that cost 
compares to the Block 2 rate; 

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation achieved by the RCR, 
should that information be available; 

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of interaction 
between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets; 

d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; 

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its wholesale 
customers. 

3. The Report is to be filed with the Commission by no later than October 31, 2013. 

ft-4 

)_ 3, day of August 2013. DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this 

Orders/G-127-13-FBC RIB Rate Report 

BY ORDER 

~ 
D.M. Morton 
Commissioner 
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IN THE MATIER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

FortisBC Inc. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-153-13 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660·4700 
BC TOLL FREE: 1·800-663-1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

BEFORE: L.F. Kelsey, Commissioner 
September 18, 2013 

O RDER 
WHEREAS: 

A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block 
(RIB) Rate (Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 
to 61 of the Utilities Commission Act; 

B. On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12, which directed FortisBC, amongst other things, 
to implement a RIB rate consisting of a customer charge, a threshold and two block rates by no later than 
July 31, 2012, and to provide the Commission with a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report); 

C. The RIB Rate was implemented on July 1, 2012, in accordance with Order G-3-12. FortisBC renamed the RIB 
Rate to the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) upon implementation; 

D. On August 22, 2013, the Commission issued Order G-127-13 directing FortisBC to file a preliminary RCR 
Evaluation Report (Report) due to a significant number of complaints received by the Commission regarding 
the RCR; 

E. On September 11, 2013, the Commission received a letter from FortisBC requesting a variance to Order G-
127-13. FortisBC requested that Directive 1 be modified so the Report covers the period from the date of 
implementation to June 30, 2013, instead of July 31, 2013, to allow for comparative reporting; 

F. The Commission considers the requested change is warranted . 
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NOW THEREFORE, the Commission pursuant to section 99 of the Utilities Commission Act, orders as follows: 

1 . FortisBC Inc. must submit to the Commission a preliminary Residential ConseNation Rate Evaluation 
Report as directed by Order G-127-13. The report will include data from the date of implementation to 
June 30, 2013. For comparability purposes, data from the month of July 2013 is no longer required in 
the Report. All other directives made by Order G-127-13 rema in in effect. 

The Report is to be filed with the Commission by no later than October 31, 2013. 

DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this ;e ~ day of September 2013. 

BY ORDER 

~ 
L. F. Kelsey 
Commissioner 

Orders/G-153-B_FBC_RCR_Report_Date_ Variance 
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IN THE MATIER OF 
the Utilities Commission Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, Chapter 473 

and 

FortisBC Inc. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

UTILITIES COMMISSION 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-182-13A 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 
BC TOLL FREE: 1-800-663·1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

Terms of Reference for Residential Inclining Block Rate Evaluation Report 

BEFORE: D.M. Morton, Commissioner 
C.A. Brown, Commissioner 

N.E. MacMurchy, Commissioner 

R.D. Revel, Commissioner 
C. van Wermeskerken, Commissioner 

ORDER 
WHEREAS: 

November 7, 2013 

A. On March 31, 2011, FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC) filed an application for approval of a Residential Inclining Block 
(RIB) Rate (Application) to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) pursuant to sections 58 
to 61 of the Utilities Commission Act. The RIB Rate was approved by Commission Order G-3-12 and 
implemented on July 1, 2012. FortisBC renamed the RIB Rate to the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) 

upon implementation; 

B. Commission Order G-3-12 directs FortisBC to file an RCR Evaluation Report due on December 31, 2013 

(Report) to provide data summarizing the results of the implementation of the RCR; 

C. Based on the significant number of RCR complaints received, the Commission issued Order G-127-13 
directing FortisBC to file a preliminary RCR Evaluation Report due on October 31, 2013 (Preliminary Report). 
The Preliminary Report was to include data for the period from implementation of the RCR to July 31, 2013. 
The reporting requirements of the Preliminary Report are consistent with those in Order G-3-12 and also 
incorporate an expanded scope to respond to comments and complaints received by the Commission on 
this new rate structure; 

D. By letter dated September 11, 2013, FortisBC requested that the Commission modify the period of study for 
the Preliminary Report to allow for comparability. The requested amended period of study for the 
Preliminary Report is from the date of implementation of the RCR to June 30, 2013; 
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E. Commission Order G-153-13 amended the period of study of the Preliminary Report as requested. Fortis BC 
was directed to include the required RCR data required by Order G-127-13 from the date of implementation 
of the RCR to June 30, 2013 for comparability purposes; 

F. As the Report ordered by G-3-12 falls in such close proximity with the October 31, 2013 Preliminary Report 
ordered by G-127-13 the Commission determined that Order G-3-12 should be amended to modify the 
reporting requirements in Order G-3-12 to align with the expanded scope as set out in Order G-127-13 and 
modify the due date of the Report; 

G. On September 5, 2013, the Commission issued a letter to FortisBC and Registered Intervene rs requesting 
comments on the proposed amendment to Order G-3-12 to modify its reporting directive given the close 
proximity of the Report with the Preliminary Report. The proposal was to modify the period of study of the 
Report to include data from the date of implementation to June 30, 2014. The revised proposed deadline 
for submission of the Report to the Commission was November 30, 2014. The revised proposed content of 
the Report was to include the requirements of both G-3-12 and G-127-13; 

H. In a letter dated September 6, 2012, Mr. Andy Shad rack submitted his support for the proposal to modify 
the period of study and the reporting date of the Report; 

I. In letters dated September 20, 2013, the BC Pensioners' and Seniors' Organization et al., the BC Sustainable 
Energy Association, and FortisBC agreed that Order G-3-12 should be amended as outlined in the 
Commission's letter dated September 5, 2013; 

J. On September 27, 2013, Fortis BC submitted its Reply Submission further indicating that all parties to the 
proceeding were supportive of the amendments suggested by the Commission. 

K. The Commission reviewed the submissions and determines that it is appropriate to amend the period of 
study, reporting deadline and scope of the Report ordered by Order G-3-12. 

NOW THEREFORE pursuant to section 99 of the Utilities Commission Act, the Commission orders as follows: 

1. The filing date for the Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation Report (Report) directed by Commission 
Order G-3-12 is extended from December 31, 2013 to November 30, 2014. 

2. The Report must cover the period from the date of implementation (July 1, 2012) to June 30, 2014 and 
should provide FortisBC Inc., the Commission and the lnterveners the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the Residential Conservation Rate program, in particular with respect to its impact on 
conservation. The Report must include, but is not limited to the following: 
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a. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 

b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary; 

ORDER 

NUMBER G-182-13A 

c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate impacted customers 
that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps (geothermal/air source), if 
available; 

d. Evaluate the impact the rate is having on customers that have no access to natural gas; 

e. The resulting cost implications to the utility including the resulting change in revenue earned to the 
utility (is the rate revenue neutral?); 

f. Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. 
Potential options to be evaluated include: 

• Threshold set too high or too low 

• Household threshold 

• Individual threshold (i.e. AMI based) 

• Other; 

g. Provide an evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment Plan and indicate 
what action FortisBC is taking to ensure estimated bills are accurate; and 

h. Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR: 

• Percentage who have seen their bills decrease and by how much? 

• Percentage who have seen their bills increase and by how much? 

• How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Side Management 
Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with the introduction 
of the RCR? 

• Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please indicate if 

any lessons were learned on this matter. 

3. The Report must also include an in-depth analysis of: 

a. The full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new resources, including the long-run 
marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that cost compares 
to the Block 2 rate; 

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation achieved by the 
RCR, should that information be available; 

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of interaction 
between RCR rates and Demand Side Management targets; 
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d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; and 

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its wholesale 
customers. 

4. The Report must be filed with the Commission by no later than November 30, 2014. 

DATED at the City of Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia, this 
·3 ;I-( 

/ day of November 2013. 

BY ORDER 

~-
D.M. Morton 

Commissioner 

Orders/G-182-13-FBC-RIB Rate Report 
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COMMISSION SECRETARY 

Commisslon.Secretary@bcuc.com 
web site: http://www.bcuc.com 

VIA EMAIL 

electricity.regulatory.affairs@fortisbc.com 

Mr. Dennis Swanson 
Director, Regulatory Affairs 
Regulatory Affairs Department 
FortisBC Inc. 
Suite 100, 1975 Springfield Road 
Kelowna, BC V17 YV7 

Dear Mr. Swanson: 

January 30, 2014 

LETIER L-7-14 

SIXTH FLOOR, 900 HOWE STREET, BOX 250 
VANCOUVER, BC CANADA V6Z 2N3 

TELEPHONE: (604) 660-4700 
BC TOLL FREE: 1,800-663-1385 

FACSIMILE: (604) 660-1102 

Log No. 44584 

Re: FortisBC Inc. 
Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation Report 

The British Columbia Utilities Commission (Commission) is in receipt of FortisBC lnc.'s (FortisBC) Residential 

Conservation Information Report filed on October 31, 2013 (Report), pursuant to Commission Orders G-127-13 and 

G-153-13. 

Upon review of the Report, the Commission is satisfied that preliminary results of the Residential Conservation Rate 

(RCR) indicate electricity conservation and general customer impact is consistent with forecasts contained in 

FortisBC's RCR Application. As such, preliminary evidence demonstrates that the RCR is achieving its intended results. 

The matter of the RCR was reviewed extensively by the Commission in an open, public proceeding culminating in the 

issuance of Order G-3-12 on January 13, 2012. 

While the RCR is in its very early stages of existence, the Commission recognizes that some customers and impacted 

customer groups remain concerned about the rate structure. The Commission would like FortisBC to collect 

additional information from potentially heavily impacted customers including residences that do not have access to 

other sources of heating fuel (such as natural gas) as well as customers using heat pumps. Specifically, the 

Commission is interested in data from customer consultations and analysis of individual monthly billing impacts for 

potentially heavily impacted customers. This information, as well as any proposed rate refinements, should be 

included in FortisBC's next RCR report to the Commission to be filed on November 30, 2014. 

PW/kbb 
cc: Paul Wieringa 

Executive Director, Electricity Policy and Regulations 
Ministry of Energy and Mines 
Paul. Wieringa@gov.be.ca 

Orders/L-7-14_FBC_R1B Evaluation Report 

Yours tf uly, ( , 

~~1P ,1 tJf \__ 
E'rica Hamilton 
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2014 RCR Report – Elasticity and Savings Estimates 
 
Introduction 
 
The primary goal of the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) is the promotion of 
energy conservation through reductions in use driven by the higher block 2 rate.  
Customers have two types of responses to prices.  The first type of response is 
behavioral and includes actions such as turning off lights or turning down the 
thermostat.  The second type of response is related to appliance choice and other 
types of measures within the home such as weatherization.  At the time of the 2013 
Report, the RCR had only been in place for slightly more than a year and it was 
expected that most of the customer response would be behavioral as there was 
insufficient time for a large amount of appliance and other structural changes to be 
made.  With another year of data the savings estimates developed in the second year 
are expected to be higher and more representative of long-term responses. 
 
Elasticity is the standard measure of the customers’ response to changes in price.  The 
elasticity measures the percent change in consumption associated with a 1 percent 
change in price.  Elasticity numbers are usually negative as an increase in price leads to 
reduced consumption.  In the original RCR Application proceeding, a range of elasticity 
values was used due to the uncertainty associated with the new rate structure that 
had not been applied within the FBC service area before.  While BC Hydro 
implemented its RCR prior to the FBC RCR, there still was not enough time for a full 
evaluation of the BC Hydro impacts at the time FBC was evaluating its options.  For the 
original FBC RCR Application it was assumed that consumption in the lower block 
would have a lower elasticity level than consumption in the upper block.  This reflects 
the fact that electricity consumed below the threshold was more likely to be used for 
necessities than for discretionary use, and that the price change for the lower block 
was less significant than for the upper block.  As the lower block rates would actually 
go down from the flat rate under the RCR, the lower block elasticity reflected an actual 
increase in consumption for those customers.  This increase would then be offset by 
the decline in usage for customers in the upper block as they would see a significant 
price increase.  In the original RCR Application, three different scenarios were used for 
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elasticity with the following combinations of lower block/upper block elasticities:  
0.05/-0.10, -0.10/-0.20 and -0.20/-0.30. 
 
Methodology 
 
To develop the observed elasticity values, regression analysis was used to develop the 
statistical relationship between consumption and electric prices.  This same approach 
was used in the 2013 Report to calculate elasticity values.  For consumption, the 
average use per customer was used as it excluded load growth due to new customers 
and better reflected the impact on a typical residential customer.  The price used in 
the regression analysis was the marginal price paid for each kWh.  In the case of block 
1 usage, the marginal price was the block 1 energy rate.  For customers with any usage 
in block 2, the marginal price was the block 2 rate even though they paid the block 1 
rate for a portion of their bill.  The marginal rate is the amount paid for the 
incremental or decremental amount of electricity used.  Prior to the introduction of 
the RCR the flat energy charge was the marginal price.  FBC was directed by the 
Commission to establish a Control Group at the time of RCR implementation to aid in 
determining the impacts associated with the RCR.  This Control Group faced rates that 
were flat but designed to be class-revenue-neutral to the RCR. 
 
Because price is not the only factor that affects the consumption level, both heating 
degree days (HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD) were included to reflect weather 
impacts.  The demand-side management (DSM) programs employed by FBC also have 
an impact on consumption levels that is distinct from the price impact associated with 
RCR alone.  
 
Data Collection and Analysis 
 
In order to examine the elasticity impacts, as well as the many other issues 
surrounding RCR implementation raised by the Commission, it was necessary to collect 
residential billing data and parse it into many different groupings.  The data that was 
collected was used for the regression analysis as well as for other comparisons.  The 
2013 report included data for July of 2010 through June of 2013.  For this report, data 
for the period of July 2013 through June of 2014 was added.  This reflects two years 
with the RCR in place and the two years prior.   
 
FBC has three residential rate groups.  Rate RS01 and RS01A are both served under the 
RCR; however, RS01A customers have requested monthly bills.  While bills are sent out 
each month to these customers, the meters are only read on a bi-monthly basis, with 
estimates provided in between meter reads.  RS01 customers have the standard bi-
monthly billing.  The third group is composed of those the customers that were 
randomly selected to be in a Control Group at the time of the RCR implementation as 
well as customers that qualify for an exemption from the RCR due to farm status.  
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These customers are served under Schedule 3 which is a flat rate set at a rate 
equivalent to the RCR.  For the 2013-2014 period billing data was collected from 
79,862 customers in the RS01 group, 15,067 customers in the RS01A group and 381 
customers in the RS03 Control Group.   
 
While FBC does not collect data on the heat source for all of its customers, that data 
was collected from the Control Group to allow for better comparison data.  In the 2009 
REUS FBC completed a survey of roughly 900 customers that included classification by 
heating source.  Data from this survey, along with the associated consumption data for 
the Control Group, were used extensively within the RCR Application.  The Survey 
Group was used in this evaluation to determine the separate impacts on those 
customers with and without electric heat.  Billing data for the four-year period was 
collected from this group, however, only those customers that had information for all 
four years were included.  The resulting number of customers in this group was 677.  
Note that these customers included customers from both the RS01 and RS01A groups.  
None of these customers were in the Control Group.  A new REUS survey was recently 
completed, however the sample from the 2009 study was used to maintain 
consistency with the application and the evaluation completed last year. 
 
The Commission also requested that FBC look at the impacts of the RCR on customers 
that do not have access to natural gas.  FBC was able to collect data from the portions 
of its service area that does not have natural gas available, including roughly 18,000 
customers.  Again, customers in this group included those from both the RS01 and 
RS01A groups.  While the Control Group is separate and distinct from all other 
customers, both the Survey Group and no gas availability group were also included in 
the total RCR group.  
 
In all cases, the analysis of bills and average consumption levels refer to a two-month 
billing period.  While data is collected for every month, each month’s average reflects 
two months of kWh sales.  Similarly, the threshold for the block 1/block 2 split is set at 
1600 kWh for a 2-month billing period.  All of the Control Group customers were billed 
on a bi-monthly basis and therefore no adjustments were needed for that group’s 
data.  For all other groups there were a combination of the customers in the RS01 class 
that were billed bi-monthly and customers in the RS01A class that were billed monthly.  
An adjustment was made so all usage reflected a bi-monthly period.  A further 
adjustment was made to standardize the number of days in the billing cycle.  Along 
with kWh use, the number of days included in each billing period was collected with 
the data.   
 
The following shows the monthly average usage (adjusted for number of days) for the 
four main customer groups included in the analysis.  The time period shown is July 
2010 through June 2014.  The bi-monthly usage follows a typical seasonal shape with 
much higher average kWh use per bill in the winter months.  The winter usage for the 
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group with no gas availability is higher than for all customers, which is the expected 
result as they would be more likely to have electric heat.  The Control Group does not 
appear to have higher usage than customers billed under the RCR.   
 

Chart A-1 
Bi-Monthly Average Usage by Group 

 

 
 
In addition to the main groupings, there were numerous splits of data used to provide 
more specific comparisons.  For the Control Group and the Survey Group, customers 
were also split between whether or not they had electric space heating.  There was a 
portion of the Control Group that was also in the no gas availability group (200 
customers).  Billings were subsequently split into several size categories.  Bills were 
first split between block 1 (up to 1600 kWh) and block 2 (over 1600 kWh).  Then each 
of those groups was split again.  Block 1 bills were split into a group of 20-800 kWh and 
800-1600 kWh.  Block 2 bills were split into a 1600-3200 kWh group and an over 3200 
kWh group.  Note that bills with less than 120 kWh per year or over 200,000 kWh in 
the 2-year period were excluded from the analysis because they typically represented 
customers with abnormal bills due to service termination or other unusual issues.   
 
It must also be noted that for the regression analysis the average use data was based 
on the billings within a month, and not the totals for one customer for the year.  For 
example, one customer might have some bills in the block 1 category and some bills in 
the block 2 category.  The number of bills in the various usage categories therefore 
differed among the various months.  And the bills in block 2 included both block 1 and 
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block 2 usage for the billing cycle, however, the marginal price seen in that case would 
be the block 2 rate.  Other places in this report do provide calculations of total kWh 
billed at the block 1 rate vs the amount billed at the block 2 rate, or the number of 
customers facing block 2 anytime during the year. 
 
Regression Analysis Assumptions and Methodology 
 
To determine the elasticity associated with the introduction of the RCR, a regression 
analysis was conducted.  The regression compared the average use per customer by 
month for the four -year period against the marginal price of electricity, along with 
other relevant variables.  The same variables were used as in the 2013 report as they 
reflected the best fitting equation found for the data.  It is common practice to use an 
ln-ln transformation to derive elasticity values.  What this means is that the natural log 
(ln) of both the average use and the marginal price were used, with the resulting price 
coefficient being the elasticity value.   
 
The y-variable used for the average usage per customer included the average for the 
block 1, block 2 and Control Groups.  Because each of these groups faced different 
prices, they had to be separated out for the regression analysis.  In all cases the usage 
was adjusted for the standard number of days in a billing period. 
 
The primary x-variable for the regression was the marginal price that corresponded 
with each group.  All three groups faced the same flat energy price prior to July of 
2012.  Once the RCR was implemented the block 1 group faced the block 1 rate, the 
block 2 group faced the block 2 rate, and the Control Group faced the flat RS03 rate.  
The marginal rates were adjusted from nominal to real values using the monthly CPI 
for British Columbia.  They were further adjusted to reflect a lag of two months as the 
usage in a particular billing cycle would include kWh from the two months prior.  The 
lagged price therefore reflects the price in place at the time the kWh were consumed. 
 
Actual rates in place for each month can be found in the following Chart A-2. 
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Chart A-2 
Monthly Rates for Flat Rate and RCR Rates 

 

 
 
Other x-variables included in the regression analysis were the heating degree days 
(HDD), cooling degree days (CDD) and spending by FBC for DSM programs.   
 
HDD and CDD are generally used to reflect weather conditions as they are a better 
measure of heating and cooling use than the average temperature alone.  The HDD 
and CDD data was based on the Climate Canada data for Penticton.  Because the FBC 
service area is relatively homogeneous in terms of weather, the Penticton Station is 
used as the standard location and no further regionalization is needed.  The following 
chart shows the HDD and CDD for the four year period. 
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Chart A-3 
Monthly HDD and CDD for Penticton, BC 

 

 
 
While each of the three years has a peak month HDD of roughly 600, the graph does 
not really show the overall annual differences very well.  The total HDD for the four 
years are 3418 in 2010-2011, 3409 in 2011-2012, 3125 in 2012-2013 and 3432 in 2013-
2014.  Year 3 is 8% lower than the three other years.   
 
Because the billings in each month reflected kWh consumption that actually occurred 
in past months, the HDD and CDD used for the regression analysis were weighted 
averages, as discussed in the 2013 report.   
 
DSM savings were also incorporated into the analysis to separate out savings due to 
DSM program spending and the RCR impacts.  To separate out the programmatic DSM 
from the price response, the expected percent savings were added back in to the 
average use per customer amounts used in the regression analysis, as was done for the 
2013 report.   
 
Regression Analysis Results and Elasticity Estimates 
 
The first regression completed was based on the bills with less than 1600 kWh per two 
months and completely within block 1.  Average usage was adjusted for a standard 
number of days and represented usage before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  
This was compared to the CPI-adjusted marginal rate for those customers within block 
1, lagged by two months.  An ln-ln transformation was used for both the average use 
and the marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The 
following Table A-1 shows the key parameters of the regression. 
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Table A-1 

Results of Regression 1 
Block 1 Usage vs. Real Marginal Rate for Block 1 with In-In Transformation 

R Square 0.3409  
Adjusted R Square 0.1162  

 Coefficient t statistic 
Intercept 6.59 17.94 
Real Marginal Rate Block 1 Lag2 -0.067 -0.44 
Weighted HDD 0.00013 2.36 
Weighted CDD 0.00061 1.73 

 
The R Square value provides a measure of the overall fit of the regression.  The closer 
the R Square value is to 100% - the better the fit.  In this first regression the R square is 
below 50% and is not considered a very good fit.  The second key indicator to examine 
is the t statistic for each of the variables.  A t-statistic of 2 or more generally indicates 
that the variable is statistically significant.  In this case the intercept, HDD and CDD all 
have a sufficient t statistic.  The marginal price of electricity has a low t statistic and 
would not be considered statistically significant.  There is therefore no evidence of a 
response to the RCR for months where the bill is completely within block 1.  These 
results are not unexpected as the lower consumption level is likely for uses that are 
more necessary and less elastic.  These results are similar to those found in the 2013 
report.   
 
The original RCR Application assumed elasticity values for block 1 ranging from -0.05 to 
-0.20, although these assumptions were not based on any FBC-specific findings.  While 
not a statistically significant value, the regression does yield an elasticity of -0.067, 
which is on the lower end of the range.   However, the lack of statistical significance 
would indicate an elasticity of 0.  The elasticity is lower than the -0.078 found in the 
2013 study.  Based on these results an estimate of a long-term elasticity range of 0 to -
0.10 is a reasonable assumption, which is lower than that in the original Application.   
The second regression was based on the bills where consumption was greater than 
1600 kWh per two months and had some usage within block 2, facing a higher rate.  
Average usage was adjusted for a standard number of days and represented usage 
before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  This was compared to the CPI-adjusted 
marginal rate for those customers within block 2, lagged by two months.  An ln-ln 
transformation was used for both the average use and the marginal price.  The 
weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The following shows the key 
parameters of the regression. 
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Table A-2 

Results of Regression 2 
Block 2 Usage vs. Real Marginal Rate for Block 2 with In-In Transformation 

R Square 0.9544  
Adjusted R Square 0.9110  

 Coefficient t statistic 
Intercept 7.42 88.98 
Real Marginal Rate Block 2 Lag2 -0.1565 -4.43 
Weighted HDD 0.0009 18.03 
Weighted CDD 0.0022 6.56 

 
In this block 2 regression, the R Square was over 90%, indicating a good fit.  All of the 
variables yielded a t-statistic over 2, indicating that they were statistically significant.  
The coefficient for the marginal rate resulted in an estimated elasticity of -0.16 for the 
period in question.  This is higher than the -0.086 found in the 2013 report, which was 
considered a short-term elasticity as it likely only reflected behavioral changes as there 
was not sufficient time for much appliance change among customers.   
 
These results compare to the original block 2 assumption of -0.10 to -0.30, which were 
provided in the original RCR Application.  The current results are within the range of 
what was originally assumed, but closer to the low end than the high end.  While the 
short-term elasticity was measured at -0.086, the results suggest a long-term elasticity 
in the range of -0.16 to -0.20.   
 
The third regression represents the Control Group that continues to pay a flat rate for 
electricity.  It was based on the bills for all of the customers in the Control Group.  
Average usage was adjusted for a standard number of days and represented usage 
before any of the programmatic DSM savings.  This was compared to the CPI-adjusted 
marginal rate under RS03, which does not incorporate the RCR differential, lagged by 
two months.  An ln-ln transformation was used for both the average use and the 
marginal price.  The weighted HDD and CDD variables were also included.  The 
following shows the key parameters of the regression. 
 

Table A-3 
Results of Regression 3 

Control Group Usage vs. Real Marginal Rate for Flat with In-In Transformation 
R Square 0.7918  
Adjusted R Square 0.6268  

 Coefficient t statistic 
Intercept 6.26 6.18 
Real Marginal Rate Lag2 -0.429 -1.01 
Weighted HDD 0.0015 5.94 
Weighted CDD 0.0020 1.27 
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The results for the Control Group have a relatively high R Square result, however, the 
marginal rate does not show up as a statistically significant variable.  The resulting 
elasticity is -.43 which is much higher than that found for the block 2 rates.  However, 
because of the low significance of the t-statistic, there is no statistical evidence that 
elasticity is greater than 0 and the result is not a reasonable measure of the actual 
elasticity response.    One issue that may have led to this result is the fact that there 
was little change in the inflation-adjusted rates for the Control Group and therefore 
little or no incentive for customers to change their usage.  It is often difficult to 
measure elasticity when rates are relatively stable.  The other factor that may have 
impacted the results is that the Control Group may have been influenced by the RCR 
rates for other customers through advertising and information programs, and may not 
have understood that they were not impacted by those rates. 
 
To examine the impacts on FBC customers that used electric heat and for those that 
did not have access to natural gas, regressions were also completed for those groups.  
The results were relatively strong, which differs from the 2013 report.  For the electric 
heat customers, the regression looked at the Survey Group block 2 average 
consumption for those customers with electric heat as their primary source.  The R 
square for the regression was about 97% and the t statistic on price was about 3.1.  
The resulting elasticity was -0.19.  This is higher than for the all customer group, which 
is expected.  For the customers without access to natural gas, the regression looked at 
the block 2 average consumption for all of those customers.  The R square for the 
regression was about 90% and the t statistic on price was only about 1.2.  The resulting 
elasticity was -0.10, however since the t-statistic was on the low side this result has a 
somewhat lower level of confidence.  These results confirm the elasticity found for the 
block 2 rates, however, there is some indication that customers without access to 
natural gas have a lower response to the price as they have fewer options for heat and 
water heat alternatives. 
 
Resulting RCR Savings 
 
In the original RCR Application, FBC provided a range of elastic and related savings 
associated with the proposed rate.  Based on the rate structure that was adopted, the 
total savings for the class was estimated as follows: 
 

Table A-4 
Original Estimate of RCR Savings 

 Low Case Medium Case High Case 
Block 1 Elasticity -.05 .10 .20 
Block 2 Elasticity -.10 .20 .30 
Residential % Savings 1.9% 3.7% 5.5% 
GWh Savings 19.7 38.4 57.0 
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The residential savings percentages estimated in the Application are the combined 
impacts associated with block 1 and 2.  To derive the corresponding gigawatt (GWh) 
savings amounts, these percentages were applied to the actual 2011-2012 GWh 
consumption for the residential class.  This year was used as it would reflect the 
consumption prior to the implementation of the RCR.  Resulting savings were 
estimated to be in the range of 19.7 to 57 GWh for the first year of implementation. 
Based on the preliminary elasticity estimates found in the regression analysis, updated 
savings found as a result of the RCR can also be determined.  Because the elasticity 
values were based on the kWh for all bills that had any usage in block 2, they must be 
applied to that same metric to determine the GWh savings.   The percent increase in 
rates was based on the difference between the current block 2 rate and the current 
RS03 flat rate.  Table A-5 provides the results based on the measured elasticity of -0.16 
and the new upper end value of -0.20. 
 

Table A-5 
Updated Estimated of RCR Savings 

 Measured Amount Upper End 
Block 2 Elasticity -0.16 -0.20 
% Price Differential 28% 28% 
Resulting % Savings on Block 2 4.4% 5.7% 
2011-2012 GWh in block 2 818.3 818.3 
Estimated GWh Savings 36.2 46.3 
 
These results show a range of savings from 36 to 46 GWh.  The measured savings is 
within the range of the original estimate, but is on the low side.  With the updated 
estimates, the values fall within the original range of savings but the range is smaller 
than originally thought.  This is an expected result as the impact of calculating elasticity 
values is to provide a greater level of certainty, which results in a narrower range. 
 
When compared to the overall system rather than just the residential block 2 GWh, 
the estimated savings are in the range of 2.6% to 3.3% of total system energy.  For 
comparison purposes, the system-wide savings expected from FBC’s DSM programs 
are 14 GWh (1.0%) for 2014 and 22 GWh (1.6%) for 2015.   
 
Comparison of Average Usage Data 
 
The data collected for use in the regression analysis is also useful in making 
comparisons between the various groups.   As discussed, the usage data was broken 
down between multiple groups and by the level of consumption in each billing period.    
 
The key comparison to consider in looking at usage reductions due to the RCR rate 
alone is the Control Group vs the group with all customers.  The following chart shows 
a visual comparison of average usage per customer for the various customer groups 
and across the four years.   
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Chart A-4 

Comparison of Average Annual Usage by Group 
 

 
 
Table A-6 below also compares the average annual usage for each of the four years in 
tabular form with percent differences.  As the table shows, the usage for the all 
customer group is 6.6% below the Control Group for the 2012-2013 period and 9.2% 
below the Control Group in the 2013-2014 period.  While on the surface this would 
appear as if this level of savings was achieved in response to the RCR rates, the table 
also shows that the all customer group was less than the Control Group by nearly 1% in 
the first year and nearly 2% in the second year so some of the difference existed prior 
to the introduction of the RCR rate.   
In addition, it can be seen that while the all customer groups show a decline in kWh 
usage each year during the first three years, this is due in part to lower HDD in the 
2012-2013 period.  Usage increased again in 2013-2014 for most groups as the HDD 
increased, however, the all customer group usage did not increase nearly as much as 
the Control Group.  This would support the finding that usage declined due to the RCR 
rate once weather was accounted for.   
 
While the comparisons in this table are useful, a better accounting of the price 
response can be found in the regression analysis previously discussed, which can 
account for these non-price factors. 
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Table A-6 

Comparison of Average Use by Category 
2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Average Annual Use (bi-Monthly kWh Usage)  
Control Group 2,207 2,119 2,108 2,204 
All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970 2,002 
Survey Group 2,058 1,982 1,874 1,847 
Percent Difference  
All Customers vs Control Group -0.9% -1.8% -6.6% -9.2% 
Survey Group vs Control Group -6.7% -6.4% -11.1% -16.2% 
Survey Group vs All Customers Group -5.9% -4.7% -4.8% -7.7% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference  
Control Group -4.0% -0.5% 4.5% 
All Customers -4.8% -5.4% 1.6% 
Survey Group -3.7% -5.4% -1.4% 

 
Also included in Table A-6 is a comparison to the Survey Group.  The Survey Group was 
included in the analysis primarily because it provides a breakdown of electric vs non-
electric heat customers that is not available for the all customer group.  While the 
Survey Group faced the same RCR rates as the all customer group, the average usage 
was significantly lower.  For this reason we would not consider the Survey Group to 
still be representative of all customers, however, it still is useful in looking at the 
impacts on different types of heating customers. 
 
Table A-7 below shows the distribution of bills for the year in each usage category for 
each of the three customer groups.  This reflects the number of bills in each category 
as opposed to the kWh that fall within the category.  In all cases roughly half of all bills 
for the year are in block 1 and the other half are in block 2.  Of course these numbers 
differ when looked at on a seasonal basis.   
 
For all three groups, the numbers of bills in block 1 increases over the four years, while 
the number of bills in block 2 declines.  This decline is more pronounced between 
years 1 and 2 than it is in year 3 when the RCR was adopted and therefore indicates 
that weather was a significant factor.  In all three years, the Control Group has a higher 
percentage of bills in the block 2 category, but that percentage of bills declines from 
51% to 48% despite the fact that they do not face RCR billing.  The Survey Group has a 
similar split between block 1 and block 2 as seen in the all-customer group.  However, 
they have fewer bills in the tail end categories of 20-800 kWh and over 3200 kWh. 
 
The table also shows the percentage of kWh consumption that occurs for all of the bills 
that have some usage in the block 2 category.  Note this does not reflect the percent 
of kWh billed at the block 2 rate.  For kWh, the totals in this category are in the 75-80% 
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range.  As with the number of bills, the percent of kWh in the block 2 category 
declined over the first three years, however the percent increased again in the past 
year due to higher HDD for the year.  It is likely that some of this is related to HDD and 
programmatic DSM savings, and not all of the shift in kWh usage can be attributed to 
the RCR rate. 
 

Table A-7 
Distribution of Bills and kWh by Usage Category 

Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 
  2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 
All Customers                 
20 to 800 kWh 19% 21% 22% 22% 4% 5% 5% 5% 
800 to 1600 kWh 30% 31% 31% 31% 16% 17% 19% 18% 
  Subtotal block 1 49% 52% 53% 53% 20% 22% 24% 23% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 31% 31% 31% 33% 33% 35% 33% 
Over 3200 kWh 19% 17% 16% 15% 47% 45% 41% 44% 
  Subtotal block 2 51% 48% 47% 47% 80% 78% 76% 77% 
Control Customers                 
20 to 800 kWh 20% 21% 20% 21% 4% 5% 4% 4% 
800 to 1600 kWh 28% 28% 30% 31% 15% 15% 17% 16% 
  Subtotal block 1 48% 49% 51% 52% 19% 20% 22% 21% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 32% 34% 31% 32% 34% 35% 30% 
Over 3200 kWh 21% 19% 15% 17% 49% 46% 43% 49% 
  Subtotal block 2 52% 51% 49% 48% 81% 80% 78% 79% 
Survey Customers                 
20 to 800 kWh 16% 17% 18% 18% 4% 5% 5% 5% 
800 to 1600 kWh 35% 35% 36% 37% 20% 21% 22% 23% 
  Subtotal block 1 51% 52% 53% 55% 24% 25% 27% 28% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 32% 33% 32% 34% 35% 37% 37% 
Over 3200 kWh 17% 16% 14% 13% 41% 40% 36% 34% 
  Subtotal block 2 49% 48% 47% 45% 76% 75% 73% 72% 

 
Electric vs. Non-Electric Customers 
 
In Commission Order G-182-13A, FBC was directed to determine how the RCR impacts 
customers with electric heat compared to those without electric heat.  The following 
two charts show the Control Group with and without electric heat and the Survey 
Group with and without electric heat.  As expected the electric heating customers have 
a higher average usage per customer and they also see more variability from year to 
year.  What stands out in the charts is that with the flat rates for the Control Group, 
customers with electric heat increased usage in year four along with higher HDD.  For 
the Survey Group, with RCR rates, usage declines in year four. 
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One thing to note about the Survey Group is that the heat source reflects data 
collected in 2009 and customers could have changed their heat source since then.   
 

Chart A-5 
Comparison of Control Group Average Annual Usage With and Without Electric Heat 

 

 
 

Chart A-6 
Comparison of Survey Group Average Annual Usage With and Without Electric Heat 

 

 
 
The comparison for electric heat vs non-electric heat is further shown in Tables A-8 
and A-9 below.  For the Control Group, the average use ranges from 18% to 25% 
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higher with electric heat than without, and the amount varies along with the HDD for 
the year.  The year over year change also reflects changes in HDD.  Average usage was 
much flatter for the non-electric heat group, as would be expected since it would be 
less sensitive to HDD.   
 

Table A-8 
Comparison of Control Group With and Without Electric Heat 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 
Average Annual Use (Bi-Monthly 
kWh Consumption)     

Control Group Electric Heat 2,562 2,322 2,314 2,507 

Control Group No Electric Heat 1,972 1,966 1,968 2,003 

Percent Difference 
Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 29.9% 18.1% 17.6% 25.2% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
Control Group Electric Heat -9.4% -0.3% 8.3% 
Control Group No Electric Heat -0.3% 0.1% 1.8% 

 
When looking at the Survey Group, the usage for electric heat customers is in the 
range of 60-70% higher than for non-electric heat customers.  In this case the two 
groups are more extreme than the Control Group.  The electric heat customers have 
higher usage in the Survey Group than in the Control Group for the first three years, 
however in year 4 the electric heat customers in both groups had comparable usage.   
As the Survey Group is a much larger sample, it is likely that it includes more 
customers with extreme energy use, causing more variability in this group than in the 
Control Group.  Because of these differences it is important to look at the results in 
both groups rather than just looking at one or the other.   
 

Table A-9 
Comparison of Survey Group With and Without Electric Heat 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Average Annual Use     

Control Group Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497 2,471 

Control Group No Electric Heat 1,675 1,602 1,553 1,515 

Percent Difference 
Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 65.6% 68.5% 60.8% 63.2% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
Control Group Electric Heat -2.7% -7.5% -1.0% 
Control Group No Electric Heat -4.3% -3.1% -2.5% 
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The Survey Group analysis indicates that both the customers with and without electric 
heat have reduced consumption over the four years.  This differs from the Control 
Group where the usage remains relatively flat.  This difference is likely due to the fact 
that the Survey Group faces the RCR while the Control Group does not.  As expected, 
the electric heat group shows a larger reduction than the non-electric heat customers 
as they are more likely to have more usage in block 2. 
 
The distribution of bills within the various usage categories also differs between 
electric and non-electric heat customers.  While in total the number of bills is split 
roughly 50/50 between block 1 and block 2, that split is closer to 40/60 for electric 
heat customers and 60/40 for non-electric heat customers.  In both cases the 
percentages in block 1 are increasing while the percentages in block 2 are decreasing.  
In terms of kWh usage in the block 2 category, the numbers are roughly 85-90% for 
electric heat customers and 70-75% for non-electric heat customers.     
 

Table A-10 
Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Control Group 

Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

 
2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

Control Customers 
with Electric Heat         
20 to 800 kWh 21% 24% 20% 20% 3% 4% 4% 3% 
800 to 1600 kWh 19% 20% 22% 25% 8% 9% 11% 11% 
Subtotal Block 1 40% 44% 42% 45% 11% 13% 15% 14% 
1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 37% 33% 28% 30% 35% 29% 
Over 3200 kWh 29% 24% 21% 22% 61% 57% 50% 56% 
Subtotal Block 2 60% 56% 58% 55% 89% 87% 85% 86% 
Control Customers 
without Electric Heat         
20 to 800 kWh 19% 18% 21% 22% 5% 5% 5% 5% 
800 to 1600 kWh 35% 35% 36% 35% 21% 20% 22% 21% 
Subtotal Block 1 54% 53% 57% 57% 26% 25% 27% 26% 
1600-3200 kWh 32% 32% 32% 29% 35% 36% 35% 31% 
Over 3200 kWh 15% 15% 11% 13% 39% 39% 38% 43% 
Subtotal Block 2 46% 47% 43% 43% 74% 75% 73% 74% 

 
The Survey Group sees a similar split between block 1 and block 2 of about 40/60 for 
electric heat customers and 60/40 for non-electric heat customers.  Again, the percent 
of bills in block 1 has been increasing over time.  In terms of kWh split, the block 2 
category is also 85-90% for electric heat customers but is only 60-65% for non-electric 
customers, which is lower than for the Control Group.   
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Table A-11 

Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Survey Group 
Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

 
2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

Survey Customers 
with Electric Heat         
20 to 800 kWh 14% 16% 16% 16% 3% 3% 3% 3% 
800 to 1600 kWh 23% 22% 24% 25% 10% 10% 11% 12% 
Subtotal Block 1 37% 38% 40% 41% 13% 13% 14% 15% 
1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 32% 32% 25% 26% 28% 28% 
Over 3200 kWh 32% 30% 28% 27% 63% 61% 57% 56% 
Subtotal Block 2 63% 62% 60% 59% 87% 87% 86% 85% 
Survey Customers 
without Electric Heat         
20 to 800 kWh 17% 18% 19% 19% 6% 6% 7% 7% 
800 to 1600 kWh 41% 42% 42% 43% 29% 31% 31% 33% 
Subtotal Block 1 58% 60% 60% 62% 35% 37% 38% 40% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 32% 33% 32% 43% 42% 44% 45% 
Over 3200 kWh 9% 8% 7% 6% 22% 21% 18% 15% 
Subtotal Block 2 42% 40% 40% 38% 65% 63% 62% 60% 

 
While there are some differences between the Control Group and Survey Group, the 
findings generally confirm that the electric heat customers have a much greater 
percentage of total bills and usage that fall under the block 2 category.  Therefore it 
can be concluded that the impact of the RCR on electric heat customers is also much 
greater.  This was also seen in the regression analysis that showed a higher elasticity of 
-.17 for this group.  
 
No Gas Availability Customers 
 
While there is likely considerable overlap between the customers with no gas 
availability and customers with electric heat, the Commission requested information 
regarding the impacts on both groups.  While customers without gas access generally 
have access to propane, the costs are higher than for natural gas.  It is also expected 
that this group represents a more rural environment where wood may be used as a 
primary or secondary source combined with electric heat.   
 
The following chart shows the average usage for the no gas group in relation to that of 
the customers with electric heat in the both the Control Group and Survey Group. 
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Chart A-7 
Comparison of No Gas Average Annual Usage With the Average of Electric Heat Customers 

 

 
 
Table A-12 below compares the average use per customer for the no gas group with all 
customers and with the electric heat customers found from the Survey Group.   
 
The chart also shows that while the 7.1% drop in consumption in year 3 is similar to 
the electric heat customers, the no gas customers actually use much more in the most 
recent year when compared to the identified electric heat customers.  For some 
reason the no gas group has not responded as greatly to the RCR rates, as indicated by 
the charts and the regression showing an elasticity level of -0.10, which is lower than 
for the all customer group.  This is likely due to the lack of cost-effective alternatives to 
electric heat. 
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Table A-12 

Comparison of No Gas Group With All Customers and Electric Heat Customers 

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013 2013-2014 

Average Annual Use 
All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970 2,002 
No Gas Availability 2,457 2,348 2,179 2,639 
With Gas Availability 2,113 2,015 1,918 1,861 
Percent Difference 
No Gas vs All Customers 12.4% 12.8% 10.6% 31.8% 
With Gas vs All Customers -3.4% -3.2% -2.6% -7.1% 
No Gas vs With Gas 16.3% 16.5% 13.6% 41.8% 
Year-to-Year Percent Difference 
All Customers -4.8% -5.4% 1.6% 
No Gas Availability -4.4% -7.2% 21.1% 
With Gas Availability -4.6% -4.8% -3.0% 
 
When looking at the percentage of bills and kWh in the block 2 category, the no gas 
group had percentages that were very similar to that of the electric heat customers, 
with the number of block 2 bills at about 60% and the % of bills in the block 2 group of 
85-90%.  These results are shown in Table A-13 below. 
 

Table A-13 
Distribution of Bills by Usage Category for Survey Group 

Percent of Bills Percent of kWh 

 
2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

2010-
2011 

2011-
2012 

2012-
2013 

2013-
2014 

No Gas Availability 
20 to 800 kWh 20% 21% 21% 22% 3% 3% 3% 3% 
800 to 1600 kWh 20% 21% 22% 22% 8% 9% 10% 9% 
Subtotal Block 1 40% 41% 43% 43% 11% 12% 14% 12% 
1600-3200 kWh 31% 32% 32% 30% 25% 26% 28% 25% 
Over 3200 kWh 29% 27% 25% 28% 64% 62% 58% 63% 
Subtotal Block 2 60% 59% 57% 57% 89% 88% 86% 88% 
With Gas Availability 
20 to 800 kWh 19% 22% 22% 22% 5% 5% 6% 6% 
800 to 1600 kWh 33% 33% 34% 34% 19% 20% 21% 21% 
Subtotal Block 1 52% 55% 56% 56% 23% 25% 27% 26% 
1600-3200 kWh 33% 31% 31% 31% 36% 35% 37% 35% 
Over 3200 kWh 16% 15% 13% 13% 41% 40% 37% 39% 
Subtotal Block 2 48% 45% 44% 44% 77% 75% 73% 74% 
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Summary and Conclusions 
 
This is the second annual report analyzing the impacts of the RCR rate.  While the 2013 
Report included data for July of 2010 through June of 2013, the period of July 2013 
through June of 2014 was added for this report.  This reflects two years with the RCR 
in place and the two years prior.   
 
To determine the impact of the RCR rates on consumption for various groups, FBC 
looked at average annual usage levels and the percent of bills and kWh that occur for 
customers that are in the block 2 category.  Regression analysis was also conducted to 
determine the price elasticity under the RCR rates after other factors such as HDD and 
programmatic DSM were accounted for. 
 
While on the surface the usage for customers with the RCR rate was 6.6% lower than 
for the Control Group that still has a flat rate in the first year and 9.2% lower in the 
second year, that difference takes into account multiple factors.  The regression 
analysis leads to the conclusion that savings for the residential class are on the order 
of 4.4% to 5.7%.    
 
The elasticity measured for the kWh in bills that face the block 2 rate is estimated at -
0.16.  This is lower than the range expected in the original RCR Application, but higher 
than the short-term elasticity estimated for the 2013 Report.  For customers with all of 
their usage in block 1, and those in the Control Group with the continued flat rate, the 
elasticity estimates were not statistically significant and it cannot be shown that there 
was any impact as a result of the RCR introduction.  This is the same conclusion that 
was reached last year.  The assumptions used in the RCR Application were not based 
on any FBC-specific measurements and therefore the actual findings for FBC customers 
under the RCR are a better indication of elasticity impacts.  For that reason the range 
of elasticity impacts is now expected to be between -0.16 to -0.20 for the long-term.  It 
is expected that the elasticity may continue to increase over time as customers have 
more opportunity for switching from electric to natural gas heat. 
 
These elasticity impacts yield savings in the range of 36 to 46 GWh.  These savings are 
within the range included in the RCR Application, although on the lower end.  These 
savings compare to annual savings of 14 to 22 GWh for programmatic DSM savings for 
2014-2015.  The net impact on system-wide energy consumption is in the range of 
2.6% to 3.3%. 
 
For electric space heat customers and those with no gas availability, the higher block 2 
rate impacts a greater portion of their bills and kWh usage.   This was confirmed by the 
elasticity estimate of -0.19 found for electric heat customers.  The results for the 
customers without access to natural gas were not statistically significant, although the 
resulting elasticity value was only -0.10.  It is possible that these customers have a 
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lesser price response because they do not have the ability to switch to a more cost-
effective heat source. 
 
 



 

Appendix C 
MARKET RESEARCH SURVEY AND TABULAR RESULTS 

 
 



 

 
 

 

 
 

Use this number to complete the online 
version of the survey and double chances of 

winning. See next page for online link. 

Dear Customer,   

As you may be aware, in 2012 the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) directed FortisBC to implement 
the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR). Under this rate, bimonthly use above 1,600 kWh is charged at a higher 
rate to encourage conservation. 

Our records show that your home uses more electricity than average. This may be due to factors such as the size 
of your home, the level of wall or ceiling insulation, or the types of windows installed. Likewise, if you use 
baseboard heaters or a heat pump then your electricity use will likely be higher than homes using natural gas.  

We’re asking customers like you to complete the attached survey. The survey results will form part of a report that 
FortisBC will submit to the BCUC in late 2014. The BCUC will use the report to help determine if adjustments to 
the RCR are appropriate. The information collected will also inform future energy conservation activities. So it’s 
very important that we hear from you.  

 

Return your completed survey by November 13, 2014 and you will have a chance to win one of the following 
prizes: 

 
One grand prize of a: 

$1,000 prepaid VISA gift card. 
 

5 secondary prizes of a: 
$200 prepaid VISA gift card. 

 
Complete the survey online and double your chances of winning!  

 Full survey award rules are on the last page of the survey. 
 

The survey should be completed by the person most responsible for the maintenance and repair of your home. 

If you have any questions, please contact Walter Wright at 604-592-7653 or walter.wright@fortisbc.com. 

Yours truly,  

Mark Warren  
Director, Customer Service Operations & Technology, FortisBC 

SURVEY ID NUMBER:  



Privacy 

The survey will tell us how you use energy in your home. To meet the goals of this survey, FortisBC will also 
analyze how much electricity your home has used over the past two years.* 
 

To protect your privacy, Discovery Research, the market research company that is conducting this survey on 
behalf of FortisBC, will not have access to your account information. As well, FortisBC will not see your individual 
responses. The information collected will be treated confidentially and in accordance with the provisions of the 
Personal Information Protection Act (British Columbia). The information collected will not be used for any 
marketing or sales purpose. 

* By participating in this survey, I agree that FortisBC may use the consumption information for my home for the past two years. 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY 
 

This survey should be completed by the person most responsible for the maintenance and repair of your home.  
Also please ensure that the survey responses refer to the residence located at the address shown on the cover 
page. 

1. You can complete the enclosed survey and return it in the postage paid envelope provided; or  

2. You can complete the survey online at:  www.discoveryresearch.ca/fortis by entering the 
SURVEY ID located front page of this survey.  Please make sure you type this exact link in the address 
line of your web browser and not the search line of google or some other search engine. 

Some questions require you to place an “X” in the appropriate box, for example: 

Do you rent or own this residence? Rent  Own   

Some questions require you to fill in a number, for example:  “  23  ” years 

Some questions allow you to check several answers. These questions will have the instruction “check all that 
apply.” 

When you have completed the survey, please put the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No postage is 
needed. Surveys are due by November 13, 2014. 

If you have mislaid the return envelope, please mail the questionnaire to: 

 Discovery Research 
 423 Upper Crestview Drive 

 Coldstream, BC, V1B 2X7 
 

 

This survey should be completed by the person most responsible for the maintenance and repair of your home.  
Also please ensure that the survey responses refer to the residence located at the address shown on the cover 
page.

1. You can complete the enclosed survey and return it in the postage paid envelope provided; or 

2. You can complete the survey online at: www.discoveryresearch.ca/fortis by entering the 
SURVEY ID located front page of this survey. Please make sure you type this exact link in the address 
line of your web browser and not the search line of google or some other search engine.

Some questions require you to place an “X” in the appropriate box, for example:

Do you rent or own this residence? Rent Own 

Some questions require you to fill in a number, for example: “  233 ” years

Some questions allow you to check several answers. These questions will have the instruction “check all that 
apply.”

When you have completed the survey, please put the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No postage is 
needed. Surveys are due by November 13, 2014.

If you have mislaid the return envelope, please mail the questionnaire to:

Discovery Research
423 Upper Crestview Drive
Coldstream, BC, V1B 2X7



Dear Participant:  

Throughout this questionnaire, when we ask about your home or residence, we are referring to area covered by 
your FortisBC electricity bill.   The survey should be completed by the person most responsible for the 
maintenance and repair of your home. 

 

A1. Do you own or rent this residence? 

 1 Own/co-op  
 2 Rent     

A2. Is this residence a…  

 1 Single family dwelling (detached)  4 Apartment / Condominium 
 2 Duplex  5 Mobile home 
 3 Row/townhouse (3 or more units 6 Other (please specify)  
  attached each with separate entrance) 

A3. When was this residence built?  
1 Before 1950  3 1976-1985 5 1996-2005  
2 1950-1975 4 1986-1995 6 2006 or later  

    7 Don’t know 
 

A4. How many weeks per year is this residence occupied?                                                                                                                                

 ______ weeks 52 Always occupied  

A5. What is the total floor area of this residence, including the basement and unfinished areas but excluding the garage or carport? 
_______________ Square feet OR ______________ Square meters 

A6. How many floors of heated living space does this residence have? (include basement if heated) 

 1   2   3   4   5+ 

A7. How many rooms in this residence are heated? (Exclude bathrooms, closets and hallways)  

Number of rooms that are always heated:      ________  

Number of rooms that are sometimes heated:     ________        

Number of rooms that are rarely or never heated:     ________ 

A8. Does the electric bill for this residence cover any of the following? 

 
                                Don’t 
Yes          No          know 

If ‘Yes’, is it heated? 
Yes           No       Don’t know 

Secondary suite(s)  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Car garage   1        2        3  1        2        3 

Workshop (separate from garage)  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Other buildings (e.g., sheds, farm buildings)  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Solarium  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Aquarium(s)  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Personal greenhouse  1        2        3  1        2        3 

Pumps (e.g., wells, irrigation, etc.)  1        2        3  

 

A.  ABOUT THIS RESIDENCE 



A9.  Please indicate which areas of this residence have insulation and if the insulation is below average, average or above average. 

Location Have insulation? If ‘Yes’, what quality of insulation do you have? 

 
                         Don’t 
Yes        No      Know 

Below average (R6 or 
1.75”fiberglass or less) 

Average (R12 or 
3.5”fiberglass or less) 

Above average (R20 or 
6”fiberglass or more) 

Don’t 
know 

In the attic  1       2       3 1 2 3 4 

In your walls  1       2       3 1 2 3 4 
In your basement / 
crawl space 

1       2       3 1 2 3 4 

A10. Please estimate what percentage of your windows are: 
 % of Total Windows 

Single pane  _______% 
Double pane  _______% 

Triple pane  _______% 
Other – Specify ______________________ _______% 

        Total     100% 

 

B1.  What is the main fuel used to heat this residence? The main fuel is the one that provides most of the heat in the home during a 
typical year. (Check one fuel only.)  

Electricity 1  Bottled propane 4 Other 7 _____________________________________ 

Natural gas 2 Oil 5  

 Wood 3  Don’t know 6 

 
B2. Please indicate any OTHER fuel(s) used to heat this residence (check all that apply) and which OTHER fuel is used the most 

(check one only).  Note: both air source and ground source (geothermal) heat pumps require electricity to operate.  
 All OTHER Fuels 

(check all that 
apply) 

Most commonly 
used OTHER Fuel 
(check one only) 

Electricity 
Natural gas 

Bottled propane 
Oil 

Wood 
Other 

Don’t know 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

 

B.  SPACE HEATING AND SPACE COOLING 



 

B3. There are several methods that can be used to heat a home. Please check the main method used to heat this residence, then the 
second most used method, and then all other methods used to heat this residence. 

    
 Main Second most All other 
 method used method methods 
 (check one only) (check one only)  (check all that apply) 
 Central forced air furnace  1  1  1 
 Multi-fuel forced air furnace  2  2  2 
 Wired-in electric heater (baseboards)   3  3  3 
 Wired-in electric wall heater (fan forced)  4  4  4 
 Heat pump – air source  5  5  5 
 Heat pump – ground source (geothermal)  6  6  6 
 Hot water baseboards  7  7  7 
 Hot water radiant in-floor / under floor heat  8  8  8 
 Electric radiant heat (floors, walls, and/or ceilings)   9  9  9 
 Gas wall heater 10 10 10 
 Portable electric heaters 11 11 11 
 Gas fireplace 12 12 12 
 Gas heater stove 13 13 13 
 Wood stove 14 14 14 
 Wood burning fireplace 15 15 15 
 Electric fireplace 16 16 16 
 Other (Specify) __________________ 17 17 17 
 

 

 
B4. Which of the following does this residence have?  

1 Gas boiler   
2 Gas furnace  
3 Neither  GO TO QUESTION B6  

 
 
 

 

B5. How old is your furnace or boiler? 

  _____  years 88  Don’t know 
 
 
 
 
B6.  Please indicate below the number of each appliance in this residence and the months of the year the appliance is regularly 

used. If an appliance is in use year-round, write in Jan – Dec for the months in use.  
  Used in a typical year  
 Number in Use:   From To   
 0 1 2 3+ (month) (month)  
 Central air conditioner 0 1 2 3 _____ _____   
 Portable air conditioner 0 1 2 3 _____ _____  
 Room window air conditioner 0 1 2 3 _____ _____  
 
 
 
 
B7. Do you use programmable thermostat(s) in this residence? 

 1 Yes               2 No    3 Don’t Know 
  
 

 

  



CONTINUE 

  CONTINUE 

 

C1.  How many water heaters are there in this residence? If you live in a residence where hot water is centrally provided to all units 
(from outside your unit), please check “none”. 

1 1 
 2 2 
 3 3 
 None 4  GO TO QUESTION D1 

C2.  What type of fuel does your water heater(s) use? Homes with more than one water heater usually have one water heater that 
provides more hot water than the others. For classification purposes, consider this unit your main water heater. 

Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
(Main Unit) 

Electricity 1 1 1 
Natural gas 2 2 2 

Piped propane 3 3 3 
Bottled propane 4 4 4 

Solar 5 5 5 
Oil 6 6 6 

Geothermal 7 7 7 
Other 8 8 8 

 

D1. Do you have a swimming pool at this residence that is for your exclusive use? 
 Yes, indoor 1        

Yes, outdoor 2         
No 3    GO TO QUESTION D5 

 

D2. Which fuel do you use to heat the water in your pool and do you use solar energy to help heat the water? 
Main pool Supplemented 
heater fuel with solar 

Solar 1 heating 
Natural gas 2  7 

Electricity 3  8 
Propane 4  9 

Other 5 10 

Pool not heated 6  GO TO QUESTION E5 

D3. How many months per year is your pool heated?     ______ months per-year 

D4. During the months when you heat your pool, do you cover it when not in use? Yes 1 No 2 

  
D5. Do you have a hot tub at this residence for your exclusive use? 

Yes, indoor 1 
Yes, outdoor 2        

No 3   GO TO QUESTION D9 

D6. What fuel is used to heat the hot tub? 
Natural gas  1 Solar 3 

Propane  2 Electricity 4 
  Other 5 

C.  DOMESTIC WATER HEATING 

D.  SWIMMING POOLS & HOT TUBS 

WATER HEATER FUELS: HINT 
Most hot water heaters use either natural gas or 
electricity. If your hot water heater has a flue/vent 

then it uses gas or oil. If there is no vent then it uses 
electricity. Please consider the fuels used in your 

house when completing this question 

SOLAR HEATING 
 There are two main types of solar heating. Photovoltaic 

panels which use light to power an electric appliance 
and thermal solar which uses the sun’s heat to warm 

tubes filled with water or diluted antifreeze. 



D7. How many months per year is your hot tub heated?   _____ months 

D8. During the months when you heat your hot tub, do you cover it when not in use?  Yes 1 No 2 

D9. Does this residence have a sauna that is for your exclusive use? 
Yes 1  CONTINUE 
No 2  GO TO SECTION F 

D10. What fuel is used to heat the sauna? 
Electricity  1  Propane 3   Don’t know 5 

Natural gas  2  Other 4 

 

 

 

E1.  Please indicate renovations or actions you have undertaken at this residence within the past five years, whether you received 
a government or utility rebate to complete them, and the renovations you plan to undertake within the next two years.  

 Did this – past 5 years Plan to do this – 
next 

2 years 
 With 

rebate 
Without 
rebate 

Improve insulation in walls, attic, basement, or crawlspace  1 13  1 

Install energy efficient window(s)  2 14  2 

Install insulated outside door(s) or storm doors   3 15  3 

Install low flow showerhead(s)   4 16  4 

Install programmable thermostat(s)  5 17  5 

Install pipe wrap  6 18  6 

Install weather stripping or caulking  7 19  7 

Install hot water heater blanket  8 20  8 

Install drain pipe waste heat recovery system  9 21  9 

Install on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater 10 22 10 

Install high efficiency hot water tank 11 23 11 

EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC certified energy  audit 
completed 

12 24 12 

Install a sauna  25 13 

Install heated swimming pool  26 14 

Install hot tub  27 15 

None of the above 28 16 

E.  RENOVATIONS & ENERGY USE 



 

The final questions are for classification purposes only and are completely confidential, as are all your answers. 

F1.  Which region do you reside in? 
 1 Central Okanagan (Kelowna) including Big White  
 2 South Okanagan, including Similkameen  
 3 West Kootenay/Boundary 
 4 Other ________________________  

F2.  Into which of the following age categories do you fit? 
18 years or under 1 35-44 years 4 

19-24 years 2 45-54 years 5 
25-34 years 3 55-64 years 6 

  65 years and older 7 

F3.  How many people, including yourself, are currently living at this residence (please include any boarders or renters covered 
under your FortisBC electric account)  

     Number in household: ______ 

F4.  What was your total household income before taxes in 2013? 
Less than $20,000 1 $60,000 to $79,999  6 

$20,000 to $29,999 2 $80,000 to $99,999  7 

$30,000 to $39,999 3 $100,000 to $124,999  8 

$40,000 to $49,999 4 $125,000 or more  9 

$50,000 to $59,999 5 Prefer not to answer 10 

 
 

FortisBC and Discovery Research would like to thank you for your help and assistance.  
If you have any questions please contact Walter Wright at 604-592-7653 FortisBC.  

 
 
 

Contest Rules 
1. All entries must be received by Discovery Research by November 13, 2014. Limit of one entry per eligible entrant. 

Contestant names will be determined by a random draw on November 20, 2014 from all entries received. To win, the 
selected contestant must answer a time limited mathematical skill-testing question, without mechanical or other 
assistance. 

2. The selected contestant will be notified by telephone by Discovery Research. Discovery Research will attempt to 
reach the selected contestant no more than 3 times. If Discovery Research is unable to contact him or her within 5 
days of the draw date, Discovery Research may draw the name of another contestant to be eligible for the prize. 

3. Contestants who complete and return the survey form by mail will have their name entered once in the draw. 
Contestants who complete the survey form online will have their name entered into the draw twice. 

4. Contestants must be residents of British Columbia. 

5. Chances of winning are based on the number of eligible entries received via mail and online. 

6. Employees or agents of FortisBC and their immediate families are not eligible to win. 

7. There will be one $1,000 grand prize and five $200 secondary prices awarded; each prize will be prepaid VISA gift 
card. 

8. FortisBC and Discovery Research assume no responsibility for lost or misdirected entry forms. 

9. By entering, contestants agree to abide by the contest rules and that the decision of the judge shall be final. 

F.  ABOUT YOUR HOUSEHOLD 



DISCOVERY RESEARCH 
Tel: (250) 503-2181   Fax: (250) 503-2189 

www.discoveryresearch.ca 
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Banner Legend:

Question Banner Grand Total:
Response

27% 34% 33% 28% 25% 34% 30%

22% 21% 22% 23% 17% 18% 21%

22% 24% 17% 25% 17% 26% 23%

30% 21% 29% 24% 42% 22% 26%

250 250 119 264 24 82 500

Neither
Province or Sun

Province Only

Sun Only

Both Province
and Sun

Which newspapers
have you read or
looked into in the past
week?

 BaseTotal

Male Female

Gender

Single/
never

married Married

Living
with a
partner

Divorced/
separated/
widowed

Marital Status

Grand
Total

percentages
for all
people
answering
Question

Column Percentage:
Columns add up to 100%
Example: Out of all Females:

34% read neither Province or Sun
21% read Province only
24% read Sun only
21% read both Province and Sun  

           100% of Females

Base:
Number of people answering
both Question & Banner

Note:
If Base <100, interpret column
percentages with caution.
If Base <50, interpret column
percentages with extreme caution.
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SECTION A. ABOUT THIS RESIDENCE

96% 96% 97% 100%  97% 97% 95% 96% 97% 96%

4% 4% 3%  100% 3% 3% 5% 4% 3% 4%

875 274 601 843 32 422 286 149 401 193 244

Own\co-op

Rent

Do you own or rent
this  residence?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

95% 96% 95% 95% 94% 96% 96% 89% 97% 95% 93%

1% 1% 0% 1%    3% 1%  0%

0% 1% 0% 0%  0% 0% 1% 0%  1%

0% 1%  0%  1%   1% 1%  

1% 0% 1% 1% 6% 2%  1%  1% 3%

3% 1% 4% 3%  1% 4% 5% 2% 4% 3%

872 274 598 840 32 421 284 149 400 193 242

Single family dwelling
(detached)

Duplex

Row\townhouse (3+
units attached,
separate entrance)

Apartment \
Condominium

Mobile home

Other (please specify)

Is this
residence
a…

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

6% 5% 7% 5% 25% 6% 6% 4% 3% 7% 12%

20% 15% 22% 20% 16% 21% 18% 19% 19% 20% 21%

21% 18% 23% 21% 25% 23% 20% 20% 19% 22% 25%

14% 10% 16% 14% 3% 16% 14% 9% 13% 19% 9%

18% 21% 17% 18% 9% 17% 18% 21% 20% 19% 16%

19% 31% 14% 19% 16% 15% 23% 25% 26% 12% 14%

2% 1% 2% 1% 6% 2% 1% 2% 1% 2% 3%

874 273 601 842 32 422 285 149 400 193 244

Before 1950

1950-1975

1976-1985

1986-1995

1996-2005

2006 or later

Don't know

When was
this
residence
built?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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0%  0% 0%  0%    1%  

0% 0%  0%  0%   0%   

0%  0% 0%  0%     0%

0% 1% 0% 0%  0% 0%  1%   

0% 0% 0% 0%  0%   0% 1%  

0%  0% 0%      1%  

1%  1% 1%  1%   1% 1% 0%

0%  0% 0%  0%      

0%  0% 0%  0%     0%

0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0%  0% 1%  

0% 0% 0% 0%  0%   0% 1%  

0% 0% 1% 0%  1%   1% 1% 0%

0%  0% 0%  0%    1%  

1% 1% 1% 1%  2% 0%  1% 1% 0%

0% 0% 1% 0%  1% 0%  1%  1%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

0% 0%  0%  0%   0%   

94% 95% 94% 94% 100% 91% 98% 99% 94% 93% 96%

872 273 599 840 32 422 285 148 399 192 244

16

20

25

30

36

38

40

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

How many
weeks per
year is  this
residence
occupied?
(Weeks)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

2% 1% 2% 2% 4% 3% 0% 1% 1% 3% 3%

14% 7% 17% 14% 15% 17% 12% 10% 7% 17% 24%

31% 17% 37% 31% 41% 33% 34% 20% 22% 39% 39%

24% 23% 25% 24% 22% 24% 23% 26% 25% 22% 24%

15% 26% 10% 15% 15% 12% 15% 25% 22% 10% 8%

14% 25% 9% 14% 4% 11% 16% 17% 23% 9% 3%

3546 4293 3202 3562 3127 3270 3649 4137 4171 3209 2778
857 270 587 829 27 414 283 143 397 185 238

<1000 sq.ft

1001-2000 sq.ft

2001-3000 sq.ft

3001-4000 sq.ft

4001-5000 sq.ft

5001+ sq.ft

What is the total f loor
area of this residence,
including the basement
and unfinished areas
but excluding the
garage or carport?
(Square Feet)

Mean

Base
Total

Total
Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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11% 6% 14% 11% 19% 15% 8% 5% 7% 20% 12%

53% 44% 57% 53% 42% 55% 51% 51% 47% 61% 56%

33% 47% 27% 33% 32% 27% 38% 40% 43% 18% 28%

2% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 2%

1% 0% 1% 1% 3% 1% 1%  2%  1%

873 274 599 841 31 422 285 148 400 193 243

1

2

3

4

5+

How many f loors of
heated living space
does this residence
have? (include
basement if  heated)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

How many rooms in this residence are heated? (Exclude bathrooms, closets and hallways)

8.3 9.6 7.7 8.3 6.7 7.6 8.5 9.9 9.2 7.5 7.5

859 271 588 826 32 414 282 145 396 186 240

1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.4

859 271 588 826 32 414 282 145 396 186 240

.8 .8 .8 .8 1.0 .8 .9 .7 .8 .9 .6

859 271 588 826 32 414 282 145 396 186 240

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are always heated:

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are sometimes heated:

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are rarely or never
heated:

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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Does the electic bill for this residence cover any of the following?

19% 21% 18% 19% 14% 10% 21% 40% 20% 19% 17%

81% 79% 81% 80% 86% 90% 79% 60% 79% 81% 83%

0%  0% 0%  0% 0%  0% 1%  

787 251 536 758 28 365 268 138 367 175 214

44% 54% 40% 44% 46% 41% 46% 53% 50% 39% 38%

56% 46% 60% 56% 54% 59% 54% 46% 50% 61% 62%

0% 0%  0%    1% 0%   

805 261 544 776 28 387 265 137 379 178 216

30% 25% 32% 29% 41% 31% 26% 34% 23% 31% 38%

70% 74% 68% 71% 59% 69% 74% 65% 77% 69% 61%

0% 0% 0% 0%  0%  1% 0%  0%

785 254 531 755 29 370 270 129 364 169 221

25% 20% 28% 25% 26% 26% 24% 27% 18% 29% 34%

74% 80% 72% 74% 74% 74% 76% 72% 81% 71% 66%

0% 0% 0% 0%  0%  1% 1%   

776 248 528 748 27 366 263 130 358 170 218

4% 3% 4% 3% 12% 6% 2% 2% 2% 4% 6%

96% 97% 96% 97% 88% 94% 98% 98% 98% 96% 94%

0%  0% 0%  0%   0%   

730 237 493 704 25 342 252 120 345 157 198

8% 5% 9% 8% 8% 7% 9% 7% 6% 4% 12%

92% 95% 91% 92% 92% 93% 91% 93% 93% 96% 88%

0%  0% 0%  0%   0%   

733 238 495 706 26 340 256 121 349 156 199

6% 6% 6% 6% 12% 7% 4% 6% 4% 6% 10%

94% 94% 94% 94% 88% 92% 96% 94% 96% 94% 90%

0%  0% 0%  1%   0%  0%

741 241 500 715 25 349 254 122 345 159 208

47% 39% 51% 48% 44% 51% 44% 42% 45% 53% 47%

52% 59% 48% 52% 56% 48% 55% 57% 54% 46% 52%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0%

801 249 552 775 25 386 267 131 365 180 224

Yes

No

Don't know

Secondary suite(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Car garage

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Workshop (separate
from garage)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Other buildings (e.g.,
sheds, farm
buildings)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Solarium

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Aquarium(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Personal
greenhouse

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Pumps (e.g., wells,
irrigation, etc.)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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If 'Yes' [electric bill covers this] , is it  heated?

98% 98% 98% 98% 100% 91% 100% 100% 99% 100% 94%

2% 2% 2% 2%  9%   1%  6%

141 47 94 138 3 35 53 50 71 31 33

46% 42% 49% 47% 18% 44% 55% 34% 49% 41% 41%

54% 58% 51% 53% 82% 56% 45% 66% 51% 59% 59%

322 125 197 311 11 138 117 65 172 61 74

63% 58% 65% 63% 60% 65% 63% 57% 65% 53% 65%

37% 42% 35% 37% 40% 35% 37% 43% 35% 47% 35%

204 57 147 194 10 102 62 37 75 45 74

46% 48% 46% 47% 40% 47% 45% 47% 44% 43% 52%

53% 50% 54% 53% 60% 52% 55% 53% 56% 55% 48%

1% 2%  1%  1%    3%  

177 44 133 172 5 81 60 32 62 40 67

67% 75% 65% 70%  69% 75%  60% 75% 56%

33% 25% 35% 30% 100% 31% 25% 100% 40% 25% 44%

21 4 17 20 1 16 4 1 5 4 9

88% 82% 89% 87% 100% 83% 86% 100% 90% 50% 90%

13% 18% 11% 13%  17% 14%  10% 50% 10%

48 11 37 47 1 18 22 7 21 4 20

59% 57% 60% 59% 50% 65% 56% 50% 50% 56% 65%

41% 43% 40% 41% 50% 35% 44% 50% 50% 44% 35%

39 14 25 37 2 23 9 6 12 9 17

Yes

No
Secondary suite(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Car garage

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Workshop (separate
from garage)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Other buildings (e.g.,
sheds, farm buildings)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Solarium

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Aquarium(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Personal greenhouse

BaseTotal

Total
Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: respondents that have these items/rooms covered on e lectric bill
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Please indicate which areas of this residence have insulation.

94% 94% 93% 94% 84% 94% 94% 95% 93% 96% 94%

2% 0% 3% 2% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3%

4% 5% 3% 3% 13% 4% 4% 3% 5% 2% 3%

849 271 578 807 31 407 280 145 392 186 237

93% 95% 92% 93% 87% 94% 93% 92% 95% 95% 90%

2% 1% 3% 2% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 4%

5% 4% 5% 4% 10% 4% 5% 5% 4% 3% 6%

851 271 580 810 30 411 277 146 394 184 240

79% 86% 76% 80% 53% 77% 81% 82% 84% 79% 72%

16% 9% 19% 16% 37% 18% 14% 15% 11% 16% 22%

5% 5% 5% 5% 10% 6% 4% 3% 5% 5% 5%

813 257 556 772 30 387 267 142 378 175 228

Yes

No

Don't know

In the attic

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

In your walls

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

In your basement
/ crawl space

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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If 'Yes' [have insulation], what quality of insulation do you have?

4% 4% 4% 3% 21% 4% 4% 2% 2% 5% 4%

22% 16% 24% 21% 29% 21% 21% 22% 19% 25% 24%

58% 62% 57% 59% 42% 58% 59% 61% 59% 56% 61%

16% 19% 15% 17% 8% 17% 17% 15% 20% 14% 12%

803 252 551 768 24 388 263 135 367 180 223

3% 2% 4% 3% 16% 3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 4%

36% 32% 38% 36% 40% 38% 30% 42% 32% 45% 40%

42% 46% 40% 43% 32% 41% 45% 42% 44% 35% 43%

18% 20% 18% 19% 12% 17% 22% 14% 22% 17% 14%

790 248 542 753 25 384 259 131 368 175 217

5% 4% 6% 5% 12% 5% 4% 8% 5% 3% 7%

34% 27% 37% 34% 35% 34% 32% 35% 30% 43% 36%

40% 46% 37% 40% 35% 40% 40% 42% 41% 33% 42%

21% 23% 20% 21% 18% 21% 24% 15% 24% 21% 14%

658 218 440 629 17 302 225 118 326 143 168

Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In the attic

BaseTotal
Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In your
walls

BaseTotal
Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In your
basement
/ crawl
space

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: respondents that have this insulation  
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Please estimate the percentage of your windows that are:

8% 6% 10% 7% 32% 8% 10% 8% 6% 10% 11%

868 271 597 826 31 419 287 145 399 194 238

85% 86% 85% 87% 60% 88% 83% 84% 85% 85% 86%

868 271 597 826 31 419 287 145 399 194 238

4% 6% 3% 4% 3% 3% 5% 4% 6% 3% 2%

868 271 597 826 31 419 287 145 399 194 238

2% 1% 2% 2% 0% 1% 2% 3% 2% 3% 0%

868 271 597 826 31 419 287 145 399 194 238

Mean

Base
Single pane

Mean

Base
Double pane

Mean

Base
Triple pane

Mean

Base
Other - Specify

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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SECTION B. SPACE HEATING AND SPACE COOLING

72% 36% 88% 72% 72% 79% 66% 63% 60% 85% 78%

16% 53%  16% 16% 10% 23% 22% 29% 6% 6%

5% 3% 6% 5% 6% 6% 3% 5% 2% 6% 10%

5% 7% 4% 5%  3% 5% 7% 9% 1% 2%

1% 0% 2% 1% 6% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2% 2%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 1%  0% 1% 1%

0%  0% 0%  0%     0%

886 276 610 842 32 428 291 149 405 198 246

Electricity

Natural gas

Wood

Geothermal, ground
source heat pump

Bottled propane

Other

Oil

What is the main
fuel used to heat
this  residence?
The main fuel is
the one that
provides most of
the heat in the
home during a
typical year.

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

44% 51% 40% 44% 41% 42% 44% 51% 46% 37% 46%

29% 16% 35% 29% 19% 31% 27% 26% 21% 33% 36%

27% 19% 30% 26% 25% 28% 29% 18% 25% 32% 25%

13% 42%  13% 16% 9% 14% 21% 20% 8% 8%

7% 1% 10% 7% 6% 8% 6% 7% 7% 8% 5%

1% 0% 1% 1%  1% 1% 2% 1% 1% 1%

1% 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 1% 1% 1%   

0%  0% 0%  0% 0%  0%  0%

1076 364 712 1029 35 511 355 189 496 233 299
887 277 610 843 32 429 291 149 406 198 246

Electricity

Wood

No other fuels

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Other

Don't know

Oil

Please
indicate the
OTHER
fuel(s) used
to heat this
residence?

Responses

Base
Total

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses given  
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37% 41% 35% 37% 38% 35% 36% 42% 39% 33% 37%

26% 19% 29% 25% 25% 28% 27% 17% 24% 31% 24%

22% 8% 29% 22% 13% 23% 21% 20% 15% 26% 28%

10% 31% 0% 10% 16% 7% 10% 15% 16% 4% 6%

5% 0% 7% 5% 6% 5% 4% 4% 5% 6% 4%

1%  1% 1%  1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

1% 1% 0% 0% 3% 0% 1% 1% 1%   

0%  0% 0%  0% 0%  0%  0%

887 277 610 843 32 429 291 149 406 198 246

Electricity

No other fuels

Wood

Natural gas

Bott led propane

Other

Don't know

Oil

Most
commonly
used
OTHER
Fuel

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please check the main method used to heat this residence.

41% 55% 35% 40% 50% 38% 44% 46% 46% 41% 36%

17% 5% 22% 17% 25% 18% 18% 10% 13% 13% 23%

16% 14% 17% 17% 3% 18% 14% 15% 16% 24% 9%

10% 12% 8% 10%  7% 11% 13% 14% 7% 5%

5% 4% 5% 5% 3% 6% 3% 5% 4% 3% 8%

3% 3% 4% 3% 6% 4% 2% 5% 1% 5% 6%

2% 2% 1% 2%  2% 1% 2% 2% 2% 2%

1% 1% 2% 2%  2% 0% 1% 1% 1% 2%

1% 0% 2% 1%  1% 3%  0% 2% 3%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 2% 1% 1%  2%

1%  1% 1%  1% 1%  1% 1% 0%

1% 0% 1% 0% 9% 1% 0%   1% 2%

1% 1% 0% 1%  0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 0%

1% 1% 0% 1%  1% 1%  0% 1% 0%

0% 0%  0%   0%    0%

0%  0%  3%  0%  0%   

886 276 610 842 32 428 291 149 405 198 246

Central forced air
furnace

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Heat pump – air source

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Wood stove

Multi-fuel forced air
furnace

Hot water baseboards

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Other (Specify)

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Portable electric heaters

Gas fireplace

Wood burning f ireplace

Gas wall heater

Electric f ireplace

Main
method

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please check the second most used method used to heat this residence.

14% 14% 14% 14% 24% 13% 15% 14% 12% 13% 17%

13% 31% 4% 14% 5% 11% 18% 13% 20% 9% 8%

12% 3% 17% 12%  14% 11% 10% 8% 13% 18%

11% 11% 11% 11% 10% 13% 7% 14% 11% 13% 10%

11% 4% 14% 10% 14% 13% 10% 7% 9% 15% 9%

9% 7% 10% 9% 19% 8% 9% 10% 6% 8% 14%

7% 6% 7% 6% 10% 8% 6% 4% 6% 10% 5%

6% 8% 5% 6% 14% 5% 7% 5% 9% 3% 3%

6% 8% 4% 6% 5% 3% 8% 6% 9% 3% 3%

5% 3% 6% 5%  6% 2% 6% 2% 6% 8%

3% 1% 3% 3%  2% 3% 5% 3% 1% 3%

2% 1% 3% 2%  3% 1% 2% 2% 5% 1%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 0% 2% 1%  1%

1% 1% 0% 1%  0% 0% 2% 1% 1%  

0%  1% 0%   1% 1%   1%

0% 1%  0%  0% 0%  1%   

0% 1%  0%  0% 0%  0% 1%  

661 226 435 634 21 301 222 125 314 136 185

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Gas fireplace

Wood stove

Central forced air
furnace

Wood burning f ireplace

Portable electric heaters

Heat pump – air source

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Other (Specify)

Electric f ireplace

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Multi-fuel forced air
furnace

Hot water baseboards

Gas wall heater

Gas heater stove

Second
most
used
method

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please indicate all OTHER methods used to heat this residence.

25% 40% 16% 25% 23% 24% 24% 30% 33% 22% 12%

24% 21% 26% 24% 23% 21% 29% 22% 23% 27% 24%

20% 19% 21% 20% 31% 24% 21% 14% 21% 21% 18%

15% 18% 14% 16% 8% 13% 21% 14% 17% 16% 12%

14% 8% 18% 15% 8% 16% 11% 18% 13% 18% 12%

14% 15% 13% 14%  14% 11% 18% 18% 12% 7%

11% 4% 16% 11% 15% 9% 13% 11% 8% 6% 22%

7% 6% 7% 7% 8% 6% 9% 4% 7% 3% 8%

6% 9% 4% 6%  4% 7% 10% 7% 7% 2%

4% 4% 4% 4%  5% 2% 7% 5% 3% 5%

4% 8% 1% 4% 8% 3% 5% 4% 5% 1% 1%

2% 2% 2% 2%  4% 1% 1% 2% 1% 2%

1% 3%  1%  1% 2%  2% 1%  

1% 3%  1%  1% 1% 3% 1%  2%

1% 1% 0% 1%  1% 1%  1% 1%  

503 210 293 483 16 201 182 113 276 95 107
336 131 205 320 13 139 117 73 171 67 83

Gas fireplace

Portable electric heaters

Wood burning f ireplace

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Electric f ireplace

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Wood stove

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Central forced air
furnace

Heat pump – air source

Other (Specify)

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Gas heater stove

Gas wall heater

All
OTHER
methods

Responses

Base
Total

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses given
 

3% 8% 0% 3% 4% 3% 2% 6% 5% 2% 1%

20% 56% 3% 19% 29% 13% 26% 27% 33% 8% 10%

77% 35% 97% 78% 68% 84% 72% 67% 62% 90% 89%

852 271 581 813 28 409 283 144 385 193 239

Gas boiler

Gas furnace

Neither

Which of the following
does this residence
have?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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8.8 8.7 9.6 8.8 10.0 8.9 8.8 8.3 7.9 9.5 12.9

173 159 14 165 5 62 69 41 135 15 21

Mean

Base

How old is your furnace
or boiler? (Years)

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with a gas furnace or gas boiler
 

Please indicate below the number of each appliance in this residence.

47% 24% 57% 46% 65% 50% 46% 39% 32% 41% 74%

40% 53% 34% 40% 29% 40% 34% 50% 46% 49% 21%

7% 14% 4% 8% 3% 5% 11% 7% 12% 6% 2%

6% 10% 5% 7% 3% 5% 9% 5% 10% 5% 2%

882 275 607 839 31 425 290 149 405 197 245

91% 92% 90% 91% 81% 92% 91% 86% 92% 93% 86%

6% 5% 7% 6% 10% 5% 6% 9% 4% 4% 10%

2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 3% 3% 2% 3%

1% 1% 1% 1% 6% 0% 1% 3% 1% 1% 1%

882 275 607 839 31 425 290 149 405 197 245

86% 90% 84% 87% 71% 91% 83% 76% 88% 88% 83%

8% 6% 9% 8% 19% 6% 10% 11% 6% 4% 13%

4% 3% 4% 4% 3% 2% 4% 8% 4% 5% 3%

2% 0% 3% 2% 6% 0% 2% 5% 1% 3% 2%

882 275 607 839 31 425 290 149 405 197 245

None

1

2

3+

Central air
condit ioner

BaseTotal
None

1

2

3+

Portable air
condit ioner

BaseTotal
None

1

2

3+

Room window
air condit ioner

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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What months of the year is this appliance regularily used?

5% 3% 6% 5%  5% 5% 4% 4% 7% 3%

0%  0% 0%  0%    1%  

0% 1%  0%   1% 1% 1%   

4% 7% 2% 4%  3% 5% 4% 6% 2%  

20% 25% 15% 20% 8% 12% 26% 26% 21% 16% 22%

36% 37% 35% 35% 62% 33% 35% 46% 34% 33% 45%

34% 27% 39% 34% 31% 45% 27% 17% 33% 38% 30%

1%  2% 1%  1% 1% 1% 1% 2%  

0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 1%   1%  

475 209 266 451 13 217 156 92 272 122 67

0% 0%  0%   1%     

0%  0% 0%  0%    1%  

0%  1% 0%  0% 1%   2%  

31% 26% 34% 31% 15% 34% 28% 28% 32% 30% 25%

57% 62% 54% 57% 69% 54% 61% 59% 57% 53% 64%

6% 9% 5% 6% 15% 6% 4% 9% 6% 7% 7%

5% 3% 6% 5%  5% 5% 4% 4% 7% 3%

474 209 265 450 13 216 156 92 272 121 67

1%  2% 1%   4%  4%   

3% 10%  3%   8%  7%   

10% 10% 10% 11%  3% 21% 11% 7% 23% 9%

24% 20% 25% 25% 17% 31% 17% 21% 14% 38% 29%

58% 60% 58% 56% 83% 60% 46% 68% 64% 38% 56%

4%  5% 4%  6% 4%  4%  6%

79 20 59 73 6 35 24 19 28 13 34

56% 55% 56% 58% 33% 60% 46% 63% 68% 31% 53%

38% 40% 37% 36% 67% 37% 42% 32% 25% 54% 44%

4%  5% 4%  3% 4% 5%  15% 3%

1% 5%  1%   4%  4%   

1%  2% 1%   4%  4%   

79 20 59 73 6 35 24 19 28 13 34

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Oct

Central air
condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Jan

Apr

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Dec

Central air
condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal
Jan

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Portable air
condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Portable air
condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: respondents with  th is appliance
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What months of the year is this appliance regularily used?

2%  2% 2%   2% 3% 2% 5%  

14% 4% 16% 14% 13% 6% 17% 15% 15% 27% 7%

36% 38% 36% 37% 25% 39% 35% 36% 30% 41% 37%

46% 58% 42% 45% 63% 53% 42% 45% 47% 27% 56%

3%  3% 3%  3% 4%  6%   

118 26 92 110 8 36 48 33 47 22 41

49% 50% 49% 51% 25% 63% 43% 45% 60% 36% 46%

46% 50% 44% 44% 63% 37% 49% 48% 33% 55% 51%

3%  4% 3% 13%  6% 3% 4% 5% 2%

2%  2% 2%   2% 3% 2% 5%  

116 26 90 108 8 35 47 33 45 22 41

Jan

May

June

July

Aug

Room window
air condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Aug

Sept

Oct

Dec

Room window
air condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: respondents with  th is appliance
 

64% 78% 57% 65% 41% 60% 67% 70% 73% 59% 54%

35% 22% 41% 35% 56% 39% 32% 29% 25% 41% 45%

1%  1% 1% 3% 1% 1% 1% 1%  1%

884 276 608 840 32 426 291 149 405 198 244

Yes

No

Don't know

Do you use
programmable
thermostat(s) in
this residence?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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SECTION C: DOMESTIC WATER HEATING

72% 60% 77% 72% 84% 76% 68% 71% 64% 76% 83%

22% 33% 18% 23% 13% 20% 26% 21% 29% 18% 13%

3% 4% 2% 3% 3% 2% 3% 5% 4% 3% 1%

3% 3% 3% 3%  2% 2% 3% 3% 3% 2%

872 271 601 832 32 422 287 146 398 195 242

1

2

3

None

How many
water heaters
are there in this
residence?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

82% 50% 97% 82% 77% 87% 77% 78% 70% 91% 94%

15% 48%  15% 19% 10% 19% 19% 25% 7% 5%

0%  1% 0%  1%  1% 1% 1% 0%

0%  1% 0% 3%  1% 1% 1% 1% 0%

0%  1% 0%  0% 0%  1% 1%  

2% 2% 2% 2%  1% 3% 1% 3% 1%  

844 263 581 806 31 411 278 140 386 188 235

Electricity

Natural gas

Piped propane

Bottled propane

Solar

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does
your water
heater(s)
use? (Heater
1)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

69% 52% 85% 70% 50% 71% 75% 56% 62% 81% 80%

18% 39%  18% 50% 15% 17% 32% 23% 14% 10%

2%  3% 2%  1% 1%  3%   

2%  3% 2%  2% 1%  1% 3% 3%

1% 1%  1%        

9% 8% 10% 8%  10% 6% 12% 12% 3% 7%

196 92 104 190 4 87 71 34 119 36 30

Electricity

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Solar

Oil

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does
your water
heater(s)
use? (Heater
2)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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74% 55% 100% 72% 86% 50% 83% 64% 100% 100%

16% 27%  17% 14% 17% 17% 21%   

5% 9%  6%  17%  7%   

5% 9%  6%  17%  7%   

19 11 8 18 7 6 6 14 4 1

Electricity

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does your
water heater(s)
use? (Heater 3)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own

Own
or
ren
t?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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SECTION D: SWIMMING POOLS AND HOT TUBS

2% 3% 1% 2%  1% 3% 1% 2% 3% 1%

29% 53% 18% 30% 16% 24% 34% 35% 44% 26% 10%

69% 44% 81% 68% 84% 75% 63% 63% 54% 72% 90%

865 270 595 826 31 416 285 147 396 193 240

Yes, indoor

Yes, outdoor

No

Do you have a
swimming pool at this
residence that is for
your exc lusive use?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

7% 3% 12% 7%  11% 6% 4% 3% 15% 20%

36% 64%  37% 20% 33% 47% 26% 44% 15% 24%

23% 16% 32% 23% 20% 21% 16% 39% 23% 24% 24%

3% 2% 5% 3%  5% 3% 2% 4% 4%  

4% 4% 4% 4%  3% 5% 6% 6%   

26% 11% 46% 25% 60% 28% 24% 24% 20% 44% 32%

264 150 114 259 5 104 103 54 179 55 25

Solar

Natural gas

Electricity

Propane

Other

Pool not heated

Which fuel do you
use to heat the water
in your pool and do
you use solar energy
to help heat the
water? (Main fuel)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with pool
 

43% 65%  43% 33% 57% 29% 50%  33%

47% 25% 90% 47% 67% 29% 57% 36% 100% 67%

10% 10% 10% 10%  14% 14% 14%   

30 20 10 30 9 14 7 22 4 3

Natural gas
supplemented with solar

Electricity supplemented
with solar

Other supplemented with
solar

Which fuel do you use
to heat the water in
your pool and do you
use solar energy to
help heat the water?
(Supplemented)

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own

Own
or
ren
t?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with pool with supplementary solar heating
 

4.0 3.8 4.5 4.0 4.3 3.7 4.3 4.0 3.9 3.9 4.6

198 129 69 195 3 75 79 42 151 28 16

Mean Months

Base

How many months
per year is  your
pool heated?

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with heated pool
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77% 80% 72% 77% 100% 69% 80% 86% 75% 86% 81%

23% 20% 28% 23%  31% 20% 14% 25% 14% 19%

204 132 72 201 3 77 82 43 157 28 16

Yes

No

During the months
when you heat your
pool, do you cover it
when not in use?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with heated pool
 

2% 3% 2% 2%  2% 1% 5% 3% 1% 1%

35% 48% 29% 35% 23% 31% 41% 35% 46% 28% 23%

63% 50% 69% 62% 77% 67% 57% 60% 51% 72% 76%

857 269 588 818 31 415 282 144 393 191 238

Yes, indoor

Yes, outdoor

No

Do you have a hot tub
at this residence for
your exclusive use?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

4% 10%  4%  4% 4% 4% 7%   

0%  1%   1%   1%   

95% 89% 99% 95% 100% 94% 95% 96% 92% 98% 100%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 1%  1% 2%  

319 133 186 308 8 137 121 56 193 55 59

Natural gas

Propane

Electricity

Other

What fuel
is  used to
heat the
hot tub?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with hot tub
 

9.8 10.4 9.4 9.8 11.8 9.4 10.3 9.6 9.7 9.3 10.5

316 132 184 305 8 137 120 56 191 55 58

Mean Months

Base

How many months
per year is  your hot
tub heated?

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with hot tub
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98% 98% 98% 98% 100% 99% 97% 98% 98% 94% 100%

2% 2% 2% 2%  1% 3% 2% 2% 6%  

313 132 181 303 7 136 119 55 189 54 58

Yes

No

During the months
when you heat your
hot tub, do you cover
it when not in use?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with hot tub
 

9% 12% 8% 10% 10% 10% 11% 6% 12% 8% 6%

91% 88% 92% 90% 90% 90% 89% 94% 88% 92% 94%

849 268 581 810 31 407 282 144 394 185 237

Yes

No

Does this residence
have a sauna that is for
your exc lusive use?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

95% 94% 96% 95% 100% 98% 93% 89% 96% 100% 93%

3% 6%  3%   7%  4%   

3%  4% 3%  3%  11%   7%

80 33 47 77 3 40 30 9 49 14 14

Electrcity

Natural gas

Other

What fuel is used
to heat the sauna?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Base: those with sauna
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SECTION E. RENOVATIONS AND ENERGY USE
Did this in the past 5 years

44% 49% 42% 44% 48% 47% 42% 46% 48% 38% 43%

25% 19% 27% 25% 19% 22% 28% 26% 21% 31% 25%

21% 16% 24% 22% 5% 20% 24% 22% 19% 27% 20%

21% 23% 20% 21% 19% 18% 24% 22% 21% 19% 22%

19% 18% 20% 19% 14% 21% 18% 17% 20% 16% 21%

17% 18% 16% 17% 10% 16% 16% 16% 15% 16% 21%

15% 11% 17% 15% 5% 16% 13% 17% 16% 16% 13%

13% 10% 14% 13% 14% 14% 13% 11% 11% 14% 14%

11% 9% 11% 11% 10% 9% 12% 11% 8% 14% 13%

6% 6% 6% 6%  5% 7% 6% 6% 8% 6%

6% 4% 6% 6% 10% 3% 9% 7% 4% 5% 8%

5% 4% 5% 4% 19% 5% 6% 1% 5% 3% 5%

4% 3% 4% 4%  3% 5% 5% 3% 6% 3%

3% 3% 3% 3%  3% 3% 3% 3% 4% 2%

3% 2% 3% 3%  3% 3% 3% 3% 5% 1%

3% 3% 2% 3% 5% 2% 3% 3% 3% 2% 2%

3% 4% 2% 2%  2% 3% 4% 3% 4% 1%

2% 4% 1% 2%  2% 2% 3% 3% 1% 2%

2% 1% 2% 2%  1% 2% 2% 2% 3% 1%

2% 3% 1% 2% 10% 2% 2% 2% 3% 1% 1%

2% 0% 2% 2%  2% 1% 2% 2% 2% 1%

2% 3% 1% 2%  2% 1% 2% 2% 3% 1%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

1% 1% 1% 1%  0% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1% 0% 2% 1% 1% 1%

0% 1% 0% 0%  1%  1% 0% 1% 1%

0% 1%  0%   0% 1% 1%   

1566 466 1100 1517 39 697 569 275 735 370 394
681 213 468 654 21 316 236 116 325 152 175

None of the above

Install weather stripping or caulking no rebate

Install low flow showerhead(s) no rebate

Install programmable thermostat(s) no rebate

Install energy eff icient window(s) no rebate

Improve insulat ion walls, att ic, etc. no rebate

Install high eff ic iency hot water tank no rebate

Install insulated outside\storm door(s) no rebate

Install pipe wrap no rebate

EcoENERGY LiveSmart BC cert if ied energy audit w\ rebate

Install hot water heater blanket no rebate

Install hot tub no rebate

Install energy eff icient window(s) w\ rebate

Improve insulat ion walls,att ic ,etc. w\ rebate

Install programmable thermostat(s) with rebate

Install a sauna no rebate

EcoENERGY LiveSmart BC cert if ied energy audit no rebate

Install on-demand water heater no rebate

Install low flow showerhead(s) with rebate

Install heated swimming pool no rebate

Install weather stripping or caulking with rebate

Install drain pipe waste heat recovery sys. no rebate

Install high eff ic iency hot water tank with rebate

Install insulated outside\storm door(s) w\ rebate

Install pipe wrap with rebate

Install hot water heater blanket with rebate

Install on-demand water heater with rebate

Please
indicate
renovations or
actions you
have
undertaken at
this  residence
within the past
5 years with or
without a
government or
utility rebate

Responses

Base
Total

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses g iven  
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Plan to do this in the next 2 years

73% 75% 72% 73% 76% 77% 70% 68% 74% 73% 73%

9% 8% 10% 9% 19% 7% 11% 13% 7% 11% 10%

9% 8% 10% 9% 5% 7% 11% 13% 9% 8% 9%

6% 4% 7% 6% 5% 5% 7% 7% 4% 8% 8%

6% 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 7% 4% 6% 7% 6%

5% 3% 6% 6% 5% 4% 4% 10% 5% 6% 5%

4% 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 4% 5% 4% 5% 4%

4% 3% 5% 4% 5% 3% 5% 8% 5% 3% 5%

4% 3% 4% 4% 10% 3% 4% 6% 4% 5% 3%

3% 3% 3% 3% 5% 3% 4% 3% 2% 3% 3%

3% 3% 3% 3% 10% 2% 3% 5% 3% 2% 2%

2% 1% 2% 2%  2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 2%

1% 2% 1% 1% 10% 1% 1% 3% 2% 1% 2%

1% 1% 2% 1% 5% 1% 2% 3% 2% 2%  

0% 0% 0% 0%   0% 2% 0% 1%  

0%  0% 0%   0%   1%  

906 273 633 866 34 387 322 178 418 207 231
681 213 468 654 21 316 236 116 325 152 175

None of the above

Improve insulation walls,
att ic, etc.

Install energy eff icient
window(s)

Install insulated
outside\storm door(s)

Install weather stripping
or caulking

Install hot water heater
blanket

EcoENERGY LiveSmart
BC cert if ied energy audit

Install high eff ic iency hot
water tank

Install on-demand water
heater

Install programmable
thermostat(s)

Install pipe wrap

Install low flow
showerhead(s)

Install drain pipe waste
heat recovery sys.

Install hot tub

Install heated swimming
pool

Install a sauna

Please
indicate
renovations
or actions
PLAN to
undertake in
the next 5
years

Responses

Base
Total

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses given
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SECTION F. ABOUT YOUR HOUSEHOLD

46% 72% 34% 46% 50% 36% 55% 56% 100%   

22% 12% 27% 22% 16% 26% 19% 19%  100%  

28% 13% 34% 28% 28% 33% 23% 21%   100%

4% 3% 4% 4% 6% 5% 3% 3%    

885 276 609 841 32 428 291 149 406 198 246

Central Okanagan
(Kelowna) incl. Big
White

South Okanagan,
including Similkameen

West
Kootenay/Boundary

Other

Which
region
do you
reside
in?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

0%  0% 0%  0%     0%

0% 0% 0% 0%  0% 0%   1% 0%

2% 1% 2% 1% 6% 1% 2% 2% 1% 1% 2%

12% 16% 10% 12% 16% 1% 19% 30% 15% 10% 9%

24% 31% 21% 24% 31% 13% 34% 37% 30% 17% 21%

31% 31% 30% 30% 31% 35% 30% 19% 30% 32% 32%

31% 19% 36% 31% 13% 49% 14% 11% 23% 38% 34%

1% 1% 1% 1% 3% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%

885 275 610 841 32 429 291 149 405 198 246

18 years or under

19-24 years

25-34 years

35-44 years

45-54 years

55-64 years

65 years and older

Prefer not to answer

Into which of
the following
age categories
do you fit?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region

 

6% 3% 7% 6% 10% 12%   4% 8% 8%

43% 33% 48% 44% 34% 88%   35% 49% 51%

16% 18% 16% 16% 24%  48%  17% 16% 17%

17% 24% 14% 18% 7%  52%  23% 12% 11%

8% 11% 7% 8% 10%   47% 9% 8% 8%

9% 12% 8% 9% 14%   53% 12% 7% 6%

869 272 597 828 29 429 291 149 397 196 240

1

2

3

4

5

6+

How many
people, inc luding
yourself, are
currently  living at
this  residence?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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4% 2% 5% 4% 19% 4% 4% 5% 3% 3% 7%

5% 3% 6% 5% 22% 8% 3% 3% 2% 8% 7%

5% 3% 7% 6% 3% 7% 4% 5% 4% 5% 8%

6% 3% 7% 6% 3% 7% 5% 6% 2% 7% 14%

6% 3% 7% 6% 3% 6% 5% 7% 5% 8% 7%

7% 7% 7% 7% 3% 7% 6% 11% 7% 9% 5%

8% 6% 10% 8% 9% 9% 7% 9% 8% 10% 10%

8% 9% 8% 8% 9% 9% 8% 9% 8% 9% 8%

17% 32% 11% 18% 3% 13% 25% 17% 27% 10% 8%

32% 32% 32% 31% 25% 30% 34% 30% 35% 31% 26%

874 271 603 830 32 423 288 148 399 197 242

Less than $20,000

$20,000 to $29,999

$30,000 to $39,999

$40,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $59,999

$60,000 to $79,999

$80,000 to $99,999

$100,000 to $124,999

$125,000 or more

Prefer not to answer

What was your
total household
income before
taxes in 2013?

BaseTotal

Total

Gas Non-gas

Natural Gas

Own Rent

Own or rent?

1-2 3-4 5+

Number in
Household

Central OK South OK W. Kootenay

Region
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Banner Legend:

Question Banner Grand Total:
Response

27% 34% 33% 28% 25% 34% 30%

22% 21% 22% 23% 17% 18% 21%

22% 24% 17% 25% 17% 26% 23%

30% 21% 29% 24% 42% 22% 26%

250 250 119 264 24 82 500

Neither
Province or Sun

Province Only

Sun Only

Both Province
and Sun

Which newspapers
have you read or
looked into in the past
week?

 BaseTotal

Male Female

Gender

Single/
never

married Married

Living
with a
partner

Divorced/
separated/
widowed

Marital Status

Grand
Total

percentages
for all
people
answering
Question

Column Percentage:
Columns add up to 100%
Example: Out of all Females:

34% read neither Province or Sun
21% read Province only
24% read Sun only
21% read both Province and Sun  

           100% of Females

Base:
Number of people answering
both Question & Banner

Note:
If Base <100, interpret column
percentages with caution.
If Base <50, interpret column
percentages with extreme caution.
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SECTION A. ABOUT THIS RESIDENCE

96% 94% 96% 98% 89% 98% 97% 98%

4% 6% 4% 2% 11% 2% 3% 2%

875 124 477 265 131 102 136 224

Own\co-op

Rent

Do you own or rent
this residence?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

95% 94% 94% 97% 88% 90% 96% 98%

1% 1% 1% 0% 2% 1% 1%  

0%  0% 0%  3%   

0% 1% 0% 0% 1%  1% 0%

1% 2% 1% 0% 4% 2%   

3% 2% 3% 2% 5% 4% 2% 2%

872 124 475 264 130 102 136 224

Single family dwelling
(detached)

Duplex

Row\townhouse (3+
units attached,
separate entrance)

Apartment \
Condominium

Mobile home

Other (please specify)

Is this
residence
a…

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

6% 2% 6% 7% 11% 9% 5% 3%

20% 12% 21% 22% 34% 25% 24% 14%

21% 18% 19% 26% 24% 25% 27% 17%

14% 10% 13% 17% 11% 16% 13% 13%

18% 16% 20% 16% 11% 17% 14% 22%

19% 37% 20% 10% 6% 8% 15% 31%

2% 4% 1% 2% 4% 2% 1%  

874 124 477 264 131 102 136 224

Before 1950

1950-1975

1976-1985

1986-1995

1996-2005

2006 or later

Don't know

When was
this
residence
built?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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0%  0%      

0%  0%    1%  

0%   0%   1%  

0%  0% 1%    0%

0%   1%     

0%   0%     

1%  0% 2%    1%

0%   0% 1%    

0%  0%  1%    

0%  0% 0%   1%  

0%  0% 0%    0%

0%  0% 1%   1% 1%

0%   0%   1%  

1% 1% 0% 2% 1%  1% 2%

0%  0% 1%  1% 1% 0%

1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%  1%

0%   0%   1%  

94% 98% 97% 89% 95% 97% 93% 93%

872 123 475 265 131 101 134 224

16

20

25

30

36

38

40

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

How many
weeks per
year is  this
residence
occupied?
(Weeks)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

2% 1% 2% 2% 6% 3% 1% 0%

14% 17% 14% 13% 28% 25% 13% 7%

31% 26% 30% 33% 37% 35% 37% 25%

24% 26% 22% 26% 18% 22% 32% 23%

15% 17% 16% 12% 9% 9% 10% 18%

14% 13% 15% 13% 3% 5% 7% 26%

3546 3687 3585 3414 2722 3004 3221 4195
857 121 470 257 125 99 135 221

<1000 sq.ft

1001-2000 sq.ft

2001-3000 sq.ft

3001-4000 sq.ft

4001-5000 sq.ft

5001+ sq.ft

What is the total f loor
area of this residence,
including the basement
and unfinished areas
but excluding the
garage or carport?
(Square Feet)

Mean

Base
Total

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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11% 9% 12% 12% 20% 16% 11% 6%

53% 42% 51% 61% 62% 57% 62% 47%

33% 45% 35% 25% 15% 27% 25% 45%

2% 2% 2% 2% 2%  2% 1%

1% 2% 1% 0% 2%   1%

873 123 476 265 130 102 136 223

1

2

3

4

5+

How many f loors of
heated living space
does this residence
have? (include
basement if  heated)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

How many rooms in this residence are heated? (Exclude bathrooms, closets and
hallways)

8.3 8.7 8.5 7.7 6.5 7.2 8.1 9.5

859 122 467 261 129 101 133 220

1.4 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.4 1.3

859 122 467 261 129 101 133 220

.8 .7 .8 .9 .9 .8 .8 .7

859 122 467 261 129 101 133 220

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are always heated:

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are sometimes heated:

Mean

Base

Number of rooms that
are rarely or never
heated:

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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Does the electic bill for this residence cover any of the following?

19% 22% 20% 17% 26% 24% 21% 15%

81% 78% 80% 82% 73% 76% 79% 85%

0%   1% 1%   0%

787 117 434 227 113 86 126 208

44% 53% 43% 40% 26% 47% 39% 48%

56% 47% 56% 60% 74% 53% 61% 51%

0%  0%     0%

805 118 440 238 111 88 128 216

30% 19% 31% 33% 37% 38% 24% 21%

70% 81% 69% 66% 63% 62% 76% 79%

0%  0% 0%    0%

785 116 436 224 115 86 123 205

25% 21% 26% 28% 33% 31% 24% 22%

74% 78% 74% 71% 67% 69% 76% 78%

0% 1%  0%    0%

776 118 426 223 111 84 119 207

4% 1% 3% 6% 5% 10% 4% 1%

96% 99% 97% 93% 95% 90% 96% 98%

0%   0%    1%

730 112 402 207 100 79 114 197

8% 9% 8% 5% 10% 13% 4% 7%

92% 91% 92% 94% 90% 87% 96% 93%

0%   0%    1%

733 112 408 204 103 79 114 197

6% 1% 6% 9% 10% 6% 5% 3%

94% 99% 94% 90% 90% 94% 95% 97%

0%   1%    1%

741 112 409 211 105 80 114 199

47% 45% 48% 49% 45% 40% 45% 49%

52% 53% 52% 51% 55% 59% 55% 50%

1% 3% 0% 1%  1%  1%

801 116 439 237 114 86 125 213

Yes

No

Don't know

Secondary suite(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Car garage

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Workshop (separate
from garage)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Other buildings (e.g.,
sheds, farm
buildings)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Solarium

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Aquarium(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Personal
greenhouse

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Pumps (e.g., wells,
irrigation, etc.)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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If 'Yes' [electric bill covers this], is it heated?

98% 100% 99% 95% 92% 95% 100% 100%

2%  1% 5% 8% 5%   

141 21 82 37 26 20 25 28

46% 43% 51% 38% 54% 24% 40% 55%

54% 57% 49% 62% 46% 76% 60% 45%

322 56 174 86 24 33 43 97

63% 65% 64% 60% 53% 71% 50% 73%

37% 35% 36% 40% 47% 29% 50% 27%

204 20 118 65 32 28 28 37

46% 52% 45% 47% 59% 38% 31% 53%

53% 43% 55% 53% 38% 63% 69% 47%

1% 4%   3%    

177 23 103 51 32 24 26 38

67%  67% 73% 100% 43% 75% 100%

33% 100% 33% 27%  57% 25%  

21 1 9 11 2 7 4 2

88% 100% 87% 75% 100% 57% 100% 85%

13%  13% 25%  43%  15%

48 10 30 8 6 7 5 13

59%  55% 71% 100% 25% 50% 100%

41% 100% 45% 29%  75% 50%  

39 1 20 17 8 4 6 4

Yes

No
Secondary suite(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Car garage

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Workshop (separate
from garage)

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

Other buildings (e.g.,
sheds, farm buildings)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Solarium

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Aquarium(s)

BaseTotal
Yes

No
Personal greenhouse

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: respondents that have these items/rooms covered on electric b ill
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Please indicate which areas of this residence have insulation.

94% 92% 94% 94% 90% 96% 94% 95%

2% 2% 2% 3% 6% 2% 4% 1%

4% 6% 3% 4% 4% 2% 2% 4%

849 122 464 254 121 99 133 218

93% 89% 94% 92% 88% 88% 92% 94%

2% 2% 2% 4% 7% 4% 3% 1%

5% 8% 4% 5% 6% 8% 5% 5%

851 122 463 257 122 99 133 218

79% 83% 80% 74% 66% 74% 79% 85%

16% 12% 16% 20% 28% 22% 15% 12%

5% 6% 4% 6% 6% 4% 6% 3%

813 120 441 243 116 93 125 211

Yes

No

Don't know

In the attic

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

In your walls

BaseTotal
Yes

No

Don't know

In your basement
/ crawl space

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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If 'Yes' [have insulation], what quality of insulation do you have?

4% 3% 5% 2% 9% 3% 4% 4%

22% 18% 20% 26% 25% 31% 26% 15%

58% 56% 61% 55% 42% 58% 57% 63%

16% 24% 14% 16% 24% 8% 13% 18%

803 114 437 243 115 98 123 205

3% 3% 3% 3% 6% 4% 1% 2%

36% 25% 37% 40% 42% 54% 48% 25%

42% 47% 43% 37% 26% 31% 37% 52%

18% 25% 16% 19% 26% 10% 14% 21%

790 108 438 235 115 90 120 205

5% 6% 5% 5% 11% 7% 6% 4%

34% 24% 36% 34% 27% 49% 45% 25%

40% 46% 41% 36% 26% 32% 34% 50%

21% 25% 17% 25% 36% 13% 15% 20%

658 101 362 187 89 72 98 181

Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In the attic

BaseTotal
Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In your
walls

BaseTotal
Below average (R6 or
1.75inch f iberglass or
less)

Average (R12 or 3.5inch
fiberglass or less)

Above average (R20 or
6inch f iberglass or more)

Don't know

In your
basement
/ crawl
space

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: respondents that have this insulation
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Please estimate the percentage of your windows that are:

8% 12% 8% 8% 20% 9% 12% 4%

868 122 473 264 126 102 133 222

85% 79% 86% 87% 75% 89% 83% 88%

868 122 473 264 126 102 133 222

4% 6% 4% 3% 2% 2% 1% 6%

868 122 473 264 126 102 133 222

2% 3% 2% 1% 2% 0% 3% 2%

868 122 473 264 126 102 133 222

Mean

Base
Single pane

Mean

Base
Double pane

Mean

Base
Triple pane

Mean

Base
Other - Specify

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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SECTION B. SPACE HEATING AND SPACE COOLING

72% 60% 70% 81% 83% 86% 74% 58%

16% 20% 20% 8% 5% 8% 17% 29%

5% 6% 5% 4% 8% 3% 7% 3%

5% 10% 4% 4%  3% 1% 10%

1% 2% 1% 1% 2%  1% 1%

1%  1% 1% 1% 1% 1%  

0%  0%  1%    

886 124 482 271 132 104 136 224

Electricity

Natural gas

Wood

Geothermal, ground
source heat pump

Bottled propane

Other

Oil

What is the main
fuel used to heat
this  residence?
The main fuel is
the one that
provides most of
the heat in the
home during a
typical year.

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

44% 47% 43% 44% 52% 44% 46% 40%

29% 16% 31% 31% 27% 35% 32% 25%

27% 29% 25% 29% 26% 24% 28% 24%

13% 16% 15% 8% 10% 8% 8% 20%

7% 7% 6% 8% 5% 5% 7% 11%

1%  2% 0% 1% 4% 1% 0%

1% 2% 1%  1%  1% 1%

0%  0% 0%    1%

1076 145 594 326 158 124 167 274
887 124 482 272 132 104 136 224

Electricity

Wood

No other fuels

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Other

Don't know

Oil

Please
indicate the
OTHER
fuel(s) used
to heat this
residence?

Responses

Base
Total

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses g iven
 

37% 44% 36% 35% 44% 41% 35% 32%

26% 28% 24% 28% 23% 22% 27% 24%

22% 10% 23% 25% 20% 26% 25% 19%

10% 10% 11% 6% 8% 4% 8% 16%

5% 5% 4% 6% 3% 5% 4% 7%

1%  1% 0% 1% 2% 1% 0%

1% 2% 1%  1%  1% 1%

0%  0% 0%    1%

887 124 482 272 132 104 136 224

Electricity

No other fuels

Wood

Natural gas

Bott led propane

Other

Don't know

Oil

Most
commonly
used
OTHER
Fuel

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please check the main method used to heat this residence.

41% 35% 41% 43% 33% 39% 44% 49%

17% 15% 17% 17% 30% 25% 18% 5%

16% 15% 18% 14% 8% 14% 18% 18%

10% 20% 9% 6% 2% 7% 5% 19%

5% 5% 4% 5% 5% 6% 1% 1%

3% 4% 4% 3% 5% 1% 7% 1%

2% 2% 2% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

1% 1% 1% 3% 3% 1% 1% 2%

1%  1% 3% 3% 3% 1% 0%

1% 1% 1% 3% 2%  1% 1%

1%  1% 1% 1% 1%  0%

1%  1% 1% 4%    

1% 1% 0% 1% 2%  1% 0%

1% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% 1%  

0% 1%    1%   

0%  0%  1%    

886 124 481 272 131 104 136 224

Central forced air
furnace

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Heat pump – air source

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Wood stove

Multi-fuel forced air
furnace

Hot water baseboards

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Other (Specify)

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Portable electric heaters

Gas fireplace

Wood burning f ireplace

Gas wall heater

Electric f ireplace

Main
method

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please check the second most used method used to heat this residence.

14% 10% 14% 16% 25% 14% 18% 10%

13% 20% 13% 11% 7% 4% 8% 25%

12% 11% 11% 15% 15% 15% 12% 9%

11% 17% 11% 7% 5% 11% 13% 11%

11% 6% 10% 12% 10% 10% 12% 9%

9% 10% 8% 9% 13% 13% 12% 4%

7% 4% 5% 12% 3% 10% 7% 7%

6% 6% 7% 3% 3% 3% 4% 10%

6% 9% 7% 3% 1% 6% 2% 6%

5% 2% 5% 6% 7% 10% 4% 2%

3% 2% 4% 1% 4% 3% 2% 3%

2% 1% 3% 2% 3%  6% 2%

1% 1% 1% 1%  1%  1%

1%  1%   1%  1%

0%  1% 1% 2%    

0% 1%  1%    1%

0%  0% 1%     

661 94 383 178 91 72 100 181

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Gas fireplace

Wood stove

Central forced air
furnace

Wood burning f ireplace

Portable electric heaters

Heat pump – air source

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Other (Specify)

Electric f ireplace

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Multi-fuel forced air
furnace

Hot water baseboards

Gas wall heater

Gas heater stove

Second
most
used
method

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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There are several methods that can be used to heat a home.
Please indicate all OTHER methods used to heat this residence.

24% 35% 23% 22% 38% 27% 15% 23%

25% 24% 27% 21% 11% 11% 13% 35%

20% 10% 20% 26% 24% 27% 25% 17%

15% 10% 17% 16% 14% 27% 6% 18%

14% 24% 14% 10% 14% 11% 23% 16%

14% 24% 10% 16% 8% 5% 21% 13%

11% 4% 12% 13% 16% 14% 6% 8%

7% 8% 6% 5% 3% 8% 8% 6%

6% 10% 5% 7% 3% 3% 4% 10%

4% 4% 4% 4% 11% 5% 10%  

4% 4% 4% 3%  3% 6% 4%

2%  3% 2% 3% 3% 4% 1%

1%  1% 2%   4% 1%

1%  1% 2%  3%  1%

1% 2%  1%    1%

503 79 281 139 53 54 75 154
336 49 191 92 37 37 52 99

Portable electric heaters

Gas fireplace

Wood burning f ireplace

Wired-in electric  heater
(baseboards)

Electric f ireplace

Electric radiant heat
(f loors, walls, ceilings)

Wood stove

Wired-in electric  wall
heater (fan forced)

Hot water radiant
in-f loor \ under f loor
heat

Central forced air
furnace

Heat pump – air source

Other (Specify)

Gas heater stove

Heat pump – ground
source (geothermal)

Gas wall heater

All
OTHER
methods

Responses

Base
Total

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses given  

3% 5% 3% 2% 3% 2% 2% 6%

20% 25% 24% 10% 9% 9% 18% 33%

77% 70% 73% 88% 88% 89% 80% 61%

852 121 462 261 120 98 131 220

Gas boiler

Gas furnace

Neither

Which of the following
does this residence
have?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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8.8 8.4 8.6 9.8 9.8 7.5 9.5 8.6

173 30 112 30 10 11 23 79

Mean

Base

How old is your furnace
or boiler? (Years)

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with a gas furnace or gas boiler  

Please indicate below the number of each appliance in this residence.

47% 37% 47% 50% 76% 62% 43% 29%

40% 45% 39% 37% 18% 32% 43% 49%

7% 6% 8% 8% 2% 2% 7% 11%

6% 12% 6% 4% 4% 5% 7% 11%

882 124 479 270 127 104 136 224

91% 91% 89% 93% 82% 82% 92% 96%

6% 6% 7% 4% 10% 13% 4% 3%

2% 1% 3% 1% 6% 4% 2% 1%

1% 2% 0% 2% 2% 1% 1%  

882 124 479 270 127 104 136 224

86% 84% 85% 89% 74% 81% 82% 94%

8% 10% 8% 7% 14% 11% 13% 3%

4% 4% 5% 2% 6% 7% 2% 3%

2% 2% 2% 2% 6% 2% 3%  

882 124 479 270 127 104 136 224

None

1

2

3+

Central air
condit ioner

BaseTotal
None

1

2

3+

Portable air
condit ioner

BaseTotal
None

1

2

3+

Room window
air condit ioner

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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What months of the year is this appliance regularily used?

5% 4% 4% 7%  7% 3% 2%

0%   1%  2%   

0% 1% 0%     1%

4% 8% 2% 5% 3%  1% 8%

20% 32% 20% 14% 28% 18% 17% 22%

36% 38% 38% 31% 38% 31% 40% 35%

34% 16% 35% 41% 31% 40% 38% 30%

1% 1% 1% 1%  2%  1%

0%  0% 1%   1% 1%

475 76 256 139 32 45 72 153

0%   1%    1%

0%  0%    1%  

0%   1%  2%   

31% 20% 33% 32% 19% 32% 42% 25%

57% 66% 58% 51% 69% 55% 50% 64%

6% 11% 4% 8% 13% 5% 4% 8%

5% 4% 4% 7%  7% 3% 2%

474 76 256 138 32 44 72 153

1%  2%      

3% 8% 2%     13%

10% 17% 13%  9%  20% 13%

24% 25% 19% 35% 32% 32% 20% 25%

58% 50% 60% 60% 55% 58% 60% 50%

4%  4% 5% 5% 11%   

79 12 47 20 22 19 10 8

56% 50% 55% 60% 45% 63% 60% 63%

38% 42% 36% 40% 45% 37% 30% 38%

4% 8% 4%  9%  10%  

1%  2%      

1%  2%      

79 12 47 20 22 19 10 8

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Oct

Central air
condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Jan

Apr

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Dec

Central air
condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal
Jan

Apr

May

June

July

Aug

Portable air
condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Portable air
condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: respondents with  th is appliance
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What months of the year is this appliance regularily used?

2%  3%   6%   

14% 21% 13% 10% 13% 17% 8% 15%

36% 47% 37% 28% 37% 44% 42% 38%

46% 32% 44% 59% 47% 28% 50% 38%

3%  3% 3% 3% 6%  8%

118 19 70 29 30 18 24 13

49% 21% 49% 69% 50% 41% 42% 58%

46% 74% 44% 31% 40% 53% 54% 42%

3% 5% 4%  10%  4%  

2%  3%   6%   

116 19 68 29 30 17 24 12

Jan

May

June

July

Aug

Room window
air condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Aug

Sept

Oct

Dec

Room window
air condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: respondents with  th is appliance
 

What months of the year is this appliance regularily used?

2%  3%   6%   

14% 21% 13% 10% 13% 17% 8% 15%

36% 47% 37% 28% 37% 44% 42% 38%

46% 32% 44% 59% 47% 28% 50% 38%

3%  3% 3% 3% 6%  8%

118 19 70 29 30 18 24 13

49% 21% 49% 69% 50% 41% 42% 58%

46% 74% 44% 31% 40% 53% 54% 42%

3% 5% 4%  10%  4%  

2%  3%   6%   

116 19 68 29 30 17 24 12

Jan

May

June

July

Aug

Room window
air condit ioner
(From)

BaseTotal
Aug

Sept

Oct

Dec

Room window
air condit ioner
(To)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: respondents with  th is appliance
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64% 70% 65% 58% 46% 54% 63% 75%

35% 28% 35% 40% 51% 44% 38% 25%

1% 2% 0% 1% 3% 2%   

884 124 480 271 130 103 136 224

Yes

No

Don't know

Do you use
programmable
thermostat(s) in
this residence?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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SECTION C: DOMESTIC WATER HEATING

72% 77% 71% 71% 74% 83% 74% 61%

22% 17% 25% 22% 21% 13% 22% 31%

3% 3% 3% 3% 1%  1% 5%

3% 2% 2% 5% 4% 4% 2% 3%

872 123 475 265 129 100 135 222

1

2

3

None

How many
water heaters
are there in this
residence?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

82% 71% 82% 88% 91% 92% 90% 68%

15% 22% 16% 9% 8% 7% 8% 28%

0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 1%   

0% 2% 0% 0%   1% 1%

0%  1%    1% 1%

2% 5% 1% 2%    3%

844 120 463 252 122 96 132 214

Electricity

Natural gas

Piped propane

Bottled propane

Solar

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does
your water
heater(s)
use? (Heater
1)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

69% 55% 72% 71% 83% 77% 78% 64%

18% 27% 18% 16% 13% 8% 15% 17%

2% 5% 2%     3%

2%  2% 2%  8% 4% 1%

1%        

9% 14% 6% 12% 4% 8% 4% 14%

196 22 115 58 23 13 27 70

Electricity

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Solar

Oil

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does
your water
heater(s)
use? (Heater
2)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

74% 25% 90% 80% 100% 78%

16% 25% 10% 20%  11%

5% 25%    11%

5% 25%     

19 4 10 5 2 9

Electricity

Natural gas

Bottled propane

Geothermal

What type of
fuel does your
water heater(s)
use? (Heater 3)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

$60-99k $100k+

Household income
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SECTION D: SWIMMING POOLS AND HOT TUBS

2% 1% 2% 1% 2%  2% 4%

29% 36% 31% 24% 9% 17% 27% 45%

69% 63% 67% 75% 90% 83% 70% 52%

865 123 471 262 127 98 135 220

Yes, indoor

Yes, outdoor

No

Do you have a
swimming pool at this
residence that is for
your exclusive use?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

7% 4% 7% 9% 17% 12% 10% 5%

36% 36% 37% 35% 8% 24% 30% 47%

23% 20% 23% 27% 33% 18% 20% 22%

3% 4% 4% 2%    5%

4% 9% 3% 3%    5%

26% 27% 26% 24% 42% 47% 40% 16%

264 45 151 66 12 17 40 104

Solar

Natural gas

Electricity

Propane

Other

Pool not heated

Which fuel do you
use to heat the water
in your pool and do
you use solar energy
to help heat the
water? (Main fuel)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with pool
 

43% 38% 62% 22%  50% 33% 57%

47% 38% 31% 78% 100% 50% 67% 36%

10% 25% 8%     7%

30 8 13 9 2 2 3 14

Natural gas
supplemented with solar

Electricity supplemented
with solar

Other supplemented with
solar

Which fuel do you use
to heat the water in
your pool and do you
use solar energy to
help heat the water?
(Supplemented)

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with pool with supplementary solar heating
 

4.0 4.0 4.1 3.8 3.9 3.1 4.2 4.2

198 34 116 47 7 7 26 91

Mean Months

Base

How many months
per year is your
pool heated?

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with heated pool  
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77% 82% 79% 69% 100% 75% 78% 80%

23% 18% 21% 31%  25% 22% 20%

204 34 121 48 7 8 27 95

Yes

No

During the months
when you heat your
pool, do you cover it
when not in use?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with heated pool  

2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2% 2% 3%

35% 44% 41% 19% 7% 21% 32% 51%

63% 55% 57% 78% 91% 77% 66% 46%

857 119 468 262 126 97 131 221

Yes, indoor

Yes, outdoor

No

Do you have a hot tub
at this residence for
your exclusive use?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

4% 4% 4% 3%   2% 9%

0%   2%     

95% 96% 95% 93% 100% 96% 98% 91%

1%  0% 2%  4%   

319 56 202 59 12 23 44 117

Natural gas

Propane

Electricity

Other

What fuel
is  used to
heat the
hot tub?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with hot tub
 

9.8 9.9 10.2 8.3 9.9 9.1 10.1 10.1

316 54 201 59 12 23 43 117

Mean Months

Base

How many months
per year is your hot
tub heated?

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with hot tub  

98% 100% 98% 96% 100% 100% 100% 97%

2%  2% 4%    3%

313 55 199 57 11 22 43 116

Yes

No

During the months
when you heat your
hot tub, do you cover
it when not in use?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with hot tub  
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9% 12% 8% 10% 6% 7% 7% 14%

91% 88% 92% 90% 94% 93% 93% 86%

849 121 465 255 123 96 130 220

Yes

No

Does this residence
have a sauna that is for
your exclusive use?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

95% 80% 97% 100% 100% 86% 100% 97%

3% 13%      3%

3% 7% 3%   14%   

80 15 38 26 7 7 9 31

Electrcity

Natural gas

Other

What fuel is used
to heat the sauna?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Base: those with sauna
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SECTION E. RENOVATIONS AND ENERGY USE
Did this in the past 5 years

44% 49% 43% 45% 46% 38% 38% 48%

25% 25% 26% 23% 31% 24% 35% 21%

21% 22% 22% 20% 20% 27% 32% 18%

21% 24% 23% 16% 20% 20% 19% 23%

19% 19% 19% 19% 18% 22% 20% 18%

17% 19% 17% 15% 14% 20% 19% 18%

15% 12% 16% 14% 15% 18% 16% 13%

13% 12% 13% 13% 19% 14% 12% 12%

11% 7% 13% 8% 15% 11% 11% 10%

6% 6% 7% 5% 1% 7% 6% 8%

6% 6% 6% 5% 14% 7% 5% 3%

5% 3% 6% 2% 6% 1% 3% 7%

4% 7% 4% 2% 4% 4% 2% 6%

3% 4% 2% 4% 3% 5% 1% 4%

3% 3% 2% 4%  4% 6% 2%

3% 4% 2% 3% 6%  1% 5%

3% 1% 2% 4% 4%  3% 2%

2% 4% 3% 1% 3%  1% 3%

2% 2% 2% 2%  5% 3% 1%

2% 3% 2% 1% 1%  3% 2%

2% 2% 1% 3% 4%  3% 2%

2% 1% 2% 2% 1%   4%

1% 4% 1% 1% 1% 3%  2%

1% 1% 1% 2% 3% 3%  1%

1%  1% 2%   1% 2%

0%  1% 1% 1%   1%

0% 1% 0%    1% 1%

1566 247 891 416 199 172 253 429
681 103 376 194 80 74 105 182

None of the above

Install weather stripping or caulking no rebate

Install low flow showerhead(s) no rebate

Install programmable thermostat(s) no rebate

Install energy eff icient window(s) no rebate

Improve insulation walls, att ic, etc. no rebate

Install high eff ic iency hot water tank no rebate

Install insulated outside\storm door(s) no rebate

Install pipe wrap no rebate

EcoENERGY LiveSmart BC cert if ied energy audit w\
rebate

Install hot water heater blanket no rebate

Install hot tub no rebate

Install energy eff icient window(s) w\ rebate

Improve insulation walls,att ic ,etc. w\ rebate

Install programmable thermostat(s) with rebate

Install a sauna no rebate

EcoENERGY LiveSmart BC cert if ied energy audit no
rebate

Install on-demand water heater no rebate

Install low flow showerhead(s) with rebate

Install heated swimming pool no rebate

Install weather stripping or caulking with rebate

Install drain pipe waste heat recovery sys. no
rebate

Install insulated outside\storm door(s) w\ rebate

Install high eff ic iency hot water tank with rebate

Install pipe wrap with rebate

Install hot water heater blanket with rebate

Install on-demand water heater with rebate

Please
indicate
renovations or
actions you
have
undertaken at
this  residence
within the past
5 years with or
without a
government or
utility rebate

Responses

Base
Total

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses g iven
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Plan to do this in the next 2 years

73% 70% 72% 75% 74% 69% 64% 80%

9% 7% 12% 6% 13% 12% 10% 7%

9% 11% 11% 5% 8% 11% 14% 7%

6% 6% 8% 4% 8% 12% 6% 5%

6% 7% 6% 7% 8% 7% 10% 4%

5% 5% 7% 4% 3% 5% 9% 5%

4% 8% 5% 3% 4% 4% 6% 6%

4% 7% 4% 3% 1% 7% 4% 3%

4% 6% 4% 2% 4% 5% 5% 4%

3% 4% 3% 3% 1% 5% 4% 2%

3% 5% 3% 2% 3% 3% 4% 2%

2% 3% 2% 2% 1% 3% 4% 1%

1% 4% 2%  1% 3% 1% 2%

1% 6% 1%  1% 1% 1%  

0% 1% 1%   1%   

0%  0%      

906 152 524 222 102 110 146 234
681 103 376 194 80 74 105 182

None of the above

Improve insulation walls,
att ic, etc.

Install energy eff icient
window(s)

Install insulated
outside\storm door(s)

Install weather stripping
or caulking

Install hot water heater
blanket

EcoENERGY LiveSmart
BC cert if ied energy audit

Install high eff ic iency hot
water tank

Install on-demand water
heater

Install programmable
thermostat(s)

Install pipe wrap

Install low flow
showerhead(s)

Install drain pipe waste
heat recovery sys.

Install hot tub

Install heated swimming
pool

Install a sauna

Please
indicate
renovations
or actions
PLAN to
undertake in
the next 5
years

Responses

Base
Total

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

Column percentages may exceed 100%  because multiple responses g iven
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SECTION F. ABOUT YOUR HOUSEHOLD

46% 52% 50% 35% 26% 24% 42% 63%

22% 19% 20% 28% 24% 28% 26% 17%

28% 24% 27% 31% 41% 48% 26% 17%

4% 5% 2% 6% 8%  5% 2%

885 124 482 271 131 104 136 224

Central Okanagan
(Kelowna) incl. Big
White

South Okanagan,
including Similkameen

West
Kootenay/Boundary

Other

Which
region
do you
reside
in?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

0% 1%       

0% 2%    2%   

2% 11%   1% 1% 2% 2%

12% 86%   3% 13% 14% 16%

24%  44%  20% 15% 26% 29%

31%  56%  24% 26% 32% 35%

31%   100% 52% 43% 26% 17%

1%        

885 124 482 272 132 104 136 224

18 years or under

19-24 years

25-34 years

35-44 years

45-54 years

55-64 years

65 years and older

Prefer not to answer

Into which of
the following
age categories
do you f it?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income

 

6% 1% 4% 10% 14% 10% 5% 1%

43% 7% 39% 68% 48% 44% 47% 39%

16% 10% 21% 10% 17% 16% 16% 15%

17% 43% 17% 5% 7% 13% 11% 27%

8% 18% 9% 1% 6% 7% 8% 8%

9% 21% 8% 5% 8% 12% 14% 9%

869 121 475 267 130 103 133 223

1

2

3

4

5

6+

How many
people, inc luding
yourself,  are
currently  living at
this  residence?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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4% 2% 5% 5% 29%    

5% 1% 3% 11% 35%    

5% 2% 4% 9% 36%    

6% 8% 5% 8%  52%   

6% 5% 4% 9%  48%   

7% 7% 7% 8%   46%  

8% 11% 10% 5%   54%  

8% 11% 9% 6%    32%

17% 23% 21% 9%    68%

32% 32% 32% 30%     

874 123 477 267 132 104 136 224

Less than $20,000

$20,000 to $29,999

$30,000 to $39,999

$40,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $59,999

$60,000 to $79,999

$80,000 to $99,999

$100,000 to $124,999

$125,000 or more

Prefer not to answer

What was your
total household
income before
taxes in 2013?

BaseTotal

Total
18-44 45-65 65+

Age

< $39k $40-59k $60-99k $100k+

Household income
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Subject: 

From: 
Sent: March-04-14 4:25 PM 
To: Complaints BCUC:EX 
Cc: Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX 
Subject: RE: inaccuracy in report 

Dear 

Thank you for your reply. 

FW: FBC RCR Report 

If the study due at the end of November is still underway (which it should be) please would you 
advise them of my name and email address. 

We have a large customer group who are currently heavily impacted and would like to present Fortis 
bills which are in direct contradiction to what Fortis reported to BCUC last year. 
I am assuming that BCUC is wanting a fair and transparent process this time around. 

Thank you very much 
Regards 

From: 
Sent: March-02-14 3:42 PM 
To: Complaints BCUC:EX 
Cc: Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX 
Subject: inaccuracy in report 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I have briefly scanned the report emanating from Fortis. I could not 
believe that such inaccuracies actually made it to the paper! 

Seriously, if the price goes up how does the cost not go up? It defies 
logic that the report states that most non-gas service residents did not 
see an increase in electrical costs since the inception of the 2-tiered 
rates. 
Fortis is disseminating highly flawed or false information and the 
Utilities Commission is not asking questions or doing due diligence. 

Did nobody from your office edit this or check the data collected for this 
paper? Supposing this study has empirical evidence I would like to see 
it. Please will you send me the Criteria used for this report. 

I look forward to your response. 

1 



Yours truly, 

Kelowna 

2 



Subject: FW: Fortis BC Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 10:47 AM 
To: FortisBC Customer Service - Electricity 
Subject: Fortis BC Residential Conservation Rate Evaluation 

Hello, 

I am a Fortis BC Residential Electricity Customer (account# ) who has been heavily impacted by 
the RCR and I do not have access to other sources of heating fuel. I just received my Fortis bill for Jan-March 
2014 {6205 kwh/ $839.48) and compared it to the same period in 2012 (6105 kw hours/$646.71). This is an 
increase of almost 30%. 

I understand that the British Columbia Utilities Commission has asked FortisBC to collect additional 
information from potentially heavily impacted customers including residences that do not have access to 
other sources of heating fuel as well as customers using heat pumps. Specifically, the Commission is 
interested in data from customer consultations and analysis of individual monthly billing impacts for 
potentially heavily impacted customers. This information, as well as any proposed rate refinements, should be 
included in FortisBC's next RCR report to the Commission to be filed on November 30, 2014. 

I am requesting that Fortis BC ensures that they consult with me and conduct a further analysis of my billing 
impacts for inclusion in the next RCR report. 
I have included all previous correspondence that I have had with Fortis and the Utilities Commission as 
attachments. I would like confirmation that this will occur. 

Sincerely, 

From: 
Sent: February-21-14 11:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: Fortis BC Rate increase complaint 
Importance: High 

Dear 

Last spring, you replied to a letter of complaint that I sent you with regards to the Fortis BC Inc's rate 
increases - specifically the 2 tier billing rate structure. The letter is attached for your reference. 
In your reply, you stated that the rate will be reviewed in early 2014 and you were compiling a letter 
documenting client concerns for the review. 

Over the past year, our bills have continued to increase. This fall, we completed a home energy assessment 
and made significant attempts to reduce our power consumption by increasing our attic insulation from R12 
to RSO, changing all of our lights to energy efficient bulbs. Guess what - our Fortis bill still increases - my 

1 



I 

latest bill was over $1,100. 00. I spoke with a Fortis rep this week, and she confirmed that none ofthe Fortis 
customers who she has spoken with who use electricity as their primary heat source were able to contain 
their electric costs within the first tier rate. I am requesting that in their Review, the team considers doubling 
the Tier 1 consumption rate from 1,600 kWh to 3,200 kWh for those who use electricity as their primary heat 
source. 

We do no have an option to heat with gas. We cannot continue to pay these crazy heating costs and remain in 
our home. 

- can you please update me on the status of the review and include my concerns with your compiled 
documentation 7 

Sincerely, 

2 



Subject: FW: I am being penalized 

From: 

Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 11:23 AM 
To: FortisBC Customer Service - Electricity 
Subject: I am being penalized 

On Behalf Of 

Your base rate of $0.08803 should apply to much more than the first 1,600 kWh for geothermal users. 

Geothermal heating is by far the most efficient and energy conserving way to heat and cool a house. I specified it for 
my new house in Lake Country, paying about $40,000 more than I would have for traditional gas heating and electric air 
conditioning, not realizing how small is your base allowance of 1,600 kWh per two months. My logic was that I would 
rather pay more up front and then have lower monthly bills as I am retired and on a fixed income. 

My meter was installed, during construction, on November 20, 2012. Since that time my electricity consumption 
(excluding all the additional charges such as Basic Customer Charge, Interim Rate Increases, and taxes) has been 
$7,446. Under your previous system of a flat $0.1056 per kWh, it would have been $6,419. So your structuring your 
billing to "conserve energy" has resulted in your getting $1,027 in additional revenue from what may be one of the most 
energy-efficient homes in the area! 

I cannot compute a true average daily use since I moved in (August 2013) because during your strike your estimated 
meter readings were ludicrously low. But the average since the meter was installed, based on the latest actual reading, 
is 135 kWh a day. That is for a 3,500 sq ft home with small pool (energy consumer) and high-efficiency everything else 
(energy savers): LED lighting, HE washer and dryer, spray foam insulation, high-efficiency windows, induction cooktop, 
etc. etc. So, based on that, the allowance for base rate electricity should be at least 3,000 kWh per two months for 
users with geothermal systems. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Sirs: 

April-17-14 1:49 PM 
FortisBC Regulatory Affairs - Electricity 

Issues with the Residential Conservation Rate 
RE: I am being penalized 

I recently emailed your Customer Service department expressing concern that I am being unfairly penalized by 
the RCR because I went to the expense of specifying geothermal heating for my new house. My email and 
your representative's reply are attached ("Re: I am being penalized" ). 

Subsequent to that, I emailed the BC Utilities Commission on April 15 with a cc to you at the above email 
address. 

In their response to me, the BCUC note as follows: "While the RCR is in its very early stages of existence, the 
Commission recognizes that some customers and impacted customer groups remain concerned about the 
rate structure. The Commission would like FortisBC to collect additional information from potentially heavily 
impacted customers including residences that do not have access to other sources of heating fuel (such as 
natural gas) as well as customers using heat pumps. Specifically, the Commission is interested in data from 
customer consultations and analysis of individual monthly billing impacts for potentially heavily impacted 
customers. This information, as well as any proposed rate refinements, should be included in FortisBC's next 
RCR report to the Commission to be filed on November 30, 2014." 

It is my opinion that Fortis should give heat pump users a much larger low-rate allowance than 1,600 kWh per 
two months as these people have gone to the expense of installing efficient equipment at their own cost, and 
are thus more than meeting the spirit of conservation on which the RCR is predicated. A geothermal user has 
gone even further, in my case about $30,000 further, which is the premium my system cost over a 
conventional gas heating/ electric air conditioning system. Geothermal users should thus be given an even 
larger break on their power rates on the grounds that they have gone the extra mile to conserve energy and 
reduce CO2 emissions. 

Further to the Commission's comments to me, quoted above, would you please make sure that my concerns 
are included in your "customer consultations and analysis". 

Thank you, 

1 



Subject: 

From: 
Sent: May-08-14 2:21 PM 
To: 

FW: October 31, 2013 RCR Report - Dual Rate billing system. 

Cc: 'Complaints BCUC:EX (Complaints@bcuc.com)'; Kyla Gandy; 'Letnick.MLA, Norm (Norm.Letnick.MLA@leg.bc.ca)'; 
'premier@gov.bc.ca'; Thomson.MLA, Steve' 
Subject: RE: October 31, 2013 RCR Report - Dual Rate billing system. 

1 would like aJI my comments in my letter and follow up emails included in your next report to the 
commission. I would also like this email exchange to be in it as well. Just because the regulatory process was 
"full" does not mean that all the relevant information was considered nor that the decision was the best that 
could be made in the circumstances. In this process or any hearing process, the quality of the result depends on 
the quality of the information being considered and the independence of the decision maker to the process and 
the decision. 

As with some of Fo1tis ' conclusions in the October 2013 report which I have already pointed out were 
misleading or even misrepresentations, your email is similarly inherently inconsistent. This rate was approved 
in part because Fortis did not accurately report on what they knew or should have known about the 
program. Your October 2013 report already demonstrates that Forti,; is more interested in providing 
information the commission is wanting to hear than providing the information that will lead to the best decision 
possible. Given this process was the commission's project and the inherent reluctance of Fortis to bite the hand 
that feeds the company, I understand why that might occur. 

You state in your email below that " the Commission has further directed a review of the rate, the scope of 
which includes conservation results, customer impact and alternate mechanisms." This suggests Fo1tis is in the 
process of reviewing the effectiveness of the existing program and alternatives. You then state you will not be 
"responding to information requests outside of an established regulatory process." My information requests are 
entirely on point in relation to the review you are now paiticipating in. Answering them will provide 
information on "the rate, the scope of which includes conservation results , customer impact and alternate 
mechanisms." 

Consequently, please provide the information requested either directly or in your next report. I appreciate that 
you are taking the position that you are not obligated to provide the information outside the regulatory process, 
but to date, in relation to this program, this process has been based on unsubstantiated assumptions and 
presumption'i and has relied on incomplete information and information of often poor quality. It is very likely 
Fortis' next review report will be no more helpful to actually providing a comprehensive and accurate review of 
this program than the company's October 2013 review report was. If you disagree with my description of the 
report, prove that the report was not as I have described it. 

From: 
Sent: May-08-14 10:56 AM 
To: 
Cc: Complaints BCUC:EX (Complaints@bcuc.com); ; Letnick.MLA, Norm (Norm.Letnick.MLA@leg.bc.ca); 
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'premier@gov.bc.ca'; Thomson.MLA, Steve 
Subject: FW: October 31, 2013 RCR Report - Dual Rate billing system. 

Thank you for your reply. I have not asked Fortis to include consumption information for my home in your 
report to the BCUC. That information is already in my letter. I am asking Fortis to answer the questions in my 
Jetter, which your reply ignores. 

There is no evidence this this block rate billing system was or is successful. There is evidence (assuming the 
information Fortis has provided is reliable) the program is not designed to achieve it' s conservation 
object. According to the commission's assumption or presumption when they started this process, inspired by 
government, is that conservation behavior was to be motivated by increased electrical costs to consumers. How 
then, can the dual rate program work when 70% of Fortis customers either experience no such conservation 
incentive (no effect on costs), with the vast majority of them actually receiving a conservation disincentive 
(reduced electrical costs)? That disincentive is subsidized by consumers who are high (but not necessarily 
wasteful) consumers, like my wife and I. Further, because 70% of people are unaffected or benefit from the 
program, the discriminatory aspects are tolerable collateral damage, and the program is considered politically 
acceptable. 

Fortis' October 2013 follow up report concludes there was moderate awarenes!) of the program, but as my letter 
points out, the report contradicts that conclusion in a number of places, making the conclusion a 
misrepresentation of the truth. Fortis' repo11 also concludes consumption reductions were experienced as a 
consequence of the dual rate block billing system without any evidence to connect those dots, again 
misrepresenting the truth. Relying on this report, the commission considers they have a green light to sustain 
this program and their enquiry for further study is on the known impact on high consumption consumers. 

This further enquiry you are embarking on (impact on high use consumers) is an avenue of inquiry that has 
already been answered three times. The commission was warned about the discriminatory aspects of the 
program by Fortis at the outset when the BCUC first asked Fortis to suggest how a dual rate program could be 
implemented. The commission was again told about this impact and what it would be when the BCUC 
approved the program. Lastly the commission was told about it a third time in the October 2013 follow up 
report. The effect on high consumption consumers is already well known and has been repeatedly relayed to 
the BCUC but they are asking you to look at that again so Fortis is going to be providing more of the same 
information for a fourth time. What you are not enquiring into (at least officially) nor providing to the 
commission is real evidence regarding actual electrical conservation behaviour resulting from this program and 
how effective, or ineffective it actually is. Fortis was not asked and it will not be answering whether there is a 
better solution to achieve con-;ervation goals. Would a return to a single rate program with a conservation 
premium that funds a rebate program for customers who invest in actual conservation measures accomplish a 
conservation object without the discriminatory aspects of the dual rate program and actually be better at leading 
to actual con-;ervation behavior? 

Fortis can also reinstate rebate programs for people who make actual conservation investments, but that would 
cost your company money, wouldn't it? Why aren't you doing that now? 

The commission is biased towards implementing and sustaining this program, regardless of whether it actually 
works, and Fortis' motivation is to be cooperative and supportive of the BCUC's conservation poster child 
because the BCUC approves it's rate increase applications. The government does not currently have the 
political will to address this because it might involve admitting making a mistake, which is something anyone is 
reluctant to do. 
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Fortis must make an honest effort to dig into whether the block rate program actually worked or can 
work. Doing what the commission has asked will not do that. Full and accurate an,;wen, my questions may 
accomplish this objective. Let us all know if you will be ani;;wering my questions. 
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11/17/2014 09:55 DISCOVERY 

Thank You for this survey!! 
We are hoping someone will finally realize that we are being discrimminated against and are being 

. exploited by FortisBC! 

We have contacted Fortis many times trying to clarify this situation and to try and find a way to prevent 
these ridiculous rates. We have had no success with anyone there in trying to resolve this indiscretion, 
except rudeness and a too bad, so sad attitude from Fortis employees. 

We are a rural property with two houses and we are both covered by ONE meter. Therefore, as frugal as 
we try to be with our electricity usage it is an impossible situation and I challenge you to try and keep 
your usage under 1600 kwh bi-monthly under the same circumstances. Both of these houses have 
baseboard heaters as the main source of heat. We have no natural gas service in our area and arc being 
held hostage by Fortis to pay extremely high rates since the 1600kWh bimonthly system WM 

implemented. The houses are not big and there are no extra bells & whistles to increase power usage, no 
hot tubs, no pools. no saunas, Just that we are both on ONE meter! Now maybe you realize why your 
records !\how an above average usage of electricity. We have NO ALTERNATIVE!!! 

Myself and my husband reside in House 1 and our Daughter, her husband and baby live in House 2 
Only one house has 1 window air conditioner. There is a wood stove in House l as back up but we rely 
on baseboard heaters in both houses. 
We have considered inst.ailing heat pumps but cannot afford the expense as Fortis is taking such a big 
chunk of our combined. incomes. 

Perhaps this survey will show that this tactic to encourage people to conserve energy is not viable to 
everyone, and there are other people in our and other rural areas that are in the same situation we find 
ourselves. 
Perhaps this is a good way to encourage people that are able, but in our situation we ARE being 
diKrimmiaated against and exploited and Ove.-charged. As winter approaches we find ourselves 
sittina in the dark huddled under blankets for fear of turning the heat up. If our Fortis bills contunue to 
escalate, it will come down to whether we can afford our medication, food or electicity. How sad is that 
in our Country in this day and age??? 



11/17/2014 09:55 2505032189 DISCOVERY PAGE 01 

Discovery Research, October 2S, 2014 

Dear Sirs, 

Forgive me if I encumber you with additional details pertainina: to this 
matter. But I have written in the past to the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission and received a reply which obviously was desiKned to avoid 
the issue. 

The direct email reply said virtually nothing and included with the 
correspondence were two documents, one 189 pages in length and the 
other 73 pages. 

I enclose a copy of my original letter to the commission dated May l, 
2013 and a fact sheet that I have prepared from my records. 

I hope this will help in your understanding of our deep concerns, not 
only over the unfair Residential Conservation Rate, but also over the 
increase in rates over the past few years. 

Yours Truly, 



11/17/2014 09:55 2505032189 DISCOVERY 

Consumption and Cost of Electricity for 

Year 
• 2006 
• 2007 
• 2008 
• 2009 
• 2010 
• 2011 
• 2012 
• 2013 
• 2014-Aug 

K.elowna, B.C., over the past eight years. 

Kwh. Used 
37,500 
37,140 
41,340 
33.,600 
32,604 
29,268 
28,658 
30,324 
20,820 

Annual Cost 
$2,788 
$2,828 
$3,231 
$2,800 - New heat pump & furnace - 03/2009 
$2.955 
$2,923 
$3,174 
$3,837 
$2,783 - First eight months of the year 

PAGE 02 

As can be seen our annual consumption dec.-eased from 37,500 Kwh in 2006 to 
30,324 K wb io 2013, or a decrease of 19°/o. At the same time our cost of the 
commodity went up from $2,788 to $3,837 or an increase of37%. The increased cost 
of $1,049 was in spite of a significant outlay of funds by us to install a heat pump 
and new furnace. 

The Residential Conservation Rate i11 blatantly unfair for consumers who use 
electricity for all appliances in theh- horoe. 

I do not have details of all the electricity increases but I do know that since 2010 
there have also been annual increases in the cost of electricity of between 1.4% and 
3.3°/o. This added cost is further aggravating the situation and sipificantly adds to 
our house bold expenses. 
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British Columbia Utilities Commission, 
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street, 
Box 250, 
Vancouver, B.C., V6Z 2N3. 

Attn. Customer Service Specialist. 

Dear Sir or Ma.dam, 

DISCOVERY PAGE 03 

May 2. 2013. 

We have followed the various articles and arguments about the introduction of The 
Residential Conservation Rate with interest and a great deal of concem. 1 understand that 
your implementation of this very unfair, two block system, was to try and conserve 
energy, but surely you realized that it could not work. 

AIJ you have done is create hardshlp for very many people. The number of letters that 
have been written and the platitudes that have been circulated by yourselves and the 
utility companies is a very good indicator of the kind dissatisfaction being displayed by 
customers of utility companies who claim that they are not making any additional 
revenue. 

We have finally decided to add our voice to the increasing number of customers who are 
having difficulty meeting their bills, which result not only from universal increasing 
costs, but in particular from the terrific increase in electricity costs. We detail below the 
facts of our personal challenges~ which have prompted us to consider selling our 
wonderful retirement home and seek Jess desirable, but less costly accommodation. 

• We are both retired. for ejghteen years and for twenty three years. 
• We live on OAP, CPP and one small fixed pension that receives and does 

not increase 
• We do have RIFs. but they are disappearing rapidly and we are now relying upon 

a bank line of credit. 

The increase jn the general cost of living is becoming very noticeable. In particular over 
the past two to three years, it would appear that all utility companies are endeavoring to 
increase their own revenue at a rate that is in excess of the general cost of living, as 
follows:· 

Q) 
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• 2010- September- Electricity Rate (Fortis) incrgse of 2.9°/2 
• 201.1 - June -- Water Rate (City of Kelowna) increase by the imposition of a tw() 

block !.4ystcm. From a ger.etal r:itc of 0.275 per cubic meter t!) 0.~0 I per cu~ic 
meter in Blk 1, which js an incrgat pf 9.5o/o and to 0.397 per cubic meter in Blk 
2. which is an increase 0(44.4°~ 

• 2011 - June~ Electricity Rate (Fortis) ipcryse of J .4o/2 
• 201 l - September- Home felephone (BC 1 elephone) increase from $26.24 to 

S27.56 an lgcm,e of s•1, 
• 201 l - November ·- Cable Televi$ion (Shaw Cable) increase from $64.95 to 

S66.95 an ipec,a,e of 3% 
• 2012 - January - Natural Gas ( f Ofti s) iR~reasc of 3 % 
• 2012 - January - Medical Sffvices Plan (BC Government) increase from $109 .00 

to SJ 16 an WCfPH of 6,4•/o 
• 2012 - February··· Internet (lJniserve) increase from S29.9S to $32.95 an im:rpff 

ottO% 
• 2012 -Apnl • Electric-ity Rate (Fortis) l.m'estt of 115•~ 
• 2012 - ~?tembc.r ~ Home Telt:phonc (BC Telephone) increase from $27.56 to 

$28.89 an lnc[Dlc tf4.83°1e 
• 2012 - S,.:ptem~r- Cable! Televis~on (Sh~.w Cab!~j in~l\."l..~ from S69.9S to 

$67.9S an iacr,a9 ot l,~o,,_ 
• 2013 -January-Natural Gas (Fortis) Basic delivery charge - from $3 .375 per G.J 

to $3.691 per G.J., an increase of 9.40/p 
• 2013 -January-Medical Services Plan (BC Government) incfease from $116.00 

to s 120.so an Jpcnuc e( 3.,,m 
• 20D - Febru·ll)· • fieca;city Rate (F<,rtis) pncrea,t 2(2.3"o 
• 2013 - Man;b - Water Rate (City of Kelowna) • Basic Charge from $9.25 to 

$10.45. an lacrealf o(1J%. - Octivcry Block 1 from 0.322 per cubic meter to 
0.361 per cubic meter. an incmse of 11.~ w Water Qua!ity [,ihancernent from 
S4. 95 to $6.19. an iacrs,u of 25% 

The aboye lnereasn do not take into account the slpiflca.nt ~han1e made by Forti• 
BC I• implancatiq the 10 called Residential Conservation Rate. I can tel11 you that 
the ilnpa~t on our lto•Nhold la dramatic. 

J have kept rt:~v,ds for a number of years and t detail SQme of the infonnation below: -

• Y@ 
• 2006 
• 2007 
• 200R 
• 2009 
• 201(1 
• 2011 
• 2012 

Kwh. Used 
37,500 
37,140 
41,340 
33,600 
J2.604 
29,268 
28,658 

Cost 
$2.788 
$2,828 
$3,231 
$2.800 - New Heat pump & furnace installed 
~2:;ss 
$2.923 
$3.174 

rJ: 
\. . .i .. , 
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It was apparent to us in 2008 that although we were doing what we could to keep our 
electrical usage low, it was difficult and the cost continued to climb. So we had an energy 
assessment done under the Live Smart BC program. We took heed of the evaluation 
report which among other things, recommended that we install a heat pump and replace 
the old furnace, so we did that at a significant cost. The advisor reported that we could 
reduce our ~nergy consumption by up to 43%. We implemented the majority of the 
recommendations and as can be seen from the information above there was a significant 
reduction in energy consumption .. 

By our own efforts we have managed to continue to reduce usage every year since 2009. 
Please note that in 2012 usage was down by 610 KW or 2%, but the cost was !1JU!I 
$251 or 8.6°/o. 

This year the February bill was $1,179 on 9048 Kwh versus $934 on 9012 Kwh in 2012. 
The April bill is $730 compared to last year of $564, a com biped increase of ove.- 20% 

It is important for you to note that we do not use natural gas for heating the house, we use 
forced air which is heated by an electric furnace. Neither do we use natural gas to heat the 
water tank that is done by electricity. The appliances are all powered by electricity. The 
only natural gas used in the house is at the living room fire place and it used very rarely. 

The reason why we purchased a house that uses only electricity is because Joan bas 
allergies and the use of natural gas is one of the triggers that gives her serious problems. 
Consequently'the two block system imposed by Fortis BC which they cheerfully state in 
their most recent news letter is not their fault and J quote ··Fortis BC was directed by the 
BC Utilities Commission .... ... .. " 

You as the BC Utilities Commission I am sure have a responsibUity to the consumer as 
well as to the large corporations and we would appreciate your comments as to how the 
many significant increases detailed above can be justified. 

Sincerely, 

CC: Fortis BC 
Castanet.net 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Mr. 

Wednesday, October 29, 2014 11:51 AM 

Fortis BC Survey 

Yesterday I received a survey from Fortis BC regarding our household consumption of electricity. I would like to enhance my responses to the survey with 
the following comments. 

We built our home in 2008 with an eye to living there throughout the period we raise our children and to making the best choices for energy efficiency we 
could. 

We researched various options prior to construction for the major energy issues associated with home construction choosing low e glass throughout the 
home, upgrading insulation throughout the home, installing programmable thermostats with independent controls for 7 different zones in the home among 
many other things. All of which we chose to pay a premium to include within our home for the purpose of energy efficiency and our commitment to 
participating in reducing our impact on the environment. 

The biggest impact, and by far the largest investment cost for us, was the decision to use geothermal heating and cooling. This is a decision that we have 
come to regret. 

Geothermal heating and cooling was, and continues to be, touted by the provincial government as an environmentally considerate choice, based primarily 
on its zero emissions rating. 
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I should point out that in 2008 natural gas was the primary alternative heat source available in BC and while high efficiency furnaces are highly rated for 
their low emissions, geothermal was and continues to be rated as better on the emissions front. Natural gas prices were also at all time highs in 2008 with 
the shale gas revolution just taking hold. Electrical rates increased each year but in study after study geothermal heating and cooling was shown to be cost 
effective on top of being the better choice from an environmental view. We chose to spend the significant extra money associated with using this 
geothermal system. 

In the years since we occupied our home, electricity rates have continued to climb and recently (2012) the BCUC made a unilateral decision to introduce 
tiered electrical rates, the subject matter of your survey. This was decried by the geothermal community as overly punitive, especially to home owners who 
had 'made the right choice' on an environmental basis, with the full support and encouragement of the BC government! 

Despite being approached by geothermal advocates the BCUC has refused to consider exempting residential geothermal operators from the tiered rate 
structure despite our inability to operate these highly efficient systems within the boundary of the lower rate tier. That is egregious in my opinion. 

Our home remains young in age yet we have had the LiveSMart BC certified energy audit in the hopes of finding ways to further reduce our 
consumption. The auditor called prior to attending our home to question why on earth we would be asking him to come to our relatively new home that 
already has the highest possible efficiency ratings available in the marketplace. Never the less he did attend our home and confirm that we had already 
installed everything that was considered the most energy efficient option from insulation to low-e glass to, of course, the geo system. 

I continue to press our political representatives to change the BCUC policy on tiered rates as applied to consumers who have born the added expenses of 
geothermal to be as energy efficient as possible, but to no avail. 

For their part, Fortis has offered little to no interest or support to our challenges. Despite being questioned repeatedly throughout our first years occupying 
the home Fortis flatly rebuffed all attempts we made to discover why our home was consuming so much power relative to other comparable homes on the 
street. In 2012 we finally diagnosed our geothermal unit as faulty and the entire unit was replaced, which has reduced our energy consumption by roughly 
1/3. But Fortis displayed no interest in helping us identify the problem. 

I would ask you to encourage your company to help when home owners contact them seeking ways to improve their energy consumption. Fortis has 
comparables that we as home owners simply do not have (aside from talking with our neighbours and wondering why our electrical bills are significantly 
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bigger). When one home is consuming conspicuously more electricity than any other home in the neighbourhood, that should warrant a discussion if the 
homeowner requests assistance. 

I would also encourage you to discuss the tiered rate policy with the BCUC as it applies to residential geothermal consumption. These units simply cannot 
operate within the lowest tier of electrical pricing. How much more are we to be punished? 

Sincerely, 
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From: -
Sent: Wednesday, November 5, 2014 9:58 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Survey 

Thank you for getting back to me. I received an email back from Fortis Customer Service advising me she has forwarded my email to Powersense. 

Sent from 

> On Nov 4, 2014, at 10:54 AM, 
> 
' ,. 

> 

> First of all thank you for completing the survey. Secondly, would you like me to ask someone from our PowerSense group to contact you? 

> 
> 

> 

> 

> 
> 
> 

' ,. 
------------------

> Sent: November 4, 2014 10:42 AM 
>To: _ 
> Cc: FortisBC Customer Service - Electricity 
> Subject: Survey 
> 
> I just completed the online survey I was sent by Fortis for customers who use over 1,600 kWh bimonthly, as per your request. 
> 
> We moved into this home in September 2007. I have kept a spreadsheet of our Fortis usage since moving in here. In 2008, our average usage per day was 117 kWh 

and our monthly equal payment was $228.00. We have worked very hard at lowering our usage over the past 7 years, and in 2013, our average usage per day was 98 

kWh and our monthly equal payment has skyrocketed to $446.00. 
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> 

> We signed up for the Okanagan Energy Diet last fall, to try and discover ways we can lower our electricity bill. We live in a rural farming area, and natural gas is not 
available to us on our street. I was one of the first to sign up, mainly to be able to take advantage of the grant that the ROOS was providing, so that my initial energy 
assessment would work out to only $35 our cost (we had been quoted in the past over $350 for the assessment, due to our location, which is approximately 45 
minutes from Penticton and 25 minutes from Osoyoos) 
> 
> About 2 weeks after I signed up, I received a call advising me that the energy assessment company would be in my area the next day, and could they come by for my 
assessment. Unfortunately, we had purchased tickets for a show in Kelowna weeks in advance, and would not be home when the energy assessment company would 
be in my area. They advised they would contact me the next time they were in the area. 
> 
> We never heard from them again. I sent emails to the address provided to me by Fortis' Energy Diet team, advising them of this, and never heard back. I also 
advised a Fortis team of this when I saw their booth at the Rock Creek fair this September. To this date, I have never heard back from ANYONE from Fortis. 
> 
> I can understand now why people go to the media with their stories about Hydro companies. Our monthly bill is higher than our food bill, however we have done 
everything in our power to try to bring it down. There are only 3 of us in our small home, we mainly heat with wood, barely used our A/C units this past summer, use 
our dryer sparingly, have installed programmable thermostats and energy efficient light bulbs, etc, etc, but nothing seems to bring our bills lower. 

> 
> I will be very interested to see if this survey actually makes a difference. 
> 
> Thank you for your time, 

> 
> 
> 
> 
--------------

> This email was sent to you by FortisBC*. The contact information to reach an authorized representative of FortisBC is 16705 Fraser Highway, Surrey, British Columbia, 
V4N OE8, Attention: Communications Department. You can unsubscribe<http://www.fortisbc.com/About/Newsletters/Unsubscribe/Pages/default.aspx> from 
receiving further emails from FortisBC or email us at unsubscribe@fortisbc.com<mailto:unsubscribe@fortisbc.com>. 

> 
> *"FortisBC" refers to the FortisBC group of companies which includes FortisBC Holdings. Inc., FortisBC Energy Inc., FortisBC Energy (Vancouver Island) Inc., FortisBC 
Energy (Whistler) Inc., FortisBC Inc., FortisBC Alternative Energy Services Inc. and Fortis Generation Inc. 
> 
> This e-mail is the property of FortisBC and may contain confidential material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any review, use, distribution or disclosure 
by others is strictly prohibited. FortisBC does not accept liability for any errors or omissions which arise as a result of e-mail transmission. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender immediately and delete all copies of the message including removal from your hard drive. Thank you. 
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From: 
Sent: Tuesday, October 28, 2014 5:29 PM 
To: -
Subject: Discovery Research Survey ... ID 2225 

Importance: High 

Good day 

I have just completed the FortisBC online survey ... l REALLY hope it makes a difference. 

Must admit, I was very disappointed to NOT have a section to provide comments .... so here goes: 

We have lived on our property here in Kelowna for the last 40 years! But now ... l am tired of being RAPED by the FortisBC two-tier system (RCA). 
Obviously, devised by a bunch of bureaucrats who give no thought to how this affects me and other landowners trapped in the ALA (Agricultural Land 
Reserve). Clearly, the system was devised for residences where electricity AND natural gas are available. I have no such luxury. Confined to the two-tier 
system, I use up the available 'cheap' energy in the first few days of the month and pay DOUBLE for the rest of the month. AAARRGGGHHH!!!! 

My Fortis bill (approaching $600/month in the winter) looks like I have a 'grow-op' on my property .... perhaps I will have to put one in, in order to 
pay for my bill(?). And it's not like I have an old decrepit house .... our home is barely 20 yrs old with 2x6 walls, good windows & insulation, heat pump etc. 

Please ... is there anything that can be done for residents like myself & my family? 

All for now .... grumblings from a dissatisfied customer! 

Regards; 
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Wrii&ht. Walter 

From: 
Sent 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear _ 

Friday, October 24, 2014 5:23 PM 

Fortis Survey comments 

I sincerely hope that this survey I just filled out will have an impact on the way the RCR is calculated and not another facade to look like you are doing 
something about the unfair RCR pricing. 
There should be a consideration for customers that do not have access to any other means of heating their homes other than electricity. We are getting 
real tired of people that have access to natural gas laughing at our situation where we have no other choice but use electricity and severely exceed the RCR 
threshold month after month during the colder months. 
We think you are really doing the province a disfavor by allowing this to continue. We and other like us have already or are considering resurrecting the old 
inefficient wood burning fireplace as an alternative to high priced electricity. 
Sincerely, 
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From: 
Sent 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello 

Thursday, November 6, 2014 3:59 PM 

Kelowna BC 

I appreciate Fortis reaching out to us on this; I had been trying for results via BCUC with no success. 

My home is a unique scenario in that I just built it new in 2011 to all City of Kelowna code standards and above. I installed a horizontal loop Geothermal field for 
heating and cooling via heat-pumps, with back-up heating via gas fireplace. The home uses more electricity than average due to the fact that all its systems run via 
electricity. The property is also a farm (fruit orchard) also and all irrigation is drawn from a well driven by variable electric pump; hence, bimonthly use above 
1,600kWh is unavoidable. Is there not a "farm classification" rate that would apply to a user like me? I've often felt that should "carbon credits" be more than pure 
window dressing, shouldn't they certainly apply to an end user like myself who has invested in carbon neutral technology? The Discovery Research survey makes 
reference to an " EcoENERGYor LiveSmart BC certified energy audit", would you have more information regarding these and if they might be applicable to my scenario? 

Thank you & best regards, 
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From: 
Sent: Thursday, November 6, 2014 12:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fortis Survey 

Dear Mr. 

I recently received a survey from Fortis whose results will form part of a report to the BCUC regarding the RCR. While I am pleased that Fortis is 
consulting with its customer base, I wanted to make two points: 

1. It is disappointing that Fortis is using the same misleading terminology - Residential Conservation Rate - that the BCUC is employing. I would have 
hoped that Fortis would distance itself from the use of that term, which is simply designed to try and sweeten a grossly unfair energy pricing scheme. 

2. There is not a single question on the survey related to affordability. Whether or not rates, made even worse by the two-tier rate for those customers who 
only have electricity as their energy source, are now even remotely affordable is really the central question. I wish you were willing to address this issue 
since it gets to the heart of the matter. 

I will complete the survey, but given in the intransigence of the BCUC, I fully expect nothing will come of it. I have resigned myself to the fact that Fortis 
customers will continue be mistreated, aided and abetted by the BCUC, until the government steps in and does something. 

Sincerely, 

1 
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May 7, 2014 
Our File: 999025-2 

VIA EMAIL 

FortisBC 
100- 1975 Springfield Road 
Kelowna, BC VI Y 7T7 

Attention: 

Dear Sirs and Madams: 

Re: October 31, 2013 RCR Report (the "Report") 

Further to my April 11, 2014 letter, a copy of which is enclosed, I would appreciate receiving a response 
ssible. 

cc - Secretary of the BC Utilities commission via e-mail: complaints@BCUC.com 

999025-00002/JJoc#0217850 



April 11, 2014 
Our File: 

FILE COPY 

VIA EMAIL AND REGULAR MAIL 

FortisBC 
100-1975 Springfield Road 
Kelowna, BC VI Y 7T7 

Attention: 

Dear Sirs and Mesdames: 

Re: October 31, 2013 RCR Report (the "Report") 

I have made a few submissions to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (the "BCUC'') criticizing 
the RCR program and commenting on FortisBC's application for a future rate increase plan over 5 
years. I have recently read the Report. The BCUC has assumed and the Report claims that the RCR 
program "promotes conservation". This is surprising because there is no evidence in the Report that that 
behavioral electrical consumption reductions have occurred as a result of the RCR program as opposed 
to other factors. The issue here is not whether there were electrical consumption reductions one year 
over another. The issue is whether those reductions are related to the RCR program or not 

You have been asked by the BCUC to provide more information on the impacts which the RCR program 
has on high consumption customers. That is one question that should be asked, but there are a number 
of other questions which should also be asked. It seems no one is asking them, or if asked, they have not 
been answered, either by the BCUC, FortisBC or others. Unless there is a thorough analysis of the 
effectiveness of the RCR program at conserving power consumption, any supplemental report you 
provide will be incomplete and will not help answer whether the RCR program is effective. 

My goal in writing you is to hopefully get answers to my questions which will get to the bottom of 
whether the RCR program is effective or reasonably connected with its stated objective. The difficulty I 
have encountered and which I believe FortisBC is affected by, is that the BCUC has presumed the RCR 
program is effective which is why it implemented the RCR program and required FortisBC to make the 
application to approve it. This systemic bias and inertia is formidable. FortisBC undoubtedly has its 
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own reasons (future rate increase applications and the like) to let the BCUC hear what it wants to hear. 
This review process seems to be one of FortisBC offering cooperation with the RCR program in the 
hope of receiving reciprocal cooperation on other matters. This is only one of the problems which arises 
when a regulatory decision maker initiates an "innovative" program on its own and then asks for a utility 
to apply for it, and once approved, to investigate and critique the acues program. 

The purpose of the Report was to "evaluate the effectiveness of the RCR program, in particular with 
respect to its impact on conservation" to assist the Commission on what future action is warranted. With 
respect to this conclusion, do you agree that: 

1. The basic premise behind the RCR program is to increase the customer cost of block 2 power so that 
those customers are encouraged to alter their behavior to ''conserve,, or reduce their consumption of 
electricity? 

2. The BCUC asked FortisBC to make the RCR program as a conservation promoting tool that was 
presumed to be effective? 

3. The assumption behind the RCR is if electricity is made to be more expensive through the RCR 
program, tbe customer will, be encouraged to alter behavior and conserve consumption? 

4. Another assumption behind the RCR program is that a consumer must be aware of the RCR program 
and how it operates for the incentive to conserve to become operative? 

5. If through the RCR program, the cost of electricity drops for a consumer or there is no cost change 
for that customer, there is cost incentive to encourage that consumer to conserve under the program? 

6. If the cost of electricity drops for a conswner there actually may be a disincentive for that consumer 
to conserve consumption of electricity? 

7. The Report indicates 71% of your residential customers have actually experienced a reduction or no 
change to the cost of their electricity wider the RCR program. Do you therefore admit the RCR rate 
per se has provided no motivation for those 71 % of your customers to conserve electricity? 

8. On page 13 of the Report, you indicate that 71 % of customers are not aware of the RCR. Is this 
partially connected to the fact that 71 % of your customers have not been negatively affected by the 
RCRsystem? 

9. Of the complaints received about the RCR system, what portion thereof were from customers 
negatively impacted by the RCR system? What portion thereof were from customers positively 
impacted ( on a billing impact basis) by the RCR system? 

On page 1 of the Report, FortisBC applied a correction for equal monthly billing clients to adjust for the 
fact the RCR billing system created discriminatory billing for those customers because they were 
charged differently than they would have been charged without the equal monthly billing system. I am 
interested in FortisBC was so interested in focusing on alleviating this discrimination. Do you agree: 
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10. FortisBC can adjust its billings to eliminate discriminatory practices in its billing system? 

11. This equal monthly payment adjustment was done to eliminate a discriminatory aspect to the RCR 
program for those customers? 

12. How many customers received this adjustment? 

13. Of these customers. what was the amount of the adjustments received by them (outline both positive 
and negative adjustments if applicable)? 

14. The RCR is discriminatory against customers with larger homes and detached homes and in favour 
of customers with smaller homes, and townhouse/apartment condo homes? 

15. FortisBC presently has no customer data on how large or what style (detached, apartment condo, 
townhouse etc.) a customer's home is? 

16. Is the relative impact of RCR discrimination on this ground (15) more significant than the relative 
impact ofRCR discrimination on customers receiving equalized monthly bills? 

17. The RCR is discriminatory against customers with larger families or people in a residence and in 
favour of people living on their own or with a smaller family? 

18. FortisBC has no customer data on how large their customer's families are or the number of people 
supported by a service? 

19. Is the relative impact of RCR discrimination on this ground (17) more significant than the relative 
impact ofRCR discrimination on customers receiving equalized monthly bills? 

20. The RCR is discriminatory against customers who live in a rural environment who need to support 
out buildings etc. and in favour of customers who live in the urban condo/apartment style 
environment? 

21. FortisBC has no customer data on the customers' living situation (rural/urban)'! 

22. Is the relative impact of RCR discrimination on this ground (20) more significant than the relative 
impact of RCR discrimination on customers receiving equalized monthly bills? 

23. Did Fortis make any effort to obtain any such customer data from the survey group or control group 
and if so what are the results of that enquiry? 

24. The RCR is discriminatory because Block 2 Rate paying customers negatively impacted actually 
subsidize Block I rate customers whose bill impacts are positive? 

25. Is the relative impact of RCR discrimination on this ground (24) more significant for them than the 
relative impact of RCR discrimination on customers receiving equalized monthly bills? 
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26. The RCR is discriminatory against customers who use electricity for heat and light and in favour of 
customers who split their energy needs between electricity and natural gas? 

27. Is the relative impact of RCR discrimination on this ground (26) more significant than the relative 
impact of RCR discrimination on customers receiving equalized monthly bills? 

28. Is it not true that from the date of the initial implementation of the RCR, that any future rate 
increases approved by the BCUC in the future will only aggravate the disparity and discriminatory 
aspects of the RCR program? 

29. Of the recent rate increase approved by the BCUC what is the relative bill impact disparity between 
Block 1 rates and Block 2 rates? 

30. On page 33 of the Repo~ you refer to bill impacts and conservation impact Is it not true that a 
customer's electrical consumption is not necessarily connected with how efficiently they consume 
electricity? 

31 . ls it in the best interests of the goal to conserve electricity that all customers be motivated to 
conserve electrical consumption? 

32. With the RCR program, at least 70% of all customers do not receive any "conservation impact" from 
the RCR program? Instead this 70% receive a neutral or less expensive or positive ''billing impact" 
from the RCR program? 

33. Does it not then follow that almost% of FortisBC customers are not being motivated to conserve 
electricity through either a conservation impact or a negative billing impact from the RCR program? 

34. Is it not true that the discriminatory aspects of the RCR program would be reduced by lowering the 
block rate consumption threshold, thereby broadening the "conservation impact'' and lessening the 
negative billing impact of high consumption (remembering that is not necessarily mean "careless" or 
''wasteful") customers ? 

35. Is it not true that broadening the application of the negative impact of the RCR program would 
actually promote conservation among a greater proportion of your customer base, in effect 
broadening the "conservation impact" and lessening the customer bill impact among FortisBC 
customers generally? 

36. Is it not in the best interests of promoting conservation that all customers receive a "conservation 
impact" on their electrical bill? Is it not true that a single flat rate increase accomplishes this 
objective? 

37. Why does FortisBC not advocate for eliminating the RCR program altogether? 

38. Would a single flat rate with a proportionate rate increase for all customers to create a conservation 
fund to be accessed by customers making decisions that lead to the conservation of their own 
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individual conswnption levels, most equitably and fairly apply a "conservation impacf, and similarly 
avoid a discriminatory (either negative or positive) "billing impact>'? 

I have some concerns as to whether FortisBC has access to data which can correlate how many of its 
residential customers are actually serviced by NG? On page 23 of the Report, you state that the 
disparity in consumption is reported to be lower than if the population was separated into groups 
with/without NG access. You deny that the Company is able to provide this separation. I do not 
widerstand why that would be the case. Your winter 2014 FortisBC Powerlines brochure reports on its 
last page that FortisBC BC is "integrating with the company,s natural gas operations resulting in a 
smaller management team.', From this the following questions may arise: 

39. Does FortisBC BC and FortisBC Energy BC share computer and software resources with respect to 
billing, etc.? Can they? 

40. Are the data base systems used by the two companies "compatible" or could they be used to find 
customer matches or separations? 

41. Is it possible for FortisBC BC and Fortis Energy BC to establish how many electrical customers also 
have natural gas service? If not, why not? 

42. Can Fortis Energy BC track customers who dropped NG service when they converted to electrical 
heat pumps? 

43. Has Fortis Energy BC been asked by the Commission to implement a RCR system for natural gas 
customers? 

44. With respect to FortisBC "Reduce your Use" program: 

a Why did FortisBC eliminate its energy efficient light rebate program on December 31, 2013? 

b. When did this rebate program start? 

c. Did you promote the rebate program specifically to people you knew were likely to be 
negatively impacted by the RCR? I can say for myself that you did not. Why not? 

d. How many of your residential customers took advantage of the rebate program during its 
lifetime? 

e. How much money did each customer receive (OK to group them somewhat)? 

f. How much money was rebated to customers under the program in total over what period(s) 
of time? 

g. Of the customers who took these steps, how much did their electrical consumption change? 
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In terms of general customer education and awareness, I believe there was a reason customers were 
generally ignorant of the RCR program. The responsibility falls on the quality of the education and 
information provided about it. What I also notice is that there is much talk about "confusing the public". 
What is confusing is that the RCR is solely intended to promote conservation, 70% of the customers 
receive no "conservation impact" from it, they actually receive a reverse impact, and it is known to be 
discriminatory in many respects. Please answer the following questions about your RCR education 
program: 

45. Why did the customer direct mailing regarding the RCR program referred to in page 16 of the 
Report only go to 12,800 customers? 

46. Who received this mailing? 

47. What did you do to differentiate this mailing from the other promotional mailings you send out (i.e. 
Powerlines Newsletter)? 

48. Did the direct mailings explain to the customer receiving it what the impact may be on their 
particular service and electrical costs? Ifnot, why not? Did you think of doing so? Why didn't you 
do that? 

49. Did you direct this mailing to customers who were negatively impacted by RCR, explaining why this 
was so and what they could do to help themselves? If not, why not? 

50. Is it not true that FortisBC could identify customers who would likely be negatively impacted by 
RCR? 

51. What information does FortisBC have about how many of its customers actually read its mail-outs? 

52. Did FortisBC write to its customers who were negatively affected by the RCR program t.o explain 
how and why the RCR program would negatively affect them (from a billing impact point of view) 
and the extent to which that might happen, and point out there is a LCD light rebate program to 
help? Could you have done so? Did you think of doing so? Why didn't you do that? 

53. Did FortisBC write to its customers who were positively affected (billing impact- which equates to 
a negative "conservation impact'') by the RCR program to explain why this might happen (i.e. they 
are being subsidized by the others?)? Could you have done so? Did you think of doing so? Why 
didn't you do that? 

You state on page 1 of the report that ''there was a moderate level of awareness of the RCR program". 
Later, you admit that generally, customers are ignorant of how RCR actually works and how RCR 
impacts them. On page 13 of the Report you state "71 % of customers are not aware of the RCR, and of 
those who are aware there seems to be only a passing familiarity with how the rate works and the intent 
of its introduction." On page 25 of the Report you st.ate there was little evidence that awareness equates 
to conservation. The truth is there was no evidence of a connection between awareness of RCR and 
consumption behavior. On page 25 of the report, you state that "RCR was not a top-of-mind concern 
among participants ... and was often confused with time of use rates." On page 26 of the Report you state 
''three-in-ten (29%) ofFortisBC electrical customers are aware of the RCR". On page 30 of the Report, 
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you state: "Given the current existing lack of understanding of RCR. ... " These statements are seriously 
inconsistent with your initial statement of "moderate awareness", which could be described in its best 
light, as misleading, and at worst, misrepresentation. To clarify further: 

54. Is it not true that a customer's claim of familiarity with RCR could be distinct from customer 
actually being famj)jar with RCR? 

55. How was "awareness" measured or determined? 

56. Was "awareness" measured by "having heard about it somewhere"? 

57. In terms of the awareness chart in Figure 5, did the researchers test those customers who claimed to 
be somewhat familiar (14%) or very familiar (5%) with RCR whether they actually were familiar 
with it and the degree to which they were familiar with it? If so, what did they discover? If not, why 
not? 

58. If you didn't test whether the claims of "familiarity" were true, is it possible that in the end, all 
customers were actually not familiar with RCR? 

59. Is it true that "awareness" does not mean" awareness and understanding of how the RCR works"? 

60. Why do you describe awareness levels at the beginning of the report as "moderate"? 

61. What would be described as "low awareness''? 

62. What would be described as "high awareness"? 

63. If you added '1mderstanding of how RCR actually works and impacts customers" to whether a 
customer was "aware" of the RCR program, is it true that there is overall "little to no awareness" of 
the RCR program? 

64. Did you ask what people actually did to conserve and what motivated them to do so? 

65. If there is little or no awareness of the RCR program, is it not true customer behavior would not be 
affected by it? 

On page 1 of the Report, you state "RCR is providing conservation results with a range of savings from 
22.5 to 52.4 GWh." Page 31 refers to "conservation results, while present, are uncertain and less than 
forecast." I do not understand from the report how FortisBC comes to that conclusion. FortisBC 
purports to explain how this is on page 19 of the report, but there is no statistical proof in support of the 
stated conclusion. You state RCR has only been around for a year, but you fail to go historically except 
to a limited degree on page 22 of the report. There you look at survey results of the Survey Group over 
three years. You also refer to a much smaller and less statistically significant Control Group. On page 
22 you also mention consumption within the admittedly small control group remains flat. On the bottom 
of page 17, you admit that "actual consumption behavior is beyond the control of the Company", but is 
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it not also true that "actual consumption is to some extent always beyond the control of the customer?''. 
Why don't you mention that as well? 

Table 7 is entitled "RCR Savings'\ On page 28 of the Report states: "Those who have noticed an 
increase in their energy bills are more. likely to have conducted most conservation activities." You 
suggest such activities occur but there is no evidence of that. You do not say customers actually 
conserved electricity by their own behavior, nor what they did to conserve, nor what factors contributed 
or led to conservation. Your statement speculates. All that is proven and certain with the · RCR 
structure, low users are being subsidized by the higher users. Increases in rates resulting under the RCR 
only aggravate this scenario into the future (see top paragraph p.32 of report). You mention that there is 
consumption reduction from year 2 to 3, but don't mention there was also a reduction from year 1 to 2. 
What caused these reductions? Why do you suggest the year 2 to 3 drop in consumption is due to the 
RCR? What caused the year 1 to 2 drop in consumption? What happened the year or two years, or even 
three years before those? 

I have submitted historical consumption data for my own residence for 10 years and you have likely 
seen it 

Billing Period KWH Billed Diff Yrly C~ns Dlff Rate % Amount Billed 

2004 Totals 35640 kwh 5.75 2402.52 
2005 Totals 31120 -4520 3.4 2216.17 

2006Totals 30120 -1000' 5.9 2263.62 
" 

2007Totals 33040 2920 3.3. 2526.26 
2008Totals 32000 -1040 2.9 2532.98 
2009Totals 34000 2000 7.6 2829.62 
Totals 2010 33680 -320 6 3041.54 
Totals 2011 34640 959.9 12.2 3462.12 
Totals 2012 33988 -651.9 19.5 3742.21 

Totals 2013 31508 -2480 10 4033.73 

Overall, it shows a general decrease in consumption, with occasional increases, most likely due to 
climate and perhaps a loss of efficiency in the insulation attributes of the home as the home gets older. 
No one can attribute changes to consumption to careless use. The main variation leading to changes in 
consumption is most likely climate variations. Climate would probably account for variations on 
annual consumption figures which could easily absorb any of the differences in Table 10 of the Report. 
So looking at the effect of RCR on consumption: 

66. Did people actually reduce consumption based on their behavior or on other factors, or both? 

67. It is not true that a reduction of consumption without more information, does not prove the RCR 
caused the reduction on consumption? 

68. Is it not true that the title of Table 10 of the report is more properly or accurately named "Customer 
Consumption Changes" as opposed to "RCR savings"? 
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69. Who among the various billing categories of customers outlined on Figure 4 and Table 5 of the 
Report conserved electrical consumption year over year during the last 4 years, and by how much? 

70. How did those who conserved electricity actually do it? 

71. What motivated those who acted to conserve consumption? 

72. Did the RCR have anything to do with it? 

73. Is it not true that annual reductions in consumption one year over the next may have nothing to do 
with billing rates generally? 

74. Is it not true that annual reductions in consumption one year over the next may have nothing to do 
with the RCR being there or not? 

75. Does the RCR promote increased consumption by the 71 % of your customer base with a neutral or 
positive billing impact? 

76. Did the RCR result in increased consumption among any customer groups? 

77. Did other factors promote conservation? 

78. If so, what were they? Climate? 

79. Did F ortisBC conduct any other surveys or gather statistical data on the RCR program or customer 
consumption that you did not disclose in this report? 

80. Do you know the statistical accuracy of the survey results cited in the Report? If so, what are they? 
If not, why not? Are the survey results actually statistically valid for any purpose? 

In the report you state the RCR system is revenue neutral. From information gathered from your 
financial statements, I observe the following: 

- . - - lns:stms: sia,,m,ni - ---- -i --
,.. 

20k 2006 2007 2008 2009 2910 2011 2012 2113 %1Dcreue 
tJedridty 
Reve- $176427 $204 839 $211400 $222667 $240 ISi $248 821 $279400 $285000 $310400 76% 
Otller 
Reveue $6599 $2763 SB.314 $6~3 $3949 $8093 $3.300 S8.400 -$1.700 -126% 
Total 
Revuai: $18J 026 $207602 S2J9714 $229710 $244100 S2S6 914 s,.R, ,oo 1293400 $~700 69% 

FortisBC was not obviously a company experiencing a "revenue neutral" experience from the RCR 2012 
over 2011, nor 2013 over 2012. Please answer the following: 

81. What was FortisBC's total electrical supply in GWH to all residential customers affected by the 
RCR for 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013? 
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82. What was FortisBC's total electrical supply revenues to all residential customers affected by the 
RCR for 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013? 

83. Of the increased revenue in these years: 

a. How much (total amount and%) of that was caused by increased conswnption by those 
customers? 

b. How much (total amount and%) was to supply to new customers to the grid? 

c. How much (total amount and%) was attributable to general rate increases approved by the 
BCUC? 

d. What portion of this revenue was contributed by the billing categories listed in Figure 4 and 
Table 5? 

84. Looking at the first quarter of 2014 (since your January 1, 2014 rate increase), and comparing it to 
the first quarter of 2013: 

a What was FortisBC's total electrical supply in GWH to all residential customers? 

b. What was FortisBC's total electrical supply revenues to all residential customers? 

c. Of the increased revenue in this first quarter year over year: 

1. How much (total amount and%) of that was caused by increased consumption by 
those customers? . 

ii. How much (total amount and%) was to supply to new customers? 

iii. How much (total amowit and%) was attributable to general rate increases? 

iv. How was the rate increase allocated and paid among the billing categories listed 
in Figure 4 and table 5? 

I was also looking at FortisBC operating costs and trying to understand them. From the financial 
statements I observed that something significant happened in your financial reporting beginning in 2010. 
In particular look at the following: 
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2004 2006 2007 2008 2009 2910 2011 2012 2013 %mreue 
~r 
Parcbue 
Coats $59.014 $67S76 $68.048 $68 190 S71.SS3 ffl.97S S71600 $76000 UJ JOO 41% 
Opentq 
Ca1b $36804 $33021 $3S 442 $36 SS4 $3776S $63 873 $10800 $73 300 $76 IIM 109% 
lntom 
Tue,PaJd $8.1S4 $6332 $S?.?.9 $5.280 $4.212 $4.llS $9400 $8800 S12000 47% 
TtlalCatta 1103.972 $106.929 $108.719 $110 024 S!IBJO $141.033 $151800 S!Sl.100 $172100 66% 

' 

NetEamlnnl $21 935 $26S10 S300S6 $32..664 $36 .,, .. S41.760 S47~ $49000 $49600 126% 
lmickDd., 

. 
Paid S9~726 . $10,200 $11,~- $13,40Q $14,SOOI S)S,000. $16,09,0 ~4,!JOO $46,000 373% 

85. Why did FortisBC change its financial statement reporting regarding operating expenses starting in 
2010? 

86. What are all the differences between operating expense accounting on FortisBC financial statements 
prior to 2010 and from 2010 onwards? 

87. Is there any change to revenue accounting at this time? 

88. Why did FortisBC Pacific stop injecting additional capital (through share acquisitions) into FortisBC 
in 2010, 2011, and 2012 (resumed to pay for Kelowna utility purchase in 2013) which historically it 
did between 2004 and 2009? 

I look foiward to receiving your responses to my questions. I appreciate there are many questions he~, 
but getting truthful answers to them are important to me as a FortisBC customer, and to all of FortisBC 
customers generally, and to the integrity of the regulated BCUC system. I would appreciate if your 
follow report to the BCUC on the RCR answers them as well. 

nncl. 

cc - Secretary of the BC Utilities commission via e-mail: clectricityregulatoryaffairs@fortisbc.com 
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RCR REPORT FOR THE PERIOD JULY 1, 2012 TO JUNE 30, 2013

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On July 1, 2012 FortisBC Inc. (FortisBC, FBC or the Company) began billing its residential 
electric customers on a 2-tier rate designed to promote energy conservation by charging a 
higher rate for power consumed above 1,600 kWh over a two month period.  The rate, known as 
the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR), was implemented after the BC Utilities Commission 
(BCUC or the Commission) directed the Company to file an Application for a rate of this type 
and subsequently directed its implementation after a regulatory review which involved FortisBC 
customers and stakeholder groups.

The requirement to file an Evaluation Report by April 30, 2014 was included in the original 
Commission Order that approved the rate.  In response to customer concerns with the impact 
that the rate was having on certain customers, the Commission and the Company discussed 
advancing the filing date and by Order G-127-13 the Commission directed FortisBC to file the 
report on or before October 31, 2013.

The purpose of the Report as described in Order G-127-13 is to, “provide the utility, the 
Commission and the interveners the opportunity to evaluate the effectiveness of the Residential 
Conservation Rate (RCR) program, in particular with respect to its impact on conservation”, 
which will, “assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this matter.”

The Report examined the billing records of over 97,000 residential customers over the period 
examined by the report and found that:

The impact of the rate on annual customer billing is very close to that forecast in the 
original rate Application with approximately 71% of customers receiving bills lower than 
would have been received under an equivalent flat rate.

The Company’s Equal Payment Plan (EPP) that allows customers to receive 12 equal 
bills on a monthly basis could result in a higher billing of customer accounts.  The 
Company has applied a correction over the period since the implementation of the rate 
that provides a credit to customers where this has occurred.

The results show that the RCR is providing conservation results with a range of savings 
from 22.5 to 52.4 GWh.  The measured savings is within the range of the original 
estimate, but is on the low side.  The measured elasticity of demand for residential 
electricity consumption is estimated at -.086.

The results show that customers with electric heat and without access to natural gas 
have higher than average annual consumption which leads to a higher than average 
impact due to the implementation of the RCR.  This is consistent with information 
provided by the Company during the original Application process;

Customer research undertaken by the Company indicates there is a moderate level of 
customer awareness and familiarity with the RCR. Customers generally are supportive 
of the intent of the rate but have some reservation associated with the impact on certain 
higher consumption customers such as those with large families and electric heat.
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The Company has discussed a number of options for adjustments or changes to the 
RCR including changing the level at the threshold at which the higher Tier 2 price comes 
into effect, changing the manner in which rate increases are applied to the RCR rate 
components, flattening the rate to reduce the spread between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 price, 
and changing manner in which the rate is applied such that monthly or seasonal 
variations in customer usage are considered.

Raising the threshold level of consumption at which the higher Tier 2 price comes into 
effect will generally have a negative impact on higher consumption customers due to the 
impact that such a change has on the prices applied to consumption in both 
consumption blocks.

Any change made to the rate that reduces annual bills for some customers will 
necessarily raise bills for another customer group.  Generally high and low consumption 
customers will experience the opposite impact from any change to the rate.

The RCR does not result in any increase in revenue or profit for FortisBC, nor will any 
change made to the rate in the future.  The RCR is designed to be revenue neutral (ie. 
collect the same amount of revenue) with the flat rate, and results confirm that this is the 
case.
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2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

2.1 REGULATORY BACKGROUND
FortisBC implemented the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) beginning with the July 2012 
billing period.  This date was determined by the Commission in Order G-3-12.  Prior to July 
2012, FortisBC residential customers were billed under a flat rate consisting of two rate 
components – a fixed Customer Charge, and a flat Energy Charge that did not vary with the 
level of consumption.

The RCR, or inclining block rate1, first become a topic of discussion during the regulatory 
process associated with the Company’s 2009 Cost of Service and Rate Design Application.  In 
its opening statement during the oral hearing associated with that process, FortisBC stated that, 
“FortisBC does not propose to implement different residential rate structures, such as inclining 
block, in the relatively brief interim period before the contemplated installation of AMI.” There 
was, however, discussion of the inclining block rate structure during the information request 
phases of the process and questions posed to the Company during the oral hearing.

At the time, FortisBC expressed concerns that the impact of an inclining block rate may have 
undesirable impacts to electric heat2 customers, may cause stranded investment3, and that the  
impact on energy conservation was difficult to estimate with any surety.  A cumulative 
conservation of approximately 1.7% of residential load was forecast, and this assumption was 
later utilized in the Company’s Residential Inclining Block (RIB) rate Application.

Ultimately, the Commission directed FortisBC to submit an application for an inclining block rate 
by March 31, 2011.  The Company submitted the Application on that date.  A written regulatory 
process was initiated to review the Application.  The public process included the filing of the 
Application, associated evidence, two rounds of information requests and final arguments.  
There were 15 interveners registered in the process representing a wide range of interests. By 
the end of the process, 88 different rate options had been examined.

All of the various RIB options included in the original Application contained a key design 
parameter based on customer impact that acted as a constraint on the rates put forward for 
consideration.  Rates were designed with a cap on the number of customers exposed to annual 
bill increases greater than 10% due solely to the implementation of the RIB rate when compared 
to bills that would be received on the prevailing flat rate.  Rates options specified a cap of 0%, 
5%, and 10% of customers. Based on forecast customer bill impact and conservation, FortisBC 

1 When the Company submitted its application for the RCR in March of 2011 it referred to the rate as a Residential 
Inclining Block rate, or RIB.

2 Response to Okanagan Environmental Industry Alliance, Natural Resource Industries, and Hedley Improvement 
District, IR 2.10.2 in the COSA process.

3 FortisBC COSA Final Argument, page 53
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preferred an option with a 5% cap.4 Simply put, the rate option preferred by the Company 
specified that on a forecast basis,

The block 1 and block 2 rates are set such that 95% of customers will experience annual 
bill impacts of less than 10 percent.5

The data in the Application was therefore clear that based on the amount of consumption that 
was assumed to occur above the threshold of 1,600 kWh bi-monthly, which was a level set at 
approximately 90% of median consumption, 5% of customers would experience relative bill 
increases greater than 10%.  In addition, bill increases greater than 20% were indicated for 
0.2% of customers.  Without some degree of negative impact to customers, there is no revenue 
available with which to provide an incentive for customers to conserve energy.

On January 13, 2012, the Commission issued Order G-3-12 which approved the rate option 
preferred by the Company.  Specifically, the Order directed,

FortisBC is to implement this RIB rate as soon as is reasonably practicable, and 
by no later than July 31, 2012.  FortisBC is to file a revised Tariff Sheet for Rate 
Schedule 01, no later than 30 days prior to the date the RIB rate becomes 
effective.

and

FortisBC is directed to apply Pricing Principle 1 to future rate increases for the 
years 2012 to 2015.  Specifically:

(a) The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 
rebalancing increases;

(b) The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and
(c) The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining 

required revenue (i.e., the residual rate).

2.2 RATE COMPONENTS
The rate components in effect since the introduction of the RCR since the implementation date 
are as follows:

4 Original RIB options can be found in the Company’s March 31, 2011 RIB Application at page 22
5 March 31, 2011 RIB Application page 1
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Table 1: Residential Conservation Rates Since Implementation

Date July 1, 2012 January 1, 2013
Customer Charge ($/billing period) 29.65 30.33
Tier 1 Rate 8.258 8.803

12.003 12.952
Threshold 1600 kWh 1600 kWh
Block Differential6 1.45 1.47

The structure above provides that consumption up to the threshold during a two month billing 
period is billed at the Tier 1 Rate and consumption above the threshold is billed at the Tier 2 
rate.  While the price increases at the threshold, a customer will not actually receive a higher bill 
than under the flat rate until about 2,500 kWh are consumed.  The differential between the rates 
is intended to provide an incentive to reduce consumption.  The design of the rate including the 
pricing of the tiers and the threshold is revenue neutral to FortisBC as compared to the same 
overall residential consumption of a flat rate.

2.3 THE RESIDENTIAL CONSERVATION RATE REPORT
Commission Order G-3-12 also contained two directives related to reporting on the experience 
with the RCR as follows: 

5. FortisBC is directed to provide a RIB Rate Evaluation Report (Report) covering the 
period from the date of implementation to December 31, 2013.  This Report should 
provide the utility, the Commission and Interveners the opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the RIB program, in particular with respect to its impact on 
conservation. 

The Report is to include, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. The energy consumption reductions achieved; 
b. Whether the consumption reductions persist or are temporary;
c. How the rate design impacts electric heat customers; and
d. The resulting operating cost reductions to the utility. 

The Report should also include an in-depth analysis of the full long-run marginal cost 
of acquiring energy from new resources, including the long-run marginal cost to 
transport and distribute that energy to the customer, and how that cost compares to 
the Block 2 rate; the combined effect of integrating TOU and RIB rates on the 
conservation achieved by the RIB, should that information be available; an update of 
the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of interaction 

6 The Block Differential is the ratio of the Tier 2 to Tier 1 rates.  It will widen over time as long as some the Customer 
Charge is not subject to any general rate increase. 
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between RIB rates and Demand Side Management targets; comparison of energy 
usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct customers; and an 
analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its 
wholesale customers.  This Report should be submitted to the Commission no later 
than April 30, 2014. 

6. FortisBC is directed to establish a control group in conjunction with the introduction 
of the RIB rate to develop elasticity data for its own customers.  The results of this 
elasticity study are to be included in the RIB Rate Evaluation Report.

Subsequent to Order G-3-12, the Commission issued two further Orders amending the timing 
and scope of the RCR Report.

1. Order G-127-13 – Which required an interim report to be filed by FortisBC by October 31, 
2013 covering the period between the date of implementation and July 31, 2013, and 
amended the scope of the report to include additional items required by the Commission.  
Order G-127-13 is attached as Appendix A.

2. Order G-153-13 – This changed, at the request of the Company, the period to be included in 
the report to July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 inclusive. Order G-153-13 is attached as 
Appendix B.

The primary purpose of this RCR Information Report is to provide information on the impact of 
the RCR over the Report Period in light of the Commission’s comment in Order G-127-13 that,

This Report will assist the Commission to determine if any further action is warranted on this
matter.
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2.4 CUSTOMER COMPOSITION
A FortisBC customer consumption profile considers information from 97,873 customer accounts, 
including consumption billed from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 (the Report Period).  These 
customers were drawn from the following rate types:7

Table 2: RCR Customer Composition

Rate Type Number of Customers
Residential  - Bimonthly Billing 83,635
Residential  - Monthly Billing 14,238
Total 97,873

As context for the Report, the chart below shows a breakdown of the annual consumption 
characteristics of FortisBC customers based on bills issued during the Report Period. 

Figure 1: Consumption Distribution

Information in Figure 1 is interpreted as 5.4% of customers had consumption during the Report 
Period of between 0 and 999 kWh, 19.7% of customers had consumption during the Report 
Period of between 1,000 and 4,999 kWh etc.

7 Customers who were formally served by the City of Kelowna were not included as they were not FortisBC 
customers during the entire Report Period.
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Figure 2: Cumulative Consumption

Figure 2 above displays the percentage of customers with consumption below a certain level.  
For example, 25.1% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 4,999 kWh or 
less, 93.3% of customers had consumption during the Report Period of 24,999 kWh or less.  No 
customer had consumption greater than 490,999 kWh. (The highest consumption for any single 
customer was 490,308 kWh)

The simple annual mean consumption8 of the customer group is 11,181 kWh.  There is however 
significant variation within this result given the large percentage of FortisBC customers with 
consumption at the lower end.  For accounts with annual consumption of between 5,000 kWh 
and 35,000 kWh, the mean is 12,501 kWh.

8 Calculated as total consumption / total number of customers.
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Figure 3: Consumption Distribution for 5,000 – 35,000 kWh

n = 71,013
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3. OVERALL IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS DUE TO THE INTRODUCTION 
OF THE RCR

Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(g) and 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information 
on the,

Overall impact on customers due to the introduction of the RCR:

Percentage who have seen their bills decrease, by how much?

Percentage who have seen their bills increase, by how much? 

How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site 
Management  Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with 
the introduction of the RCR?  

Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please 
indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter.

An evaluation as to how the rate structure works with the Equal Payment Plan and 
indicate what action FortisBC is taking to ensure estimated bills are accurate

3.1 BILL IMPACT METHODOLOGY
The impact of the RCR on customer bill amounts over the Report Period is determined by 
comparing the total dollar amount of bills as calculated by applying both the RCR and the 
prevailing flat rate to the actual consumption recorded for each billing period.  This is the same 
basis for comparison that was used in evaluating the original RIB Application.

The Customer Bill Impact measures included in this report are based the aggregation of 
individual customer consumption over the Report Period.  In other words, they reflect the impact 
on all customers included in the analysis.  Individual customer accounts will vary from the 
averages presented. This measure is concerned primarily with the relative level of bills received 
under the RCR versus the bills that would have been received under a flat rate given the same 
level of consumption.  Such an examination provides information assuming that a customer 
made no behavioural or investment decisions as a result of the rate and also allows for the 
assessment of the revenue neutrality of the RCR.

In order to isolate the Customer Bill Impact of the RCR it is necessary to compare the billing 
information calculated using the RCR against that calculated using the flat rate that would be in 
effect had the RCR never been implemented.9  This rate is the same as the Residential Exempt 
Rate (RS03 and RS03A which differ from each other only in the level of the Threshold and 
Customer Charge). 

9 This comparison is the basis of the Residential Conservation Calculator available online at
http://www.fortisbc.com/Electricity/CustomerService/ForHomes/ResidentialConservationRate/Pages/default.aspx
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The Customer Bill Impact for the Report Period was determined using the rates in effect as of 
January 1, 2013.

Table 3:  FortisBC Residential Rates10

Rate Component Residential  Conservation Rate Flat Rate
Customer Charge $30.33 Bi-Monthly $32.53 Bi-Monthly
Tier One Rate $0.08803/kWh $0.10222/kWh
Tier Two Rate $0.12952/kWh n/a
Threshold 1,600 kWh Bi-Monthly n/a

For example, a residential customer on RS01 (Residential RCR with bi-monthly billing) would 
normally get 6 bills per year.  These six bills could have consumption as follows

Bill 1 1,200 kWh
Bill 2 1,800 kWh
Bill 3 1,900 kWh
Bill 4 2,000 kWh
Bill 5 1,200 kWh
Bill 6 1,100 kWh

Total consumption is 9,200 kWh which under the RCR would be billed 900 kWh at the Tier 2 
Rate and 8,300 kWh at the Tier 1 Rate assuming a 1,600 kWh Threshold.

Under the flat rate, all 9,200 kWh would be billed at the flat rate per kWh.

In each case, the applicable Customer Charge would be billed once for each of the 6 bills.

This would result in annual bills at the current rates of:

Table 4: Sample Bill Impact Comparison

8,300 kWh 900 kWh

Customer Charge Tier 1 Charges Tier 2 Charges Total Bill
Rate
RCR $           183 $         731 $         117 $         1,030 
Flat Rate $           195 $         940 n/a $         1,136 

10 Where customers are billed monthly, both the Customer Charge and the Threshold are ½ of the amounts shown.
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The annual totals under both scenarios can be compared to determine the impact due to the 
RCR on each bill.  This basic process was repeated for over 96,000 customers’ bills over the 
Report Period to arrive at the aggregate bill impact statistics for the residential customer base.

3.2 ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE DATA
No customers have been excluded from the analysis of consumption characteristics included in 
the Customer Distribution section of the report.  When considering financial billing impact, those 
customers with annual consumption above 100,000 kWh and below 120 kWh were excluded in 
an effort to prevent customers at the extremes of consumption from influencing the results for 
what would be considered more normal levels of consumption.  There are a number of 
customers at either end of the consumption range that could be considered atypical.  For 
example, there are:

1231 customers with consumption below 120 kWh

282 customers with consumption above 75,000 kWh

135 customers with consumption above 100,000 kWh

3 customers with consumption above 250,000 kWh

789 customers with consumption above 50,000 kWh that while comprising .8% of 
customers account for 5.7% of total consumption.
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3.3 OVERALL IMPACT ON CUSTOMERS DUE TO THE INTRODUCTION OF THE RCR
Based upon the customer research conducted by the Company for this report 71% of customers 
are not aware of the RCR and of those who are aware there seems to be only a passing 
familiarity with how the rate works and the intent of its introduction. 

When examining the impact of the RCR on the customer base overall, it is clear that the rate 
does not have a negative impact on the majority of customers.  For those customers who are 
negatively impacted and have publically stated opposition to the rate, it appears that the 
perception of the impact is greater than that actually experienced.  The group that is negatively 
affected is far smaller than is reflected by the publicity garnered by the rate.

The purpose of this section of the Report is to provide an accurate summary of the actual 
impact to customer bills due solely to the introduction of the RCR, and is based on the actual 
consumption of more than 96,000 customers over the Report Period.

FortisBC is not intending to in any way dismiss customer concerns with the RCR.  There are 
customers who have experienced bill increases versus the existing flat rate, which is consistent 
with the information contained in the original RIB Application. In some cases the increases are 
material and cannot be addressed through conservation efforts.

When faced with a high bill, customers often see only the dollar amount of the bill without 
properly attributing consumption and the level of rates generally as contributing factors.   A 
customer that receives a $1400 bill for two months of consumption can miss the fact that the 
roughly 12,000 kWh required to produce such a bill would result in a bill over $1200 on the flat 
rate.  The difference is not minor in terms of dollars, but it is certainly not the doubling or tripling 
of bills under the RCR that has been reported.  As shown by the data below, no customer has 
seen an increase greater than 23.011 % due to the RCR as compared to a bill that would result 
under the flat rate.  Most are much less even at very high consumption.  Certain groups of 
customers have been affected more than others, however the fact that part of the issue is with 
customer perception means that changing the structure of the rate can only have an impact on 
the portion of the increase that is actually attributable to the RCR.

For the purpose of the RCR Report, impact to customers’ bill amounts over the Report Period is 
determined by comparing the total amount of the bills as calculated by applying both RCR and 
the prevailing flat rate to the actual consumption recorded for each billing period.  This is the 
same basis for comparison that was used in evaluating the options presented in the original RIB 
Application.

The Company has maintained a Flat rate schedule (RS03) as a referent upon which to base the 
RCR.  This rate is also used for the customers in the Control Group and other exempt 

11 Of customers who had 6 billing periods of consumption during the report period.
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customers such as those with BC Assessment Farm status.12 This rate has been adjusted for 
rate increases since the implementation of the RCR in a manner consistent with past Company 
practice and would be the default residential rate in the absence of the RCR.  All comparisons in 
this section are therefore done by comparing the current RS03 rate to the current RCR.  

For clarity, if FortisBC had not been directed to implement a stepped rate, residential customers 
would be billed on a default flat rate that would be exactly the same as the current flat rate 
RS03.

This point is of particular importance in understanding customer concern directed at the RCR.  
The lack of an obvious comparator for the RCR leaves many customers who perceive an 
increase in electrical rates to blame the RCR where the isolated impact of the RCR is less than 
believed. 

The Company acknowledges that there was a general and rebalancing rate increase that took 
effect on January 1, 2013.  Since the differential percentage between the block 1 and block 2 
rates has increased slightly with that increase, the impact of the RCR will be slightly overstated 
in the analysis herein for the Report Period which uses current rates for the entire time.13

The distribution of customer annual bill impact due to the introduction of the RCR is shown in 
the chart below.14

12 A Farm Status exemption was granted by Commission Order G-167-12.
13 The block differential increases because the Customer Charge is frozen which requires the block 2 rate to 

increase faster than the block 1 rate.  Impact is overstated because the rate with the higher differential has been 
applied to the July 1, 2012-December 31, 2012 period.

14 Information in this section is drawn from all customers billed on RS01 and RS01A with consumption between 120 
and 100,000 kWh in the Report Period.
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Figure 4: Distribution of Bill Impact over the Report Period

Negative percentages indicate RCR savings as compared to the flat rate.

From the above chart, it can be seen that over the Report Period, due to the introduction of the 
RCR 38% of customers had bills between 10 and 15 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate, 
19% of customers had bills between 5 and 10 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate, and 
13% of customers had bills between 0 and 5 percent lower than if billed on the flat rate.

Six percent of customers had bills between 10 and 15 percent higher than if billed on the flat 
rate, 10% of customers had bills between 5 and 10 percent higher than if billed on the flat rate, 
and 12% of customers had bills between 0 and 5 percent higher than if billed on the flat rate.

A return to a flat rate would effective see the reverse of the impacts shown in the table above.  
That is, an immediate negative rate impact to over 70% of customers.

The results can also be examined based upon the billing impact to customer segmented on the 
basis of consumption.  The table below shows the percentage of customers in each 
consumption range as well as the median dollar difference and percentage difference between 
the RCR and flat rate bills.  For example, approximately 32% of FortisBC customers have 
consumption in the 10,000 – 19,999 kWh range.  For these customers, the average decrease in 
bill amount was 6 dollars.
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Table 5: Bill Impact of RCR by Consumption Level 

The Reduce Your Use Program 3.3.1
Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information on the,

How many customers have taken advantage of the Residential Demand Site 
Management Reduce Your Use program, which was introduced in 2012 to coincide with 
the introduction   of the RCR?

Since Reduce Your Use (RYU) offer was initiated in mid-2012, there have been 115 participants 
who have had a free energy assessment (EnerGuide audit) completed, including ten low-
income participants who were issued a pre-paid voucher for the cost of the audit ($150).  

This was a relatively low response rate considering that two direct mailings were sent to 
approximately 12,800 eligible customers as well as RYU promotions in the FortisBC PowerLines
newsletter, strategic print ads and referrals by the Trail contact centre.  The current RYU offer 
ends December 31, 2013.

By comparison, the two community Energy Diet initiatives launched in 2013, in the Kootenays 
(May) and Okanagan (September), have already yielded over 350 completed EnerGuide audits 
of households with electric heat.  The Energy Diet program offers a lower-cost (but not free 
($35-$60 depending on local government contributions) EnerGuide audit, as well as the direct 
install of low-flow showerheads and CFLs.

Comparison to the Original RIB Application3.3.2
Commission Order G-127-13, Directive 2(h) requires FortisBC to provide information on the,

Comparison of the actual impacts of the RCR versus anticipated impacts. Please 
indicate if any lessons were learned on this matter.

Consumption % of Total 
Customers

Ave. $ Ave. %

120 - 9,999 55% 70-$          -9.84%
10,000 - 19,999 32% 6$            -0.31%
20,000 - 29,999 9% 256$        9.56%
30,000 - 39,999 2.3% 528$        14.34%
40,000 - 49,999 0.7% 807$        17.10%
50,000 - 59,999 0.3% 1,089$    18.91%
60,000 - 69,999 0.2% 1,355$    20.10%
70,000 - 79,999 0.1% 1,637$    21.05%
80,000 - 89,999 0.07% 1,926$    21.62%
90,000 - 99,999 0.04% 2,218$    22.25%

Current RCR vs Flat Rate
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The table below shows the bill-impact related results of the RCR implementation as compared 
to the results forecast in the original application.  

Table 6: Comparison of the Actual Impacts of the RCR versus Anticipated Impacts

Residential Conservation Rate Customer Impact Summary July 1, 2012 - June 30, 2013

Original 
Application
Forecast15

Current
RCR

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 36.6% 39.7%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 75.7% 70.3%
Maximum percentage increase by any customer due to the RCR 22.6% 23.0%
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 5.0% 8.2%
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.2% 0.4%
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 72.8% 68.7%

The difference in the results between those included in the original Application and the results 
determined for the Report Period comes primarily from the methodologies employed in each 
case.  For the current analysis, the Company has used the actual billing data for all current 
customers applied over only the rates that are actually in place.

For the Application, actual billing data from 2010 was also used, however the billing data was 
grouped into block of annual usage, and outliers removed prior to the analysis being performed.  
This was necessitated by the large number of rate options being examined at the time.

Were the Application methodology applied to the Report Period data, the results are very 
consistent with those presented in the Application.  The percentage of consumption in the 
second tier would be 35.1%, the percentage of customers better off is 77%.

The comparison indicates that the impact on customers which was forecast in the Application is 
fairly close to the actual results achieved when the currently approved rates are run through the 
entire customer base.  The primary reason for the variance that does exist is the higher than 
expected percentage of consumption that occurred in the second block.  This drives a higher 
percentage of consumption to be billed at the Tier 2 rate.

Actual customer consumption behaviour is beyond the control of the Company and will always 
vary from forecast to some extent.  Overall FortisBC views the impact as consistent with the 
projections presented to the Commission in the RIB Application.  Because the actual impacts 
were fairly close to those forecast, there is no variation that points to an obvious lesson to take 
from the results.

15 From FortisBC’s Application for a Residential Inclining Block Rate, Exhibit B-1, Table 7-2
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An Evaluation as to How the Rate Structure Works with the Equal 3.3.3
Payment Plan

FortisBC offers a monthly Equal Payment Plan in which customers receive 12 equal bills on a 
monthly basis, based on their historical annual bills.  Since meters are read bi-monthly, the 
customer receives an estimate of their actual consumption in the off-cycle billing months.  
Customers on the monthly plan have the first tier set at 800 kWh and all usage above this tier is 
then billed at the higher per kWh rate.

This estimation did not result in billing issues under the flat rate.  However, under RCR, two 
possible overbilling scenarios may occur:

1. Bill # 1 is an estimate and the kWh usage estimated is in Tier 1 only (under 1600 kWh for 
bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly). The following bill is a verified read and the kWh usage 
goes into Tier 2 (over under 1600 kWh for bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly).

2. Bill #1 is an estimate and the kWh usage estimated goes into Tier 2 (over 1600 kWh for 
bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly). The following bill is a verified read and the kWh usage 
goes into Tier 1 only (under 1600 kWh for bimonthly, 800 kWh for monthly).

Data for all bills on rate IDs RS01, RS01A, RS02 and RS02A for time period July 1, 2012 to 
April 30, 2013 was obtained and analyzed. This analysis showed that 6.7% of monthly bills and 
0.2% of bimonthly bills fall into issue scenario #1. Similarly, 5.9% of monthly bills and 0.1% of 
bimonthly bills falls into scenario #2.

In order to correct the issues arising from this estimation error, FortisBC averages consumption 
for all bills that are based partly or entirely on estimates once a second verified read is obtained.  
This process can only take place once the second verified read is obtained, and then any 
corrections are calculated using the average consumption instead of the estimated 
consumption.  The use of the average consumption over the estimate period results in the 
maximum tier 1 consumption and always results in a credit or no change to the previous bills. 

FortisBC has applied this correction for the period July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013 for all monthly 
billed customers.  FortisBC intends to apply this correction for all other customers at the end of 
2013 and on a periodic basis thereafter.
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3.3.3.1 Energy Reductions Achieved
This section of the Report summarizes the findings related to customer consumption and 
conservation over the Report Period.  It is drawn from the full report which is attached to the 
Report as Appendix C – Customer Conservation Methodology.

In order to examine the elasticity impacts, as well as the many other factors surrounding RCR 
impacts of interest to the Commission, it was necessary to collect residential billing data from all 
residential customers. 

In addition, FortisBC randomly selected a Control Group at the time of RCR implementation to 
aid in determining the impacts associated with the RCR.  This Control Group faced rates that 
were flat but designed to be revenue nuetral to the RCR.

The data that was collected was used for the regression analysis as well as for other 
comparisons.  Data was generated for a three year-period starting in July of 2010 and ending in 
June of 2013.  The data included one year with the RCR in place and the prior two years.  

Table 7: RCR Savings

Original Application Updated Estimate
Low Case Medium Case High Case Measured Upper End

Block 1 Elasticity -.05 -.10 -.20
Block 2 Elasticity -.10 -.20 -.30 -.086 -.20

Residential % 
Savings 1.9% 3.7% 5.5% 2.8% 6.4%

GWh Savings 19.7 38.4 57.0 22.5 52.4

The residential savings percentages provided in the original application are the combined 
impacts associated with block 1 and 2.  To derive the corresponding GWh savings amounts 
these percentages were applied to the actual 2011-2012 GWh for the residential class.  This 
year was used as it would reflect the consumption prior to the implementation of the RCR rates.  
Resulting savings were estimated to be in the range of 19.7 to 57 GWh for the first year of 
implementation.

Based on the preliminary elasticity estimates found in the regression analysis, updated savings 
found as a result of the RIB can also be determined.  Because the elasticity values were based 
on the kWh for all bills that had any usage in block 2, they must be applied to that same metric 
to determine the GWh savings.   Table 10  provides the results based on the measured 
elasticity of -0.086 and the new upper end value of -0.20.

These results show a range of savings from 22.5 to 52.4 GWh.  The measured savings is within 
the range of the original estimate, but is on the low side.  With the new upper end estimate, the 
value fall within the original range of savings, however, the range is now not as wide as 
originally thought.  
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3.3.3.2 Are the Consumption Reductions from RCR Persistent?
Energy savings resulting from the Residential Conservation Rate have been measured over a 
relatively short period of time (one year).  There is simply not enough data to assess whether 
the savings will be persistent for a period longer than one year or will increase over time as 
customers have more time to adapt to the RCR.  The filing of the next RCR report as required 
by order G-3-12 will provide further insight as to the persistence of energy savings from the rate.

Commission Order G-127-13 directed FortisBC to comment on the impact of the RCR to 
specific groups within the greater FortisBC customer base.16 Specifically, these groups are:

1. Electric heat customers; 

2. Customers that have no access to natural gas.

3. Customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps (geothermal/air 
source), if available; and

3.4 ELECTRIC HEAT CUSTOMERS 
While FortisBC does not collect data on the heat source for all of its customers, data was 
collected from the Control Group to provide comparison data.  

The Control Group data was supplemented using information from the 2009 Residential End-
Use Study, in which FortisBC completed a survey of approximately 900 customers that included 
classification by heating source.  Data from this survey, along with the associated consumption 
data for this group, was used extensively within the RIB application.  This Survey Group was 
used in the current evaluation to determine the separate impacts on those customers with and 
without electric heat.  

A summary of the characteristics and billing results for the Report Period for bi-monthly billed 
customers in the Control Group is shown below.  The primary purpose of this exercise was to
determine if heating choice was a significant determinant in consumption level as was 
discussed during the RIB Application process.  Additional information on customers’ choice of 
heating type was also available from a larger sample of customers contained in the Residential 
End Use Survey (REUS) data discussed in more detail in the Report section on conservation 
results.  Those results are consistent with the smaller sample from the table below.

As compared to all bi-monthly billed customers, the results are:

16 Directive 2 (page 3), 2(c) and 2(d)
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Table 8: Comparison of Population to Control Group by Heat Source

RS01 Control 
Group

Control 
Group

Population Electric Non-
Electric

Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 40% 46% 39%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the 
RCR

73% 67% 84%

Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the 
RCR

7.4% 10.3% 5.6%

Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the 
RCR

0.6% 0.0% 1.9%

Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at 
least once

65.5% 79.5% 66.4%

As expected, electric heating customers have a higher average usage per customer and they 
also see more variability from year to year.  In each case the average usage goes down each 
year as the HDD has declined over the three year period.  

It follows that since customers with higher consumption regardless of the reason will have a 
higher likelihood of greater bill impact; this segment of customers is more adversely affected by 
the RCR than customers as a whole.  This result is not unexpected. 

The comparison for electric heat vs non-electric heat is further shown in tables 9 and 10.  For 
the Control Group, the average use is roughly 30% higher in year 1 and about 18% higher in 
years 2 and 3.  The differential is higher in year 1 due to the fact that it has the highest number 
of HDD.  The year over year change is a reduction of 9% in 2011-2012 for the electric group.  
Average usage was nearly flat during that same time period for the non-electric heat group, as 
would be expected since they would be less sensitive to HDD.  However between year 2 and 
year 3, the average usage is relatively flat for both types of customers.  

Table 9: Comparison of Control Group With and Without Electric Heat

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013
Average Annual Use
Control Group Electric Heat 2,562 2,322 2,314
Control Group No Electric Heat 1,972 1,966 1,968
Percent Difference
Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 29.9% 18.1% 17.6%
Year-to-Year Percent Difference
Control Group Electric Heat -9.4% -0.3%
Control Group No Electric Heat -0.3% 0.1%
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When looking at the Survey Group, the usage for electric heat customers is in the range of 60-
70% higher than for non-electric heat customers.  In this case the two groups are more extreme 
than the Control Group.  The electric heat customers have higher usage in the Survey Group 
than in the Control Group.  And the non-electric heat customers have lower use in the Survey 
Group than in the Control Group.  This is true in years 1 and 2 when both group faced the same 
rate was well as in year 3 when the Survey Group faced RCR rates.  As the Survey Group is a 
much larger sample, it is likely that it includes more customers with extreme energy use, 
causing more variability in this group than in the Control Group.  Because of these differences it 
is important to look at the results in both groups rather than just looking at one or the other.  

Table 10: Comparison of Survey Group With and Without Electric Heat

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013
Average Annual Use
Survey Group Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497
Survey Group No Electric Heat 1,675 1,602 1,553
Percent Difference
Electric Heat vs Non-Electric Heat 65.6% 68.5% 60.8%
Year-to-Year Percent Difference
Survey Group Electric Heat -2.7% -7.5%
Survey Group No Electric Heat -4.3% -3.1%

One impact we can see from the Survey Group is that both the customers with and without 
electric heat see reduced consumption in year 3 relative to year 2.  This differs from the Control 
Group where the usage remains relatively flat.  We can expect this difference to be due to the 
fact that the Survey Group faces the RCR rate while the Control Group does not.  As expected, 
the electric heat group saw a much larger reduction in consumption than the non-electric heat 
customers. 

3.5 CUSTOMERS WITHOUT ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS
FortisBC has been able to identify those electric customers who are located in portions of the 
service area that do not have natural gas service available as an option.  This is distinct from 
those customers who have a local supply of natural gas (ie – service at the street level) but who 
choose not to receive natural gas service.

There is considerable overlap between the customers with no gas availability and customers 
with electric heat.  While customers without gas access generally have access to propane, the 
costs are higher than for natural gas.  It is also expected that this group represents a more rural 
environment where wood may be likely used as a primary or secondary source combined with 
electric heat.  
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The comparison was conducted between the RS01 customers without access to natural gas 
and the entire RS01 population inclusive of the group without NG access.  The resulting 
disparity is therefore lower than if the population had been separated into groups with/without 
NG access however the Company is not able to provide this separation.

The impact on customers without natural gas access is similar to the impact on electric heat 
customers in the billing impact metrics presented in the table below.

Table 11: Comparison of Population to Customers without Access to Natural Gas

Entire 
Sample

No Access to 
Natural Gas

RS01 RS01
Percentage total consumption in the second Tier: 40% 52%
Percentage of customers with lower annual bills under the RCR 73% 58%
Percentage of customers with increase over 10% due to the RCR 7% 14%
Percentage of customers with increase over 20% due to the RCR 0.5% 1.4%
Percentage of customers with consumption in Block 2 at least once 65.5% 74.7%

The results indicate that customers without natural gas service have higher average 
consumption and a higher portion of that consumption subject to the second tier rate than 
customers generally.  Consequently, this segment of customers is more adversely affected by 
the RCR than customers as a whole.

Table 14 compares the average use per customer for the no gas group with all customers and 
with the electric heat customers found from the Survey Group.  While the no gas customers 
have average use that is roughly 12% higher than the average customer, the usage is also 
about 12% lower than that of customers known to have electric heat.  It is likely that the no gas 
group has a greater than average use of electric heat, but they are not necessarily 100% 
electric heat.

The table also shows that the 7.2% drop in consumption in year 3 is much closer to the electric 
heat customers than it is to the average customer.  This would indicate that they are likely 
largely impacted by the RCR rates.  It should also be noted that the -0.23 elasticity found for this 
group, although not statistically significant, was in between the electric heat group and the total 
block 2 group.
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Table 12: Comparison of No Gas Group With All Customers and Electric Heat Customers

2010-2011 2011-2012 2012-2013
Average Annual Use
All Customers 2,186 2,081 1,970
No Gas Availability 2,457 2,348 2,179
Survey Group - Electric Heat 2,774 2,700 2,497
Percent Difference
No Gas vs All Customers 12.4% 12.8% 10.6%
No Gas vs Survey with Electric Heat -11.4% -13.0% -12.7%
Year-to-Year Percent Difference
All Customers -4.8% -5.4%
No Gas Availability -4.4% -7.2%
Survey Group - Electric Heat -2.7% -7.5%

3.6 ALTERNATIVE HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS
In Order G-127-13 the Commission Directed in item 2c. (Page 2 - the next Directive on page 3 
is also numbered 2) that FortisBC report on,

How the rate design impacts electric heat customers including how has the rate 
impacted customers that use alternative heating/cooling systems such as heat pumps 
(geothermal/air source), if available;

The Company has reported on electric heat customers in the preceding section.  FortisBC does 
not have these customers further segmented in its billing system in a manner that would allow it 
to provide additional analysis related to such alternative heating/cooling systems as mentioned 
in the Directive.  This information is not available in order to perform an analysis.  FortisBC has 
had anecdotal reports that customers with alternative electric heating systems are unhappy that 
they have invested in an energy efficient option that they now perceive as having diminishing 
benefits due to the RCR.
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4. CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

4.1 SUMMARY
Research indicates there is a moderate level of customer awareness (know about) and 
familiarity (knowledgeable about) with the Residential Conservation Rate (RCR). When the RCR 
was explained to participants a majority supported the intent of the RCR with some reservations 
about its impact on larger households or those that use electricity for space heating. 

There was little evidence that an awareness of the RCR had an impact on customer 
conservation behavior with similar patterns of behavior reported by both those aware of the 
RCR and those not aware of it.  Participants wanted FortisBC to provide a greater level of 
education about the RCR, especially around why it was implemented and how it was designed.

4.2 BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY
FortisBC (FBC) engaged Insights West, a Vancouver-based research vendor, to undertake a 
study regarding the Residential Conservation Rate. The key objectives of the research were:

Measure awareness of the RCR

Understand customer perceptions of the RCR

Determine if the RCR had incented customers to conserve electricity

The study was comprised of both focus groups and an online quantitative survey. The focus 
groups, while part of a larger Corporate Reputation study also included an extensive discussion 
of the RCR.  Two in-person focus groups were held with Kelowna residents on August 22, 2013 
and an online discussion board was conducted with Kootenay residents from August 27–29, 
2013.

An online survey with FortisBC electricity customers was conducted from September 3-10, 
2013. A total of 1,620 FortisBC electricity customers completed the online survey. The sample 
was weighted by age, gender and region according to Census Canada figures to ensure that it 
was broadly representative of the FBC customer base.

4.3 FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS
Qualitative research suggests that the RCR was not a top-of-mind concern amongst 
participants. Only when prompted did people recall the RCR and voice concerns about the two-
tiered rate. The RCR is not well understood; many participants think it is just a way for FBC to 
get more money from its customers. Overall, even those who were aware of the RCR had 
difficulty accurately describing how the RCR works. In fact, it was often confused with time-of-
use rates.
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Those who held negative views of the RCR expressed concerns about large families that cannot 
stay within the lower tier and low income/fixed income households that cannot withstand the 
higher charges. Those in favour of RCR believe it is fair to charge more to those who use more 
electricity; what is debatable is the cutoff point for the first tier and whether it is fair.

They wanted FBC to be transparent about what the RCR is, the reasons it was implemented 
and how the rates were determined. As such, there was a general consensus that FBC should 
do more to educate customers about the rate. 

4.4 QUANTITATIVE RESULTS

Awareness 4.4.1
Three-in-ten (29%) FortisBC electricity customers are aware of the RCR with older customers 
and those in the South Okanagan having the greatest awareness. Customers who had 
experienced either a decline or increase in their bill were also more aware of the RCR.  

Among all respondents, only a small percentage claimed to be very familiar (5%) with the RCR. 
Overall, one-in-five respondents claimed at least some familiarity with the RCR.

Figure 5: Customer Familiarity with the RCR

Very familiar
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familiar
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familiar
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More than half (52%) of FortisBC electricity customers have noticed an increase in their 
electricity bills over the past 12 months, while one-in-eight (13%) have seen a decrease. 
However, customers were more likely to attribute changes to increases in the cost of 
electricity/monthly fees rather than the RCR.

Perceptions of the RCR4.4.2
Among all customers, nearly six-in-ten support the RCR; while one-third oppose the RCR. 
Those who support the RCR are more likely to: come from groups that have benefitted 
somewhat from the RCR: 

have smaller household sizes

live in an apartment/condo/ row/town house/duplex/triplex, and 

be low consumption customers (bi-monthly electricity bill of less than $200)

They are also more likely to be: women; younger; live in the Kootenay/Boundary region; 
unaware of the RCR; and have noticed a decrease or no change in their electricity bills.

Figure 6: Customer Familiarity with the RCR vs. Demographic
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Figure 7: Customer Support for the RCR vs. Housing Type

Conversely those who oppose the RCR are more likely to have higher bi-monthly electricity bills 
of $300+. They are generally more of, and familiar with the RCR. Interestingly, even those who 
have experienced an increase in their electricity bill show moderate levels of support for the 
RCR (43% vs. 48% oppose).

More than eight-in-ten agree that the RCR penalizes those that must use electricity for heating 
(85%) and larger households (82%). Even among those who support the RCR, roughly eight-in-
ten agree with these concerns. A majority of customers believe that the RCR results in higher
electricity bills (68%) and is a way for FortisBC to get more money from consumers (63%) 

Does it Encourage Conservation?4.4.3
Approximately two-thirds of FortisBC electricity customers agree that the RCR encourages 
people to use less electricity (69%), lowers bills for lower-than-average consumption (68%) and 
is better for the environment (66%). 

Those who have noticed an increase in their energy bills are more likely to have conducted 
most conservation activities; however, this was not directly tied to awareness of the RCR. The 
only significant difference is that those with prior awareness of the RCR are more likely to have 
invested in better insulation/windows. This suggests that those unaware of the RCR were 
conducting these activities on their own – not directly as a result of the RCR. 

Verbatim Customer Comments4.4.4
FortisBC has included customer correspondence as well as a copy of a petition received by the 
Company and the Commission regarding the RCR in Appendix D.
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5. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED BY ORDER G-127-13

The page 3 Directive 2 from Commission Order G-127-1 contains several additional items that 
FortisBC is to include in the Report if available.  These are, 

Where reasonable, the Report must include: 

a. A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new 
resources, including the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy 
to the customer, and how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate; 

b. The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation 
achieved by the RCR, should that information be available; 

c. An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of 
interaction between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets; 

d. Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 
customers;

e. An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of 
its wholesale customers.

5.1 DISCUSSION
A summary analysis of the full long-run marginal cost to acquire energy from new 
resources, including the long-run marginal cost to transport and distribute that energy to 
the customer, and how that cost compares to the Block 2 rate; 

In recent regulatory proceedings, FortisBC has calculated a number of long run marginal costs 
(LRMC) ranging from the LRMC of market purchases at $45.33/MWh in 2013 dollars 
($56.61/MWh flat) to the LRMC of New Clean Resources of $92.23/MWh in 2010 dollars 
($111.96/MWh flat). The range reflects a range of FBC options to meet its future resource gap, 
from continuing to rely on market purchases to meet incremental load to building new clean 
resources. In its 2012 Long Term Resource Plan, FortisBC stated that it will continue to rely on 
market purchases for the short to medium term, and plans to build new resources in the long-
term. The selection and timing of such new resources would be part of the portfolio analysis 
required for future resource plans.

BC Hydro has stated in its Draft 2013 Integrated Resource Plan that its LRMC is falling. BC 
Hydro’s current LRMC is based on the 2008 Clean Power Call, and is $135/MWh. In its draft 
IRP BC Hydro states its current LRMC is now $100/MWh17, and could fall as low as $85/MWh 
depending on what happens with future LNG loads18. This may impact FortisBC’s calculation of 
LRMC of New Clean Resources, since that number was based on the BC Hydro Standing Offer, 
which in turn was based on the bids in BC Hydro 2008 Clean Power Call.

17 BC Hydro 2013 Draft IRP, Chapter 8, page 8-50, lines 4-7
18 BC Hydro 2013 Draft IRP, Chapter 8, page 8-50, lines 9-12
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FortisBC expects to file a more fulsome LRMC analysis of its LRMC as originally required in 
order G-3-12.

FortisBC notes that the current Tier 2 RCR rate is higher than any LRMC values listed above.

The combined effect of integrating Time of Use and RCR rates on the conservation 
achieved by the RCR, should that information be available; 

The Company does not have any customers that are on both its TOU rate and RCR 
concurrently and does not offer this as an option to customers.  Therefore, a quantitative 
analysis of this scenario is not available.  The Company considers that given the current existing 
lack of understanding of the RCR, layering a further level of complexity through the addition of 
TOU time periods over the RCR would not be in the best interests of customers.  In addition, 
there is not currently any cost-based rationale for applying a time-based component to the rate.  
With the additional information that will be available after data made available by the AMI 
implementation the Company will be better able to determine if such a cost-based TOU rate 
may be justified in the future.

An update of the Conservation Potential Review and report on the potential effects of 
interaction between RCR rates and Demand Site Management targets; 

The achievable potential estimated in the CPR remains the same regardless of any incentive or 
pricing mechanisms used to achieve that potential.  The RCR rate may cause consumers to 
make behavioural changes and could also cause higher uptake in DSM program offerings.   
This may change the program take-up rate over time, but does not materially impact the overall 
potential.  The DSM Plan forecasts are fundamentally based on the CPR potential and the 
applicable ramp rates, which have not been modified as a result of the RCR.  

If in the future there is a measureable increase in residential PowerSense program interest, a 
number of changes would be considered.  

1. Adjusting the ramp rates.  This would be done to show the achievable potential is being 
realized at a faster pace

2. Adjusting measure savings values.  For example, if people are leaving the lights off for 
longer periods, then the measure savings values would need to be adjusted downward

3. Undertaking additional research or an impact evaluation.   These would be conducted to 
show and verify the impacts of any changes, and from that FBC could more clearly 
estimate the difference between naturally occurring or behaviour-based conservation 
and that achieved through the program.

Comparison of energy usage of indirect customers with the energy usage of direct 
customers;

In order to provide a meaningful analysis of this item the Company would require information on 
indirect customer consumption that it does not currently have and could not acquire and 
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adequately deal with within the compressed period required by the interim nature of this report.  
FortisBC intends to initiate discussions with its wholesale customers in an effort to have this 
analysis available in the RCR report to be filed in 2014.

An analysis of the potential effect of a two-tier wholesale rate on the consumption of its 
wholesale customers. 

Similar to the item above, this information is not currently available but will be provided as part 
of the RCR report originally discussed in Commission Order G-3-12 

5.2 POTENTIAL CHANGES TO THE RCR
In Order G-127-13 the Commission directed in item 2( f.) (Page 2 - the next Directive on page 3 
is also numbered 2) that FortisBC,

Provide an evaluation of the feasibility of changing the rate structure and/or the threshold. 
Potential options to be evaluated include: 

Threshold set too high or too low

Household threshold

Individual threshold (ie. AMI based) 

Other;

General Discussion5.2.1
The results of the current inclining block rate structure have validated many of the concerns 
expressed by FortisBC during the Company’s 2009 Cost of Service Analysis19 and Rate Design 
and original 2011 Residential Inclining Block Rate Application processes.

Namely,

A portion of customers have the benefit of a relative bill reduction without having made 
any effort towards conservation behaviour or through purchase decisions (free riders),20

A portion of customers have experienced significant bill increases due to their use of 
electric heat  (either by choice or as a result of having no other economic options),

The RCR is poorly understood in terms of its structure, intent, and impact on FortisBC,

Conservation results, while present, are uncertain and less than forecast.

The Company recognizes that there is a segment of customers that due to their individual 
circumstances, which may be demographic or geographic in nature, will have a very difficult 

19 Reference to COSA final Argument
20 References to be included
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time changing consumption habits.  These customers may experience negative bill impacts 
without an opportunity to take action to prevent that outcome.

While an inclining block rate may be well suited to other jurisdictions, experience has shown that 
in FortisBC’s service area, which is largely rural and has a relatively low penetration of 
alternative heating options such as natural gas, it is not without issues.  Given the Company’s 
current load and resource mix there is little to suggest that the RCR in its current form provides 
an economic benefit to FortisBC’s customers through a reduction in overall costs, and to the 
extent that it results in a decrease in load spread while reducing power purchases a relatively 
small amount (due to low power purchase costs), the existing customer base may place further 
upward pressure on rates.

In the opinion of the Company a move away from a flat rate structure is not an obvious or 
necessary conclusion given FortisBC’s circumstances. From an operational and cost 
perspective this will continue to be the case until and unless the data provided by the Advanced 
Metering Infrastructure yields information that supports a change in rate structure based upon a 
concrete need of either the Company or its customers from either an economic or customer 
choice perspective.

The Company believes that the Commission provided sound guidance on the appropriate 
considerations in rate making when it stated,

… a RIB rate  structure that is incorrectly priced can have disadvantages and unintended 
consequences, the  principal among them being that customers overuse underpriced 
resources and underuse overpriced resources. The choices made are suboptimal and 
the consequence is lower productivity and/or lower conservation. A rate structure based 
on sound rate-making principles can ensure that what consumers pay will reflect the true 
economic value of the energy they buy, and that energy resources find their best 
possible uses.21

The current level of the Block price is above FortisBC’s current marginal price of electricity 
which in the opinion of the Company runs counter to the economically efficient setting of rates.  
Both of these factors are inherent in comments made by the Commission in the RIB Decision,

Accordingly, the Commission Panel determines that the long-run marginal cost of new 
supply continues to be the appropriate referent for the Block-2 energy rate. 

Should, then, the Block 2 rate be capped at the long-run marginal cost of new supply? 
The Panel accepts FortisBC’s submission that pricing electricity above FortisBC’s long-
run marginal cost is not economically efficient. However, the Panel is not prepared to 
direct that the Block 2 rate be capped at the LRMC as proposed by FortisBC in this 
hearing.22

21 FortisBC RIB Decision G-3-12, page 21
22 FortisBC RIB Decision G-3-12, page 40
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However, the Company accepts that although the current RCR is cost based in the sense that it 
is based on the flat rate confirmed pursuant to a cost of service analysis (COSA), the levels of 
the given rate components are not, and are based on policy and legislative imperatives for rates 
reflecting a conservation price signal. 

Feasibility of Changes to the Rate Structure5.2.2
As part of this report, the Commission directed FortisBC to comment of the feasibility of 
changing the rate structure and/or the threshold.

It must be recognized that any change to the existing RCR would involve a trade-off between 
conservation impact and customer bill impact.  If the rate is changed to provide smaller bill 
impacts to customers, conservation results will be lowered.  Furthermore, as was clear from the 
implementation of the RCR, any changes to the rate should be gradual in order to minimize bill 
impacts.

Given the fixed cost of providing service to the residential class as a whole, as reflected in the 
revenue requirement, there is also a trade-off in terms of bill impact between individual 
customers within the class.  Any change that benefits one group of customers will necessarily 
have a negative impact on another group of customers.  This division is generally between 
levels of consumption.  If a change is made to benefit higher consumption customer, lower 
consumption customers will be impacted negatively and vice versa.

Once the acceptable level of conservation and/or customer bill impact is established, and the 
tradeoffs previous mentioned are acknowledged, it is technically feasible for the Company 
change a number of factors within the rate to achieve a particular result.

With that in mind, FortisBC provides the following comments on those options specified by the 
Commission and a number of other options available for consideration.

5.2.2.1 Changes to the Threshold Level
The Customer Billing Impact can be redistributed amongst customers by varying the amount of 
consumption that is billed at the Tier 1 rate before the Tier 2 rate comes into effect.  The 
Company is aware that a change in the Threshold as a means to provide mitigation to billing 
impacts has been suggested by customers, the media and local government representatives.  
The rationale often cited for this proposal is to provide relief to those customers with electric 
heat or without a readily available alternative for primary heating such as natural gas.  However, 
this solution is most often proposed in the absence of an understanding of how the various 
components of the RCR are determined and may not yield the results that these parties seem to 
expect.  The reason for this is explained below.

The components of the RCR (Tier 1 Rate, Tier 2 Rate, Threshold and Customer Charge) are 
interdependent. In other words, it is not possible to simply raise the Threshold without also 
impacting the level of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates.   In the aggregate, the RCR is required to be 
revenue neutral to the flat rate. A change in any rate component results in a change to all the 
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other rate components which leads to a different distribution of bill impact among customers, but 
the overall impact is revenue neutral.

Overall class revenue is determined during the Company’s Revenue Requirement Application 
process and the relationship between the allowed revenue and the rate components is 
described by the formula:

RevenueClass = (Customer Charge x # of Bills) + (kWhBlock 1 x RateTier 1) + (kWhBlock 2 x RateTier 2)

Where kWhBlock 1 and kWhBlock 2 is the total annual kWhs consumed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates.  

The total annual kWhs consumed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates are determined by the level of 
the threshold.  Changing the threshold and maintaining revenue neutrality cannot be done 
without changing the level of at least one of the rates. Changing the threshold and maintaining 
both revenue neutrality and the Customer Impact criterion cannot be done without changing 
both the rates. It follows that simply changing the Threshold in isolation cannot be done.

In terms of whether high consumption customers are better off with a higher or lower threshold, 
the following results are indicated:

A higher percentage of customers are negatively impacted as the threshold rises;

There is an increase in the price of the Block 2 rate as the threshold increases;

High consumption customers are generally worse of as the threshold increases.  This is 
due to their high number of kilowatt- hours that are billed at the tier 2 rate.  The increase 
in the tier 2 rate erodes the benefit of having more consumption in the first tier. 

Moreover, given the revenue requirement and customer impact restraints, any impact, 
regardless of direction is likely to be small in comparison to the overall bill.

5.2.2.2 Other Threshold Options
In Order G-127-13, the Commission directed that FortisBC provide input on the possibility of 
setting a threshold based on:

Household threshold

Individual threshold (ie. AMI based)

Such a threshold would be set according to either the demographic make-up of the household 
(number of residents, age, income or other), or by setting a threshold based on the consumption 
level of the residence during some comparable previous period.

The Company supports the setting of rates based on the cost to serve customer segments with 
identifiable and common load characteristics.  There is not a sufficient variation in service cost 
based on the demographic composition of a household upon which to further segment the 
residential rate.
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An individual threshold approach is an attractive notion in that it recognizes a previous level of 
consumption as a target on which to gauge the conservation efforts of individual account 
holders.  It does however provide a higher amount of lower cost power to customers with higher 
levels of consumption and would not recognize previous, embedded conservation efforts.  The 
Company is concerned that providing different levels of access to Tier 1 priced power to 
customers that lack distinguishing cost-based differences could be discriminatory.

Regardless, neither of these options is possible from a practical perspective.  The billing system 
cannot accommodate such a variation in Thresholds and the need to negotiate thresholds (or 
explain why negotiation isn’t permitted) would be administratively burdensome and costly.  

5.2.2.3 Changes to the Pricing Principle
“Pricing Principles” refers to the manner in which rate increases approved by the Commission 
are applied to the individual components of the RCR.

The Pricing Principles that are currently in effect were established as part of Order G-3-12 and 
are as follows:

a. The Customer Charge is exempt from general rate increases, other than rate 
rebalancing increases;

b. The Block 1 rate is subject to general and rebalancing rate increases; and
c. The Block 2 rate is increased by an amount sufficient to recover the remaining 

required revenue (i.e., the residual rate).

Historically, rate increases have been applied on an equal percentage basis to all rate 
components.  That is, if a 3% general rate increase was approved by the Commission; each 
rate component would be increased by 3%.  The effect of the Pricing Principle established by G-
3-12 is to create a deficiency in the revenue collected by the Customer Charge which is then 
collected in the revenues that attract the Tier 2 rate.  The impact of this is to increase the 
percentage differential between the block 1 and block 2 rates with each rate increase thereby 
increasing the impact of the rate on customers with consumption in the second tier.

This situation will occur until the rate increase exemption currently in effect for the Customer 
Charge expires in 2015.

There are options for altering the Pricing Principle varying the relative impact on the rate 
components, including:

1. Removing the Customer Charge exemption and applying rate increases equally across 
all rate components;

2. Capping the Block 2 Rate at its current level and maintaining the Customer Charge 
exemption and

3. Capping the Block 2 Rate at its current level and removing the Customer Charge 
exemption.
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The impact of any of these changes is to reduce the price differential between the tier 1 and tier 
2 rates.  The current pricing principle will increase the block differential to close to 49% from its 
current 47.1%.

Each of the different approaches above would decrease the differential from its current level.

Any change to Pricing Principle will result in impacts to customers that vary with consumption to 
the benefit of some and the detriment of others. In general, a change to the pricing principles 
that lowers the block differential will benefit high consumption customers and have a relatively 
higher dollar positive impact to that small group of customers while resulting in a lower dollar 
amount impact to a larger number of customers in the lower consumption ranges.

5.2.2.4 More Dramatic Changes to the RCR
The above options, changes to the threshold and pricing principles, would be considered by 
FortisBC to be minor changes, or “tweaks” to the existing RCR.

In the alternative, the Commission could choose to explore a more dramatic change to the RCR, 
either in the overall structure, or by effecting a larger change to the pricing of the rate.

A feasible option would be to compress the block price differential from its forecast 2014 level 
of approximately 49% to a percentage such as 20% or 30%.  This option is also feasible and 
would reduce the magnitude of the billing impact for all customers relative to both the current 
RCR and flat rate.

Another alternative that would alter the structure of the RCR would be a version where the 
pricing could change based upon the time of year.  The rate could flatten during specific months 
or seasons reflecting either shifts in the cost of providing service if any, or with regard to 
customer impact that may vary with season.  This more complex option could be designed so as 
to reduce the impact on certain high consumption customers (while still having the opposite 
impact on low consumption customers).  It is technically feasible though more difficult to 
understand for customers and may have some issues with pro-rating consumption between 
months with different rates that is not present in other options.

Both of the more dramatic changes to the current RCR would have a negative impact on 
conservation greater than any of the smaller changes discussed previously.

The Company has estimated the bill impact of moving from the current RCR back to the flat rate 
and for two rates where the block differential is compressed to 30% and 20% respectively.

The tables below provide a breakdown of the impact to annual customer bills broken down by 
percentage of customers that would experience a given bill impact, and by the average bill 
impact experienced by customers in a given consumption range.

Table X Percentage of Customers by Bill Impact 
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For example, in the table above, moving to a compressed rate with a 20% differential would 
cause a 5% to 10% bill increase for 37% of customers.

Table X Average Bill Impact by Consumption Level

10 to 15% 38%
5 to 10% 19% 37%
0 to 5% 13% 70.4% 34%
0 to -5% 12% 28.7% 22%
-5 to -10% 10% 0.9% 8%
-10 to -15% 6%
-15 to -20% 2%
-20 to -25% 0.4%

Percentage of Customers

Back to the 
Flat Rate

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (30%)

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (20%)

Impact of Changing from the Current RCR

Relative Percentage 
Increase

Consumption

120 - 9,999 9.8% 3.1% 4.9%
10,000 - 19,999 0.3% 0.2% 0.3%
20,000 - 29,999 -9.6% -2.8% -4.7%
30,000 - 39,999 -14.3% -4.1% -6.9%
40,000 - 49,999 -17.1% -4.8% -8.1%
50,000 - 59,999 -18.9% -5.3% -8.9%
60,000 - 69,999 -20.1% -5.6% -9.4%
70,000 - 79,999 -21.0% -5.8% -9.9%
80,000 - 89,999 -21.6% -5.9% -10.1%
90,000 - 99,999 -22.3% -6.1% -10.4%

Impact of Changing from the Current RCR

Percent Average Bil l  Impact

Back to the 
Flat Rate

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (30%)

To a 
Compressed 
Rate (20%)
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For example, in the table above, moving to a compressed rate with a 20% differential would 
cause customers in the 120 – 9,999 annual kWh consumption range to experience an average 
bill increase of 4.9%.

It is clear from these results that any move away from the current RCR provides a benefit 
primarily to a relatively small percentage of customers at the upper end of the consumption 
spectrum.
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6. CONCLUSION1

Changes to the current RCR can be made.  However, there is no one solution that appears as 2
an obvious option.  Any RCR that is put in place, whether by small adjustments or more 3
dramatic changes will create winners and losers relative to both the flat rate and the existing 4
RCR.5

There are trade-offs between conservation and bill impact, or trade-offs between customers with 6
different consumption characteristics.  All of these issues must be considered if a change to the 7
RCR is to be the subject of a regulatory process led by the Commission.  None of the possible 8
changes have any impact on the revenue of approved return of FortisBC.9

6.1 REVENUE NEUTRALITY10

All utility rates are designed to collect the amount of revenue approved by the Commission 11
through the examination and regulatory process associated with the Revenue Requirement 12
Application filed by the Company.  For each class of customers, the rates are determined in 13
consideration of the amount of load that is forecast to occur over the course of the year.14

In the case of the residential rates, the Company determines the flat rate based on the forecast 15
load and number of anticipated bills to be sent out, which determines the revenue collected via 16
the Customer Charge.  For the RCR, the same basic process is followed except that an 17
additional forecast must be made of the amount of load that will be billed at the Tier 1 and Tier 2 18
rates.  Both the flat rate and the RCR are design to collect the same amount of revenue were it 19
the only rate in effect, and as such are said to be revenue neutral to each other.20

Actual revenues collected by the Company can vary from the forecast for a number of reasons 21
that are common to most classes.  Both the load and number of customers can vary from the 22
forecast amounts.  As well, the amount of capacity versus energy can vary for those classes 23
that are billed on capacity, and for classes where there are tiered rates such as commercial and 24
residential classes,  if the percentage of load that occurs in each block is different than that 25
assumed when the rate is designed, all else equal, an over-collection or under-collection of 26
revenue as compared to the forecast may occur.27

Since it is not practical to adjust rates in response to variances during the year, rates are 28
typically set once and stay in place for the entire year.  If there is a variance between the 29
forecast and actual revenue during the year it is captured in a Revenue Variance Deferral 30
Account and is either returned to or collected from customers through an adjustment to rates in 31
subsequent years.  These fluctuations will vary from year to year and for residential load are 32
especially sensitive to weather.33

While customers may express a concern that the RCR is a means to collect more revenue than 34
approved by the Commission, this concern is unfounded.35
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For the report period, residential load was approximately 7% lower than forecast, and revenue 1
collected was about 4.5% below the forecast level.  This load related shortfall in revenue was 2
mitigated somewhat by a higher than forecast percentage of load billed at the block 2 rate.  The 3
revenue variance was about 1% of sales on a flat rate basis which is well within acceptable 4
variances normally associated with load forecasts.  While the higher than expected block 2 load5
resulted in a positive revenue variance it is minor to the extent that the Company can confirm 6
that the RCR is revenue neutral to the flat rate against which it is designed.  No action in 7
addition to the variance flow-through is being contemplated by the Company.8
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1. BACKGROUND 1 

FortisBC Inc. (FBC) is filing this submission as part of the British Columbia Utilities Commission 2 
(BCUC or the Commission) process established for the BCUC to provide a Residential Inclining 3 
Block (RIB) Rate Report to the Government of British Columbia.  In this RIB Report, FBC 4 
provides the information requested by the Commission in Exhibit A-9.1 5 

Exhibit A-9 contains the description of the methodology to be employed, and a description of the 6 
information required by the Commission for use as an input to the report that the BCUC will 7 
submit to the Government of British Columbia in response to the letter dated July 6, 2015, from 8 
Minister Bennett, the Minister of Energy and Mines and the Minister Responsible for Core 9 
Review (the Minister’s Letter). 10 

The Minister’s Letter requested that the Commission provide information on five specific 11 
questions: 12 

1. Do the residential inclining block rates cause a cross-subsidy between customers with and 13 
without access to natural gas service? 14 

2. What evidence is available about high bill impacts on low income customers? 15 

3. What evidence is available about factors that lead to high-energy use and, therefore, bill 16 
impacts for customers without access to natural gas, including low income customers? 17 

4. What is the potential for existing Demand Side Management programs to mitigate these 18 
impacts?  19 

5. Within the current regulatory environment, what options are there for additional Demand 20 
Side Management programs, including low income programs?  21 

In addition, the Minister’s Letter described a number of issues to be beyond the scope of the 22 
Commission’s RIB Rate Report.  These issues were identified as: any analysis of higher 23 
greenhouse gas emissions; electricity conservation; revenue neutrality resulting from the 24 
residential inclining block rates; and any analysis of alternative rate structures. 25 

A copy of the Minister’s Letter was attached to Exhibit A-1, which was the initial communication 26 
to both BC Hydro and FBC (the Utilities) on the matter.  In Exhibit A-1, the Commission sought 27 
initial submissions from the Utilities and interveners regarding the methodologies for the RIB 28 
Rate Report and the process to be followed for the submissions. 29 

Submissions were received from the Utilities and from registered interveners: British Columbia 30 
Old Age Pensioners’ Organization et al. (BCOAPO); B.C. Sustainable Energy Association and 31 
Sierra Club of British Columbia (BCSEA); Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British 32 
Columbia (CEC); Canadian Office & Professional Employees Union 378 (COPE), (now 33 
MoveUp); Norman Gabana; and Teresa and Nick Marty. 34 

                                                
1  http://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Proceedings/2016/DOC_45523_A-9_Establishment-of-Methodology.pdf.  
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In addition, FBC responded to information requests from the Commission and interveners in the 1 
process, and BC Hydro responded to information requests as part of its 2015 Rate Design 2 
Application process. 3 

The remainder of the process, as described in Exhibit A-3, is for: 4 

 A public comment process to receive submissions by September 2, 2016 (Exhibit A-14); 5 

 The Utilities to file their reports to the Commission by September 16, 2016 (Exhibit A-6 
12); and 7 

 The Commission to provide its RIB Rate Report to government including a summary of 8 
the Utility reports and public comments received and its assessment and conclusions at 9 
a future date. 10 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  1 

In order to provide the information required by Exhibit A-9, FBC examined data that had been 2 
collected for the preparation of its previous annual Residential Conservation Rate (RCR) reports 3 
to the Commission, its 2012 Residential End Use Study (REUS), and research undertaken 4 
specifically for this submission.  This data was used to analyze and describe the factors that 5 
lead to higher use, and any relationship between those high-use factors, income and access to 6 
natural gas.  Usage in relationship to income level was examined to gauge bill impact across a 7 
number of income strata.  Finally, the Company assessed the ability of both existing and 8 
potential Demand Side Management offerings to mitigate bill impacts. 9 

The FBC 2009 Cost of Service Analysis (COSA) model was applied to customers segmented on 10 
the basis of those residing in communities with access to natural gas versus those residing in 11 
communities without access to natural gas.  This high-level analysis, which did not also consider 12 
other distinguishing factors between the groups, was undertaken in order to determine whether 13 
it could be concluded that a cross–subsidy exists between the groups.  14 

A summary of the results of the analysis undertaken by FBC is as follows: 15 

  The presence of an inclining block rate in comparison to a flat rate will lead to higher bills for 16 
customers with relatively high consumption. 17 

1. The presence of factors that lead to higher consumption will lead to higher bills. 18 

2. Customers that were segmented in the COSA on the basis of having no access to natural 19 
gas were more likely to have higher consumption and higher bills.  There are however, 20 
several other attributes that are correlated to high usage and therefore higher bills under the 21 
RIB rate. 22 

3. An embedded cost analysis indicates that customers in the group without access to natural 23 
gas have higher average consumption and are also less likely to contribute to the overall 24 
system peak than customers in general.  As a result, these customers as a group had a 25 
higher revenue to cost ratio than residential customers in general when examined from the 26 
perspective of the 2009 COSA.   27 

4. An incremental cost analysis indicates that a current measure of the Company’s Long Run 28 
Marginal Cost (LRMC) is below the RCR Tier 2 rate by 36%. This suggests that the Tier 2 29 
rate exceeds the level that that leads to economically efficient purchase decisions on the 30 
part of customers.  31 

5. While FBC cannot confirm that income is correlated with consumption, a lower household 32 
income presents a greater challenge for customers at all consumption levels to manage 33 
household expenses, including that for electricity. 34 

6. FBC has demand side management programs that allow all customers to pursue a higher 35 
level of household energy efficiency and to reduce electricity bills.  The Company also has a 36 
program specifically for the low income customer group.  37 
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3. RESPONSES TO MINISTER BENNETT’S QUESTIONS 1 

3.1 QUESTION 1 – DO THE RESIDENTIAL INCLINING BLOCK RATES CAUSE A CROSS-2 
SUBSIDY BETWEEN CUSTOMERS WITH AND WITHOUT ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS 3 
SERVICE? 4 

 Methodology 3.1.15 

In order to respond to Question #1, it was necessary to isolate a sample of FBC customers that 6 
do not have access to natural gas service.  In Exhibit A-9, the Commission determined that 7 
access to natural gas service would be based on a “community approach”, whereby the energy 8 
usage patterns of customers in communities that did not have natural gas service would be 9 
used for the analysis.   10 

The list of communities in the FBC service area identified as lacking natural gas service is 11 
below: 12 

Table 1:  “No-Gas” Communities 13 

Tulameen Riondel 
Bridesville Kaslo 
Beaverdell Winlaw 

Ymir Slocan 
Crawford Bay  

 14 

In addition, there are a number of communities located in the South Okanagan that were not 15 
included in the above list because of very limited gas service in some portion of the community.  16 
As the Company has received input from a number of customers in this portion of its service 17 
area, FBC considered it important to include these customers in the group that is considered to 18 
have no access to natural gas to the extent possible.  FBC was able to break these 19 
communities down into smaller areas in order to identify additional areas without natural gas 20 
service.  Additional data was then available from defined portions of Keremeos, Cawston, Twin 21 
Lakes, and Osoyoos. 22 

As per the direction contained in Exhibit A-9, access to natural gas was the defining attribute 23 
used to separate the customers into sub-groups, however other attributes that are factors in 24 
high usage were not identified or accounted for in the prescribed analysis. 25 

There were three basic steps in developing the comparison of the results, as follows: 26 

1. Create a split in the COSA to reflect the two sub-groups (with-access and without-access) 27 
within the COSA model that tied the 2015 consumption data for the sub-groups to the 28 
original 2009 COSA data for the class as a whole; 29 
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2. Collect data on the split of customers, energy sales and revenues between regions with-1 
access and without-access to natural gas and input the result in the COSA; and  2 

3. Collect a sample of hourly customer data for customers in the with-access and without-3 
access to natural gas to develop load factors and coincidence factors to use in the COSA. 4 

With this analysis complete, it is possible to determine what the approximate 2009 Revenue to 5 
Cost ratios would be for the groups.2 6 

 Cost of Service Analysis Results 3.1.27 

FBC used the methodology described in Section 3.1.1 to estimate a revenue to cost (R/C) ratio 8 
for the sample of customers identified as being without-access to natural gas at a community 9 
level, utilizing the 2009 COSA model. The objective is to allow for a comparison between the 10 
R/C ratios of customers where one distinguishing factor is the availability of natural gas at a 11 
community level.  All other factors being equal, a disparity in the R/C ratios between the with-12 
access and without-access groups could be an indicator of whether or not one group of 13 
customers within the single rate class is subsidizing another group within the same rate class 14 
(intra-class subsidy).  The analysis did not consider any other disparity in characteristics 15 
between the two groups. 16 

The results of the modelling indicate that according to the 2009 COSA, the customers in the 17 
without-access group would have had an R/C ratio of approximately 108.5%, while customers in 18 
the with-access group would have had an R/C ratio of approximately 94%.    Based solely on 19 
the COSA and the data used, these results are an indication that as a group, the customers in 20 
the without-access group would have been paying more than it costs to serve them, while 21 
customers in the with-access group would be paying less than it costs to serve them.3   22 

The R/C ratio results are an outcome of the manner in which costs are allocated within a COSA 23 
model.   The customers in the without-access group have a higher average use per customer 24 
but are less likely than residential customers in general to have peak usage at the time of the 25 
overall FBC system peak.  The revenue for customers in the without-access group is higher on 26 
a per unit basis because a greater share of their consumption is billed at the higher Tier 2 rate.  27 
Since many costs within the COSA are allocated based on the class contribution to system 28 
peak, the load profile of the without-access customers leads to a reduction in the costs that are 29 
allocated on the peak relative to other residential segments, further increasing the revenue to 30 
cost ratio. While isolating the without-access group regarding revenue and load profile, FBC did 31 
not isolate the distribution plant required to serve the group, which given it’s more remote and 32 
rural nature could also influence the costs to provide service and potentially reduce the R:C ratio 33 
for this group.   34 

The numerical COSA results need to be considered alongside a number of factors: 35 

                                                
2  A more complete summary of the methodology for this analysis is included in the EES Report attached as 

Appendix A to this submission. 
3  The residential customer class was subject to rebalancing rate increases as a result of the 2009 COSA and are 

now assumed to have an R/C ratio near 100%. 
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 Any COSA contains a number of assumptions reflective of the imperfect nature of the 1 
data used.  For this reason, it is the standard practice when considering R/C ratios to 2 
adopt a range of reasonableness within which costs and revenues are deemed to be at 3 
unity.  In the 2009 COSA for FBC this range was 95% to 105%.  Other utilities rely on a 4 
similar range, or a broader range of 90% to 110%. 5 

Although the results suggest that a higher revenue to cost ratio is positively correlated with the 6 
without-access group, it is difficult to ascribe a causal relationship as other high-use factors may 7 
not be accounted for. 8 

Given the position of the R/C ratios just outside the last accepted FBC range of reasonableness, 9 
and the difficulty ascribing that difference solely to the presence or absence of gas in the 10 
community, there is not enough evidence to conclude that there is a cross-subsidy. The analysis 11 
does confirm that the RIB rate design in general is not supported by the cost causation principle 12 
when reviewed on an embedded cost basis.   13 

In addition, even if a cross-subsidy could be confirmed, as discussed in the Company’s 14 
response to BCUC IR 1.4.1, given the acceptance of postage stamp rates in the province, there 15 
may be a number of factors, such as geography, seasonality, or demographic attributes, that 16 
when examined in isolation may demonstrate a potential intra-class cross-subsidization.  17 
Postage stamp rates in general will result in some intra-class subsidies.  This does not mean 18 
that separate rate classes, or subdivisions within a particular rate should be pursued.  FBC 19 
supports the postage stamp rate concept where all customers with substantially similar 20 
characteristics are billed on the same rate. 21 

With respect the Minister’s question regarding a potential cross-subsidy between customers 22 
using electricity for space and hot water heating and those using natural gas for the same 23 
applications, the Company does not have the data to provide such an analysis.  However, as it 24 
is the differing average revenue and load profiles that drive the R/C ratios, it is likely that this 25 
further segmentation of these customer groups would have similar results to those that result 26 
from FBC’s analysis above.  In other words, even if the further segmentation on the basis of 27 
space and hot water heating were done within a single neighbourhood with a mix of customers 28 
with and without electric heat, the R/C ratios would differ as a result of their end use despite the 29 
fact that the facilities installed and therefore the fixed costs to serve would be virtually the same.   30 

 Long-Run Incremental Results 3.1.331 

In Exhibit A-9, as part of the response to Question 1, the BCUC also requested that FBC 32 
provide a long-run incremental cost based analysis, stating, 33 

For the long-run incremental cost based analysis, there is no requirement to 34 
prepare a marginal cost of service study. Rather, the utilities should use the 35 
unbundled residential load profiles to compare (i) average customer rates for 36 
these two sub-classes to (ii) the utilities most recent long-run marginal cost 37 
estimate to serve these customer sub-classes.  38 
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Utilizing the 2015 consumption data for the sub-groups that was collected for this report, and 1 
incorporating the 2009 COSA methodology, the average rate customers were charged was 2 
12.52 cents/kWh for the with-Access group and 12.82 cents/kWh for the without-Access group, 3 
inclusive of Customer Charge (fixed) revenues.  This compares to the current Tier 1 rate of 4 
9.845 cents/kWh and the Tier 2 rate of 15.198 cents/kWh. 5 

For FBC, the most recent long-run marginal cost (LRMC) estimate was provided as part of 6 
FBC’s 2012 Long Term Resource Plan (LTRP), at a level of $111.96/MWh (11.20 cents/kWh 7 
basis). FBC will update this figure in its next LTRP filing later this year. 8 

This result indicates that both the with-access and without-access groups are currently paying 9 
rates that are above FBC’s current measure of LRMC.  The fact that the Tier 2 rate is 36% 10 
higher than the LRMC suggests that the Tier 2 rate exceeds the level that leads to economically 11 
efficient purchase decisions on the part of customers. 12 

However, given that the flat rate that would be in effect in the absence of the RCR is 11.433 13 
cents per kWh, attempting to maintain a two tier rate while lowering the price of the higher tier 14 
energy to approximate the LRMC would simply result in a rate with a minimal differential 15 
between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rate. 16 

 Bill Impact 3.1.417 

Bill impact is discussed in greater detail in the following section.  However, in relation to 18 
Question 1, it is noted that customers in the without-access group have a higher average 19 
consumption than those in the with-access group. Since consumption level  is the prime driver 20 
of higher costs for electrical service under the tiered rate it follows that on average, customers in 21 
the without-access group will have a greater negative impact due to the RCR (in terms of bill 22 
amounts) than customers in the with-access group. 23 

3.2 QUESTION 2 – WHAT EVIDENCE IS AVAILABLE ABOUT HIGH BILL IMPACTS 24 
(GREATER THAN 10 PERCENT AS A RESULT OF THE ADOPTION OF THE 25 
RESIDENTIAL INCLINING BLOCK RATES) ON LOW INCOME CUSTOMERS? 26 

A bill impact of greater than 10% that occurs as a result of the adoption of the RIB rate was 27 
described as “significant” in the Minister’s letter, and “high” in subsequent communications from 28 
the Commission.  Exhibit A-9 specified that an examination of high bill impacts should include a 29 
comparison of the 2015 RCR rate to a 2015 equivalent flat rate that would have been in place if 30 
the RCR rate was not implemented, and that an analysis of the impacts of moving from the RCR 31 
to a flat rate and vice versa should be provided. 32 

Such a comparison is consistent with the work done by FBC for the submission of the RCR 33 
reports filed in 2013 and 2014.  In these reports, FBC undertook an extensive analysis using 34 
actual billing data to determine the amount of individual bills as they would have been under the 35 
RCR and under the flat rate that would have been in place in the absence of the RCR. 36 
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From the analysis done in 2014, FBC can state that for all customers, inclusive of those that 1 
would be classified as low income, the percentage of customers that would experience a bill 2 
impact of greater than 10%, solely as a result of the implementation of the RCR, and without 3 
any change in consumption behaviour, was 8.4%.  Higher than average bill impacts are a result 4 
of relatively high consumption.  In order for low income customers as a sub-group of residential 5 
customers to be disproportionately subjected to high bill impacts, it follows that average 6 
consumption for this group would need to be higher than for the general population. 7 

In order to further illustrate the connection between consumption and bill impact, FBC has 8 
revisited the billing data used to generate the 2014 RCR Report.  While the conclusions reached 9 
for the 2014 RCR Report included billing data for all bills, it is possible to consider only those 10 
accounts that are a representation of the impact to customers where longer term, consistent 11 
consumption habits are demonstrated.  In this case, FBC looked at those bi-monthly billed 12 
customers that had account activity in each billing period of the one-year period from July 2013 13 
to June 2014.  This excludes accounts that may have only been active for a portion of the 14 
period, and still results in a large sample of 63,430 accounts. 15 

The result of this analysis is found in the table below. 16 

Table 2:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption  17 

 18 

 19 
Since the average bill impacts for all customers with consumption below 30,000 kWh per year is 20 
less than 10%, this suggests that average bill impacts above 10% did not typically occur until 21 
consumption exceeds 30,000 kWh level. 22 

With this data, in order for low income customers, as a group, to have an incidence of high bill 23 
impacts (greater than 10%) greater than the population as a whole, they would need to have 24 
high annual consumption (greater than 30,000 kWh) in a higher proportion than the population. 25 

When the same consumption data that was used to produce Table 2 above is processed using 26 
the 2015 rates, the point at which the 10% bill impact threshold occurs is lower.  This is due to 27 
the widening gap between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates that occurred between 2013 and 2015’  28 
However, these results must be considered with caution as they use 2013 and 2014 29 
consumption data and 2015 rates without regard for any behavioural changes that are 30 
attributable to the RCR. This trend of a widening gap between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates has 31 

Customer Annual Consumption
Percentage of 
Customers*

Bill Impact

Less than 10,000 kWh/year 16% -12.8%
Between 10,000& 20,000 kWh/year 18% -12.0%
Between 20,000 & 30,000 kWh/year 16% -9.4%
Above 30,000 kWh/year 13% -4.9%
* n=63,430
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ceased as of January 2016 since rate increases are now being applied equally to each rate 1 
component. 2 

The results of the analysis using the 2015 Rates, and further segmented, is in the table below. 3 

Table 3:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption (2015 Rates) 4 

 5 

 6 
In summary, this data indicates that while the average high bill impact threshold consumption 7 
level is reduced to between 22,500 and 25,000 kWh when applying the 2015 rates, this level of 8 
consumption still keeps approximately 90% of FBC customers below the high bill impact 9 
definition. 10 

The Minister’s question was specifically in relation to high bill impacts on low income customers.  11 
In Exhibit A-9, the Commission has defined low-income for the purposes of the Report as the 12 
Statistics Canada low-income cut-off (LICO).  As noted in FBC’s response to BCUC IR 1.1, such 13 
information is not available from the REUS.  While the Company has been able to conduct 14 

Average Bill 
Impact

Percentage of 
Customers

Cumulative 
Percentage of 

Customers
From To

-               5,000           -12.8% 16.1% 16.1%
5,000           7,500           -12.0% 17.8% 33.9%
7,500           10,000         -9.4% 16.1% 49.9%

10,000         12,500         -4.9% 13.0% 63.0%
12,500         15,000         -0.2% 10.1% 73.1%
15,000         17,500         3.7% 7.4% 80.5%
17,500         20,000         7.0% 5.3% 85.8%
20,000         22,500         9.4% 3.8% 89.6%
22,500         25,000         11.5% 2.6% 92.2%
25,000         27,500         13.2% 1.9% 94.1%
27,500         30,000         14.7% 1.4% 95.5%
30,000         32,500         15.7% 1.0% 96.5%
32,500         35,000         17.0% 0.7% 97.2%
35,000         37,500         17.9% 0.5% 97.7%
37,500         40,000         18.7% 0.4% 98.1%
40,000         42,500         19.4% 0.3% 98.4%
42,500         45,000         20.1% 0.2% 98.6%
45,000         47,500         20.8% 0.2% 98.8%
47,500         50,000         21.2% 0.2% 99.0%
50,000         52,500         21.5% 0.1% 99.1%
52,500         55,000         22.0% 0.1% 99.2%
55,000         57,500         22.5% 0.1% 99.3%
57,500         60,000         22.5% 0.1% 99.4%

Consumption (kWh)
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additional research to provide more complete information regarding the factors leading to high 1 
energy use, it has been unable to complete the infill of data needed to align the income 2 
categories from the REUS to the LICO level and therefore cannot provide a response to this 3 
specific question using LICO levels.  However, FBC can provide an analysis of the bill impacts 4 
according to the income levels self-reported in the REUS.   5 

In Table 4 below, the self-reported income levels of REUS respondents are summarized along 6 
with the annual 2011 consumption levels as captured by the FBC billing system.4  For each 7 
customer, bi-monthly consumption data was utilized to calculated annual billing information 8 
under both the RCR rate and the corresponding flat rate5, using 2015 rates. 9 

As the Customer Charge is different under the RCR and the flat rate, the Customer Charge 10 
does have an impact on the variance between the total billed amounts calculated under each 11 
rate.  Therefore, and consistent with information provided to the Commission in the Company’s 12 
RCR reports, the Customer Charge is included in the bill totals. 13 

Table 4:  REUS Income vs Consumption 14 

 15 

Assessing whether any statistically significant differences in the household incomes between 16 
high-use homes, not-high-use homes, and homes in the general population is not possible due 17 
to the high proportion of survey respondents who chose not to answer the question (i.e., large 18 
potential for non-response bias). FBC has not attempted to extrapolate or otherwise estimate 19 
household incomes for these respondents through other means (e.g., use of Census data, etc.). 20 

The data in the above table indicates an average annual consumption for each income strata 21 
that is close to the average consumption for residential customers in general. The average bill 22 
impact for all income groups therefore reflects an annual bill savings as a result of the RIB rate. 23 

The results support FBC’s earlier conclusion that it is high use, regardless of income, that leads 24 
to relatively high bill impacts. 25 

                                                
4  FBC has no visibility into the personal information attached to any income information. 
5  The flat rate used in the comparison is Rate Schedule 3 – Exempt Residential Service.  

Income Category
Average Annual 

Consumption 
(kWh)

Average RIB 
Bill ($)

Average Flat 
Bill ($)

Average Bill 
Impact

Count Percent Count Percent Count Percent 
Less than $20,000 61                  6.3% 10,647                 1,430            1,436            -5.0% 6                       9.8% 41 67.2%
$20,000 to $29,999 94                  9.7% 12,197                 1,639            1,613            -3.9% 9                       9.6% 60 63.8%
$30,000 to $39,999 91                  9.3% 12,233                 1,626            1,617            -4.1% 11                    12.1% 62 68.1%
$40,000 to $49,999 76                  7.8% 13,405                 1,814            1,751            -2.7% 15                    19.7% 48 63.2%
$50,000 to $59,999 79                  8.1% 11,973                 1,591            1,587            -5.1% 8                       10.1% 57 72.2%
$60,000 to $79,999 117                12.0% 12,971                 1,732            1,701            -3.7% 19                    16.2% 76 65.0%
$80,000 to $99,999 71                  7.3% 15,185                 2,046            1,954            -0.3% 16                    22.5% 40 56.3%
$100,000 to $124,999 78                  8.0% 14,000                 1,873            1,819            -1.7% 13                    16.7% 43 55.1%
$125,000 or more 65                  6.7% 14,738                 1,986            1,903            -0.6% 13                    20.0% 39 60.0%
Prefer not to answer 216                22.2% 13,483                 1,816            1,760            -3.2% 30                    13.9% 146 67.6%
No Answer 26                  2.7% 10,956                 1,448            1,471            -5.6% 1                       3.8% 11 42.3%

974                100% 141                  14.5% 623                  64.0%

Bill Impact above 10%
Customers with Lower Annual 

RIB Bills
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3.3 QUESTION 3 – WHAT EVIDENCE IS AVAILABLE ABOUT FACTORS THAT LEAD TO 1 
HIGH ENERGY USE AND, THEREFORE, BILL IMPACTS FOR CUSTOMERS WITHOUT 2 
ACCESS TO NATURAL GAS, INCLUDING LOW INCOME CUSTOMERS? 3 

 Methodology 3.3.14 

To undertake the analysis required to address the Minister’s Question 3, FBC used the results 5 
from its 2012 REUS, which were matched with respondent’s consumption data from 2011. 6 

The survey collected information about the dwelling and household characteristics. These 7 
included: 8 

 dwelling characteristics including size, age, number of floors, insulation and windows;  9 

 space heating and cooling methods and fuels and conservation behaviours; 10 

 domestic hot water methods and fuels; 11 

 types and number of domestic appliances installed;  12 

 number of computers and televisions; 13 

 penetration of high-efficiency lighting; 14 

 swimming pools and hot tubs; and 15 

 socio-demographic data including number of residents by age, household income and 16 
education. 17 

 18 
To determine if there are significant differences in the dwelling/household characteristics of high 19 
energy use respondents compared to other respondents which may explain the higher use 20 
level, two comparison groups were created.  21 

 Respondents whose annual usage in 2011 was equal to or greater than 23,000 kWh 22 
(twice the average usage for all FBC customers) were classified as “High-Use”.  23 

 Those with annual usage equal to or less than 11,500 kWh (the average usage or less) 24 
were classified as “Not-High Use”. 25 

 26 
Respondents in both groups were also compared to all respondents (“General Population”). 27 

In addition, respondents with similar usage levels were grouped together to see if there were 28 
any differences between dwelling characteristics at different levels of energy use. The three use 29 
levels selected were: 30 

 10,000 kWh +/- 10% (between 9,000 and 11,000kWh) (“Low”) 31 
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 20,000 kWh +/- 10% (between 18,000 and 22,000kWh) (“Medium”) 1 

 30,000 kWh +/- 10% (between 27,000 and 33,000kWh) (“High”) 2 

These consumption levels roughly correspond with average usage, twice the average usage 3 
and triple the average usage. 4 

Respondents were also classified as having “Access to Natural Gas or “No Access to 5 
Natural Gas”. This classification was determined on a community basis, but without the partial-6 
use communities.   7 

Attempts to classify respondents as low-income using the LICO standard proved to be 8 
problematic and were discontinued.  9 

 Limitations of the data  3.3.210 

Electric consumption data were unavailable for REUS respondents served by a municipal 11 
electric utility (FBC wholesale customer) at the time of completing the 2012 REUS. This affected 12 
residential customers in Kelowna, Summerland, Penticton, Grand Forks, and Nelson. These 13 
respondents were excluded from this analysis. 14 

The income bands used in the REUS do not provide the granularity necessary to determine if a 15 
respondent is classified as low-income. An initial analysis indicated that up to 10% of 16 
respondents may be low-income; however, only four percent can be definitively confirmed as 17 
low-income. The number of REUS respondents who fall into the categories of low-income/high 18 
consumption or low-income/no access to gas is extremely small and therefore FBC was unable 19 
to provide a meaningful analysis. 20 

 Limitations on inference  3.3.321 

Interpreting the results from the analysis requires caution. 22 

All differences in characteristics between or within the energy use groups were tested assuming 23 
a confidence interval of 95% (p<0.05).The presence of a statistically significant difference in a 24 
characteristic between two energy use groups does not necessarily mean a causal relationship 25 
exists between the characteristic and differences in electricity use between the groups.  26 

Two or more characteristics within an energy use group may be correlated. While 27 
characteristics may be correlated, this does not necessarily mean a causal relationship exists 28 
between them. For example, larger homes tend to have more televisions than smaller homes, 29 
but the total number of viewing hours between the two groups of homes may not differ 30 
significantly. 31 

 Summary of Results 3.3.432 

Based on an analysis using data from the REUS, high energy use dwellings have a higher 33 
proportion of characteristics that require more electricity use than non-high-use dwellings.  34 
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High-use dwellings are more likely to be: 1 

 Single-family detached homes; 2 

 Larger (half are larger than 2,500 square feet); 3 

 Have more occupants (3 people vs. 2 people in non-high-use dwellings); 4 

 Have children in the household; 5 

 Use electricity as the primary heating fuel (two-thirds vs. one-quarter in non-high-use 6 
dwellings); 7 

 Have a larger electric DHW tank; 8 

 Have a higher incidence of secondary refrigerators, primary and secondary freezers; and 9 

 Have a greater incidence of electrically heating swimming pools and/or hot tubs. 10 

 Those that disagree with the statement that their household has reduced energy 11 
consumption as much as reasonably possible.  12 

 13 
Within the sub group of high-users without access to natural gas, there is a greater proportion 14 
with electric baseboard heating than the other comparison groups. 15 

 Detailed Results 3.3.516 

3.3.5.1 High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Homes 17 

High-use homes (23,000 KWh/year or more) differ from not-high-use homes (11,500 kWh/year 18 
or less) in a number of dwelling, occupant, and appliance, and equipment end-use 19 
characteristics known to affect electricity use.  20 

Dwelling Type 21 

As shown in Table 5 below, High-use homes are more likely to be single family detached 22 
dwellings rather than apartments, townhouses or mobile homes.  23 

Table 5:  Dwelling Type (% Incidence) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to 24 
Natural Gas 25 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or 
more 

General Population 

 With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No 
Access  
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
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 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or 
more 

General Population 

Single family detached 59.2 82.0 93.0 84.5 70.1 90.8 
Duplex 4.3 0.0 2.1 0.0 3.2 0.0 
Row/townhouse 5.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.3 0.0 
Apartment/Condominium 23.1 11.5 0.0 0.0 14.8 4.1 
Mobile home 5.4 2.5 4.8 7.8 5.0 2.3 
Other 2.9 4.0 0.0 7.8 2.6 2.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

 1 

As shown in Table 6 below, High-use homes are significantly more likely to exceed 2,500 2 
square feet. Half of all High-Use dwellings are larger than 2,500 square feet compared to 25% 3 
of Not-High Use dwellings. 4 

Table 6:  Dwelling Size (ft2) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to Natural Gas 5 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
<1000 20.9 15.8 3.4 8.3 15.6 8.2 
1,000 – 1,499 23.1 30.6 8.1 13.9 20.4 23.1 
1,500 – 1,999 16.6 18.9 11.7 0.0 15.1 15.8 
2,000 – 2,499 19.9 3.8 20.1 13.9 20.0 14.0 
2,500 – 2,999 9.3 18.9 20.6 6.9 12.5 12.8 
3,000 – 3,499 5.5 12.1 13.0 13.9 8.2 15.6 
3,500 – 3,999 2.5 0.0 6.0 20.8 3.2 6.4 
4,000+ 2.3 0.0 17.1 22.2 4.8 4.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 6 

Space Heating 7 

As shown in Table 7 below, High-use homes are significantly more likely to have electric 8 
resistance heating – either an electric forced air furnace or electric baseboards – as the primary 9 
space heating method. Not-high-use homes are generally smaller (smaller space heating loads) 10 
and significantly more likely to use a natural gas forced air furnace.  11 
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Table 7:  Primary Space Heating Equipment (% Incidence) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use 1 
Households by Access to Natural Gas 2 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Electric baseboard 16.4 35.2 24.3 33.8 16.7 27.1 
Electric boiler -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Gas boiler 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 
Electric furnace 5.5 10.9 36.7 40.3 12.8 29.5 
Gas furnace 66.5 0.0 15.4 0.0 56.2 0.0 
Air source heat pump 3.4 0.0 4.0 6.5 7.4 4.8 
 3 

As shown in Table 8 below, High-use homes are more likely to be located in areas with 4 
somewhat colder winters. High-use and Not-high-use homes located in areas without access to 5 
natural gas experience significantly higher Heating Degree Days (HDDs) than comparable use 6 
homes located in areas with access to natural gas.  7 

Table 8:  Average Annual HDD (2011) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to 8 
Natural Gas 9 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Average 4140.7 4535.0 4173.9 4574.0 4155.3 4542.9 
 10 

As shown in Table 9, High-use homes are less likely to turn down the heat when no one is at 11 
home or at night and, if they do, they maintain a warmer temperature setting than Not-high-use 12 
homes.  13 

Table 9:  Winter Thermostat Settings (o Celsius) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by 14 
Access to Natural Gas 15 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 464 25 70 14 838 71 
When no at home 16.9 13.8 17.9 17.1 17.0 15.6 
During the night 17.2 16.5 18.0 18.2 17.5 17.2 
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Domestic Hot Water 1 

As shown in Tables 10 and 11, High-use homes are also more likely to have a large capacity 2 
(i.e., 60 imperial gallons) electric hot water tank.  3 

Table 10:  DWH Equipment (% Incidence) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to 4 
Natural Gas 5 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or 
more 

General Population 

 With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas 
or Access 

to Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 174 22 61 14 933 73 
Electric tank 26.8 81.7 76.5 100.0 32.3 88.0 
On-demand 1.3 3.4 0.0 0.0 1.2 0.9 
Heat pump tank 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 6 

Table 11:  Electric DWH Tank Volumes (% Distribution) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households 7 
by Access to Natural Gas 8 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 174 22 61 14 933 73 
10 imperial gallons 3.7 8.3 0.0 0.0 2.4 2.7 
33 imperial gallons 16.3 20.7 5.3 0.0 11.7 8.2 
40 imperial gallons 47.3 45.6 42.6 40.3 49.4 52.4 
60 imperial gallons 11.3 3.0 34.3 39.0 15.6 19.1 
Other 10.2 4.1 5.5 7.8 8.6 4.4 
Don't know 10.1 18.2 7.3 13.0 10.9 11.8 
No Answer 1.1 0.0 5.0 0.0 1.4 1.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 9 

As shown in Table 12, High-use homes have, on average, more occupants than Not-high-use 10 
homes. Table 13 shows that they are also more likely to have children under the age of 19 living 11 
at home. Both factors are known to influence domestic hot water use.  12 
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Table 12:  Number of Occupants – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to Natural 1 
Gas 2 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Ranges (% Dist):       

1 – 2 81.6 89.5 54.9 63.9 73.5 74.3 
3 – 4 15.6 10.5 36.8 36.1 21.2 23.2 
5 – 6 2.6 0.0 6.9 0.0 5.0 2.5 
7 or more 0.1 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.3 0.0 

Total (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Average (persons) 2.1 1.8 2.9 2.4 2.3 2.2 

Standard Deviation 
(Persons) 1.1 0.7 1.3 0.6 1.2 0.9 

 3 

Table 13: Presence of Children (%) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to Natural 4 
Gas 5 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Percent of 
households 12.9 6.8 22.8 13.0 17.6 17.0 

 6 

Not-high-use homes, in comparison, have fewer occupants and are more likely to use a smaller 7 
capacity natural gas fired DWH tank or, in the case of some apartments, have their DWH needs 8 
meet via shared building services.  9 

Appliances, Computers and Televisions 10 

As shown in Tables 14 and 15, consistent with their relatively large square footage and family 11 
size, high-use homes are more likely to have the full complement of appliances including 12 
clothes washers, electric clothes dryers, dishwashers, and freezers. High-use homes are also 13 
more likely to have multiple televisions, multiple computers, a second refrigerator, and in some 14 
cases, a second freezer. Not-high-use homes include a significantly higher proportion of 15 
apartments, meaning they are less likely to have in-suite laundry equipment, dishwashers, 16 
second refrigerators, and freezers.  17 
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Table 14:  Appliances (% Incidence) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to 1 
Natural Gas 2 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Electric Oven/Stove 87.2 100.0 94.1 93.5 88.6 95.0 
Washing Machine 91.9 77.7 97.8 100.0 92.6 90.9 
Electric Dryer 86.8 70.9 97.8 93.5 88.9 83.7 
Dishwasher 77.5 40.4 92.9 79.2 79.8 64.3 
First refrigerator 96.7 100.0 97.4 100.0 97.0 100.0 
Second refrigerator 20.4 16.0 46.0 46.8 25.4 25.1 
First freezer 63.2 68.8 86.7 93.5 68.5 75.5 
Second freezer 9.5 14.2 24.4 27.3 14.5 25.9 
 3 

Table 15:  Computers & TVs – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access to Natural Gas 4 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n)* 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Computer – average 
number per home 1.5 0.7 2.1 2.5 1.7 1.5 

Computers – Daily 
Use per home (hrs ) 6.9 5.1 7.7 7.0 7.3 6.5 

Televisions  - 
average number per 
home 

1.8 1.0 2.6 1.8 1.9 1.6 

Televisions – Daily 
Use per home (hrs ) 6.5 4.6 7.2 5.0 6.8 5.8 

 5 

Hot Tubs and Pools 6 

As shown in Table 16, High-use homes are significantly more likely to have either an electrically 7 
heated swimming pool and/or hot tub. 8 
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Table 16: Pools and Hot Tubs (% Incidence) – High-Use vs. Not-High-Use Households by Access 1 
to Natural Gas 2 

 11,500 kWh/yr. or less 23,000 kWh/yr. or more General Population 
 With Gas or 

Access to 
Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access  
to Gas 

With Gas or 
Access to 

Gas 

No Access 
to Gas 

Base (n) 647 26 80 14 1077 75 
Pool – Electric heat 0.1 0.0 4.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Pool – Gas heat 0.5 0.0 5.1 0.0 1.7 0.0 
Hot tub – Electric 
heat 5.7 3.4 21.2 27.3 12.2 13.4 

Hot tub – Gas heat 0.3 0.0 1.6 0.0 0.3 0.0 
 3 

All other differences in the dwelling characteristics, tenure, end-use equipment, or socio-4 
economic characteristics between High-use and Not-high-use homes were either statistically 5 
insignificant or unlikely to significantly contribute to significant differences in energy use 6 
between the two household groups.  7 

3.3.5.2 Low, Medium, and High Energy Use Households  8 

An available sample for the three energy use groups (households consuming 10,000, 20,000 9 
and 30,000 kWh/ year, plus or minus 10%) was limited (n=135, 83 and 33 homes respectively). 10 
Small samples can limit the number of statistically significant differences present at the 95% 11 
confidence level. 12 

High vs. Low 13 

Homes consuming 30,000 kWh/year differ significantly from those consuming 10,000 kWh/year 14 
in the following ways: 15 

 More likely to be a single family detached dwelling rather than a duplex, townhouse, 16 
apartment or mobile home. 17 

 More likely to be 2,500 ft2 or larger. 18 

 More likely to have electric baseboards or an electric forced air furnace rather than a 19 
natural gas forced air furnace as the primary heating method. 20 

 Less likely to have central air conditioning but more likely to use a portable air 21 
conditioner. 22 

 More likely to have a large capacity (60 imperial gallon) electric hot water tank and less 23 
likely to have a 33 gallon tank. 24 

 More likely to have a second refrigerator. 25 
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High vs. Medium 1 

Homes consuming 30,000 kWh/year differ significantly from those consuming 20,000 kWh/yr. in 2 
the following ways: 3 

 More likely to be a single family detached dwelling rather than a duplex, townhouse, 4 
apartment or mobile home. 5 

 More likely to have an electric domestic hot water tank. 6 

Medium vs. Low 7 

Homes consuming 20,000 kWh/year differ significantly from those consuming 10,000 kWh/yr. in 8 
the following ways: 9 

 More likely to have electric baseboards or an electric forced air furnace as the primary 10 
heating method, and less likely to have a natural gas furnace. 11 

 Less likely to have central air conditioning and more likely to use a portable air 12 
conditioner. 13 

 More likely to have an electric domestic hot water tank. 14 

 More likely to have an electrically heated hot tub. 15 

3.4 QUESTION 4 – WHAT IS THE POTENTIAL FOR EXISTING DEMAND SIDE 16 
MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS TO MITIGATE THESE IMPACTS? 17 

FBC offers a broad range of residential Demand Side Management (DSM) programs targeting 18 
new and existing housing stock.   19 

The ENERGY STAR certified New Home program is performance based and tested to ensure 20 
the dwelling is built at least 20% more efficient than the BC Building Code requirements, and 21 
hence affordable to operate by limiting energy usage.  Measures include enhanced building 22 
envelope insulation, high-efficiency heating systems (heat pumps are recommended where the 23 
building site has no access to natural gas), air-tightness requirements (verified by blower door 24 
testing), HRV and ENERGY STAR rated windows, lighting and appliances.   25 

Customers with existing homes can access a range of energy retrofit programs.  To the extent 26 
that customers participate in these programs, they have the potential to mitigate the factors that 27 
lead to high energy use: 28 

1. Low Income Programs: reduces energy consumption and lowers bills for low income 29 
customers; 30 

2. Retail Program: provides rebate offers and education/information to residential customers 31 
for lighting, appliances, home improvement, and water saving products;  32 
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3. Home Renovation Rebate Program (HRR): is a province wide home energy retrofit 1 
program in partnership with BC Hydro and FortisBC Energy Inc.  For FBC customers with 2 
electric heat, who typically have the higher electric bills, HRR seeks to motivate them to 3 
undertake energy efficiency upgrades to their existing homes, primarily focused on lowering 4 
their space heating load; and, 5 

4. Heat Pump and Water Heater Programs: provide incentives for air source heat pumps and 6 
heat pump water heaters. 7 

 8 
More detail on these programs can be found at www.fortisbc.com/rebates     9 

As outlined in the response to Question 3, the factors that lead to high electricity use are: 10 

 Larger dwelling types (higher share of single family dwellings). 11 

 Higher share of electric heating (baseboard, forced air and hot water). 12 

 Older housing stock (pre 2005). 13 

 Larger share in the penetration of higher intensity electricity using appliances, such as 14 
swimming pools, hot tubs, secondary refrigerators/freezers, larger electrically heated hot 15 
water tanks, and air conditioners. 16 

 17 
The potential for DSM programs to mitigate high energy use and therefore bill impacts will be 18 
dependent on household electricity inefficiency levels. While FBC has no specific household 19 
data on this attribute, and subsequently how much it factors into high electricity use, as a 20 
general observation, the following is true: the greater any given household is electrically 21 
inefficient, the greater the electricity savings opportunity for the customer and FBC’s DSM 22 
programs. 23 

A typical customer without access to natural gas, irrespective of the efficiency level in the 24 
household, will also see a large proportion of electricity consumption devoted to space and 25 
water heating, an identified factor for high electricity use. This is shown in the pie chart below. 26 
As per the figure below, the average annual consumption in an all-electric single family dwelling 27 
is approximately 20,800 kWh/year, based on FBC’s 2012 REUS. Appliances include 28 
refrigerators, freezers, ranges, clothes washers, and electric dryers. Of this total, space and 29 
water heating together accounts for 12,400 kWh/year (or 1,033 kWh per month).  30 
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Figure 1:  Residence Energy Use  1 

 2 

FBC’s DSM programs can respond to the factors that lead to high electricity use as follows: 3 

 All residential programs have offers targeted towards single family dwellings, the main 4 
dwelling type that is a factor leading to high electricity use. 5 

 All residential programs target major end-uses and are broadly available across FBC’s 6 
service territory. 7 

 Program savings are scalable to reflect the number of specific end uses in a particular 8 
house as well as the household size (i.e., to the extent that high electricity users have 9 
larger homes and have larger electricity load for lighting or to heat their homes, they also 10 
have greater opportunity to achieve bill savings by investing in electricity efficient 11 
products, devices or equipment). 12 

 FBC’s Home Renovation Retrofit program specifically focuses on customers with electric 13 
heat, who typically have the higher electric bills and seeks to motivate them to undertake 14 
energy efficiency upgrades to their existing homes, primarily focused on lowering their 15 
space heating load. 16 

 The Retail program also targets many of the identified higher intensity electrical 17 
appliances which are associated with high energy use, such as lighting, refrigerators, 18 
and laundry appliances. This targeting includes the offering of incentives and/or the 19 
promotion of ENERGY STAR rated models.  20 

Space Heating, 40% 

Water Heating, 19% 

Appliances*, 13% 

Televisions and 
Computers, 6.3% 

Lighting, 11.5% 

Central Air 
Conditioning, 2.9% 

Miscellaneous plug 
loads, 6.7% 
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 FBC’s Behavioural initiatives include clothesline giveaways to raise awareness of and 1 
reduce the use of electric clothes dryers. 2 

 3 
With respect to low income customers and customers without access to natural gas in 4 
particular: 5 

 The Low Income program is specifically targeted towards low income customers to 6 

reduce their energy consumption and lower their bills and includes: 7 

o Energy Saving Kits (ESK), 8 

o ECAP Basic - direct install of ESK measures and energy assessment, 9 

o ECAP Advanced- direct install of insulation (basement & ceiling). 10 

 11 
Representative bill savings and the net bill impacts under FBC’s current residential DSM 12 
programs are as follows: 13 

Table 17:  Representative Bill Impacts 14 

 Annual Energy 
Savings for a 
Typical High 

Electricity User 
(kWh/year) 

Annual Step 2 Cost 
Savings for a Typical 
High Electricity User 

($/year) 

Typical Customer 
Incremental 

Participation Cost6 ($) 

Low Income - Basic 1,182 $177 $0 
Low Income - Advanced 4,553 $683 $0 
Retail – appliance package 3757 $56 $200 
Retail – lighting package 1208 $18 $30 
Home Renovation Retrofit9  1,934 $290 $1,706 
Heat pump water heaters 1,070 $161 $0 
Ductless air source heat pump 4,180 $627 $5,000 
Central air source heat pump 4,800 $720 $2,991 
 15 

                                                
6  Net of utility incentives. 
7  Based on savings from a clothes washer and dryer combo. 
8  Based on savings from a lighting timer and a 3-pack of LED bulbs. 
9  Based on the average participant in FortisBC’s HERO program. Include a combination of measures, such as attic 

and wall insulation, air sealing and Energy Star windows and doors.  Excludes ventilation (bathroom fans). 
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3.5 QUESTION 5 – WITHIN THE CURRENT REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT, WHAT 1 
OPTIONS ARE THERE FOR ADDITIONAL DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT 2 
PROGRAMS, INCLUDING LOW INCOME PROGRAMS? 3 

 Jurisdictional Assessment 3.5.14 

In setting the methodology for the RIB Rate Report the Commission states: “utilities are required 5 
to identify any additional DSM programs (for example, offered in other jurisdictions) that are 6 
targeted at the key drivers of high-energy use, in particular for low-income customers and those 7 
without access to natural gas.” 8 

To assist in the information gathering, FBC provides the following jurisdictional assessments, 9 
provided by Esource10 – an energy efficiency consultancy based in Boulder CO, and attached 10 
as Appendix C to this report: 11 

 A summary list of low income demand-side management programs offered in Canada 12 
and the Pacific Northwest.  13 

 A summary list of demand-side management programs offered to customers without 14 
access to natural gas, such as programs that focus on electric heating.  15 

 16 
Overall, FBC’s view is that its programs compare favourably with respect to the factors that lead 17 
to high electricity use identified in the response to the Minister’s Question 3, and to those being 18 
offered by other utilities. Some high level findings include: 19 

 Most utilities offer comparable ESK and ECAP initiatives to low income customers; 20 

 Renovation offers similar to the HRR program are common; 21 

 Appliance and equipment incentive offers similar to FBC’s Retail program are common; 22 
and 23 

 Many utilities offer heat pump (Air Source and Water Heater) programs. 24 

 25 
However, there are two program areas which could be augmented, as follows: 26 

Behavioural  27 

FBC has run a number successful campaigns, including broad-based community Energy Diets - 28 
to raise awareness and participation in home energy retrofits, and targeting specific end-uses 29 
i.e. laundry.  The laundry campaign integrated cold water wash prompts, ENERGY STAR 30 
appliance incentives, and clothesline giveaways to reduce electric dryer usage.  Including 2016 31 
community events, FBC has distributed upwards of 40,000 clotheslines to its customers. 32 

                                                
10  E Source Companies LLC 
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FBC’s Customer Information Portal (CIP) will be implemented this year to provide billing tools 1 
for customers to analyze their electrical usage.  In 2017 a Customer Engagement Tool (CEP) is 2 
planned, which provides another channel to engage customers and move them along the 3 
energy-efficiency continuum. 4 

Fridge pick-up 5 

The relatively high penetration of second refrigerators and freezers was identified as a factor 6 
that leads to high electricity use. FBC previously offered a Refrigerator Buy-Back program, but 7 
discontinued it some years ago due to the high cost of servicing its low-density rural service 8 
areas.  9 

 Current Regulatory Environment 3.5.210 

FBC believes the current regulatory environment is supportive of additional DSM programs, 11 
including low income programs, as long as the measures are cost-effective on a TRC basis.  12 
FBC increased its low-income plan budget in the 2017 DSM Plan that is now before the 13 
Commission.  14 

The Company will file a long-term DSM Plan, based on its updated LRMC value, in conjunction 15 
with the LTERP later this year, based on the results of the BC wide dual-fuel Conservation 16 
Potential Review (CPR) now underway.  The CPR updates the economics and potential of a 17 
wide range of measures that will inform future DSM Plan filings. 18 
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Appendix C 
ESOURCE JURISDICTIONAL REVIEW 

 
 



Electric-Only Programs

Program Administrator State or province Program Overview Incentive

Home Energy Assessment - IA Alliant Energy Iowa

Offers electric-only residential customers home energy 
assessments, home energy audits, and installation of 
energy-saving measures

Rebates, Audits, Direc
Free / giveaways

Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Consumers Energy Michigan
Offers residential customers an audit and incentives for 
installing energy efficient measures in their homes. Rebates, Audits

New Home Construction - Builders Consumers Energy Michigan

Offers builders rebates to help offset the initial cost of 
high-efficiency heating, cooling and water heating 
equipment that are necessary to meet the highest EPA 
energy efficiency guidelines.

Rebates, Building rati
Trade ally incentives

Heat Pump Rebates CoServ Electric Texas

Offers rebates to residential customers in single family, 
electric-only homes a rebate on high efficiency heat 
pumps Rebates

Weatherization Assistance Program Idaho Power Idaho, Oregon Information / education, Free / giveaways Building shell

Michigan Saves 0.0% Financing
Lansing Board of Water 
and Light (BWL) Michigan

Offers residential customers financing on projects that 
help improve the energy-efficiency of their home. 
Financing is available for a variety of projects such as 
installing efficient heating, cooling and insulation 
systems. BWL electric only customers Financing

Heating, Cooling and Water Heating MidAmerican Energy Iowa

Offers rebates for heat pump water heaters for 
residential electric-only customers with no access to 
natural gas from any provider Rebates

Heating, Cooling and Water Heating MidAmerican Energy Illinois

Offers rebates for heat pump water heaters for 
residential electric-only customers with no access to 
natural gas from any provider Rebates

HomeWise Weatherization Program Seattle City Light Washington Financing, Audits, Direct installation, Free / giveaways

Custom, Building shel
Space cooling, Air dis
ventilation, Water hea
tune-up, Appliances a

Home Weatherization Tacoma Power Washington Rebates, Trade ally incentives, Financing, Grants
Building shell, Air dis
ventilation



Cdn-PNW Low-Income Programs

Program Administrator State or province Program Overview Incentive

Low-Income Energy Assistance 
Program (LEAP)

IESO (Utility-Agency Program 
Parters) Ontario

In order to qualify, you must have a family 
income that falls below a certain limit Grants

Low Income Energy Efficiency 
Program NB Power New Brunswick

Based on income, household size, 
geographical area, property taxes, you must 
own the home/live in it, home must need 
energy efficiency upgrades

Direct installation
giveaways

Low Income Energy Savings 
Program (LIESP)

NB Power, Efficiency New 
Brunswick New Brunswick

Based on income, household size, 
geographical area, property taxes, you must 
own the home/live in it, home must need 
energy efficiency upgrades

Direct installation
giveaways, Audit

Home Heating Rebate Program
Newfoundland Labrador 
Department of Finance

Newfoundland and 
Labrador

Eligible households are those who have an 
adjusted family income of $40,000 or less 
for the 2014 taxation year. Regardless of the 
energy source purchased to heat the home, 
eligible households will receive a maximum 
rebate of $250, where adjusted family in Rebates

Air Sealing Incentives

Northwest Natural, Pacific Power, 
Portland General Electric, Energy 
Trust of Oregon, Cascade Natural 
Gas Washington

NW Natural customers in Washington who 
heat their homes with natural gas can 
receive our incentives. Rebates, Audits

HomeWarming Program
Nova Scotia Power, Efficiency Nova 
Scotia Nova Scotia

the Income Qualification Chart, You own a 
single unit home located in Nova Scotia and 
can provide proof of ownership, You live in 
your home year-round, it is your current Audits, Free / giv

Low-Income Weatherization 
Services Program Pacific Power California

Income-qualified homeowners and renters 
living in single-family homes, mobile homes 
or apartments.

Direct installation
giveaways

Low-Income Weatherization Pacific Power Washington

Income-qualified homeowners and renters 
living in single-family homes, mobile home 
or apartments. 

Direct installation
giveaways

Home Energy Low-income 
Program (HELP)

Prince Edward Island Office of 
Energy Efficiency Prince Edward Island

Low-income clients with a total household 
income of $35,000 or less, are eligible to 
have a HELP tradesperson complete a 
comprehensive air-sealing (caulking, 
weather-stripping, sealing gaskets, etc….) 
free of charge.

Direct installation
giveaways



Cdn-PNW Low-Income Programs

Program Administrator State or province Program Overview Incentive

Weatherization Assistance for 
Income-eligible Customers PSE Washington

Income-eligible households who live in a 
single-family house, manufactured home or 
apartment

Direct installation
giveaways, Finan

Low-Income Weatherization Rocky Mountain Power Idaho

Income-qualified homeowners and renters 
living in single-family homes, mobile homes 
or apartments.

Direct installation
giveaways

Low-Income Weatherization Rocky Mountain Power Utah

Income-qualified homeowners and renters 
living in single-family homes, mobile homes 
or apartments.

Direct installation
giveaways

Low-Income Weatherization Rocky Mountain Power Wyoming

Income-qualifying homeowners and renters 
living in single-family homes, mobile home 
or apartments.

Direct installation
giveaways
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March 6, 2017 
 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
6th Floor, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC 
V6Z 2N3 
 
Attention:  Ms. Erica Hamilton, Commission Secretary and Director 
 
 
Dear Ms. Hamilton: 
 
Re:  British Columbia Utilities Commission (the Commission) Residential Inclining 

Block (RIB) Rate Report to the Government of British Columbia – FortisBC Inc. 
(FBC) RIB Rate Report  

 Errata dated March 6, 2017 

 
FBC provides the following errata to the FBC RIB Rate Report dated September 30, 2016 
(Report). Replacement pages are attached. 
 

1. Table 2:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption 
The values in the columns Percentage of Customers, and Bill Impact that appear in 
Table 2 in the Report are the same as those in the first four columns of the original 
Table 3.  This should not be the case as the consumption strata are different.  Earlier 
drafts of the Report were correct so it appears that incorrect information was 
transposed prior to final production. 
 

2. Table 3:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption (2015 Rates) 
In correcting the error to Table 2, the Company became aware that some incorrect 
billing data was captured in the Average Bill Impact column of Table 3.  Correcting the 
error has caused a minor shift in the bill impact between the consumption strata. 

 
The discussion in the Report was written based on the correct information that was contained 
in the final draft of the document for Tables 2 and 3, as provided in the attached correction.  
As a result, correction of these tables does not require any further changes to be made to the 
information in the Report. 
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FBC apologizes for the circumstances that necessitated these corrections and for any related 
inconvenience this may have caused to the Commission and Interveners in reviewing the 
Report. 
 
If further information is required, please contact Corey Sinclair at (250) 469-8038. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
FORTISBC INC. 
 
 
Original signed:  
 

 Diane Roy 
 
 
Attachment 
 
cc (email only): Registered Parties 
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From the analysis done in 2014, FBC can state that for all customers, inclusive of those that 1 
would be classified as low income, the percentage of customers that would experience a bill 2 
impact of greater than 10%, solely as a result of the implementation of the RCR, and without 3 
any change in consumption behaviour, was 8.4%.  Higher than average bill impacts are a result 4 
of relatively high consumption.  In order for low income customers as a sub-group of residential 5 
customers to be disproportionately subjected to high bill impacts, it follows that average 6 
consumption for this group would need to be higher than for the general population. 7 

In order to further illustrate the connection between consumption and bill impact, FBC has 8 
revisited the billing data used to generate the 2014 RCR Report.  While the conclusions reached 9 
for the 2014 RCR Report included billing data for all bills, it is possible to consider only those 10 
accounts that are a representation of the impact to customers where longer term, consistent 11 
consumption habits are demonstrated.  In this case, FBC looked at those bi-monthly billed 12 
customers that had account activity in each billing period of the one-year period from July 2013 13 
to June 2014.  This excludes accounts that may have only been active for a portion of the 14 
period, and still results in a large sample of 63,430 accounts. 15 

The result of this analysis is found in the table below. 16 

Table 2:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption  17 

 18 

 19 
Since the average bill impacts for all customers with consumption below 30,000 kWh per year is 20 
less than 10%, this suggests that average bill impacts above 10% did not typically occur until 21 
consumption exceeds 30,000 kWh level. 22 

With this data, in order for low income customers, as a group, to have an incidence of high bill 23 
impacts (greater than 10%) greater than the population as a whole, they would need to have 24 
high annual consumption (greater than 30,000 kWh) in a higher proportion than the population. 25 

When the same consumption data that was used to produce Table 2 above is processed using 26 
the 2015 rates, the point at which the 10% bill impact threshold occurs is lower.  This is due to 27 
the widening gap between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates that occurred between 2013 and 2015.  28 
However, these results must be considered with caution as they use 2013 and 2014 29 
consumption data and 2015 rates without regard for any behavioural changes that are 30 
attributable to the RCR. This trend of a widening gap between the Tier 1 and Tier 2 rates has 31 

Customer Annual Consumption
Percentage of 
Customers*

Bill Impact

Less than 10,000 kWh/year 50% -10.2%
Between 10,000& 20,000 kWh/year 36% -0.72%
Between 20,000 & 30,000 kWh/year 10% 9.27%
Above 30,000 kWh/year 5% 16.0%
* n=63,430
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ceased as of January 2016 since rate increases are now being applied equally to each rate 1 
component. 2 

The results of the analysis using the 2015 Rates, and further segmented, is in the table below. 3 

Table 3:  RCR Bill Impact by Consumption (2015 Rates) 4 

 5 

 6 
In summary, this data indicates that while the average high bill impact threshold consumption 7 
level is reduced to between 22,500 and 25,000 kWh when applying the 2015 rates, this level of 8 
consumption still keeps approximately 90% of FBC customers below the high bill impact 9 
definition. 10 

The Minister’s question was specifically in relation to high bill impacts on low income customers.  11 
In Exhibit A-9, the Commission has defined low-income for the purposes of the Report as the 12 
Statistics Canada low-income cut-off (LICO).  As noted in FBC’s response to BCUC IR 1.1, such 13 
information  is  not  available  from  the  REUS.   While  the  Company has been able to conduct  14 

Average Bill 
Impact

Percentage of 
Customers*

Cumulative 
Percentage of 
Customers*

From To
-                     5,000                 -13.8% 16.1% 16.1%

5,000                 7,500                 -12.5% 17.8% 33.9%
7,500                 10,000               -9.5% 16.1% 49.9%

10,000               12,500               -4.9% 13.0% 63.0%
12,500               15,000               0.1% 10.1% 73.1%
15,000               17,500               4.2% 7.4% 80.5%
17,500               20,000               7.5% 5.3% 85.8%
20,000               22,500               10.0% 3.8% 89.6%
22,500               25,000               12.2% 2.6% 92.2%
25,000               27,500               14.0% 1.9% 94.1%
27,500               30,000               15.5% 1.4% 95.5%
30,000               32,500               16.7% 1.0% 96.5%
32,500               35,000               17.9% 0.7% 97.2%
35,000               37,500               18.9% 0.5% 97.7%
37,500               40,000               19.8% 0.4% 98.1%
40,000               42,500               20.5% 0.3% 98.4%
42,500               45,000               21.2% 0.2% 98.6%
45,000               47,500               22.0% 0.2% 98.8%
47,500               50,000               22.3% 0.2% 99.0%
50,000               52,500               22.9% 0.1% 99.1%
52,500               55,000               23.3% 0.1% 99.2%
55,000               57,500               23.7% 0.1% 99.3%
57,500               60,000               24.1% 0.1% 99.4%

Consumption (kWh)
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1.1 Introduction and Background 
 
This report summarizes the results from a Residential End-Use Survey (REUS) of FortisBC Inc. (FBC) 
customers conducted in late 2012. Survey responses were received from 1,668 households either over the 
Internet or through the mail. Results were analyzed by region (Kelowna, South Okanagan / Similkameen, 
and Kootenay / Kootenay Boundary) and customer service type (direct, indirect). Where available and 
directly comparable, results from the 2012 REUS were compared to those taken from FBC’s 2009 REUS. 
Survey estimates at the utility level for the 2012 study are accurate to +/- 2.8%, 19 times out of 20. 
 
The 2012 REUS represents the first time the electric and gas divisions of FortisBC have combined 
resources to implement a joint REUS of their customers. To do this, the questionnaire and survey sample 
strategy were structured to accommodate gas-only customers, electric-only customers, and customers 
who receive both their gas and electric services from FortisBC (shared services region). Results for 
FortisBC’s gas customers are published in a separate report.  
 
Data from FBC’s 2012 REUS and third-party research were used to explore the factors influencing 
residential electric use rates. These included developments and trends in new construction, appliance 
stocks and efficiencies, and changes in the demographic composition of FBC’s residential customer base. 
Conditional demand analysis (CDA) modelling using REUS data and matching consumption records for 
FBC’s directly served customers were used to derive Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) estimates for 
individual electrical end-uses. 
 
1.2 REUS Highlights 
 
Highlights from the 2012 REUS of FBC’s electric customers are organized by topic area. Readers are 
directed to the respective sections in the main report for a detailed discussion of results by region, service 
type, dwelling type, and other criteria. 
 
1.2.1 Trends Influencing Residential Electrical Consumption 
 
Electrical consumption per-household (use rate) for FBC’s residential customers has declined over the last 
20 years, although the majority of the decline occurred prior to 2003. As of 2012, average weather 
normalized consumption per FBC direct customer is 12% below that of 1993. The current rate is 2% below 
that of 2002. The long-term decline in FBC’s electrical use rate is generally consistent with the long-term 
trend toward declining average electrical intensity (kWh consumption per square foot) of newer single 
family detached (SFDs) dwellings in FBC’s service area.  
 
Factors placing downward pressure on electrical use rates and electrical intensity of residential dwellings 
in FBC’s service regions include: 
 

 changing demographic characteristics of residential customers; 
 changes to the mix of dwelling types being constructed;  
 improvements in the efficiency of major electrical end-uses, notably lighting and appliances; 
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 improvements in thermal efficiency of the building envelope; and 
 other factors, including short- and long-term responses to changes in the price of electricity 

(demand elasticity) and natural gas (cross-price elasticity). 
 

These developments are being partially offset by trends in new construction, including increases in the 
average floor space of single family detached dwellings, increased popularity of central air conditioning, 
increases in the average number of light sockets per-household, and the increased presence of nine and 
ten foot ceilings. 
 
1.2.2 Dwelling Characteristics and Renovations 
 

 The average FBC residential customer has lived in their home for 14 years, up from 10 years in 
2009. This increase is consistent with the aging of FBC’s residential customer base. People are less 
likely to change residences as they get older. 

 Average home size (ft2) varies by dwelling type and vintage. The median size of a single family 
detached (SFD) dwelling built since 2005 is 2,900 ft2, 32% larger than SFDs built in 1976-85 and 
77% larger than SFDs constructed prior to 1950. 

 Ceiling heights in newly constructed dwellings are increasing, with ceilings of nine feet and higher 
present in 62% of dwellings constructed since 2005 compared to just 15% of dwellings 
constructed during the 1950-75 period. Increased floor space and higher ceilings, everything else 
held constant, increase space conditioning loads. 

 The likelihood of basements being completely finished increased from 41% of homes in 2009 to 
50% of homes in 2012. 

 Consistent with changes to building codes, newer homes are more likely to have average or above 
average insulation, high efficiency windows, and insulated outside doors.  

 
1.2.3 Energy Related Renovation Activities – Past and Planned 
 

 Forty-four percent (44%) of FBC customers undertook one or more energy-related improvements 
to their home in the last five years. The top three energy-related renovations included installing 
energy efficient windows; installing low flow showerheads; and improving the insulation in walls, 
attics, and/or basements / crawlspaces. 

 Forty-one percent (41%) of households plan to undertake one or more energy-related 
renovations during the next two years. The top three energy-related renovations planned include 
installing energy efficient windows and improving insulation (tied for first place), weather 
stripping / caulking, and installing a high efficiency hot water tank.  

 Seven percent (7%) of FBC customers made changes involving fireplaces or heating stoves during 
the last five years and 6% plan to undertake similar renovations in the next two years. 
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1.2.4 Space Heating and Cooling 
 

 Sixty-eight percent (68%) of FBC customers use electricity as either their main or secondary 
(supplementary) space heating fuel. Natural gas is the next most common space heating fuel, 
used as either a main or secondary fuel by 58% of FBC customers. Six percent (6%) of FBC 
households changed their main space heating fuel during the last five years.  

 The top three main methods of space heating are forced air furnaces (FAFs) (53% of FBC homes), 
electric baseboards (23%), and air source heat pumps (7%). While an additional 3% of households 
use ASHPs as a secondary method, data gathered elsewhere in the 2012 REUS survey suggests 
that 14% of FBC households, overall, have an air source heat pump. Forty-five percent (45%) of 
FBC households use two different heating methods, but 35% use only one method. 

 Nearly one-quarter (24%) of electric furnaces and 21% of gas furnaces required repairs during the 
last three years. The median repair cost for electric furnaces was $200 and for gas furnaces it was 
$275. 

 Central air conditioning, whether provided by a dedicated central air conditioning unit or a heat 
pump, is present in 46% of FBC homes. Central air conditioning is common in the KE and SO 
regions (58% and 54% of homes respectively) but considerably less common in KB (23% of 
homes). Portable and window air conditioning units are present in 9% and 18% of FBC dwellings 
respectively. 

 
1.2.5 Domestic Water Heating 

 
 Penetration of domestic water heaters (any type) is estimated at 82%. The remainder have their 

domestic hot water centrally provided (e.g., apartments, condominiums). Slightly more than half 
(51%) of water heaters use electricity and 48% use natural gas. 

 Storage-type hot water tanks (any fuel) are used by 95% of FBC dwellings without centrally 
provided domestic hot water. On-demand DWH units, including tankless and hybrid versions 
equipped with a small expansion tank, represent 2% of all DWH units. 

 Thirty-seven percent (37%) of FBC customers installed a new DWH heater in the last five years. 
Only 2% of FBC customers switched their DWH fuel during this period. 

 Two percent (2%) of households use solar energy to pre-warm or supplement their domestic 
water heating. 

 
1.2.6 Fireplaces and Heating Stoves 
 

 Sixty-three percent (63%) FBC customers have a fireplace or heater stove. The three most popular 
fireplace types are heater style gas fireplaces (24% of FBC customers), wood burning fireplaces 
(15%), and wood stoves (13%). Electric fireplaces are present in 10% of dwellings, but their share 
of new construction is considerably higher (22% of homes constructed since 2005). 

 The use of fireplaces and heating stoves to supplement the home’s main space heating system 
varies by fireplace / stove type, fireplace fuel, dwelling type and region. Customers in KB are much 
more likely to use their fireplace / heater stove to heat their home than FBC customers in other 
regions. 
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1.2.7 Appliances 
 

 Automatic defrost refrigerators are the main fridge in 86% of FBC homes, while the remainder are 
manual defrost units. Five percent (5%) of auto defrost refrigerators (first unit) are 20 years or 
older, and 23% of manual defrost units (first unit) are 20 years or older. Sixteen percent (16%) of 
FBC households have two or more refrigerators. 

 Similar to that observed for FEU customers, there has been growing penetration of gas ranges 
(gas cook top and oven) and dual fuel ranges (gas cook top, electric oven) in new construction.  
These appliances are displacing electric ranges (electric cook top and oven) and electric cook tops. 

 Energy efficient front loading clothes washers are now present in 37% of FBC households, up from 
35% in 2009.  

 Shares of flat screen (LCD or LED) televisions now exceed those of traditional cathode ray tube 
(CRT) units (43% versus 37% respectively). Of note, 38% of FBC homes have flat screen televisions 
exceeding 40 inches.  

 
1.2.8 Lighting 
 

 Nearly eight in ten FBC households (78%) have at least one CFL installed as of the end of 2012. 
Median population-based saturation is 9 CFLs while median user saturation (base of households 
with at least one CFL) is 12 CFLs.  

 Twelve percent (12%) of households have at least one LED and median user saturation is 4 LED 
bulbs. These figures may overstate the penetration of LEDs somewhat as households tend to 
count smaller LEDs such as nightlights in their estimates.  

 Five percent (5%) of households have at least one halogen torchieres. Inefficient halogen models 
account for 12% of the stock of all torchieres (any bulb type). 

 The total number of lights (sockets) in a home is positively correlated with home size (square 
footage). Homes less than 1,000 ft2 have, on average, 20 light bulbs of any type. By comparison, 
homes exceeding 4,000 ft2 have an average of 92 light bulbs.  

 The typical residential dwelling in FBC’s service territory has 41 lights bulbs (median) installed. 
These include incandescent bulbs, CFLs, LEDs, halogen bulbs and tubes, and linear or circular 
fluorescent tubes. 

 LED holiday lights are used by 42% of FBC households that displayed holiday lights in 2011.  
 
1.2.9 Pools and Hot Tubs 
 

 Five percent (5%) FBC households have a pool, 15% have a hot tub, and 3% have a sauna. 

 Natural gas and solar energy are the two most common fuels used to heat swimming pools (25% 
each). Electricity is used to heat 13% of pools. 

 The overwhelming majority (98%) of hot tubs are electrically heated. 
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1.2.10 Behaviours 
 
A limited number of energy-saving behaviours associated with space heating and cooling, water heating, 
lighting, and other electrical end-uses were queried in the 2012 REUS.  

 Eighty-two percent (82%) of FBC households indicated they turn down the thermostat at night 
during the winter. The average night-time setback is 3.1o Celsius. Summer season cooling 
behaviours show little to no change in thermostat settings for air conditioning during the night or 
during the day when no-one is at home. 

 Other than setback behaviours, areas for improvement affecting space heating include draft 
proofing / leak sealing, closing window coverings, and closing vents / turning down the 
thermostat in unused rooms. There is also an opportunity for those with single pane windows to 
use plastic window coverings to retain heat and reduce drafts. 

 Energy saving air conditioning behaviours having the greatest potential for improvement include 
turning up the thermostat, closing window coverings to reduce solar gain, and cleaning the AC 
filter.  

 Varying degrees of potential for behavioural savings remain for lighting, laundry, dishwashing and 
drying, computers, and entertainment systems. 

 
1.2.11 Products and Services 

 
 Twenty-nine percent (29%) of respondents to the 2012 REUS participated in an energy efficiency 

initiative offered by FortisBC (Power Sense), BC Hydro (Power Smart), Government of Canada 
(ecoENERGY) and/or Live Smart BC during the last five years. 

 Based on a list of potential products and services designed to reduce energy use, survey 
respondents expressed the most interest in: 

o home energy audit to determine main energy uses in the home and identify opportunities 
to save energy;  

o program to replace standard efficiency water heater with high efficiency water heater;  
and/or 

o furnace or heat pump tune-up to ensure they are working safely and efficiently. 
 

1.3 Conditional Demand Analysis Highlights 
 
A conditional demand analysis (CDA) of FBC direct customers who participated in the 2012 REUS was 
conducted using their REUS data, consumption records for the past two years, and weather data. The CDA 
estimated unit energy consumption (UEC) for each of the major electrical end-uses. Electrical end-uses 
modelled included space heating, water heating, lighting, cooking appliances, laundry appliances, 
televisions and entertainment systems, computers, pumps, and block heaters. UEC estimates represent 
the average annual electrical consumption of an end use and reflect both usage behaviours and the mix of 
older and newer equipment. Indirect customers were excluded from the CDA because their consumption 
data was unavailable. Highlights from the analysis include: 
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 UECs for primary and secondary space heating are estimated at 6,468 kWh/year and 999 
kWh/year, respectively. UECs for central air conditioning and portable air conditioners are 
estimated at 556 kWh/year and 326 kWh/year, respectively. 

 Other major electrical end-use UECs include water heating (3,848 kWh/year), lighting (2,216 
kWh/year), refrigerators (626 kWh/year), ranges, cook-tops, and ovens (538 kWh/year), and 
furnace fan motors (386 kWh/year).  

 The shares of annual electrical consumption associated with major electrical end-uses in a typical 
FBC (direct) residential dwelling are summarized in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Electrical End Use Shares of Annual KWh Consumption 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
This report presents detailed results and analyses from a comprehensive residential end-use study (REUS) 
of FortisBC Inc. (FBC) residential customers undertaken in November of 2012. This study is the second 
comprehensive end-use survey of FBC’s electric customers conducted since 1999. It is the first to be 
conducted jointly with FortisBC’s Energy Utilities (FEU) division. 
 
Data, information, and analyses from residential end-use studies like the 2012 REUS are used to support a 
broad range of activities and processes for FortisBC’s electric and gas divisions, including:  
 

 revenue requirement, rate design, and other applications to the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission; 

 preparation and updating of long-term resource plans; 
 development and preparation of pricing models and tests for system extensions (mains and 

services); 
 reviews of conservation potential; 
 DSM opportunity assessments and program designs; 
 inputs for load forecast models; and 
 development of marketing programs and advertising messaging. 

 

2.1 Research Objectives 
 
Research objectives for the joint FBC and FEU 2012 REUS are extensive and cover most aspects of 
documenting and understanding energy use for households, including equipment stocks, purchases and 
replacement behaviours, attitudes towards energy conservation, and other variables that influence the 
residential consumption of natural gas and electricity. Specifically, the research objectives for the 2012 
study included: 
 

 Collecting information on electric and gas appliance end-use stocks including age, efficiency, and 
usage. End-uses include space heating and cooling, water heating, cooking, refrigeration, 
dishwashing, laundry, swimming pools, hot tubs, saunas, and smaller electrical loads. 

 Collecting information on lighting stocks and recent purchases, differentiating between standard 
and energy-efficient lighting.  

 Determining primary and secondary energy (fuel) sources for space and water heating. 
 Determining dwelling characteristics that directly or indirectly influence energy consumption, 

including building envelope, age, heated floor space, number of stories, tenure, length of 
residency, ceiling heights, window types, and insulation levels. 

 Identifying past and planned energy related renovation activities. 
 Understanding the factors that influence end-use fuel choices. 
 Detailing energy conserving behaviours that affect energy use associated with heating, cooling, 

laundry, dishwashing, bathing, showers, draft proofing, furnace maintenance, food storage, 
lighting, and small appliance use.  

 Discerning attitudes and beliefs regarding energy conservation and other energy-related issues. 
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 Assessing interest in potential utility programs and services and the likelihood of purchasing new 
appliances, or conducting upgrades to the building envelope. 

 Performing conditional demand modeling and analyses using survey information and FBC billing 
data to generate UEC estimates for major electrical appliances and end-uses.  

 Understand and explain changes in residential customer use rates (i.e., average electrical 
consumption per customer) using conditional demand analysis and survey results. 

 Comparing findings with previous surveys, where applicable, to assess market changes and 
trends. Analyzing past and future trends in housing type, appliances, efficiency levels, 
renovations, and demographic shifts.  

 
2.2 Previous Electric REUS Studies 
 
The 2012 REUS of FBC’s customers builds upon its 2009 REUS. The 2009 study differentiated results by 
FBC’s three regions (Kelowna, South Okanagan/Similkameen, and Kootenay/Boundary) and two types of 
customers (directly vs. indirectly served). Indirectly served customers (otherwise known as wholesale 
customers) include households in Kelowna, Penticton, Summerland, Nelson and Grand Forks who contract 
their residential electric services directly from their municipal utility who, in turn, is a wholesale customer 
of FBC.  
 
2.3 Expanded Coverage of the 2012 REUS 
 
The 2012 REUS represents the first time the gas and electric divisions of FortisBC have coordinated and 
pooled their resources for an end-use survey of their customers. While the combined study provides data 
to each division about its respective customers, it also affords them a holistic view of customers in their 
shared services territory. Achieving this goal required expansion of the end-use survey to cover both gas 
and electrical end-uses and related behaviours, including lighting, air conditioning, and the many smaller 
end-uses such as DVD players and computers.  
 
Compared to the 2009 survey, some changes in the design and topic coverage were required. These 
reflect the need to (i) be consistent with previous REUS surveys conducted by the gas division and (ii) 
capture newly emerging trends in residential end-use equipment and construction. Finally, changes to the 
questionnaire reflect the ongoing effort to improve the accuracy and reliability of data and information 
collected by the REUS. While changes in topic coverage and/or question wording of previous REUS surveys 
were sometimes necessary, considerable attention was paid to ensuring consistency and compatibility 
with past questionnaire designs. This maximized the ability to identify and follow trends in residential 
energy use equipment and behaviours. 
 
2.4 Report Organization 
 
This report is organized into 15 sections plus a bibliography. Following this introduction, Section 2 
addresses the sampling strategy, final sample design, questionnaire design, and response statistics. 
Section 3 presents and discusses factors affecting long-run trends in electric use rates. The next 10 
sections address key findings from the 2012 REUS survey, organized by the respective topic areas of the 
survey instrument. Topic areas addressed are: 
 

 Dwelling Characteristics and Renovations 
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 Space Heating 
 Domestic Hot Water 
 Fireplaces and Heating Stoves 
 Appliances 
 Lighting 
 Pools, Hot Tubs, and Saunas 
 Energy Use Behaviours 
 Products and Services 
 Demographics 

 
Findings from the conditional demand analysis, including Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) estimates for 
major electrical end-uses, are provided in Section 15. A bibliography of referenced research and articles is 
included in Section 16. 
 
This document has two appendices. Appendix A provides a copy of the 2012 REUS questionnaire. 
Appendix B presents the formulas and detailed equation results for the conditional demand analysis. 
 
2.5 Using this Report 
 
This report presents a substantial body of information and data about FBC’s directly and indirectly served 
residential customers. The identification of trends is made through comparisons to past REUS studies 
and/or using additional information and statistics from published third party research. Considerable effort 
has been made to ensure the data presented are accurate and statistically representative of the FBC’s 
residential customer base. The quality of the analysis and interpretation of the data are dependent, in 
part, on the accuracy of the information provided by survey respondents. The technical nature of many of 
the questions in the REUS questionnaire inevitably means that unintentional misclassifications or 
reporting errors by survey respondents are possible. Where evident, issues with data quality are 
identified, implications discussed, and remedies, if possible, provided.  
 
The volume of information contained in this report means its primary purpose is as a reference 
document; providing a comprehensive profile of FBC’s residential customers and their dwellings. Analyses 
and conclusions are meant to further discussion and understanding of residential energy trends and the 
factors influencing them.  
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3 BACKGROUND & METHODOLOGY 
This section discusses the sampling plan, questionnaire topic coverage, survey implementation, survey 
response, and representativeness of the survey results. This section also provides a list of terms, 
definitions, and explanatory notes to assist the reader in the correct interpretation of the reported results 
elsewhere in this report.  
 
3.1 Sample Frame and Sampling Plan 
 
The sampling plan for the 2012 REUS was considerably more complex than past studies because of the 
need to ensure representative samples of residential customers for both the electric (FBC) and natural gas 
(FEU) divisions of FortisBC. The plan needed to address regional groupings unique to each division, and 
customers that receive electric and gas services from FortisBC (shared services).  
 
For electric customers of FBC, the sample plan was designed to provide representative samples from the 
following three regions:  
 

 Kelowna (KE) 
 South Okanagan/Similkameen (SO) 
 Kootenay/Boundary (KB) 

 
The sampling plan also needed to differentiate between customers directly served by FBC versus those 
who receive their electrical services from their municipal government utilities. The latter, as of November 
2012, affects households receiving their electric services from the cities of Kelowna, Summerland, 
Penticton, Grand Forks, and Nelson. These municipalities are wholesale customers of FBC.  
 
For direct service customers, eligibility for inclusion in the sample was limited to those with two years of 
uninterrupted billing history. This condition was required by the conditional demand analysis. Residential 
customers whose residence was constructed since the fall of 2010 or who moved into their current 
dwelling less than two years prior to the survey were excluded from the sample frame. This requirement 
does not compromise the statistical representativeness of the remaining sample. 
 
The sample frame for FBC residential customers is provided in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: FBC Residential Customer Counts (Sample Frame) 

Region / Business Unit FBC 
Direct 

FBC  
Indirect 

FBC 
 Total 

Percent 
Distribution 

Kelowna / Central Okanagan (KE)  44,378   13,037   57,415  40% 

South Okanagan (SO)  20,994   20,542   41,536  29% 

Kootenay / Kootenay Boundary (KB)  33,713   10,406   44,119  31% 

Total (FBC) 99,085 43,985 143,070 100% 

 
While the proportion of customers in the shared services region of the Interior that are both FEU (direct 
or indirect) and FBC customers was not known at the start of the study, analysis of FEU’s 2008 REUS 
suggested that approximately 50% of FBC customers would be FEU customers. This proportion was later 
confirmed during the merge of individual samples drawn for the two divisions. 
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3.2 Sample Sizes and Preparation 
 
The target for the 2012 REUS (electric) was 2,000 completed surveys. Assuming an average survey 
response of 24% for direct service customers and 16% for indirect service customers, achieving 2,000 
completed surveys required a mail-out of approximately 10,000 questionnaires.  
 
The sample of direct service customers for the three FBC regions was randomly drawn from FBC’s 
customer accounts. The sample was then merged with FEU ‘s customer accounts to identify those who 
also had a gas account. A third party sample of households located in areas serviced by municipal utilities 
(indirect customers) was purchased and merged with FEU gas accounts to complete the sample frame for 
FBC customers. 
 
3.3 Questionnaire Design and Topics 
 
The 2012 REUS questionnaire was designed with a strong emphasis on ensuring comparability and 
consistency with past REUS surveys undertaken by FEU in 1993, 2002 and 2008, and the FBC’s 2009 REUS. 
Modifications to some questions and/or their response categories were made either to improve question 
performance, and/or to accommodate developments and emerging trends in residential end-use 
equipment. Additionally, the order in which some questions were placed on the questionnaire was 
changed to improve the flow of the questionnaire. The 2012 REUS questionnaire expanded its use of 
graphics and explanatory text boxes to help respondents accurately categorize their household 
equipment and features of the home. In situations where several different models of a particular end-use 
were possible (e.g., tank style versus tankless domestic hot water heaters), questions were accompanied 
with a written description or illustration to improve respondents’ ability to correctly classify the 
equipment. 
 
Table 2 summarizes the major subject areas addressed by the 2012 REUS with comparisons to past FEU 
and FBC REUS survey questionnaires. 
 
Table 2: FBC REUS Survey Topics – Comparisons to Past FEU and FBC REUS Surveys 

Survey Topic Group FEU 
1993 

FEU 
2002 

FEU 
2008 

FEU 
2012 

FBC 
2009 

FBC 
2012 

Dwelling characteristics       
Space heating       
Fireplaces       
Domestic water heating       
Appliances       
Indoor and outdoor lighting       
Pools and hot tubs       
Energy related renovations       
Rates and tariffs       
Energy use behaviours       
Products and services       
Communications with FortisBC       
Energy attitudes & preferences       
Socio-demographics       
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The following topics were new to the FBC 2012 REUS: 
 

 use of the residence for a part-time or full-time home-based business 
 value of any repairs made to furnaces or boilers in the last three years 
 proximity of hot water tank to an electrical outlet 
 presence of a drain water heat recovery system 
 use of high efficiency (ECM) motor for swimming pool pumps 
 relative influence of sources of information on major appliance purchase decisions 
 familiarity with select energy efficiency brand names and initiatives 
 major appliance purchase decisions 
 methods of, and comfort with, accessing the internet 
 presence of secondary suites, detached garages/workshops, other buildings, and pumps 

 
All changes to the 2012 survey questionnaire were approved by FortisBC. The final version of the 
questionnaire is included in Appendix A. 
 
3.4 Survey Implementation 
 
The Vancouver office of IPSOS Reid was responsible for implementing the survey, data cleaning, and 
tabulating the results. The survey was mailed to households in hardcopy form, accompanied by a self-
addressed return envelope. Recipients could either complete the hardcopy survey and return it via the 
mail, or complete an online version of the survey. Each recipient was provided with a unique entry code 
which allowed the marketing research firm to control the possibility of duplicate surveys from the same 
households. Incentives to complete the survey were provided and included a chance at winning of one of 
four $1,000 gift certificates to a home improvement store. To encourage online responses, respondents 
completing their survey online had their name entered in the prize draw an additional time, effectively 
doubling their chances of winning. 
 
A total of 25,400 questionnaires were mailed out in the fourth week of November 2012 for the combined 
FBC and FEU survey. A total of 9,671 direct and indirect FBC customers were sent a copy of the 
questionnaire. Reminder cards were mailed out a week later. Households were given four weeks to 
complete the survey.  
 
In the end, a total of 1,668 valid surveys from FBC customers were received, of which 42% were 
completed online. The overall response rate was 17%. Survey response rates by region are summarized in 
Table 3. Lower than expected response rates are attributed to both the length of the survey (24 pages), 
the technically challenging nature of many of the survey questions, and the timing of its release (late 
November). 
 
Table 3:  FBC Survey Response Summary (%) 

Region / Business Unit Sample 
Population 

Surveys 
Mailed  

Completed 
Surveys 

Response 
Rate (%) 

Surveys 
Completed 
Online (%) 

Direct 99,085 5,483 978 17.8 44.4 

Indirect 43,985 4,188 690 16.5 36.6 

Total (FBC) 143,070 9,671 1668 17.2 42.0 
* Joint sample of gas and electric customers 
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3.5 Weighting 
 
Weights were used to restore the relative proportions of FBC residential customers by region and service 
type (direct versus indirect). Weights were also structured to restore the relative distribution of dwelling 
types representative of FBC’s residential customer base. The latter requirement was necessary after 
review of the FBC REUS results revealed a disproportionately low response by apartments / 
condominiums and row / townhouses.  
 
Customer counts by region and service type used for weighting were provided by the utility. Data on the 
number of occupied dwellings by dwellings type from the 2011 Census of Canada was used to determine 
the population-based distribution of dwelling types by region and customer service type. As data at the 
Census Division (CD) aggregation for Kelowna included both direct and indirect customers of FBC, an 
online service map for the City of Kelowna’s municipal electricity utility was used to identify the Census 
Tracks (sub-Census Division areas) corresponding to direct versus indirect service areas within the Census 
Division. The number of occupied dwellings, by dwelling type, for the corresponding Census Tracks were 
then extracted and summed. A final adjustment was made to remove data for the Westbank area of 
Kelowna (an area serviced by BC Hydro). Distributions of occupied dwellings by dwelling type in the four 
remaining indirect service areas of FBC (Penticton, Summerland, Grand Forks and Nelson) were 
determined using Census Area level data for each municipality. 
 
Weights for FBC’s 2012 REUS were calculated using the following equation: 
 

Wr,t,b = (Pr,t,b/PFBC) / (Sr,t,b/SFBC) 
 

W = Weight 
P = Population 
S = Survey 
r = FBC region (KE, SO, KB) 
t =  Customer type (direct, indirect) 
b = Building type (single family detached, duplex, row/townhouse, apartment / condominium, 

mobile / other) 
FBC = Total of all FBC regions, customer types, and building types 

 
 
Table 4 presents the weights calculated using this formula and used in the analysis of FBC’s 2012 REUS 
survey data: 
 
 
 
Table 4: FBC 2012 REUS Weights 
 Direct Indirect 
  KE SO KB KE SO KB 

SFD 1.2474 1.0781 0.8945 0.2077 0.5878 0.6845 
Duplex 1.6955 1.7119 0.8266 0.4686 0.6683 4.7890 
Row/Townhouse 1.9193 0.8939 0.9742 0.7811 1.0132 3.0518 
Apt/Condo 3.3699 2.8710 3.0384 3.2166 2.7563 3.6698 
Mobile & Other 1.7383 0.6497 1.0689 0.0795 1.6023 0.3756 
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3.6 Accuracy of Survey Estimates 
 
The margin of error (accuracy level) for 2012 REUS questions varies by region, service type, and the 
degree of consensus. Table 5 summarizes accuracy levels at the 95% confidence level for a typical range of 
“yes-no” type questions for each of the three FBC regions, two service types, and the all region, all service 
type total (FBC).  
 
At the FBC company level, a typical question with a “50-50” response (e.g., 50% answering yes, 50% 
answering no) will have an accuracy of plus or minus 2.8%, 19 times out of 20.1 The margin of error varies 
by region and service type, reflecting differing proportions of completed surveys to the sample 
population. Regardless of region or service type, margins of error decrease as the consensus of the survey 
estimate increases. Thus, a yes-no type question with 90% answering “yes” will have an accuracy at the 
FBC level of plus or minus 1.7%, 19 times out of 20.  
 
Table 5: Accuracy Levels for Proportional Responses by Region and Service Type (%) 
Percent Plus or Minus at the 95% Confidence Level 

 
Accuracy 

Proportional 
Response 

KE 
+/- 

SO 
+/- 

KB 
+/- 

FBC 
2012 

+/- 

Direct 
+/- 

Indirect 
+/- 

50% 4.0 4.3 4.2 2.8 3.1 3.7 
40% or 60% 3.9 4.2 4.1 2.7 3.1 3.7 
30% or 70% 3.6 4.0 3.9 2.6 2.9 3.4 
20% or 80% 3.2 3.4 3.4 2.2 2.5 3.0 
10% or 90% 2.4 2.6 2.5 1.7 1.9 2.2 
Number of respondents 
(unweighted) 609 517 542 1,668 978 690 

 
 
3.7 Definitions & Explanatory Notes 
 
The following definitions and notes are provided to aid in the interpretation of survey results, and the 
general readability of the report. 
 
Heating Degree Day (HDD) - Defined as the difference between a reference value of 18°C and the average 
outside temperature for that day. The amount by which the outside temperature falls below 18 degrees 
Celsius and length of time below that temperature provides a good indication of the amount of heating 
required to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. The relative need for space heating is directly 
proportional to the severity of the winter, which is indicated by the number of HDDs.  
 

                                                           
1 The formula used to calculate the margin of error for the overall FBC sample at the 95% confidence level is: 
 

= 1.96 * SQRT ( ∑i (W2i ((1-fi) x (s2i/(ni-1))))   for i = 1 to g 
where: 

SQRT = square root 
W = stratum population divided by the total population 
f = stratum sample divided by stratum population 
s = variance in the stratum 
n = stratum sample size 
i = sample stratum 
g = total number of sample strata (30) 
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Cooling Degree Day (CDD) - The amount by which the outside temperature rises above 18 degrees Celsius 
and length of time above that temperature provides a good indication of the amount of space cooling 
required to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature. The relative need for space cooling from air 
conditioners and fans is directly proportional to the severity of the summer, which is indicated by the 
number of CDDs.  
 
Regional Differences in Heating and Cooling Degree Days - Figure 2 shows the relative severity of the 
winter and summer climates in the three FBC regions, as indicated by 30 year HDD averages. KE has the 
coldest winters (3,869 HDDs on average), followed by KB and SO (3,678 and 3,370 HDDs respectively). The 
hottest summers are typically in the SO region (264 CDDs), followed by KB (188 CDDs) and KE (134 CDDs).  
 

Figure 2: Typical Annual Heating and Cooling Degree Days by FBC Region 

 
 
 
Regional differences in CDDs and HDDs help explain some of the differences in housing construction 
(insulation, windows, doors, etc.) and differences in the stock and operation of space heating and cooling 
equipment. 
 
Conditional Demand Analysis (CDA) – A statistical method for proportioning total household electrical 
consumption into the individual electrical end-uses (e.g., space heating, domestic hot water, cooking, 
lighting, etc.). CDA uses data on the penetration and saturation of end-uses matched with billing data. 
Diversity in the penetration, saturation, and usage of the end-uses within the sample population is 
required for the model to estimate (isolate) individual electrical end-uses in the home. 
 
Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) – The annual electrical energy consumed by an electrical end-use in a 
given year as estimated by conditional demand analysis. The size of the UEC estimate for an end use is 
affected by its purpose (e.g., cooking, space heating, etc.), efficiency, and how it is used (behaviours). 
UECs for some end-uses, particularly space and water heating, are weather dependent. UECs are weather 
normalized. 
 
Penetration – Defined as the number of households with a particular appliance or end-use divided by the 
total number of households with or without the appliance or end-use. Penetration is used to understand 
the proportion of residential customers with the appliance or end-use in question. Penetration does not 
concern itself with how many of the appliances or end-uses an individual household has, only the 
presence of at least one. Commensurately, the upper limit on any penetration estimate is 100%. 
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Saturation – Defined as the number of appliances or end-uses divided by the total number of households 
with and without the appliance or end-use. Saturation provides an estimate of the average number of 
specific appliances or end-uses per typical FBC residential customer. Saturation estimates are influenced 
by two factors: (i) the number of appliances or end-uses present, and (ii) the penetration of the appliance 
or feature in the general population. For example, the saturation of low flow shower heads is a function of 
how many households use them and the number of low flow shower heads installed in each of these 
homes. Since homes may have more than one appliance or end-use, there is no upper limit on saturation 
estimates. Saturation estimates are sometimes expressed using the base of households using at least one 
of the end-use (user-saturation). 
 
2009 FBC - Represents data from FBC’s 2009 residential end-use survey (Discovery Research, 2010). Data 
from the 2009 REUS was reported with no significant digits. While the majority of data in this report are 
reported using one significant digit, all data from the 2009 REUS represent estimates rounded to the 
nearest whole number. This limits comparisons to the 2012 data, particularly for end-uses with very low 
penetration or saturation rates. 
 
2012 FBC – Represents data from FBC’s 2012 residential end-use survey including customers from three 
regions, including Central Okanagan (KE), south Okanagan (SO), and the Kootenay / Kootenay Boundary 
(KB). 
 
Unweighted Base – The majority of tables use the first row to report the unweighted base for which the 
statistics were calculated. These numbers reflect the actual number of valid survey responses received, 
corresponding to each column or row, depending upon the layout of the table. The size of the unweighted 
base is useful to help guide comparisons with other data and understanding the relative accuracy of the 
estimate. Unless indicated otherwise, unweighted bases indicated in this report exclude non-responses or 
missing values (see definition of non-response, below). As the proportion of non-responses may vary 
slightly from question to question, the unweighted base may change somewhat from question to 
question depending upon the degree of non-response. All calculations are based on weighted data to 
ensure proportionate representation from FBC regions, customer service types, and dwelling types. 
 
Don’t Know (DK) Responses – Some questions include a “don’t know” (DK) response category. The 
relative proportion of respondents who answered DK provides useful information and is often related to 
the complexity of question’s subject. In some cases, it is legitimate to recalculate the proportions of the 
other categories excluding the DK responses. Effectively, this recalculation proportions the DK responses 
to the remaining categories in the same proportions as those who provided a valid, non-DK response (i.e., 
assumes the distribution of the DK responses is proportional to those who provided a response). Re-
proportioning DK responses is not valid in cases where this “proportionate distribution” assumption does 
not apply. For example, uncertainty regarding furnace efficiency level may be proportionately higher for 
households with mid- or standard efficiency furnaces than for those with high efficiency furnaces. In a 
case such as this, a DK response should be treated as a legitimate response and included in the base for 
calculating the relative proportions of the other response categories. 
 
Non-Response (NR) – Sometimes categorized as missing values, non-responses refer to cases where a 
respondent did not answer a question, leaving the response categories for the question blank. This action 
may be as intended by survey design (i.e., the respondent is following instructions to skip the question). 
These are different from cases where respondents simply chose not to answer a question. In these latter 
cases, non-responses are treated differently from don’t know (DK) responses as they neither imply 
uncertainty or certainty of a response. Indeed, they provide no information from which to extrapolate a 
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response. In some cases, notably for appliance and lighting counts, non-responses are assumed to be 
equivalent of a zero (i.e., the respondent does not have the appliance or lighting type). All other 
calculations in this report, unless stated or indicated otherwise, exclude missing values. This is done to 
avoid distorting the proportions assigned to the response categories based on those who answered the 
question.  
 
Significant Digit Conventions – Except where otherwise indicated, all data placed in the text of this report 
have been rounded to the nearest significant digit to aid readability. To facilitate analyses and calculations 
by FBC, data presented in tables and figures are expressed to one decimal place, and in some cases (e.g., 
saturation rates) two decimal places. This allows tables to accommodate the occasional small response 
proportion (i.e., proportion less than 1%). Data from the 2009 REUS were available only in whole numbers 
(no significant digits). Data from the 2009 REUS, even if presented with one significant digit, should be 
interpreted as being rounded to the nearest whole number. 
 
Figures – Refers to a graphic illustration or other form of visual interpretation of data. Figures are used to 
illustrate trends, relationships, and to facilitate comparisons. 
 
Tables – Refer to data presented in tabular format.  
 
Footnotes – With the exception of footnotes in data tables, footnotes referenced in the text of the report 
are found at the bottom of the page. Footnotes pertaining to data in tables are situated immediately 
below the table in question. 
 
Additional Notes to Tables 
 
n/a   Not Applicable – Used when data are unavailable for comparison.  
 
-- No responses were received for the particular category or cell. 
 
0.0* Value less than 0.1 
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4 TRENDS 
This section presents and discusses trends in household formation and composition, end-use penetration, 
appliance and equipment efficiency, and changes to building codes that are influencing electrical 
consumption for FortisBC’s residential customers. The primary objective of this section is to provide 
context for understanding and interpreting the findings from the 2012 REUS. The implications from these 
trends and developments on the residential demand for electricity over the medium-term are discussed 
qualitatively. 
 
4.1 Trends in Electricity Consumption 
 
4.1.1 Use Rates 
 
The trend in weather normalized average electricity use per-customer (UPC) or use rate for FBC’s directly 
served customers over the last twenty years is shown in Figure 3. While the use rate shows signs of 
cyclicality, the long term trend has been downward, although the majority of the decline occurred prior to 
2003. As of 2012, average consumption per customer is 12% below that of 1993 but only 2% below that of 
2002. 
 

Figure 3: Electricity Use per-Customer – FBC Direct Customers 
Weather Normalized & Trend 

 
 
4.1.2 Electrical Intensity (kWh/ft2) 
 
The long-term decline in FBC’s electrical use rate is generally consistent with the long-term decline in 
average electrical intensity (kWh consumption per square foot) of newer single family detached (SFDs) 
dwellings.  
 
Figure 4 compares the electrical intensity (annual kWh per square foot) and average size (square footage) 
of SFDs in FBC’s service region by period of construction. Electrical intensity has been decreasing over 
time, with the exception of SFDs constructed during the mid-1970s to mid-1980s. Of note, SFDs 
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constructed since 1995 use 20% less electricity per square foot than SFDs constructed during the 1950-75 
period. This is especially notable given they are 37% larger on a square footage basis.  
 

Figure 4: Energy Intensity vs. Square Footage 
Single Family Detached Dwellings – FBC Direct Customers 

 

 
 
The decline in electrical intensity reflects a number of factors affecting new and existing dwellings, 
particularly the net effect of improvements in thermal envelope and end-use equipment efficiency. While 
the REUS sample of SFDs constructed since 2006 that have consumption data is small (n=77), data for 
these dwellings suggests that the trend towards declining electrical intensity may have reached a plateau. 
Data for dwelling types other than SFDs are not presented due to small sample sizes.2  
 
4.2 Factors Influencing Trends in Electrical Use Intensity 
 
There are several factors, some offsetting, others compounding, that are influencing electrical use rates 
and electrical intensity of residential dwellings in FBC’s service regions. They include: 
 

 changes to the mix of dwelling types being constructed;  
 changes in the penetration / saturation of key end-uses, notably air conditioning, heat pumps, 

and lighting; 
 improvements in the efficiency of major electrical end-uses, notably lighting and appliances; 
 improvements in thermal efficiency of the building envelope; and 
 other factors, including short- and long-term responses to changes in the price of electricity 

(demand elasticity) and natural gas (cross-price elasticity). 
 changing demographic characteristics of the residential customer base; 

 

                                                           
2 Analysis of electrical intensity trends for dwelling types other than SFDs were limited, in part, due to the difficulty of obtaining 
billing data for dwellings in FBC’s indirect service regions. This issue affected SFDs as well, but the sample was large enough to 
permit comparisons by construction period. 
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The purpose of this section of the report is not to quantify the relative contribution of the factors 
underpinning the long-run trend in electricity use rates.3 Rather, it is to highlight key trends and 
developments influencing these rates.  
 
4.2.1 New Construction Trends 
 
Long-run trends in electrical use rates are being influenced by developments in new residential 
construction including dwelling type mix, ceiling heights, square footage, and changes to Provincial and 
municipal building codes. 
 
4.2.2 Dwelling Type Mix  
 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) data show that residential construction in the urban 
areas of Kelowna, Penticton and Summerland during the latter half of the past decade shifted away from 
single family detached dwellings towards apartments and, to a lesser degree, row /townhouses (Figure 5). 
Single family detached dwellings saw their share of new construction decline from nearly 70% of all 
dwelling completions in 2001 to 28% in 2009 before recovering to 57% in 2012. The gradual shift from 
single family detached dwellings is consistent with the aging population base. CMHC does not publish 
construction data for individual rural areas. 
 

Figure 5: Dwelling Type Shares – Urban Housing Completions in the Okanagan 

 
 
Changes in the mix of dwelling types constructed in FBC’s service region influences electrical consumption 
and use rates as the amount of electricity used by duplexes, townhouses, apartments / condominiums 
and mobile homes is typically less than single family detached units. Consumption data from the 2012 
REUS show the average row / townhouse consumes 31% less electricity than the average single family 
detached home. The average apartment / condominium consumes 53% less than the average SFD (Figure 
                                                           
3 Natural Resources Canada’s Energy Efficiency Trends in Canada, 1990 to 2009, (Cat. No. M141-1/2009E-PDF), December 2011 
provides a good discussion of the relative impact of the various trends and factors influencing energy use in the residential sector. 
The long-term change in energy use (all fuels) by Canadian homes is explained by quantifying five different contributing factors 
including changes in the number of households and floor space (activity), changes in the mix of dwelling types (structure), 
changes in the relative penetration of various appliances and end-uses (service level), differences in heating and cooling degree 
days (weather), and improvements in appliance efficiency and the thermal envelope of homes (energy efficiency). 
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6). These data are for directly serviced customers only. Consumption for indirectly serviced customers was 
not available for analysis. 
 

Figure 6: Average Annual Electricity Consumption by Dwelling Type 
Indexed: SFD = 100, FBC Direct Customers 

 
 
4.2.3 Construction Codes and Standards 
 
Changes to residential construction codes and standards have contributed to declining energy use in new 
residential construction.  
 
In British Columbia, residential building codes and standards have expanded their scope over time from 
the initial focus on health and safety to specific provisions for energy and water efficiency. The BC Building 
Code (BCBC) regulates construction in FBC’s service region. 
 
In addition to building codes, the BC Energy Efficiency Act4 and the national Energy Efficiency Act5 regulate 
the performance of a broad range of residential energy-using equipment and end-uses.   
 
Recent changes to the British Columbia Building Code (BCBC) and the British Columbia Energy Efficiency 
Act will impact new construction of small buildings and residential detachments (up to 600 square meters 
or 6,500 square feet). These requirements generally pertain to single family dwellings, duplexes and small 
row houses.  
 
The BCBC defines minimum building practices in all areas of British Columbia except Vancouver. The 2012 
BCBC came into effect in December 2012.  There are no changes in the 2012 BCBC relative to energy 
compared with the previous version of the Code (defined by the 2006 BCBC plus the Part 10 amendment 
enacted in September 2008). The 2012 changes pertained primarily to seismic upgrading. 
 
The Province of British Columbia recently completed a public review of proposed changes to energy 
requirements for residential buildings.6 Due to come into effect in December 2014, they will require new 

                                                           
4 http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96114_01 
5 http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/E-6.4/page-1.html 
6 http://www.housing.gov.bc.ca/building/green/energy/Part%2010%20code%20change.pdf 
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residential construction in British Columbia to meet the requirements of the National Energy Code of 
Canada for Buildings (NBC), 2011.7 These changes are expected to provide some increase in energy 
efficiency across British Columbia. The ventilation requirements in the NBC are expected to be updated to 
meet the special requirements in British Columbia, and will likely have an impact on energy use in houses, 
but this change will not be confirmed until 2014. Finally, equipment efficiency requirements will now be 
embedded in the building code rather than in a separate legislative act. 
 
Apartments 
 
Apartment buildings larger than 600 square meters (~6,500 square feet) are generally regulated under 
Part Three of the BCBC.  Since September 5, 2008, new apartments outside the City of Vancouver have 
been required to meet ASHRAE 90.1-2004.8 The Province of British Columbia have expressed a 
commitment to adopting ASHRAE 90.1-2010 and this code is expected to come into effect in December 
2013. The impact of this change will likely result in a savings of 8% to 10% in energy use, relative to 
current code requirements.9 In addition, the Province has adopted an alternate compliance path using the 
National Energy Code for Buildings (2011). 
 
4.2.4 Dwelling Size and Ceiling Heights 
 
While improvements in the thermal envelope and appliance efficiency serve to reduce average electrical 
consumption per home, they have been offset, to a degree, by the tendency for new homes to be larger 
(square footage) and to have higher ceilings.  
 
Figure 7 illustrates the trend towards the increasing square footage of single family detached dwellings as 
indicated by data collected by the 2012 REUS.  
 

Figure 7: Floor Space Trends in New Construction 
Single Family Detached Dwellings 

 
                                                           
7 http://www.nrc-nrc.gc.ca/eng/publications/codes_centre/2011_national_energy_code_buildings.html 
8 This is a standard developed by the American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), and has 
been adopted by over 30 states in the USA. 
9 Stantec (2012), p. 21. 
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Including basements in the calculation of square footage, the average single family detached dwelling 
constructed since 2005 is 40% larger than that constructed during 1950-75. 
 
The trend toward increased floor space in new construction has been accompanied by an increase in 
average ceiling heights, with a shift towards ceilings of nine and ten feet among homes built since 1985 
(Figure 8).  
 

Figure 8: Ceiling Height Trends in New Construction 

 
 
The general Increase in floor space combined with higher ceilings means the total volume of interior 
space required to be conditioned has increased. This, in turn, requires more energy from space heating 
and cooling systems. 
 
4.2.5 Trends in End-Use Penetration and Saturation 
 
There are some notable trends the penetration rates of appliances and other electrical end uses in the 
residential sector. These include: 
 

 the growing popularity of air conditioning, provided either through central air conditioning units 
or heat pumps; 

 increasing number of lights (bulbs) per average home in new and retrofit construction; and 

 shifts in the penetration of traditional electric and gas loads in new construction. 
 
Developments and trends in smaller electrical loads including televisions, computers, home 
entertainment systems, and other plug loads are too numerous to address here. Data on their 
penetration and saturation within FBC homes are presented, in detail, in other sections of this report.   
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Air Conditioning 
 
Generally speaking, the popularity of air conditioning among new construction and retrofits has increased 
over time. Figure 9 illustrates the incidence (penetration) of air conditioning among FBC residential 
customers by dwelling vintage. The data show that air conditioning, whether provided by a dedicated air 
conditioning unit or via a heat pump, is present in 64% of dwellings constructed since 2005 compared to 
just 24% of dwellings constructed prior to 1950.  
 

Figure 9: Incidence of Air Conditioning 

 
Lighting 
 
Commensurate with increases in the average square footage of newer homes, notably single family 
detached units, the average number of lights in new construction has been increasing. Figure 10 
compares the average number of light bulbs (any type) per dwelling, by construction period.  
 

Figure 10: Average Number of Lights (Bulbs) per Dwelling 
By Period of Construction 
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Homes constructed since 2005 have, on average, 61% more lighting than homes constructed prior to 
1950, and 36% more lighting compared to homes constructed during 1950-75. Slight increases in the 
average number of lights per-home among the existing dwelling stock are expected over time as older 
dwellings are renovated or replaced with newer housing stock.  
 
In terms of their contribution to electrical load, the increase in the number of lights per dwelling has 
partially offset the increased penetration of energy efficient lighting, particularly compact fluorescent 
lamps. CFLS are now present in 78% of FBC homes with a median number of installed CFLs in user 
households of 12 CFLs. The penetration of LED lamps is considerably lower (only 12% of FBC households). 
While the saturation rate for LEDs is expected to increase over time, the implications for electricity use 
rates is moderated by the tendency for some of these LEDs to displace CFLs rather than incandescent 
bulbs.  
 
Changes in Electric and Gas Loads for New Construction 
 
There are a number of trends in the penetration of gas and electric end-uses in new construction, notably 
for space heating, water heating, and cooking. For space heating, the penetration of gas forced air 
furnaces in new construction (homes built since 2005) has declined to 40% compared to traditional 
penetration rates in the order of 50% to 60%. In their place, builders have substituted electric baseboard 
heat, electric forced air furnaces, and to a smaller degree, gas boilers and geothermal. Gas DWH shares in 
new construction have also declined, down to 39% compared to the most recent peak of 66% for homes 
built in the 1996-2005 period. In its place, builders have switched to electric DWH tanks. Finally, natural 
gas cooking appliances (primarily ranges) have become increasingly popular in new construction, leading 
to a decline in the penetration of electric ranges (down from 85% for homes built during 1976-85 to 70% 
in homes built since 2005).  
 
4.2.6 Trends in Appliance Efficiency 
 
The efficiency of a broad range of appliances and other electrical end-uses in the residential sector has 
improved over time due to a combination of legislated minimum efficiency standards, public-industry 
partnerships such as ENERGY STAR®, and demand-side management (DSM) and market transformation 
programs.  
 
Legislated Appliance Efficiency Standards 
 
At the national level, the Energy Efficiency Act (1995) regulates a broad range of energy-using appliances, 
although the vast majority were initially subject to testing and/or reporting requirements only, rather 
than minimum energy efficiency criteria. Energy efficiency standards have been also been enacted 
provincially by British Columbia, most recently under its Energy Efficiency Act (2008). 
 
While the list is extensive, energy efficiency standards have been enacted for: 
 

 household appliances 
 water heaters 
 heating and air conditioning equipment 
 lighting products 
 electronic products  
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An up-to-date compendium of legislated efficiency requirements for appliances and other electrical end-
uses in each of the five groups can be found at http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/regulations/17311. 
 
ENERGY STAR® 
 
Legislated efficiency standards for appliances occurred during the same time as growth in number of 
appliances and other electrical end-uses represented by the ENERGY STAR brand. The ENERGY STAR 
initiative began in the United States in 1992. Canada joined the program in 2001. This initiative has raised 
consumer awareness of energy efficient products by labelling products that use 15% less energy (UEC) 
than regulated standards.  Utility DSM incentives programs are often referenced to “qualifying” Energy 
Star products. 
 
Gauging the penetration of ENERGY STAR products in British Columbia market place is challenging due to 
the paucity of published data. Shipments data collected by the now defunct Canadian Appliance 
Manufacturers Association (CAMA), as displayed in Figure 11, show that 54% of all refrigerators shipped 
to British Columbia in 2010 were ENERGY STAR qualified, up from 29% in 2004.10 ENERGY STAR qualified 
shares of washing machines increased from 36% to 72% over the same period. Finally, the share of 
dishwashers rated ENERGY STAR has been generally been high, varying between 70% and 89% of all 
dishwashers shipped to British Columbia depending on the year. Increases in ENERGY STAR shares 
understates the impact of the program on residential energy consumption because minimum efficiency 
standards required for ENERGY STAR qualification have been revised upward over time for some 
appliances (e.g., refrigerators). 
 

Figure 11: ENERGY STAR® Share of Appliance Shipments to British Columbia 
2004 - 2010 

 
 
 
Impact of Improvements in Appliance Efficiency 
 
Estimates of Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) developed by Natural Resources Canada for major 
household appliances illustrate the magnitude of efficiency gains for major household appliances between 

                                                           
10 With the opening of a Canadian branch office of the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM) effective July 1st, 
2012, Electro-Federation Canada (EFC) announced the closure of its Canadian Appliance Manufacturers Association (CAMA) 
council.  
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1990 and 2010 (Figure 12). While declines for some appliances like clothes washers and dishwashers 
partly reflect changes in household activity (e.g., fewer people in the home in 2010 compared to 1990), 
the majority of the declines in annual electrical consumption come from improvements in the energy 
efficiency of the appliances. The largest declines have occurred for clothes washers, refrigerators, and 
dishwashers. A clothes washer purchased in 2010, for example, uses about 70% less electrical energy and 
75% less water than one purchased 20 years earlier. The electrical energy required by a dishwasher 
purchased in 2010 is 63% less than one purchased 20 years earlier. A full suite of appliances purchased in 
2010 uses approximately half the amount of electrical energy that the same appliance set if purchased 
twenty years earlier.11  
 

Figure 12: Appliance Efficiency Trends 
Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) Estimates 

1990 versus 2010 

 
 
Demand-Side Management Initiatives 
 
Demand-side management (DSM) initiatives by FBC, the provincial and federal governments, and others 
over the past twenty years have served to increase awareness and penetration of energy efficient 
equipment in FBC’s service region. Residential DSM initiatives by FBC have focused on air source heat 
pumps, lighting, appliances, and home retrofits (i.e. building envelope). FBC has collaborated with other 
notable energy efficiency initiatives during the past five years including the federal government’s 
ecoENERGY Retrofit Homes Program12 and its provincial companion program LiveSmart BC.13 
 

                                                           
11 Natural Resources Canada (2012) 
12 http://oee.nrcan.gc.ca/residential/6551 
13 http://www.livesmartbc.ca/homes/index.html 
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4.2.7 Demographic Trends 
 
An aging residential customer base and the long-run decline in the number of people per-household are 
two key demographic trends influencing residential use rates. 
 
Aging Population  
 
FBC’s residential customer base is aging.  Figure 13 provides age profiles for residents of FBC’s service 
region in 1992, 2002, 2009 (year of the last FBC REUS) and 2012. Of note, individuals between the ages of 
25 and 44, the age segment typically associated with household formation (buying the first home, raising 
a family, etc.) has decreased from 29% of the population in 1992 to 22% in 2012, while the proportion of 
the population aged 45 to 64 increased from 22% to 31% over the same period. Twenty-two percent 
(22%) of individuals are now aged 65 years and older, up from 18% in 1992.  
 

Figure 13: FBC Residential Customer Age Profiles – 1992 to 2012 

 
 
The aging of the baby boomer generation (individuals born after the Second World War and up to 1966) is 
clearly evident in the graph. Indeed, the proportion of individuals in age cohort appears to have expanded 
over time, suggesting the in-migration of older boomers. Increasingly, households in this large age cohort 
have finished raising their families and are exiting the workforce. The proportion of homes without 
children in FBC’s service area is expected to increase over time. 
 
Population projections to 2036 by age group (cohort) published by BC Stats for regions served by FBC 
show the cohort of children and young adults (0-19) as a share of the total population will continue to 
decline in the short-term before stabilizing (Figure 14). The relative share of the population made up of 
seniors (those aged 65 years or older) is expected to increase to approximately 27% to 28% of the 
population by 2036.  
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Figure 14: Population Projections by Age Cohort – British Columbia 

 
 
An aging customer base will impact average household electrical consumption because older individuals 
differ from their younger counterparts in their demand for space heating and domestic water heating.14  
 
Household Size 
 
The aging of FBC’s customer base is being accompanied by a slow, consistent decline in the number of 
occupants per home. Fewer people in the home means reduced demand for hot water and other 
appliances from activities such as laundry, showering, and dishwashing.  
 
Figure 15 shows the long-run decline in the average number of people per-household for Census areas 
served by FBC. The average number of people per-household in the Thompson / Okanagan region has 
declined from 2.6 individuals in the 1990s to 2.4 presently. The Kootenay region has seen a similar decline 
to its current ratio of 2.2 individuals per household. Both regions are expected to experience further 
declines, with the rate of decline moderating somewhat towards the end of the present decade. The 
decline in the average number of people per-household stems, in part, from the long-run societal trend 
towards smaller family sizes, but also from the growing proportion of older households where the 
children have grown up and left home. 
 

                                                           
14 A 2005 US Energy Information Administration (EIA) study found a relationship between the demand for heating and domestic 
hot water use and the demographic composition of the home. For example, gas consumption associated with space heating was 
13% higher in homes with seniors compared to those without, while gas consumption for water heating was 13% lower. The 
presence of children between 5 and 16 years of age was found to increase gas consumption for space heating and water heating 
by 5% and 39% respectively.14 While these examples are drawn from analysis of gas use, the relationship between demographic 
influences and space and water heating using electricity are expected to be similar. 
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Figure 15: Average Number of People per-Household – History and Projection 

 
 
The decline in the average number of people per household has implications for electrical consumption. 
Figure 16 summarizes the results from the 2009 US Department of Energy (DOE) residential energy use 
study that found that average per-household electricity consumption increases as the number of people 
in the home increases. This is attributed to the increased demand for water heating, cooking, laundry, air 
conditioning, and other electrical end-uses. 
 

Figure 16: Electricity Consumption by Number of People in the Home 

 
 
The DOE findings are consistent with the results of a 1999 study on residential water use by the American 
Water Works Association (AWWA). Their research found that family size influences hot water use as does 
the mix of age groups present in the home.15 For example, both the number of people in the home and 
the presence of children and teens were positively correlated with increased water use for showers, 
baths, and clothes washing. Faucet use was positively correlated with household size, and the square 
footage of the home. Interestingly, they found water consumption for showers, baths and dishwashers 
was positively correlated with the number of persons employed outside the home.  
                                                           
15 Mayer, P.W., W.B. DeOreo et al. (1999).  
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Data from the 2012 REUS support many of the AWWA findings, including the relationship between the 
number of occupants per home and the demand for hot water. Figure 17 shows that as the number of 
people per FBC household increases, so does the number of showers, laundry loads, dishwasher loads and 
baths.  Additional discussion of these data is provided in Section 12 of this report. 
 

Figure 17: Effect of Household Size on Hot Water Using Activities 

 
 
These findings suggest that the demand for hot water, and thus energy needed for water heating, will, 
everything else held constant, decline over time as the baby boom demographic ages, retires, and 
increasingly lives in children-free homes.16 
 
4.2.8 Demand Response to Price Changes 
 
In addition to the factors already mentioned, electricity use rate trends, to some degree, reflect changes 
in the real prices (nominal prices adjusted for inflation) of electricity and natural gas.  
 
Figure 18 compares trends in inflation-adjusted electricity and natural gas prices (variable rate portions 
only for FBC direct customers) for 1999-2013. Prices for the two commodities are indexed to January 1999 
to allow comparison of changes in the two rates over the analysis period. 
 
The graph shows inflation-adjusted electricity prices for FBC direct customers increasing gradually during 
this period, albeit at a somewhat faster rate during the last five years. As of the end of 2012, real 
electricity prices were 51% higher than January 1999.17,18 In comparison, inflation-adjusted natural gas 
prices for FEU Interior customers increased dramatically in 2000 and continued to increase, albeit with 

                                                           
16 According to the AWWA website, an update to this research is expected by late 2013. 
17 FBC switched to a two-tiered residential rate (Residential Conservation Rate) in July 1, 2012. Effective January 2013, customers 
pay 8.803 cents per kWh for the first 1,600 kWh, then 12.952 cents per kWh for consumption above this threshold.  
18 While not reflected in the data, FBC instituted a residential conservation rate effective July 1, 2012. The new rate structure 
prices electricity at 9.09 cents/kWh for the first 1,600 kWh used bimonthly, and then 13.54 cents/kWh for the remainder of the 
billing period. 
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variability, during the better part of the decade.19 Natural gas prices have been trending downward for 
the last four years and now only 47% higher than January 1999. At one time, natural gas prices were more 
than 140% higher than January 1999 levels. 
 

Figure 18: Inflation-Adjusted Electric and Natural Gas Price Trends 
Variable Rate Portion ($/GJ) – January 1999 = 100 

FBC Direct Customers 

 
 
 
Reactions to changes in the real price of energy differ in the short-term from the long-term. Short-term 
reactions are mostly behavioural: changes to thermostat settings, increased attention to turning off 
unused lights, and other low-cost actions and activities. Short-term price elasticities tend to be very 
inelastic (i.e., a relatively small change in quantity used per a given change in price). Long-term reactions 
to a sustained increase in price include permanent changes in behaviour, structural improvements to the 
home’s thermal envelope (e.g., improved insulation, upgraded windows, etc.), appliance upgrades (e.g., 
energy efficient furnaces, washing machines, dishwashers, etc.), and, in more extreme situations, 
substitutions i.e. fuel switching for space and water heating. Many of these changes permanently reduce 
the home’s energy requirements. Long-term price elasticities for electricity are inelastic but less so 
compared to short-term elasticities. 
 
The strength and nature of the reaction to changes in the real price of electricity also depends on other 
factors including household income. Lower income households are restricted by the lack of financial 
resources in their ability to undertake structural improvements to reduce exposure to higher energy 
prices. Changes in the price of competing fuels (e.g., natural gas), everything else held constant, can 
influence both short term and longer term fuel switching decisions. 
 
Reactions to changes in real prices also depend, to some degree, on household’s expectations regarding 
future energy prices (i.e., Do I believe that recent price increases or decreases will be sustained?). The 
experience of the last 15 years has been that electricity prices are significantly more predictable than 
natural gas prices.  Expectations regarding future electricity and natural gas prices drive, to some degree, 
influence fuel choice decisions for new and retrofit construction.  

                                                           
19 The variable rate portion of the FEU tariff for residential customers reflects the price of natural gas purchased at prices set by 
the market and does not include any mark-up.  
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4.2.9 Cross Effects / Interaction Effects 
 
Cross effects (also known as interaction effects) refer to the heating penalty or cooling credit associated 
with the adopting energy efficient technologies that produce less waste heat than their inefficient 
counterparts. A heating penalty occurs when heating systems work harder to compensate for the loss of 
waste heat from, for example, replacing incandescent bulbs with CFLs. Using the same lighting example, a 
cooling credit occurs in summer when air conditioners no longer need to offset the heat given off by 
incandescent lamps. The cooling credit for energy efficient lighting in northern climates is generally 
considered to less than the space heating penalty as the use of air conditioning coincides with longer 
daylight hours (i.e., reduced hours of use for lighting). The extent of the heating penalty for adopting 
energy efficient lighting has been subject to considerable debate, and published estimates vary greatly.20 
 
 

                                                           
20 A 2004 study using Natural Resources Canada’s test houses found that during the heating season, 80% to 96% of the energy 
savings from replacing incandescent lighting with CFLs was offset by the increased need for space heating. (CANMET (2004). In 
contrast, the Washington-based New Buildings Institute estimated the cross effects of lighting at 13% for the Pacific Northwest 
(New Buildings Institute (2003). 
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5 DWELLING CHARACTERISTICS 
This section provides detail on the dwelling characteristics of FBC residential homes including: 
 

 dwelling type, size, vintage, number of stories, tenure, maintenance fees, and length of residency; 
 characteristics of the building envelope including insulation levels, window glazing and frame 

material, and outside door materials; 
 renovation activity undertaken during the past five years, and planned for the next two years, by 

type of renovation; and 
 who performs the renovations – homeowner, contractor, or a combination of the two. 

 
5.1 Dwelling Characteristics 
 
5.1.1 Dwelling Types and Vintages 
 
Table 6 summarizes the composition of dwelling types among FBC’s residential customer base. The data 
show that single family detached (SFD) dwellings are the most common dwelling type (64% of all FBC 
customers), followed by apartments / condominiums (21%), mobile homes / other dwellings (6%), and 
row houses / townhouses (5%). The proportion of indirectly served customers in apartments / 
condominiums is significantly higher than directly served customers (37% versus 14%), consistent with the 
tendency for indirect customers to be located in urban areas which tend to have proportionately more 
apartments and condominiums. 
 
Notable differences in dwelling type shares among FBC’s three regions include proportionately more SFDs 
and proportionately fewer apartments / condominiums in the Kootenay Boundary (KB) region compared 
to the other two regions. Thirty-one percent (31%) of Kelowna (KE) dwellings are apartments / 
condominiums compared to 18% of South Okanagan/Similkameen (SO) dwellings and 12% of KB 
dwellings.  
 
Table 6: Dwelling Type by Region and Service Type (%) 

Dwelling Type KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1970 
Single Family Detached  53.7 66.0 76.7 64.4 71.4 48.4 69.0 
Duplex 4.8 2.4 2.1 3.2 3.0 3.8 4.0 
Row / Townhouse 5.9 6.2 2.7 5.0 4.0 7.3 7.0 
Apt / Condominium 30.6 18.4 11.7 21.2 14.0 37.4 13.0 
Mobile Home / Other 5.0 7.0 6.8 6.1 7.5 3.1 8.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 7 summarizes the distribution of FBC electric customers by dwelling vintage (period of 
construction). Overall, 73% of the housing stock was built prior to 1996, with 10% built prior to 1950, and 
25% built between 1950 and 1975. Slightly more than one-quarter (26%) of dwellings were built since 
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1995.21 Comparing the regions shows that the Kelowna region has the largest share of homes built since 
1995 (35%), compared to South Okanagan (22%) and Kootenay Boundary (17%). Homes in direct service 
regions are slightly newer than those in the indirect regions. 
 
Table 7: Age of Dwelling Construction by Region and Service Type (%) 

Year of Construction KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1962 
Before 1950 1.8 7.7 21.7 9.6 8.6 11.9 8.0 
1950-1975 20.9 27.4 29.2 25.3 25.4 25.1 21.0 
1976-1985 20.9 20.0 21.0 20.7 21.5 18.6 18.0 
1986 -1995 21.3 22.9 11.6 18.8 17.0 23.2 22.0 
1996 -2005 24.0 13.0 9.8 16.5 18.2 12.4 

28.0 1 
2006 or later 11.1 9.0 6.7 9.1 9.3 8.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Built prior to 1996 64.9 78.0 83.5 74.4 72.5 78.7 69.0 
Built since 1995 35.1 22.0 16.5 25.6 27.5 21.3 21.0 
1 Dwellings constructed 1996-2009 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
5.1.2 Residency and Tenure  
 
REUS surveys were sent to the customer service addresses pulled from FBC’s customer billing system. 
Respondents to the survey were asked to answer all dwelling-related questions thinking of the residence 
at the service address. Of these residences, the vast majority (94%) of respondents to FBC’s 2012 REUS 
survey indicated it was their primary residence (Table 8). Variations in tenure among the three regions are 
not statistically significant. However, directly served customers are more likely than indirectly served 
customers to say the residence was not their principal residence (9% versus less than 1%). 
 
Table 8: Principal Residence by Region and Service Type (%) 

Principal Residence? KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Yes 93.9 91.7 94.9 93.6 90.9 99.7 
No 6.1 8.3 5.1 6.4 9.1 0.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
FBC customers indicating the residence in question was not their primary residence, occupy these 
residences an average of 27 weeks per year, compared to 51 weeks for those who consider their dwelling 
to be their principal residence (Table 9).  
 

                                                           
21 The relative proportion of homes built since 2005 in FBC’s direct service areas understates the true (population) proportion 
because the REUS sample excluded residences that did not have a minimum of two years of uninterrupted billing history.  The 
latter was a requirement for the conditional demand analysis. 
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Table 9:  Average Number of Weeks per Year Occupied 

 Principal Residence? 
2012 

FBC 
Dwelling Type Yes No 

Unweighted base 1573 95 1668 
Mean 51.4 26.8 49.8 
Standard Deviation 2.9 20.9 8.0 

 
 
Table 10 summarizes FBC’s residential customers according to whether they rent or own their residence. 
The majority (91%) owned their residence in 2012, statistically unchanged from 2009 (90%). Renters made 
up 9% of FBC residential customers, with indirectly served customers significantly more likely to rent than 
those who are directly served by FBC (19% versus 4%).  
 
Table 10: Ownership Status by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1972 
Own / Co-op 92.6 91.5 89.9 91.4 95.9 81.4 90.0 
Rent 7.4 8.5 10.1 8.6 4.1 18.6 10.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The tendency for a greater share of renters in the indirectly serviced regions is consistent with the larger 
share of apartments / condominiums in these areas. For example, data on tenancy status by dwelling type 
presented in Table 11 show that 27% of apartments/condominiums and 14% of duplexes, row houses, 
and townhouses are rental units, significantly higher than single family detached units and mobile homes 
(2% and 4% respectively).  
 
Table 11: Ownership Status by Dwelling Type (%) 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Own 98.1 86.3 85.8 73.2 95.8 86.5 
Rent 1.9 13.7 14.2 26.8 4.2 13.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
5.1.3 Secondary Suites, Outbuildings, and Pumps  
 
Table 12 summarizes the proportions of FBC customers that have secondary suites, detached garages 
and/or workshops, other buildings, and/or pumps that are included on the respondent’s electric meter. 
Six percent (6%) indicated their electricity bill covers a secondary suite22, while 17% indicated it includes a 
detached garage or workshop, and 10% indicated it included other buildings such as sheds, farm buildings, 
etc. Finally, 12% indicated their electricity bill includes electrical service required for pumps used in such 
things as wells, irrigation, etc. This percentage is surprisingly high, suggesting it may include sump pumps. 
                                                           
22 While not quantified, the incidence of secondary suites is likely underreported as some survey respondents with secondary 
suites may not want to share this information. 
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Table 12: Homes with Secondary Suites, Garages, and Pumps by Region and Service Type (%) 
Percentages may not be additive 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1965 
Secondary Suite 6.6 4.6 5.5 5.7 5.2 7.0 3.0 
Detached garage / workshop 12.6 19.1 20.6 16.9 18.1 14.1 n/a 
Other buildings (e.g., sheds, 
farm buildings, etc.) 6.4 9.5 13.8 9.5 11.4 5.5 n/a 

Pumps (e.g., wells, irrigation, 
etc.) 7.1 12.2 17.9 11.8 14.5 5.6 n/a 

 
 
Regionally, the KB region has a significantly higher incidence of other buildings and/or pumps on their 
electricity bill. Caution is advised in the interpretation of these numbers as some respondents may have 
more than one of the queried additional loads.  
 
5.1.4 Length of Residency 
 
FBC residential customers have lived an average of 14 years in their current residence, up from 10 years in 
2009 (Table 13). The increase is consistent with the aging of the population and the reduced tendency for 
older individuals to change homes.23 Among the regions, the average length of residence varied from 12 
years for KE customers to 17 years for KB customers. 
 
Table 13: Average Length of Residence (Years) by Region and Service Type 

Length of Residence 
(years) KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1960 
Mean 12.4 13.9 17.3 13.9 14.1 13.4 10.2 
Standard Deviation 7.1 6.4 13.3 11.7 12.8 10.0 n/a 

 
The average length of residence varies with the type of dwelling (Table 14). FBC customers living in SFDs 
have the longest average tenure at 17 years, whereas customers in row houses / townhouses and 
apartments/condominiums have average tenures of 11 years and 7 years respectively.  
 
Table 14: Average Length of Residence (Years) by Dwelling Type 

Length of Residence 
(years) 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Mean 16.6 9.4 10.7 7.2 11.8 16.8 
Standard Deviation 11.3 8.4 10.8 10.3 9.1 12.7 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 

 
Dwelling type and household income are related, especially when low income and high income 
households are compared. Figure 19 illustrates how households with less than $40,000 in household 
income are significantly more likely to live in a mobile home or apartment / condominium. Conversely, 
                                                           
23 The 2008 Terasen Gas REUS found that as individuals age, the average length of residency increases and the likelihood of 
changing residences decreases. Source: REUS (2008), p. 4-5. 
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households with annual incomes of $80,000 or more are most likely to live in single family detached 
dwellings.  
 

Figure 19: Household Income by Dwelling Type 

 
 

5.1.5 Rent and Maintenance Fees 
 
Nine percent (9%) of FBC residential customers pay rent, while another 25% pay maintenance fees (e.g., 
for shared or managed properties)(Table 15). Regionally, KE has the highest proportion of paying rent or 
maintenance fees (45%), followed by SO (34%) and then KB (20%). The high percentage for KE correlates 
strongly with its higher proportion of apartments / condominiums (already discussed).  
 
Table 15: Households Paying Rent or Maintenance Fees by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Pay rent 7.4 8.5 10.1 8.6 4.1 18.6 
Pay maintenance fee 37.0 25.4 9.5 25.2 22.3 31.5 
Pay rent or maintenance fee 44.5 33.8 19.7 33.7 26.5 50.1 
Totals may not sum due to rounding 

 
Respondents paying rent or maintenance fees were asked to indicate which services (heat, hot water, 
electricity) and fuels (i.e., for gas fireplaces, gas clothes dryers, gas cooking) are included in these fees. 
The results are summarized in Table 16. The 2009 REUS did not ask about electricity service so historical 
comparisons regarding this service are not possible. 
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Table 16: End-Uses Covered by Rent / Maintenance Fees by Region and Service Type (%) 
Percent of respondents paying rent or maintenance fees 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 1 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Heat 11.9 18.4 33.6 14.1 22.0 17.7 
Hot water 49.2 37.0 52.4 38.4 55.5 46.2 
Fuel for gas fireplace 5.8 4.5 3.5 5.2 4.8 5.0 
Fuel for gas cooking 0.8 1.0 2.8 1.9 0.5 1.2 
Fuel for gas clothes drying 0.8 3.1 1.9 2.3 0.9 1.7 
Electricity 10.0 19.1 25.4 14.1 17.0 15.4 
DK 2.9 0.4 0.0 1.6 1.9 1.3 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 

  
Among the base of those paying rent or maintenance fees, the three most common services covered by 
rent or maintenance fees include hot water (38% of those paying rent or fees), heat and electricity (tied at 
14% each), and fuel for gas fireplace (5%). Regionally, KB stand as having proportionately more 
households that have heat and electricity included in their rent or maintenance fees.  
 
5.2 Dwelling Size 
 
Residence size is defined as the total floor area of the dwelling including the basement and any unfinished 
areas, but excluding garages or carports. As the data include a small number of responses considered 
unrealistically high or low, an outlier analysis was used to remove the bottom 0.5% and top 0.5% of the 
estimates, ordered from lowest to highest. This affected 1% of the unweighted sample.  
 
Average dwelling size for FBC residential customers is 2,092 square feet (Table 17). Differences in the 
means for 2012 and 2009 are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Differences in the 
sizes of residential dwellings among the three regions are also not statistically significant.  
 
Table 17: Size of Residence by Region and Service Type (Square Feet) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1892 
Mean 1 2204 1999 2050 20922 2071 2119 1960 
Median 2180 1850 2000 2000 2000 2020 n/a 
Standard Deviation 1157 1158 1055 1126 1230 942 n/a 
1 Mean for 2012 REUS calculated excluding the 0.5% largest and smallest values (32 cases excluded for FBC) 
2 Untrimmed mean is 1973 square feet. 

 
 
Table 18 restates floor space statistics by dwelling type. On average, single family detached dwellings are 
the largest (average of 2,259 ft2) and mobile homes the smallest (1,082 ft2). The median size for single 
family detached homes is 2,200 ft2, compared to 1,300 ft2 for row / townhouses and 1,100 ft2 for 
apartments / condominiums.  
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Table 18: Floor Space of Residences by Dwelling Type (Square Feet) 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Mean 2 2259 1988 1393 1094 1082 1987 
Median 2200 2000 1300 1100 1000 1500 
Standard Deviation 940 1629 589 1590 278 1950 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
2 Mean calculated excluding the 0.5% largest and smallest values (36 cases excluded for FBC) 
 
 
The average size of single family detached dwellings has been increasing over time (Table 19). For 
example, the median size for a SFD built before 1950 is 1,642 ft2. During the mid-1970s to mid-1980s this 
increased to 2,200 – 2,300 ft2. The median size of dwellings constructed since 2005 is 2,900 ft2, up 26% 
from 1986-95 and up 77% from those built prior to 1950.  
 
Table 19: Floor Space of Single Family Detached Dwellings by Vintage 

 Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Mean 2 1718 2043 2279 2396 2641 2823 1699 
Median 1642 2100 2200 2300 2600 2900 1725 
Standard Deviation 752 921 769 1013 1019 924 806 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
2 Mean calculated excluding the 0.5% largest and smallest values 
 

 
 
5.3 Number of Heated Floors 
 
The number of heated floors for a residential dwelling provides important information to understand the 
space conditioning load per square foot, with multistory dwellings having different space heating and 
cooling profiles than their single story counterparts. 
 
The 2012 REUS queried the number of floors of heated living space, including basements if heated. Table 
20 summarizes the number of heated floors for dwellings in the three FBC regions and by service type, 
including means (average) and standard deviations. Overall, 36% of FBC dwellings have one floor, 47% 
have two, and the remainder have three or more. The average number of floors ranges from 2.5 for SO 
dwellings to 3.6 for KB dwellings. 
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Table 20: Number of Heated Floors Including Basements by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1968 
Distribution (%)        

One floor 39.2 43.2 25.5 36.2 33.6 41.9 36.0 
Two floors 44.6 44.8 51.6 46.8 50.1 39.4 49.0 
Three floors 13.5 9.5 19.2 14.1 14.1 14.2 13.0 
More than three floors 2.7 2.5 3.6 2.9 2.3 4.4 2.0 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Summary Statistics (Heated Floors)        
Mean  2.7 2.5 3.6 2.9 2.3 4.4 n/a 
Standard Deviation 1.8 1.7 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.7 n/a 

Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Table 21 summarizes the number of heated floors by dwelling type. The most common arrangement for 
single family dwellings is two floors (63% of SFDs), while apartments / condominiums and mobile homes 
typically have one heated floor (84% and 92% respectively). 
 
Table 21: Number of Heated Floors Including Basements by Dwelling Type (%) 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Distribution (%)       

One floor 18.8 13.7 28.6 84.4 91.7 48.0 
Two floors 63.0 70.9 40.9 3.5 3.3 32.0 
Three floors 16.0 15.4 29.4 6.5 2.7 10.8 
More than three floors 2.1 0.0 1.2 5.7 1.9 9.2 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Summary Statistics (Heated Floors)      
Mean  1.8 1.7 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.7 
Standard Deviation 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6 

1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
5.4 Basements and Crawlspaces 
 
Seventy-four percent (74%) of FBC households indicated their home has either a full or partial basement, 
or a crawlspace (Table 22). Basements or crawlspaces are most common in dwellings in KB (83% of KB 
dwellings), followed by SO (76%) and KE (65%).  Somewhat more than three-quarters (77%) of directly 
served customers have a basement or crawlspace, compared to 66% of indirectly served customers. The 
remaining 26% are [presumably] built on-slab, ranging from 17% in KB to 35% in KE. 
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Table 22: Incidence of Basements and Crawlspaces by Region (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1962 
Full basement 42.8 38.7 58.1 46.4 50.2 37.7 48.0 
Partial basement 6.6 10.9 14.5 10.3 9.6 12.0 24.0 
Crawlspace 15.5 26.6 10.1 17.0 17.5 15.9 19.0 
No basement or crawlspace 35.1 23.8 17.3 26.3 22.8 34.4 24.0 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Basement or crawlspace 64.9 76.2 82.7 73.7 77.2 65.6 76.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Table 23 summarizes the incidence of basements and crawlspaces by dwelling type. Single family 
detached homes and duplexes were most likely to have a basement or crawlspace (94% and 96% 
respectively), compared to row / townhouses (70%), and mobile homes (39%). Apartments / 
condominiums were least likely to have either (15%). The numbers suggest that some apartments or 
condominiums do not strictly adhere to the conventional definition of being part of a mid-rise or high-rise 
building.  
 
Table 23: Incidence of Basements and Crawlspaces by Dwelling Type (%) 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Full basement 62.0 63.0 28.6 9.2 -- 35.7 
Partial basement 13.3 19.4 6.8 1.9 -- 14.7 
Crawlspace 18.8 13.1 35.0 3.3 38.9 19.4 
No basement or crawlspace 5.9 4.6 29.7 85.5 61.1 30.2 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Basement or crawlspace 94.1 95.6 70.3 14.5 38.9 69.8 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Basements, if present, can be completely below ground, partially above ground or completely above 
ground (Table 24). Topography, soil conditions, and the dwelling design often influence vertical 
positioning of the basement. Of FBC dwellings with basements, 76% have a basement that is partially 
above ground, 19% have a basement completely below ground, and 6% have a basement completely 
above ground. Regionally, homes with basements in KE and KB were the most likely to have basements 
situated completely above ground (22% and 20% respectively). Homes in the direct service regions were 
more likely than those in indirect service regions to have basements completely below ground (20% 
versus 16% respectively). 
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Table 24: Basement Elevation by Region (%) 

Homes with basements KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 375 292 422 1089 637 452 
Completely below ground 21.8 12.5 19.8 18.6 19.6 16.1 
Partially above ground 71.4 78.6 77.0 75.5 74.7 77.5 
Completely above ground 6.8 8.9 3.2 5.9 5.7 6.4 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The level of finishing for basements is summarized in Table 25. Of all residential dwellings with 
basements, half of them (50%) are fully finished. Another 38% are partially finished. The remaining 12% of 
basements are unfinished. In comparison, the 2009 survey found 31% of basements to be unfinished.  
 
Table 25: Basement Finishing by Region (%) 

Homes with basements KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 375 292 422 1089 637 452 1431 
Unfinished 7.7 10.6 17.0 12.1 11.3 14.5 31.0 
Partially finished 31.4 34.3 44.9 37.5 38.8 33.7 28.0 
Completely finished 60.9 55.1 38.1 50.4 49.9 51.8 41.0 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Seventy-three percent (73%) of FBC dwellings with a basement or crawlspace usually heat these spaces 
during the heating season (Table 26). Regionally, dwellings in the KE and KB regions are more likely to 
heat their basement or crawlspace compared to SO.  
 
Table 26: Heating of Basements and Crawlspaces by Region (%) 

Basement/Crawlspace Heating KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 1 375 292 422 1089 637 452 
Usually heated during heating 
season 77.8 65.5 75.4 73.3 74.0 71.5 

Not heated 22.2 34.5 24.6 26.7 26.0 28.5 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
1 Excludes homes without basements.  

 
Table 27 summarizes the above data by basements versus crawlspaces. Of note, only 35% of crawl spaces 
are heated during the heating season. Crawl spaces are least likely to be heated in SO (30%). In 
comparison, 85% of basements are heated. 
 
Table 27: Heating of Basements vs. Crawlspaces (%) 

Basement /Crawlspace 
Heating KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Percent of basements heated 89.5 83.8 81.1 84.7 85.7 81.8 
Percent of crawl spaces  heated 40.4 30.4 34.4 34.8 32.8 39.8 
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5.5 Ceiling Heights 
 
Ceiling heights affect the total interior volume of the home that needs to be heated. Survey respondents 
were asked to indicate the proportion of their dwelling that has 8, 9, 10 and more than 10 foot ceiling 
heights. These data are summarized in Table 28. They show that 8 foot ceilings are the most common, 
accounting for 74% of all ceilings in a typical residence. Next most common are 9 foot ceilings and 10 foot 
ceilings (15% and 7% respectively). Four percent (4%) of ceilings were greater than 10 feet.  
 
Table 28: Ceiling Heights by Region 
Mean Percentages 

Ceiling Height KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
8 feet 70.6 74.7 76.1 73.5 73.9 72.5 
9 feet 16.8 15.2 12.3 15.0 13.9 17.4 
10 feet 7.5 7.1 6.7 7.1 7.1 7.3 
More than 10 feet 5.1 3.0 4.8 4.4 5.1 2.9 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Ceiling heights have tended to increase, on average, in new construction. Table 29 illustrates this trend by 
summarizing the data on ceiling heights by dwelling vintage. Indeed, ceiling heights for newly constructed 
homes have been increasing since the mid-1970s. Ceilings of nine feet or higher account for 62% of 
ceilings in dwellings constructed since 2005 compared to just 15% of dwellings constructed during the 
1950-1975 period. Indeed, 25% of all ceilings in homes built since 2005 are 10 feet high or higher. 
  
Table 29: Ceiling Heights by Dwelling Vintage 
Mean Percentages 

Ceiling Height Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 – 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
8 feet 68.3 85.6 83.9 77.8 58.4 37.7 82.4 
9 feet 19.2 8.1 7.6 11.6 24.3 37.1 11.7 
10 feet 10.7 4.5 4.5 5.6 9.4 16.4 5.1 
More than 10 feet 1.8 1.9 4.0 5.0 7.9 8.8 0.8 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 

 
 
5.6 Insulation Levels 
 
Collecting credible data on home insulation levels using self-reported methods is challenging. 
Homeowners’ ability to accurately describe insulation levels is hindered by the fact that many of the areas 
of a home that are traditionally insulated are not accessible. Additionally, knowing the insulating value (R-
value) of their home’s insulation is challenging for many. The 2012 REUS survey tried to address this latter 
issue by categorizing insulation levels by both R-value and wall thickness. Despite efforts to improve the 
accuracy of the data collected, up to 37% of respondents to the 2012 REUS survey did not know the 
insulation level in their walls, attic, or basement. Caution is advised in the interpretation of these data.  
 
The 2012 REUS survey first asked whether insulation was present in each of three areas of the home 
(attics, walls, basements or crawlspaces). If present, respondents were asked to indicate the level or 
amount of insulation present in each area using one of the following three categorizations: 
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 Below average (about R6 or 1.75 inches of insulation or less)  
 Average (about R12 or 3.5 inches of insulation)  
 Above average (about R18 or 5.25 inches of insulation or more) 

 
Those who indicated an area was not insulated or were unsure whether it was insulated were not asked 
to rate the insulation level.  
 
Insulation levels for attics are summarized by region and service type in Table 30. On average, 4% of FBC 
customers indicated they do not have attic insulation and another 11% were unsure whether they did. Of 
those with insulation, 27% indicated it was average, while 45% indicated it was above average and 5% 
indicated it was below average. The remaining 23% were unsure of their attic’s insulation level.  This latter 
response category was included in the presentation of results because it cannot be assumed that don’t 
know responses are proportionately distributed among those who indicated one of the three insulation 
levels.24  
 
Table 30: Attic Insulation Levels by Region (%) 

Attics KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1202 
Attic not insulated 4.2 4.0 5.1 4.4 3.2 7.4 

14.0 
Unsure attic is insulated 14.6 10.1 7.1 10.9 8.1 17.6 
Insulated:1        

Below average 2.8 5.3 7.2 5.0 4.8 5.7 6.0 
Average 24.3 28.9 29.2 27.2 27.0 27.8 36.0 
Above average 42.2 44.8 47.9 44.8 46.3 40.7 58.0 
DK 30.6 21.0 15.8 22.9 21.9 25.7 n/a 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Percentages for 2009 are net of DK responses 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
As standards for insulating homes have improved over time, newer homes are expected to be better 
insulated than older homes. Table 31 summarizes insulation levels for attics by dwelling vintage and the 
data confirm that insulation levels are generally higher in newer homes than older homes. The 
relationship between insulation levels and dwelling vintage also reflects the likelihood that older homes 
may have upgraded their attic insulation.  
 

                                                           
24 For example, respondents who are unsure of their home’s insulation levels may be more likely to have below average insulation levels. 
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Table 31: Attic Insulation Levels by Dwelling Vintage (%) 

Attics Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Attic not insulated 3.6 5.2 3.7 3.0 4.3 6.3 11.3 
Unsure attic is insulated 10.8 7.6 12.8 14.1 9.3 3.3 36.2 
Insulated:        

Below average 10.6 8.4 6.2 1.7 1.1 -- 2.6 
Average 39.3 29.4 29.1 28.8 23.4 8.2 19.1 
Above average 33.6 45.0 42.0 42.7 50.6 61.8 21.1 
DK 16.5 17.2 22.7 26.8 25.0 30.0 57.2 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 32 summarizes the data for wall insulation. Only 1% of FBC customers indicated their walls had no 
insulation, while 13% were unsure. Of those with insulation, 40% indicated their wall insulation is average, 
24% indicated it is above average, and 8% indicated it is below average. Twenty-nine percent (29%) of 
respondents did not know how much insulation is in the walls of their residence. 
  
Table 32: Wall Insulation Levels by Region (%) 

Walls KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1839 1 
Walls not insulated 0.4 1.8 2.2 1.4 1.8 0.4 

5.0 
Unsure walls are insulated 14.7 10.8 11.2 12.5 9.5 19.3 
Insulated:1        

Below average 4.1 6.7 12.5 7.5 6.7 9.5 9.0 
Average 37.7 37.4 44.5 39.8 41.0 36.8 53.0 
Above average 19.6 26.4 25.7 23.5 25.1 19.5 38.0 
DK 38.6 29.4 17.4 29.3 27.3 34.2 n/a 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Percentages for 2009 are net of DK responses 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Wall insulation levels by dwelling vintage are summarized in Table 33. The relationship between dwelling 
vintage and wall insulation levels is pronounced.  
 
The proportion of dwellings with below average insulation in their walls increases with the age of the 
dwelling. For example, 22% of respondents living in dwellings constructed prior to 1950 indicated their 
home has below average wall insulation, compared to 3% of respondents living in dwellings constructed 
since 2006. Conversely, only 10% of homes built prior to 1950 were felt to have above average wall 
insulation levels compared to 44% of homes built since 2005.  
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Table 33: Wall Insulation Levels by Dwelling Construction Date (%) 

Walls Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Walls not insulated 3.9 2.0 1.4 0.4 0.3 1.2 -- 
Unsure walls are insulated 13.9 12.0 10.3 13.3 11.3 3.6 47.7 
Insulated:        

Below average 22.2 14.0 5.5 1.1 1.5 3.0 11.2 
Average 44.1 51.4 49.7 34.0 28.1 17.4 34.1 
Above average 9.6 11.9 15.7 28.3 44.3 44.0 -- 
DK 24.1 22.6 29.1 36.5 26.1 35.6 54.7 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Uninsulated basements can account for 20% to 35% of the total heat loss of a house.25 Insulation for 
basements and crawl spaces by region and service type are summarized in Table 34. Eighteen percent 
(18%) of respondents indicated their dwelling does not have insulation in the basement or crawlspace, 
while another 12% were unsure whether these spaces have insulation. Of those with insulation, 43% 
indicated their insulation level is average, 23% indicated it is above average, and 10% indicated it is below 
average. The remaining 23% were unsure of the level of insulation in their basement or crawlspace.  
 
Table 34: Basement or Crawl Space Insulation Levels by Region (%) 

Basements or Crawl 
Spaces KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC1 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1839 
Basement / crawl space 
not insulated 14.7 18.1 21.6 18.0 16.6 21.4 

20.0 
Unsure basement / 
crawl space is insulated 13.3 11.5 9.3 11.5 10.3 14.5 

Insulated:2        
Below average 6.0 11.7 14.5 10.4 8.7 15.2 22.0 
Average 43.4 42.3 43.1 43.0 43.4 41.8 44.0 
Above average 20.8 23.8 26.0 23.3 25.0 18.6 33.0 
DK 29.9 22.3 16.4 23.3 23.0 24.3 n/a 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Crawl space walls only 
2 Percentages for 2009 are net of DK responses 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Table 35 summarizes basement and crawl space insulation by dwelling vintage. Similar to data on attic 
and wall insulation levels, newer homes are more likely than older homes to (1) have insulation in their 
basement or crawl space and (2) have insulation that is average or above average. As an example, 49% of 
homes built since 2005 have above average insulation compared to 17% of those built prior to 1950.  
 

                                                           
25 Natural Resources Canada, Keeping the Heat In – EnerGuide, 2004.  
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Table 35: Basement or Crawl Space Insulation Levels by Dwelling Vintage (%) 

Basement or Crawl Space Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Basement / crawl space not 
insulated 35.0 20.3 14.1 18.8 10.9 8.1 34.7 

Unsure basement / crawl 
space is insulated 9.8 9.2 14.0 13.8 9.1 9.4 21.0 

Insulated:        
Below average 29.1 16.2 8.9 8.2 2.1 1.6 11.3 
Average 34.3 50.7 52.4 41.4 36.4 24.0 38.7 
Above average 16.9 11.9 16.8 22.1 40.4 48.6 -- 
DK 19.8 21.2 21.9 28.2 21.1 25.8 50.0 

Total Insulated 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
5.7 Draft Proofing Effectiveness 
 
Draft proofing / leak sealing is an activity best performed at least once a year, especially in older homes. 
When asked about draft proofing of their residence, 44% of FBC respondents indicated their home is 
sometimes or always drafty (Table 36). Regionally, the results are likely influenced by climate, and type 
and age of the dwelling stock. For example, homes in KB and SO are the draftiest (52% and 46% either 
sometimes or always drafty), while the least drafty are in KE (37%).  
 
Table 36: Draftiness of the Home by Region (%) 

How effective is your draft 
proofing? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1950 
Not at all drafty 62.8 53.9 47.8 55.7 57.0 52.5 62.0 
Sometimes drafty 32.6 39.8 46.4 38.9 38.0 41.0 33.0 
Always drafty 4.5 6.2 5.8 5.4 4.9 6.5 5.0 
Total  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Sometimes or always drafty 37.2 46.1 52.2 44.3 43.0 47.5 38.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
5.8 Windows 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to specify the percentage of their windows that matched the 
following descriptions: 
 

 Single pane regular (clear) glass 
 Double pane regular (clear) glass 
 Double pane low emissivity (low-e) 
 Triple pane regular (clear) glass 
 Triple pane low-e 
 Other 
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Respondents with double and/or triple pane (glazed) windows were also asked whether the windows had 
argon gas fill between the panes.  
 
Average (mean) percentages for the five window types and “other” by FBC region and service type are 
provided in Table 37. Double pane regular glass windows (i.e. no low e, no argon gas fill) are the most 
common window type present in FBC residential dwellings (61% of all windows), followed by double pane 
with low-e coatings (24%), and single pane windows (11%). The share of double pane windows with low-e 
coating is highest in the SO and KB regions (25% and 26% respectively). Triple pane windows, with or 
without low-e coatings, represent a very small percentage of windows, regardless of region.  
 
Table 37: Window Glazing by Region (Mean %) 

Window Type KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1785 
Single pane regular glass 11.2 11.1 11.7 11.3 9.5 15.5 15.0 
Double pane regular glass 64.8 59.3 57.7 61.0 61.1 60.9 62.0 
Double pane with low-e coat 20.8 25.4 25.9 23.7 25.5 19.8 21.0 
Triple pane regular glass 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.0 
Triple pane with low-e coat 0.7 1.1 1.8 1.2 1.4 0.6 2.0 
Other 1.4 2.1 2.1 1.8 1.7 2.0 n/a 

 
Dwellings in the indirect service areas are more likely to have single pane windows and less likely to have 
double pane with low-e coat than dwellings in the direct served regions. 
 
Data on window types by dwelling vintage are summarized in Table 38. The data show that the older the 
dwelling, the more likely it has single pane windows. Homes constructed in the 1986-95 period are most 
likely to have double pane windows with regular glass, and this percentage decreases with dwellings that 
are both older and newer. The effects of renovation activity among the older housing stock are evident 
from the percentage of windows for homes constructed prior to 2006 that have double pane windows 
with low-e coating (ranges from 14% to 27%).  
 
Table 38: Window Glazing by Dwelling Construction Date (Mean %) 

Window Type Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 – 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Single pane regular (clear) glass 22.1 14.4 7.5 11.8 4.8 5.8 21.5 
Double pane regular (clear) glass 56.8 54.5 65.7 70.4 65.7 44.3 60.6 
Double pane with low-e coat 16.9 27.0 23.4 13.5 26.0 45.7 13.8 
Triple pane regular (clear) glass 0.1 0.1 0.8 1.5 2.0 1.5 0.0 
Triple pane with low-e coat 0.8 1.6 0.4 1.6 0.9 2.2 0.0 
Other 3.4 2.3 2.3 1.2 0.7 0.5 4.1 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
The presence of argon gas fill in double or triple glazed windows is summarized in Table 39. The likelihood 
of double or triple pane windows having argon gas fill increases with the presence of low-e coatings. For 
example, 13% of respondents indicated their double pane windows were equipped with argon gas 
compared to 56% of respondents with double pane windows that had a low-e coating. These data are 
remarkable because of the high degree of respondents to this question who were unsure (answered 
“don’t know”). Don’t know responses ranged from 23% to 59% depending upon the window type.  
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Table 39: Windows with Argon Gas Fill by Window Type 
Percent (%) Share Across 
 Filled with Argon Gas?  

Window Type Yes No  Don’t 
Know Total 

Un-
weighted 

Base1 
Double pane regular (clear) glass 13.3 42.7 44.0 100.0 1135 
Double pane with low-e coat 56.3 12.7 31.0 100.0 559 
Triple pane regular (clear) glass 23.4 17.6 59.0 100.0 19 
Triple pane with low-e coat 75.9 0.9 23.2 100.0 32 
Other 6.0 67.4 26.6 100.0 54 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
 
 
5.8.1 Window Frames 
 
Each respondent to the 2012 REUS was asked to estimate the percentage of their dwelling’s windows that 
have aluminum, wood, vinyl, and/or fibreglass frames. An open ended “other” frame category was also 
provided. The average percentages of windows by frame type, by region and service type, are 
summarized in Table 40. The data show that vinyl framed windows are most common, accounting for 44% 
of all windows, followed by aluminum at 30%, and wood at 24%.  
 
Table 40: Window Frame Material (Mean %) 

Window Frame 
Material KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1893 
Aluminum 27.8 30.1 17.8 29.8 24.5 41.9 27.0 
Wood 25.1 17.8 35.1 23.9 26.6 17.6 29.0 
Vinyl 44.4 50.4 45.1 44.0 46.6 38.1 42.0 
Fibreglass 2.2 1.2 1.0 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.0 
Other 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.0* 
* Value less than 0% 

 
The popularity of different window frame materials tends to vary by when the home was built (Table 41). 
Homes built prior to 1950 are most likely to use wood window frames (44% of windows), while window 
frames in homes constructed from the mid-1970s to mid-1990s are more likely to made from aluminum 
(33% to 39%). Homes constructed since the mid-1990s are most likely to use vinyl window frames (57% to 
64%). While some homes continue to use their original window frames, evidence of newer style vinyl 
windows in older homes (those built prior to the mid-1990s) is consistent with window upgrades. 
  
Table 41: Window Frame Material by Dwelling Vintage (Mean %)  
Window Frame 
Material 

Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Aluminum 18.8 31.0 39.3 32.9 13.8 26.4 56.6 
Wood 43.5 24.8 23.9 24.2 17.8 12.7 19.5 
Vinyl 35.7 43.1 34.2 42.6 64.2 56.6 16.8 
Fibreglass 0.1 0.9 1.1 0.3 3.6 3.1 3.8 
Other 1.9 0.2 1.5 0.0 0.5 1.2 3.3 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
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5.9 Outside Doors 
 
REUS 2012 respondents were asked to itemize (count) their outdoor doors by door material and design. 
Table 42 summarizes the relative popularity of outside door materials including wood, steel, fibreglass 
and glass. Insulated steel or fibreglass doors are the most common outer door materials for FBC 
customers, representing 39% of all outside doors in 2012. Wood doors and glass doors with aluminum 
frames are the next two most popular door types, accounting for 21% and 13% of outside doors 
respectively. Glass doors, whether using wood, aluminium or vinyl frames, include patio doors, French 
doors, and single doors with a large glass insert. 
 
Notable regional differences include a significantly higher share for wood doors in KB and a higher 
proportion of glass doors with aluminum frames in KE (27% and 15% respectively). The relationship 
between dwelling vintage and door materials is explored next. 
 
Table 42: Outside Doors by Region (% of all Outside Doors) 

Outside Door Type KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Wood doors 17.3 19.5 26.9 21.2 20.8 22.6 
Wood doors with aluminum storm doors 4.2 6.9 8.2 6.4 5.6 8.5 
Insulated steel or fibreglass doors 39.4 40.2 37.2 38.9 40.8 33.6 
Glass doors with wooden frames 11.1 9.5 9.4 10.1 10.4 9.2 
Glass doors with aluminum frames 15.4 12.3 11.3 13.1 12.0 16.1 
Glass doors with vinyl frames 12.6 11.5 7.0 10.4 10.5 9.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Table 43 summarizes the popularity of different outside door types by dwelling vintage. As expected, 
wooden outside doors are typical of older dwellings (e.g., 38% of outside doors in homes built before 
1950). However, wooden doors have shown some signs of resurgence in newer dwellings (15% of 
dwellings constructed since 2005). Despite this, newer homes are more likely to use insulated steel or 
fibreglass doors and glass doors with vinyl frames. Wooden doors with aluminum storm doors are most 
common among homes constructed prior to 1975. 
 
Table 43: Outdoor Door Type by Dwelling Vintage (% of all Outside Doors)  

Outside Door Type Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Wood doors 38.4 30.1 21.0 12.0 9.5 15.0 23.7 
Wood doors with aluminum storm doors 9.6 10.0 7.5 4.5 1.5 1.7 8.2 
Insulated steel or fibreglass doors 30.1 33.5 38.5 43.5 49.7 39.3 28.8 
Glass doors with wooden frames 6.3 7.5 9.3 16.1 9.3 14.7 4.2 
Glass doors with aluminum frames 8.8 11.1 14.2 13.8 13.8 14.7 25.5 
Glass doors with vinyl frames 6.8 7.8 9.5 10.0 16.3 14.6 9.6 
Total  100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0  
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 44 summarizes the average number of outside doors per residence, by door material. Insulated 
steel or fibreglass doors are the most common, averaging 1.2 doors per dwelling, followed by wood doors 
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(0.6), and glass doors with aluminum frames (0.4). On average, FBC residential customers have 3.2 outside 
doors, including sliding patio doors.  
 
Table 44: Outside Doors by Region (Average Number per Dwelling) 

Outside Door Type KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Wood doors 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.6 
Wood doors with aluminum storm doors 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Insulated steel or fibreglass doors 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 0.9 
Glass doors with wooden frames 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 
Glass doors with aluminum frames 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
Glass doors with vinyl frames 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Average # per dwelling (all types) 2.8 3.1 3.3 3.2 2.7 3.0 

 
 
5.10 Energy-Related Renovations 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were provided a list of renovations that could affect their home’s energy 
use. They were asked to indicate whether they had undertaken each activity at their residence in the last 
five years. Additionally, they were asked to indicate whether they undertook the renovation activity with 
the help of a government or utility rebate (where available). All respondents were also asked to indicate 
whether they planned to undertake any or all of the renovations during the next two years. Replacement 
statistics for furnaces and boilers are provided in Section 6.4.7. 
  
Past (rebate and no-rebate) and planned (expected) renovations for FBC customers are summarized in 
Table 45. Of note, 44% undertook at least one of the listed renovation activities. The top three most 
frequently undertaken renovations included installing energy efficient windows (22% of REUS 2012 
respondents), installing low flow showerheads (18%), and improving insulation (16%). Installing 
programmable thermostats and installing insulated outside doors were the next two most frequently 
conducted renovations (15% and 13% respectively). Nine percent (9%) indicated they installed a high 
efficiency hot water tank. Nine percent (9%) also installed pipe wrap during the past five years.  
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Table 45: Renovation Activity - Last Five Years and Next Two Years (%) 

Type of Renovation 

Did This – 
With or 

Without 
Rebate 

Did This - 
With 

Rebate 

Did This - 
Without 

Rebate 

Percent 
Using 

Rebate 

Plan to do 
this – Next 

2 Years 

Install energy efficient window(s) 21.5 5.9 15.6 27.4 9.8 
Install low flow showerhead(s)  18.4 2.2 16.2 12.0 4.2 

Improve insulation in walls, attic, basement, or 
crawlspace   16.2 4.1 12.0 25.5 7.3 

Install programmable thermostat(s) 14.7 3.1 11.6 20.9 4.7 
Install insulated outside door(s) or storm doors  13.2 3.4 9.8 25.8 6.2 

Install pipe wrap 8.8 1.0 7.8 10.9 4.5 
Install high efficiency hot water tank 8.7 1.7 7.0 19.6 5.7 

EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC certified energy audit 
completed 7.2 n/a 7.2 n/a 3.1 

Install weather stripping or caulking 4.2 0.9 3.3 21.3 6.1 
Install hot water heater blanket 4.2 0.9 3.3 21.3 6.0 

Install hot tub 2.0 n/a 2.0 n/a 2.1 
Install on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater 1.6 0.6 1.0 37.1 5.1 

Install a sauna 0.8 n/a 0.8 n/a 0.9 
Install drain pipe waste heat recovery system 0.7 0.3 0.4 42.1 2.7 

Install heated swimming pool 0.5 n/a 0.5 n/a 1.0 
At least one of the above (%) 43.8 n/a 41.4 
Calculated using weighted base of n = 3,341 
n/a = not applicable 

 
The percent of renovations completed with the aid of a government or utility rebate, where available, 
ranged from 11% for installing pipe wrap to 42% for installing a drain water heat recovery unit. Seven 
percent (7%) of respondents indicated they completed an ecoENERGY / LiveSmart BC home energy audit. 
 

Table 46 summarizes the percentage of FBC households that completed an energy-related renovation 
during the last five years and the percentage planning an energy-related renovation during the next two 
years, each differentiated by region and service type. Households in SO and KB regions were more likely 
than KE households to have completed an energy-related renovation during the last five years. Of note, 
46% of directly served customers completed a renovation versus 39% of indirect service customers. On a 
region and service type level, the relative proportions of households planning to undertake an energy-
related renovation during the next two years are similar to those of completed renovations. 
 
Table 46: Renovation Activity – Region and Service Type Differences (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Did one or more renovations - last 
five years 40.3 47.3 45.2 43.8 46.2 38.5 

Plan to do one or more renovations – 
next two years 39.7 41.4 43.6 41.4 42.7 38.6 

 
The percent of respondents that undertook one or more energy-related renovations to their home in the 
last five years varies, in part, with the vintage of their home (Table 47).  
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Table 47: Renovations in Last Five Years by Dwelling Vintage 
Percent of Respondents 

Energy-Related Renovation – Next Two Years Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Improve insulation in walls, attic, basement, or 
crawlspace   29.2 24.0 20.4 9.5 6.6 5.6 9.9 

Install energy efficient window(s) 31.3 35.5 30.5 14.0 2.7 7.8 8.0 
Install insulated outside door(s) or storm doors  20.0 23.9 17.4 5.9 2.6 5.4 3.9 
Install low flow showerhead(s)  23.8 25.0 23.9 14.6 10.8 8.4 5.2 
Install programmable thermostat(s) 17.6 19.0 17.3 15.5 8.0 8.7 6.3 
Install pipe wrap 15.3 13.2 10.6 5.2 5.1 3.2 0.0 
Install weather stripping or caulking 30.5 29.0 30.9 12.1 12.2 8.2 9.0 
Install hot water heater blanket 7.2 6.7 6.7 1.1 1.0 0.4 3.9 
Install drain pipe waste heat recovery system 1.9 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 
Install on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater 4.3 3.2 0.7 1.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 
Install high efficiency hot water tank 7.7 13.4 10.0 8.0 4.0 4.2 6.3 
Completed EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC energy audit 14.4 11.3 6.4 8.3 1.1 1.1 1.7 
Install a sauna 1.8 0.6 1.1 0.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 
Install heated swimming pool 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.2 1.5 0.0 
Install hot tub 0.0 2.5 1.5 2.4 1.6 4.4 0.0 
At least one of the above (%) 52.8 57.5 57.7 39.0 24.1 23.0 17.9 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
The data confirm that the older the home, the more likely it received one or more energy-related 
renovation during the last five years. For example, 53% of homes built before 1950 had at least one 
energy-related renovation versus only 23% of homes constructed since 2005. The likelihood of any 
specific renovation activity being completed during the last five years typically increases with the age of 
the dwelling, although there is a commonality of renovation incidence for windows, doors, programmable 
thermostats, and weather stripping for homes built prior to 1986. This group of homes were also 
comparable in terms of their likelihood of having an EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC energy audit. 
 
The most frequently mentioned energy-related renovation activities planned for the next two years (Table 
45, far right column) include installing energy efficient windows and improving insulation (each 
mentioned by 9% of respondents), followed by weather stripping or caulking (8%), and installing a high 
efficiency hot water tank (7%). Overall, 41% of households plan to undertake one or more energy related 
renovations during the next two years.  
 
Table 48 shows the likelihood undertaking one or more energy impacting renovations in the next two 
years varies, in part, with the vintage of the home. For example, 43% to 51% of respondents in dwellings 
built prior to 1986 are planning to undertake at least one energy-related renovation compared to only 
29% to 35% of homes built since 1995 (Table 48). Additionally, the nature of the renovations planned 
varies by vintage, with respondents in older dwellings planning to install energy efficient windows, 
insulated doors, hot water heater blankets, and pipe wrap. Respondents with newer homes are more 
likely to upgrade weather stripping and caulking, improve insulation levels, install programmable 
thermostats, and install low flow shower heads.  
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Table 48: Renovations in Next Two Years by Dwelling Vintage 
Percent of Respondents 

Energy-Related Renovation – Next Two Years Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 37 
Improve insulation in walls, attic, basement, or 
crawlspace   10.6 10.2 10.3 5.0 3.3 4.6 0.0 

Install energy efficient window(s) 11.0 11.9 19.5 7.1 3.6 1.4 1.7 
Install insulated outside door(s) or storm doors  13.4 7.9 8.0 5.3 2.3 0.8 1.7 
Install low flow showerhead(s)  6.0 4.7 3.3 5.3 2.2 5.9 1.7 
Install programmable thermostat(s) 3.9 6.1 7.7 3.4 2.3 2.3 2.2 
Install pipe wrap 5.7 5.5 4.6 4.4 2.7 4.9 0.0 
Install weather stripping or caulking 8.0 6.4 6.0 8.3 4.2 5.3 0.0 
Install hot water heater blanket 8.9 7.5 6.9 5.7 3.6 3.9 0.0 
Install drain pipe waste heat recovery system 3.7 5.5 1.8 2.4 0.7 1.9 0.0 
Install on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater 6.5 7.0 4.8 4.7 4.9 2.0 0.0 
Install high efficiency hot water tank 7.2 6.7 6.8 5.9 5.4 0.9 0.0 
Complete an EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC certified 
energy audit 2.0 5.3 3.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.7 

Install a sauna 0.6 2.0 0.8 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.0 
Install heated swimming pool 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 
Install hot tub 2.3 3.2 2.3 1.7 0.6 1.8 1.7 
At least one of the above (%) 44.4 42.8 51.0 41.1 34.9 29.2 27.8 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
Figure 20 compares the frequency of past energy-related renovations with planned renovations, ordered 
by renovations undertaken during the past five years. Data for the latter variable have been prorated to 
two years to allow comparison with the planned renovation activity (2 years as well).  
 
Based on respondents’ feedback, some renovations undertaken in the past are less likely to occur in the 
next two years. These include installing programmable thermostats and low flow showerheads. Some 
renovations are more likely to occur in the next two years than they did in the past, including installing a 
high efficiency hot water tank or on-demand water heater, installing a hot water heater blanket, and 
improving weather stripping and caulking. There also appears to be some increased interest in drain pipe 
waste heat recovery systems than in the past. 
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Figure 20: Comparison of Past and Planned Energy-Related Renovations 

 
 
5.10.1 Renovations Involving Fireplaces and Heater Stoves 
 
Twelve percent (12%) of REUS 2012 respondents indicated they had either undertaken renovations or 
changes to their fireplaces or heater stoves during the last five years or planned to do so in the next two 
years (Table 49). Regionally, customers in KB and SO are more likely to make or plan changes compared to 
KE. There are no significant differences in the responses from directly served customers versus indirectly 
served customers. 
 
Table 49: Renovations / Changes to Fireplaces or Heating Stoves (%) 

Fireplace or Heater Stove 
Renovations KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Yes - Renovations / changes 
last 5 years or planned next 2 
years 

8.5 13.0 14.9 11.8 11.9 11.5 
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Past and planned renovations involving fireplaces or heating stoves, by type of fireplace/stove, are 
summarized in Table 50. Respondents having made a renovation involving fireplaces or heating stoves in 
the last five years were asked to indicate whether the renovation(s) were done with or without a 
government or utility rebate.  
 
Overall, 7% of FBC residential customers undertook one of the listed renovations to a fireplace or heater 
stove during the last five years. The top three renovations included installing a wood stove (2.7% of all 
responses), removing a wood fireplace or wood stove or installing an electric fireplace (tied at 1.3% each).  
 
Table 50: Fireplace or Heating Stove Renovations - Last Five Years and Next Two Years (Population %) 

Type of Fireplace or Heating Stove Renovation 

Did This – 
With or 

Without 
Rebate 

Did This - 
With 

Rebate 

Did This - 
Without 

Rebate 

Percent 
Using 

Rebate 

Plan to do 
this – Next 

2 Years 

Install free standing gas fireplace or heating stove 0.9 0.1 0.8 13.5 0.5 
Install wood stove 2.7 0.5 2.2 18.0 1.3 
Install gas heater type fireplace insert in an existing 
wood fireplace 1.0 0.2 0.8 20.8 0.7 

Replace decorative gas fireplace with gas heater type 
insert 0.5 0.2 0.3 38.3 0.3 

Remove or disconnect gas fireplace 0.3 n/a 0.3 n/a 0.2 
Remove wood fireplace or wood stove  1.3 n/a 1.3 n/a 0.2 
Install decorative gas fireplace  0.1 n/a 0.1 n/a 0.3 
Install electric fireplace 1.3 n/a 1.3 n/a 0.3 
At least one of the above (population) 6.7  5.8 
Unweighted base of n = 197 
n/a = not applicable 

 
Six percent (6%) of FBC customers indicated they plan to undertake one or more of the eight listed 
fireplace or heater stove renovations during the next two years. While the numbers are small when 
expressed as a percent of FBC’s customer base, the most frequently planned renovation is to install a 
wood stove (1.3% of FBC customers), followed by installing a gas heater type fireplace insert in an existing 
wood fireplace (0.7%) and installing a free standing gas fireplace or heating stove (0.5%). The speculative 
nature of the renovations combined with their low incidence means these numbers should be interpreted 
with caution.  
 
5.11 Energy Related Home Improvements – DIY Versus Using Contractors 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS survey were asked to indicate who typically performs a variety of common 
energy-related improvements to their home, including installing new appliances, installing/replacing 
windows, installing low flow showerheads, weather stripping and draft proofing, and improving insulation 
in walls, ceilings, and attics. The results, summarized in Figure 21, show that residents are most likely to 
install low flow showerheads or weather strip / draft proof themselves (70% and 65% of respondents 
respectively) compared to insulating or installing / replacing windows (23% and 17% respectively). Slightly 
more than half (51%) of respondents prefer to install new appliances (dishwashers, laundry machines, 
etc.) themselves. Some respondents indicated that they sometimes do these projects themselves but 
other times use contractors (between 2% and 11% of respondents). 
 
Between 17% and 24% of respondents indicated the home improvement in question was not applicable 
to them. This may be because they have not undertaken the improvement or that someone else may be 
responsible for making these improvements to their home. This latter would be typical for condominiums 
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and rental properties where improvements would be the responsibility of someone other than the 
resident. 
 

Figure 21: Who Typically Performs Energy-Related Home Improvements? 
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Percent of Respondents (n=1,668)

Install / replace 
windows

Insulating walls, 
ceilings, or attics

Install new 
appliances

Weather 
stripping/draft 

proofing

Install low flow 
showerheads

Homeowner 16.7 22.8 51.0 65.2 69.9
Contractor 56.3 43.0 22.0 11.3 8.6
Both 6.7 10.7 9.7 4.0 1.9
Not Applicable / No Answer 20.3 23.5 17.3 19.4 19.5
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6 SPACE HEATING  
This section presents and analyzes data on space heating fuels and methods (appliances and equipment), 
fuel switching behaviours, furnace and boiler efficiencies, heating equipment replacement, repair and 
maintenance behaviours, and furnace fan operating behaviours.  
 
6.1 Determining How Dwellings are Heated 
 
Determining how people heat their homes requires identifying two components:  fuels and methods 
(equipment and appliances). As some space heating methods (e.g., forced air furnaces) may be used with 
a number of different fuels depending upon their design, the 2012 and 2009 REUS surveys asked 
respondents to identify the space heating fuels separately from the methods. An alternative approach is 
to provide a list of space heating equipment and fuel combinations (electric forced air furnace, natural gas 
forced air furnace, combination wood and electric forced air furnace, etc.) and have respondents pick 
their system(s) from this list. The drawback to this approach has always been the sheer number of 
equipment-fuel combinations that exist and need to be listed to be comprehensive. Both approaches 
have merits and weaknesses. While accurately cataloguing heating methods and fuels is important, it is 
equally important to understand how homeowners and renters use their heating systems. This includes 
whether they have switched from one to another as their preferred heating method (i.e., in homes with 
more than one method of space heating) or through equipment replacement.  
 
6.2 Space Heating Fuels 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS survey were asked to identify the fuels used to heat their home. 
Respondents were requested to identify the main space heating fuel, all other fuels used for space 
heating, and the most used secondary or other fuel used for space heating. The main space heating fuel 
was described as the fuel “that provides most of the heat in the home during a typical year”. The 
following sections discuss main fuels and secondary fuels separately, and then summarize all fuels used 
regardless of whether they are main or secondary. 
 
6.2.1 Main Space Heating Fuel 
 
Natural gas is the main (primary) space heating fuel for 50% of FBC residential customers, followed by 
electricity at 40% (Table 51). All other fuels account for the remaining 10% of households. Regionally, the 
use of natural gas as a main space heating fuel is significantly higher in KE (55%) compared to SO and KB 
(49% and 46%). Dwellings in the direct service regions are significantly more likely to use natural gas and 
less likely to use electricity compared to indirect regions. This is consistent with the higher incidence of 
electrically heated apartments in the indirect service areas. Six percent (6%) of FBC customers indicated 
wood is their main space heating fuel, with the highest incidence in KB (10%). Except for bottled propane, 
all other fuels individually accounted for 1% or less.  
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Table 51: Main Space Heating Fuel by Region and Service Type (%) 

Main Space Heating 
Fuel KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1968 
Electricity 39.3 42.6 38.2 39.9 37.2 45.9 38.0 
Natural gas 54.9 48.6 46.2 50.4 51.2 48.6 52.0 
Piped propane -- 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 -- 1.0 
Bottled propane 1.5 0.6 1.6 1.3 1.8 0.2 1.0 
Oil 0.4 0.6 1.2 0.7 0.9 0.1 1.0 
Wood 2.1 6.3 10.3 5.9 7.5 2.1 7.0 
Other 1.3 0.6 2.1 1.4 0.9 2.5 n/a 
DK 0.5 0.6 -- 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.0* 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
* Value less than 1% 
n/a – data not available 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Main space heating fuel shares by dwelling type are summarized in Table 52. The percentage of dwellings 
that use electricity as the main space heating fuel varies from a high of 79% for apartments / 
condominiums to 21% of duplexes. Sixty-one percent (61%) of single family detached dwellings (SFDs) use 
natural gas as their main space heating fuel and 28% use electricity. Eight percent (8%) of SFDs use w as 
their main space heating fuel. 
 
Table 52: Main Space Heating Fuel by Dwelling Type (%) 

Main Space Heating 
Fuel 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Electricity 28.1 20.6 50.2 79.4 23.4 34.6 
Natural gas 60.6 76.2 48.8 15.9 56.1 42.7 
Piped propane 0.2 -- -- -- 1.0 -- 
Bottled propane 1.0 -- -- -- 10.5 10.5 
Oil 1.0 -- -- -- 1.0 -- 
Wood 8.2 -- -- -- 8.0 12.2 
Other 0.9 3.2 1.0 3.0 -- -- 
DK -- -- -- 1.7 -- -- 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.1% 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
6.2.2 Supplementary Space Heating Fuel 
 
After identifying their main space heating fuel, respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to indicate all 
other fuels used for space heating. Of these, respondents were asked to indicate which one they use the 
most.  
 
Not all households use a secondary space heating fuel. Indeed, 52% of FBC customers use only one fuel to 
heat their home (Table 53).  
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Regions most likely to use a secondary heating fuel include KB (61% of respondents), followed by SO 
(47%) and then KE (39%). 
 
Table 53: Supplementary Space Heating Fuel Use by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2044 
Use supplementary fuel(s) 39.1 46.7 61.4 48.2 51.0 41.9 35.0 

 
When analyzed by dwelling type, the incidence of secondary space heating fuels is highest among SFDs 
(58%), followed by duplexes and mobile homes (49% each) (Table 54). Row / townhouses and apartments 
/ condominiums are least likely to use a supplementary fuel (31% and 23% respectively). 
  
Table 54: Supplementary Space Heating Fuel Use by Dwelling Type (%) 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Use supplementary fuel(s) 57.8 48.5 31.2 23.4 48.5 43.1 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
Detailed data on all space heating fuels supplementing the main space heating fuel are provided in Table 
55. Electricity represents the most common supplementary heating fuel, used by 60% of FBC customers 
who use a supplementary fuel. The next most common supplementary fuels are wood (27%) and natural 
gas (17%). The use of wood as a supplementary heating fuel is highest in KB (36%) and lowest in KE (15%). 
Differences in supplementary fuels used by direct versus indirect service customers are limited to the use 
of natural gas, which is higher for indirect service respondents (24% indirect versus 14% direct). 
Compatibility issues with the 2009 REUS dataset prevented comparison with 2012 data. 
 
Table 55: Supplementary Space Heating Fuel(s) by Region and Service Type (%) 
Multiple Responses Allowed 

Supplementary Space 
Heating Fuels KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 270 264 350 884 537 347 
Electricity 65.9 55.8 57.0 59.5 59.5 59.6 
Natural gas 18.0 19.8 13.0 16.6 13.9 23.9 
Piped propane 2.5 1.7 0.6 1.5 1.7 0.9 
Bottled propane 1.8 4.1 2.7 2.8 3.0 2.1 
Oil 0.1 -- 1.9 0.8 0.3 2.1 
Wood 14.6 28.3 35.9 26.8 27.4 25.1 
Other 1.9 1.5 2.2 1.9 2.2 1.0 
DK 9.1 2.7 2.4 4.7 3.7 7.2 
Columns do not sum to 100% because of multiple responses. 

 
Table 56 summarizes data on which of the supplementary or other fuels identified in the previous table 
are considered the most used secondary space heating fuel. Of note, electricity remains the most used 
secondary fuel at 55% of households using a secondary space heating fuel, followed by wood at 22%, and 
then natural gas at 16%.  
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Table 56: Most Used Supplementary Space Heating Fuel by Region and Service Type (%) 

Most Used 
Supplementary Space 
Heating Fuel 

KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 270 264 350 884 537 347 
Electricity 60.8 51.3 51.2 54.5 55.2 52.5 
Natural gas 17.5 18.9 12.4 15.9 13.6 22.1 
Piped propane 2.0 0.9 0.6 1.1 1.3 0.7 
Bottled propane 1.7 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.4 1.1 
Oil 0.1 -- 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Wood 10.9 24.0 30.4 22.1 22.9 19.6 
Other 1.3 1.0 1.9 1.5 1.7 1.0 
DK 5.7 1.6 0.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Data on most used secondary space heating fuel for the six dwelling types are summarized in Table 57. 
Sample sizes for all dwelling types except single family detached dwellings are small so caution is advised 
in the interpretation of these supplemental fuel data. All dwelling types use natural gas as their most used 
secondary fuel with shares ranging from 76% of duplexes to 16% of apartments / condominiums. SFDs 
and mobile homes are notable in that 8% indicated they use wood as a secondary space heating fuel. 
Eleven percent (11%) of mobile homes supplement their space heating fuel with bottled propane.  
 
Table 57: Most Used Supplementary Space Heating Fuel by Dwelling Type (%) 

Most Used 
Supplementary Space 
Heating Fuel 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 765 22 22 26 32 17 
Electricity 28.1 20.6 50.2 79.4 23.4 34.6 
Natural gas 60.6 76.2 48.8 15.9 56.1 42.7 
Piped propane 0.2 -- -- -- 1.0 -- 
Bottled propane 1.0 -- -- -- 10.5 10.5 
Oil 1.0 -- -- -- 1.0 -- 
Wood 8.2 -- -- -- 8.0 12.2 
Other 0.9 3.2 1.0 3.0 -- -- 
DK -- -- -- 1.7 -- -- 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 

 
6.2.3 Net Space Heating Fuels 
 
Fuels used for space heating, regardless of whether they are used as the main or secondary heating fuel, 
are summarized in Table 58. The data show that electricity is the most common main or secondary space 
heating fuel, used by 68% of FBC homes. Natural gas is used by 58% of homes. Regionally, homes in KB are 
more likely than other regions to use wood (32% of KB homes), and less likely to use natural gas (54%) as 
a main or secondary space heating fuel. Differences in the shares of electricity and gas by service type are 
not statistically significant, but direct service customers are more likely to use wood than indirectly served 
customers (21% versus 13%).  
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Table 58: Net Space Heating Fuel(s) by Region and Service Type (%) 
Multiple Responses Allowed 

Main or 
Supplementary Space 
Heating Fuel 

KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Electricity 64.6 68.4 73.0 68.3 67.3 70.6 
Natural gas 61.4 57.5 54.0 58.0 57.8 58.4 
Piped propane 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.1 0.4 
Bottled propane 2.2 2.5 3.3 2.6 3.3 1.1 
Oil 0.4 0.6 2.4 1.1 1.1 1.0 
Wood 7.8 19.5 32.3 18.7 21.4 12.6 
Other 2.0 1.3 3.5 2.3 2.0 2.9 
DK 4.6 2.0 1.8 3.0 2.8 3.5 
Columns do not sum to 100% because of multiple responses. 

 
 
6.2.4 Change in Space Heating Fuel – Last Five Years 
 
All survey respondents were asked whether they had changed from one main space heating fuel to 
another to heat their home over the last five years. Those who indicated yes to this question were then 
asked to identify the previous main space heating fuel. The primary purpose of these two questions is to 
understand both the incidence and outcome of fuel switching behaviors for space heating. 
 
Table 59 shows that 6% of FBC customers changed their main space heating fuel in the last five years. 
Regionally, 8% of KB respondents changed their fuel, compared to 4% of KE respondents. 
  
Table 59: Change in Main Space Heating Fuel in Last Five Years by Region and Service Type (%) 

Changed Main Fuel 
used for Space 
Heating? 

KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Yes 4.1 6.2 7.9 5.9 7.0 3.2 
No 95.9 93.8 92.1 94.1 93.0 96.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
A change in main space heating fuel can mean the homeowner has acquired new or different space 
heating equipment  or that they decided to use one fuel-specific system more than another (e.g., switch 
to using a wood stove more while using less electric baseboard heat).  
 
Table 60 shows that 37% of FBC customers who switched their main space heating fuel previously used 
natural gas, 30% had used electricity, and 14% had used wood. Heating oil is in fourth place, representing 
12% of switchers. Regionally 23% and 14% of KB and SO fuel switching customers, respectively, switched 
away from wood, and 21% of SO fuel switchers moved away from heating oil. Regional sample sizes are 
small so caution is advised in the interpretation of these data. 
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Table 60: Previous Main Space Heating Fuel by Region and Service Type (%) 

Previous Main Space 
Heating Fuel KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 30 29 45 104 74 30 
Electricity 38.8 15.9 35.0 30.4 34.9 8.9 
Natural gas 40.7 49.6 25.2 36.9 29.4 73.0 
Piped propane -- -- 2.5 1.0 1.2 -- 
Bottled propane 11.1 -- 2.7 4.3 5.2 -- 
Oil 4.6 21.0 9.5 11.5 11.0 14.0 
Wood -- 13.6 22.8 13.5 15.6 3.6 
Other -- -- 2.3 0.9 1.1 -- 
DK 4.9 -- -- 1.4 1.6 0.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
6.3 Space Heating Methods 
 
There are a variety of methods (equipment) used to provide space heating in the residential sector. 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to identify their main space heating method, their second 
most used method, and all other methods used to heat their home. Methods differ from fuels in that they 
refer to an appliance or technology (e.g., portable electric heaters, air source heat pumps, etc.) not the 
fuel. Respondents chose their method(s) from an extensive list of space heating equipment.  
 
6.3.1 Number of Space Heating Methods 
 
The majority (65%) of respondents to FBC’s 2012 REUS use more than one space heating method (Table 
61). Of note, 35% of FBC households use only one method, while 45% use two methods and another 17% 
use three methods. The remaining 4% of respondents use more than three methods to heat their home. 
The overall average is 1.9 methods per household. Regionally, homes in KB are most likely to use more 
than one method (average of 2.1 methods per dwelling) versus dwellings in KE (average of 1.8 methods).  
 
Table 61: Number of Space Heating Methods Used by Region and Service Type (%) 

Number of Space 
Heating Methods KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
1  39.5 34.7 28.2 34.6 31.2 42.4 
2 45.3 43.1 45.1 44.6 46.9 39.5 
3 13.0 18.1 21.3 17.1 18.5 13.9 
4 1.5 2.9 4.2 2.7 2.5 3.3 
5 0.3 0.8 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.7 
6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Two or more methods 60.5 65.3 71.8 65.4 68.8 57.6 
Average 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.9 2.0 1.8 
Standard Deviation 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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As expected, the number of space heating methods varies by type of dwelling. Single family detached 
dwellings are more likely to use more than one method (75%), while apartments / condominiums are the 
least likely (45%). Data on the number of different space heating methods for these and the other 
dwelling types are presented in Table 62. 
 
Table 62: Number of Space Heating Methods Used by Dwelling Type (%) 

Number of Space 
Heating Methods 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
1  25.5 40.3 41.3 55.4 49.7 51.0 
2 45.7 47.5 48.9 41.9 40.4 33.5 
3 23.1 12.2 9.8 2.7 9.9 15.4 
4 4.2 -- -- -- -- 0.2 
5 1.0 -- -- -- -- -- 
6 0.5 -- -- -- -- -- 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Two or more methods 74.5 59.7 58.7 44.6 50.3 49.0 
Average 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.6 
Standard Deviation 0.8 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.6 0.8 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
6.3.2 Main Space Heating Methods 
 
Main space heating methods are summarized in Table 63. Central forced air furnaces (CFAFs) are the most 
common main heating method, used by 53% of 2012 REUS respondents, unchanged from 2009. After 
CFAFs, wired-in electric baseboards are the next most common method (23%), followed by air source heat 
pumps (7%). Wood stoves are used by 5% of FBC households as their main space heating method. 
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Table 63: Main Space Heating Method by Region and Service Type (%) 

Main Heating Method KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1965 
Central forced air furnace 56.2 50.8 49.3 52.5 55.4 45.8 53.0 
Multi-fuel forced air furnace 0.5 0.7 1.1 0.7 0.9 0.4 0.0** 
Wired-in electric heater 
(baseboards) 27.2 21.7 18.5 22.9 17.7 34.9 21.01 

Wired-in electric wall heater 
(fan forced) 2.0 0.2 1.2 1.2 1.4 0.9 n/a 

Heat pump - air source 4.8 10.5 6.3 6.9 7.3 6.1 8.0 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) 1.3 1.3 0.5 1.1 1.1 0.9 1.0 

Hot water baseboards 1.5 1.5 3.6 2.2 1.4 3.8 1.0 
Hot water radiant floor heat 0.8 1.4 2.6 1.5 1.6 1.2 n/a 
Electric radiant heat 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.9 1.0 
Gas wall heater 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0** 
Portable electric heaters 0.8 0.8 2.2 1.2 1.6 0.3 1.0 
Gas fireplace 0.3 3.0 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.4 

3.0 
Gas heater stove 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 
Wood stove 1.5 5.9 8.6 5.0 6.3 2.0 4.0 
Wood burning fireplace 0.4 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.9 0.0* 2.0 
Electric fireplace 1.3 -- -- 0.5 0.7 0.0* 1.0 
Other 0.2 0.6 2.4 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Includes baseboards combined with FAF (2%) and electric baseboards only (19%). 
* Value less than 0.1% 
** Value less than 1% 
n/a – data not available 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Some regional differences in main space heating methods are evident. Of note, SO customers are more 
likely than other regions to use an air source heat pump (11% versus 5% to 6% for KE and KB respectively). 
Wired-in electric baseboards are most likely to be used by KE customers (27%) versus those in the other 
two regions (22% and 19%). Indirect customers are more likely to use electric baseboards and less likely to 
use a CFAF. 
 
The main space heating methods by dwelling type are summarized in Table 64. The data show that single 
family detached dwellings predominately use forced air furnaces (63% of all single family detached 
dwellings), followed by air source heat pumps or electric baseboards (9% each). Forced air furnaces are 
used as the main method in 70% of duplexes and 72% of mobile homes. Nine percent of mobile homes 
use air source heat pumps. Electric baseboards are the main method of space heating for 
apartments/condominiums (68%). Only 15% use a CFAF.  
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Table 64: Main Space Heating Method by Dwelling Type (%) 

Main Space Heating Method 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Central forced air furnace 62.7 70.2 53.2 15.3 71.9 52.2 
Multi-fuel forced air furnace 1.1 0.9 -- -- -- -- 
Wired-in electric heater 
(baseboards) 9.0 8.9 35.3 67.5 6.1 20.7 

Wired-in electric wall heater (fan 
forced) 0.8 -- 2.1 2.8 -- -- 

Heat pump - air source 9.1 4.0 4.8 1.6 8.6 1.7 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) 1.2 7.1 -- -- 1.0 -- 

Hot water baseboards 1.7 -- 1.0 4.6 -- 1.0 
Hot water radiant floor heat 1.9 -- 1.1 1.0 -- -- 
Electric radiant heat 0.5 0.9 1.2 0.9 -- -- 
Gas wall heater 0.3 -- -- -- -- 4.6 
Portable electric heaters 0.8 2.4 -- 1.8 -- 10.2 
Gas fireplace 1.5 5.6 -- 1.7 -- -- 
Gas heater stove 0.4 -- -- -- -- -- 
Wood stove 6.9 -- -- -- 8.0 9.7 
Wood burning fireplace 1.0 -- -- -- -- -- 
Electric fireplace 0.0 -- -- 1.9 2.7 -- 
Other 1.0 -- 1.2 0.9 1.7 -- 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Given their large share of the FBC residential customer market, the main space heating method used by 
single family detached dwellings by vintage was explored in Table 65.  
 
Table 65: Main Space Heating Method by Dwelling Vintage – Single Family Detached Dwellings (%) 

Main Space Heating Method Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 171 405 262 206 169 93 23 
Central forced air furnace 66.7 65.3 55.1 68.2 70.4 40.1 63.6 
Wired-in electric heater (baseboards) 11.7 10.7 12.3 5.3 5.6 2.4 11.8 
Heat pump-air source 4.6 7.8 10.0 9.3 8.1 22.5 5.9 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) 1.0 -- 0.5 2.3 3.4 1.9 -- 

Hot water baseboards 2.0 2.4 2.4 1.3 -- -- 4.5 
Hot water radiant floor heat 0.5 0.4 0.6 2.3 3.1 12.5 -- 
Portable electric heaters 2.9 1.2 0.5 0.4 -- -- -- 
Wood stove 2.3 5.4 10.3 5.6 8.0 9.8 14.2 
All other methods 8.3 6.8 8.4 5.5 1.5 10.8 0.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
As a percent of all main space heating methods, the use of central forced air furnaces is highest among 
SFDs constructed prior to 2006 (55% to 70%). Only 40% of SFDs constructed since use a CFAF as the main 
space heating method. The role of furnaces as a main method is being eroded by air source heat pumps 
and hot water radiant floor heat (23% and 13% of SFDs constructed since 2005). Use of an air source heat 
pump as a main method for older vintages ranges from 5% of SFDs built prior to 1950 to 10% of homes 
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built during 1976-1985. Ground source heat pumps are used as main method for 2% and 3% of SFDs 
constructed since 1985, but 1% or less of homes constructed before this. Wood stove use as a main space 
heating method is highest among SFDs constructed during the 1976-85 period. For additional discussion 
of heat pumps, including their underreporting, please see Sections 6.3.4 and 9.4.1.  
 
6.3.3 Secondary Space Heating Methods 
 
Respondents were asked to identify secondary space heating methods, including the one they use the 
most if they use more than one secondary method. These methods are summarized in Table 66. The three 
most commonly used secondary methods include gas fireplaces (15% of all FBC customers), electric 
baseboard heaters and portable electric heaters (tied at 9%), and wood stoves (6%). These results 
generally mirror those from FBC’s 2009 REUS. 
 
The proportion of dwellings using gas fireplaces as the most used secondary method is highest in KE (22%) 
and lowest in KB (9%). Electric baseboard heaters and wood stoves are an important secondary space 
heating method for KB (13% each).  
 
Table 66: Second Most Used Space Heating Method by Region and Service Type (%) 

Second Most Used Heating 
Method KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2037 
Central forced air furnace 3.5 6.8 5.0 4.9 5.0 4.8 5.0 
Multi-fuel forced air furnace 0.2 -- 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0** 
Wired-in electric heater 
(baseboards) 7.3 8.3 12.9 9.3 10.2 7.4 8%1 

Wired-in electric wall heater 
(fan forced) 1.7 3.4 2.0 2.3 2.6 1.6 n/a 

Heat pump - air source 3.1 3.2 2.7 3.0 3.5 1.9 2.0 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) -- 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0** 

Hot water baseboards -- 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 -- 0.0** 
Hot water radiant floor heat 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.0** 
Electric radiant heat 1.4 1.8 2.3 1.8 1.8 1.6 2.0 
Gas wall heater 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.2 1.0 
Portable electric heaters 10.0 6.7 10.7 9.3 10.2 7.1 9.0 
Gas fireplace 21.5 12.8 8.9 15.1 15.0 15.3 

13.0 
Gas heater stove 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.7 
Wood stove 0.9 6.0 12.9 6.1 6.9 4.4 5.0 
Wood burning fireplace 2.4 4.6 3.8 3.5 3.6 3.2 6.0 
Electric fireplace 5.1 4.8 1.9 4.0 3.9 4.2 3.0 
Other 0.2 1.4 1.8 1.1 0.9 1.5 1.0 
No second method 41.5 37.3 32.7 37.6 34.1 45.4 58.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Includes baseboards combined with FAF (1%) and electric baseboards only (7%). 
** Value less than 1% 
n/a – data not available 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Data on the most used secondary heating methods by dwelling type are summarized in Table 67. Of note, 
the use of gas fireplaces as a secondary space heating method is highest in row/townhouses (23%). The 
use of portable electric space heaters is highest in mobile homes (26%).  
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Table 67: Second Most Used Space Heating Method by Dwelling Type (%) 

Second Most Used Heating 
Method 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Central forced air furnace 6.1 13.7 1.2 0.8 6.5 4.4 
Multi-fuel forced air furnace 0.2 -- -- -- -- -- 
Wired-in electric heater 
(baseboards) 11.1 5.6 2.1 8.1 0.6 3.7 

Wired-in electric wall heater 
(fan forced) 2.2 3.2 3.6 2.6 1.0 -- 

Heat pump - air source 4.0 3.6 -- 1.0 1.0 2.7 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) 0.2 -- -- -- -- -- 

Hot water baseboards 0.3 -- -- -- -- -- 
Hot water radiant floor heat 0.6 -- -- -- -- -- 
Electric radiant heat 2.3 -- -- 0.9 -- 4.4 
Gas wall heater 0.5 1.5 2.3 -- 1.0 -- 
Portable electric heaters 9.0 4.9 13.9 6.5 25.6 12.3 
Gas fireplace 15.4 12.9 23.2 15.4 3.7 6.6 
Gas heater stove 1.2 -- -- -- -- -- 
Wood stove 8.6 3.1 2.2 -- 6.0 4.1 
Wood burning fireplace 4.7 2.1 2.3 -- 1.0 8.2 
Electric fireplace 3.2 3.1 4.3 7.2 2.7 -- 
Other 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 -- -- 
No second method 29.1 44.9 43.6 56.6 50.7 53.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 68 summarizes the relative popularity of all secondary space heating methods.  
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Table 68: All Secondary Space Heating Methods by Region and Service Type (%) 

All Secondary Space Heating 
Methods KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Central forced air furnace 3.7 7.3 6.2 5.5 5.7 5.2 
Multi-fuel forced air furnace 0.2 -- 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.2 
Wired-in electric heater 
(baseboards) 9.2 10.5 19.0 12.6 13.7 10.1 

Wired-in electric wall heater (fan 
forced) 1.9 4.3 3.5 3.1 3.4 2.3 

Heat pump-air source 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.5 4.1 2.0 
Heat pump - ground source 
(geothermal) -- 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 

Hot water baseboards -- 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 -- 
Hot water radiant floor heat 0.4 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
Electric radiant heat 2.9 4.0 4.9 3.8 3.8 3.9 
Gas wall heater 0.6 0.9 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.2 
Portable electric heaters 13.2 10.4 18.3 13.9 15.2 11.0 
Gas heater stove 26.5 20.2 14.2 20.9 20.8 21.2 
Wood stove 0.9 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.5 0.8 
Gas fireplace 1.9 7.7 16.1 8.0 8.8 6.1 
Wood burning fireplace 4.1 8.2 6.2 5.9 6.1 5.6 
Electric fireplace 8.7 9.9 5.4 8.0 8.4 7.2 
Other (Specify) 0.3 1.8 3.3 1.7 1.3 2.5 
No Secondary Heating 41.5 37.3 32.7 37.6 34.1 45.4 
Columns do not sum to 100% because of multiple responses. 
* Value less than 0.1%. 
1 All customers answering QB5 (main space heat). 

 
 
6.3.4 Heat Pump Underreporting 
 
Data from the appliance section of the 2012 REUS survey (presented and discussed in Section 9.4, page 
111), strongly suggests that air source heat pumps are underreported in space heating method section of 
the survey. Data on air source heat pumps collected in the appliance section of the REUS survey indicate 
that 14% of FBC households have an ASHP, in contrast to 11% of households that identified an ASHP as 
either a main or secondary space heating method. As is discussed in the appliance section, the lower 
estimate obtained from the space heating section may be because some households consider their ASHP 
as a space cooling (air conditioning) method rather than space heating method. It may also be due to 
differences in the way the questions were posed in the two sections. It is concluded that the incidence of 
ASHPs, as suggested by the space heating method section of the REUS, understates their true incidence. 
The more accurate estimate of the penetration of ASHPs is 14% of FBC households.  
 
6.4 Furnaces and Boilers 
 
In addition to questions on space heating methods, respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked whether 
their home had a natural gas furnace, natural gas boiler, electric furnace, or none of the three systems. 
Respondents with gas furnaces and boilers were then asked to provide information on the characteristics 
of the equipment including efficiency and recent replacements.  
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6.4.1 Corrections to Furnace and Boiler Data 
 
An initial review of data on the incidence of gas furnaces and boilers from FBC’s 2012 REUS suggested that 
the incidence of gas boilers may be overstated and the incidence of gas furnaces understated. A similar 
issue in previous REUS surveys suggested that some respondents confuse their gas domestic water heater 
as a gas boiler.26  
 
The degree of potential misclassification was assessed by reviewing data on furnaces and boilers for each 
2012 REUS respondent (question B6) and comparing them to the results from the space heating fuels and 
methods questions (questions B1, B4a, B4b, B5a, B5b, and B5c). The comparison assessed the likelihood 
that a gas furnace, gas boiler, or electric furnace, if indicated in question B6, was correct. The comparison 
also assessed the likelihood that a gas furnace, gas boiler, or electric furnace was present in the home but 
not reported.  
 
The assessment considered the following: 
 

 whether natural gas was indicated as either a main or secondary space heating fuel (consistency 
with either gas boilers or gas forced air furnaces); 

 whether a central forced air furnace or multi-fuel forced air furnace was identified as either a 
main, secondary, or other space heating method (indicator of a gas, electric, oil, or propane 
forced air furnace); 

 whether hot water baseboards or hot water radiant in-floor/under-floor heat was identified as 
either a main, secondary, or other space heating method (indicator of a gas boiler); and 

 whether an air source or ground source heat pump was identified as a main, secondary, or other 
space heating method (heat pumps are often paired with an electric or gas forced air furnace). 
 

As no method based on self-reported data can conclusively confirm whether a respondent has a gas 
furnace, electric furnace or gas boiler, the data combinations were analyzed on the basis of the most 
likely heating method. In all cases, the respondent’s original answer to question B6 was retained unless 
compelling evidence suggested a different heating method. All results were expressed in terms of two 
likelihoods – either probable (strong likelihood of being the correct answer) or possible (a moderate 
likelihood of being the correct response). In cases where the respondent’s data suggested that more than 
one method might be present (e.g., gas furnace and a gas boiler), one of the two methods was typically 
assigned as the probable result. 
 
The results of the analysis, summarized in Table 69, confirmed the majority of gas furnaces (99%), gas 
boilers (80%), and electric furnaces (97%) identified were likely correct. However, the analysis also found 
that some methods were most likely either misclassified or not specified. For example, approximately 14% 
of respondents that indicated they had a gas boiler most likely have a gas forced air furnace and 6% likely 
have an electric furnace. The analysis also found that 38% respondents who did not answer question B6 
most likely have an electric forced air furnace, 37% likely have a gas forced air furnace, and 7% likely have 
a gas boiler. There were situations where a natural gas forced air furnace and a natural gas boiler were 
both suggested which is possible for larger homes. However, this combination is unlikely to be present in 
significant quantities.  
 
                                                           
26 Habart (2003) 
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Table 69: Classification Analysis Results for Furnaces and Boilers – 2012 REUS 
2012 REUS Original Classification 
Reclassified Furnaces & 
Boilers 

Gas 
Boiler 

Gas 
 FAF 

Electric 
FAF 

No 
Answer 

Unweighted base 53 990 169 57 
Electric FAF 5.6 -- 96.9 38.3 
Electric – Multi-fuel FAF -- -- 3.1 -- 
Gas Boiler 80.1 -- -- 6.8 
Gas FAF 14.3 99.4 -- 36.7 
Gas – Multi-fuel FAF -- 0.5 -- -- 
Oil FAF -- 0.0 -- 16.3 
Propane FAF -- -- -- 1.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The findings of the analysis were used to correct the 2012 REUS data for gas furnaces, electric furnaces, 
and gas boilers.  
 
6.4.2 Corrected Boiler and Furnace Data 
 
After data corrections, an estimated 51% of FBC residential dwellings in 2012 had a gas furnace. As shown 
in Table 70, the incidence of gas furnaces ranges from 56% of dwellings in KE to 46% in KB. Twelve percent 
(12%) have an electric furnace, 3% have a gas boiler, and 34% do not have a furnace or boiler. Direct 
service customers are more likely to have an electric furnace compared to indirect service customers (14% 
versus 6%), while indirect customers are more likely to have none of three heating system types (43% 
indirect versus 30% direct). All results are based on corrected furnace and boiler data.  
 
Table 70: Furnaces and Boilers by Region and Service Type (%) 
Corrected Data  

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Gas boiler 1.5 2.1 4.5 2.6 2.4 3.0 
Gas furnace 55.9 50.8 46.3 51.4 53.1 47.7 
Electric furnace 7.5 14.3 14.7 11.7 14.1 6.2 
None of the above 35.2 32.8 34.6 34.3 30.4 43.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Data for 2008 and 2012 adjusted for misclassification error. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
1 Overstated as some respondents confused boilers with hot water tanks (Habart 2003). 

 
The incidence of furnaces and boilers by dwelling type is presented in Table 71. Gas furnaces are present 
in 62% of single family detached dwellings, 81% of duplexes, 49% of row / townhouses, and 68% of mobile 
homes. Not surprisingly, apartments / condominiums are least likely to have a gas furnace (12%). The 
incidence of gas boilers ranges from 0% for mobile homes to 4% of apartment / condominiums 
respectively. Gas boilers are present in 3% of single family detached dwellings. 
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Gas Boiler Types 

Low Efficiency Gas Boilers: 
13 years old or older
60% efficient 
uses a standing pilot light 
 

Mid-Efficiency Gas Boilers: 
80% to 85% efficient  
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses induced draft fan or damper 

 
High Efficiency Gas Boilers: 

90% efficient or higher 
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses plastic exhaust pipe that exits the  
roof or side of house

Table 71: Furnaces and Boilers by Dwelling Type (%) 
Corrected Data 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Gas boiler 2.7 1.2 0.9 3.7 -- 1.0 
Gas furnace 62.0 81.2 48.7 11.5 68.1 60.8 
Electric furnace 13.6 7.4 9.0 7.2 15.8 4.4 
None of the above 21.7 10.1 41.4 77.7 16.1 33.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 72 summarizes the incidence of furnaces and boilers by dwelling vintage. Of note, 40% of homes 
constructed since 2005 have a gas furnace compared to 57% constructed during the previous ten year 
period. 
 
Table 72: Furnaces and Boilers by Dwelling Construction Date (%) 
Corrected Data 

 Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Year Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Gas boiler 3.9 3.8 1.3 2.0 2.3 3.5 1.3 
Gas furnace 61.6 58.8 42.1 52.8 56.8 39.8 28.6 
Electric furnace 5.1 9.0 21.8 12.4 7.2 11.5 8.0 
None of the above 29.4 28.4 34.9 32.9 33.8 45.3 62.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
6.4.3 Gas Boiler Efficiencies 

Respondents to the 2012 REUS with a gas boiler or gas furnace were asked to 
indicate the efficiency of their system. Respondents with boilers were asked 
to indicate their boiler’s efficiency based on the following descriptions:  
 

 Low efficiency (60% efficient) 
 Mid-efficiency (80% to 85% efficient) 
 High efficiency (90% efficient or higher) 

 
Additional information on the typical characteristics of gas boilers by 
efficiency type was provided to survey respondents on the survey 
questionnaire (hardcopy and online) to improve the likelihood they would 
correctly identify their boiler’s efficiency (see example). 
  
The efficiency breakdowns using the reclassified boiler data for 2012 are summarized in Table 73.  Thirty 
percent (30%) indicated it was low efficiency, 12% indicated it was mid-efficiency, and 38% indicated it 
was high efficiency. Of note, 20% of respondents to this question did not know the efficiency of their gas 
boiler. Regional and service type results are not presented due to very small sample sizes. 
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Table 73: Natural Gas Boiler Efficiency (%) 
Corrected Data 

Boiler Efficiency 2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 1 38 
Low efficiency (60%) 30.0 
Mid-efficiency (80% to 85%) 11.9 
High efficiency (90% or higher) 37.9 
DK 20.3 
Total 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Table 74  removes respondents who were unsure of their boiler’s efficiency and rebases the results.27  
Restated, high efficiency boilers account for 48% of the residential gas boiler stock. Regional and service 
type results are not presented due to very small sample sizes. 
 
Table 74: Natural Gas Boiler Efficiency Excluding DK Responses (%) 
Corrected Data 

Boiler Efficiency 2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 1 33 
Low efficiency (60%) 37.6 
Mid-efficiency (80% to 85%) 14.9 
High efficiency (90% or higher) 47.5 
Total 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
6.4.4 Gas Boiler Ages 
 
The average age of gas boilers for FortisBC customers is 19 years, while the median age is 10 years (Table 
75). These numbers are based on a small sample (n=38) so regional and service type results are not 
presented. 
 
Table 75: Ages of Gas Boilers (Years) 
Corrected Data 

Age of Gas Boiler 
(years) 

2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 1 38 
Median 10.0 
Mean 18.6 
Standard deviation 17.7 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 

                                                           
27 Rebasing by excluding “don’t know” responses implicitly assumes that the mix of boiler efficiencies for those unsure of their 
boiler’s efficiency is comparable to those who knew their unit’s efficiency. This assumption will be invalid if the mix of boiler 
efficiencies within the don’t know response differs from that of known efficiencies.  
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Gas Furnace Types 

Low (Standard) Efficiency Gas Furnaces: 
18 years old or older 
less than 78% efficient 
typically uses a pilot light 
uses metal flue that exits the roof  

 
Mid-Efficiency Gas Furnaces: 

78% to 85% efficient  
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses a metal flue that exits the roof 

 
High Efficiency Gas Furnaces: 

90% efficient or higher 
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses plastic exhaust pipe that exits the side of 
the house. 
ENERGY STAR qualified 

 

 
6.4.5 Gas Furnace Efficiencies 
 
Respondents with a gas furnace were asked to indicate whether the furnace was a low efficiency, mid-
efficiency or high efficiency unit. Respondents were provided with the following responses categories: 
 

 Low (standard) efficiency – less than 78% efficient 
 Mid-efficiency – 78% to 85% efficient 
 High efficiency – 90% efficient or higher 

  
To assist survey respondents in correctly classifying their furnace by efficiency level, additional 
information on the characteristics of furnaces in each efficiency category was provided on the survey 
questionnaire (hardcopy and online). A copy of this additional 
information is provided to the right. 
 
The distribution of gas furnaces by efficiency level using corrected 
furnace data are summarized in Table 76. Seventeen percent (17%) of 
households with a gas furnace in 2012 have a low efficiency unit, 35% 
have a mid-efficiency unit, and 36% have a high efficiency unit. Thirteen 
percent (13%) of respondents were unsure of their furnace efficiency 
level. Regionally, the unsure proportion varied between 10% and 16% 
making regional comparisons difficult. To address this, the data were 
rebased excluding don’t know responses (Table 77). 
 
Table 76: Furnace Efficiency by Region and Service Type including DK Responses (%) 
Corrected Data 

Gas Furnace Efficiency KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 419 291 253 963 498 465 
Low (standard) efficiency (< 78% AFUE) 14.2 15.3 22.0 16.7 15.4 19.9 
Mid-efficiency (78% to 85% AFUE) 41.3 30.4 28.0 34.5 36.4 29.8 
High efficiency (90% AFUE or higher) 34.7 37.8 36.0 35.9 35.8 36.4 
DK 9.8 16.4 14.0 12.9 12.4 13.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 
 
With respondents who did not know the efficiency of their gas furnace excluded from the analysis, the 
proportion of high efficiency furnaces in 2012 increases to 41%. Regionally, high efficiency furnaces 
represented between 38% (KE) and 45% (SO) of gas furnaces. Conversely, low efficiency furnaces 
accounted for anywhere between 16% (KE) and 26% (KB) of households with a gas furnace and a known 
efficiency level. Direct service customers are proportionately less likely to have low efficiency furnaces 
and proportionately more likely to have a mid-efficiency unit compared to indirect service customers. 
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Table 77: Furnace Efficiency by Region and Service Type excluding DK Responses (%) 
Corrected Data 

Gas Furnace Efficiency KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 372 247 223 842 437 405 
Low (standard) efficiency (< 78% AFUE) 15.8 18.3 25.6 19.2 17.5 23.2 
Mid-efficiency (78% to 85% AFUE) 45.8 36.4 32.5 39.6 41.6 34.6 
High efficiency (90% AFUE or higher) 38.4 45.3 41.9 41.2 40.8 42.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The median and average ages of gas furnaces by region are provided in Table 78. The average age is 11 
years old and the median is 9 years. Regionally, the oldest furnaces are in KB (13 years old on average). 
 
Table 78: Age of Gas Furnace by Region and Service Type (Years) 
Corrected Data 

Age of Gas Furnace 
(years) KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 419 291 253 963 498 465 
Median 8.0 10.0 11.0 9.0 9.0 11.0 
Mean 10.7 11.2 12.5 11.3 10.8 12.9 
Standard deviation 8.0 7.0 9.3 8.1 8.7 7.9 

 
Furnace ages are summarized by dwelling vintage in Table 79. The data reflect the replacement cycle for 
furnaces. For example, the average age of furnaces in homes constructed between 1986 and 1995 is 14 
years, but the median age is 17 years, suggesting a significant proportion of these dwellings have replaced 
a furnace (i.e., the distribution of furnace ages is skewed towards younger furnaces).  
 
Table 79: Age of Gas Furnace by Dwelling Vintage (Years) 
Corrected Data 
Age of Gas Furnace 
(years) 

Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 – 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Year Un-
known 

Unweighted base 1 80 234 133 152 134 54 11 
Median  10.0 9.0 8.0 17.0 10.0 5.0 3.0 
Mean  12.6 11.2 12.9 13.6 10.6 4.9 3.3 
Standard deviation 9.3 8.6 10.1 7.1 4.3 1.9 2.7 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
6.4.6 ENERGY STAR® Furnaces & Boilers 
 
Table 80 summarizes the proportion of gas furnaces rated ENERGY STAR® as indicated by survey 
respondents. On average, 37% of FBC customers indicated their furnace is ENERGY STAR rated, 31% were 
not, and 33% were unsure. Variations in the proportion of unsure respondents invalidate regional and 
service type comparisons.  
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Table 80: Incidence of ENERGY STAR Gas Furnaces by Region and Service Type (%) 

Is Gas Furnace 
ENERGY STAR? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 422 290 252 964 504 460 
Yes 40.5 34.9 32.2 36.6 36.2 37.6 
No 30.1 27.8 34.5 30.6 29.3 34.0 
DK 29.4 37.4 33.3 32.8 34.5 28.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
The ENERGY STAR share for gas boilers is summarized in Table 81. As was the case with gas furnaces, the 
proportion of respondents unsure whether their gas boiler is ENERGY STAR qualified is high (29%). 
Regional comparisons are not provided due to small sample sizes.  
 
Table 81: Incidence of ENERGY STAR Gas Boilers (%) 

Is Gas Boiler ENERGY 
STAR? 

2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 1 39 
Yes 38.4 
No 33.0 
DK 28.6 
Total 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 
 
6.4.7 Furnace & Boiler Replacement Behaviours 
 
On average, 29% of FBC customers installed a gas furnace or boiler in the last five years (Table 82).  
 
Table 82: Installed Gas Furnace or Boiler in Last Five Years by Region and Service Type (%) 

Installed last five 
years? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base1 439 303 275 1017 524 493 
Yes 30.0 29.2 26.6 28.8 29.2 28.0 
No 68.5 69.9 69.6 69.2 69.4 68.6 
DK 1.5 0.9 3.8 2.0 1.4 3.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Asked only of those with a gas furnace or boiler. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Reasons for installing a furnace or boiler during the last five years are summarized in Table 83. Three 
reasons dominate: wanting a more efficient furnace or boiler (mentioned by 39% of respondents 
replacing a furnace or boiler in last five years), failure of the existing furnace or boiler (20%), and 
anticipation that the furnace or boiler would fail (14%). 
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Table 83: Reason for Installing Gas Furnace or Boiler by Region and Service Type (%) 

Reasons KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 140 81 72 293 152 141 
Wanted more efficient furnace or boiler 40.9 35.0 38.8 38.6 39.7 36.0 
Existing furnace or boiler had failed 22.4 20.9 13.5 19.6 21.1 15.7 
Anticipated furnace or boiler failure 15.4 9.8 14.5 13.5 14.0 12.3 
New home 10.5 18.3 12.0 13.1 10.5 19.7 
Wanted a lower cost fuel 5.0 6.2 8.2 6.2 6.8 4.7 
Wanted to change to gas -- 2.3 2.7 1.4 1.0 2.3 
Wanted an environmentally friendly fuel 0.2 0.8 1.4 0.7 0.5 1.1 
Other 5.7 6.6 9.0 6.8 6.3 8.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Asked only of those with a gas furnace or boiler. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 
The efficiency of natural gas furnaces installed during the last five years is summarized in Table 84. 
Seventy-two percent (72%) indicated it was a high efficiency model, 22% indicated it was a mid-efficiency 
model, and 1% indicated it was a low efficiency model.28 Five percent (5%) were unsure of the new 
furnace’s efficiency.  
 
Table 84: Efficiency of Gas Furnace Installed in Last Five Years by Region and Service Type (%) 

Efficiency of New Furnace KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 133 76 62 271 139 132 
Low (standard) efficiency (< 78% AFUE) 0.6 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Mid-efficiency (78% to 85% AFUE) 28.1 19.0 14.4 22.2 22.6 21.0 
High efficiency (90% AFUE or higher) 68.0 72.6 76.7 71.5 71.0 72.5 
Efficiency unknown 3.3 7.4 7.2 5.4 5.4 5.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 
 
6.4.8 Furnace & Boiler Repairs and Maintenance 
 
The 2012 REUS survey queried respondents with furnaces and boilers about repairs and repair costs 
during the last three years, and the frequency of common maintenance procedures.  
 
Repairs 
 
Table 85 shows 21% of gas furnaces require repair during the last three years, while 24% of electric 
furnaces required repair during the same period. Gas boilers have a significantly higher incidence of 
repairs (41%).  
 

                                                           
28 Data suggesting the installation of a low efficiency furnace model (AFUE less than 78%) most likely represent a misclassification 
by the respondent, as legislation prohibiting the sale of low efficiency furnaces has been in effect since 1995. 
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Table 85: Repairs to Furnaces and Boilers in the Last Three Years by Region and Service Type (%) 

Repairs during last 3 
years? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Yes - Gas furnaces 1 22.8 19.1 20.6 21.1 23.0 16.5 
Yes – Gas boilers 2 40.9 56.4 33.7 41.1 44.2 36.4 
Yes - Electric furnaces 3 23.8 22.0 26.2 24.2 22.7 33.4 
1 Base – households with gas furnaces (Base =987). 
2 Base – households with gas boilers (Base = 41) 
3 Base – households with electric furnaces (Base = 161) 

 
 
Figure 22 shows that the likelihood of gas furnaces, gas boilers, and electric furnaces needing repair 
increases with the age of the space heating unit. All calculations use the corrected furnace and boiler 
data. 
 
Nine percent (9%) of gas furnaces less than 5 years old had some form of repair during the last 3 years. 
This compares to 11% of gas furnaces 5 to 9 years old, and 33% of gas furnaces that are 10 to 14 years old. 
The need for repairs peaks for gas furnaces aged 20 to 24 years, with 38% of furnaces in this age group 
having had repairs in the last three years. Possibly because they already incurred repairs that extended 
their lifespan, the likelihood of repair declines somewhat for gas furnaces that are 25 years old or older.  

 
Figure 22: Incidence of Furnace and Boiler Repairs by Equipment Vintage 

Repairs Made Within the Last Three Years 

 
 
While the sample is very small, the incidence of repairs for gas boilers is higher, in some cases 
considerably higher, than gas furnaces for most equipment age ranges. For example, 26% of gas boilers 
less than five years old required some sort of repair. Seventy-three percent (73%) of boilers between 20 
and 24 years of age required repair during the past three years. The repair incidence for electric furnaces 
is higher than gas furnaces, with 25% of all units 20 to 24 years old requiring a repair sometime during the 
last three years. 
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Median and mean (average) repair costs, excluding outliers29, for gas furnaces, gas boilers, and electric 
furnaces are summarized in Table 86. The average cost of gas furnace repairs during the last three years 
for FBC customers was $332, and the median repair cost was $275. Electric furnaces had an average 
repair bill of $334 (median of $200), and gas boilers required an average of $808 in repairs although the 
median amount was $475. Small samples for electric furnaces and gas boilers suggest caution in the 
interpretation of findings. Regional results are not provided for this reason.  
 
Table 86: Repair Costs Last Three Years – Furnaces and Boilers ($) 

Repair Costs Gas 
Furnaces 

Gas 
Boilers 

Electric 
Furnaces 

Unweighted base 1 148 2 12 3 31 2 
Median $275 $475 $200 
Mean $332 $808 $334 
Standard deviation $234 $552 $346 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
2 Excludes extreme outliers (expenditures exceeding $1,500) 
3 Excludes extreme outliers (expenditures exceeding $2,000) 

 
 

Heating System Maintenance 
 
Respondents with gas furnaces were asked about the frequency of performing common maintenance 
tasks. These tasks included: 
  

 changing the furnace filter regularly; 
 servicing the heating system annually using a contractor; and 
 servicing the heating system annually without using a contractor (homeowner). 

 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they always, usually, occasionally or never did each of the 
three tasks. Respondents were allowed to specify “don’t know” or “not applicable”. Table 87 shows that 
66% of respondents with furnaces always change their furnace filter regularly, while another 20% usually 
do. Of note, 12% indicated they only occasionally or never change the filter (9% occasionally, 3% never).  
 
Table 87: Frequency of Heating System Maintenance (%) 
Rows Sum Across 

Heating System Maintenance Always Usually Occasion- 
ally Never DK Total 

Change furnace filter regularly 66.0 20.4 8.9 3.1 1.6 100.0 

Service heating system 
annually by contractor 23.2 16.2 25.5 31.3 3.8 100.0 

Service heating system 
annually myself 19.3 11.6 11.6 55.1 2.3 100.0 

 
Having the heating system serviced annually by a contractor is always or usually done by 23% and 16% of 
FBC customers, while 26% said they only occasionally did this and 31% never do. Nineteen percent (19%) 
always service their heating system annually themselves, with another 12% saying they usually did it 

                                                           
29 A first pass of the data found repair expenditures ranging from a few dollars to several thousands of dollars. Comparing repair 
costs with the age of the heating unit led to the conclusion that some respondents had counted the installation cost for a new 
furnace or boiler as a repair cost. Tukey’s method for determining outliers was applied. The outlier analysis led to the exclusion of 
expenditures exceeding $1,500 for gas and electric furnaces, and amounts exceeding $2,000 for gas boilers.  
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themselves. While not shown, 19% never have their heating system annually serviced either by 
themselves or a contractor. 
 
6.4.9 Furnace Fan Blower Motors – Types and Operations 
 
Respondents with gas and electric furnaces were asked a series of questions about their furnace blower 
motors to better understand both the type of blower motors in use and how they are used during the 
year. 
 
Thirty percent (30%) of FBC respondents with a natural gas or electric furnace indicated their furnace has 
a variable speed or electronically controlled blower motor (Table 88). Of note, 40% did not know the type 
of blower motor on their furnace. Regionally, the proportion of households unsure of the blower motor 
type ranged from 33% to 48% of respondents. Data compatibility issues prevent comparison with the 
previous FBC REUS. 
 
 Table 88: Incidence of Variable Speed Furnace Fan Motors by Region and Service Type (%) 

Does furnace have a 
VSD blower motor? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 451 353 335 1139 635 504 
Yes 33.5 26.7 27.4 29.6 29.4 30.1 
No 33.2 25.4 31.2 30.2 30.4 29.8 
DK 33.4 47.9 41.4 40.2 40.2 40.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Homes with a gas furnace or boiler. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Regardless of whether they knew their furnace blower motor type, respondents were asked about how 
often their furnace blower motor operates (runs). Respondents were asked to choose the best answer 
from the following list: 
 

 only when furnace is operating  
 only when furnace or air conditioning is operating  
 continuously during the heating season 
 continuously during the heating and cooling season 
 continuously year round 

 
The results, summarized in Table 89, suggest that furnace blower motors operate only when either the 
furnace or the air conditioner (AC) is operating (42% of respondents with either an electric or gas 
furnace). The next most frequent response was when the furnace is operating (41%). Six percent (6%) 
indicated their furnace fan operates continuously all year. Some regional variations are worth noting, 
particular for the KB region where the incidence of central air conditioning is lower (Section 9).  
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Table 89: Furnace Fan Blower Motor Operating Behaviours by Region and Service Type (%) 

When does your furnace fan operate? KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 451 353 335 1139 635 504 1933 
Only when furnace is operating  27.8 37.6 62.5 41.4 39.6 46.3 26.0 
Only when furnace or AC is operating  52.3 48.8 22.6 42.1 43.8 37.6 35.0 
Continuously during the heating season 1.9 2.3 2.9 2.3 2.3 2.5 1.0 
Continuously during heating and cooling season 4.0 2.8 2.1 3.1 3.2 2.8 4.0 
Continuously year round 9.0 2.8 4.2 5.7 5.9 5.2 4.0 
DK 5.0 5.6 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.6 4.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Those respondents who indicated the blower fan on their gas furnace did not operate continuously all 
year were asked whether they sometimes turned on the furnace fan to provide ventilation in the house. 
Those who indicated they did this were then asked to indicate the approximate number of weeks in the 
year that they manually used their fan to provide ventilation. The findings for these two questions are 
summarized in Table 90 and Table 91. 
 
On average, 23% of FBC households with a gas or electric furnace sometimes turn on their furnace blower 
motor to provide ventilation for part of the year. Regionally, 21% to 25% of households did this behaviour. 
Interestingly, the shares of households that use their furnace for ventilation in the direct and indirect 
service regions are exactly the same as at the utility level (23.2%).30 
  
Table 90: Use of Furnace Fan for Ventilation for Part of the Year by Region and Service Type (%) 

Furnace fan used for 
ventilation? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 401 325 307 1033 578 455 1442 
Yes 24.6 24.1 20.6 23.2 23.2 23.2 24.0 
No 75.4 75.9 79.4 76.8 76.8 76.8 76.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Respondents with gas or electric furnaces use their furnace fans to provide ventilation for an average of 
13 weeks of the year. The median value is 8 weeks. Average usage is highest in KE (average of 16 weeks a 
year), followed by SO (13 weeks), and lastly KB (9 weeks).  
 
Table 91: Use of Furnace Fan for Ventilation by Region and Service Type (Number of Weeks)   

Furnace fan used for 
ventilation (weeks) KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base1  102 70 59 231 131 100 316 
Median 8.0 8.0 6.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 n/a 
Mean 16.2 13.3 9.3 13.3 13.4 13.1 15.0 
Standard deviation 14.3 13.0 10.6 13.3 15.6 9.5 n/a 
n/a – data not available 
1 Manually operated fans 

                                                           
30 The exactness of the proportions has been confirmed as correct and not a typographical or transpose error. 
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6.5 Programmable Thermostats 
 
Fifty percent (50%) of FBC residential customers use at least one programmable thermostat in their home 
(Table 92). Regionally, penetration is highest in the KE and SO regions (53% each), and lowest in the KB 
region (44%). There are no statistically significant differences in the penetration of programmable 
thermostats between direct and indirect service customers. 
  
Table 92: Use of Programmable Thermostats by Region and Service Type (%) 

Use programmable 
thermostat? KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base  609 517 542 1668 978 690 19711 
Yes 52.8 52.5 44.0 49.9 50.7 48.2 63.0 
No 44.7 45.6 54.7 48.1 47.8 48.7 36.0 
DK 2.5 1.9 1.3 2.0 1.5 3.1 n/a 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 2009 percentages calculated on a base excluding DK responses 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The incidence of programmable thermostats by dwelling type is summarized in Table 93. Incidence is 
highest in single family detached homes (57%), mobile homes (53%), duplexes (45%) and row / 
townhouses (43%). Apartments / condominiums have the lowest incidence of programmable thermostats 
at 29%.  
 
Table 93: Use of Programmable Thermostats by Dwelling Type (%) 

Use programmable 
thermostat? 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Yes 57.2 44.8 42.6 28.7 52.5 50.5 
No 41.7 55.2 55.0 66.6 46.5 44.7 
DK 1.1 -- 2.3 4.6 1.0 4.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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7 DOMESTIC HOT WATER 
Domestic water heating (DWH) refers to the system that provides hot water for domestic uses such as 
clothes washing, dish washing, showers, baths, and the like. Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked a 
series of questions regarding their hot water heating system, including type and age of equipment, fuels, 
equipment replacement, and fuel switching behaviours. Evidence from past FortisBC surveys suggested 
that some survey respondents have difficulty in accurately identifying the fuel used for domestic water 
heating and the type of hot water heater equipment used to provide hot water. Given this, the DWH 
section of the 2012 REUS was restructured and refined in an effort to improve the respondent’s ability to 
accurately describe their DWH system. As will be discussed later in this section, the results show that 
improvements have been made but the topic remains a difficult one for some survey respondents. 
 
7.1 Penetration and Saturation 
 
The proportion of households with an in-home DWH system, and the associated penetration and 
saturation rates for domestic water heaters, are summarized in Table 94. Eighty-two percent (82%) of FBC 
customers indicated their dwelling has a domestic water heater. The remaining 18% have their domestic 
hot water centrally provided (e.g., apartments, etc.). Regionally, KB and SO customers have statistically 
significant higher penetration of DWH heaters than the KE (90% and 87% versus 73%). Indirectly served 
customers are also less likely to have a DWH unit in their residence compared to directly served 
customers (72% versus 87%). These differences are partly attributed to differences in the mix of dwelling 
types between regions and service types. 
 
Table 94: Hot Water Heater Penetration and Saturation by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Penetration (%) 2 72.7 87.4 90.4 82.4 87.3 71.5 
Saturation 2 1.03 1.05 1.06 1.05 1.05 1.05 
Households with >1 
water heater (%) 3 2.1 3.8 5.2 3.6 3.7 3.3 

Installed new water in 
past five years (%) 3 36.3 36.5 35.1 36.0 36.0 35.9 

No hot water heater in 
residence (%) 27.3 12.6 9.6 17.6 12.7 28.5 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
2 Treats missing responses as zeros. This ensures consistency with past surveys. 

3 Excludes missing responses and respondents living in apartments, row houses and townhouses where hot water is centrally provided. 

 
The saturation rate for households with at least one DWH heater at the utility level is 1.05 units. 
Saturation rates reflect a small proportion of homes that have more than one DWH unit (4% of FBC 
residential customers).   
 
Thirty-six percent (36%) of FBC residential customers installed a domestic hot water heater in the last five 
years.   
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Penetration and saturation rates for hot water heaters by dwelling type are presented in Table 95. Some 
respondents (4%) in single family detached dwellings indicated they do not have a hot water heater in the 
residence.31 There are no apparent explanations for this result.  
 
In contrast to SFDs, it was expected that a proportion of apartments / condominiums and row / 
townhouses would share a common source of DWH services. Indeed, 66% of apartments / condominiums 
indicated that their domestic hot water is centrally provided. Nine percent (9%) of row / townhouses and 
8% of mobile homes indicated they do not have DWH within their unit. The latter figure for mobile homes 
is somewhat perplexing and may reflect some misclassification by the survey respondent. 
 
Table 95: Hot Water Heater Penetration and Saturation - by Dwelling Type 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Penetration (%) 2 96.3 98.3 90.8 34.1 91.7 84.4 
Saturation 2 1.05 1.09 1.00 1.02 1.02 1.11 
Households with >1 water 
heater (%) 3 4.4 8.9 -- 0.8 1.7 9.3 

Installed new water in 
past five years (%) 3 38.0 24.1 32.5 37.5 18.7 24.0 

No hot water heater in 
residence (%) 3.7 1.7 9.2 65.9 8.3 15.6 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
2 Treats missing responses as zeros. This ensures consistency with past surveys. 

3 Excludes missing responses and respondents living in apartments, row houses and townhouses where hot water is centrally provided. 

 
Questions about domestic hot water equipment and fuels from this point on in the survey were directed 
only to households with an in-home DWH system. Respondents living in apartments, townhouses and 
other complexes where DWH is provided centrally were skipped forward in the survey and, for obvious 
reasons, not asked questions about their DWH equipment or fuels.  
 
7.2 Average Age of Hot Water Heaters 
 
Table 96 summarizes the mean (average) age of the first and second hot water heaters, regardless of 
equipment type or fuel. The average age of the first water heater in the FBC service region is 7.1 years, 
with regional variations from a low of 6.7 years for KE to a high of 7.8 years for KB.  
 
Table 96: Average Age of Hot Water Heaters by Region and Service Type (Years) 

Years KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base1 465 407 423 1295 773 522 1454 
Average age of first 
water heater 6.7 6.8 7.8 7.1 7.0 6.9 6.6 

Average age of second 
water heater 5.9 8.0 9.5 8.2 7.5 8.4 n/a 
1 Unweighted base for first water heater only. 
n/a – data not available 

 

                                                           
31 The 2008 REUS survey had 3% of respondents in SFDs that reported not having a hot water heater in the dwelling. 
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7.3 Water Heater Fuels 
 
The results from the 2008 FEU REUS strongly suggested that some respondents with conventional storage 
tank hot water heaters either incorrectly specified the fuel used by their DWH tank, or the type of tank 
(vented or not vented).32 The 2012 REUS sought to improve the quality of the fuel and equipment data for 
DWH by asking about tank venting in a separate question. Specifically, respondents who indicated their 
home had a conventional storage-style DWH tank were asked to indicate whether the tank had one of the 
following venting configurations: 
 

 vent through the side wall  
 vent through the roof 
 no vent (electric tank) 

 
The no vent category deliberately included the term “electric tank” because tanks using natural gas, 
propane, or oil require a vent to exhaust combustion gases, whereas electric tanks do not. A similar 
question was asked of respondents who indicated they had on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water 
heaters. Again, if no vent was present, the default assumption is that the water heater uses electricity. 
 
When data on fuels and equipment characteristics for water heaters were compared on a respondent-by-
respondent basis, some degree of fuel misspecification for storage style tanks, like that identified in the 
2008 FEU REUS, was apparent. The misspecification took the form of a mismatch between fuel (e.g., 
electricity versus natural gas) and equipment (vent or no vent) for conventional storage (tank) style DWH 
heaters. In situations where the dwelling had more than one domestic water heater, extra caution was 
used to compare first, second and third units in the order specified in the survey.33  
 
Assuming the information provided on the presence (or lack) of a vent was the most likely to be correct 
because it could be observed by the survey respondent, data on water heater fuels for conventional 
storage tanks were adjusted for two types of misspecification: 
 

 Specifying natural gas, piped propane, or oil as the DWH fuel but indicating the tank did not have 
a vent (i.e., electric). 

 Specifying electricity as the DWH fuel but indicating their tank had either a vent through the roof 
or side wall of the dwelling. 

 
In situations where a vent was present and electricity was indicated as the fuel, the reassignment of the 
fuel to natural gas, propane or oil was first confirmed by the presence of the same fuel for space heating. 
In situations where an electric tank (no vent) was indicated but natural gas, piped propane, oil, or 
geothermal specified as the fuel, the DWH fuel was changed to electricity. In the end, 31 cases had their 
DWH fuel changed from electricity to natural gas, four cases had their DWH fuel changed from natural gas 
to electricity, and one case changed from electricity to oil.  
 

                                                           
32 Sampson Research (2008), p.7-5. 
33 To improve the pairings of fuels with equipment for homes with more than one water heater, the 2012 REUS questionnaire 
asked respondents to treat the water heater that provides most of the hot water for the home as the main water heater. All 
subsequent questions provided response categories for multiple units organized by heater 1 (main), heater 2, and heater 3. 
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The soundness of this adjustment methodology depends entirely upon the assumption that respondents 
can correctly classify their hot water heating equipment using information provided by the survey the 
outward appearance of the water heater. However, some respondents could not answer the question 
regarding the venting of their storage tank (e.g., answered “don’t know”).  This suggests that some 
respondents could not easily access their DWH equipment for visual confirmation, or chose not to, while 
completing the survey. 
 
7.3.1 Corrected Domestic Hot Water Heater Fuels 
 
Data on DWH fuels, with corrections, are summarized in Table 97. Electricity and natural gas are in a 
statistical tie as the most commonly used DWH fuel (i.e., difference is not statistically significant at the 
95% confidence level). Regionally, 65% of KE homes using natural gas as their main DWH fuel compared to 
43% of SO homes and just 31% of KB homes. Fuels other than electricity or natural gas, including bottled 
propane, solar and geothermal, individually accounted for less than 1% of all DWH fuels. Compatibility 
issues with the 2009 FBC REUS dataset prevent comparison with 2012 data. 
 
Table 97: Hot Water Heater Fuels (Corrected) by Region and Service Type (%) 
First DWH Unit 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 465 407 423 1295 773 522 
Electricity 33.0 55.9 66.4 51.3 53.2 46.1 
Natural gas 65.3 42.6 31.3 46.8 45.2 51.2 
Bottled propane -- 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 -- 
Solar -- 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 
Geothermal 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 
Other -- 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
NR 1.0 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.3 1.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
To better understand whether DWH fuel shares are changing in new construction, the relationship 
between dwelling vintage and DWH fuel shares were explored for single family detached (SFD) dwellings 
in Table 98. The proportion of SFDs that use natural gas as the DWH fuel (first unit) is highest for SFDs 
constructed during 1986 and 2005 (63% to 66%). SFDs constructed since 2005 are significantly less likely 
to use natural gas for DWH heating (39%) and more likely to use electricity (57%).  While small, 2% of SFDs 
constructed since 2005 use geothermal as their DWH fuel. DWH fuel shares by dwelling vintage for other 
dwelling types are not reported because of small sample sizes. 
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Table 98: Hot Water Heater Fuels (Corrected) for First DWH Unit – SFDs by Vintage (%) 

 Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 164 388 255 193 165 91 164 
Electricity 53.3 46.2 62.4 35.8 31.6 56.6 49.0 
Natural gas 45.9 52.3 36.7 63.2 65.6 39.0 51.0 
Bottled propane -- -- -- 0.6 0.6 -- -- 
Solar -- 0.6 -- -- -- -- -- 
Geothermal 0.7 -- 0.5 0.4 0.8 2.3 -- 
Other -- 0.4 -- -- -- 2.2 -- 
NR -- 0.6 0.4 -- 1.3 -- -- 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
7.3.2 Solar Pre-Warming and DWH 
 
A very small percentage (2%) of FBC customers use solar energy to pre-warm or supplement their main 
DWH water heating process (Table 99). Differences among the regions or service types are not significant 
at the 95% confidence level. 
 
Table 99: Solar Assist for Pre-Warming the First DWH Unit by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 465 407 423 1295 773 522 
Use solar assist 1.6 2.3 1.1 1.6 1.3 2.7 
No assist 98.4 97.7 98.9 98.4 98.7 97.3 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
7.4 Fuel Switching 
 
All respondents with DWH equipment in their home or suite were asked whether they switched the fuel 
used to provide domestic hot water in the last five years. In past end-use surveys conducted by FEU, the 
proportion that switched fuels was small (typically 5% or less). The 2012 REUS, however, recorded an 
incidence of switching several magnitudes greater than the historical averages, suggesting a problem with 
the question wording and/or its interpretation by respondents.  
 
As all respondents who switched fuels were asked to indicate their previous DWH fuel, this allowed 
comparison with the current DWH fuel to see whether a change had occurred. These comparisons 
confirmed that the vast majority of respondents who reported a fuel change did not change their DWH 
fuel. It is not clear why the question was misinterpreted. The wording of the question was the same as in 
the 2008 FEU REUS, although placement of the question in the DWH section in the 2012 survey was 
changed. The data on fuel switching were adjusted to exclude respondents whose current and past fuels 
were the same. 
  
Table 100 summarizes the restated data on DWH fuel switching. Two percent (2%) of FBC customers with 
DWH systems switched their DWH fuel in the last five years. Regional and service type switching 
percentages are within margins of error. 
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Table 100: Change in DWH Fuel Last Five Years by Region and Service Type (%) 
Restated Data 

Changed DWH 
Fuel Last Five 
Years? 

KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 465 407 423 1295 773 522 1868 
Yes 0.6 3.1 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.2 
No 99.4 96.9 98.7 98.4 98.5 98.2 98.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The relative proportions of current versus previous DWH fuels for households who switched DWH fuel in 
the last five years are summarized in Table 101. All data are expressed as a percent of all respondents 
who changed DWH fuels in the last five years.  
  
Table 101: Water Heating Fuel Change during Past Five Years (%) 

Previous 
fuel  

Current fuel  
Electricity Natural 

Gas 

All 
Previous 

Fuels 
Unweighted base 1 11 14 25 
Electricity -- 56.2 56.2 
Natural gas 39.1 -- 39.1 
Other 4.7 -- 4.7 
All Current Fuels 43.8 56.2 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
Forty-four percent (44%) of households who changed DWH fuels switched from electricity to something 
else. Of these, 39% switched from electricity to natural gas. In comparison, 56% switched from natural gas 
to electricity. The number of fuel switchers is low (n=25) so caution is advised in the interpretation of 
these numbers. 
 
 
7.5 Water Heater Equipment 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to identify the equipment used to provide their domestic hot 
water from a list of common and less common DWH equipment types. Equipment types included: 
 

 Conventional storage (tank) 
 On-demand (tankless) 
 Hybrid on-demand (uses small storage tank) 
 Combined space and water heater 
 Hybrid heat pump water heater (tank) 

 
To help in the correct classification of some newer DWH equipment types, participants in the 2012 REUS 
were provided with additional information about on-demand water heaters and hybrid heat pump water 
heaters. 
 
Respondents with conventional storage (tank) water heaters (first, second and/or third units) were asked 
whether the units had a: 
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 Vent through the side wall 
 Vent through the roof 
 No vent (electric tank) 

 
Respondents with conventional storage (tank) water heaters (first, 
second and/or third units) were asked whether the units had a: 
 

 Metal vent 
 Plastic vent 
 No vent (electric tankless) 

 
 
7.5.1 Penetration Rates 
 
Penetration rates for domestic hot water heater equipment, regardless of whether they are the 
household’s main, secondary or tertiary unit, are summarized in Table 102.  
 
Table 102: Hot Water Heater Type Penetration Rates by Region and Service Type (%) 
Includes First, Second and Third Water Heaters (if present) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 529 470 502 1501 897 604 
Conventional storage tank  93.7 94.3 95.9 94.6 95.2 92.8 

Vent through side-wall  8.6 5.0 6.9 6.9 6.8 7.2 
Vent through roof 43.6 28.2 20.6 31.1 30.5 32.7 
No vent (electric) 26.1 48.7 58.6 44.1 46.2 38.3 
DK 15.3 12.3 9.8 12.5 11.7 14.7 

On-demand (tankless)  1.0 1.6 1.6 1.4 1.3 1.8 
Hybrid on-demand (small tank) 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.2 
Combined space and water heater 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 
Hybrid heat pump heater (tank) 0.1 0.1 -- 0.1 -- 0.3 
Don’t know 1 4.5 3.4 1.7 3.3 2.8 4.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Represents uncertainty across all DWH types, including conventional storage tanks. 
 Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 

Conventional storage tanks represent 95% of all water heaters among FBC customers. This style of water 
heater dominates in all regions, ranging from 94% to 96% of hot water heaters. When detail on the 
presence and type of vent is considered, 31% have a traditional b-vent, while another 7% have a side 
vent, and 44% have no vent (electric tank implied). Of note, 13% of respondents with a conventional 
storage tank did not know whether their tank was vented. 
 
Tankless on-demand units including hybrid versions equipped with a small expansion tank represent 1% 
of all DWH units in 2012. Venting data for on-demand water heaters are not reported due to the small 
number of responses received.  
 
 

Tankless & Hybrid On-Demand Water 
Heaters 

On-demand (tankless) water heaters, also 
known as instantaneous water heaters, are 

compact units that provide hot water on 
demand. Hybrid on-demand models use a 
small storage tank to reduce temperature 

fluctuations during use.  
 

Hybrid heat pump water heaters combine a 
heat pump with an electric hot water tank 

to improve energy efficiency. 
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7.5.2 Saturation Rates 
 
Saturation rates for hot water heaters, by water heater type, are summarized in Table 103. 
 
Table 103: Hot Water Heater Type Saturation by Region and Service Type (Units) 
Includes First, Second and Third Water Heaters (if present) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 5 529 470 502 1501 897 604 
Conventional storage tank  1.01 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.97 

Vent through side-wall  0.11 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 
Vent through roof 0.56 0.34 0.23 0.37 0.36 0.41 
No vent (electric) 0.34 0.58 0.66 0.53 0.54 0.48 

On-demand (tankless)  0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 
Hybrid on-demand (small tank) 0.01 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 
Combined space and water heater 0.00* 0.00* 0.01 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 
Hybrid heat pump heater (tank) 0.00* 0.00* -- 0.00* -- 0.00* 
* Saturation less than 0.01 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
The saturation rate for conventional storage style tanks is 0.98. Saturation rates for conventional storage 
tanks with traditional b-venting (vent through the roof) are 0.37, and 0.08 for models with the vent 
through the side-wall. Saturation for electric tanks is 0.53, although this varies from 0.34 for KE to 0.66 for 
KB. Saturation rates for conventional tanks by region, varies from a low of 0.97 for KB to 1.01 for KE. The 
saturation rate for on-demand water heaters is very low (0.01).  
 
7.5.3 Water Heater Sizes 
 
Table 104 summarizes the distribution of conventional storage water heater tank sizes by units with 
either a side or roof vent, no vent (electric) and those not specifying their tank’s vent specifics. 
Respondents were asked to answer this question thinking about the largest tank in the house. 
 
The most common size is 40 gallons (45% of all responses), followed by 33 gallon tanks (19%), and 
60 gallon tanks (12%). Of note, 16% of respondents did not know the size of their tank.  
 
Table 104: DWH Tank Sizes – Largest Tank in the Home (%) 

 
With Roof 

Vent 
With Side- 
Wall Vent 

No Vent 
(Electric) 

Venting 
Unknown 

2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 111 524 614 172 1421 
10 imperial gallons (46 litres) 4.1 1.1 3.4 1.1 2.3 
33 imperial gallons (150 litres) 25.0 30.5 10.6 13.5 18.9 
40 imperial gallons (182 litres) 28.5 49.3 51.3 26.5 45.4 
60 imperial gallons (273 litres) 21.2 5.8 16.7 7.0 11.8 
Other  3.5 6.0 6.6 5.7 6.0 
DK 17.7 7.3 11.5 46.2 15.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
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7.6 Domestic Water Heater Installations 
 
Thirty-seven percent (37%) of FBC residential customers installed a new DWH heater in the last five years 
(Table 105). There are no statistically significant differences among regions or customers service type. 
 
Table 105: New DWH Heater Installations Last Five Years by Region and Service Type (%) 

Installed Water 
Heater Last Five 
Years? 

KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 529 470 502 1501 897 604 529 
Yes 36.5 37.0 36.1 36.5 36.5 36.5 36.4 
No 63.5 63.0 63.9 63.5 63.5 63.5 63.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Reasons for installing a water heater are summarized in Table 106. The most common reason was 
because the water heater had failed (58% of respondents who installed a hot water heater in the last five 
years), followed by the anticipation that the water heater would fail (23%). Together, these two reasons 
represent 81% of all reasons. Seven percent (7%) installed a new water heater because they wanted a 
more efficient unit. 
 
Table 106: Reason for Installing a New Water Heater in Last Five Years (%) 

Reason KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 204 171 184 559 330 229 
Water heater had failed 60.1 49.7 63.7 58.1 61.4 49.0 
Anticipated water heater failure 26.7 27.8 14.9 23.1 20.8 29.7 
Wanted more efficient water heater 6.4 9.3 6.6 7.4 7.6 6.6 
New home 4.1 4.2 9.5 5.9 5.0 8.6 
Needed more hot water 0.1 0.4 1.7 0.7 0.9 0.2 
Wanted faster hot water recovery -- -- 0.6 0.2 0.3 -- 
Wanted a cheaper fuel -- 0.7 -- 0.2 0.3 -- 
Wanted to change to gas -- 0.4 -- 0.1 -- 0.5 
Other 2.6 7.4 2.9 4.2 3.7 5.4 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
7.7 Showerheads, Aerators, and Miscellaneous Hot Water Appliances 
 
The 2012 REUS asked respondents to indicate how many showerheads, low flow showerheads, water 
heater blankets, instant hot water dispensers, and bathroom and kitchen aerators are installed in their 
home. The results, expressed in terms of penetration and saturation rates, are summarized in Table 107. 
Differences in the question wording and categories between the 2012 and 2009 FBC surveys prevent 
comparison of the two datasets. 
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Table 107: Hot Water Appliances by Region and Service Type (%) 

Hot Water Appliance KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Showerheads       
  Penetration (%) 85.9 84.5 87.9 86.1 87.9 82.1 
  Saturation 1.72 1.55 1.55 1.62 1.70 1.44 
Low flow showerheads       
  Penetration (%) 42.5 40.9 32.1 38.8 39.1 38.2 
  Saturation 0.80 0.69 0.52 0.68 0.69 0.65 
Water heater blankets       
  Penetration (%) 5.4 6.7 9.4 7.0 8.0 4.7 
  Saturation 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.05 
Instant Hot Water Dispensers       
  Penetration (%) 1.7 1.5 1.1 1.4 1.2 2.1 
  Saturation 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.04 
Bathroom & Kitchen Aerators       
  Penetration (%) 44.5 46.9 43.4 44.9 43.2 48.6 
  Saturation 1.24 1.25 1.20 1.23 1.25 1.19 

 
Of the five different hot water related appliances, penetration is highest for showerheads (86% of FBC 
households), followed by bathroom and kitchen aerators (45%), and low flow showerheads (39%). Data 
on low flow showerheads are considered to be less reliable than other data as the interpretation of “low 
flow” showerhead is subjective.34  
 
The penetration rate of instant hot water dispensers is 1% and water heater blankets are present in 7% of 
FBC homes. The relatively low incidence of water heater blankets is consistent with the gradual 
replacement of older water heaters with more efficient units. Newer water heaters are built with higher 
insulation levels and, as a result, the addition of a water heater blanket is not as cost-effective as with 
older units.  
 
Penetration and saturation rates for aerators (45% and 1.2 per FBC home) are considered less reliable as 
most new kitchen and bathroom faucets, by default, come equipped with aerators. There may also be an 
awareness issue for some households as to what is an aerator. 
 
7.7.1 Drain Water Heat Recovery Systems 
 
Two percent (2%) of FBC customers indicated their home has a drain water heat recovery (DWHR) system 
(Table 108). These systems typically use small diameter copper piping wrapped around the main or most 
used drain pipe to capture heat from activities requiring hot water (e.g., baths, showers, dishwashing, 
etc.). The re-captured heat is then used to reduce the energy needed by DWH water. As these systems are 
relatively new, the 2012 REUS questionnaire included both a photograph and brief description.  
 
The regional incidence of DWHR systems ranges from 1% to 3%, although these differences are not 
statistically significant. A significant proportion of respondents were uncertain (16%) as to whether their 
home has such a system. 

                                                           
34 The other issue confounding the interpretation of what constitutes a low flow showerhead is that the flow volume of new 
showerheads has been declining over time. 
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Table 108: Drain Water Heat Recovery Systems by Region (%) 

Drain Water HR? KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Yes 2.9 1.3 1.9 2.1 2.3 1.5 
No 79.3 82.3 85.5 82.3 82.6 81.3 
DK 17.8 16.5 12.6 15.6 15.1 17.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
* Value less than 0.1% 
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8 FIREPLACES AND HEATER STOVES 
This section summarizes data on the penetration, saturation, and use of fireplaces and heater stoves. Up 
to seven fireplace and heater stove types were queried in the 2012 REUS. They included: 
 

 Gas (decorative) 
 Gas (heater type) 
 Gas (free standing) 
 Electric 
 Wood burning fireplaces 
 Wood burning stoves 
 Other 

 
To assist respondents in correctly identifying the type(s) of fireplaces and heater stoves in their home, the 
survey questionnaire included the following descriptions: 
 

 Decorative fireplaces – Provide ambiance but have little or no heating ability. The firebox is 
typically steel or masonry, and the hearth is often open to the room or equipped with opening 
glass doors. 

 Heater type fireplaces (built-ins and inserts) – These fireplaces are efficient heaters with fixed 
glass fronts and may have features such as fans and thermostatic control. They may be built-in at 
the time of construction, or inserted into an existing masonry or other fireplace as an upgrade. 

 Free standing fireplaces and heater stoves – These are stand-alone units that that can be used 
for both ambiance and heating. Gas heater stoves resemble wood stoves in appearance but use 
gas instead of wood. 

 
FBCs previous REUS did not ask about fireplaces and heater stoves other than as a method of space 
heating. Comparisons using data are found under the space heating methods section of this report. 
 
8.1 Penetration and Saturation – Any Fuel 
 
Table 109 summarizes the penetration and saturation rates for all fireplaces and heater stoves regardless 
of type or fuel. Overall, 63% of FBC residential customers have a fireplace or heater stove. Regional data 
show that penetration is highest in SO (68% of respondents), followed by KE (63%), and KB (60%). All 
penetration and saturation statistics for fireplaces and heater stoves in the 2012 REUS are calculated 
using the total population of households as the base regardless of whether or not they have a fireplace or 
heater stove. 
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Table 109: Fireplaces and Heater Stoves by Region and Service Type 
Any Fuel 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
  Penetration (%) 62.6 67.5 59.6 63.1 64.7 59.4 
  Saturation 0.87 0.98 0.81 0.88 0.90 0.85 

 
Table 110 summarizes the penetration and saturation of fireplaces and heater stoves by dwelling type. 
Penetration is highest among single family detached (SFD) dwellings (74%), and lowest among mobile 
homes (34%). 
 
Table 110: Fireplaces and Heater Stoves by Dwelling Type 
Any Fuel 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
  Penetration (%) 74.4 53.5 54.8 37.9 33.5 45.6 
  Saturation 1.07 0.81 0.58 0.48 0.37 0.69 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
Table 111 provides detail on the distribution of FBC customers on the basis of the number of fireplaces 
and heating stoves per dwelling. Regionally, the proportion of customers without a fireplace or heater 
stove varied between 34% (SO) and 41% (KB).  
 
Table 111: Number of Fireplaces and Heater Stoves per Dwelling by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base1 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
None 37.6 34.1 40.9 37.6 35.9 41.6 
1 unit 40.5 44.2 41.8 42.0 43.3 38.8 
2 units 19.3 17.8 13.7 17.1 17.6 16.0 
3 units 2.6 2.1 2.7 2.5 2.3 2.8 
More than 3 units 0.0 1.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding 

 
 
Figure 23 summarizes the number of fireplaces and heater stoves by dwelling type. The data show that 
nearly half (46%) of single family detached dwellings have one fireplace or heater stove and another one 
quarter (24%) have two. Four percent (4%) have three or more units. By comparison, 49% of row / 
townhouses, 35% of apartments / condominiums, and 30% of mobile homes have one unit.  
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Figure 23: Number of Fireplaces / Heater Stoves by Dwelling Type 

 
 

8.2 Penetration and Saturation – Natural Gas Units 
 
Penetration and saturation rates for gas fireplaces and heater stoves are summarized in Table 112. The 
data show that heater type gas fireplaces are present in 24% of FBC homes. Decorative gas fireplaces are 
less common, present in 10% of homes. Finally, 4% of homes reported having a free standing gas model. 
Regionally, dwellings in KE and SO have the highest penetration of heater type units (30% and 26% of 
homes respectively), compared to just 14% for KB. Older, gas decorative models are most common in KE 
(14%) and SO (8%). 
 
Table 112: Gas Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Region and Service Type 
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base1 609 517 542 1668 978 690  
Gas (decorative)        
  Penetration (%) 13.7 8.3 5.8 9.7 9.2 10.9  
  Saturation 0.17 0.09 0.06 0.11 0.11 0.12  
Gas (heater type)        
  Penetration (%) 30.0 25.7 14.2 23.8 24.1 23.2  
  Saturation 0.37 0.30 0.17 0.29 0.29 0.28  
Gas (free standing)        
  Penetration (%) 2.8 5.1 5.5 4.3 4.0 4.9  
  Saturation 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.06  
1 All fireplace and heater stove users 
* Value less than 0.01 

 
 
Table 113 presents gas fireplace and heater stove penetration and saturation rates by dwelling type. For 
gas units, decorative fireplaces are most common among row houses/townhouses (14%), followed closely 
by duplexes (12%) and SFDs and apartments/ condominiums (10% each). Penetration of heater type gas 

SFD Dup RH/TH Apt/Condo Mobile
>3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0
3 3.4 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 23.5 19.8 4.4 2.1 3.8
1 45.5 29.6 49.4 35.0 29.7
None 26.5 46.5 46.1 62.1 66.5
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fireplaces is effectively the same among SFDs, duplexes and row/townhouses (28% to 29%). The 
penetration rate for heater type fireplaces is lowest for mobile homes (3%). 
 
Table 113: Gas Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Dwelling Type  
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Gas (decorative)       
  Penetration (%) 9.8 11.5 13.7 9.9 0.0* 8.8 
  Saturation 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.10 0.00** 0.13 
Gas (heater type)       
  Penetration (%) 27.6 28.9 28.0 15.0 3.1 15.4 
  Saturation 0.34 0.40 0.28 0.17 0.04 0.15 
Gas (free standing)       
  Penetration (%) 5.4 5.0 0.0* 2.0 3.4 4.5 
  Saturation 0.06 0.06 0.00** 0.03 0.03 0.05 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.1% 
** Value less than 0.01 

 
Table 114 presents the penetration and saturation rates of gas fireplaces by dwelling vintage. The data 
show that gas (heater type) fireplaces are more common in newer dwellings. For example, heater type 
fireplaces are present in 6% of homes built before 1950. Penetration rises to between 37% to 42% of 
homes built since 1995. The popularity (penetration) of decorative gas fireplaces peaked during 1996-
2005 and has fallen to 12% of homes constructed since that period. Penetration and saturation rates 
reflect both trends in new home construction and retrofits / renovations to the existing stock of housing.  
 
Table 114: Gas Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Dwelling Vintage 
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type 

Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Year Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Gas (decorative)        
  Penetration (%) 3.7 5.7 3.9 14.9 20.9 12.1 2.5 
  Saturation 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.17 0.25 0.15 0.02 
Gas (heater type)        
  Penetration (%) 6.1 16.5 16.6 31.3 42.1 36.7 10.5 
  Saturation 0.06 0.21 0.20 0.37 0.50 0.46 0.10 
Gas (free standing)        
  Penetration (%) 3.5 5.0 4.3 3.5 4.8 5.8 0.0* 
  Saturation 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.08 0.00** 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.1% 
** Value less than 0.01 

 
 
8.3 Penetration and Saturation – Other Fuels 
 
Table 115 summarizes penetration and saturation rates for fireplaces and heater stoves that use fuels 
other than natural gas. Of these, wood burning fireplaces are the most common, present in 15% of FBC 
homes in 2012. Regionally, penetration of wood fireplaces is highest in SO (17%), followed by KB (15%), 
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and KE (12%). After wood fireplaces, the next most common non-gas fireplace or heater stove types are 
wood stoves (12%) and electric units (11%).  
 
Table 115: Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Region and Service Type – Fuels Other Than Natural Gas 
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base1 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Electric       
  Penetration (%) 10.8 13.5 7.3 10.5 10.6 10.3 
  Saturation 0.12 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.12 
Wood burning fireplace       
  Penetration (%) 11.9 17.4 15.2 14.5 14.4 14.6 
  Saturation 0.14 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 
Wood burning stove       
  Penetration (%) 3.1 12.2 21.5 11.5 12.8 8.4 
  Saturation 0.04 0.13 0.22 0.12 0.14 0.09 
Other       
  Penetration (%) 0.5 2.6 2.8 1.8 1.5 2.5 
  Saturation 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 
1 All fireplace and heater stove users 
* Value less than 0.01 

 
Dwelling type specific data for fireplaces and heater stoves using fuels other than natural gas are provided 
in Table 116. Among non-gas fireplaces and heater stoves, 20% of single family detached dwellings have a 
wood burning fireplace, while 16% have a wood burning stove and 11% have an electric fireplace. Electric 
fireplaces are also notable in their penetration in apartments / condominiums (11%) and mobile homes 
(14%). Some of these may be portable units which gained popularity a few years ago. 
 
Table 116: Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Dwelling Type – Fuels Other Than Natural Gas 
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Electric       
  Penetration (%) 10.6 9.6 7.6 11.2 13.7 4.5 
  Saturation 0.13 0.10 0.08 0.11 0.16 0.05 
Wood burning fireplace       
  Penetration (%) 19.9 6.7 3.2 3.5 4.4 11.3 
  Saturation 0.23 0.08 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.11 
Wood burning stove       
  Penetration (%) 15.9 0.0* 2.2 0.8 8.9 20.9 
  Saturation 0.17 0.00** 0.02 0.01 0.09 0.21 
Other       
  Penetration (%) 2.0 3.2 1.2 1.7 0.0* 0.0* 
  Saturation 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.00** 0.00** 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.1% 
** Value less than 0.01 
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Finally, penetration and saturation rates for non-gas fireplaces and heater stoves by dwelling vintage are 
summarized in Table 117. The data show a decline in penetration of wood burning fireplaces and heater 
stoves (between 3% and 7% of homes built since 1985 compared to 15% to 27% of homes prior to 1986) 
and an increase in the penetration of electric fireplaces (between 12% and 22% of homes built since 1995 
compared to 7% to 10% prior to 1996). 
 
Table 117: Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Dwelling Vintage – Fuels other than Natural Gas 
Base includes all households with and without a fireplace or heater stove 

Fireplace / Heater Stove 
Type 

Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Year Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Electric        
  Penetration (%) 9.5 9.9 6.8 9.2 11.5 21.8 5.2 
  Saturation 0.11 0.13 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.24 0.14 
Wood burning fireplace        
  Penetration (%) 15.3 22.8 27.0 5.1 2.9 6.9 3.1 
  Saturation 0.17 0.28 0.31 0.05 0.03 0.07 0.03 
Wood burning stove        
  Penetration (%) 13.4 12.0 16.5 8.5 7.1 10.4 11.7 
  Saturation 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.12 
Other        
  Penetration (%) 1.8 1.5 2.0 2.6 1.0 3.0 0.0* 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.00** 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.1% 
** Value less than 0.01 

 
 
8.4 Gas Fireplace Ages and Features 
 
The average (mean) gas fireplace for FBC customers is 13 years old (Table 118). Only slight differences in 
mean age between regions are observed. 
 
Table 118: Age of First Gas Fireplace (Years) by Region and Service Type 

Age of Gas Fireplace 
(years) KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 255 160 105 520 266 254 
Mean 12.6 12.2 14.2 12.9 12.8 13.1 
Standard deviation 6.4 6.1 7.9 6.7 7.3 6.0 
 
 
Age statistics for second gas fireplaces are provided in Table 119. As samples are small due to the lower 
incidence of homes with second gas fireplaces or heater stoves, caution is advised when making regional 
comparisons. Overall, the average age of the second gas fireplace is 12 years, slightly younger than the 
average of the first unit reported in the previous table.   
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Table 119: Age of Second Gas Fireplace (Years) by Region and Service Type 

Age of Gas Fireplace 
(years) KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 69 29 23 121 70 51 
Mean 12.6 10.9 12.1 12.1 11.9 13.0 
Standard deviation 5.6 5.7 5.0 5.5 6.3 4.2 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
8.5 Gas Fireplace Designs 
 
Of the three possible designs for gas fireplaces, 47% are open hearth (no glass) designs, 43% have a fixed 
glass front, and 10% have glass doors that open (Table 120).  
 
Table 120: Gas Fireplace Characteristics by Region and Service Type 
Percent of All Gas Fireplaces 1 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Fixed glass front 41.4 41.5 48.6 42.9 43.8 40.7 
Glass doors that open 11.5 10.7 5.2 10.0 9.7 10.8 
No glass (open hearth) 47.1 47.7 46.1 47.1 46.5 48.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Includes homes with more than one gas fireplace 
Totals may not sum due to rounding 

 
 
8.6 Fireplace Use Behaviours 
 
Household use of fireplaces and heater stoves was explored in the 2012 REUS from a number of 
perspectives including weekly hours-of-use by season, role (heating, ambiance, or combination of heating 
and ambiance), and contribution to the home’s space heating load. 
 
8.6.1 Hours-of-Operation 
 
Average weekly hours-of-use for fireplaces and heater stoves by season and region and service type is 
highest during the fall and winter and lowest during the spring and summer (Table 121). Winter usage 
averages 28 hours per week and fall usage averages 23 hours per week. Overall, fireplaces and heater 
stoves are used an average of 744 hours per year, but this varies from a low of 449 hours for KE customers 
to a high of 1,118 hours for KB customers. The latter result for KB, combined with their high penetration 
of wood stoves (22%) supports the view that a significant number of households in KB rely upon their 
wood stoves as a major source of space heating. 
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Table 121: Weekly Average Hours of Fireplace / Heater Stove Operation by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 1 416 344 326 1086 613 473 
Weekly Average Hours       
   Summer 0.0* 1 0.0* 0.0* 0.0* 1.0 
   Fall 14 23 33 23 24 18 
   Winter 18 28 41 28 30 23 
   Spring 3 8 11 7.0 7.0 7.0 
Annual Average Hours 449 768 1118 744 788 635 
1 Assumes each season is 13 weeks long. 
* Value less than 0.1 hours 

 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were not asked to provide hours-of-use estimates for individual fireplaces 
or heater stove types because it was considered onerous, particularly for homes with more than one 
fireplace or heater stove. However, 68% of all dwellings with a fireplace or heater stove in the 2012 REUS 
survey have only one unit, implying the hours of operation, by season, for these dwellings can be solely 
attributable to one particular type of fireplace or heater stove.   
 
Of this subgroup of fireplaces, free standing gas fireplaces, wood burning fireplaces and wood stoves are 
used the most, each averaging over 800 hours per year (Table 122). Decorative gas fireplaces, consistent 
with a design primarily oriented to providing ambiance rather than heating, are used the least at 403 
hours per year. As a reminder, these data are only for dwellings with only one fireplace or heating stove.  
 
Table 122: Seasonal Hours of Use - Fireplace / Heater Stoves 

Fireplace Type 1 Summer Fall Winter Spring 
Annual 

Average 
Hours 

Gas (decorative) 1 179 208 16 403 
Gas (heater type) 1 266 324 78 669 
Gas (free standing) 2 323 402 94 821 
Electric 1 274 331 80 686 
Wood burning fireplace 2 316 389 96 802 
Wood burning stove 3 335 401 70 808 
Other 1 289 355 87 733 
1 Dwellings with only one of any fireplace / heater stove type (n=715) 

 
 
8.6.2 Fireplace and Heater Stove Uses – Ambience vs. Heating 
 
Fireplaces and heater stoves can be used to provide heat, ambiance, and for many of these units, a 
combination of heating and ambiance. For each fireplace or heater stove type, respondents to the 2012 
REUS were asked to indicate the primary purpose of the unit(s). The results, by fireplace / heater stove 
type are summarized in Figure 24. 
 
For gas units, heater type fireplaces and stand-alone units are used typically more for space heating (85% 
heating or heating and ambiance) than the traditional decorative gas fireplaces (44%). Ninety-one percent 
(91%) of wood burning stoves are used for heating compared to 42% of wood burning fireplaces.  
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Figure 24: Primary Purpose of Fireplaces and Heater Stoves 

 
 
The 2012 REUS asked households with a fireplace or heater stove to estimate the contribution of their 
fireplace or heater stove to their dwelling’s space heating requirements. Answering this question was 
expected to be challenging for respondents with more than one space heating method, so the response 
categories were selected to improve response rates while explicitly acknowledging that precise estimates 
are not reasonable for the majority of respondents. They included: 
  

 0% (none)  
 Up to 10%  
 Up to 25% 
 Up to 50% 
 Up to 75% 
 Up to 100% 

 
Table 123 summarizes the results for this question. Thirty percent (30%) use their fireplace or heater 
stove offsets as much as 10% of their home’s space heating load, while another 16% indicated it was as 
much as 25%. Cumulatively, 24% of REUS respondents with a fireplace or heater stove indicated their 
unit(s) met up to 50% to 100% of their dwelling’s space heating load. Twenty-six percent (26%) of FBC 
customers with a fireplace or heater stove do not use their unit for space heating. 
 
Regional differences are consistent with other data on fireplaces and heater stoves collected in the 2012 
REUS. Households in the KB are much more likely than other regions to use their fireplaces and heater 
stoves to heat their home.   
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Table 123: Fireplace and Heater Stove Contribution to Space Heating Load by Region and Service Type (%) 

Share of Space 
Heating Load KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 427 348 334 1109 632 477 
0% 33.1 23.3 19.6 26.1 25.3 28.3 
Up to 10% 38.5 27.0 21.7 30.1 28.5 34.1 
Up to 25% 9.4 19.8 20.0 15.7 15.0 17.5 
Up to 50% 9.9 11.1 14.7 11.7 12.5 9.5 
Up to 75% 3.7 5.4 10.0 6.1 6.9 3.9 
Up to 100% 1.9 9.0 10.5 6.6 7.9 3.4 
DK 3.4 4.4 3.4 3.7 3.8 3.4 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding 

 
 
It is reasonable to expect that the greater the number of fireplaces or heater stoves the higher their 
contribution to space heating. To explore the validity of this hypothesis, data on the number of fireplaces 
and heater stoves per home (any fuel) were compared to respondents’ assessments of their contribution 
to space heating. The results, visually summarized in Figure 25, suggests that there is very little difference 
in the contribution made to space heating between homes with one fireplace or heater stove versus those 
with two units.  
 

Figure 25: Contribution to Space Heating by Number of Fireplaces / Heater Stoves 

 
 
There are two possible explanations for this result. The first is that homes with two fireplaces and/or 
heater stoves split the contribution to space heating relatively equally between the two units. The second 
possible explanation is that one of the two units is used more than the other. This could be because one 
unit is more suited to space heating than the other or because one of the two units is located in a room or 
area of the home that is used relatively more than where the other unit is located. While representing 
considerably fewer homes, the presence of three gas fireplaces / heater stoves results in a modest 
increase in contribution to space heating load. Clearly, the relationship between the number of gas 
fireplaces and heating stoves in the home, and the contribution to space heating load, is not a linear one. 
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Data on the contribution of fireplaces and heater stoves to space heating requirements were explored by 
dwelling type. These data are summarized in Table 124. Sample sizes for dwelling types other than SFDs 
are small so caution is advised in the interpretation of the data.  
 
Table 124: Fireplace and Heater Stove Details by Dwelling Type (%) 

Share of Space Heating 
Load 

Single 
Family 

Detached 
Duplex 

Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 970 29 33 40 21 16 
0% 25.0 42.5 32.2 28.2 21.5 25.1 
Up to 10% 30.8 31.8 34.8 29.8 3.1 16.4 
Up to 25% 15.9 12.3 17.2 14.8 11.2 19.3 
Up to 50% 10.2 8.3 13.4 22.1 1.8 19.3 
Up to 75% 6.6 2.5 0.0 0.0 34.5 17.2 
Up to 100% 7.7 0.0 0.0 2.3 16.8 2.7 
DK 3.9 2.5 2.4 2.7 11.3 0.0 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
Figure 26 compares the contribution of fireplaces and heater stoves to space heating load of the different 
dwelling types. 
 

Figure 26: Fireplace and Heater Stove Contribution to Space Heating Load by Dwelling Type 
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8.7 Pilot Lights 
 
Ninety-five percent (95%) of respondents with one gas fireplace indicated the fireplace has a pilot light 
(Table 125). Of those with two fireplaces, the percentage of second units with a pilot light was slightly 
lower but not statistically different (93%). Approximately 2% to 3% did not know whether their fireplace 
had a pilot light. 
 
Table 125: Percent of Gas Fireplaces with a Pilot Light by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

First fireplace 96.8 92.3 95.2 95.1 95.3 94.7 
Second fireplace 95.3 89.9 92.2 93.4 94.0 90.9 
Third fireplace 76.0 64.7 -- 71.6 82.5 15.0 

 
Seventy-four percent (74%) of households with a gas fireplace equipped with a pilot light, turned off the 
pilot light at least one month of the year (Table 126). Including those who do not turn off their fireplace 
pilot light, pilot lights for fireplaces are turned off an average of 4.9 months per year. For just those 
households who turn off their pilot lights, the lights are turned off an average of 6.9 months per year. 
 
Table 126: Gas Fireplace Pilot Light Behaviours by Region and Service Type (%) 

Gas Fireplace Pilot Light Usage KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 1 285 180 112 577 293 284 
Never turn off (%) 28.0 22.5 24.4 25.7 26.4 24.0 
Turn off, one or more months per year (%) 71.8 76.0 74.8 73.6 73.1 74.8 
Average # of months turned off  
(All fireplaces with pilot lights) 4.8 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 

Average # of months turned off  
(Fireplaces turned off at least one month) 7.1 6.9 6.6 6.9 7.0 6.8 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
Table 127 summarizes whether someone in the household, a contractor, or someone else lights the pilot 
light (if present) for the fireplace. 
 
Table 127: Who Lights Gas Fireplace Pilot Lights – by Region and Service Type (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 208 139 80 427 214 213 
Survey respondent 79.8 71.0 79.8 77.2 78.6 74.1 
Contractor 6.6 10.1 5.6 7.4 6.5 9.4 
Another household member 8.4 14.6 6.4 9.8 10.2 9.0 
Other 5.3 4.3 8.2 5.6 4.7 7.5 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 
Seventy-seven percent (77%) of respondents indicated they light the fireplace pilot light themselves, while 
9% indicated it was someone else in the household. Seven percent (7%) use a contractor and 6% indicated 
it was someone other than a household member or contractor. 
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9 APPLIANCES 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were provided with a list of cooking, refrigeration, cleaning, space heating, 
and space cooling appliances, and asked to indicate the number (quantity), and ages for each present in 
the home. Comparisons with 2009 REUS are made when data are available and reported in a manner 
consistent with the 2012 REUS. Caution is advised in the comparison of 2009 with 2012 data as the 
treatment of non-responses varies between the two surveys.35 
 
9.1 Cooking Appliances 
 
Penetration and saturation rates for cooking appliances are summarized the following two tables.   
 
Table 128: Penetration and Saturation of Cooking and Related Appliances – Part I of II 

Cooking Appliances KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2004 
Electric range (cook top & oven)        
  Penetration (%) 79.8 78.4 81.6 79.9 79.1 81.7 81.0 
  Saturation 0.86 0.82 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.87 n/a 
Gas range (cook top & oven)        
  Penetration (%) 11.4 9.9 8.9 10.2 10.9 8.6 11.0 
  Saturation 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.09 n/a 
Dual-fuel range (gas cook top and electric oven)      
  Penetration (%) 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.4 2.9 1.3 n/a 
  Saturation 0.72 0.79 0.72 0.74 0.70 0.83 n/a 
Electric cook top        
  Penetration (%) 8.2 11.0 7.7 8.8 9.3 7.9 11.0 
  Saturation 0.08 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 n/a 
Gas cook top        
  Penetration (%) 3.3 2.6 3.4 3.1 3.8 1.6 5.0 
  Saturation 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.02 n/a 
Electric wall oven        
  Penetration (%) 8.0 8.4 7.5 8.0 8.5 6.7 10.0 
  Saturation 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.08 n/a 
Gas wall oven        
  Penetration (%) 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.2 n/a 
  Saturation 0.00* 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00* n/a 
Microwave oven        
  Penetration (%) 84.3 79.1 76.8 80.4 81.6 77.9 87.0 
  Saturation 0.91 0.83 0.80 0.85 0.87 0.82 n/a 
* Value less than 0.01 
n/a – data not available 

 
Electric ranges (electric cook-top and oven) are the most common cooking appliance, present in 80% of 
FBC homes. Gas ranges (gas cook-top and oven) are present in 10% of homes. Microwaves are found in 
80% of homes. Regional differences are small and typically with the margins of error of the estimates. 

                                                           
35 All survey respondents were asked to indicate whether they had one or more of a range of appliances and end-uses, or none at 
all. Respondents who did not provide a response for an appliance or end-use in the 2012 REUS were interpreted as not having the 
appliance or end-use in question (i.e., quantity of zero). 
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Table 129: Penetration and Saturation of Cooking and Related Appliances – Part II of II 

Cooking Appliances KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2004 
Gas barbeque (piped gas)        
  Penetration (%) 21.7 19.5 8.5 17.0 18.0 14.8 n/a 
  Saturation 0.22 0.20 0.09 0.17 0.18 0.15 n/a 
Gas barbeque (bottled gas)         
  Penetration (%) 34.5 35.9 46.2 38.5 41.4 32.0 n/a 
  Saturation 0.35 0.37 0.48 0.39 0.42 0.33 n/a 
Commercial grade range hood        
  Penetration (%) 18.4 17.3 13.8 16.7 19.4 10.6 n/a 
  Saturation 0.19 0.17 0.14 0.17 0.20 0.11 n/a 
n/a – data not available 

 
 
Seventeen percent (17%) of FBC customers indicated they have a commercial grade range hood. At first 
glance, the penetration rate for this appliance appears surprisingly high. While home improvement 
shows, new housing development promotions, and the DIY movement in general have increasingly 
associated the use of commercial grade kitchen appliances as the de rigueur in high end kitchen designs, 
the result likely overstates the true penetration rate for range hoods with the air flow capacity 
comparable to those of a commercial kitchen. 
 
9.1.1 Cooking Appliances by Dwelling Vintage 
 
Table 130 explores how trends in new construction and renovation activity are influencing the popularity 
of various cooking appliances. 
 
The data show that homes constructed since 1995 are more likely than older homes to have a gas range 
(cook top and oven) or dual fuel range (gas cook top, electric oven) and commensurately less likely to 
have an electric range. Homes constructed since 2005 are also less likely than older homes to have a 
microwave oven. Finally, the penetration of piped gas barbeques increases with the newness of the 
home.  
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Table 130: Penetration and Saturation of Cooking and Related Appliances by Dwelling Vintage 

Cooking Appliances Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age 
Unknown 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Electric range (cook top & oven)        
  Penetration (%) 74.2 86.1 84.6 81.9 71.4 69.8 77.1 
  Saturation 0.83 0.96 0.92 0.85 0.75 0.73 0.79 
Gas range (cook top & oven)        
  Penetration (%) 13.1 7.2 5.6 7.1 17.4 19.2 10.9 
  Saturation 0.13 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.18 0.20 0.11 
Dual fuel range (gas cook top, electric oven)      
  Penetration (%) 1.3 1.4 2.4 1.3 5.4 4.7 -- 
  Saturation 0.59 0.77 0.80 0.81 0.67 0.59 0.86 
Electric cook top        
  Penetration (%) 7.4 7.7 9.6 11.9 7.2 8.7 10.6 
  Saturation 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.11 
Gas cook top        
  Penetration (%) 3.7 1.1 2.5 3.3 6.0 4.0 3.2 
  Saturation 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03 
Electric wall oven        
  Penetration (%) 8.4 5.6 9.1 8.9 8.8 9.0 6.8 
  Saturation 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.07 
Gas wall oven        
  Penetration (%) -- 0.8 -- -- 0.8 0.9 -- 
  Saturation -- 0.01 -- -- 0.01 0.01 -- 
Microwave oven        
  Penetration (%) 73.1 79.8 83.1 82.6 83.7 76.4 78.2 
  Saturation 0.77 0.85 0.88 0.85 0.89 0.86 0.80 
Gas barbeque (piped gas) 1        
  Penetration (%) 9.2 9.6 12.6 15.3 34.4 34.0 3.4 
  Saturation 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.15 0.35 0.34 0.03 
Gas barbeque (bottled gas) 2        
  Penetration (%) 78.3 72.7 70.5 67.8 72.6 81.6 61.0 
  Saturation 0.47 0.48 0.45 0.36 0.27 0.33 0.22 
Commercial grade range hood        
  Penetration (%) 7.7 13.6 16.3 21.4 21.0 21.4 8.8 
  Saturation 0.08 0.14 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.09 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
Table 131 presents the average ages of the different cooking appliances. In the interest of brevity, age 
data for second or third appliances are not presented or discussed.  
 
The average age of the appliance stock reflects the rate of stock turnover due to obsolescence and failure 
(influenced by the durability and typical lifespan of the appliance36). It also reflects the relative popularity 
of the appliance in renovations and new construction. For example, the recent popularity of dual fuel 
ranges (gas cook top, electric oven) is reflected by the relatively young age of the appliance stock (average 
of 6.5 years). Similarly, the increasing popularity of gas ranges (cook top and oven) in renovations and 
new construction is consistent with the relatively young age of the appliance stock compared to electric 
ranges. 
 

                                                           
36 For example, the average age of ranges and refrigerators tends to be higher than that of microwave ovens because they 
typically last longer. 
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Table 131: Average Age (Years) of Cooking and Related Appliances by Region and Service Type 
First Appliance Only 

Cooking Appliances KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Electric range (cook top & oven) 8.8 9.5 9.8 9.3 8.9 10.3 8.4 
Gas range (cook top & oven) 7.6 10.1 8.0 8.4 8.4 8.4 7.0 
Dual fuel range (gas cook top, 
electric oven) 8.0 5.6 5.0 6.5 6.5 6.1 n/a 

Electric cook top 11.0 11.0 9.6 10.6 9.6 13.7 9.0 
Gas cook top 10.4 8.8 10.1 10.0 10.0 9.8 6.5 
Electric wall oven 11.1 12.2 10.6 11.2 11.3 11.1 8.8 
Gas wall oven 5.7 1.7 9.3 5.8 6.0 4.8 n/a 
Microwave oven 7.1 7.0 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.4 6.6 
Gas barbeque (piped gas) 6.4 5.6 6.5 6.2 6.2 6.1 n/a 
Gas barbeque (bottled gas) 5.6 5.4 5.9 5.7 5.6 5.8 n/a 
Commercial grade range hood 8.8 9.6 11.1 9.6 9.4 10.6 n/a 
n/a = data not available 

 
 
9.2 Refrigerators and Freezers 
 
Table 132 summarizes penetration and saturation rates for manual and automatic defrost refrigerators, 
and chest and upright stand-alone freezers. The data confirm that manual defrost refrigerators are 
considerably less common than auto-defrost models but more likely to be present in KB. Of note, 16% of 
FBC households have more than one refrigerator.  
 
Table 132: Penetration and Saturation of Refrigerators and Freezers by Region and Service Type 

Refrigerators & Freezers KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1996 
Refrigerator – manual defrost        
  Penetration (%) 13.2 14.5 19.7 15.6 16.4 13.8 20.0 
  Saturation 0.15 0.16 0.25 0.18 0.20 0.15 n/a 
Refrigerator – auto defrost        
  Penetration (%) 86.7 86.8 83.7 85.8 85.8 85.8 90.0 
  Saturation 1.07 1.05 1.02 1.05 1.06 1.02 n/a 
Refrigerator – any type      
  Penetration (%)1 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 n/a 
  Saturation 1.22 1.21 1.27 1.23 1.25 1.18 n/a 
Stand-alone freezer – upright      
  Penetration (%) 22.3 24.0 21.4 22.5 24.0 19.2 21.0 
  Saturation 0.23 0.26 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.20 n/a 
Stand-alone freezer – chest style       
  Penetration (%) 45.1 49.8 54.3 49.3 51.5 44.4 52.0 
  Saturation 0.49 0.57 0.69 0.58 0.62 0.48 n/a 
Stand-alone freezer – any type        
  Penetration (%) 67.5 73.8 75.7 71.8 75.5 63.6 n/a 
  Saturation 0.72 0.82 0.92 0.81 0.87 0.68 n/a 
1 Default value 
n/a = data not available 
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Chest-style freezers are more common than upright models, and the penetration of freezers (any type) is 
highest in the KB and SO regions. 
 
The average ages of refrigerators and stand-alone freezers (first units) including the percentage of units 
that are 20 years old or older are summarized by region and service type in Table 133. Of note, 23% of 
manual defrost refrigerators are 20 years old or older compared to just 5% of auto defrost refrigerators. 
  
Table 133: Average Age (Years) of Refrigerators and Freezers by Region and Service Type 
First Appliance Only 

Refrigerators & Freezers – 1st unit KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Refrigerator – manual defrost 10.1 14.1 12.7 12.1 12.0 12.5 8.6 
Percent 20 years or older 22.8 31.3 18.5 23.3 23.5 22.6 n/a 

Refrigerator – auto defrost 7.9 7.9 8.1 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.3 
Percent 20 years or older 4.1 6.4 6.2 5.4 4.7 7.1 n/a 

Stand-alone freezer – upright 8.5 7.8 8.8 8.4 8.6 7.8 6.9 
Percent 20 years or older 7.2 10.0 10.8 9.1 9.9 7.0 n/a 

Stand-alone freezer – chest style 10.5 12.7 13.9 12.2 11.9 12.8 12.6 
Percent 20 years or older 17.2 26.2 33.9 24.9 25.1 24.6 n/a 

n/a = data not available 

 
Second refrigerators are a common target of demand-side management programs, in part because they 
tend to be older, less energy efficient models. The average age of second refrigerators and freezers, 
provided in Table 134, confirms that second refrigerators and freezers are typically older than the first 
units. Of note, 16% of auto defrost refrigerators used as second units were manufactured in the early 
1990s or previous. 
 
Table 134: Average Age (Years) of Refrigerators and Freezers by Region and Service Type 
Second Appliance 

Refrigerators & Freezers – 2nd Unit KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Refrigerator – manual defrost 8.8 13.7 14.9 12.9 12.6 14.9 15.6 
Percent 20 years or older 6.1 33.3 27.0 21.7 19.8 32.7 n/a 

Refrigerator – auto defrost 9.5 10.4 11.4 10.4 10.5 10.0 10.2 
Percent 20 years or older 14.6 18.6 14.3 15.6 16.9 12.1 n/a 

Stand-alone freezer – upright 3.9 8.6 9.5 7.5 6.6 11.8 10.2 
Percent 20 years or older -- -- 27.7 7.6 -- 46.3 n/a 

Stand-alone freezer – chest style 15.5 14.3 12.3 13.5 13.7 12.5 15.5 
Percent 20 years or older 39.4 25.4 20.4 26.0 27.6 18.5 n/a 

n/a = data not available 

 
 
9.3 Laundry Machines and Dishwashers 
 
Penetration and saturation rates for automatic dishwashers, clothes washers, and clothes dryers, 
collectively referred to as cleaning appliances, are summarized in Table 135. 
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Penetration of front loading (horizontal axis) clothes washers is now 37%.37 The penetration rate of top 
loading clothes washers is 54%. Traditionally, top loading clothes washers have not been considered 
energy efficient. However, ENERGY STAR® qualified high efficiency top loading clothes washers are now 
available. While less efficient than horizontal axis washers, their presence means that implying efficiency 
shares for clothes washers based on whether the machine is top or front loading is now less reliable than 
it was in the past.38 
 
Table 135: Penetration and Saturation of Cleaning Appliances by Region and Service Type 

Cleaning Appliance KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1971 
Dishwasher        
  Penetration (%) 84.7 76.8 66.7 76.8 78.6 72.8 82.0 
  Saturation 0.87 0.79 0.67 0.79 0.80 0.75 n/a 
Clothes washer - top loading        
  Penetration (%) 52.6 56.0 53.6 53.9 54.5 52.4 64.0 
  Saturation 0.54 0.57 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.54 n/a 
Clothes washer - front loading        
  Penetration (%) 40.1 37.9 33.4 37.4 39.1 33.5 35.0 
  Saturation 0.41 0.39 0.34 0.38 0.40 0.34 n/a 
Electric clothes dryer        
  Penetration (%) 86.9 89.2 80.7 85.7 88.4 79.6 92.0 
  Saturation 0.90 0.91 0.82 0.88 0.91 0.82 n/a 
Gas clothes dryer        
  Penetration (%) 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.5 1.9 2.0 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 n/a 
n/a = data not available 

 

The average ages of cleaning appliances (first unit only) are summarized by appliance in Table 136.  
 
Table 136: Average Age (Years) of Cleaning Appliances by Region and Service Type 
First Appliance Only 

Cleaning Appliance KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Dishwasher 7.7 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.9 7.4 7.0 
Clothes washer - top loading 9.8 9.9 10.0 9.9 9.7 10.4 9.5 
Clothes washer - front loading 5.1 5.0 4.9 5.0 5.2 4.5 3.6 
Electric clothes dryer 7.9 8.4 8.5 8.2 8.1 8.5 7.8 
Gas clothes dryer 10.0 9.7 10.8 10.1 10.0 10.7 8.7 

 
 
Table 137 summarizes the average number of clothes washing, drying, and dishwashing loads per 
household during a typical week. Specifically, the number of weekly loads per household are reported for 

                                                           
37 ENERGY STAR clothes washers use about 75 percent less water than a standard washer used 20 years ago. Source:  US EPA 
(2012). 
38 While the accuracy of self-reported data on appliance efficiency using the presence or lack thereof of the ENERGY STAR logo in 
past surveys has been suspect, a return to using this method to differentiate high efficiency units from standard efficiency units 
may be required in future REUS surveys. 
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dishwashing, clothes washing, and laundry loads dried using a dryer, clothes line or rack. All averages are 
calculated using the base of all REUS respondents. All six activities will be influenced, in part, by average 
household sizes (number of occupants). 
  
Table 137: Dishwasher and Laundry Loads per Week by Region and Service Type 

Loads per week per household KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Dishwasher loads 3.1 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.7 1967 
Loads of laundry – any temp 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 4.0 
Loads of laundry – cold water wash and rinse 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.5 n/a 
Dryer loads 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.4 3.0 n/a 
Loads dried on clothes line or rack – Summer 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.3 n/a 
Loads dried on clothes line or rack – Winter 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 n/a 

 
 
9.4 Heating Appliances 
 
Penetration and saturation rates for space heating equipment and appliances are presented in Table 138. 
Equipment types queried included heat pumps (both air source and ground source), heat recovery 
ventilators (make-up air units), outdoor heaters (bottled and piped gas), and gas outdoor fireplaces or fire 
pits. The latter are a relatively new trend in home design and were not queried in past REUS surveys. 
 
Table 138: Penetration and Saturation of Heating Equipment by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 1 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1965 
Air source heat pump        
  Penetration (%) 11.0 18.8 11.6 13.5 14.7 10.8 10.0 
  Saturation 0.12 0.19 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.11 n/a 
Ground source heat pump        
  Penetration (%) 2.1 2.0 1.1 1.7 1.8 1.5 1.0 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 n/a 
Heat recovery ventilator / make-up 
air unit        

  Penetration (%) 2.0 2.8 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 n/a 
  Saturation 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 n/a 
Portable electric heater        
  Penetration (%) 19.6 18.6 28.5 22.1 23.3 19.3 10.0 
  Saturation 0.25 0.24 0.41 0.30 0.32 0.25 n/a 
Gas outdoor heater (piped gas)        
  Penetration (%) 0.9 1.8 1.4 1.3 1.7 0.4 n/a 
  Saturation 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 n/a 
Gas outdoor heater (bottled gas)        
  Penetration (%) 2.8 1.7 1.5 2.1 2.5 1.3 n/a 
  Saturation 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 n/a 
Gas outdoor fire pit or fireplace        
  Penetration (%) 2.2 1.9 0.2 1.5 1.6 1.2 n/a 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.01 n/a 
1 Estimates based on data provided for main and secondary space heating systems. 
n/a – data not available 
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The data indicate that 14% of FBC households have an ASHP, up from 10% in 2009. On a regional basis, 
penetration of ASHPs is highest in the SO region (19% of FBC customers). KE and KB are statistically tied at 
11% and 12% respectively. The proportion of households with a ground source heat pump (GSHP), also 
referred to as a geothermal system, remains low at 1.7% of households. Penetration of GSHPs in 2009 was 
1%. 
 
Residential building codes now require tighter building envelopes than in the past, meaning that there is 
considerably less opportunity for outside air to enter through seams, joints, and other gaps in the building 
shell. Heat recovery ventilators (HRVs)39 allow pre-heated fresh air to be introduced to the home, 
preventing depressurization of the home by range hoods and exhaust fans. HRVs improve  indoor air 
quality and reduce the accumulation of moisture. Two percent (2%) of FBC residential customers have a 
HRV. 
 
The penetration rate for gas outdoor heaters (piped gas) among FBC residential customers is low at 1%. 
Gas outdoor fire pits or fireplaces are estimated at 2% of FBC households.  
 
Penetration and saturation rates for heating equipment by dwelling vintage are summarized in Table 139.  
 
Table 139: Penetration and Saturation of Heating Equipment by Dwelling Vintage 

 Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base1 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
Air source heat pump        
  Penetration (%) 8.7 13.6 13.9 9.8 9.9 35.6 3.3 
  Saturation 0.09 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.38 0.03 
Ground source heat pump        
  Penetration (%) 0.8 1.0 1.5 1.7 3.4 2.1 -- 
  Saturation 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 -- 
Heat recovery ventilator / make-up 
air unit        

  Penetration (%) 1.9 1.1 0.1 1.6 4.6 9.4 -- 
  Saturation 0.02 0.01 0.00* 0.02 0.05 0.10 -- 
Portable electric heater        
  Penetration (%) 13.7 5.6 7.5 3.4 4.5 4.5 9.4 
  Saturation 0.55 0.32 0.33 0.23 0.24 0.19 0.27 
Gas outdoor heater (piped gas)        
  Penetration (%) 1.2 2.2 0.6 0.7 2.3 1.0 -- 
  Saturation 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 -- 
Gas outdoor heater (bottled gas)        
  Penetration (%) 1.3 2.3 2.5 1.3 3.2 1.3 1.7 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 
Gas outdoor fire pit or fireplace        
  Penetration (%) 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.0 1.1 4.5 -- 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.05 -- 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
* Value less than 0.001 

 
Of note, the penetration of ASHPs is highest among dwellings constructed since 2005 (36% of dwellings). 
HRVs are also more likely to be present in newer homes (9% of homes built since 2005 compared to 
typically less than one percent of homes constructed prior to 1996). The penetration of portable electric 

                                                           
39 Also known as make-up air units or mechanical ventilation. 
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heaters is typically higher for older homes than newer homes. Gas outdoor fireplaces or fire pits also 
appear to be more common among newer dwellings (5% of homes constructed since 2005). These trends 
are worth closer scrutiny in future REUS studies. 
 
Penetration of air source heat pumps is highest among single family detached dwellings (18%) and mobile 
homes (10%)(Table 140). With the exception of duplexes, the penetration of ground source heat pumps 
(GSHPs) among the various dwelling types is considerably lower than ASHPs. The sample of duplexes is 
small so caution is advised in the interpretation of this particular result.  
 
Table 140: Penetration and Saturation of Heat Pumps and Make-Up Air Units by Dwelling Type 

Exclusive use only 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Air source heat pump       
  Penetration (%) 17.5 7.0 6.7 5.1 10.2 6.0 
  Saturation 0.18 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.10 0.06 
Ground source heat pump       
  Penetration (%) 1.8 8.0 1.2 1.0 1.0 -- 
  Saturation 0.02 0.08 0.01 0.01 0.01 -- 
Heat recovery ventilator / 
make-up air unit       

  Penetration (%) 2.8 1.2 2.3 1.0 1.7 4.4 
  Saturation 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
Average ages for the various heating equipment types are summarized in Table 141. Comparable data 
from the 2009 is not available. 
  
Table 141: Average Age (Years) of Heating Equipment by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Air source heat pump 6.1 6.3 7.2 6.5 6.7 5.8 
Ground source heat pump 6.0 7.6 12.8 7.9 8.2 5.9 
Heat recovery ventilator / make-up air unit 5.7 7.5 8.6 7.2 7.5 6.1 
Gas outdoor heater (piped gas) 1 9.9 8.6 8.6 8.9 9.3 6.3 
Gas outdoor heater (bottled gas) 2 4.7 3.5 8.5 5.3 5.4 5.0 
Gas outdoor fire pit or fireplace 3.9 6.7 2.0 4.8 4.6 5.2 

 
 
9.4.1 ASHPs – Additional Discussion 
 
While data from the appliance section of the survey, as reported in Table 138, page 111, indicate that 14% 
of FBC households have an ASHP, only 11% of households indicated they use an ASHP as either a main or 
secondary space heating method under the space heating section of the survey (Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.1). 
The lower penetration rate under the space heating section may be that some households associate an 
ASHP with space cooling (air conditioning) rather than space heating and thus underreport these units in 
the space heating section. It may also be due to the nature in which the questions in the two sections 
were posed. In the space heating section of the survey, respondents were asked to indicate the main, 
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secondary, and all other methods used to heat the home from a list of several possible space heating 
methods. These methods included an ASHP. In contrast, the appliance section of the survey asked 
respondents to indicate the quantity, including none, for each of 26 different appliances, including ASHPs. 
This improved the likelihood that respondents would indicate the presence of an ASHP regardless of its 
role in providing heating or cooling. 
 
In light of the findings from the 2012 REUS, the incidence of ASHPs is considered to be underreported in 
the space heating methods section of the report.  The more accurate estimate of the penetration of 
ASHPs among FBC’s residential customers is assumed to be 14% of FBC households.  
 
9.5 Air Conditioning  
 
Three types of air conditioning equipment were queried in the 2012 REUS including central systems 
(typically paired with a forced air furnace), portable air conditioners, and room window air conditioners. 
Penetration and saturation rates are presented in Table 142 . Slight differences exist in the descriptions 
used for air conditioners between the 2012 REUS and 2009 REUS surveys, so caution is advised when 
comparing the 2012 results with those from earlier years.  
 
Table 142: Penetration and Saturation of Cooling Equipment by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1854 
Central air conditioner 1        
  Penetration (%) 53.6 50.5 17.7 41.6 43.5 37.4 50.0 
  Saturation 0.55 0.53 0.18 0.43 0.45 0.39 n/a 
Central air conditioning including 
heat pumps 2        

  Penetration (%) 58.0 54.2 22.8 46.1 48.4 40.8 n/a 
  Saturation 0.59 0.57 0.23 0.47 0.50 0.42 n/a 
Portable air conditioner        
  Penetration (%) 9.8 8.8 8.9 9.2 8.6 10.5 16.0 
  Saturation 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.11  
Room window air conditioner        
  Penetration (%) 21.7 17.3 13.4 17.9 14.7 25.1 n/a 
  Saturation 0.23 0.22 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.29 n/a 
Air conditioning – any type        
  Penetration (%) 83.6 75.7 42.2 68.5 63.7 71.3 n/a 
  Saturation 0.93 0.89 0.51 0.79 0.77 0.82 n/a 
* Value smaller than 0.01 
1 Includes air conditioning provided by air source or ground source heat pump 
n/a = data not available 

 
The data show that homes in the KE and SO regions are most likely to have air conditioning, either in the 
form of central air conditioning or room window air conditioners. 
 
Research on residential new construction trends conducted for FEU in 201040 identified an underreporting 
issue for air conditioning for homes with heat pumps (either air source or ground source). In particular, 
some respondents did not indicate their home had air conditioning despite having a heat pump; the 
latter, by the nature of its technology, can provide cooling and heating. A review of the 2012 FBC REUS 
                                                           
40 Sampson Research (2011) 
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data revealed a similar underreporting of air conditioning in homes with heat pumps. To address this issue 
in the 2012 REUS, penetration and saturation data for central air conditioners are presented two ways. 
The first is as supplied by respondents (which may or may not include air conditioning provided by air 
source or ground source heat pumps). The second is with the inclusion of air conditioning provided by 
traditional central air conditioning units or via air source and ground source heat pumps. As it is not 
possible to identify air source heat pumps by type (i.e., paired with a forced air furnace or stand-alone, 
ductless, mini-split units), the amended central air conditioning data may somewhat overstate the 
penetration of “central” air conditioning.41 
 
If all air conditioning equipment sources are considered (central, ASHP, GSHP, portable, and/or window), 
slightly more than two thirds (69%) of FBC residential customers have some form of air conditioning. 
Households in KE have the highest penetration at 84%, followed by SO (76%), and KB (42%). The 
saturation data confirm that some households have more than one AC unit (12% of FBC customers). There 
are 0.79 air conditioners (any type) per FBC residential customer.  
 
9.6 Fans, Dehumidifiers, and Humidifiers 
 
Penetration and saturation rates for a variety of common household cooling appliances ranging from 
central air conditioners to ceiling fans are presented in Table 144. Data are also provided for portable 
electric heaters, humidifiers, and dehumidifiers.  
 
Table 143: Penetration and Saturation of Fans, Dehumidifiers, and Humidifiers by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 1854 
Portable Fan        
  Penetration (%) 41.2 40.1 45.7 42.3 40.2 46.9 44.0 
  Saturation 0.64 0.63 0.75 0.67 0.64 0.74 n/a 
Humidifier        
  Penetration (%) 9.2 11.6 6.1 8.9 7.6 11.8 9.0 
  Saturation 0.10 0.12 0.06 0.10 0.08 0.13 n/a 
Dehumidifier        
  Penetration (%) 2.3 1.7 7.0 3.6 3.9 3.0 3.0 
  Saturation 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.03 n/a 
Rotating ceiling fan without light 
fixture        

  Penetration (%) 16.8 13.7 11.8 14.4 16.3 10.1 18.0 
  Saturation 0.22 0.22 0.14 0.19 0.21 0.15 n/a 
Rotating ceiling fan with light 
fixture        

  Penetration (%) 43.3 54.5 46.8 47.6 46.8 49.4 51.0 
  Saturation 0.74 0.94 0.81 0.82 0.79 0.87 n/a 
n/a = data not available 

 
 

                                                           
41 Ductless, mini-split air source heat pumps consist of an outdoor compressor/condenser and an indoor air-handling unit (head). 
They are typically installed in dwellings or rooms within dwellings where ductwork is not available. For larger dwellings, ductless 
units with multiple “heads” are available and allow greater cooling coverage. Regardless, ductless ASHPs are not typically 
considered to provide “central” air conditioning. Central air conditioning usually refers to a dedicated air conditioning unit paired 
with a ducted furnace or a heat pump paired with a ducted furnace.  
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9.6.1 Cooling and Miscellaneous Appliances – Operating Hours 
 
Monthly use data for cooling and miscellaneous appliances are presented in Table 144.  
 
Table 144: Cooling Equipment Usage – Mean Daily Hours-of-Use by Region and Service Type 
Seasonal Usage 

Mean (Average) Hours per-day when 
equipment in use KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Central air conditioner 8.1 8.1 6.9 8.1 8.1 7.4 
Portable air conditioner 3.2 5.0 6.5 4.7 5.0 4.2 
Room window air conditioner 6.6 6.4 6.5 6.5 7.0 5.9 
Portable Fan 6.7 7.2 6.7 6.8 7.0 6.5 
Humidifier 11.6 12.4 11.3 11.8 12.2 11.2 
Dehumidifier 2.9 2.9 8.1 6.5 6.5 6.6 
Rotating ceiling fan without light fixture 10.8 9.2 9.2 9.9 10.2 8.8 
Rotating ceiling fan with light fixture 7.6 7.9 6.4 7.4 7.2 7.8 
Portable electric heater 3.9 5.5 6.8 5.5 5.8 4.6 

 
Table 145 summarizes seasonal usage of cooling and miscellaneous equipment, expressed as a percent of 
equipment in use during each season. As an example, 17% of dwellings with central air conditioners use 
them during the spring, 94% use them during the summer, and 61% use them during the autumn months. 
 
Table 145: Cooling Equipment Usage by Season 
Percent in Use  

Percent in use by season Spring Summer Fall Winter 

Central air conditioner 16.6 94.3 61.2 1.3 
Portable air conditioner 7.0 85.4 45.8 0.6 
Room window air conditioner 10.4 89.4 49.3 -- 
Portable Fan 21.9 90.2 54.1 8.9 
Humidifier 64.0 38.0 74.4 77.7 
Dehumidifier 61.6 56.4 72.0 63.5 
Rotating ceiling fan without light fixture 45.2 80.3 68.6 37.1 
Rotating ceiling fan with light fixture 40.4 81.1 62.1 31.1 
Portable electric heater 56.1 3.0 80.9 87.6 

 
 
9.6.2 Cooling Appliances – Purchase Intentions Next 12 Months 
 
All respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked about the likelihood of purchasing a portable, room, or 
central air conditioner during the next twelve months using a five point scale where a one meant 
“definitely will not purchase” and five meant “definitely will purchase”. Results for the three air 
conditioning equipment types are summarized in Table 146. The question is strictly hypothetical and, as 
such, serves only as a general indicator of intent. Typically, only the people who select the most definite 
response category are likely to follow through with their intentions. The results from this question also 
reflect the fact that a significant proportion of respondents already have air conditioning of some sort. 
Overall, the percentages of those definitively intending to purchase are very small – typically 1 percent of 
FBC customers or less.  
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Table 146: Likelihood of Purchasing an Air Conditioning Appliance in Next 12 Months (%) 

Type of air conditioner 

Definitely 
will not 

Purchase 
 (1) 

 
 

(2) 

 
Might or 

Might Not 
Purchase 

 (3) 

 
 

(4) 

Definitely 
Will 

Purchase 
(5) 

Portable air conditioner 81.3 13.6 3.3 1.0 0.8 
Room or window air conditioner 81.2 13.0 3.8 1.2 0.8 
Central air conditioning 79.9 14.9 3.2 1.0 1.1 

 
 
9.6.3 Other Electrical End-Uses – Home Entertainment Systems 
 
Penetration and saturation rates by region and service type for a broad selection of entertainment 
systems are summarized in the next two tables. Differences in the descriptions of the various systems 
between 2009 and 2012 are footnoted at the bottom of the table. 
 
Table 147: Penetration and Saturation of Entertainment Systems – Part I of II 

Entertainment Systems KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2008 
Standard CRT colour television        
  Penetration (%) 33.3 38.2 41.1 37.1 37.4 36.5 n/a 1 
  Saturation 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.51 0.52 0.48 n/a 
LCD or LED flat screen television (less than 40 inches)      
  Penetration (%) 44.6 43.6 39.5 42.7 43.3 41.3 38.0 2 
  Saturation 0.60 0.53 0.49 0.55 0.57 0.50 n/a 
LCD or LED flat screen television (40 inches or more)       
  Penetration (%) 39.9 39.9 35.1 38.4 39.2 36.8 n/a 
  Saturation 0.49 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.47 0.43 n/a 
Plasma flat screen television        
  Penetration (%) 14.2 10.3 10.6 12.0 12.6 10.5 13.0 
  Saturation 0.18 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.12 n/a 
Front or rear projection television        
  Penetration (%) 6.4 3.3 3.6 4.6 5.3 3.1 7.0 
  Saturation 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 n/a 
1 CRT TVs queried for two sizes 
2 Flat screen TVs, any size 
n/a – data not available 
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Table 148: Penetration and Saturation of Entertainment Systems – Part II of II 

Entertainment Systems KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2008 
Digital/cable/satellite set-top box with PVR       
  Penetration (%) 45.7 39.6 30.4 39.2 40.7 35.9 n/a 
  Saturation 0.64 0.51 0.36 0.52 0.53 0.47 n/a 
Digital/cable/satellite set-top box without PVR      
  Penetration (%) 27.2 31.0 33.0 30.1 33.6 22.2 47.0 1 
  Saturation 0.35 0.37 0.43 0.38 0.43 0.27 n/a 
DVD / Blue Ray / VCR units        
  Penetration (%) 51.1 47.0 51.2 49.9 52.3 44.7 75.0 
  Saturation 0.70 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.70 0.62 n/a 
Surround sound home theatre        
  Penetration (%) 25.4 21.3 18.2 22.0 24.0 17.4 32.0 
  Saturation 0.28 0.23 0.19 0.24 0.26 0.19 n/a 
Traditional stereo systems (amp/receiver/speakers)       
  Penetration (%) 32.1 32.4 35.1 33.1 34.0 31.1 n/a 
  Saturation 0.35 0.34 0.37 0.35 0.36 0.33 n/a 
Video game consoles         
  Penetration (%) 23.0 15.7 19.5 19.8 21.1 16.8 24.0 2 
  Saturation 0.29 0.21 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.20 n/a 
Digital picture frames         
  Penetration (%) 10.0 14.8 8.9 11.1 10.5 12.5 n/a 
  Saturation 0.11 0.15 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.13 n/a 
1 Digital cable or satellite TV only. Presence of PVR not queried. 
2 Includes audio and entertainment systems, and video games. 
n/a – data not available 

 
Median and average daily hours of use for entertainment systems are summarized in Table 149.  
 
Table 149: Entertainment Systems Usage (Hours in a Typical Day) 

Entertainment System Median Mean 
(Average) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Standard CRT colour television 3.0 3.5 3.3 

LCD or LED flat screen television (less than 40 inches) 3.0 4.1 3.2 

LCD or LED flat screen television (40 inches or more)  5.0 5.3 3.0 

Plasma flat screen television 4.0 5.1 3.1 

Front or rear projection television 2.0 3.1 2.5 

Digital/cable/satellite set-top box WITH PVR 5.0 6.8 5.5 

Digital/cable/satellite set-top box WITHOUT PVR 4.0 5.5 5.7 

DVD / Blue Ray / VCR units 1.0 1.1 2.2 

Surround sound home theatre 3.0 3.2 2.8 

Traditional stereo systems (amp/receiver/speakers)  1.0 2.2 2.9 

Video game consoles  1.0 1.7 2.3 

Digital picture frames  0.0* 3.8 7.6 
* Less than 0.1 hour per-day 
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9.6.4 Other Electrical End-Uses – Computers & Home Office Equipment 
 
Penetration and saturation rates by region and service type for computers, computer peripherals, and 
home office related equipment are summarized in Table 150.  
 
Table 150: Penetration and Saturation of Computers & Home Office Equipment by Region and Service Type 

Computers & Office Equipment KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2008 
Desktop computer         
  Penetration (%) 55.2 53.4 53.8 54.2 55.8 50.7 69.0 
  Saturation 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.65 0.58 n/a 
Laptop computer         
  Penetration (%) 56.9 49.3 51.2 52.9 53.0 52.7 49.0 
  Saturation 0.77 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.72 0.68 n/a 
Other style computer         
  Penetration (%) 7.1 5.7 6.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 n/a 
  Saturation 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 n/a 
Computer printer - inkjet         
  Penetration (%) 49.8 58.5 50.2 52.4 52.3 52.7 65.0 
  Saturation 0.54 0.64 0.53 0.57 0.57 0.56 n/a 
Computer printer - laser         
  Penetration (%) 17.7 12.6 14.1 15.1 16.1 12.7 15.0 
  Saturation 0.19 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.13 n/a 

Stand alone fax machine         
  Penetration (%) 6.2 8.5 8.8 7.7 8.5 5.8 19.0 
  Saturation 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.06 n/a 

 
 
Median and average daily hours of use for entertainment systems are summarized in Table 151. 
 
Table 151: Computers & Home Office Equipment Usage (Hours Used During a Typical Day) 

Computers & Peripherals 
(hours per day) Median Mean 

(Average) 
Standard 

Deviation 

Desktop computer  4.0 6.2 6.6 
Laptop computer  3.0 4.4 4.7 
Other style computer  2.0 3.2 3.8 
Computer printer - inkjet  1.0 2.7 5.8 
Computer printer - laser  1.0 4.3 7.3 
Stand alone fax machine  0.5 5.5 8.8 

 
 
Table 152 summarizes the penetration of aquariums, garages, workshops (separate from garage), 
solariums and personal greenhouses by region and service type. Additionally, penetration rates for those 
that are heated are shown immediately below. As an example, 34% of FBC customers have a car garage, 
of which 19% are heated. After garages, workshops are the next most common (16%) of which 43% are 
heated. Compared to KE, customers in KB are less likely to have a garage (heated or unheated) but more 
likely to have a separate workshop and/or a personal greenhouse. Fuels for heating were not queried for 
these end-uses. It should not be assumed that the heating fuel is electricity. 
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Data for 2009 are presented for comparison but caution is advised as 2009 estimates strongly suggest a 
different treatment of non-responses in the base for calculation. 
 
Table 152: Garages, Workshops, Solariums, and Greenhouses by Region and Service Type (%) 

Penetration Rates KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2049 
Aquariums        

Heated or unheated 4.7 5.5 6.7 5.5 5.6 5.4 6.0 
Heated 2.6 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.7 3.1 n/a 
% Heated 54.7 54.3 44.2 50.7 47.8 57.4 78.0 

Car garage        
Heated or unheated 37.7 35.0 27.7 33.8 36.3 28.2 44.0 
Heated 6.7 8.0 4.5 6.4 6.8 5.6 n/a 
% Heated 17.8 22.8 16.4 19.0 18.7 19.7 46.0 

Workshop (separate from garage)        
Heated or unheated 10.6 17.0 21.7 15.9 17.6 12.1 18.0 
Heated 4.8 7.9 8.5 6.9 7.6 5.2 n/a 
% Heated 45.5 46.3 39.3 43.2 43.2 42.9 62.0 

Solariums        
Heated or unheated 2.4 1.4 4.3 2.7 2.6 2.8 2.0 
Heated 0.9 0.5 1.3 0.9 0.7 1.4 n/a 
% Heated 36.9 34.8 30.8 33.6 25.8 50.4 69.0 

Personal greenhouse        
Heated or unheated 2.1 2.9 8.6 4.3 4.9 3.0 4.0 
Heated 0.0 0.8 1.4 0.7 0.7 0.7 n/a 
% Heated 1.5 27.9 16.1 15.5 13.2 24.3 55.0 

 
Penetration rates for elevators, block heaters, wine coolers, waterbeds and other miscellaneous non-
lighting end-uses are summarized by region and service type in Table 153. Saturation rates are not 
presented because the REUS survey did not ask whether the respondent had more than one. Of note, the 
penetration of block heaters is highest in the KB and SO regions (18% and 17% respectively) and 
significantly lower in KE (11%). Ten percent (10%) of FBC customers have a plug-in bottled water cooler, 
and penetration is highest in KE and SO. 
 
Table 153: Elevators, Block Heaters, Coolers, Jetted Tubs, and Waterbeds by Region and Service Type (%) 

Penetration Rates KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2049 
Electric elevator/lift 3.0 4.2 3.2 3.4 2.0 6.6 6.0 
Electric car block heater (plugs 
into an outlet) 10.9 17.2 18.4 15.0 17.4 9.8 21.0 

Electric interior car warmer (plugs 
into an outlet) 1.0 0.7 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 

Plug-in bottled water cooler 11.1 12.7 5.8 9.9 10.7 8.3 12.0 
Wine cooler fridge 6.8 5.3 4.1 5.5 5.7 5.1 6.0 
Jetted bathtub 8.4 9.0 9.1 8.8 9.2 7.8 n/a 
Water bed(s) 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 1.0 
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10 LIGHTING 
This section summarizes data on lighting including penetration and saturation by lighting type, lighting 
controls, lighting purchases, torchieres, and seasonal lighting. 
 
10.1 Penetration and Saturation 
 
Respondents were asked to count the number of lights in their home by room and within each room, by 
the following types: 
 

 Incandescent light bulbs 
 Fluorescent tubes 
 Compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) 
 Halogen bulbs and tubes 
 LED bulbs 
 Other bulb types  

 
Respondents were asked to differentiate the counts by areas of the home, including: 
 

 Bedroom(s) 
 Bathroom(s) 
 Kitchen and Kitchen Eating area(s) 
 Dining Room 
 Living Room 
 Den, Study, Office, Family & Games Room(s) 
 Hallway(s), Laundry/ Utility, Garage(s), Workshop(s) 
 Basement 
 Outdoors (Security, Porch, Landscape) 

 
Population-based penetration and saturation rates for each light bulb type, by region and service type, 
are summarized in Table 154. Penetration refers to the percentage of households with at least one of the 
specific bulb type. Saturation refers to the average or median number of bulbs per household, regardless 
of whether or not the households have one.  
 
It should be noted that 11% of respondents to the 2012 REUS did not complete this section of the survey. 
As a result, lighting statistics are based on a smaller sample than other REUS subjects. 
 
The data show that 78% of FBC households have at least one CFL as of the end of 2012 and there are 12 
CFLs per FBC customer on average (population-based estimate). Regionally, penetration is highest in KB 
(82% of households) and lowest in the SO (76%). Penetration of LEDs is currently 12% of FBC households, 
with a population-based average of 1 LED per FBC household. Caution is advised with the interpretation of 
LED penetration and saturation as self-reported data on LEDs may include LED types other than general 
service lighting (e.g., night lights). 
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Saturation rates for light bulbs are influenced by several factors, including home size (i.e., larger homes 
have more eligible sockets), access to incentives42, and household income.  
 
Table 154: Population-Based Penetration and Saturation of Lighting by Region and Service Type 

Population based rates KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base1 542 452 490 1484 882 602 2026 
Incandescent bulbs        

Penetration 87.6 88.9 87.9 88.0 87.9 88.3 89.0 
Saturation (Average) 18.0 18.9 18.3 18.4 18.6 17.8 17.7 
Saturation (Median) 17.0 17.0 16.0 17.0 16.0 18.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  17.8 16.3 16.6 17.0 18.6 14.3 n/a 

Fluorescent tubes        
Penetration 62.3 63.5 59.5 61.7 59.6 66.9 59.0 
Saturation (Average) 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1 5.4 
Saturation (Median) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  5.9 5.9 7.1 6.3 7.1 4.9 n/a 

Compact fluorescent lamps        
Penetration 76.7 76.0 81.6 78.1 77.8 78.8 68.0 
Saturation (Average) 13.1 10.7 12.6 12.2 12.8 10.8 11.3 
Saturation (Median) 11.0 8.0 10.0 9.0 10.0 9.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  15.4 12.2 13.0 13.7 15.6 10.4 n/a 

Halogen bulbs and tubes        
Penetration 53.7 52.4 49.4 52.0 52.5 50.6 50.0 
Saturation (Average) 5.0 5.2 4.0 4.8 4.8 4.6 8.4 
Saturation (Median) 3.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  9.3 9.0 7.7 8.7 9.2 8.0 n/a 

LED bulbs        
Penetration 12.4 9.2 13.1 11.7 12.7 9.3 n/a 3 
Saturation (Average) 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 n/a 3 
Saturation (Median) 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n/a 3 
Standard deviation  5.0 4.2 3.2 4.2 4.6 3.7 n/a 3 

Other bulb types        
Penetration 23.7 26.2 21.3 23.7 24.0 22.8 30.0 3 
Saturation (Average) 1.4 1.9 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.4 7.1 3 
Saturation (Median) 2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  3.7 5.4 3.0 4.1 4.7 3.1 n/a 

All light bulb types        
Penetration 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 n/a 
Saturation (Average) 42.6 41.7 41.3 41.9 42.9 39.4 n/a 
Saturation (Median) 45.0 40.0 39.0 41.0 40.0 43.0 n/a 
Standard deviation  27.0 25.4 24.5 25.7 27.4 22.8 n/a 

1 Excludes respondents who left this section of the 2012 survey blank. 
2 Insufficient quantity to derive a median other than zero 
3 Presence of LEDs not specifically queried. Assumed to be included in “Other bulb types” 

 

                                                           
42 A 2010 report published by the US Department of Energy suggested median CFL saturation in the United States was 16% 
(average saturation of 22.5%). The report further differentiated saturation rates by jurisdictions with and without long-
established CFL programs, suggesting that states without long-established programs had median saturation rates of around 10% 
compared to around 20% for states that have actively promoted CFLs. California, the de facto leader in CFL programming, was 
estimated to have a median saturation of around 26%. Source:  U.S. Department of Energy. 2010. ENERGY STAR® CFL Market 
Profile, Data Trends and Market Insights, September 2010, p. 17. 
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When calculated based just on user households (i.e., households with at least one of the lighting types), 
there are 16 CFLs, on average, per user-household at the FBC utility level (Table 155). Median saturation 
for user households is 12 CFLs. While only 12% of households have LEDs, these households have, on 
average, 8 LEDs each (median saturation of 4 LED bulbs). Like those first to adopt CFLs when they came on 
to the market, the earliest purchasers of LEDs represent a relatively small but enthusiastic group of early 
adopters. 
 
Table 155: Penetration and User-Saturation of CFLs and LEDs by Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 542 452 490 1484 882 602 2026 
Compact fluorescent lamps        

Penetration (%) 76.7 76.0 81.6 78.1 77.8 78.8 68.0 
User Saturation (Average) 17.1 14.0 15.4 15.7 16.5 13.7 n/a 
User Saturation (Median) 13.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 13.0 10.0 n/a 

LED bulbs        
Penetration (%) 12.4 9.2 13.1 11.7 12.7 9.3 n/a 
User Saturation (Average) 7.8 8.6 6.6 7.6 7.4 7.9 n/a 
User Saturation (Median) 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 n/a 

 
 
Figure 27 illustrates how the number of lights, including energy efficient lights, correlates with home size 
(square feet). As an example, homes less than 1,000 ft2 have, on average, 20 lights of any type (blue bar) 
and, of these, 6 are CFLs (grey bar) and 0.3 are LEDs (red bar). By comparison, homes between 2,000 to 
2,500 ft2 have 47 lights, with 14 being CFLs and 1 being LED. Homes exceeding 4,000 ft2 have 92 lights, of 
which 27 are CFLs and 2 are LEDs.  
 

Figure 27: Average Number of Lights by Home Size (ft2) 
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The penetration and population based saturation of lights by dwelling type are presented in Table 156. 
Sample sizes for dwelling types other than single family detached are small so caution is advised in the 
interpretation of data for these dwelling types. 
 
Table 156: Population-Based Penetration and Saturation of Lighting by Dwelling Type 

Population based rates 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1196 41 61 95 59 32 
Incandescent bulbs       

Penetration 90.1 86.3 92.2 82.1 89.2 72.4 
Saturation (Average) 21.4 16.2 18.5 10.4 10.9 17.3 
Saturation (Median) 18.0 13.0 16.0 9.0 10.0 15.5 
Standard deviation  16.6 15.8 14.4 15.7 8.2 21.6 

Fluorescent tubes       
Penetration 64.7 59.6 59.3 58.6 35.4 54.9 
Saturation (Average) 5.1 2.2 2.6 2.1 2.5 5.9 
Saturation (Median) 3.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 2.0 
Standard deviation  6.1 3.1 3.3 4.6 5.5 15.6 

Compact fluorescent lamps       
Penetration 81.0 75.8 75.8 70.4 81.5 64.8 
Saturation (Average) 14.2 14.2 9.5 7.4 8.0 9.1 
Saturation (Median) 11.0 6.0 7.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 
Standard deviation  13.5 17.6 11.7 14.3 8.0 13.2 

Halogen bulbs and tubes       
Penetration 59.8 48.8 46.9 33.8 30.5 37.5 
Saturation (Average) 5.9 5.0 3.0 2.2 1.7 2.3 
Saturation (Median) 2.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Standard deviation  9.0 7.7 6.2 7.9 4.0 4.6 

LED bulbs       
Penetration 14.4 9.7 6.0 4.2 15.8 8.9 
Saturation (Average) 1.2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 
Saturation (Median)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Standard deviation  4.6 0.9 2.0 1.7 1.1 0.7 

Other bulb types       
Penetration 26.7 28.4 12.7 17.7 16.9 17.1 
Saturation (Average) 1.7 2.2 1.0 0.9 1.1 2.3 
Saturation (Median)2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Standard deviation  4.0 4.7 3.4 4.1 3.0 7.4 

All light bulb types       
Penetration 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Saturation (Average) 49.5 40.0 34.9 23.1 24.7 37.1 
Saturation (Median) 45.0 35.0 33.0 23.0 22.0 27.5 
Standard deviation  24.1 19.7 14.9 18.5 11.9 34.4 

1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. Excludes respondents who left this section of the survey blank. 
2 Insufficient quantity to derive a median other than zero 
n/a – data unavailable 

 
User-based saturation of CFLs and LEDs by dwelling type is presented in Table 157. Eighty-one percent 
(81%) of SFDs have at least one CFL, and these homes have an average of 18 installed CFLs each. The 
median quantity is smaller reflecting the tendency of some SFDs to have large quantities of CFLs installed 
which brings up the average. While penetration is comparable to SFDS, mobile homes have 10 CFLs 
installed (median of 8 CFLs). For LEDs, mobile homes have the highest incidence of adoption (16% of 
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mobile homes have at least one compared to 14% of SFDs) but their user saturation is lower (3 LEDs on 
average versus 9 LEDs for SFDs). 
 
Table 157: User-Saturation of CFLs and LEDs by Dwelling Type 

 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Compact fluorescent lamps       

Penetration (%) 81.0 75.8 75.8 70.4 81.5 64.8 
User Saturation (Average) 17.5 18.8 12.6 10.6 9.8 14.1 
User Saturation (Median) 13.0 18.0 10.0 9.0 8.0 8.0 

LED bulbs       
Penetration (%) 14.4 9.7 6.0 4.2 15.8 8.9 
User Saturation (Average) 8.6 2.3 4.5 3.4 2.8 2.2 
User Saturation (Median) 4.0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 

1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
 
Generally speaking, the number of lights (sockets) in the typical home has been increasing with new 
construction. For example, Figure 28 shows that homes built before 1950 have, on average, 33 light bulbs. 
In comparison, homes constructed since 2005 have an average of 53 bulbs and tubes, 61% more. Part of 
the increase is explained by the increasing size (square footage) of newly constructed dwellings. Larger 
homes will have more light sockets and, would, by default, be more likely to have high numbers of CFLs 
and LEDs installed. Indeed, homes constructed since 2005 have an average of 18 CFLs and 1 LED installed, 
compared to 11 CFLs and 1 LED for homes constructed during the 1950-75 period. 
 

Figure 28: Average Number of Lights (Sockets), CFLs, and LEDs by Dwelling Vintage 
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10.2 Lighting Controls 
 
The incidence of households using dimmers, timers, or other controls on their lighting, by type of lighting, 
is summarized in Table 158. The average number of light bulbs controlled (saturation) is presented in this 
table as well, expressed on the total population basis and on a per-user basis (i.e., average number per 
household with at least one light with a control). The use of dimmers varies by light type, with 49% of 
households using them with incandescent bulbs, 14% with CFLs, 21% with halogens, and 11% with LEDs. 
 
The incidence of timers is highest with incandescent bulbs and CFLs (8% and 6% of households 
respectively). The incidence of motion sensors is highest for incandescents (14%), followed by CFLs (12%), 
and halogens (9%). Eight percent (8%) of households use motion sensors with LEDs, a light-control 
combination typical of newer motion sensing security lights. 
 
Table 158: Dimmers, Timers, or Other Controls by Light Type 

Lighting Controls 
Incan-

descent 
Bulbs 

Fluores-
cent   

Tubes 

Compact 
Fluorescent 

Lamps 

Halogen 
Bulbs and 

Tubes 

LED 
Bulbs 

Other Bulb 
Types 

Dimmers       
Percent of households (%) 43.5 1.3 13.5 20.5 10.7 15.5 
User saturation (average) 4.9 2.2 4.4 6.8 5.4 4.5 
Pop saturation (average) 2.1 0.0* 0.6 1.4 0.6 0.7 

Timers       
Percent of households (%) 8.1 0.3 6.0 2.9 3.9 1.0 
User saturation (average) 2.6 4.2 2.4 5.6 0.2 3.4 
Pop saturation (average) 0.2 0.0* 0.1 0.2 4.9 0.0* 

Motion sensors       
Percent of households (%) 14.1 0.1 11.7 8.9 7.9 3.7 
User saturation (average) 2.3 5.6 2.2 2.2 3.9 3.6 
Pop saturation (average) 0.3 0.0* 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 

* Value less than 0.01 

 
10.3 Outdoor Lighting and Controls 
 
Respondents who indicated they have outdoor lighting were asked to indicate whether they had controls 
to sense motion, to turn on and off automatically based on outdoor light levels (i.e., using a photoelectric 
cell), to sense motion and outdoor light levels, and/or timers with user adjustable on-off times. The 
results are summarized by region and service type in Table 159.  
 
User and population saturation rates for each fixture control type are included in the table. User 
saturation represents the average number of bulbs controlled for households with the particular outdoor 
fixture type. Population saturation represents the average number of bulbs controlled across the base of 
all households with or without the outdoor light fixture type. 
 
Nine out of every ten (90%) respondents to the 2012 REUS indicated they have one or more outdoor 
lights. Indirectly served customers are less likely to have outdoor lighting, consistent with the higher 
incidence of apartments within this group. On average, homes with outdoor lighting have five bulbs in 
outdoor light fixtures. 
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Table 159: Use of Controls on Outdoor Lighting by Region and Service Type (%) 

Outdoor Lights KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 542 452 490 1484 882 602 2026 
Outdoor lights (any type)        

Penetration (%) 87.0 91.7 90.6 89.5 93.2 80.6 n/a 
User saturation (average) 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.4 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 4.1 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.5 3.5 n/a 

Motion sensor        
User penetration (%) 34.8 46.3 47.3 42.1 43.6 37.9 41.0 
User saturation (average) 1 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.0 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 2 0.8 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 n/a 

Photoelectric cell        
User penetration (%) 10.1 8.7 9.9 9.6 10.4 7.6 12.0 
User saturation (average) 1 4.0 2.0 2.1 2.9 2.9 3.0 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 2 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 n/a 

Motion sensor & photoelectric cell        
User penetration (%) 6.9 5.3 9.8 7.4 8.0 5.8 7.0 
User saturation (average) 1 14.4 18.7 10.2 13.6 12.6 17.3 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 n/a 

User adjustable timer        
User penetration (%) 9.2 8.5 8.6 8.8 9.3 7.5 9.0 
User saturation (average) 1 10.9 11.8 11.6 11.4 10.8 13.3 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 n/a 

1 Average number of bulbs controlled by households with outdoor light fixture control type 
2 Average number of bulbs controlled by all households with or without the outdoor fixture type  
n/a – data unavailable 

 
Of the four control types for outdoor lights, motion sensors are the most common, used by 42% of 
households with outdoor lighting. Ten percent (10%) of households with outdoor lighting use fixtures with 
photoelectric controls and 7% use fixtures with a combination of motion sensing and photoelectric 
controls. The latter control combination is popular with outdoor security lighting. Outdoor fixtures with 
adjustable timers are used by 9% of FBC households with outdoor lights. 
 
 
10.4 Recent Purchases – CFLs and LEDs 
 
Respondents were asked about purchases of CFLs and LED bulbs in the last 12 months, including how 
many were purchased with a FortisBC rebate. Of the total purchases, they were asked about the number 
installed, and average daily operating hours for these bulbs. Table 160 summarizes the results, 
differentiated by CFLs versus LEDs.  
 
On average, 29% of FBC customers purchased one or more CFLs in the 12 months preceding the survey, 
and 5% purchased LED bulbs. Of these, 38% of CFLs purchased are installed and 37% of LEDs purchased 
are installed. Of note, 36% of purchased CFLs were used to replace existing CFLs and 40% of purchased 
LEDs were used to replace CFLs. The latter behaviour will be important to track over the next few years as 
the affordability of LEDs improves and their popularity increases.43  
 

                                                           
43 The displacement of CFLs by LEDs yields only modest energy savings. Cost-effectiveness calculations for DSM programs that 
promote the adoption of LEDs will need to reflect this.  
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Six percent (0.4/6.2) of CFLs were purchased using a FortisBC rebate while 20% (0.8/4.0) of LEDs were 
purchased with a rebate. The higher percentage of LEDs purchased with a rebate is consistent with FBC 
co-promotions with Phillips Lighting during the 12 months leading up the survey. 
 
Table 160: CFL and LED Purchases and Installations – Last 12 Months 
By Region and Service Type 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 542 452 490 1484 882 602 2026 
Compact Fluorescent Lamps        

Purchased last 12 months (%) 27.3 28.7 30.0 28.6 28.6 28.5 62.0 
Quantity purchased (average) 6.3 6.3 5.9 6.2 5.8 6.9 9.2 
Quantity purchased with rebate (average) 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.6 
Quantity installed 2.9 2.3 1.8 2.4 2.3 2.5 6.5 
Installation (%) 46.3 36.9 29.9 38.3 39.1 36.6 70.6 
Percent used to replace CFLs 38.5 37.1 32.1 36.0 36.0 36.0 n/a 
Average on-time (hrs/day) 1.1 0.9 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.8 n/a 
Median on-time (hrs/day) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 n/a 

LED Bulbs        
Purchased last 12 months (%) 6.3 3.1 5.6 5.2 5.1 5.2 n/a 
Quantity purchased (average) 4.7 9.5 4.5 5.4 4.0 9.0 n/a 
Quantity purchased with rebate (average) 0.1 4.0 0.9 1.0 0.8 1.5 n/a 
Quantity installed 1.1 4.2 2.3 2.0 1.6 3.0 n/a 
Installation (%) 22.6 44.3 52.6 37.2 40.3 33.8 n/a 
Percent used to replace CFLs 38.5 32.3 49.5 39.7 53.0 25.0 n/a 
Average on-time (hrs/day) 5.5 3.7 6.4 5.5 5.9 4.6 n/a 
Median on-time (hrs/day) 6.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 4.0 n/a 

n/a – data unavailable 

 
 
Of the CFLs and LEDs that were purchased and installed, respondents indicated they are turned on an 
average of 1.1 and 5.5 hours per day respectively. The higher operating figure for newly purchased LEDs is 
consistent with the relatively low penetration of LEDs and supports other data confirming that some LEDs 
are displacing CFLs.44,45 Given the similarity of lumens per-watt of CFLs and LEDs at this point in 
development of LED lighting technologies, displacing CFLs with LEDs will yield only small annual energy 
savings. 
 
10.5 Torchieres 
 
Data on the penetration and saturation of torchieres by type of light bulb are summarized in Table 161. 
Bulb types include incandescents, fluorescent tubes, compact fluorescents, halogen tubes, and LED bulbs. 
Finally, penetration and saturation for torchieres, regardless of bulb type, are provided. Participants in the 
survey were provided with images of each lighting type to help them correctly classify their torchieres. 
 
                                                           
44 It is common knowledge that as the number of CFLs in a household increases, the average hours of operation for incremental 
installations declines. This occurs because the first CFLs are typically installed in the highest use fixtures. As saturation increases, 
incremental CFL acquisitions are installed in less frequently used fixtures, lowering the overall hours of operation average for the 
household. 
45 The high hours of use for newly acquired LEDs (5.5 hours) and CFL displacement percentage (40%) is consistent with LEDs 
displacing CFLs in higher use fixtures.  
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Of note, 22% of FBC residential customers have at least one torchiere (any lighting type), with each user 
household having an average of 2.7 torchieres (equivalent to a population-based average of 0.6 
torchieres). The most common type of torchiere are ones which use incandescent bulbs (11% of all FBC 
households), followed by those using compact fluorescent lamps (6%), and halogen tubes (5%).  Less than 
one percent of FBC households have torchieres equipped with LED lighting. 
 
Table 161: Penetration and Saturation of Torchieres by Region and Service Type 

Torchieres (Number of Bulbs) KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2026 
Incandescent        

Penetration (%) 9.8 10.0 13.3 10.9 10.6 11.8 17.0 
User saturation (average) 2.69 1.96 2.41 2.39 2.61 1.94 1.7 
Pop saturation (average) 0.26 0.20 0.32 0.26 0.28 0.23 n/a 

Fluorescent tubes        
Penetration (%) 3.1 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.0 3.1 n/a 
User saturation (average) 4.16 2.06 1.33 2.99 2.83 3.22 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.10 n/a 

Compact fluorescent lamps        
Penetration (%) 6.3 6.8 6.2 6.4 5.7 8.1 4.0 
User saturation (average) 2.59 2.25 4.15 2.95 3.28 2.43 2.0 
Pop saturation (average) 0.16 0.15 0.26 0.19 0.19 0.20 n/a 

Halogen tubes        
Penetration (%) 4.7 5.3 4.6 4.8 4.6 5.4 13.0 
User saturation (average) 1.54 1.49 1.26 1.44 1.48 1.38 1.5 
Pop saturation (average) 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.07 n/a 

LED Bulbs        
Penetration (%) 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.3 n/a 
User saturation (average) 1.46 2.57 1.41 1.71 1.69 1.81 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 n/a 

Any light bulb type        
Penetration (%) 1 21.2 21.6 23.8 22.1 20.8 25.0 n/a 
User saturation (average) 3.02 2.22 2.81 2.72 2.89 2.42 n/a 
Pop saturation (average) 0.64 0.48 0.67 0.60 0.60 0.60 n/a 

1 Percentage of households with at least one of the five light bulb types. May not sum as some households have more than one type. 

 
 
 
Figure 29 summarizes the stock of torchiere light bulbs in FBC’s service region by lamp type. Overall, 43% 
of torchiere bulbs in FBC’s service region are incandescent, 31% are compact fluorescent, and halogens 
and fluorescent tubes each represent 12% of the stock of torchiere bulbs in FBC’s service region. 
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Figure 29: Distribution of the Torchiere Light Bulbs by Type 

 
 
 

10.6 Holiday Lighting 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS that owned holiday lights were asked to indicate the number of strings 
they own and, of these, the number they used during the 2011 holiday season. Respondents were asked 
to differentiate their holiday lights according to the following five types: 
 

 Strings of regular bulb incandescent lighting 
 Strings of mini incandescent lights 
 Variations using mini incandescent lights 
 Strings of LED lights 
 Variations using LED lights 

 
The results, summarized in Table 162, show that 57% of FBC residential customers own holiday lighting, 
and 53% displayed holiday lighting in 2011. Of note, 42% of FBC households have one or more strings or 
variations that use LED lights. In terms of penetration, LED strings and variations now rival those using 
mini-light incandescent bulbs. In comparison, 53% of households who responded to the 2009 REUS 
indicated they owned LED holiday lights (data not shown). There is no clear reason why the two surveys 
differ in this estimate. 
 

Incandescent
43% Fluorescent 

tubes
12%

Compact 
fluorescent 

lamps
31%

Halogen
12%

LEDs
2%
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Table 162: Penetration and Saturation of Holiday Lighting by Region and Service Type 
Population based rates 

Holiday Lights  KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Own holiday lights (%) 56.2 55.0 59.1 56.7 59.6 50.2 
Used holiday lights in 2011 (%) 53.3 51.1 54.6 53.1 55.4 47.9 
Regular bulb incandescent strings       

Penetration (%) 15.6 17.4 16.9 16.5 17.0 15.3 
Pop Saturation (own) 0.70 1.84 1.11 1.16 1.34 0.75 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 0.66 1.56 0.89 0.99 1.17 0.60 

Mini-light incandescent strings       
Penetration (%) 25.3 37.7 43.5 41.3 42.8 37.9 
Pop Saturation (own) 1.06 1.59 1.19 1.25 1.30 1.16 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 0.91 1.35 1.07 1.08 1.19 0.85 

Mini-light variations       
Penetration (%) 5.9 4.8 6.6 5.8 6.0 5.4 
Pop Saturation (own) 0.25 0.18 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.19 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 0.20 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.14 

LED strings       
Penetration (%) 40.4 39.6 44.0 41.3 44.8 33.2 
Pop Saturation (own) 2.57 2.70 3.35 2.85 3.19 2.09 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 2.36 2.46 3.22 2.65 2.91 2.08 

LED variations       
Penetration (%) 7.1 7.6 5.8 6.9 7.3 5.8 
Pop Saturation (own) 0.22 0.33 0.22 0.25 0.27 0.22 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 0.21 0.30 0.16 0.22 0.23 0.20 

LED strings or variations       
Penetration (%) 41.7 40.5 44.8 42.3 45.8 34.5 
Pop Saturation (own) 2.79 3.03 3.57 3.10 3.45 2.31 
Pop Saturation (used in 2011) 2.57 2.76 4.60 3.25 3.68 2.28 

 
 
Figure 30 visually illustrates the relative popularity of holiday light strings and variations by bulb type, 
differentiated by those used during the 2011 holiday season versus those left in storage. All values are 
expressed using all FBC residential customers as the base (i.e., all customers whether they own holiday 
lights or not). The relative popularity of LED strings is clearly evident. Also evident is the enduring 
popularity of mini-light incandescent strings and traditional large bulb incandescent strings.  
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Figure 30: Holiday Light Stocks and Usage 
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11 POOLS, HOT TUBS & SAUNAS 
 
This section presents and discusses the incidence of swimming pools, hot tubs, and saunas including their 
heating fuels, months of operation, and the use of pool and hot tub covers. Detailed questions about fuels 
and behaviours were asked only of households that had exclusive use of their pools, hot tubs, and saunas. 
Respondents whose residence shared a swimming pool, hot tub, and/or sauna with other residences, as is 
the case in some condominium or townhouse complexes, were skipped past the respective sections of the 
survey. 
 
11.1 Penetration 
 
Penetration rates of exclusive-use only pools, hot tubs and saunas are provided in Table 163. Saturation 
figures are not presented, as homes with more than one of any of these end-uses would be very 
uncommon.   
 
Five percent (5%) of FBC customers, on average, reported having a swimming pool for their exclusive use. 
Differences among the regions are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.  
 
Table 163: Penetration of Pools, Hot Tubs, and Saunas by Region (%) 

Exclusive use only KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2049 
Swimming pool 6.8 5.3 3.6 5.4 6.1 3.8 7.0 
Hot tub  17.1 15.0 11.5 14.8 16.5 10.9 13.0 
Sauna 3.5 2.7 3.6 3.3 3.6 2.7 3.0 

 
On average, 15% of FBC customers reported having a hot tub for their exclusive use. Regionally, KE (17%) 
and SO (15%) customers are more likely to have an exclusive hot tub compared to KB (12%). 
 
Three percent (3%) of FBC customers reported having a sauna that was for their exclusive use.  
 
Data from 2009 are presented, but no distinction was made between exclusive-use facilities versus 
facilities shared with other households. 
 
Table 164 summarizes the penetration of exclusive-use pools, hot tubs, and saunas by dwelling type. Not 
surprisingly, penetration for the three end-uses was highest among single family detached homes and 
lowest among mobile homes. Exclusive-use swimming pools are present in 8% of SFDs versus only 1% of 
apartment / condominiums and mobile homes. Exclusive-use hot tubs are present in 17% of SFDs, 16% of 
row / townhouses, and 10% of apartments / condominiums.  Finally, exclusive-use saunas are present in 
4% of SFDs, 3% of duplexes, and 2% of row / townhouses.  
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Table 164: Penetration of Pools, Hot Tubs, and Saunas by Dwelling Type (%) 

Exclusive use only 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base 1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Swimming pool 7.9 -- -- 1.0 0.7 -- 
Hot tub  17.1 7.8 16.2 9.9 5.1 12.4 
Sauna 4.4 3.4 2.3 1.0 -- 0.6 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
 
 
11.2 Heating Fuels – Pools, Hot Tubs, and Saunas 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to indicate the fuel(s) used to heat their exclusive-use heated 
pools, hot tubs and/or saunas. 
 
Natural gas and solar energy are tied (26% each) as the most common fuels used to heat exclusive-use 
swimming pools (Table 165). The next most common heating fuel is electricity (13%). Of note, 34% of 
pools are not heated. Regional and service type comparisons are not presented due to small sample sizes. 
 
Table 165: Fuels used to Heat Swimming Pools by Region (%) 
Exclusive-use pools only 

Main pool heater fuel 2012 
FBC 

2009 
FBC 1 

Unweighted base 100 124 
Solar 25.9 n/a 
Natural gas 25.7 27.0 
Electric 12.8 6.0 
Other 1.4 n/a 
Not heated 34.2 60.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 
1 Outdoor pools only 
n/a – data not available 

 
Households that use either natural gas, electricity or some other fuel to 
heat their pool were asked whether they supplement the heating with a 
solar system. Two common technologies to capture heat from the sun for 
pool heating – photovoltaic and thermal solar – were provided in a text 
box (right) to help respondents understand that the survey was asking 
about something other than solar gain. The results by fuel type are 
summarized in Table 166. The sample is very small so caution is advised in 
the interpretation of the results. 
 
Sixty-three percent (63%) of natural gas heated pools and 21% of electrically heated pools have a solar 
heating supplementary system. Regional results are not presented due to insufficient sample. 
 

Solar Heating 
 There are two main types of solar 
heating. Photovoltaic panels which 

use light to power an electric 
appliance and thermal solar which 
uses the sun’s heat to warm tubes 

filled with water or diluted antifreeze. 
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Table 166: Use of Solar Heating to Supplement Heating for Swimming Pools 
Percent of pools by fuel type 

 2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 1 14 
Natural gas 62.5 
Electric 20.6 
Other 16.9 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 

 
The vast majority of hot tubs (98%) are heated using electricity (Table 167). The remaining 2% use natural 
gas. Regionally, small sample sizes mean that differences among the regions and service types are not 
significant. 
 
Table 167: Hot Tub Fuels by Region (%) 

Exclusive use only KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 1 

Unweighted base 102 78 62 242 145 97 213 
Natural gas 2.1 2.1 3.4 2.4 2.1 3.7 4.0 
Electric 97.9 97.9 96.6 97.6 97.9 96.3 92.0 
Other -- -- -- -- -- -- 3% 2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 Outdoor pools only 
2 Includes DK responses and hot tubs using some other fuel 

 
Predominately, saunas are heated using electricity (94% of all exclusive-use saunas). A very small 
proportion use natural gas or some other fuel (2% and 4% each) (Table 168). Regional and service type 
results are not presented due to small samples. 
 
Table 168: Sauna Fuels (%) 

Exclusive use only 2012 
FBC 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 58 54 
Electric 94.4 93.0 
Natural Gas 1.6 2.0 
Other 4.0 5.0 1 
Total 100.0 100.0 
1 Includes DK responses and saunas using some other fuel 

 
 
11.3 Heating Behaviours – Pools and Hot Tubs 
 
Table 169 summarizes the mean number of months that pools and hot tubs are heated. Data are for 
heated pools only. The percentage of pools and hot tubs that are heated all year round are provided as 
well. On average, exclusive-use swimming pools are heated 3.3 months of the year. Two percent (2%) 
indicated they heat their pool year-round. Data by region and service type are not presented due to small 
samples.  
 
Hot tubs are heated, on average, ten months of the year. Half (50%) indicated they heat their hot tubs 
during the entire year. 
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Table 169: Pools and Hot Tubs – Average Number of Months Heated per-Year 

Pool and Hot Tub Heating 2012 
FBC 

Heated Pools( (Unweighted base 1) 58 
   Months heated (mean) 3.3 
   Heated all year (%) 2.2 
Hot tubs (Unweighted base 1) 208 
    Months heated (mean) 9.5 
    Heated all year (%) 50.0 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only. 
 
 
Using some sort of insulated cover on a pool or hot tub when it is not being used saves energy by 
minimizing heat losses.46 On average, 92% of FBC households with heated pools use a cover when not in 
use (i.e., during the months when the pool is heated). Ninety-nine percent (99%) of households cover 
their hot tub when not in use (Table 170).  
 
Table 170: Use of Pool and Hot Tub Covers by Region (%) 
Heated Pools and all Hot Tubs 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
  Cover pool when not in use 88.6 93.5 100.0 91.9 97.4 73.0 
  Cover hot tub when not in use 100.0 97.1 100.0 99.1 100.0 96.3 

 
The 2012 REUS asked respondents with pools whether their pool used a high efficiency motor (i.e., 
variable speed or electrically controlled motor). Thirteen percent (13%) said their pool was equipped with 
a variable speed motor, however, another 34% were unsure whether it was or not (Table 171). Three 
percent (3%) indicated the question was not applicable (i.e., pool not heated and/or no method of 
circulating the water). Regional and service type results are not provided due to small sample sizes. 
 
Table 171: Incidence of High Efficiency Pool Pump Motors (%) 

Have HE Pool Pump 
Motor? 

2012 
FBC 

Unweighted base 58 
Yes 13.2 
No 49.9 
DK 33.5 
Not applicable 3.4 
Total 100.0 

 
 

                                                           
46 According to the US Department of Energy (DOE), evaporation accounts for 70% of the energy loss from outdoor swimming 
pools, while radiation to the sky (temperature differential between the pool temperature and the outside air) accounts for 
another 20%. Ground and other losses account for the remaining 10%. Using a pool cover, especially one that continues to permit 
solar gain, can reduce energy losses by 50% to 70%. Source: http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/swimming-pool-covers 
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12 ENERGY USE BEHAVIOURS 
 
This section summarizes a series of questions posed to 2012 REUS respondents regarding the behaviours 
they take to conserve energy associated with energy use in the home. This information is supplemented 
with additional information on the frequency of behaviours affecting the demand for space and hot water 
heating. Developing a comprehensive understanding of behaviours influencing the use of electricity and 
natural gas and the myriad of factors that influence these behaviours requires a considerably more 
involved process than that allowed by the 2012 REUS. Limitations to survey length restricted the number 
of behaviours that could be queried and the degree to which barriers and opportunities for saving energy 
were explored. Information presented in this section is intended to provide an overview of energy use 
behaviours.  
 
12.1 Behaviours Influencing Electricity Consumption 
 
To better understand the potential for electrical energy savings through behavioural change, respondents 
to the 2012 REUS were asked to rate the frequency of undertaking a variety of behaviours related to 
space heating, domestic hot water consumption, lighting, small appliance use, dishwashing and clothes 
drying. Respondents were asked to indicate how often they did each behaviour using a four point scale 
including always, usually, occasionally and never. Respondents could answer “don’t know” or indicate the 
behaviour was “not applicable”. The latter response category is required, as not all behaviours will apply 
to all households (e.g., ability to use storm windows is specific to homes with older style single pane 
windows that accept storm windows).  
 
Behaviours were analyzed from two perspectives. The first perspective was the proportion of households 
that already do the behaviour (i.e., indicated “always” or “usually”). These households are the least likely 
to deliver incremental energy savings from undertaking (increasing) these behaviours. The second 
perspective is the proportion of households that occasionally or never undertake the energy saving 
behaviour, or are unsure how often they undertake the behaviour. The latter defines the outstanding 
market potential for behavioural change in terms of the proportion of residential customers that could 
contribute energy savings from a sustained change in their behaviours. Market potential figures exclude 
those who indicated the behavioural was not applicable (e.g., storm windows). Some respondents, 
however, may have selected “never” rather than the more appropriate “not applicable” for some 
behaviours, so the reader is cautioned that the market potential may be somewhat overstated for some 
behaviours. This is more likely to be the case where the behaviour is linked to a technology that has less 
than 100% penetration.47  
 
No attempt has been made to estimate or otherwise quantify the energy savings associated with any 
specific behaviour, nor the amount of the outstanding market that could be realistically captured through 
utility programming. These refinements to assessing behavioural potential are outside of the scope of the 
2012 REUS for reasons already discussed.  
 

                                                           
47 As an example, respondents who do not have an automatic dishwasher may choose “never” for how often they do conserving 
behaviours associated with the use of automatic dishwashers rather than selecting “not applicable”. In this case, their answer 
would be included with other households who indicated there is room for improvement. 
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12.1.1 Space Heating Behaviours 
 
Respondents were asked to indicate the temperature they usually keep their residence in the winter 
(heating) season for three common scenarios: 
 

 When someone is at home 
 When no one is at home 
 During the night 

 
The results (averages) are summarized in Table 172. They show a 3.4 degree Celsius set-back in daytime 
temperature when no one is at home compared to when the home is occupied. During the night, 
respondents indicated that they turn down the temperature by 3.1 degrees. KE residents have smaller 
daytime set-backs compared to the other two regions. Households whose main space heating fuel is 
electricity have a higher daytime set-back compared to homes where natural gas or piped propane is the 
main space heating fuel (3.7 degrees versus 3.1 degrees respectively, 95% confidence level). Their night-
time set-back behaviours do not differ significantly.48  All data reported are for FBC households that 
undertake the set-back behaviours during winter, either occasionally or regularly. Data on how many 
households undertake set-back behaviours are reported later on in this section. 
 
Table 172: Winter (Heating Season) Room Temperatures (Degrees Celsius) 

       Main SH Fuel 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 505 996 
When someone is at home 20.7 20.8 20.5 20.6 20.6 20.7 20.4 20.7 
When no one is at home 17.8 17.1 16.7 17.2 17.0 17.5 16.7 17.6 
During the night 17.8 17.6 17.1 17.5 17.5 17.6 17.3 17.7 
Daytime set-back1 2.9 3.6 3.8 3.4 3.6 3.1 3.7 3.1 
Night time set-back2 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.0 
1Difference in daytime temperature when someone is at home versus no one is at home 
2Difference between night-time temperature and daytime temperature when someone is at home 

 
 
Most FBC households (84%) have the ability to reduce the temperature in unused rooms by turning down 
individual room thermostats or by closing registers or vents (Table 173). FBC homes that use electricity as 
their main space heating fuel are more able to control the temperature in individual rooms than homes 
where natural gas is their main space heating fuel (91% versus 80%). This is consistent with the tendency 
for electric space heat to be provided by baseboard heaters that tend to have zoned temperature control 
(either via a wall-mounted rheostat or at the register itself). 
 

                                                           
48 Data for main space heating fuels other than natural gas, piped propane, and electricity are not reported due to very small 
sample sizes. 
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Table 173: Ability to Reduce Temperature in Unused Rooms by Region (%) 

       Main SH Fuel 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 505 996 
Yes 83.5 83.5 84.4 83.8 84.6 81.9 90.6 79.9 
No 14.1 13.9 14.7 14.2 13.5 16.0 8.1 17.4 
DK 2.4 2.6 0.9 2.0 1.9 2.1 1.3 2.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding 

 
Table 174 summarizes the percentage of REUS respondents who answered always or usually to eight 
different behaviours designed to save energy associated with space heating. Results are presented by the 
three FBC regions, the overall FBC average, and by main space heating fuel (electric versus natural gas or 
piped propane). Results for renters versus owners were reviewed but are not presented because the 
sample of renters (n=83) is too small to provide meaningful results for most of the questions (i.e., most 
differences between renters and owners were not statistically significant). The base for all responses is 
the same, meaning behaviours that are less applicable to all residential customers (e.g., storm windows) 
will have, by default, lower percentages of respondents indicating they always or usually undertake these 
behaviours. 
 
Table 174: Space Heating Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviour 

       Main SH Fuel 

Behaviours Impacting Space Heating KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 505 996 
Turn down heat - at night 79.4 83.6 83.2 81.8 80.1 85.8 79.0 86.6 
Turn down heat - no one at home 79.7 81.3 82.3 81.0 80.1 83.0 79.6 84.7 
Close window coverings 76.8 70.0 69.7 72.6 71.8 74.5 73.8 73.7 
Close vents / turn down thermostats in 
unused rooms 68.7 69.2 68.8 68.9 69.7 67.1 77.3 64.2 

Draft proof at least once a year 39.6 44.7 44.2 42.5 44.9 37.2 38.3 45.7 
Install plastic window coverings during 
winter months 9.6 11.7 16.5 12.3 11.4 14.5 13.8 10.8 

Install storm windows (single pane 
windows only) 4.0 6.4 11.5 7.0 5.2 11.1 5.9 7.7 

Leave one or more windows open during 
winter 1 84.9 82.0 80.3 82.6 82.9 82.0 83.9 83.2 
1 Respondents who occasionally, never, or unsure they leave windows open  
 
When ordered by the percentage of households reporting they always or usually undertake the 
behaviour, the top ranked behaviour is turning down the heat at night (82% always or usually), followed 
by turning down the heat when no one is home (81%), and closing window coverings to keep in the heat 
(73%). Of note, only 43% of households said they always or usually check and (re)seal leaks in the home 
(draft proof) at least once a year. Regionally, KE residents are more likely to close window coverings but 
less likely to draft proof at least once a year. KB customers are more likely than the other three regions to 
use plastic window coverings and to install storm windows. The latter results for KB are curious as data on 
the type of windows in the region do not suggest a higher incidence of single pane windows compared to 
the other two regions, nor are their heating degree days significantly higher than the other regions 
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(Sections 5.8 and 3.7 respectively). The last behaviour affecting space heating is the practice of leaving 
one or more windows open during the winter. Of note, 83% of respondents indicated they do not do this 
behaviour. 
 
Compared to households using gas as their main space heating fuel, households using electricity as their 
main space heating fuel are less likely to turn down the heat at night or when no one is at home but more 
likely to say they can close vents / turn down thermostats in unused rooms .  
 
Table 175 summarizes the market potential for each of the eight space heating behaviours. Behaviours 
with the largest market potential include draft proofing (49% of respondents could do more), installing 
plastic window coverings (40%), and closing window coverings to keep the heat in (25%). Homes whose 
main space heating fuel is electricity have greater remaining potential than their gas counterparts for 
installing plastic window coverings, installing storm windows, and turning down the heat at night. 
Electrically heated homes have less potential than their gas counterparts for closing vents / turning down 
thermostats in unused rooms. 
 
Table 175: Space Heating Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       Main SH Fuel 

Behaviours Impacting Space Heating KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 505 996 
Draft proof at least once a year 48.4 49.1 49.0 48.8 49.2 47.9 48.4 49.5 
Install plastic window coverings during 
winter months 39.9 40.2 39.2 39.7 39.5 40.4 42.9 36.9 

Close window coverings 21.3 28.1 27.6 25.2 25.7 24.1 24.3 25.0 
Close vents / turn down thermostats in 
unused rooms 20.9 22.7 23.6 22.3 22.3 22.2 13.5 29.9 

Install storm windows (single pane 
windows only) 20.6 20.0 23.2 21.2 20.8 22.3 25.9 17.8 

Turn down heat - no one at home 16.2 14.3 13.8 14.9 15.9 12.6 16.2 14.0 
Turn down heat - at night 15.7 13.9 13.5 14.5 16.1 10.8 16.8 12.7 
Leave one or more windows open during 
winter 1 13.2 16.2 17.6 15.4 15.4 15.6 13.5 15.5 
1 Respondents who always or usually leave windows open during winter  
 
Of note, 15% of FBC customers indicated they always or usually leave one or more windows open during 
the winter. Regionally, this behaviour was most prevalent in SO and KB regions (16% and 18% 
respectively). Heat recovery ventilators or make up air units may provide opportunity to reduce energy 
losses from this behaviour.  
 
12.1.2 Air Conditioning \ Cooling Behaviours 
 
Respondents with air conditioning were asked to indicate the temperature they usually keep their 
residence in the summer (cooling) season for three common situations: 
 

 When someone is at home 
 When no one is at home 
 During the night 
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The temperatures (averages) are summarized in Table 176. With the odd exception, they show little to no 
increase in temperature settings when no one is at home and during the night. At the utility level, the 
temperature during the day when people are in the home is statistically the same for when no one is at 
home (21.4 to 21.5 C). The average night time temperature setting is 1.1 degrees cooler than daytime 
temperature settings. Regionally, households with air conditioning maintain a slightly cooler temperature 
during the night49, and in the case of SO customers, a difference of 2.1 degrees. Temperature settings 
during the day do not significantly vary depending whether someone is at home or not. This latter result 
may be due to a desire to maintain the coolness of the home during the hottest period of the day while 
people are away rather than attempt to cool down a warmer house once returning home. 
 
Table 176: Summer (Cooling Season) Room Temperatures (Degrees Celsius) 

       

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base1 366 314 175 855 492 363 
When someone is at home 21.5 22.0 20.2 21.4 21.5 21.4 
When no one is at home 21.9 21.4 20.3 21.5 22.3 19.8 
During the night 20.8 19.9 19.3 20.3 21.0 18.7 
Daytime change2 0.4 -0.6 0.2 -0.1 -0.8 1.6 
Night time change3 -0.6 -2.1 -0.9 -1.1 -0.5 -2.7 
1 Households with air conditioning 

2 Calculated as the difference in daytime temperature when someone is at home and when no one is at home 
3 Calculated as the difference in daytime temperature when someone is at home and night time temperature 

 
 
Table 177 summarizes the proportion of households that always or usually undertake space cooling 
behaviours and actions to maintain the efficiency of the air conditioning systems. Behaviours include 
turning up the thermostat during summer, turning on the air conditioning only when very hot, and closing 
window covers to reduce solar gain. Maintenance behaviours include cleaning the filter and coils on air 
conditioning (AC) units at least once a season. Overall, 87% of FBC households with air conditioning 
indicated they always or usually use window coverings to reduce solar gain and 83% turn on their air 
conditioning only when hot. Only 40% indicated they always or usually set their thermostat to 26 degrees 
C or higher. Seventy percent (70%) of FBC customers with air conditioning always or usually clean their 
unit’s filters and coils at least once a year.  
 
Table 177: Air Conditioning Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviours 

       

Behaviours Impacting Space Cooling KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base1 366 314 175 855 492 363 
Close window coverings during hot weather 87.9 87.6 83.0 86.9 86.8 86.9 
Turn on AC only when very hot 82.5 85.2 81.0 83.1 81.7 86.1 
Set thermostat at 26oC or higher during summer 39.8 45.9 32.1 40.3 37.0 47.6 
Clean AC filter and coils at least once per season 69.2 73.7 67.3 70.3 67.7 76.0 
1 Households with air conditioning 

 

                                                           
49 This may be partly the result of cooler outdoor temperatures during the evening and night time. 
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Table 178 summarizes the remaining potential for the four air conditioning behaviours. Increasing the 
temperature setting for the AC unit has the largest remaining potential (51%), followed by cleaning the 
unit’s coils (22%), and turning on the air conditioning only when very hot (13%). 
 
Table 178: Air Conditioning Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       

Behaviours Impacting Space Cooling KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 366 314 175 855 492 363 
Set thermostat at 26oC or higher during summer 54.0 45.0 52.7 50.9 53.9 44.1 
Close window coverings during hot weather 10.8 12.0 11.9 11.4 11.0 12.3 
Clean AC filter and coils at least once per season 26.3 17.3 17.8 21.8 25.0 14.8 
Turn on AC only when very hot 15.0 10.9 9.4 12.6 13.9 9.9 

 
 
Figure 31 summarizes the proportion of FBC residential customers who have planted trees or vegetation, 
and/or installed shading devices such as awnings and pergolas in an effort to keep their homes cool 
during the summer. Forty-one percent (41%) of respondents indicated they have planted trees or 
vegetation to help shade their homes, while 34% have installed awnings and other shading equipment 
and structures to do the same. 
 

Figure 31: Actions Undertaken to Keep Residence Cool 

 
 
 
12.1.3 Lighting Behaviours 
 
Table 179 summarizes the percentage of REUS respondents who indicated they always or usually do 
behaviours designed to save energy associated with interior and exterior lighting. Behaviours addressed 
included using the minimum number of lights for the task at hand, turning off lights when no one is in the 
room, checking timers for daylight savings time, and leaving outdoor lights on at night. The less frequent 
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the behaviour the less energy used. Ordered by most frequent, the results show that 95% of FBC 
residential customers usually or always use the minimum number of lights, 93% turn off lights when the 
room is empty, and 28% check their timers to ensure they represent the correct time for the season 
(daylight savings or not). Lastly, 13% of respondents with controllable outdoor lights indicated they either 
occasionally, never, or are unsure whether they leave their outdoor lights on at night. Regional results 
show that KE customers are the most likely to these behaviours, while customers in KB are least likely. 
 
Table 179: Lighting Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviour 

       

Behaviours Impacting Lighting KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Use minimum number of lights 97.0 94.6 93.4 95.2 95.4 94.7 
Turn off lights with room is empty 95.5 93.0 90.2 93.1 93.9 91.2 
Check timers for daylight savings time 32.8 27.9 21.8 28.0 29.4 24.6 
Leave outdoor lights on at night 1 14.0 13.3 12.0 13.2 14.7 9.8 
1 Occasionally, never, or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

 
The maximum remaining potential for saving energy through the four discussed lighting behaviours is 
presented in Table 180. As expected, turning off outdoor lighting at night has the largest potential (77% 
usually or always leave an outside light on at night). As this latter behaviour is often driven by concerns 
over security, there is an opportunity for these households to convert to motion controlled security 
lighting options. Sixteen percent (16%) of households are also good candidates for reminder to adjust the 
timers on their lights to reflect daylight savings. Behaviours with the least potential include turning off 
lights in empty rooms and using the minimum number of lights (6% and 5% respectively). Customers in 
the KB region have a somewhat higher potential for most lighting behaviours compared to the other two 
regions. 
 
Table 180: Lighting Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       

Behaviours Impacting Lighting KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Leave outdoor lights on at night 1 73.2 78.3 80.5 77.0 80.5 69.0 
Check timers for daylight savings time 14.7 14.7 19.0 16.0 16.6 14.7 
Turn off lights with room is empty 4.3 6.4 9.2 6.4 5.6 8.4 
Use minimum number of lights 2.8 5.2 6.5 4.6 4.4 5.2 

1 Always or usually they undertake the behaviour 

 
 
12.1.4 Refrigeration Behaviours 
 
Table 181 summarizes the proportions of FBC households that always or usually perform behaviours 
designed to minimize energy use associated with refrigerators and freezers. These behaviours include: 
 

 cleaning refrigerator coils at least once a year 
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 checking the temperature of the refrigerator to ensure food is not too cold or too warm 
 checking the temperature of the freezer (if present) to ensure food remains frozen but the freezer 

is not too cold 
 
Respondents were least likely to clean their refrigerator coils at least once a year (45% always or usually), 
followed by checking the temperature of their freezer (59%), and checking the temperature of their 
refrigerator (64%). 
 
Table 181: Refrigeration Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviour 

       

Behaviours Impacting 
Refrigeration KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Check refrigerator temperature 62.6 64.1 66.1 64.1 64.3 63.7 
Check freezer temperature 57.7 61.1 58.4 58.9 60.3 55.7 
Clean refrigerator coils annually  45.6 46.9 45.4 45.9 47.1 43.2 

 
The market potential for each of the three refrigeration behaviours is summarized in Table 182. As 
expected, the greatest market potential for saving energy from refrigeration is with cleaning refrigerator 
coils, followed by checking refrigerators and freezers to ensure they are keeping food at the appropriate 
temperatures. 
  
Table 182: Refrigeration Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       

Behaviours Impacting 
Refrigeration KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Clean refrigerator coils annually  50.1 47.2 48.8 48.9 49.0 48.6 
Check refrigerator temperature 36.7 35.2 33.3 35.2 35.2 35.2 
Check freezer temperature 36.4 35.3 38.0 36.6 36.0 38.0 

 
 
12.1.5 Laundry and Other Domestic Hot Water Use Behaviours 
 
A number of household activities directly affect the amount of energy associated with heating water for 
domestic use. They include baths, showers, clothes washing, dish washing, and general faucet use. A 2000 
study of hot water use in Seattle homes provides interesting insight into the relative contribution of these 
activities to overall hot water consumption. The study found that general faucet use, showers, and baths 
used the most water on a per-capita basis, and 73% to 78% of the water used by these activities was hot 
water (Table 183). Hot water used on a per-capita basis by clothes washers was comparable to that of 
bathing but, interestingly, only 28% of the water used for clothes washing is unheated.  
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Table 183: Household Per Capita Hot Water Use by Activity 

 
Per Capita Hot 

Water Use 
(L/day) 

Hot Water 
Portion 

 (%) 

Faucets  32.6 72.7 
Showers 23.8 73.1 
Baths  15.9 78.2 
Clothes Washers  14.8 27.8 
Leaks 4.5 26.8 
Dishwashers 3.4 100.0 
Source: DeOreo, W.B., and P.W. Mayer (1999) 

 
Due to limitations on survey length, the 2012 REUS limited its questions associated with potential savings 
from domestic hot water use to the following: 
 

 Turning off the water heater or use its “vacation setting” when no one is home for more than two 
or three days 

 Doing laundry with full loads 
 Ability (willingness) to do more of the laundry using cold water 
 Running the dishwasher only when full 

 
The survey also collected data on the number of showers, baths, dishwasher loads, and laundry loads per 
week. The number of minutes of shower time per household (per week) was also collected. 
 
Table 184 summarizes the percent of respondents who always or usually turn off their water heaters 
when away, only do laundry with full loads, and only run the dishwasher when full. The results are shown 
by region and main domestic water heating fuel (electric versus natural gas or piped propane). The results 
show that some behaviours are always or usually undertaken by a large majority of households, including 
only doing laundry with full loads (90% always or usually), and running the dishwasher when full (78%). 
Households are least likely to turn off the water heater when no one is at home for a few days (45%). 
Homes with electric hot water heaters are significantly more likely than homes with gas hot water heaters 
to turn them off when away for more than a couple of days (54% versus 45%). Homes with electric hot 
water heaters are less likely to run dishwashers when full compared to those with gas DWH (72% versus 
86%).  
 
Table 184: Domestic Hot Water Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviours 

       Main DWH Fuel 

Behaviours Impacting DWH  KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 714 781 
Only do laundry with full loads 91.1 91.3 87.4 90.0 89.8 90.4 89.5 91.6 
Only run dishwasher when full 85.0 80.0 65.7 77.6 78.5 75.5 72.0 86.3 
Turn off water heater when away 39.9 44.0 52.2 44.9 47.4 39.3 53.9 44.6 

 
Consistent with the proportion of households who already do the hot water saving activities, Table 185 
shows the market potential for saving energy from changes to hot water use behaviours is highest for 
turning off the water heater while away (45%), followed by running dishwashers only when full (8%), and 
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doing laundry with full loads (2%). Again, these estimates represent the potential market for a 
behavioural program, not the potential energy savings from implementing programming. 
 
Table 185: Domestic Hot Water Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       Main DWH Fuel 

Behaviours Impacting DWH KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 714 781 
Turn off water heater when away 39.9 44.0 52.2 44.9 47.4 39.3 53.9 44.6 
Only do laundry with full loads 7.3 7.4 8.4 7.7 8.0 7.0 7.9 8.0 
Only run dishwasher when full 2.9 2.0 1.2 2.1 2.7 0.8 2.0 2.2 

 
Table 186 summarizes the frequency of typical activities in the home that require hot water use including 
dishwashing, laundry, bathing, and showering. All data are expressed on the basis of an average 
household. Some behaviours occur more frequently than others. For example, showers are considerably 
more common than baths (average of 8.4 showers per-week versus 1.8 baths). On average, FBC 
households do 3.5 loads of laundry per-week, of which 1.8 or 51% are done using cold water wash and 
rinse. 
 
Table 186: Activities Affecting Hot Water Usage – Per Household 

       Main DWH Fuel 

Activities Impacting DWH KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 714 781 
Average # of people per home 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 2.3 2.4 
Dishwasher loads per week 3.1 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.3 
Laundry loads per week (any 
temperature) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.5 

Laundry loads using cold water 1.7 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.5 1.9 2.0 
Baths per week 1.8 1.7 2.0 1.8 1.7 2.0 1.9 1.8 
Showers per week 9.2 8.1 7.8 8.4 8.6 8.1 8.5 9.5 
Average shower duration (minutes)  18.7 15.3 16.8 17.1 18.0 15.0 16.5 19.4 

 
Nineteen percent (19%) of respondents felt they could do more cold water wash and rinse than they do at 
present (Table 187). These households felt they could 2.1 more laundry loads in cold water, on average, 
per week. Regional differences are not statistically significant, nor are any differences between homes 
based on DWH fuel. 
 
Table 187: Clothes Washing Behaviours – Cold Water Wash Potential  

       Main DWH Fuel 

Cold Water Wash and Rinse KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 714 781 
Able or willing to do more (% of households) 17.5 19.2 19.9 18.7 19.4 17.2 18.8 20.7 
Average number of extra loads (per week) 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 2.2 
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The number and frequency of most hot water use activities for a household typically varies with the 
number of people in the home. Table 188 explores the relationship between number of household 
occupants and DWH use by restating data on hot water using behaviours on a per household member 
basis.  
 
Table 188: Hot Water Usage Behaviours – Per Person 

       Main DWH Fuel 

Behaviours Impacting DWH KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Electric Gas 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 714 781 
Average # of people per home 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.3 2.4 
Dishwasher loads per week 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.4 
Laundry loads per week (any 
temperature) 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.5 

Laundry loads using cold water 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 
Baths per week 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 
Showers per week 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.8 3.7 4.0 3.8 4.0 
Average shower duration (minutes)  8.1 7.1 7.8 7.7 7.9 7.4 7.3 8.1 

 
 
Household Characteristics Influencing Domestic Hot Water Use 
 
Figure 32 shows the relationship between the number of people in the household and the average 
number of showers, laundry loads, dishwasher loads and baths per week. As expected, household size 
affects how much of each activity is performed, and thus DWH load. The rate of increase in the activity as 
household size increases varies by activity. 
 
The results are largely consistent with the 1999 AWWA study on residential water use that found family 
size and the presence of children and teens increased water consumption associated with showers, baths, 
faucet use, and clothes washing.50 The study also found water consumption for showers, baths and 
dishwashers was positively correlated with the number of persons employed outside the home. The 2012 
REUS did not ask about employment so comparisons are not possible.  
 
Water use associated with dishwashers was found to be positively correlated with household size but not 
necessarily the presence of teens or children. These data are presented to place scale and scope around 
energy use associated with common domestic water use behaviours. Comparable numbers for FortisBC 
customers are not available but could vary from these estimates for a variety of reasons including, but not 
exclusive of, differences in the stock and efficiency of end-use equipment, retail prices of natural gas, and 
cultural factors. 
 

                                                           
50 Mayer, P.W., W.B. DeOreo et al. (1999).  
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Figure 32: Effect of Household Size on Hot Water Using Activities 

 
 
 
12.1.6 Clothes Drying and Dish Drying 
 
The frequency of common electricity saving behaviours associated with drying clothes and dishes were 
queried to better understand the potential for energy savings through behavioural change. Results, 
summarized in Table 189, show that 93% of FBC customers always or usually clean their clothes dryer lint 
screen before drying clothes and 56% use the dryer’s moisture sensor to determine when clothes are 
sufficiently dry.  
 
Table 189: Clothes Drying and Dish Drying Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviour 

       

Clothes and Dish Drying Behaviours KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Clean dryer lint filter before drying clothes 95.4 95.3 88.0 93.1 93.0 93.2 
Use dryer’s temperature / moisture sensor 59.7 56.0 51.8 56.2 56.1 56.3 
Hang clothes rather than machine dry 25.3 35.5 36.8 31.8 33.0 29.1 
Air dry dishes in dishwasher 44.3 45.4 35.4 41.8 42.0 41.4 
Number of dishwashing loads per week 3.1 2.7 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.7 

 
 
Of note, 32% of FBC households indicated they usually or always hang clothes to dry rather than use the 
dryer. This figure is surprisingly high and may reflect the tendency for some laundry to never be dried 
using a machine (e.g., clothes with fabrics not suited for a dryer). Additional data on the amount of 
laundry that is dried with an automatic dryer, and using a clothes line or dryer rack are summarized in 
Figure 33. The average FBC household dries 3.2 loads of laundry per week using an automatic dryer. 
Additionally, 1.4 loads per week are dried using a clothes line or drying rack. Whether the latter is located 
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inside or outside the dwelling was not queried. Fewer loads are dried on a line or rack in winter (average 
of 0.6 loads per week). Regionally, customers in the KB dry more loads on a line or rack in summer than 
the other two regions, with KE customers least likely to do so. 
 

Figure 33: Laundry Loads by Drying Method 

 
 
 
The remaining market potential for the four clothes and dish drying behaviours are summarized in Table 
190. The behaviour with the highest remaining potential is hanging clothes to dry, with 64% of 
respondents indicating they either never, occasionally or are unsure they do this activity. Air drying dishes 
in the dishwasher is second, with 39% able to do more, and third place goes to the 27% who never, 
occasionally, or don’t know whether they use their dryer’s moisture sensing shut-off feature. Only 3% of 
households could benefit from cleaning their dryer’s lint screen more frequently. 
 
Table 190: Clothes Drying and Dish Drying Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       

Clothes and Dish Drying Behaviours  KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Hang clothes rather than machine dry 70.9 61.8 57.2 64.0 63.6 65.0 
Air dry dishes in dishwasher 44.3 37.7 34.3 39.3 40.2 37.1 
Use dryer’s temperature / moisture sensor 25.8 27.6 26.6 26.5 27.2 25.0 
Clean dryer lint filter before drying clothes 2.0 2.7 3.1 2.5 2.7 2.2 

 
 
12.1.7 Computer and Entertainment Systems Behaviours  
 
A short list of energy saving behaviours associated with the use of computers, televisions, and 
entertainment systems were queried in the 2012 REUS. These included turning off TVs and entertainment 
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systems when not in use, either manually or using a power bar, and turning off computers and printers 
when not in use. Among those who always or usually do the behaviours, the most frequently done activity 
is turning off the TV and entertainment systems when not in use (90% always or usually), followed by 
turning off computers and related peripherals (64%). Only 24% of FBC customers indicated they always or 
usually unplug or use a power bar to turn off TVs or computers (Table 191). 
 
Table 191: Computer and Entertainment Systems Behaviours 
Percent who always or usually undertake the behaviour 

       

Computer and Other Behaviours  KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Turn off TV/entertainment systems when not in use 91.1 91.3 87.4 90.0 89.8 90.4 
Turn off computers and printers when not in use 67.3 61.1 63.2 64.2 65.3 61.7 
Unplug or use power bar to turn off TVs / computers 
/ etc. when not in use 23.2 24.7 25.6 24.4 23.6 26.2 

 
 
Table 192 presents the remaining market potential for the three behaviours. As expected, unplugging or 
using a power bar to turn off TVs and computer systems suggests the greatest opportunity for behavioural 
positive change (68%) but the figure likely overstates the potential as many systems rely upon a 
continuous supply of power to maintain settings or other features, or require a specific shut down 
procedure to avoid loss of data or data corruption (e.g., computers). There is, however, an opportunity to 
increase householder’s diligence in turning off their systems when not in use. 
  
Table 192: Computer and Entertainment Systems Behaviours – Remaining Potential 
Percent who occasionally, never or are unsure they undertake the behaviour 

       

Computer and Other Behaviours KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Unplug or use power bar to turn off TVs / computers / 
etc. when not in use 69.9 69.1 65.7 68.4 69.0 66.9 

Turn off computers and printers when not in use 24.3 27.9 23.1 25.0 24.2 26.6 
Turn off TV/entertainment systems when not in use 7.3 7.9 7.2 7.4 8.1 5.9 

 
 
12.1.8 Household Members and the Effort to Conserve Energy 
 
Energy conserving behaviours can vary by household member. Some may be more conscious and diligent 
while others are less so. Respondents were asked to indicate who in their household makes the most 
effort to conserve energy. The results are illustrated in Figure 34. Nearly half (48%) indicated it was 
themselves, while 17% said it was most members of their household and 30% said it was all members of 
their household. Four percent (4%) said it was someone else in the household, and only 1% said it was 
none of the household members. 
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Figure 34: Who in the Household Makes the Most Effort at Conserving Energy? 
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13 PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
This section summarizes the results of a series of questions regarding awareness of utility and 
government energy efficiency brands and initiatives, participation in DSM programs, interest in energy-
related products and services, and various energy-related attitudes and beliefs. This section also 
summarizes data on access to the Internet, comfort navigating the Internet, and who most influences 
decisions for major appliance purchases. 
 
13.1 Awareness of Utility and Government Energy Efficiency Brands 
 
Simple awareness of four different utility and energy efficiency related brands was tested using a five 
point scale where one meant “not at all familiar” and five meant “very familiar”. The distribution of 
responses for each brand is presented in Table 193. When the top two response categories (4 or 5) are 
summed, respondents were most familiar with the ENERGY STAR® brand (50% scoring either a 4 or 5), 
followed by FortisBC’s PowerSense brand (43%), and in third place, BC Hydro’s Power Smart brand (35%). 
Last place is occupied by the LiveSmart BC brand (23%). While this question tests recall of brand names, it 
does not test the respondent’s understanding, depth of knowledge, or experience with the brand. 
Typically, the proportion recalling a brand name will be higher, sometimes considerably higher, than the 
proportion that have a solid understanding of the characteristics and attributes of the brand. 
 
Table 193: Awareness of Energy Efficiency Related Brand Names 

Brands 
Not at all 

familiar 
(1) 

 
 

(2) 

 
 

 (3) 

 
 

(4) 

Very 
Familiar 

(5) 

Very or 
Somewhat 

Familiar 
(4 or 5) 

ENERGY STAR® 21.2 10.4 19.1 17.6 31.7 49.3 
PowerSense (FortisBC) 19.5 14.1 23.1 17.5 25.8 43.3 
Power Smart (BC Hydro) 29.4 14.9 20.3 12.3 23.1 35.4 
LiveSmart BC 43.2 16.6 17.3 9.9 13.0 22.9 

 
 
Average familiarity scores for the five energy efficiency brands by FBC region and service type are 
provided in Table 194. The familiarity score is calculated as the simple average of the 1 to 5 scores, with 
the lowest possible score being 1 (i.e., no one is familiar with the brand) and the highest possible score 
being 5 (everyone is very familiar with the brand). This type of scoring incorporates all responses, not just 
those most familiar with the brand.  
 
Table 194: Brand Awareness Score by Region and Service Type 
Score (Min = 1, Max = 5) 

Brands KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
ENERGY STAR® 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.2 
PowerSense (FortisBC) 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 
Power Smart (BC Hydro) 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 
LiveSmart BC 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.5 
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Overall, ENERGY STAR® and FortisBC’s PowerSense brand ranked first and second with familiarity scores 
of 3.3 and 3.2 out of 5.0. BC Hydro’s Power Smart brand ranked third with a 2.8 score. The LiveSmart BC 
brand took fourth place with a score of 2.3 out of 5.0. There are no significant differences in familiarity 
scores between the regions or customer service types. 
 
13.2 Past Participation in Energy Rebate Programs 
 
Respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to indicate whether their household had, over the last five 
years, participated in energy efficiency initiatives sponsored by either BC Hydro (Power Smart), 
ecoENERGY / LiveSmart BC, FortisBC Energy (formerly Terasen Gas), or FortisBC Electric (PowerSense). 
The results, summarized in Table 195, should be interpreted with caution as they reflect a wide range of 
influencing factors including, but not exclusive of: 
 

 overall geographic coverage of the utility’s programs (e.g., FortisBC Electric’s PowerSense 
program is offered only to FBC customers; 

 the different programs offered to households and whether these programs were offered in one or 
more of the last five years); 

 awareness of the utility or government program; and 

 relative popularity of the program.  
 
 
Table 195: Participation in Energy Efficiency Rebate Programs in the Last Five Years (%) 

Energy Efficiency Rebate Program KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
PowerSense (FortisBC Electric) 12.6 12.2 9.4 11.5 12.6 8.9 
FortisBC Energy (formerly Terasen Gas) 11.2 9.9 5.5 9.0 8.6 10.0 
ecoENERGY/LiveSmart BC 8.5 9.4 6.2 8.1 7.4 9.5 
Power Smart (BC Hydro) 1.8 5.1 2.3 2.9 2.5 4.0 
None of the above 71.4 66.0 75.8 71.2 72.8 67.6 
Multiple responses allowed.  

 
The largest share of respondents participating in a rebate program indicated they had accessed a FBC 
PowerSense program (12% in the last five years), followed by FortisBC Energy (formerly Terasen Gas)(9%), 
and the ecoENERGY / LiveSmart BC program (8%).  Regional differences for FortisBC Electric’s PowerSense 
program are not statistically significant, nor are differences in participation rates for direct versus indirect 
customers. Interestingly, a small percentage of FBC customers reported participating in a Power Smart (BC 
Hydro) program. This may be due to the presence of retail Power Smart promotions (e.g., point-of-sale 
discount coupons for energy efficient lighting or fixtures, etc.) in cities and communities bordering FBC’s 
service regions. These promotions do not typically require participants to verify they are a BC Hydro 
residential customer. 
 
Notably, 71% of respondents to FBC’s 2012 REUS did not participate in any of the programs during the 
past five years. 
 
Table 196 explores the participation in utility or government rebate programs by the vintage of the 
respondent’s dwelling. The results suggest that participation in some programs, such as those offered by 
FortisBC Energy or ecoENERGY / LiveSmart BC, tends to be higher for respondents living in older 
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dwellings. Conversely, the incidence of participation in FortisBC Electric’s PowerSense programs is quite 
uniform across dwellings constructed prior to 2006. Like the results in the previous table, these results 
will be influenced by a number of factors; in particular, the applicability of the program(s) to a broad or 
narrow range of home vintages.  
 
Table 196: Participation in Energy Efficiency Rebate Programs in the Last Five Years by Dwelling Vintage (%) 

Energy Efficiency Rebate Program Before 
1950 

1950 - 
1975 

1976 - 
1985 

1986 - 
1995 

1996 - 
2005 

2006 or 
later 

Age Un-
known 

Unweighted base 183 466 336 281 227 130 45 
PowerSense (FortisBC Electric) 11.9 11.2 13.3 11.3 11.4 9.3 9.8 
FortisBC Energy (formerly Terasen Gas) 11.8 10.5 8.0 8.9 8.4 6.6 6.2 
ecoENERGY/LiveSmart BC 10.6 11.8 8.1 8.2 3.0 5.7 2.4 
Power Smart (BC Hydro) 3.5 4.3 2.9 1.5 1.8 4.4 1.5 
None of the above 68.0 66.7 72.0 66.5 77.3 81.5 74.9 
Multiple responses allowed. Totals may not sum to 100% 

 
 
13.3 Interest in Products and Services 
 
Interest in a number of products and services that could be offered by the electric and/or gas divisions of 
FortisBC was queried using a four point scale where one meant “not at all interested” and a four meant 
“very interested”. The results, ordered by the proportion that indicated an interest level of 3 or 4 (i.e., 
somewhat or very interested) are summarized in Table 197. As no financial obligation or commitment is 
implied or associated with a respondent’s answer, caution is advised in over-interpreting interest in any 
particular product or service as indicative of the program uptake that would occur if the product or 
service was offered. 
 
The top three initiatives, ordered by popularity, include home energy audits (46% interested), a program 
to upgrade standard efficiency hot water heaters to high efficiency units (44%), and a furnace / heat 
pump tune-up program (43%). 
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Table 197: Interest in Products and Services 
Ordered by Interest (Very or Somewhat Interested) 

Product / Service 
Not at all 

Interested 
(1) 

 
 

(2) 

 
 

(3) 

Very 
Interested 

(4) 

Interested 
(3 or 4) 

Home energy audit to determine main energy uses in the home 
and identify opportunities to save energy 34.0 19.9 21.3 24.7 46.1 

Program to replace standard efficiency water heater with high 
efficiency water heater 43.3 12.8 17.9 25.9 43.9 

Furnace or heat pump tune-up to ensure they are working 
safely and efficiently 44.3 13.2 19.4 23.2 42.5 

Program to compare your home’s energy use with homes of 
comparable size and type 41.2 16.9 21.5 20.4 41.9 

Do-it-yourself online energy audit 39.5 19.0 22.5 19.0 41.5 

Program to improve draft proofing 42.3 16.7 20.1 20.9 41.0 

Program to install an in-home display that allows you to 
monitor your home’s energy usage 46.7 14.3 18.1 20.9 39.0 

Program that allows you to pay for energy efficient 
improvements to your home via instalments on your utility bill 46.1 16.7 18.9 18.3 37.2 

Program to replace standard efficiency clothes washer with high 
efficiency clothes washer 53.2 15.5 14.6 16.6 31.3 

Program to upgrade attic and wall insulation 54.2 14.5 13.6 17.7 31.3 

Program to replace a low efficiency furnace with a high 
efficiency furnace  61.2 9.8 11.5 17.5 29.0 

Program to install programmable thermostats 60.8 13.1 13.1 13.1 26.1 

Program to purchase an electric automobile  62.9 13.4 10.8 12.9 23.7 

Program to install high efficiency gas fireplace 72.2 8.8 6.7 12.4 19.0 

 
 
13.4 Attitudes toward Energy Use 
 
A number of attitudes and behaviours influence how households use energy or respond to programming 
designed to reduce energy consumption. Table 198 represents the first of two tables that summarize the 
relative agreement or disagreement of REUS 2012 respondents with a broad range of statements using a 
five point scale. Agreement with the statement is represented by those who indicated either a 4 or 5, 
while disagreement is represented by either a 1 or 2 on the scale. Those undecided, unsure or with no 
strong opinion (neutral) are represented by a 3. 
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Table 198: Attitudes and Beliefs – Part I 

Attitudes and Beliefs – Part I 
Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

 
 

(2) 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

(3) 

 
 

(4) 

Strongly 
Agree 

(5) 

Disagree 
(1 or 2) 

Agree 
(4 or 5) 

There are many ways that a person can save 
energy. When you add them up, they result in 

substantial savings 
1.4 3.1 12.6 35.3 47.6 4.5 82.9 

By making my home more energy efficient, I am 
helping to do my part for the environment 2.1 2.7 12.8 32.8 49.6 4.8 82.4 

I think natural gas is a clean and efficient energy 
source 2.6 4.3 24.6 30.6 37.9 6.9 68.5 

Members of my household regularly limit the 
length of their showers to save energy 4.7 11.3 28.2 25.1 30.7 16.1 55.8 

I don’t want to think about natural gas or 
electricity, I just want it to work 20.9 14.2 30.6 17.4 16.9 35.1 34.3 

I consider natural gas to be a safe energy source 2.1 5.1 24.4 31.0 37.4 7.2 68.4 

When something needs to be done around home, 
I usually hire someone 28.0 23.8 24.9 13.2 10.2 51.7 23.4 

I almost always have a home renovation on the go 38.3 20.0 21.9 13.2 6.6 58.3 19.8 

It is cheaper to heat a home with natural gas than 
it is with electricity 4.0 4.7 43.3 17.7 30.3 8.7 48.0 

Our household has reduced its energy use by as 
much as reasonably possible 3.6 13.0 30.8 30.9 21.7 16.7 52.6 

I am a busy person with little or no time to 
research ways to save energy  18.6 20.6 40.7 13.8 6.3 39.2 20.1 

I conserve energy because it saves money, not 
because it helps the environment 12.9 15.3 38.2 19.3 14.3 28.3 33.5 

 
 
Table 199 presents the results for the second set of attitude and behaviour questions. As before, 
respondents were asked to rate their agreement or disagreement with a series of statements designed to 
probe various attitudes and beliefs. 
 
Table 199: Attitudes and Beliefs – Part II 

Attitudes and Beliefs – Part II 
Strongly 
Disagree 

(1) 

 
 

(2) 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

(3) 

 
 

(4) 

Strongly 
Agree 

(5) 

Disagree 
(1 or 2) 

Agree 
(4 or 5) 

I am usually the first one to try new 
products 16.6 15.0 45.6 16.1 6.6 31.6 22.8 

I am usually willing to pay more for brand 
name items 15.9 16.6 32.7 26.8 8.0 32.5 34.8 

I prefer dealing with British Columbia based 
companies 3.2 6.0 30.7 29.9 30.1 9.3 60.0 

I always look for the best price when 
buying products or services 2.2 4.8 20.4 36.1 36.5 7.0 72.6 

I usually take time to research issues 
thoroughly before making a decision 2.5 5.5 22.1 40.2 29.7 8.0 69.9 

I am the type of person to have good 
insurance coverage 2.9 3.1 12.8 30.2 51.0 6.0 81.2 
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13.5 Major Appliance Purchases – Factors Influencing Decisions 
 
The 2012 REUS explored a small number of factors that can influence decisions for major appliance 
purchases, including who in the home makes the purchase decision, whether the household has access to 
the Internet, comfort with navigating the Internet, and sources of information used to make a decision. 
 
When asked who in their household makes major appliance purchase decisions, 29% of survey 
respondents indicated it was they alone, while another 68% indicated it is a joint decision between 
themselves and someone else in the home. Only 2% said someone else in the household makes the 
decision (Figure 35).  
 

Figure 35: Which Household Member(s) Makes the Decision Regarding Major Appliance Purchases? 
 

 
 
 
13.6 Comfort with Navigating the Internet 
 
The majority (82%) of FBC residential customers have high speed access to the Internet from their 
residence, while another 4% have access via dial up modem (Table 200). On average, 14% of respondents 
indicated they do not have Internet access at their residence. Regionally, customers in KB and SO are 
significantly less likely to have Internet access compared to KE customers (17% versus 10%).  
 
Table 200: Residential Internet Access by Region and Service Type (%) 

Internet Access KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
High speed 85.8 80.1 79.3 82.2 83.4 79.4 
Dial-up modem 3.7 3.0 4.2 3.7 3.2 4.9 
No Internet Access 10.4 16.8 16.5 14.1 13.4 15.7 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
 
 
Respondents were asked to rate their comfort with navigating the Internet as either “very comfortable”, 
“somewhat comfortable”, “not very comfortable”, or “not at all comfortable”. The distribution of 
responses by the three regions and two service types, presented in Table 201, show the majority (56%) of 
FBC residential customers are very comfortable with navigating the Internet, while another 26% are 

Respondent
29%

Someone else
3%

Jointly with 
someone else

68%
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somewhat comfortable. Eighteen percent (18%) indicated they were either not very comfortable or not at 
all comfortable. Regionally, KE has the smallest proportion of customers that are either not very or not at 
all comfortable (15%), while SO and KB have the highest (19% to 21%). Differences between direct versus 
indirectly serviced customers are not statistically significant. 
 
Table 201: Comfort with Navigating the Internet by Region and Service Type (%) 

Comfort Level KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Very comfortable  61.2 49.8 54.3 55.8 56.3 54.6 
Somewhat comfortable 24.1 31.1 25.0 26.4 27.5 23.7 
Not very comfortable 6.7 6.7 8.1 7.1 6.5 8.5 
Not at all comfortable 8.1 12.4 12.7 10.7 9.7 13.2 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
Figure 36 shows the proportion of respondents that are very comfortable progressively shrinks as the 
respondent age increases. Of note, 76% of those in the 35-44 age cohort indicated they are very 
comfortable with navigating the Internet compared to just 37% of those aged 65 or older. Nearly one-
third (32%) of respondents aged 65 years or older indicated they are either not very or not at all 
comfortable with navigating the Internet.  
 

Figure 36: Comfort with Navigating the Internet – By Age Group 

 
 
 
There are no statistically significant differences in relative comfort navigating the Internet based on 
respondent gender (data not shown). 
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13.6.1 Sources of Information Used in Appliance Purchase Decisions 
 
To better understand what sources of information are used to help a homeowner make a purchase 
decision for a major appliance, respondents to the 2012 REUS were asked to rate the influence of seven 
different (potential) information sources using a five point scale, where one meant “not at all influential” 
and five meant “very influential”. Respondents were asked to rate seven sources of information, 
including: 
 

 Contractors / tradespersons  
 Customer ratings  
 Expert reviews (e.g., magazines, websites, TV) 
 Electric or gas utilities 
 Government 
 Appliance salespeople 
 Knowledgeable family member, friend, or neighbour 

 
Table 202 summarizes respondent answers by three metrics: not influential (either a 1 or 2 on the 5 point 
scale), influential (4 or 5), and the weighted average influence score (maximum score of 5). The relative 
influence of an individual source of information is related to the value of the information provided but 
also the trustworthiness of the information source.  
 
Table 202: Influential Sources of Information for Purchasing a Major Appliance 

Sources of Information Not Influential 
(1 or 2) 

Influential 
(4 or 5) 

Average Score 
(max=5) 

Knowledgeable family member, friend, or neighbour 9.4 61.5 3.4 
Customer ratings  21.5 52.6 3.4 
Expert reviews (e.g., magazines, websites, TV) 27.4 46.9 3.2 
Electric or gas utilities 33.0 35.8 3.0 
Contractors / tradespersons  48.0 27.6 2.6 
Appliance salespeople 45.0 21.2 2.6 
Government 58.9 15.3 2.3 

 
Knowledgeable family members, friends or neighbours, customer ratings, and expert reviews are 
considered the top three influential sources, with weighted average influence scores ranging from 3.2 to 
3.4. Least influential are contractors / tradespersons, appliance salespeople, and government (scores of 
2.3 to 2.6).  Electric or gas utilities were in the middle of the pack, with 36% of respondents indicating 
they are influential in their appliance choice decision (score of 3.0).  
 
While the question design and presentation of data evaluate each source individually, it is realistic to 
assume that purchase decisions may be made using information from more than one source. 
 
Average influence scores were analyzed by age and gender of the survey respondent. No significant 
differences were noted by either demographic perspective. 
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14 DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
This section summarizes the key demographic and socio-demographic characteristics of respondents to 
the 2012 REUS and their households. Comparisons with 2009 REUS are made when data are available and 
reported in a manner consistent with the 2012 REUS. 
 
14.1 Survey Respondent Characteristics 
 
14.1.1 Age Cohort 
 
The distribution of survey respondents by age group is summarized in Table 203. Overall, the proportion 
of respondents 45 years or older responding to the REUS survey is 86%. 
 
Table 203: REUS Respondents by Age Group by Region and Service Type (%) 

Age Group KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2015 
18 yrs or younger -- -- 0.1 0.0* -- 0.1 

2.0 1 
19 – 24 yrs  0.6 -- 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.2 
25 – 34 yrs 7.7 2.2 4.5 5.1 5.4 4.4 7.0 
35 – 44 yrs 8.3 7.2 10.3 8.6 9.1 7.5 11.0 
45 – 54 yrs 18.4 14.2 17.5 16.9 18.2 14.0 19.0 
55 – 64 yrs 24.5 24.0 27.5 25.3 26.3 23.1 27.0 
65 yrs and older 40.6 52.3 39.9 43.8 40.8 50.6 34.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
44 yrs or younger 16.5 9.4 15.1 14.0 14.8 12.2 20.0 
45 yrs or older 83.5 90.6 84.9 86.0 85.2 87.8 80.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
1 24 years old or younger 
* Value less than 0.01% 

 
14.1.2 Gender 
 
The gender of the survey respondents, by region and service type, is provided in Table 204. Overall, 
somewhat more males than females responded to the 2012 survey (52% versus 45%). Differences 
between regions and service types are not statistically significant. 
 
Table 204: Survey Respondent Gender by Region (%) 

Gender KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2006 
Female 47.1 45.5 42.9 45.3 45.3 45.5 53.0 
Male 49.0 51.0 55.3 51.5 52.0 50.4 47.0 
No answer 3.9 3.6 1.7 3.2 2.8 4.0 n/a 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
n/a – data not available 
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14.1.3 Marital Status 
 
A summary of the survey respondents by marital status is provided in Table 205. This question was not 
asked in the 2009 REUS. 
 
Table 205: Marital Status by Region (%) 

Marital Status KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Single 11.4 6.7 8.9 9.3 8.5 11.0 
Married / common law 68.3 69.0 68.4 68.5 72.8 58.8 
Divorced / separated 8.4 8.7 9.7 8.9 7.3 12.6 
Widowed 9.1 12.3 10.9 10.6 9.1 13.8 
No Answer 2.9 3.2 2.1 2.7 2.2 3.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 

 
14.1.4 Educational Attainment 
 
The distribution of survey respondents by the highest level of educational attainment is provided in Table 
206. On average, one-quarter (25%) of FBC respondents reported their highest attainment was high 
school or less, the same as in 2009 (also 25%).  
 
Table 206: Respondent Education Status by Region (%) 
Highest Level of Education Achieved 

Education KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2009 1 
Some high school 6.8 7.0 11.6 8.3 8.6 7.8 9.0 
Completed high school 16.6 20.3 14.4 17.0 15.2 20.9 16.0 
Some trade / technical school 7.5 8.2 6.8 7.5 7.7 7.0 21.0 
Completed trade / technical school 14.3 14.1 18.7 15.6 17.1 12.2 22.0 
Some university / college 19.2 18.7 16.2 18.1 18.0 18.5 7.0 
Completed university / college 25.7 21.0 23.4 23.6 24.2 22.5 

24.0 
Post graduate 8.8 7.6 7.2 7.9 8.0 7.9 
No response 1.1 3.1 1.7 1.9 1.3 3.2 1.0% 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1 The 2009 REUS grouped colleges (some or completed) with trade and technical schools.  
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 
 
 

14.2 Household Characteristics 
 
14.2.1 Number of People per Dwelling 
 
Table 207 summarizes the average number of people per dwelling, and the proportion of homes with two 
people or less, between three and five people, and six or more. Overall, FBC customers have an average of 
2.2 persons per dwelling. No significant differences are present among regions or service types. When 
analyzed by household size groupings, 76% of all dwellings have 2 or fewer people. Dwellings with three 
to five people are more common in the direct service regions than indirect regions (25% versus 19%). 
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Table 207: Average Number of People per Dwelling by Region (%) 

Number of People per 
Dwelling KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Average per home 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.1 
Standard Deviation  1.2 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.9 0.7 
Homes by size:       

2 people or less (%) 72.1 80.3 75.5 75.5 73.6 80.0 
3 - 5 people (%) 26.3 17.6 24.1 23.1 24.8 19.2 
6 people or more (%) 1.6 2.0 0.4 1.3 1.6 0.8 
Total (%) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 

 
The average number of people in the home by age cohort is provided in Table 208. Data are expressed as 
the number of occupants by age group divided by the base of all homes in the region. To illustrate using 
an example, there are an average of 0.07 persons five years of age or younger per FBC household in 2012, 
compared to 0.31 persons per household for those aged 25 to 44 years. 
  
Table 208: Average Number of People in the Home by Age Cohort and Region 

Age Cohort of Home’s 
Occupants KE SO KB 2012 

FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
5 years or younger 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.04 
6 – 12 yrs 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.08 
13 – 18 yrs 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.10 
19 – 24 yrs  0.17 0.06 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.08 
25 – 44 yrs 0.35 0.23 0.34 0.31 0.33 0.25 
45 – 64 yrs 0.80 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.83 0.69 
65 yrs and older 0.68 0.86 0.68 0.73 0.70 0.80 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 

 
The proportion of households with at least one person by age cohort is summarized in Table 209.  
 
Table 209: Incidence of Household Members by Age Cohort by Region 
Percent of homes 

Age Cohort of Home’s Occupants KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 

5 years or younger 6.3 4.6 4.1 5.1 5.9 3.3 
6 – 12 yrs 6.2 6.3 8.1 6.8 7.4 5.6 
13 – 18 yrs 8.8 7.5 8.4 8.3 9.0 6.7 
19 – 24 yrs  11.2 4.4 6.1 7.6 8.3 6.1 
25 – 44 yrs 22.9 14.8 20.8 19.9 21.4 16.5 
45 – 64 yrs 49.3 47.9 52.6 49.9 51.8 45.7 
65 yrs and older 45.8 55.8 45.2 48.5 45.8 54.7 

Households with children (<19 yrs) % 15.0 13.8 16.5 15.1 16.4 12.3 
Households without children (<19 yrs) % 85.0 86.2 83.5 84.9 83.6 87.7 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 
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The data show that, on average, 5% of FBC households have at least one pre-school aged child (five years 
of age or younger), 7% have pre-teens, and 8% have teenagers at home. Regional differences are not 
significant.  
 
Consistent with a population dominated by the aging baby boom cohort, 49% of FBC households have at 
least one household member who is 65 years or older. SO households have the highest incidence of 
seniors (56%) versus the other two regions (45% to 46%).  Customers in the indirect service regions are 
less likely to have children under the age of 19 years than their direct counterparts (12% versus 16%). 
 
To explore the relationship between dwelling type and occupant characteristics, the incidence of 
individuals by age cohort by dwelling type is provided Table 210. While sample sizes for some dwelling 
types other than single family detached (SFD) dwellings can be small, the data show relatively few 
differences among the dwelling types. Apartments/condominiums and mobile homes are notable in that 
they are least likely to have children at home (6% and 9% respectively). These two dwelling types tend to 
have older residents, including the highest incidence of seniors (65 years or older). 
 
Table 210: Incidence of People in the Home by Age Cohort by Dwelling Type 
Percent of homes with at least one 

Age Cohort of Home’s Occupants 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
5 years or younger 6.5 0.0 6.5 2.9 0.6 0.0 
6 – 12 yrs 7.9 12.3 10.5 1.9 6.1 6.2 
13 – 18 yrs 10.2 15.4 15.5 0.9 2.3 4.5 
19 – 24 yrs  9.1 6.6 10.5 3.0 5.4 7.7 
25 – 44 yrs 20.4 14.7 23.1 20.7 8.5 18.8 
45 – 64 yrs 56.8 57.3 45.7 28.8 47.2 51.2 
65 yrs and older 44.9 44.0 42.0 58.0 63.0 60.3 

Households with children (<19 yrs) 24.6 27.7 32.5 5.6 9.0 10.7 
Households without children (<19 yrs) 75.4 72.3 67.5 94.4 91.0 89.3 
1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
Comparable data for 2009 are not available 

 
As discussed in Section 3, as the number of occupants in the home increases, so does household energy 
use particularly for domestic hot water use (clothes washing, dishwashing, showers, etc.). Conversely, 
homes with fewer occupants use less energy. Table 211 summarizes the proportion of FBC households 
that saw an increase, decrease, or a combination of increase and decrease in the number of occupants 
during the last two years. This question was not asked in FBC’s 2009 REUS. 
 
Table 211: Changes in the Number of People in the Home by Region (%) 
Change in Number of Occupants during the Last 2 Years 

Number of Occupants KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
Yes – changed in last two years 17.4 15.9 16.6 16.7 17.7 14.4 

More people in the past 9.1 10.0 9.7 9.5 9.8 8.9 
Fewer people in the past 5.4 4.7 4.6 5.0 5.3 4.3 
Both fewer and more people in 
the past  2.8 1.2 2.3 2.2 2.6 1.2 
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Of note, 17% of FBC customers indicated the number of people in the home had changed in the last two 
years. Ten percent (10%) indicated that their home had more people in the past (i.e., experienced a 
decrease in household size during the last two years) while 5% said they had fewer people in the past (i.e., 
experienced an increase in household size). Only 2% said their home had experienced both an increase 
and decrease. These results are consistent with aging of the population and the commensurate decline of 
household size, in part due to adult children leaving home. 
 
14.2.2 Household Income 
 
The distribution of 2012 REUS respondents by annual household income is provided in Table 212.  
 
Table 212: Annual Household Income before Taxes by Region (%) 

Annual Household Income KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2049 
Less than $20,000 4.9 8.4 9.5 7.3 6.3 9.5 7.0 
$20,000 to $29,999 10.3 13.0 10.5 11.1 9.7 14.2 

21.0 
$30,000 to $39,999 10.3 8.5 9.8 9.6 9.8 9.2 
$40,000 to $49,999 7.0 8.4 10.5 8.5 7.9 9.8 

19.0 
$50,000 to $59,999 7.7 7.9 6.5 7.4 8.1 5.8 
$60,000 to $79,999 11.6 13.9 12.2 12.5 12.0 13.6 16.0 
$80,000 to $99,999 6.9 7.2 6.2 6.8 6.9 6.5 

23.0 $100,000 to $124,999 10.7 5.7 5.5 7.6 8.7 5.1 
$125,000 or more 7.7 4.8 4.8 5.9 6.8 4.0 
No response / Prefer not to answer 22.9 22.4 24.7 23.3 23.7 22.4 15.0 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Households with less than $40K 25.5 29.8 29.7 28.0 25.9 32.9 28.0 
Households with less than $60K 40.2 46.1 46.7 43.9 41.9 48.5 47.0 
Households with $100K or more 18.3 10.4 10.3 13.6 15.5 9.1 n/a 

1 Caution is advised in interpreting data for samples of less than 50. Results are directional only 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 
n/a – data not available 
 

Comparable data for 2009 are provided although the categories are more aggregated compared to the 
2012 survey.  
On average, 23% of 2012 REUS respondents chose not to answer the question. The dataset was not 
rebased to show only those who answered the question primarily because there is no clear indication that 
the non-responses would be distributed across the income categories in the same relative proportion as 
those who responded. 
 
Analyzing data from those who responded shows households in the KE region have higher household 
incomes. The region has the largest share of high income earners, with 18% of households earning more 
than $100,000 annually, compared to 10% of SO and KB households. Also, KE has 26% earning less than 
$40,000 a year compared to 30% of customers in the SO and KB regions. Direct service customers are less 
likely than indirect service customers to have household incomes of less than $40,000. They are also more 
likely to have incomes of $100,000 or more. 
 
Household incomes by dwelling type are summarized in Table 213. Occupants of mobile homes and 
apartments / condominiums stand out as having lower income than other dwelling types. For example, 
61% of households living in mobile homes and 45% of those living in apartments / condominiums have 
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incomes of less than $40,000. In comparison, only 20% of SFD households have annual household 
incomes of less than $40,000 annually.   
 
Table 213: Annual Household Income before Taxes by Dwelling Type (%) 

Annual Household Income 
Single 

Family 
Detached 

Duplex 
Row / 
Town-
house 

Apt / 
Condo-
minium 

Mobile 
Home Other 

Unweighted base1 1329 51 70 112 68 38 
Less than $20,000 4.9 3.2 13.2 12.4 14.0 10.1 
$20,000 to $29,999 6.8 14.3 16.2 18.7 28.4 17.3 
$30,000 to $39,999 8.4 3.3 4.8 14.0 18.4 8.8 
$40,000 to $49,999 8.1 8.8 3.4 11.4 6.1 7.2 
$50,000 to $59,999 7.7 1.2 12.3 5.4 8.7 12.1 
$60,000 to $79,999 13.9 11.7 13.2 10.7 5.8 0.2 
$80,000 to $99,999 8.7 10.7 6.6 0.8 4.0 8.1 
$100,000 to $124,999 8.2 7.1 11.0 7.0 0.6 1.9 
$125,000 or more 7.3 7.1 2.2 3.8 -- 4.4 
No response / Prefer not to answer 26.0 32.5 16.9 15.9 14.0 29.9 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Households with less than $40K 20.1 20.8 34.2 45.1 60.8 36.2 
Households with less than $60K 35.9 30.8 50.0 61.8 75.6 55.5 
Households with $100K or more 15.5 14.3 13.3 10.8 0.6 6.3 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
 
14.2.3 Spoken Languages 
 
The overwhelming majority of respondents (98%) indicated that English was the main language spoken in 
the home (Table 214). All other languages each represented less than one percent of REUS respondents. 
 
Table 214: Main Language Spoken in the Home by Region (%) 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 

2009 
FBC 

Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 2049 
English 97.5 97.1 98.0 97.5 97.9 96.6 96.3 
Cantonese -- 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 -- 0.2 
Punjabi 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 -- 0.1 
Tagalog 0.0 -- -- 0.0 -- 0.0 n/a 
French 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 
German 0.9 -- 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.7 
Other 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.7 
No response 0.9 1.8 0.7 1.1 0.7 2.0 1.8 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

 
Other languages spoken in the home are listed in Table 215. All responses are expressed as a percent of 
the base of REUS respondents and multiple responses were allowed. 
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Table 215: All Other Languages Spoken in the Home – by Region (%) 
Multiple Responses Allowed 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

2012 
FBC 

Direct 

2012 
FBC 

Indirect 
Unweighted base 609 517 542 1668 978 690 
English 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.7 
Mandarin 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.1 
Cantonese 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.3 
Hindi 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 
Punjabi 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 
Tagalog 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.1 1.0 
Farsi (Persian) 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.2 
French 5.6 4.6 4.3 4.9 4.8 5.1 
German 7.0 5.4 2.4 5.1 5.3 4.7 
Other 4.8 5.4 5.8 5.3 4.9 6.1 
* Value less than 0.01% 
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15 CONDITIONAL DEMAND ANALYSIS 
FortisBC Inc. (FBC) uses information on end-use electricity consumption for power system planning, 
load forecasting, marketing and demand side management. End-use consumption refers to the energy 
used for space heating and cooling, water heating, lighting, cooking and other specific uses, as 
opposed to total consumption. The Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) for an end-use is defined as the 
quantity of energy consumed by that end-use in a given period of time. 
 
This section summarizes the results of a Conditional Demand Analysis (CDA) applied to the 2012 REUS 
data to estimate UEC values for major residential electric end-uses. CDA is a multivariate regression 
technique which combines utility billing data with weather information and customer survey data. A 
detailed presentation of the methodology, equation specifications, and equation results for the CDA 
are included in Appendix B.  
 
15.1 Research Objectives 
 
The objectives of this study are to:   
 

 estimate weather-normalized UEC values for major residential electric end-uses, including 
space heating and cooling, water heating, lighting, cooking and other specific uses (Table 216); 

 disaggregate UECs for key end-uses by the following dwelling types: single family dwellings, 
multi-family dwellings and vertical subdivisions; and 

 compare the results with relevant past CDA studies.  
 
Table 216: Electric End-uses Modelled 51 
Primary Space Heating Secondary Space Heating 
Furnace Fan Motor (for non-electric furnaces) Central Air Conditioning 
Room/Portable Air Conditioning Water Heating 
Refrigerators Freezers 
Cooking (electric ranges, cook tops, ovens, duel fuel ranges) Clothes Washers & Electric Dryers 
Lighting Televisions 
Computers Pools 
Hot Tubs Saunas 
Well Pumps Car Block Heaters 
Baseload (miscellaneous plug loads, etc.)  

 
15.2 CDA Sample 
 
The sample used for the electric CDA consisted of direct customers in FBC’s service territory who 
participated in the 2012 Residential End-Use Study. The sample used for the CDA excludes FBC’s 
indirect customers since their billing information was not available. For the purpose of the CDA, we 

                                                           
51 An attempt was made to individually model microwaves, dishwashers, set-top boxes, video game consoles and sound 
systems. These end-uses were not retained in the CDA model because they produced unreasonable results. Accordingly, their 
electricity usage will be captured as part of the base electricity load of a household. 
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also excluded customers living in mobile homes or “other” dwelling types, as well as customers who 
have not lived in their residence for at least two years. There were a total of 880 customers in the 
resulting sample (Table 217).  
 
The survey data from these customers was used in combination with two years worth of monthly 
billing data for each customer and weather data for the same period. The two-year period used was 
December 2010 to November 2012. Three customers with missing billing data were not used in the 
estimation of the conditional demand models. 
 
Table 217: Sample used in the 2012 FBC Conditional Demand Analysis 

 KE SO KB 2012 
FBC 

Single family detached 249 173 353 775 
Semi-detached  29 13 15 57 
Apartments / Condominiums 34 7 7 48 
Total 2012 FBC CDA Sample 312 193 375 880 

 
The conditional demand model was estimated using ordinary least squares. The regression model 
performed well and most of the regression coefficients had the correct sign and were significant at the 
five percent level or better (see Appendix A for the detailed regression output). 
 
The regression coefficients were used to calculate Unit Energy Consumption (UEC) values for major 
residential end-uses. UECs were calculated for each household possessing the end-use by substituting 
household variables into the end-use equations. Normal heating degree days and cooling degree days 
were substituted to generate weather-normalized UECs for space heating and cooling, non-electric 
furnace fan motors and water heating. Weighted average UECs were then calculated across all 
households possessing the end-use (weighted by region and dwelling type). 
 
15.3 Utility Level UECs 
 
An overall conditional demand model was constructed to estimate UECs for FBC’s service territory. The 
weather-normalized, weighted UECs are shown in Table 218. As expected, the main end-uses are 
primary space heating at 6,468 kWh per year, water heating at 3,848 kWh per year and lighting at 
2,216 kWh per year. Other major end-uses are secondary electric space heating, televisions, clothes 
washers and dryers, refrigerators and freezers. The base electricity load was estimated to be 1,359 
kWh per year. Electric heated pools, hot tubs, saunas and well pumps are also heavy users of 
electricity, but they have lower penetration rates than other major end-uses.  
 
The average energy consumption per household (HEC) is calculated by multiplying each end use’s UEC 
by its penetration rate and summing across end uses. The HEC is a measure of the average 
consumption of a household in FBC’s service territory. The weather-normalized, weighted HEC was 
estimated to be 12,751 kWh per year. In comparison, the actual weighted consumption for the sample 
was 12,314 kWh per year.  
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Table 218: Penetration Rates and Unit Electricity Consumption by End-Use 

 
Sample Size 

(unweighted) 
Penetration 
(% presence) 

Unit Energy 
Consumption 
(kWh/year) 

Avg. Consumption per Household 

(kWh/year) 
Percent  
of Total

Primary Space Heating 306 38% 6,467.8 2,435 19% 
Secondary Space Heating 280 30% 999.2 296.4 2% 
Furnace Fan Motor (Non-Electric Furnaces) 484 53% 386.3 204.9 2% 
Central Air Conditioning 369 44% 555.9 243.5 2% 
Room/Portable Air Conditioning 158 20% 325.6 66.4 1% 
Water Heating 446 46% 3,848.2 1,761 14% 
Refrigerators 859 97% 626.1 610.2 5% 
Freezers 644 69% 661.3 459.4 4% 
Ranges, Cook Tops, Ovens 785 90% 537.9 481.8 4% 
Clothes Washers & Electric Dryers 831 94% 840.6 789.9 6% 
Lighting 880 100% 2,216.3 2,216.3 17% 
Televisions 784 89% 942.7 843.5 7% 
Computers 716 81% 325.6 265.0 2% 
Pools 6 1% 10,869.2* 68.7* 1% 
Hot Tubs 124 13% 3,557.5 471.4 4% 
Saunas 33 3% 1,402.1 47.2 <1% 
Well Pumps 141 14% 875.0 120.9 1% 
Car Block Heaters 164 17% 64.8 10.7 <1% 
Baseload 880 100% 1,359.1 1,359.1 11% 
Household Consumption      

  Estimated     12,751.5  
  Actual    12,314.2  
* Small sample size (less than 30 households with end-use present). These results should be interpreted with caution.  

 
 
The shares of annual electrical consumption associated with major electrical end-uses in a typical FBC 
(direct) residential dwelling are summarized in Figure 37. 
 

Figure 37: Electrical End Use Shares of Annual KWh Consumption 
FBC (Direct) Residential Customers 
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15.4 Comparison with Other Studies 
 
This study’s UEC estimates were compared to those produced in three past conditional demand 
analyses: two conducted by B.C. Hydro and one by the California Energy Commission.52 The B.C. Hydro 
studies are based on residential end-use surveys completed in 1992 and 2004, respectively, and the 
California study is based on a survey done in 2003. Comparisons with these studies may not be entirely 
valid since they are now several years old. They are also based on geographic regions with different 
weather conditions, dwelling characteristics and household usage behaviours (particularly in 
California). Still, they provide a “ballpark” comparison for the UEC estimates produced in the current 
study. Some key observations on these comparisons follow:     
 

 Primary Electric Space Heating: The most reasonable comparison for space heating 
consumption is B.C. Hydro’s Southern Interior region. The estimated UEC in this region was 
6,866 kWh per year in 1992 and 6,560 kWh per year in 2004. These results are consistent with 
the current study’s estimate of 6,468 kWh per year. One would expect a decrease in space 
heating energy usage over time due to improvements in heating efficiency, as well as a general 
trend towards smaller households.53 

 Furnace Fan Motors (Non-Electric Furnaces): In B.C. Hydro’s 1992 study, the UEC for furnace 
fan motors was estimated to be 475 kWh per year, compared to 386 kWh per year in the 
current study. The B.C. Hydro estimate is based on their overall service territory; it is not 
broken down by sub-region. Note that B.C. Hydro’s more recent 2004 study did not model 
furnace fan motors.   

 Central Air Conditioning: The estimated UEC for central air conditioning was 346 kWh per year 
in B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study, compared to 556 kWh per year in this study. The B.C. Hydro 
estimate is based on their overall service territory. One would expect the unit energy 
consumption for air conditioning in the Interior to be greater than the province as a whole. 

 Room/Portable Air Conditioning: The estimated UEC was 207 kWh per year in B.C. Hydro’s 
2004 study, compared to 326 kWh per year in the current study. Again, the B.C. Hydro 
estimate represents their overall service territory, so one would expect the UEC for air 
conditioning to be higher in the Interior. 

 Water Heating: As with space heating, the most sensible comparison for water heating is B.C. 
Hydro’s Southern Interior region. The estimated UEC for water heating in this region was 3,673 
kWh per year in 2004, which is comparable to this study’s estimate of 3,848 kWh per year. B.C. 
Hydro’s 1992 study produced an estimate of 6,188 kWh per year, which is almost certainly 
over-estimated. 

 Refrigerators & Freezers: In B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study, the estimated UEC for refrigerators and 
freezers (combined) was 1,112 kWh per year for their overall service territory. This result is 
consistent with this study’s estimate of 626 kWh for refrigerators and 661 kWh for freezers. By 
comparison, the California study estimated UECs of 789 kWh for first refrigerators and 935 
kWh for freezers. One would expect the UECs for refrigerators and freezers to be higher in the 
warmer Californian climate.  

                                                           
52Tiedemann, K. (1997); Tiedemann, K. (2007); California Energy Commission (2004) 
53 While average home size has increased over time, the number of people living in the household has decreased. 
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 Electric Cooking Appliances: The estimated UEC for electric ranges, cook tops and ovens was 
721 kWh per year in B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study, compared to 538 kWh in the current study. In 
comparison, the estimated UEC for electric ranges and ovens was only 263 kWh per year in the 
California study. There seems to be significant variation in the UEC estimate across studies. 

 Clothes Washers & Electric Dryers: The estimated UEC for clothes washers and dryers was 648 
kWh per year in B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study, compared to 841 kWh per year in this study. By 
comparison, the California study produced an estimate of 108 kWh for clothes washers and 
663 kWh for dryers. One would expect that dryer usage is lower in the warmer and sunnier 
California climate (the penetration rate for dryers is also much lower in California). 

 Lighting: In B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study, the estimated UEC for lighting was 1,937 kWh per year, 
compared to 2,216 kWh per year in this study. Note that the California study was unable to 
model lighting due to a lack of information on lighting inventories. 

 Televisions: The estimated UEC for televisions was 878 kWh per year in B.C. Hydro’s 2004 
study and 490 kWh in the California study, in comparison to 943 kWh per year in the current 
study. One would expect an increase in this UEC over time due to a general trend toward 
larger LCD and plasma televisions. The UEC for televisions may also be partially capturing the 
effect of TV peripherals, such as DVD players, gaming systems and set-top boxes. 

 Computers: The UEC for computers was 656 kWh per year in B.C. Hydro’s 2004 study and 565 
kWh per year in the California study, in comparison to 326 kWh per year in the current study. 
One would expect a decline in this UEC over time due to a general shift from desktops to 
laptops in homes. 

The UECs for most of the other end-uses are relatively consistent between studies, with the exception 
of electric heated pools. The UEC for pools is exceptionally high in the current study. However, this 
result should be interpreted with caution due to the small number of households in the sample that 
have electric heated pools (n=6). The estimate is likely unrepresentative of electricity usage for a 
typical pool.  
 
15.5 UECs by Dwelling Type 
 
The overall conditional demand model was used to estimate UECs for key end-uses by the following 
dwelling types: single family dwellings, multi-family dwellings (duplex or row/townhouse) and vertical 
subdivisions (apartment/condominium). UEC estimates were disaggregated by dwelling type only for 
end-uses with sufficiently rich model specifications.54  
 
15.5.1 Single Family Dwellings 
 
Table 219 shows weather-normalized, weighted UECs for single family dwellings. As expected, the unit 
energy consumption for these end-uses is greater for single family dwellings than the other dwelling 
types. 
 

                                                           
54 UEC estimates were not disaggregated for end-uses with simple functional specifications (e.g. number of appliances in use) 
since the model may not accurately capture the variation between dwelling types. 
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Table 219: Penetration Rates and Unit Energy Consumption by End-use – Single Family Dwellings 
 Sample Size 

(unweighted) 
Penetration 
(% presence) 

Unit Energy 
Consumption 
(kWh/year) 

Primary Space Heating 247 31% 7,339.2 
Secondary Space Heating 265 34% 1,042.7 
Furnace Fan Motor (Non-Electric Furnaces) 441 59% 372.5 
Central Air Conditioning 327 45% 591.3 
Water Heating 408 50% 4,028.8 
Lighting 775 100% 2,427.7 
* Small sample size (less than 30 households with end-use present). These results should be interpreted with caution. 
 
 
15.5.2 Multi Family Dwellings (Duplexes, Row Houses, Townhouses) 
 
Table 220 shows estimated weather-normalized UECs for multi-family dwellings (duplexes & 
row/townhouses). These results should be interpreted with caution because of the small sample size 
(only 57 households from the sample resided in multi-family dwellings). 
 
Table 220: Penetration Rates and Unit Energy Consumption by End-use – Multi Family Dwellings 

 Sample Size 
(unweighted) 

Penetration 
(% presence) 

Unit Energy 
Consumption 
(kWh/year) 

Primary Space Heating 24 39% 3,237.7* 
Secondary Space Heating 8 15% 774.7* 
Furnace Fan Motor (Non-Electric Furnaces) 33 59% 482.6 
Central Air Conditioning 25 47% 410.0* 
Water Heating 25 39% 2,988.1* 
Lighting 57 100% 1,948.5 
* Small sample size (less than 30 households with end-use present). These results should be interpreted with caution. 

 
 
15.5.3 Apartments/Condominiums 
 
Table 221 shows estimated weather-normalized UECs for Apartments/Condominiums. These results 
should be interpreted with caution because of the small sample size (only 48 households). In 
particular, estimated unit energy consumption for primary space heating and water heating appears to 
be over-estimated.55  
 

                                                           
55 The conditional demand model over-estimated the actual household electricity consumption (HEC) for apartments / 
condominiums by 17%. As well, the baseload term for was negative, which means that other end-uses will be over-estimated.   
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Table 221: Penetration Rates and Unit Energy Consumption by End-use – Apartments / Condominiums 
 Sample Size 

(unweighted) 
Penetration 
(% presence) 

Unit Energy 
Consumption 
(kWh/year) 

Primary Space Heating 35 74% 4,028.0 
Secondary Space Heating 7 14% 573.1* 
Furnace Fan Motor (Non-Electric Furnaces) 10 20% 442.9* 
Central Air Conditioning 17 35% 420.7* 
Water Heating 13 26% 3,051.0* 
Lighting 48 100% 1,250.9 
* Small sample size (less than 30 households with end-use present). These results should be interpreted with caution. 

 
 
15.6 Limitations 
 
The results of this study should be interpreted with some caution due to several important limitations: 
 

 The estimated consumption levels of high-penetration end-uses (e.g. lighting, refrigerators or 
televisions) may mask the effects of other end-uses and/or partially capture the base 
electricity load of a household. Conversely, the estimated baseload may capture some of the 
effect of these high-penetration end-uses.       

 The effects of low-penetration end-uses (e.g. pools or saunas) are difficult to estimate because 
of small sample sizes. 

 The effects of certain end-uses may be confounded because of a high correlation of ownership 
(e.g., clothes washers and dryers).       

 Unit energy consumption values for most end-uses could not be accurately estimated for 
multi-family dwellings or apartments due to small sample sizes. 

 Some information collected through the self-reported customer surveys may be unreliable.   

 The rich model specifications originally developed for some end-uses had to be simplified 
because of unreasonable regression results.  
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November 5, 2012 

Dear Customer, 

At FortisBC, we’re committed to providing a range of energy services to meet your needs today and 
tomorrow. Planning for your future needs means understanding how residential customers like you 
currently use energy and if you plan to change how you use energy in the future.  

This survey is an important tool for understanding how energy is used in homes, the types of space and 
water heating appliances installed, how those appliances are used, the energy efficiency of homes and 
attitudes about energy issues.  

This information is used to: 

 forecast future demand for natural gas 
 design energy efficiency programs to help you save money on your energy bills 
 protect the environment by lowering greenhouse gas emissions 

How to complete the survey 

This survey should be completed by the person most responsible for the maintenance and repair of 
your home.  Also please ensure that the survey responses refer to the residence located at the address 
shown above. 

1. You can complete the enclosed survey and return it in the postage paid envelope provided; or  

2. You can complete the survey online at, www.websurveys.ca/fbcreus  by entering the survey id 
included at the top of this page. 

You could win a $1,000 home improvement gift certificate 

Return your completed survey by December 24, 2012 and you’ll be entered into a draw to win one of 
four $1,000 gift certificates to a home improvement store near you. 

Complete the survey online and double your chances of winning. Full contest rules are at the back 
of the survey. 



Privacy 

The survey will tell us how you use energy in your home. To meet the goals of this survey, FortisBC will 
also analyze how much natural gas your home has used over the past two years.*   

To protect your privacy, Ipsos, the national market research company that is conducting this survey on 
behalf of FortisBC, will not have access to your account information. As well, FortisBC will not see your 
individual responses. The information collected will be treated confidentially and in accordance with the 
provisions of the Personal Information Protection Act (British Columbia). The information collected will 
not be used for any marketing or sales purpose. 

If you have any questions, please contact Walter Wright, Market Research, at 604-592-7653 or 
walter.wright@fortisbc.com. 

Yours truly, 

 
Tom Loski  
Vice-President, Customer Service 
FortisBC 

*FortisBC Energy Inc. is administering this survey on behalf of FortisBC Energy Inc., FortisBC Energy (Vancouver Island) Inc. and FortisBC 
Energy (Whistler) Inc.  By participating in this survey, I agree that the aforementioned FortisBC utilities may use and disclose between the 
FortisBC utilities, the consumption information for my home for the past two years. 

Instructions for Completing the Mail Survey 
Some questions require you to place an “X” in the appropriate box, for example: 

Do you rent or own this residence? Rent  Own   

Some questions require you to fill in a number, for example:  “  23  ” years 

Some questions allow you to check several answers. These questions will have the instruction “check all that 
apply.” 

When you have completed the survey, please put the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. No postage is 
needed. Surveys are due by December 24, 2012. 

If you have mislaid the return envelope, please mail the questionnaire to: 

Ipsos 
200 - 1285 West Pender 
Vancouver, BC V6E 4B1 

 



 

 

Dear Participant:  

Throughout this questionnaire, when we ask about your home or residence, we are referring to area covered by your FortisBC 
bill.  If you live in an apartment or townhouse complex, please do not include building hallways or outside lighting which are 
not covered by your own bill. 

 

A1. Do you own or rent this residence? 
   1 Own/co-op  CONTINUE 
   2 Rent    GO TO QUESTION A3  

A2. Do you pay maintenance fees? 
  1 Yes  2 

 
No  GO TO QUESTION A4 

 
A3. Which of the following are included in your rent or maintenance fees?  

 1 Heat    4 Fuel for gas cooking  
  2 Hot water    5 Fuel for gas clothes drying  
  3 Fuel for gas fireplace  6 Electricity 

 0 None of the above 
 9 Don’t know  

 
A4. Is this residence a…  

  1 Single family dwelling (detached)   4 Apartment / Condominium 
  2 Duplex   5 Mobile home 
  3 Row/townhouse (3 or more units  6 Other (please specify): __________ 
  attached each with separate entrance) 

A5. When was this residence built?  
 1 Before 1950   3 1976-1985  5 1996-2005  
 2 1950-1975  4 1986-1995  6 2006 or later  

     9 Don’t know 
A6. Is this your principal residence? 

  1 Yes  2 
 
No  

 
A7. How many weeks per year is this residence occupied?                                                                                                                            

 ______ weeks  1 Always occupied  

A8. How many years have you lived in this residence? 
 ______ years  

A9. What are the heights of the ceilings in this residence, excluding the basement? Please indicate the percentage of 
the residence with each ceiling height. Choose the closest height. Your answers should sum to 100%. 

 8 feet ______ 
 9 feet ______ 
 10 feet ______ 
 More than 10 feet ______ 
 TOTAL  100% 

A10. What type of basement does your residence have?  

 1 No basement  GO TO QUESTION A14   3 Crawl space  GO TO QUESTION A13 
 2 Full basement  4 Partial basement 

A11. Is the basement area of this residence…  
 1 Completely below ground  2 Completely above ground   3 Partially above ground 

A.  About This Residence 



 

 
 

A12. Is the basement area of this residence unfinished, partly finished, or completely finished? 

  1 Unfinished  2 Partly finished  3 Completely finished 
 
 
A13. During the heating season, is your basement or crawl space usually heated? 
  1 Yes   2 No 
 
 
A14. What is the total floor area of this residence, including the basement and unfinished areas but excluding the garage or 

carport? 
            _________ Square feet       OR     _________ Square meters 
 
 
A15. How many floors of heated living space does this residence have? (include basement if heated) 
  1  2  3  4  5+ 
 
A16. Does the electric bill for this residence cover any of the following, and if so, how many: 

 
                        Don’t 
Yes       No      Know Number 

Secondary suite(s)  1      2      9  1       2      3       4+ 

Detached garage / workshop  1      2      9  1       2      3       4+ 

Other buildings (e.g., sheds, farm buildings)  1      2      9  1       2      3       4+ 

Pumps (e.g., wells, irrigation, etc.)  1      2      9  1       2      3       4+ 
 
 

A17.  Please indicate which areas of this residence have insulation and if you know whether the insulation is below average, average 
or above average. 

Location 
 

Have insulation? 
 
 
Yes      No    Don’t 
                     Know         

Below 
Average 

(R6 or 1.75” 
fiberglass 

or less) 

 
Average 

(R12 or 3.5” 
fiberglass 

or less) 

Above 
Average 

(R20 or 6” 
fiberglass 
or more) 

 
 
 

Don’t 
know 

In the attic  1    2    9  1  2  3  9 
In your walls  1    2    9  1  2  3  9 

In your basement / crawl space  1    2    9  1  2  3  9 
 
 
A18. How effective is the draft proofing in this residence?  
  1 Not at all drafty  2 Sometimes drafty  3 Always drafty  
 
 
A19. Please estimate what percentage of your windows are: 

 
% of Total Windows Argon Gas Filled? 

Single pane regular (clear) glass _______%  

Double pane regular (clear) glass  _______%  1 Yes       2 No       9 Don’t know 

Double pane low-E*   _______%  1 Yes       2 No       9 Don’t know 

Triple pane regular (clear) glass _______%  1 Yes       2 No       9 Don’t know 

Triple pane low-E* _______%  1 Yes       2 No       9 Don’t know 

Other – Specify: ______________________ _______%  1 Yes       2 No       9 Don’t know 
 Total     100%  
* Low-E coated glass has a slight shading or tint when compared to standard windows. 

  



 

 

A20. Please estimate the percentage of your windows that have the following frames:  

 % of 
Total Windows

Aluminum frames _______% 
Wood frames _______% 
Vinyl frames _______% 

Fiberglass frames _______% 
Other (please specify): ______________ _______% 

Total         100% 

A21. Please indicate the number of outside doors in this residence. If this residence is an apartment or condominium, 
please count only doors in your unit that open directly to the outdoors. 

Number Number 
Wood doors ____ 1 Glass doors with wooden frames ____ 4 

Wood doors with aluminum storm doors ____ 2 Glass doors with aluminum frames ____ 5 
Insulated steel or fibreglass doors ____ 3 Glass doors with vinyl frames ____ 6 

 
A22. Do you or anyone in your household use part of this residence as a full-time or part-time office from which they 

conduct a business? 
 1 Yes, full-time business   2 Yes, part-time business  3 No 

 

B1. What is the main fuel used to heat this residence? The main fuel is the one that provides most of the heat in the 
home during a typical year. (Check one fuel only.)  

Electricity  1  Bottled propane  4 Other  7 
Natural gas  2 Oil  5  Don’t know  9 

Piped propane  3  Wood  6   

B2. Have you changed from one main fuel to another to heat this residence over the past 
 five years? 

 Yes  1     CONTINUE 
 No   2    GO TO QUESTION B4 
  

B3. What was the previous main space heating fuel? (check one fuel only) 

Electricity  1  Bottled propane  4 Other  7 
Natural gas  2  Oil  5  Don’t know  9 

Piped propane  3  Wood  6   

B4. Please indicate any OTHER fuel(s) used to heat this residence (check all that apply) and which OTHER fuel is 
used the most (check one only).  Note: both air source and ground source (geothermal) heat pumps require 
electricity to operate.  

 

All OTHER Fuels 
(check all that apply) 

Most commonly 
used 

OTHER Fuel 
(check one only) 

Electricity  1  1 
Natural gas  2  2 

Piped propane  3  3 
Bottled propane  4  4 

Oil  5  5 
Wood  6   6 
Other  7  7 

Don’t know  9  9 

B.  Space Heating 

UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ANY REFERENCES TO “GAS” FROM THIS POINT FORWARD IN THE SURVEY 
MEAN EITHER NATURAL GAS OR PROPANE GAS. 

 Do I have piped natural gas or 
piped propane service? 

If you are a gas customer of FortisBC 
and live anywhere in British 

Columbia other than Revelstoke, 
your residence uses natural gas. 
Customers in Revelstoke receive 

their gas service in the form of 
piped propane. Propane from a 

refillable tank is considered 
“bottled” propane. 



Gas Furnace Types 
Low (Standard) Efficiency Gas 
Furnaces: 

18 years old or older 
less than 78% efficient 
typically uses a pilot light 
uses metal flue that exits the roof  

 
Mid-Efficiency Gas Furnaces: 

78% to 85% efficient  
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses a metal flue that exits the roof 

 
High Efficiency Gas Furnaces: 

90% efficient or higher 
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses plastic exhaust pipe that exits the 
side of the house. 
ENERGY STAR qualified

 

 GO TO QUESTION B9 

Gas Boiler Types 
Low Efficiency Gas Boilers: 

13 years old or older 
60% efficient 
uses a standing pilot light 
 

Mid-Efficiency Gas Boilers: 
80% to 85% efficient  
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses induced draft fan or damper 

 
High Efficiency Gas Boilers: 

90% efficient or higher 
no pilot light, uses igniter instead 
uses plastic exhaust pipe that 
exits the  roof or side of house 

B5. There are several methods that can be used to heat a home. Please check the main method used to heat this 
residence, then the second most used method, and then all other methods used to heat this residence. 

 Main Second All other 
 method most used methods 
  method  
 (check one (check one (check all 
 only)  only)  that apply) 

 Central forced air furnace  1  1  1 
 Multi-fuel forced air furnace  2  2  2 
 Wired-in electric heater (baseboards)  3  3  3 
 Wired-in electric wall heater (fan forced)  4  4  4 
 Heat pump–air source  5  5  5 
 Heat pump – ground source (geothermal)  6  6  6 
 Hot water baseboards  7  7  7 
 Hot water radiant in-floor / underfloor heat  8  8  8 
Electric radiant heat (floors, walls, and/or ceilings)  9  9  9 
 Gas wall heater  10  10  10 
 Portable electric heaters  11  11  11 
 Gas fireplace  12  12  12 
 Gas heater stove  13  13  13 
 Wood stove  14  14  14 
 Wood burning fireplace  15  15  15 
 Electric fireplace  16  16  16 
 Other (Specify) _______________  17  17  17 

IF THIS RESIDENCE DOES NOT HAVE A GAS FURNACE, ELECTRIC FURNACE, 
OR GAS BOILER, GO TO QUESTION B18 

B6. Which of the following does this residence have?  
 1 Gas boiler  GO TO QUESTION B7 
 2 Gas furnace  GO TO QUESTION B8 
 3 Electric furnace  GO TO QUESTION B12 
 0 None of the above  GO TO QUESTION B18 

 

B7. Boiler efficiency refers to how much useful heat your boiler extracts from the 
gas. The higher the efficiency of the boiler, the less fuel is required to heat 
your house. Boilers are categorized as low efficiency, mid-efficiency, or high 
efficiency.  
 
What is the efficiency of your boiler? 

 1 Low efficiency – 60% efficient 
 2 Mid-efficiency – 80% to 85% efficient 
 3 High efficiency – 90% efficient or higher 
 9 Don’t know 

B8. Furnace efficiency refers to how much useful heat your furnace extracts 
from the gas. The higher the efficiency of the furnace, the less fuel is 
required is to heat your house. Furnaces are categorized as low (standard) 
efficiency, mid-efficiency, or high efficiency. 

What is the efficiency of your gas furnace? 
  1 Low (standard) efficiency – less than 78% efficient 

 2 Mid-efficiency – 78% to 85% efficient 
 3 High efficiency – 90% efficient or higher 
 9 Don’t know 

 

  



 

 

  CONTINUE  GO TO QUESTION B18 

 GO TO QUESTION B12 

  CONTINUE 

B9. Is your gas furnace or boiler an ENERGY STAR® qualified model? 
 1 Yes  2 No  9 Don’t Know 

B10. Has a gas furnace or gas boiler been installed in this residence in 
the past five years? 

Yes  1     
 No  2      
 Don’t know  9     

 

B11. What was the main reason for installing a natural gas furnace or natural gas boiler?  
(Check one reason only) 

 1 New home  5 Anticipated furnace or boiler failure 
 2 Wanted to change to gas  6 Wanted an environmentally friendly fuel 
 3 Wanted more efficient furnace or boiler  7 Wanted a lower cost fuel 
 4 Existing furnace or boiler had failed  8 Other (please specify): ___________________ 

  

B12. How old is your furnace or boiler?  _____  years   9  Don’t know 

B16. Have you undertaken any repairs to your furnace or boiler during the past three years? 

Yes  1  
 No  2      
 Don’t know  9    

B17. In total, how much did you spend on repairs to your furnace or boiler over the past three years? 
 $ ______  999 Don’t know 

 
B18. Please indicate whether you always, usually, occasionally or never do the following (check one box per row).  

  Occasion  Don’t Not 
Always Usually -ally Never know  Applicable 

Change the furnace filter regularly  1  2  3  4  5  6 
Have the heating system serviced annually by a contractor  1  2  3  4  5  6 

Service the heating system annually myself  1  2  3  4  5  6 

B19. How many rooms in this residence are heated? (Exclude bathrooms, closets and hallways)  

 Number of rooms that are always heated _____ 
 Number of rooms that are sometimes heated _____ 
 Number of rooms that are rarely or never heated _____ 

B20. Do you use programmable thermostat(s) in this residence?   1  Yes  2  No   9  Don’t Know 

 ENERGY STAR® qualified products are 
some of the most energy efficient 
products that you can buy today. 
ENERGY STAR products will display the 
ENERGY STAR logo on the product or its 
packaging when new. 

RESIDENCES WITH GAS OR ELECTRIC FURNACES 

B13. How often does your furnace fan blower operate? Choose the best answer. 

  1 Only when furnace is operating  4 Continuously during the heating and cooling season 
  2 Only when furnace or air conditioning is operating  5 Continuously year round  GO TO QUESTION B15 
  3 Continuously during the heating season  9 Don’t know 
 
B14.  In addition to the above, do you also turn on the furnace fan to provide ventilation for part of the year?  

  1 Yes  How many weeks per year does the furnace fan operate in this mode? ______ weeks 
  2 No 

 
B15.  Does your furnace have a high efficiency blower motor (often called a variable speed motor or electronically controlled motor 

(ECM))?  
  1 Yes  2 No  9 Don’t know 

 



 

Many homes are equipped with fireplaces or heater stoves. Some provide ambiance but little or no heat, while others 
can be used to heat one or more rooms. 

C1. Do you have a fireplace or heating stove in this residence? 

Yes  1  CONTINUE 
No  2  GO TO SECTION D 

C2. How many of the following types of fireplaces and heater stoves do you have? For each type, please indicate 
whether they are used primarily for heating, ambiance or both. 

 Number (Check one)   
 type that you have) Used primarily for: 
 1 2 3 4+  Heating   Ambiance  Both 

 Gas (decorative)   1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Gas (heater type)   1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Gas (free standing)   1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Electric  1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Wood burning fireplace  1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Wood burning stove   1  2  3  4  1  2  3 
 Other: ________________  1  2  3  4  1  2  3 

C3. How many hours are the fireplaces and heater stoves in use during a typical week in each of the following 
seasons? Please sum the total hours for ALL fireplaces and heater stoves used in a typical week in each season.  

Summer (July – September) _____ hours per week   
Fall (October – December) _____ hours per week 

Winter (January – March) _____ hours per week 
Spring (April – June) _____ hours per week 

C4. Approximately, what share of this residence’s space heating requirements are provided by your fireplace or 
heater stove? Please include all fireplaces and heater stoves at this residence in your answer. 

0% (none)  0  Up to 75%  4  
Up to 10%  1  Up to 100%  5 
Up to 25%  2  Don’t know  9 
Up to 50%  3  

IF THIS RESIDENCE DOES NOT HAVE A GAS FIREPLACE, GO TO SECTION D 

C5.  How old is (are) your gas fireplace(s)? 
Gas fireplace 1 _____ years Don’t know  99 
Gas fireplace 2  _____ years  Don’t know  99 
Gas fireplace 3 _____ years Don’t know  99 

 

C.  Fireplaces and Heater Stoves 

Gas Fireplace and Stove Types  
Decorative fireplaces – Provide ambiance but have little or no heating ability. The firebox is typically steel or masonry, and the hearth is often 
open to the room or equipped with opening glass doors. 

Heater type fireplaces (built-ins and inserts) – These fireplaces are efficient heaters with fixed glass fronts and may have features such as 
fans and thermostatic control. They may be built-in at the time of construction, or inserted into an existing masonry or other fireplace as an 
upgrade. 

Free standing fireplaces and heater stoves – These are stand alone units that that can be used for both ambiance and heating. Gas heater 
stoves resemble wood stoves in appearance but use gas instead of wood. 



 

 

 GO TO SECTION D 

C6. For each gas fireplace you have, please indicate whether it has a fixed glass front, glass doors that open, or an 
open hearth design (no glass) by checking the appropriate box.  

Gas Gas Gas 
Fireplace 1 Fireplace 2 Fireplace 3 

Fixed glass front  1      1   1 
Glass doors that open  2      2   2 

No glass (open hearth)  3      3   3 

C7. For each gas fireplace you have, please indicate whether it has a pilot light? The pilot light is a small flame that is 
used to ignite the fireplace. 

Gas Gas Gas 
Fireplace 1 Fireplace 2 Fireplace 3 

Yes  1  1  1  
No  2  2  2  

Don’t know  3  3  3  

C8. GAS FIREPLACES WITH PILOT LIGHTS ONLY: Do you typically turn off your fireplace pilot light? If yes, how 
many months is the pilot light typically turned off?  

 Yes  1   Number of months per year pilot light off: ______ 
No  2 

Don’t know  9 
  

C9. Who typically re-lights the pilot light for your gas fireplace? 

 1 Myself  3 Some other member of my household  
 2 Contractor  4 Other: __________________  9 Don’t’ Know 

    

 

D1. How many water heaters are there in this residence? If you live in an apartment, townhouse, or row house where 
hot water is centrally provided to all units (from outside your unit), please check “none”. 

1  
 2  
 3  
 None   GO TO QUESTION D15 

D2. What type of fuel does your water heater(s) use? Homes with more than one water heater usually have one water 
heater that provides more hot water than the others. For classification purposes, consider this unit your main 
water heater. 

 Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
 (Main Unit) 
 Electricity  1  1  1 
 Natural gas  2  2  2 
 Piped propane  3  3  3 
 Bottled propane  4  4  4 
 Solar  5  5  5 
 Oil  6  6  6 
 Geothermal  7  7  7 
 Other  8  8  8 

D3. Please indicate whether the water heater(s) uses solar energy to pre-warm or supplement the water heating 
process. 

Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
(Main Unit) 

Yes  1  1  1 
No  2  2  2 

 

D.  Domestic Water Heating 

Water Heater Fuels: Hint 
Most hot water heaters use gas, oil or 
electricity. If your hot water heater has a 
flue/vent then it uses gas or oil. If there is 

no vent then it uses electricity. Please 
consider the fuels used in your house when 

completing this question. 



D4. Have you changed the water heating fuel at this residence within the past five years? 

Yes   1  CONTINUE No  2  GO TO QUESTION D6 

D5.  What was the previous water heater fuel? 

 Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
 (Main Unit) 
 Electricity  1  1  1 
 Natural gas  2  2  2 
 Piped propane  3  3  3 
 Bottled propane  4  4  4 
 Solar  5  5  5 
 Oil  6  6  6 
 Geothermal  7  7  7 
 Other  8  8  8 

D6. What types of water heater(s) are there in this residence? 

 Heater 1 Heater 2  Heater 3 
 (Main Unit) 
 Conventional storage (tank)  1  1   1 
 On-demand (tankless)  2  2   2 
 Hybrid on-demand (uses small storage tank)  3  3   3 
 Combined space and water heater  4  4   4 
 Hybrid heat pump water heater (tank)  5  5   5 
 Don’t know  9  9   9 

D7. If this residence has a conventional storage (tank) water heater, does it have a: 

Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
(Main Unit) 

Vent through the side wall  1  1  1 
Vent through the roof  2  2  2 

No vent (electric tank)  3  3  3 
Don’t know  9  9  9 

D8. If this residence has an on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater, does it have a: 

Heater 1 Heater 2 Heater 3 
(Main Unit) 

Metal vent  1  1  1 
Plastic vent  2  2  2 

No vent (electric tankless)  3  3  3 
Don’t know  9  9  9 

D9. How old is (are) your water heater(s)? 

Heater 1 (Main Unit) _____  years Don’t know  99 
Heater 2 _____  years  Don’t know  99 
Heater 3 _____  years Don’t know  99 

D10. What is the size (volume) of the largest hot water tank in your home? The size is printed on the label attached to 
your tank. 

 1 On-demand (tankless or hybrid) 
 2  10 imperial gallons (46 litres) 
 3  33 imperial gallons (150 litres) 
 4 40 imperial gallons (182 litres) 
 5 60 imperial gallons (273 litres) 
 6 Other (please specify): _______________  
 9 Don’t know 

D11. Have you installed a water heater within the past five years? 

Tankless & Hybrid On-Demand 
Water Heaters 

On-demand (tankless) water heaters, 
also known as instantaneous water 

heaters, are compact units that provide 
hot water on demand. Hybrid on-demand 

models use a small storage tank to 
reduce temperature fluctuations during 

use.  
 

Hybrid heat pump water heaters combine 
a heat pump with an electric hot water 

tank to improve energy efficiency. 



 

 

Yes  1  CONTINUE  
No  2  GO TO QUESTION D13 

D12. What was the main reason you installed the water heater? (Check one only) 

New home  1 
Wanted to change to gas  2 

Wanted more efficient water heater  3 
Water heater had failed  4 

Anticipated water heater failure  5 
Needed more hot water  6 

Wanted faster hot water recovery  7 
Wanted an environmentally friendly fuel  8 

Wanted a cheaper fuel  9 
Other    10 

D13. Some energy efficient gas water heaters require access to an electrical outlet. Is there an electrical outlet within 
5 feet (1.5 metres) of your current water heater?  

 1 Yes       2 No              9 Don’t know 

D14. Drain water heat recovery systems capture heat from drain pipes in the home and use this 
heat to reduce the amount of energy used by the water heater. Does this home use a drain 
water heat recovery system?   

 1 Yes        2 No              9 Don’t know 

D15. Please indicate the total number of the following for your residence: 
Number  

Showerheads (all kinds) ______ 
Low flow showerheads ______ 
Water heater blankets ______ 

Instant hot water dispensers ______ 
Bathroom and kitchen faucet aerators ______ 

D16. Please indicate the total number of the following for all members of your household: 
Number  

Number of dishwasher loads per week ______ 
Number of baths per week ______ 

Number of showers per week ______  

D17. Please estimate the total amount of time that shower(s) are used on a typical weekday (total for all members of 
this residence). 

_____ minutes per day    1 No showers – take baths only 

 

A FRIENDLY REMINDER 
 
Please ensure your survey responses refer to the residence at the address identified on the front page of this 

survey. Your responses will be kept strictly confidential. 
 

To ensure you are eligible to win one of the four $1,000 gift certificates, make sure you return your survey by 
December 24, 2012 using the self-addressed postage-paid return envelope included with your survey 

package. Easier still, complete your survey online by December 24, 2012 and double your chance at winning a 
$1,000 gift certificate. Only one survey (paper or online) will be accepted per household.  

 
Thank you for completing this important survey. 

Drain Heat Recovery System 



  CONTINUE 

Solar Heating 
 There are two main types of solar 
heating. Photovoltaic panels which 

use light to power an electric 
appliance and thermal solar which 
uses the sun’s heat to warm tubes 

filled with water or diluted antifreeze. 

  CONTINUE 

 

E1. Do you have a swimming pool at this residence? 

 Yes, indoor  1        
 Yes, outdoor  2        
 No  3  GO TO QUESTION E7 
 

E2. Is this pool for the exclusive use of this residence (example: backyard pools in single family dwellings) or 
shared with other residences (example: pools in apartments / condominiums / townhouse complexes)? 

Exclusive use only  1   CONTINUE 
Share with others  2  GO TO QUESTION E7 

E3. Which fuel do you use to heat the water in your pool and do you use solar energy to help heat the water? 
Main pool Supplemented 
heater fuel with solar 

Solar  1 heating 
Natural gas  2  2 

Electricity  3  3 
Propane  4  4 

Other  5  5 

Pool not heated  6   GO TO QUESTION E6 

E4. How many months per year is your pool heated?    ______ months per-year 

E5. During the months when you heat your pool, do you cover it when not in use? Yes  1 No  2 

E6. Does your pool pump use a high efficiency motor (often called a variable speed motor or electronically controlled motor 
(ECM))?  

 1 Yes  2 No  9 Don’t know  3 Not applicable  

E7. Do you have a hot tub at this residence? 
Yes, indoor  1 

Yes, outdoor  2        
No  3   GO TO QUESTION E12 

E8. Is this hot tub for the exclusive use of this residence (example: hot tubs in single family dwellings) or shared 
with other residences (example: hot tubs in apartments / condominiums / townhouse complexes)? 

Exclusive use only  1   CONTINUE  
Share with others  2   GO TO QUESTION E12 

E9. What fuel is used to heat the hot tub? 

Natural gas   1 Solar  3              Other   5    
Propane   2 Electricity  4 

E10. How many months per year is your hot tub heated?   _____ months 

E11. During the months when you heat your hot tub, do you cover it when not in use?   Yes  1 No   2 

E12. Does this residence have a sauna that is for your exclusive use? 

Yes  1  CONTINUE 
No  2  GO TO SECTION F 

E13. What fuel is used to heat the sauna? 

Electricity   1  Propane  3     Don’t know   9 
Natural gas   2  Other  4 

 

E.  Swimming Pools & Hot Tubs 



 

 

 

F1. Please indicate the number of each of the following appliances in use in this residence. For each appliance please 
indicate the approximate age (your best guess is fine). If you do not have the appliance, please check the “0” box. 

Number in Use   Age of Appliance (in years) 
0  1  2  3+ #1 #2 #3 

COOKING 
Electric range (cook top and oven)  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Gas range (cook top and oven)  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Dual fuel range (gas cook top, electric oven)   0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Electric cook top  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Gas cook top  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Electric wall oven  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Gas wall oven  0  1   2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Microwave oven  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Gas barbeque (piped gas)  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Gas barbeque (bottled gas)  0   1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Commercial grade range hood  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

REFRIGERATION 
Refrigerator – manual defrost  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Refrigerator – automatic defrost  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Stand alone freezer – upright  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Stand alone freezer – chest style  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
 

CLEANING 
Dishwasher  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Clothes washer - top load  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Clothes washer - front load  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Electric clothes dryer  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Gas clothes dryer  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

HEATING    
Air source heat pump  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Ground source heat pump  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Heat recovery ventilator/ make up air unit  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Gas outdoor heater (piped gas)  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Gas outdoor heater (bottled gas)  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Gas outdoor fire pit or fireplace  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

F2. Please indicate below the number of each appliance in this residence, the months of the year the appliance is regularly used, 
and the average number of hours per day when in use. If an appliance is in use year-round, write in Jan – Dec for the months 
in use.  

 Used in a typical year Average # 
Number in Use   From To  hours per 

0 1 2 3+ (month) (month) day when used 
Central air conditioner  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____  

Portable air conditioner  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Room window air conditioner  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Portable fan  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Humidifier  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Dehumidifier  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Portable electric heater  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

Rotating ceiling fans without light fixtures  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 
Rotating ceiling fans with light fixtures  0  1  2  3 _____ _____ _____ 

 

F.  Appliances 



F3. How likely are you to buy a portable, room, or central air conditioner in the next 12 months?  

Definitely Most likely Might or Most likely Definitely 
will will might not will not will not 

Portable air conditioner  1  2  3  4  5 
Room or window air conditioner  1  2  3  4  5 

Central air conditioner  1  2  3  4  5 

 

IF THE ELECTRIC SERVICE FOR THIS RESIDENCE IS PROVIDED BY BC HYDRO, PROCEED TO SECTION I 

G1. Please indicate the number of each of the following appliances in use in this residence that you use at least 
occasionally and the total number of hours they are turned on in a typical day. If you have more than one of a 
particular appliance, please sum up the typical hours of use for all of them. For example, if you have two LCD 
televisions and one is turned on 2 hours a day and the other is 1 hour per day, you would check 2 in the “Number in 
Use” column, and write 3 in the “Hours” column. 

Number in Use   Hours turned on 
0  1  2  3+ in a typical day 

Standard CRT colour television  0  1  2  3 _____ 
LCD or LED flat screen television (less than 40 inches)  0  1  2  3 _____ 
LCD or LED flat screen television (40 inches or more)   0  1  2  3 _____ 

Plasma flat screen television  0  1  2  3 _____ 
Front or rear projection television  0  1  2  3 _____ 

Digital/cable/satellite set-top box WITH PVR  0  1  2  3 _____ 
Digital/cable/satellite set-top box WITHOUT PVR  0  1  2  3 _____ 

DVD / Blue Ray / VCR units  0  1  2  3 _____ 
Surround sound home theatre  0  1  2  3 _____ 

Traditional stereo systems (amp/receiver/speakers)   0  1  2  3 _____ 
Video game consoles   0  1  2  3 _____ 

Desktop computer   0  1  2   3 _____ 
Laptop computer   0  1  2   3 _____ 

Other style computer   0  1  2  3 _____  
Computer printer - inkjet   0  1  2  3 _____ 
Computer printer - laser   0  1  2  3 _____ 

Stand alone fax machine   0  1  2  3 _____ 
Digital picture frames   0  1  2  3 _____ 

G2. Please indicate which of the following items you have at this residence and whether they are heated:  

   If yes, is it heated? 
 

Yes 
 

   No 
 

Yes 
 

No 
Don’t 
know 

Aquarium(s)  1            2   1  2  9 
Car garage  1            2   1   2  9 

Workshop (separate from garage)  1            2   1   2  9 
Solarium  1            2   1  2  9 

Personal greenhouse  1            2   1  2  9 

G3. Please indicate which of the following items you have or use at this residence. If you live in an apartment or 
condominium, exclude common area elevators and other items accessible by all residents. 

 Yes No 

 Electric elevator/lift  1  2 
 Electric car block heater (plugs into an outlet)  1  2 

Electric interior car warmer (plugs into an outlet)  1  2 
 Plug-in bottled water cooler  1  2 
 Wine cooler fridge  1  2 
 Jetted bathtub  1  2 
 Water bed(s)  1  2 

G.  Other Electrical End Uses  



 

 

 

IF THE ELECTRIC SERVICE FOR THIS RESIDENCE IS PROVIDED BY BC HYDRO, PROCEED TO SECTION I 

H1. For each of the major light bulb types listed in the table below, please indicate how many this residence has 
installed, both indoors and outdoors. As some fixtures use more than one light bulb, be sure to include all bulbs 
in the fixture in your count. For example, if a bedroom ceiling light uses two CFL bulbs, count both bulbs. Include 
all areas of the home covered by the electric bill at this residence including basements, secondary suites, 
garages and outdoor lighting. Do not include holiday lighting as this is addressed in Questions H8 and H9. 

 Incandescent 
Light Bulbs 

Fluorescent 
Tubes 

Compact 
Fluorescent  

(CFLs) 

Halogen 
Bulbs and 

Tubes 

LED 
Bulbs 

Other Bulb 
Types 

 
 

Rooms and areas with lights 
 
 

   
 

  

 # of bulbs 
installed 

# of bulbs 
installed 

# of bulbs 
installed 

# of bulbs 
installed 

# of bulbs 
installed 

# of bulbs 
installed 

Bedroom(s)       

Bathroom(s)       

Kitchen and Kitchen Eating 
area(s)       

Dining Room       

Living Room       

Den, Study, Office, Family & 
Games Room(s)       

Hallway(s), Laundry/ Utility, 
Garage(s), Workshop(s)       

Basement       

Outdoors (Security, Porch, 
Landscape)       

 

H2.  For the each of the above light bulb types, how many are controlled by dimmers, timers, or other controls such 
as motion or daylight sensors. 

 Incandescent 
Light Bulbs 

Fluorescent 
Tubes 

Compact 
Fluorescent  

(CFLs) 

Halogen 
Bulbs and 

Tubes 

LED 
Bulbs 

Other Bulb 
Types 

 
Lights with controls 

 
 
 

   
 

  

 # of bulbs 
controlled 

# of bulbs 
controlled 

# of bulbs 
controlled 

# of bulbs 
controlled 

# of bulbs 
controlled 

# of bulbs 
controlled 

Bulbs controlled by dimmers 
(all rooms)       

Bulbs controlled by timers 
(all rooms)       

Bulbs controlled by motion 
sensors (all rooms)       

 

H.  Lighting 



 

 
 

  GO TO SECTION I 

H3. Of all the outdoor light bulbs you listed in the last row of question H1, how many of them are in light fixtures that 
are equipped with the following controls? (Only count those lights you pay to operate and can control).  

 
No outdoor lights    GO TO QUESTION H4 
 

 None Number 

Motion sensor (turns light on when movement is detected)   

Photo electric cell (turns light on or off automatically by sensing outdoor lighting levels)   

Combination of motion sensor and photo electric cell   

Timer (user adjustable on-off times)   

 

H4.  Please tell us about your household’s purchase of the following energy efficient light bulbs during the past 12 
months. Note: light bulbs are often sold in packs. If a package contained more than one bulb please count each 
bulb separately. 

  

Purchased 
past 12 
months? 

Quantity 
purchased 

past 12 
months 

Quantity 
purchased 

with a 
FortisBC 

rebate past 
12 months 

Quantity 
purchased 

past 12 
months that 
are installed 

Average # 
of hours on 
per-day – 
Installed 

purchases 

 Compact fluorescent light 
bulbs (CFLs) 

 

 1 Yes  
 2 No  

    

Light-emitting diode 
(LED) light bulbs 

 

 1 Yes  
 2 No  

    

 
 
H5. If you purchased CFL light bulbs in the last 12 months, how many replaced existing or burnt out CFLs 

   _____ number 
 
 
H6. If you purchased LED light bulbs in the last 12 months, how many replaced existing or burnt out CFLs 

   _____ number 
 

 

Torchieres 
A torchiere is a portable lamp 
designed to direct light upward 
for indirect illumination.  Most of 

the light is thrown up towards the 
ceiling and reflected back. 

Incandescent 
Light Bulbs 

Fluorescent 
Tubes 

Compact 
Fluorescent  

(CFLs) 

Halogen 
Tubes 

LED 
Bulbs 

 
 

   

H7a. Total number of bulbs for all 
torchieres at this residence      

H7b. Average # of hours on per-day       

 
 
H8.  Do you own any holiday lights? 
 
 Yes  1  CONTINUE  
 No  2  
 Don’t know   9  
  



 

 

H9.  Holiday lights come in a variety of shapes and styles. Older styles use incandescent bulbs. Newer styles use 
energy efficient LED (Light Emitting Diode) lights. Holiday lights are commonly available in either strings (a 
single line of lights) or variations (lights arranged in two or three dimensions – e.g., icicle lights).  
                                                                                                                                                                                               
Approximately, how many of the following types of holiday lights do you own, and how many of these were used 
during the 2011 holiday season? 
 
 Number you 

own 
Number used in 

2011 holiday 
 season 

Strings of regular bulb incandescent lights   

Strings of mini incandescent lights   

Variations using mini incandescent lights   

Strings of LED lights   

Variations using LED lights   

Don’t know  99  99 

 

I1. Please indicate renovations or actions you have undertaken at this residence during the past five years, whether 
you received a government or utility rebate to complete them, and the renovations you plan to undertake within 
the next two years.  

 Did this – past 5 years Plan to do this – 
next 

2 years With 
rebate 

Without 
rebate 

Improve insulation in walls, attic, basement, or 
crawlspace   

 1  1  1 

Install energy efficient window(s)  2  2  2 
Install insulated outside door(s) or storm doors   3  3  3 

Install low flow showerhead(s)   4  4  4 
Install programmable thermostat(s)  5  5  5 

Install pipe wrap  6  6  6 
Install weather stripping or caulking  7  7  7 

Install hot water heater blanket  8  8  8 
Install drain pipe waste heat recovery system  9  9  9 

Install on-demand (tankless or hybrid) water heater    10    10    10 
Install high efficiency hot water tank    11    11    11 

EcoENERGY or LiveSmart BC certified energy audit 
completed 

   12    12    12 

Install a sauna     13    13 
Install heated swimming pool     14    14 

Install hot tub     15    15 
None of the above  0   0 

I2. Did you undertake any renovations that involve fireplaces or heating stoves at this residence in the past five 
years, or plan to do so in the next two years? 

 1 Yes   CONTINUE 
 2 No    GO TO QUESTION I5 

 

I.  Renovations & Energy Use 



I3.  Please indicate the renovations that involve fireplaces or heating stoves that you did at this residence during the 
past five years, whether you received a government or utility rebate to complete them, and those you plan to 
undertake within the next two years.  
Note: there several types of fireplaces available in the market today. Please read carefully and select the category 
that best describes your renovation plan involving fireplaces. 

  Did this – past 5 years 
Plan to do this 
– next 2 years  With 

rebate 
Without 
rebate 

 Install free standing gas fireplace or heating stove  1  1  1 
 Install wood stove  2  2  2 
 Install gas heater type fireplace insert in an existing wood 

fireplace 
 3  3  3 

 Replace decorative gas fireplace with gas heater type insert  4  4  4 
 Remove or disconnect gas fireplace   5  5 
 Remove wood fireplace or wood stove    6  6 
 Install decorative gas fireplace    7  7 
 Install electric fireplace   8  8 
 None of the above  0  0 

I4.  IF YOU INSTALLED A GAS FIREPLACE IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS:  Was this 
gas fireplace an ENERCHOICE model? 

 1 Yes       2 No              9 Don’t know 

I5.  Which of the following home renovations would you typically do yourself, use a 
contractor, or both do it yourself and use a contractor? 

Do it  Use a  
myself  contractor  Both 

Install new appliances (dishwashers, laundry machines, other)  1   2   3 
Install / replace windows  1   2   3 

Install low flow showerheads  1   2   3 
Improve weather stripping / draft proofing  1   2   3 

Improve insulation in walls, ceilings or attics  1   2   3 

I6.  How influential are the following sources of information when purchasing a major appliance.  
  

 

Not at all 
Influen-

tial 
1 2 

 
3 4 

Very 
Influen-

tial 
5 

a. Contractors / tradespeople   1  2  3  4  5 
b. Customer ratings   1  2  3  4  5 
c. Expert reviews (e.g., magazines, websites, TV)  1  2  3  4  5 
d. Electric or gas utilities  1  2  3  4  5 
e. Government  1  2  3  4  5 
f. Appliance salespeople  1  2  3  4  5 
g. Knowledgeable family member, friend, or neighbour  1  2  3  4  5 

 
Thank you for participating in this important survey. You have completed about 70% of the survey.   

EnerChoice Gas Fireplaces 
All new fireplaces and heater stoves are 

required to be CSA approved and display 
an EnerGuide label which shows how 

much energy they consume.  
 

Fireplaces and heater stoves that also 
display an ENERCHOICE label are the 
most energy efficient models on the 

market today. 
 

arket todayyyyy



 

 

 

This section is intended to help FortisBC understand how you use / manage energy at this residence.  

J1. At what temperature do you usually keep this residence during the winter (heating) season? If this residence has 
air conditioning (central, window, portable, or heat pump), also tell us what temperature you usually keep this 
residence during the summer (cooling) season. 

 Winter (Heating)  Summer (Cooling) 
 Degrees 

C 
or Degrees 

F  
Degrees 

C or 
Degrees 

F 
 

When someone is at home ___  ___  ___  ___  
When no one is home ___  ___  ___  ___ 

During the night ___  ___  ___  ___ 

       Do not use air conditioning 

Next, we would also like to understand the types of actions that you take to manage energy usage at this residence. Please check the 
answer that best describes what you normally do.  

J2.  Space Heating      

 Always Usually Occasional
ly Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Close window coverings to keep in heat  1  2  3  4  5  6 

b. Turn down the heat at night either manually or using a 
programmable thermostat 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Turn down the heat either manually or using a 
programmable thermostat when no one is at home 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

d. Reduce temperature in unused rooms by closing vents or 
turning down room thermostats 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

e. Check and re-seal air leaks in the house at least once a 
year (weather stripping and caulking) 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

f. If single pane windows, install storm windows each fall  1  2  3  4  5  6 

g. Install plastic window coverings on drafty windows during 
winter months 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

J3. Are you able to reduce the temperature in unoccupied rooms at this residence? This could be done by turning 
down individual room thermostats, closing doors, and closing vents?  

 Yes                No     Don’t Know 

J4.  Air Conditioning / Cooling 

 Always Usually Occasion-
ally Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Set the thermostat at 26 degrees C (78oF) or higher during 
the summer to save energy 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

b. Close the window coverings (drapes, blinds, etc.) during 
hot weather to reduce heat in the dwelling 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Clean the air conditioner filter and coils at least once per 
season 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

d. Turn on air conditioning only when very hot and natural 
ventilation is insufficient  

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

 

J.  Managing Energy Use 



 

 
 

 
J5. Have you done either of the following to keep this residence cool:   

                                                                                      Yes        No    Don’t know 
                             Planted trees or other vegetation      1        2          9 
 Installed shading devices (i.e., awnings, pergolas)       1        2          9 
 

J6.  Water Usage 

 Always Usually Occasion-
ally Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Turn off the water heater or use its “vacation setting” when 
no one is home for more than 2 or 3 days 

 1  2  3  4  5   6 

b. Only do laundry with full loads  1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Clean the dryer lint filter before drying clothes  1  2  3  4  5  6 

d. Use the dryer’s temperature / moisture sensor to turn off 
the dryer rather than using timed dry 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

e. Hang clothes to dry rather than machine dry  1  2  3  4  5  6 

f. Only run dishwasher when full  1  2   3  4  5  6 

g. Air dry the dishes in the dishwasher rather than use the dry 
cycle  

 1  2  3  4  5   6 

  
 
J7. How many loads of laundry does your household do per week? 
 Number of loads done in cold, warm or hot water _____   per week 
 Number of loads using cold water wash and rinse only _____   per week 
 Number of dryer loads _____   per week 
 Number of loads dried using a clothes line or drying rack during SUMMER _____   per week 
 Number of loads dried using a clothes line or drying rack during WINTER _____   per week 
 
 
J8. How much extra cold water wash and rinse could you do? 
 Number of loads more _____  per week  0 None, already doing all I can  
 
 
J9. Lighting 

 Always Usually Occasion-
ally Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Only have the minimum number of lights on in a room for 
what I am doing 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

b. Turn off the lights when on one is in the room  1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Leave outdoor lights on at night (exclude those you do not 
control) 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

d. Check timers to reflect daylight savings time  1  2  3  4  5  6 

 

 

J10. Refrigeration 

 Always Usually Occasion-
ally Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Clean the refrigerator coils at least once a year  1  2  3  4  5  6 

b. Check the temperature of the refrigerator to ensure food is 
not too cold or warm 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Check the temperature of your freezer to ensure food 
remains frozen, but that the freezer is not too cold 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

 



 

 

  



J11.  Other 

 Always Usually Occasion-
ally Never Don’t 

Know 
Not 

Applicable 

a. Turn off TV / entertainment systems when no one is in the 
room and actively using them 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

b. Turn off the computer and printers when not in use  1  2  3  4  5  6 

c. Unplug or use a power bar to turn off TVs, entertainment 
systems, and computers when not in use? 

 1  2  3  4  5  6 

d. Leave one or more windows open during winter  1  2  3  4  5  6 

J12.  What, if anything, would encourage you to use less energy at this residence? 

 

 

J13.  What prevents you from using less energy at this residence? 

 

 

J14. Who makes the most effort to conserve electricity / gas in your household? Choose the most appropriate answer. 

 1 Myself  
 2 Someone else in the household 
 3 Most members of the household 
 4 All members of the household 
 0 None of us 

 

K1. How familiar are you with the following brand names?  

 Not at all Very 
familiar familiar 

1 2 3 4 5 
PowerSense (FortisBC)      

Power Smart (BC Hydro)      
ENERGY STAR      

LiveSmart BC      

K2. During the last five years, did your household participate in any of the following programs that offered rebates to 
reduce energy use in your home?  

Check all that apply 
ecoENERGY / LiveSmart BC  1  

PowerSense (FortisBC Electric)   2 
FortisBC Energy (formerly Terasen Gas)  3  

Power Smart (BC Hydro)   4 
None of the above  0 

 

K.  Products & Services 



 

 

K3. On a scale of one to four, where one is not at all interested and four is very interested, how interested would you 
be in the following products and services?     

 
 Not at all 

Interested 
1 

 
 

2 

 
 

3 

Very 
Interested 

4 

a. Home energy audit to determine main energy uses in the home 
and identify opportunities to save energy 

 1  2  3  4 

b. Do-it-yourself online energy audit  1  2  3  4 

c. Furnace or heat pump tune-up to ensure they are working safely 
and efficiently 

 1  2  3  4 

d. Program to replace a low efficiency furnace with a high efficiency 
furnace  

 1  2  3  4 

e. Program to install high efficiency gas fireplace  1  2  3  4 

f. Program to replace standard efficiency clothes washer with high 
efficiency clothes washer 

 1  2  3  4 

g. Program to replace standard efficiency water heater with high 
efficiency water heater 

 1  2   3  4 

h. Program to upgrade attic and wall insulation  1  2  3  4 

i. Program to improve draft proofing  1  2  3  4 

j. Program to install programmable thermostats  1  2  3  4 

k. Program to install an in-home display that allows you to monitor 
your home’s energy usage 

 1  2  3  4 

l. Program to purchase an electric automobile   1  2  3  4 

m. Program to compare your home’s energy use with homes of 
comparable size and type 

 1  2  3  4 

n. Program that allows you to pay for energy efficient improvements 
to your home via instalments on your utility bill 

 1  2  3  4 

 
 
K4. Thinking about major appliance purchase decisions for this residence, please indicate your role in the decision making process.  
  1 I am the sole decision maker 
  2 Someone else in the house makes the decision 
  3 Decisions are made jointly between myself and another person 
 
 
K5. Does this residence have access to the Internet? 
  1 Yes, high speed (ADSL, cable, smart phone, other)  
  2 Yes, dial up modem 
  3 No Internet access  
 
 
K6.  How comfortable are you with navigating the Internet?  
  1 Very comfortable 
  2 Somewhat comfortable 
  3 Not very comfortable 
  4 Not at all comfortable 
 
 
  



 

L1.  In order to serve you better, we would like to understand your views on a number of energy related issues. For 
the following set of statements, please check the answer that most accurately reflects your agreement or 
disagreement with the statement. 
On a scale of one to five, where one means that you strongly disagree and five means that you strongly agree, 
please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements on energy and natural gas usage. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

3 4 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 

a. There are many ways that a person can save energy when 
you add them up, they result in substantial savings 

 1  2  3  4  5 

b. By making my home more energy efficient, I am helping to 
do my part for the environment 

 1  2  3  4  5 

c. I think natural gas is a clean and efficient energy source  1  2  3  4  5 

d. Members of my household regularly limit the length of their 
showers to save energy 

 1  2  3  4  5 

e. I don’t want to think about natural gas or electricity, 
I simply want it to work 

 1  2  3  4  5 

f. I consider natural gas to be a safe energy source  1  2  3  4  5 

g. When something needs to be done around home, I usually 
hire someone 

 1  2  3  4  5 

h. I almost always have a home renovation on the go  1  2  3  4  5 

i. It is cheaper to heat a home with natural gas than it is with 
electricity 

 1  2  3  4  5 

j. Our household has reduced its energy use by as much as 
reasonably possible 

 1  2  3  4  5 

k. I am a busy person with little or no time to research ways 
to save energy  

 1  2  3  4  5 

l.  I conserve energy because it saves money not because it 
helps the environment 

 1  2  3  4  5 

 

L2.  On a scale of one to five, where one means that you strongly disagree and five means that you strongly agree, 
please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. 

 
Strongly 
Disagree 

1 2 

Neither 
Agree or 
Disagree 

3 4 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 

a. I am usually the first one to try new products  1  2  3  4  5 

b. I am usually willing to pay more for brand name items  1  2  3  4  5 

c. I prefer dealing with British Columbia based companies  1  2  3  4  5 

d. I always look for the best price when buying products or 
services 

 1  2  3  4  5 

e. I usually take time to research issues thoroughly before 
making a decision 

 1  2  3  4  5 

f. I am the type of person to have good insurance coverage  1  2  3  4  5 

L.  Attitudes Towards Energy Use 



 

 

 

The final questions are for classification purposes only and are completely confidential, as are all your answers. 

QUESTIONS M1 & M2 APPLY TO FORTISBC ELECTRICITY CUSTOMERS ONLY.  THESE QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN 
OMITTED FROM YOUR SURVEY. 

M3. Into which of the following age categories do you fit? 

18 years or under  1 35-44 years  4 
19-24 years  2 45-54 years  5 
25-34 years  3 55-64 years  6 

  65 years and older  7 

M4. You are:  Female  1 Male  2 

M5. What is your marital status? 

Single  1  Divorced/separated  3 
Married/common law  2 Widowed  4 

M6. How many people, including yourself, are currently living at this residence (please include any boarders or 
renters covered under your FortisBC account)  

     _____ number 

M7. Please indicate the number of occupants by age categories 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6+  

0 – 5 years        
6 - 12 years        

13 - 18 years        
19 - 24 years        
25 - 44 years        
45 - 64 years        

65 years and older        

M8. Has the number of people in this residence changed in the last two years? 

Yes  1 No  2  GO TO QUESTION M10 

M9. How has the number of people in this residence changed over the past two years (please check the best 
answer)?  

  In the past there were more people in this residence  1 
In the past there were fewer people in this residence  2 

In the past there were sometimes more people and sometimes fewer people in this residence  3 

M10. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 

 Some high school  1 
 Completed high school  2 
 Some trade/technical school  3 
 Completed trade/technical school  4 
 Some university/college  5 
 Completed university/college  6 
 Post graduate  7 

M.  About your Household 



 

 
 

 
 

M11. What was your total household income before taxes in 2011? 
 

Less than $20,000  1  $60,000 to $79,999  6 
$20,000 to $29,999  2 $80,000 to $99,999  7 
$30,000 to $39,999  3 $100,000 to $124,999  8 
$40,000 to $49,999  4 $125,000 or more  9 
$50,000 to $59,999  5  Prefer not to answer  10 

 
M12. What are the languages spoken at this residence? 
 

  Main language Other languages 
  (check one only) (check all that apply) 

 English   1   1 
 Mandarin   2   2 
 Cantonese   3    3 
 Hindi   4   4 
 Punjabi   5   5 
 Tagalog   6   6 
 Farsi (Persian)   7   7 
 French   8   8 
 German   9   9 
 Other (please specify):          10 _____________  10_______________ 

 

M13. From time to time, FortisBC hires market research contractors to conduct research. This is done to better 
understand our customers’ needs and gather information to design programs to help you save money on your 
energy bill. 

 
Do we have your permission to contact you in the future for the purpose of additional market research? If yes, 
please provide your name and telephone number below. This is only permission to contact you. You are not 
obligated to participate if contacted by us or a market research company we hire. 
 
  1 YES - it is OK to contact me for follow-up research 
  
First name:  ____________________ 

Last name:  ____________________ 

Telephone: ____ - ____ - ______ 

Email: ___________________________ (optional) 

 
 
 

FortisBC and Ipsos would like to thank you for your help and assistance.  
If you have any questions please contact Walter Wright, Market Research, FortisBC, at 604-592-7653 or 

walter.wright@fortisbc.com.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Win a $ 1000 Gift Certificate 

Contest Rules 
1. All entries must be received by Ipsos by December 24, 2012. Limit of one entry per eligible entrant. A contestant’s 

name will be determined by a random draw on January 21, 2013 from all entries received. To win, the selected 
contestant must answer a time limited mathematical skill-testing question, without mechanical or other assistance. 

2. The selected contestant will be notified by telephone by Ipsos. Ipsos will attempt to reach the selected contestant no 
more than 3 times. If Ipsos is unable to contact him or her within 5 days of the draw date, Ipsos may draw the name 
of another contestant to be eligible for the prize. 

3. Contestants who complete and return the survey form by mail will have their name entered once in the draw. 
Contestants who complete the survey form online will have their name entered into the draw twice. 

4. Contestants must be residents of British Columbia. 

5. FortisBC customers who have completed and returned the FortisBC 2012 Residential End-Use Survey by December 
24, 2012 are automatically entered and no further action is required on the part of the customer. To enter without 
completing the survey, mail a letter with your name, telephone number and address to Ipsos, 1285 West Pender 
Street, 2nd Floor, Vancouver, BC, V6E 4B1. Mark the envelope “Residential Survey Contest”. 

6. Chances of winning are based on the number of eligible entries received via mail and online. 

7. Employees or agents of FortisBC and their immediate families are not eligible to win. 

8. There are four $1,000 prizes to be awarded, each prize is a $1,000 gift certificate from a home improvement store 
located near the prize winner. 

9. FortisBC and Ipsos assume no responsibility for lost or misdirected entry forms. 

10. By entering, contestants agree to abide by the contest rules and that the decision of the judge shall be final. 
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2012 REUS Conditional Demand Analysis 
Detailed Methodology 
 
Conditional Demand Analysis (CDA) was used to disaggregate total household consumption into UECs for 
several residential end-uses. CDA is based on the notion that total household consumption is directly 
related to the stock of end-uses present in the dwelling and the energy consumption levels associated 
with these end-uses (UECs). The basic conditional demand model can be represented as: 
 

 
 
where HECht is the total energy consumption by household h in month t, UECaht is the energy consumption 
through end-use a by household h in month t, and Sah is the presence or absence of end-use a in 
household h.  
 
The UECs for these end-uses are modelled as functions of appropriate exogenous variables, such as end-
use features, dwelling characteristics and household utilization patterns. In the remainder of this section, 
we describe the functional forms for each end-use.  
 
B1. Primary Electric Space Heating 
 
The primary electric space heating usage for household h in month t is based on a balance equation: 
 

h

htht
htelecheat EFFH

SECHTHEATLOSSUEC ,  

 
where HEATLOSSht is the net heat loss, SECHTht is the heat loss replaced by non-electric secondary heating 
systems, and EFFHh is the system efficiency. 
 
B1.1 Net Heat Loss 
 
The net heat loss of a structure can be expressed as: 
 

 
 
where SURFLOSSht is the heat loss through envelope surfaces, SOLGAINht is the solar gain through all 
surfaces during heating periods, and INTGAINht is the internal gains during heating periods. 
 
B1.2 Heat Loss through Envelope 
 
The heat loss through envelope surfaces is given by: 
 

hthhh TDIFFAREAUSURFLOSS 1  
 
where Uh is the overall conductivity of the shell, AREAh is the total surface area, and TDIFFht is the 
differential between inside and outside temperature levels.  

aall
ahahtht SUECHEC

hthththt INTGAINSOLGAINSURFLOSSHEATLOSS
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B1.3 Shell Conductivity 
 
The conductivity of the shell is assumed to depend on dwelling type, the percentage of windows and 
doors that are insulated, and whether or not the attic, walls and basement are insulated: 
 

 

hhh

hhhhhh
h WINDBESTWINDBLDOORS

INSULBBASEMENTINSULWINSULAVSMFD
U

987

654321  

 
where MFDh equals one if the household dwelling is a multi-family dwelling (duplex or row/townhouse), 
VSh equals one if the dwelling is a vertical subdivision (apartment/condominium), INSULAh equals one if 
the attic is insulated, INSULWh equals one if the walls are insulated, BASEMENTh equals one if a basement 
or crawl space is present, BASEINSULh equals one if the basement or crawl space is insulated, DOORSh is 
the proportion of exterior doors that are insulated (aluminium storm doors or insulated doors), WINDBLh 
is the percentage of windows with double pane glass, and WINBESTh is the percentage of windows with 
more insulation than double pane (double pane low-E or triple pane, regular or low-E).  
 
B1.4 Surface Area 
 
The surface area of the structure is modelled as a function of the total floor area: 
 

 
 
where SQFTh is the square footage of the household and β is the elasticity of surface area with respect to 
square footage. We assumed that β equals 0.5 (i.e. the square root) because the surface area of the 
building shell increases less than proportionately with floor area for standard shaped buildings. 
 
B1.5 Temperature Differential 
 
The differential between inside and outside temperature levels is modelled as a function of heating 
degree days and household heating behaviour56: 
 

hthhhtht WINCVRWINTERTDDAYTDNIGHTHDDTDIFF 4321  
 
where HDDht is heating degree days, TDNIGHTh is the frequency of turning down the heat at night either 
manually or using a programmable thermostat, TDDAYh is the frequency of turning down the heat either 
manually or using a programmable thermostat when no one is at home, and WINCVRht is the frequency of 
using plastic window coverings on drafty windows during winter months. 
 
B1.6 Solar Gain 
 
The solar gain through all surfaces during heating periods is modelled simply as a function of the surface 
area of the home: 
 
                                                           
56 An attempt was made to include variables representing household income, as well as the frequency of reducing the 
temperature in unused rooms by closing vents or turning down room thermostats. These variables were not retained in the final 
model because they were not statistically significant or produced unreasonable results. 

hh SQFTAREA 1
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thht WINTERAREASOLGAIN 1  
 
where WINTERt equals one if t is a winter month (December, January or February). 
 
B1.7 Internal Gain 
 
The internal gain during heating periods is also modelled as a function of the surface area of the home: 
 

thht WINTERAREAINTGAIN 1  
 
B1.8 Non-electric Secondary Heating System 
 
The heat loss replaced by a non-electric secondary heating system, given that a primary electric heating 
system is present, can be expressed as: 
 

hhhtht NONELECSECAREAHDDSECHT 1  

 
where NONELECSECh equals one if non-electric secondary space heating is present (e.g. gas wall heater, 
gas fireplace, woodstove, etc.) 
 
B1.9 System Efficiency 
 
Electric heating system efficiency is assumed to be constant across households, except for those 
households that use a heat pump for primary space heating57: 
 

hh HEATPUMPEFFH 211  
 
where HEATPUMPh equals one if a heat pump is used for primary space heating. 
 

B1.10 Overall Primary Electric Space Heating Model 
 
Combining the preceding equations gives the overall model of primary electric space heating usage: 
 

thh

hhthh

hhhhh

hhhhhht

htelecheat

WINTERAREAHEATPUMP
NONELECSECWINCVRWINTERTDDAYTDNIGHT
WINBESTWINDBLDOORSINSULBBASEMENT

INSULWINSULAVSMFDAREAHDD

UEC

1514

13121110

9876

54321

,

)

(

 

 
In the specification above, most of the interaction terms are not shown because they were not 
statistically significant or produced unreasonable results.    
  

                                                           
57 An attempt was made to include the presence or absence of a heat recovery ventilator. This variable was not retained in the 
final model because it produced unreasonable results. 
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B2 Secondary Electric Space Heating 
 
Secondary electric space heating includes any additional or supplementary use of electricity to heat the 
residence (e.g., electric baseboards, electric fireplaces, heat pumps, etc.)  
 
The secondary electric space heating usage is modelled as a function of heating degree days, total surface 
area, dwelling type and whether or not a heat pump is used for secondary heating: 
 

)( 4321, hhhhhthttelecsechea CHEATPUMPSEVSMFDAREAHDDUEC  
 
where HEATPUMPSECh equals one if a heat pump is used for secondary space heating. 
 
B3 Furnace Fan Motor (Non-Electric Furnaces) 
 
The energy used by non-electric furnace fan motors is assumed to depend on heating degree days, total 
surface area and whether or not a high efficiency motor is used: 
 

)( 21, hhhthtfurnacefan VSMAREAHDDUEC  
 
where VSMh equals one if a variable speed motor or electronically controlled motor is present. 
 
B4 Central Air Conditioning 
 
Energy usage of central air conditioning units is based on a balance equation: 
 

h

htht
htcac EFFC

AUXCOOLHEATGAINUEC ,  

 
where HEATGAINht is the internal gains and heat gain through the structure, AUXCOOLht is the use of 
auxiliary cooling (evaporative cooling), and EFFCh is the system efficiency. We assumed that AUXCOOLht 
equals zero (no auxiliary cooling) and EFFCh is constant across households. 
 
B4.1 Net Heat Gain 
 
The net heat gain can be expressed as: 
 

hthththt INTGAINCSOLGAINCSURFGAINHEATGAIN  
 
where SURFGAINht is the total convection heat gain through structural surfaces, SOLGAINCht is the solar 
gain through all surfaces during cooling periods, and INTGAINCht is the internal gains during cooling 
periods. 
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B4.2 Heat Gain through Envelope 
 
The heat gain through envelope surfaces is given by: 
 

hthhh TDIFFCAREAUSURFGAIN 1  
 
where Uh is the overall conductivity of the shell, AREAh is the total surface area, and TDIFFCht is the 
differential between inside and outside temperature levels. 
 
B4.3 Shell Conductivity 
 
The conductivity of the shell is assumed to depend on dwelling type: 
 

 

hhh VSMFDU 321  
 
where MFDh equals one if the household dwelling is a multi-family dwelling (duplex or row/townhouse), 
VSh equals one if the dwelling is a vertical subdivision (apartment/condominium).  
 
B4.4 Temperature Differential 
 
The differential between inside and outside temperature levels is modelled as a function of cooling 
degree days and household cooling behaviour58: 
 

hthththt WINCVRSUMSUMMERTHMSUMSUMMERCDDTDIFFC 321  
 
where CDDht is cooling degree days, THMSUMh is the frequency of setting the thermostat at 26 degrees 
Celsius or higher during summer months, and WINCVRSUMh is the frequency of closing window coverings 
in the summer. 
 
B4.5 Solar Gain 
 
The solar radiant gain through all surfaces during cooling periods is modelled simply as a function of the 
surface area of the home: 
 

thht SUMMERAREASOLGAIN 1  
 
where SUMMERt equals one if t is a summer month (June, July or August). 
 
B4.6 Internal Gain 
 
The internal gain during cooling periods is also modelled as a function of the surface area of the home: 
 

thht SUMMERAREAINTGAIN 1  

                                                           
58 An attempt was made to include household income, but the variable was not retained in the final model because it was not 
statistically significant. 
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B4.7 Overall Central Air Conditioning Model 
 
Combining the preceding equations gives the overall model for central air conditioning energy usage: 
 

thht

hthhhht
htcac SUMMERAREAWINCVRSUMSUMMER

THMSUMSUMMERVSMFDAREACDD
UEC

54

3321
, )

(
 

 
In the specification above, most of the interaction terms are not shown because they were not 
statistically significant or produced unreasonable results. 
  
B5 Room and Portable Air Conditioning 
 
Energy usage of room and portable air conditioning units is modelled as a function of cooling degree days, 
total surface area and the number of room/portable air conditioning units in use: 
 

hhhthtrpac RPACAREACDDUEC 1,  
 
where RPACh is the total number of room or portable air conditioning units in use. 
 
B6 Water Heating 
 
Electricity usage for water heating can be expressed as: 
 

h

htht
htelecwheat EFFWH

VUSEWHLOSSUEC ,  

 
where WHLOSSht is the heat losses associated with standby losses from the heating unit, VUSEht is the 
heat losses tied to water usage, and EFFWHh is the efficiency of the unit.   
 
B6.1 Standby Losses 
 
The heat losses associated with standby losses is assumed to depend on whether or not the home is new, 
whether a water heater blanket is used, whether an on-demand (tankless) water heater is used, and the 
temperature differential between the tank temperature and the inlet temperature59:   
 

)( 4321 hhhhtht ONDEMANDETWHEATBLANKNEWHOMEWHTDIFFWHLOSS  
 
where WHTDIFFht is the differential between the tank temperature and the inlet temperature, 
NEWHOMEh equals one if the home is new (2006 or later), WHEATBLANKETh equals one if a water heater 
blanket is used, and ONDEMANDh equals one if an on-demand (tankless) water heater is present.  

                                                           
59 An attempt was made to include variables involving dwelling type, the size of the main hot water tank, number of household 
members (a proxy for tank size), and whether or not solar energy is used to pre-warm or supplement the water heating process. 
These variables were not retained in the final model because they were not statistically significant or produced unreasonable 
results. 
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The differential between tank temperature and inlet temperature is modelled simply as a function of 
heating degree days: 
 

htht HDDWHTDIFF 1  
 

B6.2 Water Usage 
 
The heat losses tied to water usage is assumed to depend on the average number of dishwasher and 
clothes washer loads, the average number of baths and showers taken, whether or not a front loading 
clothes washer is present, the proportion of low-flow showerheads, and whether or not instant hot water 
dispensers are present: 
 

hhh

hhhh
ht DISPINHOTWATERWPROPLOWFLONTCWASHERFRO

SHOWERSBATHSCWASHLOADSDWASHLOADS
VUSE

765

4321  

 
where DWASHLOADSh is the number of dishwasher loads per week, CWASHLOADSh is the number of 
clothes washer loads per week, BATHSh is the number of baths taken per week, SHOWERSh is the number 
of showers taken per week, CWASHERFRONTh equals one if a front loading clothes washer is used, 
PROPLOWFLOWh is the proportion of low-flow showerheads, and INHOTWATERDISPh equals one if instant 
hot water dispensers are used.  
 
B6.3 System Efficiency 
 
An attempt was made to model system efficiencies in terms of the age of the water heater. However, this 
variable was not retained in the final model because there were too many missing values. Therefore, we 
assumed that EFFWHh is constant across households. 
 
B6.4 Overall Electric Water Heating Model 
 
Combining the preceding equations gives the overall model for electric water heating energy usage: 
 

hhh

hhhh

hhhht

htelecwheat

DISPINHOTWATERWPROPLOWFLONTCWASHERFRO
SHOWERSBATHSCWASHLOADSDWASHLOADS

ONDEMANDETWHEATBLANKNEWHOMEHDD
UEC

11109

8765

4321

,

)(
 

 
B7 Refrigerators 
 
Energy consumption of refrigerators (manual or automatic) is modelled as a function of the number in use 
in the household: 
 

hhtref REFUEC 1,  
 

where REFh is the number of refrigerators in use. 
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B8 Freezers 
 
Energy consumption of stand-alone freezers (upright or chest style) is modelled as a function of the 
number in use: 
 

hhtfreezer FREEZERUEC 1,  
 

where FREEZERh is the number of freezers in use. 
 
B9 Cooking 
 
Energy consumption of electric cooking appliances (electric ranges, cook tops, ovens and duel fuel ranges) 
is assumed to depend on the number of these appliances in use60: 
 

hhteleccook ELECCOOKUEC 1,  
 

where ELECCOOKh is the number of electric ranges, cook tops, ovens and duel fuel ranges in use. 
 
B10 Clothes Washers and Electric Dryers 
 
Energy consumption of clothes washers and electric dryers is modelled as a function of the number of 
these appliances in use61: 
 

hhtercwasherdry ERCWASHERDRYUEC 1,  
 
where CWASHERDRYERh is the number of washing machines and electric dryers in use. 
 
B11 Lighting 
 
Energy consumption of lighting is modelled as a function of the number of bulbs in use in the household62: 
 

hhhhhhhtlighting OTHERBULBLEDHALOGENCFLFLUOINCANDUEC 654321,  
where INCANDh is the number of incandescent light bulbs in use, FLUOh is the number of fluorescent light 
bulbs in use, CFLh is the number of compact fluorescent light bulbs in use, HALOGENh is the number of 
halogen light bulbs in use, LEDh is the number of LED light bulbs in use, and OTHERBULBh is the number of 
other types of light bulbs in use. 
 
  

                                                           
60 An attempt was made to include variables involving household size, income and the presence of a microwave. These variables 
were not retained in the final model because they were not statistically significant or produced unreasonable results. 
61 An attempt was made to model the number of washer and dryer loads done per week. These variables were not retained in the 
final model because they were not statistically significant. 
62 Some survey respondents did not complete the lighting inventory in the questionnaire. For these customers, we assumed an 
average number for each type of light bulb based on their dwelling type.   
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B12 Televisions 
 
Energy consumption of televisions (any type) is assumed to depend on the number in use63: 
 

hhtTV TVUEC 1,  
 

where TVh is the number of televisions in use. 
 
B13 Computers 
 
Energy consumption of computers (any type) is assumed to depend on the number in use64: 
 

hhtcomp COMPUEC 1,  
 

where COMPh is the total number of computers in use in the household. 
 
B14 Swimming Pools 
 
Energy consumption through the operation of swimming pools is assumed to be constant for those 
households with electric heated swimming pools65: 
 

1,htolelecheatpoUEC  
 

B15 Hot Tubs 
 
Energy consumption through the operation of hot tubs is assumed to be constant for those households 
with electric heated hot tubs66: 
 

1,htelechottubUEC  
 
B16 Saunas 
 
Energy consumption through the operation of saunas is assumed to be constant for those households 
with electric heated saunas: 
 

1,htelecsaunaUEC  
B17 Well Pumps 
                                                           
63 An attempt was made to include a variable representing the total number of hours turned on in a day. This variable was not 
retained in the final model because it was not statistically significant. 
64 An attempt was made to include a variable representing the total number of hours turned on in a day. This variable was not 
retained in the final model because it was not statistically significant. 
65 An attempt was made to model whether or not the pool is covered when not in use and whether or not solar supplementary 
heating is used. These variables were not retained in the final model because they were not statistically significant or produced 
unreasonable results. 
66 An attempt was made to model whether or not the hot tub is covered when not in use. This variable was not retained in the 
final model because it was not statistically significant. 
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Energy usage for pumps (e.g. wells, irrigation, etc.) is assumed to be constant: 
 

1,htpumpUEC  
 
B18 Car Block Heaters 
 
Energy usage for electric car block heaters is assumed to be constant: 
 

1,htatercarblockheUEC  
 
B19 Baseload 
 
The baseload is an aggregate end-use that represents the combined consumption of all miscellaneous 
plug loads and other end-uses not individually accounted for in the model. Baseload consumption is 
modelled simply as a function of dwelling type: 
 

hhhtbaseload VSMFDUEC 321,  
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B20. Regression Model 
 

Model Fit     
Adjusted R-squared:  0.519       
F statistic:  322.7     

 Coefficient SE t-value P-value 
Constant 153.19725 20.57145 7.4 0.000 

HDD x AREA x Selecheat -0.02425 0.00572 -4.2 0.000 

HDD x AREA x MFD x Selecheat -0.02235 0.00236 -9.5 0.000 
HDD x AREA x VS x Selecheat -0.03177 0.00213 -14.9 0.000 
HDD x AREA x INSULA x Selecheat 0.01445 0.00240 6.0 0.000 
HDD x AREA x INSULW x Selecheat 0.09132 0.00525 17.4 0.000 
HDD x AREA x BASEMENT x INSULB x Selecheat -0.01250 0.00128 -9.7 0.000 
HDD x AREA x DOORS x Selecheat -0.01573 0.00126 -12.5 0.000 
HDD x AREA x WINDBL x Selecheat -0.00003 0.00002 -1.5 0.126 
HDD x AREA x WINBEST x Selecheat -0.00007 0.00002 -3.2 0.001 
HDD x AREA x TDNIGHT x Selecheat 0.00575 0.00175 3.3 0.001 
HDD x AREA x TDDAY x Selecheat -0.01425 0.00187 -7.6 0.000 
HDD x AREA x WINTER x WINCVR x Selecheat -0.01635 0.00165 -9.9 0.000 
HDD x AREA x NONELECSEC x Selecheat -0.01843 0.00095 -19.5 0.000 
HDD x AREA x HEATPUMP x Selecheat -0.02012 0.00123 -16.4 0.000 
AREA x WINTER x Selecheat 13.24584 0.90565 14.6 0.000 
HDD x AREA x Selecsecheat 0.00507 0.00061 8.3 0.000 
HDD x AREA x MFD x Selecsecheat -0.00061 0.00275 -0.2 0.825 
HDD x AREA x VS x Selecsecheat -0.00114 0.00233 -0.5 0.625 
HDD x AREA x HEATPUMPSEC x Selecsecheat 0.00423 0.00161 2.6 0.009 
HDD x AREA x Snonelecfurnace 0.00314 0.00061 5.1 0.000 
HDD x AREA x VSM x Snonelecfurnace -0.00234 0.00075 -3.1 0.002 
CDD x AREA x Scac 0.11579 0.02157 5.4 0.000 
CDD x AREA x MFD x Scac -0.01621 0.02537 -0.6 0.523 
CDD x AREA x VS x Scac -0.01368 0.02618 -0.5 0.601 
CDD x AREA x SUMMER x THMSUM x Scac -0.06709 0.01701 -3.9 0.000 
CDD x AREA x SUMMER x WINCVRSUM x Scac -0.03646 0.02406 -1.5 0.130 
AREA x SUMMER x Scac 1.13419 0.47592 2.4 0.017 
CDD x AREA x RPAC x Srpac 0.03792 0.00738 5.1 0.000 
HDD x Selecwheat 0.58152 0.03144 18.5 0.000 
HDD x NEWHOME x Selecwheat -0.35388 0.05657 -6.3 0.000 
HDD x WHEATBLANKET x Selecwheat -0.32393 0.05149 -6.3 0.000 
HDD x ONDEMAND x Selecwheat -0.13738 0.25089 -0.5 0.584 
DWASHLOADS x Selecwheat 21.83710 3.25894 6.7 0.000 
CWASHLOADS x Selecwheat 6.64055 3.41246 1.9 0.052 
BATHS x Selecwheat 25.94249 2.56806 10.1 0.000 
SHOWERS x Selecwheat -1.22238 1.26478 -1.0 0.334 
CWASHERFRONT x Selecwheat 11.82851 15.05817 0.8 0.432 
PROPLOWFLOW x Selecwheat -20.37538 16.00417 -1.3 0.203 
INHOTWATERDISP x Selecwheat 2169.45269 76.70789 28.3 0.000 
REF x Sref 40.29597 9.49871 4.2 0.000 
FREEZER x Sfreezer 43.40871 7.05211 6.2 0.000 
ELECCOOK x Seleccook 36.99716 7.88049 4.7 0.000 
CWASHERDRYER x Scwasherdryer 34.91257 8.36355 4.2 0.000 
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 Coefficient SE t-value P-value 
INCAND x Slighting 3.00600 0.32386 9.3 0.000 
FLUO x Slighting -0.79339 0.84480 -0.9 0.348 
CFL x Slighting 5.57257 0.39695 14.0 0.000 
HALOGEN x Slighting 8.98442 0.59333 15.1 0.000 
LED x Slighting 3.88420 1.15536 3.4 0.001 
OTHERBULB x Slighting 5.33926 1.17271 4.6 0.000 
TV x Stv 38.98328 4.72594 8.2 0.000 
COMP x Scomp 15.06224 5.04848 3.0 0.003 
Selecheatpool 905.76331 59.89099 15.1 0.000 
Selechottub 296.45875 14.42506 20.6 0.000 
Selecsauna 116.84510 26.16184 4.5 0.000 
Spump 72.92024 14.63391 5.0 0.000 
Scarblockheater 0.01593 0.03061 0.5 0.603 
MFD -59.69425 23.32857 -2.6 0.011 
VS -238.08386 21.78128 -10.9 0.000 
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Sheet2

		Date		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24

		1-Jan-12		401		391		379		372		375		385		398		423		443		460		466		465		469		467		464		475		517		532		514		500		482		460		427		396

		2-Jan-12		379		372		369		370		380		414		437		479		503		521		521		508		502		497		492		508		551		565		549		534		502		474		433		386

		3-Jan-12		366		354		351		356		364		393		453		515		527		522		519		510		507		495		498		495		535		560		536		522		492		466		413		378

		4-Jan-12		356		345		337		337		344		377		430		496		502		495		495		482		480		476		476		480		523		538		519		505		483		457		407		368

		5-Jan-12		332		326		333		331		341		369		428		491		493		486		477		468		448		438		438		452		485		527		511		501		483		457		417		377

		6-Jan-12		361		345		351		348		358		391		455		516		527		518		502		491		479		471		465		479		523		549		522		511		491		462		427		393

		7-Jan-12		371		363		361		363		372		389		416		458		485		501		502		505		499		486		486		505		542		564		547		525		503		460		424		394

		8-Jan-12		371		362		354		355		360		371		392		429		455		469		476		477		479		473		472		482		515		537		518		492		477		442		405		366

		9-Jan-12		346		337		335		336		346		382		441		499		511		504		497		478		475		468		462		477		515		538		525		506		489		460		412		376

		10-Jan-12		354		340		344		337		347		384		442		515		530		519		510		498		494		486		472		486		536		579		558		553		535		506		463		431

		11-Jan-12		407		408		406		415		430		463		526		591		599		582		559		545		531		523		514		529		582		610		597		590		571		550		510		469

		12-Jan-12		451		445		448		452		462		482		544		609		612		598		589		575		569		551		550		562		593		620		605		586		562		528		482		447

		13-Jan-12		436		432		418		423		439		466		526		582		586		587		576		558		542		533		530		546		575		588		575		556		539		503		468		436

		14-Jan-12		410		391		394		395		396		414		443		483		515		529		531		526		519		516		511		518		546		565		555		531		515		488		461		427

		15-Jan-12		405		396		399		396		407		423		452		484		516		528		522		504		490		493		491		501		550		587		565		558		535		506		468		433

		16-Jan-12		419		416		419		420		439		463		528		595		606		607		598		597		595		584		578		580		618		640		627		606		579		545		502		463

		17-Jan-12		440		432		429		436		446		484		543		602		647		636		607		609		600		598		594		604		637		669		660		644		625		598		545		512

		18-Jan-12		494		493		489		498		509		549		608		672		685		684		683		684		674		666		675		674		705		727		709		694		665		632		585		539

		19-Jan-12		512		515		509		512		522		554		608		665		662		662		656		658		644		640		634		643		675		699		683		666		642		608		558		518

		20-Jan-12		493		486		480		489		495		520		576		633		642		640		628		628		618		611		608		608		637		644		631		610		592		557		519		476

		21-Jan-12		455		444		436		444		441		457		479		518		537		551		556		548		531		525		515		522		543		581		554		520		507		485		450		422

		22-Jan-12		409		400		394		400		406		419		445		477		499		518		518		513		500		502		503		502		537		574		545		532		513		481		437		405

		23-Jan-12		385		380		376		381		396		423		485		546		551		545		534		515		510		500		488		495		530		580		568		556		534		502		463		427

		24-Jan-12		403		395		394		397		404		440		491		553		565		552		549		548		539		538		539		549		573		586		578		554		530		496		454		413

		25-Jan-12		391		373		366		376		389		413		469		524		520		502		487		477		480		470		464		483		509		552		539		521		509		482		443		403

		26-Jan-12		386		371		388		408		415		447		503		561		558		549		538		529		517		507		504		505		534		575		556		522		512		489		445		408

		27-Jan-12		391		387		386		394		404		439		493		552		565		563		558		531		515		508		497		511		542		577		562		550		529		506		472		434

		28-Jan-12		413		401		395		396		408		421		453		490		520		532		546		542		526		517		505		518		542		565		542		522		502		471		441		409

		29-Jan-12		386		383		360		366		378		384		404		440		464		476		475		471		463		465		455		461		497		521		509		494		471		443		403		372

		30-Jan-12		353		342		342		339		354		384		433		501		505		495		481		472		461		450		457		461		491		530		510		496		475		451		405		374

		31-Jan-12		351		340		342		340		351		387		443		501		505		492		479		465		452		446		434		449		478		527		513		503		475		451		414		372

		1-Feb-12		350		342		334		334		349		379		439		502		505		503		500		487		474		473		472		464		491		523		526		503		488		460		425		389

		2-Feb-12		370		359		364		366		378		411		472		526		527		517		510		491		475		454		453		456		481		536		536		524		510		483		442		399

		3-Feb-12		390		376		376		387		390		419		484		544		545		528		508		486		467		453		444		448		473		520		530		514		499		474		445		416

		4-Feb-12		393		387		384		385		394		411		438		476		505		510		503		494		479		456		442		450		480		533		525		510		488		470		440		408

		5-Feb-12		391		385		385		386		389		405		430		463		496		505		510		507		491		472		466		478		500		536		527		524		509		479		445		405

		6-Feb-12		392		386		386		392		399		432		494		558		562		555		545		534		521		516		507		502		523		565		565		553		535		503		456		425

		7-Feb-12		404		397		396		401		406		445		503		558		566		559		543		524		519		502		496		502		517		571		558		549		531		502		460		421

		8-Feb-12		403		398		397		401		412		445		508		560		570		562		551		535		526		515		507		514		530		566		552		540		519		483		442		404

		9-Feb-12		383		370		364		374		380		408		472		522		523		517		514		501		494		485		477		480		504		541		536		519		503		465		424		389

		10-Feb-12		364		357		351		355		364		393		441		507		511		506		495		493		484		474		474		474		486		520		513		485		477		438		412		377

		11-Feb-12		357		342		341		338		344		357		383		421		453		459		458		450		436		424		417		422		446		483		475		458		439		418		397		360

		12-Feb-12		346		332		329		325		333		345		366		397		428		442		443		440		436		432		423		436		455		488		486		470		453		424		388		354

		13-Feb-12		334		329		329		326		336		374		428		488		490		491		479		470		456		441		430		433		448		496		502		500		487		459		427		392

		14-Feb-12		370		369		369		378		388		424		492		545		543		518		502		485		474		463		456		457		476		525		531		529		508		481		444		407

		15-Feb-12		393		385		395		393		424		471		534		578		576		546		528		505		492		473		469		470		491		541		552		543		529		504		467		431

		16-Feb-12		422		404		410		416		429		458		519		582		591		578		578		567		542		531		534		523		545		576		576		540		523		492		449		417

		17-Feb-12		389		380		378		367		378		416		477		524		538		537		524		505		501		495		493		501		520		543		535		518		512		474		434		395

		18-Feb-12		372		359		357		356		360		374		403		440		465		475		469		459		449		444		435		449		467		497		503		473		461		439		406		372

		19-Feb-12		358		347		344		341		353		363		384		418		441		446		448		449		448		439		440		446		474		509		505		491		469		442		404		372

		20-Feb-12		354		343		348		350		357		390		455		512		506		502		485		470		460		450		450		463		483		522		520		505		481		455		415		374

		21-Feb-12		362		348		346		348		356		384		448		501		506		505		508		505		503		501		499		499		512		536		533		515		491		460		419		381

		22-Feb-12		355		346		343		341		351		381		440		494		491		479		472		466		453		434		429		438		465		496		507		496		472		446		412		370

		23-Feb-12		352		342		343		344		349		384		445		499		495		488		474		455		445		436		438		443		460		493		506		494		482		454		413		380

		24-Feb-12		358		350		349		355		363		399		456		508		519		513		513		501		494		489		484		488		497		524		527		505		480		453		422		380

		25-Feb-12		362		347		346		341		348		360		392		426		453		455		459		445		436		423		428		438		456		477		484		472		453		427		395		367

		26-Feb-12		351		346		340		342		358		370		393		432		454		461		457		455		449		439		438		444		469		515		531		520		505		486		443		417

		27-Feb-12		402		401		409		411		436		468		534		590		578		553		529		511		500		478		471		465		485		536		560		547		533		508		465		436

		28-Feb-12		416		410		408		423		426		465		531		577		572		544		522		502		500		481		488		493		512		544		552		537		520		490		442		406

		29-Feb-12		390		377		371		376		387		423		490		536		537		530		525		505		495		488		478		487		506		535		543		534		507		472		436		400

		1-Mar-12		374		360		366		368		377		412		472		520		517		499		494		476		473		461		454		459		466		498		524		516		499		477		429		398

		2-Mar-12		374		370		370		371		378		413		477		521		528		515		499		481		462		458		457		461		480		502		499		487		464		440		401		373

		3-Mar-12		345		338		336		334		337		352		382		414		446		446		445		442		427		416		410		404		417		446		450		437		419		395		370		337

		4-Mar-12		317		312		307		306		313		319		350		377		398		404		405		395		395		375		368		370		394		419		436		424		406		382		347		319

		5-Mar-12		303		294		295		299		304		338		401		440		463		462		464		444		443		431		427		421		427		464		479		473		457		437		398		368

		6-Mar-12		353		344		344		344		364		396		456		503		506		491		478		462		457		444		433		428		442		473		504		497		483		463		418		390

		7-Mar-12		364		363		365		369		377		412		472		510		514		504		486		463		449		433		431		423		432		463		501		490		477		440		406		376

		8-Mar-12		353		348		354		351		368		396		457		503		495		472		457		448		429		435		426		433		442		464		491		479		463		435		388		365

		9-Mar-12		338		335		340		335		346		382		436		486		490		473		466		450		434		421		409		407		421		443		453		444		423		399		367		336

		10-Mar-12		316		302		304		298		305		323		352		382		405		416		414		408		400		392		379		381		391		426		426		417		400		373		350		323

		11-Mar-12		304		299		295		295		292		303		319		351		381		402		419		415		410		389		383		386		397		407		409		440		435		415		388		354

		12-Mar-12		329		327		323		327		338		365		426		479		503		503		501		504		499		494		487		476		480		499		498		502		485		453		418		367

		13-Mar-12		346		333		327		330		342		363		421		474		487		481		459		455		442		429		420		420		423		453		451		467		465		446		407		369

		14-Mar-12		347		340		334		337		340		372		434		495		496		488		482		472		471		461		456		459		471		482		483		495		476		450		411		373

		15-Mar-12		350		333		329		335		338		369		422		475		483		484		480		471		460		450		435		436		433		439		437		450		444		416		378		341

		16-Mar-12		327		309		310		316		319		349		407		455		477		468		462		453		438		429		416		414		405		407		409		433		434		414		389		353

		17-Mar-12		332		320		320		316		322		335		362		404		437		458		463		457		448		417		411		416		430		431		429		435		426		410		391		365

		18-Mar-12		345		335		334		339		346		359		390		417		444		439		433		420		407		393		382		385		386		397		408		435		431		417		385		353

		19-Mar-12		334		333		332		332		347		369		425		474		498		490		474		461		444		429		418		411		418		432		430		447		452		433		399		365

		20-Mar-12		344		333		333		332		343		371		426		480		493		498		485		469		459		439		433		421		430		440		435		460		454		437		399		366

		21-Mar-12		344		334		333		336		345		373		433		484		501		488		464		442		437		421		408		402		406		415		430		445		451		425		393		352

		22-Mar-12		337		324		323		323		335		360		421		477		483		476		466		445		427		414		408		396		404		417		424		443		444		425		391		358

		23-Mar-12		336		331		329		334		342		373		427		477		486		470		459		437		425		402		391		385		381		388		390		409		418		406		376		347

		24-Mar-12		330		321		324		325		334		354		380		417		443		443		441		423		404		389		380		371		376		388		391		406		411		395		368		345

		25-Mar-12		330		341		320		328		329		347		373		398		419		429		420		416		398		385		368		374		382		393		397		407		414		392		357		330

		26-Mar-12		303		303		300		303		314		342		409		460		476		472		463		450		442		430		418		417		428		442		446		446		435		412		368		335

		27-Mar-12		311		303		300		302		307		337		398		453		454		444		436		423		415		408		404		415		410		424		418		432		431		405		370		327

		28-Mar-12		310		293		293		297		295		329		386		427		452		449		439		445		431		412		397		391		404		421		416		426		428		405		370		334

		29-Mar-12		306		299		297		298		303		331		395		450		456		451		439		442		430		422		413		418		429		436		436		444		435		410		369		329

		30-Mar-12		304		289		289		287		292		322		379		429		446		437		434		432		422		409		390		383		391		389		394		412		407		393		360		330

		31-Mar-12		301		295		293		296		297		319		346		383		412		434		427		431		425		412		400		399		415		427		430		433		424		403		378		349

		1-Apr-12		324		316		306		311		310		320		350		379		409		426		421		410		400		391		376		384		391		404		397		408		423		410		369		335

		2-Apr-12		324		317		316		324		334		361		427		483		492		474		458		440		422		411		400		393		399		409		410		424		423		399		373		328

		3-Apr-12		309		301		299		302		306		338		397		446		455		434		423		413		399		398		381		379		390		395		397		411		414		391		350		318

		4-Apr-12		299		284		282		289		293		326		386		456		466		462		456		447		437		424		418		418		424		433		431		442		443		421		387		339

		5-Apr-12		324		311		313		315		324		353		414		473		464		446		430		411		405		392		386		381		390		390		399		408		424		406		374		343

		6-Apr-12		320		308		313		317		318		338		371		400		415		415		400		387		374		358		351		351		360		377		379		389		395		382		355		323

		7-Apr-12		306		300		299		304		309		326		355		389		407		414		398		380		368		351		341		340		344		353		349		360		380		372		346		325

		8-Apr-12		300		294		300		300		307		324		352		381		395		389		385		366		359		345		337		335		340		343		336		346		369		353		324		299

		9-Apr-12		278		280		277		280		285		316		356		390		409		414		407		400		385		369		362		350		352		358		357		366		377		359		325		288

		10-Apr-12		268		262		254		260		265		300		358		416		419		408		399		378		381		365		361		353		359		373		368		373		388		360		323		294

		11-Apr-12		265		256		253		252		265		294		349		399		409		406		393		378		376		365		359		353		353		365		366		374		376		359		323		285

		12-Apr-12		255		246		247		243		249		272		325		382		396		394		388		378		378		367		360		351		354		367		363		373		385		371		328		297

		13-Apr-12		274		266		269		267		277		305		354		404		410		398		377		376		367		362		357		350		356		361		356		362		378		369		331		303

		14-Apr-12		280		268		271		267		273		287		317		349		385		390		384		381		376		361		350		351		359		369		367		366		376		362		328		305

		15-Apr-12		281		268		268		267		269		284		301		329		363		373		363		353		350		342		331		335		347		365		359		366		381		362		331		296

		16-Apr-12		273		274		274		275		283		318		367		434		446		445		439		440		430		423		418		415		421		436		428		421		423		395		355		318

		17-Apr-12		296		283		284		287		293		332		380		432		426		415		399		385		379		373		370		366		378		388		390		399		404		380		342		304

		18-Apr-12		282		276		270		270		278		307		364		416		422		410		398		393		390		380		371		368		377		396		391		391		402		382		347		307

		19-Apr-12		289		278		281		280		292		324		377		432		424		405		395		383		376		365		367		370		380		401		395		401		409		383		343		305

		20-Apr-12		285		272		269		267		273		298		347		399		406		399		389		375		369		363		351		341		349		345		337		345		358		349		332		287

		21-Apr-12		279		266		264		267		274		288		316		342		363		368		356		347		336		326		314		318		321		326		324		323		340		328		304		279

		22-Apr-12		257		245		246		242		250		256		278		304		325		339		340		330		324		313		304		306		315		332		330		329		346		328		298		262

		23-Apr-12		237		237		231		227		232		256		302		356		374		377		373		370		366		356		357		356		351		365		357		354		364		352		315		271

		24-Apr-12		243		230		228		223		228		249		292		349		372		368		369		368		369		362		363		368		357		366		362		352		369		350		310		275

		25-Apr-12		248		236		237		229		239		254		300		355		376		380		371		364		372		361		358		357		357		359		355		363		372		350		312		271

		26-Apr-12		248		235		232		230		234		255		301		359		377		379		388		387		391		385		380		377		390		394		386		381		387		374		334		281

		27-Apr-12		272		261		258		261		264		296		340		390		397		388		385		370		366		354		348		351		346		349		339		345		364		350		326		294

		28-Apr-12		273		258		253		257		262		275		299		331		346		350		341		336		324		311		311		314		316		326		325		328		341		331		298		276

		29-Apr-12		257		246		238		243		243		246		266		298		317		329		333		327		321		318		309		307		317		331		327		331		347		333		301		262

		30-Apr-12		244		231		234		235		240		256		306		364		387		392		393		385		385		374		367		365		371		385		378		382		377		365		321		288

		1-May-12		264		256		254		248		260		285		332		391		396		388		379		371		370		367		360		355		360		373		369		368		380		366		330		290

		2-May-12		266		259		253		251		260		288		335		388		395		391		382		381		372		368		360		355		363		365		358		355		371		366		325		279

		3-May-12		266		262		256		256		261		294		336		395		402		410		400		391		392		387		383		389		392		397		394		394		400		380		340		301

		4-May-12		278		267		263		259		265		290		339		386		396		390		391		386		378		379		373		374		378		370		365		367		375		368		333		303

		5-May-12		281		268		267		264		268		277		303		331		354		364		352		353		336		331		322		318		328		342		335		330		349		339		316		287

		6-May-12		269		265		265		267		273		280		297		319		333		341		331		324		321		309		301		304		310		322		325		324		342		339		306		268

		7-May-12		255		240		247		245		253		275		324		374		379		378		374		363		363		357		353		345		352		357		353		348		355		353		309		272

		8-May-12		249		240		239		234		242		264		307		362		370		364		366		362		360		356		356		352		354		363		355		346		360		351		309		268

		9-May-12		229		231		224		227		228		245		293		353		368		364		362		353		358		352		352		346		354		360		354		350		365		359		322		288

		10-May-12		261		251		252		254		254		287		325		382		376		378		376		362		368		352		357		355		356		363		356		355		371		372		334		298

		11-May-12		273		269		263		273		280		304		353		392		397		386		381		363		357		353		343		341		343		345		340		335		340		344		315		288

		12-May-12		262		250		251		273		289		303		320		352		371		382		374		370		361		360		351		353		361		376		365		350		342		339		298		269

		13-May-12		250		235		237		228		232		231		245		272		299		321		317		317		313		313		313		313		326		332		332		328		333		335		307		268

		14-May-12		242		236		228		224		234		244		290		343		361		367		377		385		402		411		409		408		417		427		418		410		408		400		361		319

		15-May-12		274		245		236		232		232		249		291		349		367		374		375		381		382		390		390		392		398		400		386		377		368		363		318		277

		16-May-12		248		235		232		227		223		244		286		340		365		366		371		371		376		378		377		370		369		374		362		360		359		357		316		273

		17-May-12		251		233		236		233		232		248		291		351		358		367		361		363		359		360		357		360		355		369		358		357		358		358		321		282

		18-May-12		256		245		245		235		246		260		303		355		370		372		367		355		362		349		353		347		347		343		340		337		335		343		312		277

		19-May-12		254		247		238		240		233		243		258		286		301		326		328		322		315		315		306		310		314		332		323		315		321		322		302		268

		20-May-12		253		242		232		225		235		229		242		269		298		310		320		317		314		307		293		306		317		332		331		324		330		319		296		270

		21-May-12		247		232		230		225		226		228		242		268		291		322		336		338		335		326		328		328		347		359		351		340		340		335		293		264

		22-May-12		236		231		231		225		231		244		296		351		367		366		365		368		363		354		360		355		355		366		357		352		354		351		315		275

		23-May-12		250		242		236		234		235		255		302		352		370		368		370		365		365		361		353		349		350		364		352		348		346		350		318		278

		24-May-12		252		238		235		240		240		262		307		354		369		364		356		356		357		356		360		350		359		367		357		355		353		355		312		279

		25-May-12		255		239		239		238		238		251		298		344		369		362		367		361		360		356		354		348		350		345		341		335		332		337		309		274

		26-May-12		250		237		235		232		231		234		253		284		310		323		320		317		311		309		310		311		321		337		321		322		308		321		296		266

		27-May-12		243		222		224		227		222		222		240		261		292		310		309		319		322		315		312		316		328		339		342		334		327		331		301		262

		28-May-12		236		231		229		219		228		245		285		336		359		366		369		369		376		371		363		367		369		376		361		352		348		350		310		275

		29-May-12		247		236		232		243		261		268		313		363		379		377		375		381		382		378		377		372		377		381		373		362		365		358		335		293

		30-May-12		267		259		250		246		252		271		318		369		387		394		391		394		400		393		393		383		381		389		381		355		351		355		318		277

		31-May-12		256		238		234		230		230		243		282		333		357		360		358		361		359		358		360		361		361		365		361		346		346		349		315		274

		1-Jun-12		252		238		231		234		226		239		279		338		353		362		364		366		364		370		356		351		353		351		344		334		333		329		305		273

		2-Jun-12		247		233		233		219		220		224		241		268		301		322		324		327		326		318		314		313		325		333		330		314		317		309		294		267

		3-Jun-12		241		232		227		226		220		219		230		261		283		298		309		309		309		306		304		308		317		333		330		328		325		324		295		263

		4-Jun-12		236		228		228		227		225		241		284		344		363		368		366		366		366		361		353		353		358		370		356		356		354		311		312		269

		5-Jun-12		249		237		228		228		231		242		284		344		363		366		363		367		363		359		358		353		367		378		360		347		353		344		312		271

		6-Jun-12		246		236		234		232		234		252		301		363		380		392		388		389		392		383		387		383		391		400		392		381		375		370		331		291

		7-Jun-12		269		257		255		252		258		282		325		368		375		369		361		369		368		362		363		366		369		375		378		366		364		357		323		272

		8-Jun-12		266		248		245		242		244		268		308		362		378		377		370		359		360		352		344		340		341		349		343		330		328		333		309		281

		9-Jun-12		253		241		239		232		235		240		260		291		329		349		354		355		349		342		341		339		342		355		342		330		332		329		314		276

		10-Jun-12		259		248		239		233		228		229		250		275		288		302		311		308		308		303		306		304		316		328		324		325		318		320		298		264

		11-Jun-12		230		230		217		217		219		234		274		333		375		381		384		381		387		382		385		384		392		399		385		375		366		356		336		295

		12-Jun-12		238		226		222		217		218		225		275		323		347		353		353		355		356		357		354		349		353		359		350		338		335		328		301		261

		13-Jun-12		243		231		219		220		216		236		276		332		349		357		357		358		355		353		347		346		345		356		341		335		330		329		304		268

		14-Jun-12		233		229		220		219		217		239		276		329		353		352		356		348		353		352		347		345		349		349		345		336		338		333		304		272

		15-Jun-12		239		234		228		229		230		244		289		338		351		356		350		348		345		347		341		341		346		348		334		333		324		321		308		271

		16-Jun-12		240		228		223		218		215		215		241		259		296		314		321		319		321		312		308		303		312		321		326		317		303		303		288		256

		17-Jun-12		236		218		215		211		210		203		226		242		278		300		305		311		312		307		296		304		318		313		315		316		309		306		283		250

		18-Jun-12		232		214		217		214		216		231		275		327		350		357		364		359		364		363		350		354		350		363		355		338		334		333		307		268

		19-Jun-12		245		227		226		223		226		239		281		327		351		356		363		354		357		357		356		353		355		358		347		338		340		340		311		273

		20-Jun-12		246		232		231		221		225		243		279		338		360		367		367		367		373		374		373		373		380		377		370		358		351		354		322		279

		21-Jun-12		256		238		236		236		230		238		291		338		366		373		382		387		397		395		396		398		399		395		387		374		364		364		337		290

		22-Jun-12		258		251		232		234		235		241		279		337		364		376		387		390		390		389		396		386		390		393		379		365		353		340		317		285

		23-Jun-12		249		242		228		223		217		223		235		261		303		321		335		337		338		336		329		327		332		335		327		312		307		311		292		259

		24-Jun-12		237		226		219		212		209		217		218		249		277		306		317		319		318		312		308		307		317		322		321		319		312		310		298		259

		25-Jun-12		232		222		216		218		214		229		266		324		346		352		369		366		367		365		354		351		339		355		349		341		332		334		306		263

		26-Jun-12		235		224		219		220		218		235		270		326		353		359		366		368		371		370		361		359		358		372		365		357		347		342		305		270

		27-Jun-12		246		235		228		229		230		244		287		333		351		358		363		359		364		362		361		360		356		366		352		345		339		341		317		273

		28-Jun-12		246		230		228		224		222		236		277		323		342		355		353		360		370		375		379		381		376		381		371		360		349		354		324		286

		29-Jun-12		254		240		230		227		224		236		267		323		349		367		377		383		385		385		389		393		395		401		387		380		364		357		340		294

		30-Jun-12		264		247		237		230		224		221		236		269		298		324		332		338		340		337		331		336		337		344		339		326		321		321		303		269

		1-Jul-12		249		237		221		221		214		211		221		255		278		314		319		328		327		321		328		329		347		350		362		355		347		338		323		303

		2-Jul-12		248		231		217		212		212		211		226		254		280		312		327		329		332		328		325		327		336		351		341		339		331		329		308		265

		3-Jul-12		240		223		219		216		214		228		268		312		344		362		370		378		360		365		360		358		353		363		353		346		333		341		314		262

		4-Jul-12		250		234		227		213		226		237		277		319		346		358		362		364		362		356		355		364		367		373		371		359		348		350		315		280

		5-Jul-12		248		233		229		225		225		236		281		321		353		364		370		368		371		378		383		383		388		399		396		389		375		366		334		293

		6-Jul-12		265		241		237		229		227		236		275		320		356		372		385		390		398		406		418		422		424		427		429		412		389		379		354		305

		7-Jul-12		271		255		245		239		230		223		245		279		317		342		361		372		380		389		398		407		425		440		434		417		395		389		362		316

		8-Jul-12		291		259		252		244		234		233		246		274		315		350		374		389		409		414		421		442		458		469		468		454		438		422		390		331

		9-Jul-12		302		279		265		261		258		266		312		365		411		448		474		481		499		517		509		486		485		480		459		438		419		399		370		320

		10-Jul-12		288		257		251		245		247		256		309		351		390		406		434		448		468		479		491		498		502		516		508		486		460		436		398		342

		11-Jul-12		297		277		265		252		256		265		301		354		397		425		443		455		469		486		501		512		514		525		522		502		476		455		411		354

		12-Jul-12		311		284		274		260		257		269		305		361		394		419		441		461		477		488		502		517		525		531		511		493		470		454		404		353

		13-Jul-12		313		291		278		266		270		276		309		367		398		422		464		477		495		509		518		527		531		533		513		498		472		457		414		362

		14-Jul-12		334		285		275		265		267		263		284		318		351		387		404		421		438		441		440		444		448		455		455		441		428		427		394		351

		15-Jul-12		319		302		294		287		253		241		246		279		302		328		354		369		382		376		380		379		380		383		378		392		388		386		357		326

		16-Jul-12		289		281		268		269		263		275		314		366		411		435		457		469		487		502		518		523		541		544		541		521		494		479		421		338

		17-Jul-12		304		279		261		264		257		266		300		355		397		431		449		453		462		465		467		481		471		471		462		425		410		404		347		322

		18-Jul-12		284		260		258		248		255		259		291		354		396		427		446		465		480		491		502		504		512		516		506		485		455		438		397		339

		19-Jul-12		299		280		267		254		258		262		305		354		393		416		438		456		473		485		495		509		511		536		526		506		476		468		433		373

		20-Jul-12		335		313		310		304		300		308		330		374		407		426		435		455		474		487		463		415		389		359		346		340		333		325		309		272

		21-Jul-12		243		228		224		216		218		220		233		265		304		326		341		345		363		358		372		383		395		405		404		385		355		360		331		294

		22-Jul-12		264		242		240		229		226		222		233		260		293		317		335		332		341		350		360		377		395		419		406		385		364		358		326		281

		23-Jul-12		254		236		235		226		232		242		277		318		349		363		366		377		372		367		361		358		355		362		353		348		343		339		311		274

		24-Jul-12		248		237		229		225		226		243		273		317		350		363		372		387		389		396		405		406		415		418		414		393		385		380		343		298

		25-Jul-12		266		246		245		233		237		247		281		331		365		382		401		412		429		435		450		448		459		453		439		423		407		399		362		309

		26-Jul-12		277		265		251		247		239		253		289		343		381		399		415		429		442		449		453		461		461		464		455		431		418		402		364		312

		27-Jul-12		285		263		246		239		244		250		287		346		381		400		424		442		456		464		481		493		485		460		428		410		383		371		339		300

		28-Jul-12		264		250		243		233		229		228		243		279		315		341		363		375		380		390		400		409		430		433		433		410		393		378		341		305

		29-Jul-12		273		257		242		238		234		229		235		266		307		336		361		375		385		398		406		427		446		459		454		439		415		410		369		315

		30-Jul-12		286		269		252		249		249		255		289		343		385		412		428		442		467		472		482		495		489		496		480		459		437		422		371		317

		31-Jul-12		283		266		254		252		250		255		288		345		382		400		421		434		446		449		457		459		469		477		465		447		423		414		366		308

		1-Aug-12		273		261		249		244		248		250		292		339		382		402		417		422		443		449		461		474		479		484		468		437		420		415		357		317

		2-Aug-12		286		270		262		256		254		275		297		341		373		396		399		404		408		411		419		419		425		438		430		420		398		387		357		306

		3-Aug-12		272		258		247		247		244		255		281		333		370		391		410		410		418		427		430		440		452		463		453		440		420		406		364		315

		4-Aug-12		289		265		254		247		246		239		249		288		332		368		384		397		407		419		431		449		463		468		473		460		434		420		380		336

		5-Aug-12		301		279		260		261		255		245		262		289		333		373		402		424		438		452		466		480		498		508		510		491		475		463		416		337

		6-Aug-12		324		305		285		274		266		266		272		300		349		393		430		456		472		473		482		475		489		479		469		451		440		425		378		328

		7-Aug-12		299		278		263		258		264		270		300		360		403		440		451		471		490		501		513		516		526		528		510		486		465		452		398		344

		8-Aug-12		319		291		277		269		270		280		309		357		397		419		442		454		473		492		503		512		520		524		511		485		455		442		386		333

		9-Aug-12		294		274		262		251		255		264		291		335		381		396		418		433		445		451		467		472		480		482		464		438		438		418		372		322

		10-Aug-12		291		269		262		245		245		257		287		332		379		400		417		433		446		460		471		475		496		499		484		467		445		424		382		330

		11-Aug-12		296		276		263		256		249		256		261		291		337		373		390		408		423		430		442		457		467		475		468		446		421		405		365		321

		12-Aug-12		290		275		258		249		247		244		251		279		314		351		375		391		404		415		433		442		470		477		476		447		439		422		369		316

		13-Aug-12		282		271		261		253		256		268		289		345		387		414		436		453		479		487		508		508		517		515		490		463		452		435		380		333

		14-Aug-12		299		274		267		261		258		273		319		351		399		424		455		465		483		486		494		487		494		496		480		455		449		423		373		326

		15-Aug-12		297		275		262		257		258		270		303		343		388		414		428		442		456		461		475		482		490		499		490		466		444		423		369		320

		16-Aug-12		291		267		261		250		253		265		298		340		374		395		409		425		436		447		462		479		502		507		503		477		458		432		378		329

		17-Aug-12		300		274		269		260		259		267		298		348		384		409		431		439		456		462		479		492		511		511		506		484		459		434		388		342

		18-Aug-12		302		280		267		261		257		260		265		304		344		375		402		418		434		451		458		479		493		497		479		453		435		409		369		334

		19-Aug-12		298		280		269		259		254		270		263		292		330		374		397		423		446		458		464		484		498		502		490		463		462		429		382		339

		20-Aug-12		301		286		274		267		270		285		311		364		407		436		457		479		497		516		518		521		530		526		512		485		470		441		389		336

		21-Aug-12		309		318		304		302		296		297		303		351		377		395		414		425		440		453		466		465		455		448		416		406		402		386		339		304

		22-Aug-12		279		245		250		249		251		268		296		344		380		396		401		415		426		431		445		450		457		467		453		433		424		396		345		295

		23-Aug-12		277		265		257		246		250		264		294		336		367		390		407		402		415		415		418		418		409		410		399		387		385		370		323		292

		24-Aug-12		261		246		248		238		243		256		286		329		356		374		375		381		377		372		373		371		367		374		362		354		361		345		315		277

		25-Aug-12		258		241		239		229		235		239		249		279		306		329		338		342		338		342		343		343		359		368		365		356		353		343		307		278

		26-Aug-12		250		239		235		229		234		230		241		259		289		319		326		329		338		342		345		353		371		381		375		367		378		352		318		286

		27-Aug-12		263		256		244		241		241		258		294		331		367		398		415		428		440		448		463		482		486		491		459		435		437		405		357		309

		28-Aug-12		277		257		251		242		250		262		294		335		367		376		384		391		392		393		404		407		411		411		393		388		386		359		320		276

		29-Aug-12		259		248		237		237		236		253		281		333		361		378		388		389		396		396		402		391		400		398		384		380		378		360		322		282

		30-Aug-12		262		247		240		240		234		262		291		329		353		367		379		380		384		391		390		393		400		405		392		385		389		365		320		287

		31-Aug-12		259		247		241		239		235		251		281		322		355		373		376		383		380		386		382		390		387		381		372		370		377		347		320		281

		1-Sep-12		256		248		238		237		229		241		244		272		310		327		337		338		344		337		338		342		349		352		353		340		355		323		307		273

		2-Sep-12		252		240		234		230		230		237		240		264		291		318		318		324		325		324		323		327		337		352		341		341		350		325		297		267

		3-Sep-12		245		232		234		224		223		234		247		262		294		319		334		341		343		336		330		333		351		366		362		356		365		339		301		260

		4-Sep-12		241		235		227		232		233		252		290		349		366		368		377		383		386		390		393		392		392		405		390		386		384		358		310		276

		5-Sep-12		254		237		235		233		233		256		292		343		362		364		368		372		376		375		374		370		372		382		369		370		370		350		305		264

		6-Sep-12		248		236		227		230		233		251		287		343		350		360		362		362		367		364		374		375		381		390		382		382		381		357		310		276

		7-Sep-12		250		240		231		233		233		249		291		342		357		363		373		368		373		383		382		383		398		401		384		377		374		346		314		278

		8-Sep-12		253		237		231		225		231		234		246		271		303		328		333		338		344		344		347		361		374		383		373		362		363		338		305		276

		9-Sep-12		248		244		235		228		226		231		246		258		292		317		334		336		355		354		363		372		388		389		371		369		361		339		296		263

		10-Sep-12		240		238		227		226		228		246		295		344		355		371		369		370		367		365		356		355		360		369		357		368		372		343		304		269

		11-Sep-12		246		240		229		232		233		263		300		352		365		360		357		356		361		355		353		352		355		360		357		375		369		344		306		271

		12-Sep-12		246		241		233		238		236		269		309		363		367		369		366		361		362		359		358		351		356		364		356		368		373		342		307		270

		13-Sep-12		252		238		232		231		235		257		306		356		363		359		353		357		354		354		359		361		361		370		370		372		375		350		305		267

		14-Sep-12		244		229		225		229		234		250		294		343		355		362		361		359		363		359		363		360		370		368		367		365		356		333		297		265

		15-Sep-12		246		227		228		225		226		243		258		286		313		335		334		335		326		329		322		340		343		352		353		353		346		322		294		269

		16-Sep-12		238		242		227		225		221		229		240		264		291		314		316		325		331		324		335		344		359		367		364		368		362		361		318		284

		17-Sep-12		263		249		241		242		241		255		306		351		366		377		377		379		392		383		394		393		396		408		397		404		389		360		318		274

		18-Sep-12		256		242		241		233		236		262		305		353		366		364		372		371		374		378		381		381		390		395		391		394		386		351		311		276

		19-Sep-12		251		243		232		235		233		258		298		352		363		369		376		371		381		383		389		389		398		402		392		403		391		356		317		277

		20-Sep-12		255		241		236		237		236		260		301		348		360		367		375		374		383		385		390		397		401		410		396		403		392		362		322		281

		21-Sep-12		255		240		238		235		240		257		301		343		367		370		382		379		384		385		390		390		396		391		387		389		376		353		317		282

		22-Sep-12		265		252		244		240		238		249		259		287		319		341		344		351		355		350		354		356		372		368		367		372		354		329		305		283

		23-Sep-12		256		245		239		234		238		244		253		274		311		328		342		346		355		343		349		351		367		374		380		390		379		349		312		276

		24-Sep-12		258		252		254		247		247		271		319		353		364		368		376		383		385		391		404		400		406		409		409		423		405		371		332		300

		25-Sep-12		281		270		269		266		266		260		296		353		375		365		370		368		379		373		384		377		388		385		380		388		374		345		309		268

		26-Sep-12		251		236		232		255		256		284		332		373		390		386		394		388		391		389		391		396		390		401		402		416		399		371		328		294

		27-Sep-12		277		264		259		267		272		296		339		391		394		397		395		392		397		396		385		388		384		394		389		387		368		342		301		263

		28-Sep-12		244		235		233		226		233		247		299		345		360		359		369		361		362		365		361		357		359		369		365		373		354		333		303		268

		29-Sep-12		247		235		223		224		225		229		252		273		307		326		330		332		335		327		324		329		330		340		338		347		333		305		283		253

		30-Sep-12		237		222		225		212		219		226		238		250		288		302		313		316		319		310		310		321		326		345		345		361		346		319		280		252

		1-Oct-12		234		224		225		221		228		251		297		349		362		361		363		361		362		361		353		353		357		376		379		390		374		343		303		265

		2-Oct-12		242		237		230		222		232		251		307		349		364		370		364		373		365		359		353		354		366		378		391		404		400		368		331		302

		3-Oct-12		270		267		265		263		269		300		353		417		415		391		383		374		368		364		359		351		360		373		385		406		390		361		323		289

		4-Oct-12		271		263		253		260		265		299		352		413		408		399		391		373		369		357		354		351		356		374		391		408		390		369		325		299

		5-Oct-12		276		272		264		268		274		302		357		411		420		412		402		391		374		367		355		354		355		359		377		388		379		356		324		295

		6-Oct-12		280		269		268		264		268		290		311		349		368		376		361		355		339		333		324		328		332		343		358		367		354		333		309		283

		7-Oct-12		265		261		255		258		261		274		294		326		350		357		353		348		347		336		330		337		339		338		343		339		335		318		307		269

		8-Oct-12		252		245		246		242		247		263		284		317		342		346		355		350		340		340		327		330		337		348		357		372		353		324		291		260

		9-Oct-12		240		236		223		233		245		271		326		384		392		383		377		367		366		366		353		350		356		370		385		394		373		348		318		279

		10-Oct-12		256		245		240		246		247		276		331		395		407		387		376		369		364		364		356		354		360		372		389		394		376		350		310		277

		11-Oct-12		254		247		243		245		246		278		337		386		394		386		373		360		359		360		352		349		354		372		394		394		377		348		309		279

		12-Oct-12		253		240		239		242		244		268		323		379		390		390		381		369		371		358		357		357		362		377		389		382		360		317		306		268

		13-Oct-12		249		239		231		226		227		242		259		304		333		355		356		346		341		339		333		336		344		361		371		356		344		321		295		261

		14-Oct-12		243		238		231		225		225		230		248		278		309		330		339		345		347		341		333		330		345		364		374		367		357		322		290		259

		15-Oct-12		237		225		226		222		230		246		297		360		372		371		367		367		356		358		351		349		356		381		399		390		366		342		306		269

		16-Oct-12		249		232		226		229		229		255		300		354		364		379		366		345		352		338		332		330		336		351		391		403		392		369		334		296

		17-Oct-12		272		267		266		256		268		296		360		420		423		411		401		382		379		364		365		360		368		393		417		418		402		365		340		296

		18-Oct-12		277		263		255		249		259		284		338		400		407		401		395		389		387		382		374		377		382		410		421		414		395		365		323		292

		19-Oct-12		266		257		252		249		251		276		326		376		393		395		396		388		381		377		367		365		373		384		397		390		375		345		319		286

		20-Oct-12		264		251		246		243		253		260		293		331		359		365		366		356		354		349		338		345		364		375		404		396		383		357		335		308

		21-Oct-12		290		285		276		283		278		292		323		354		385		399		411		401		389		381		375		381		393		417		436		428		416		386		346		313

		22-Oct-12		290		293		286		283		296		323		392		456		462		447		440		428		423		417		414		413		428		463		470		457		443		408		369		325

		23-Oct-12		306		296		296		293		301		331		391		458		465		458		450		444		436		431		422		405		440		477		482		462		448		420		370		328

		24-Oct-12		308		294		291		298		300		326		398		465		466		453		447		443		432		427		418		419		435		467		476		464		447		412		371		334

		25-Oct-12		308		294		296		290		302		329		395		459		457		447		435		423		413		405		396		395		416		451		467		454		435		410		368		326

		26-Oct-12		306		295		291		288		294		328		375		449		458		446		443		445		434		433		431		428		442		463		470		446		428		396		368		334

		27-Oct-12		306		294		293		284		290		306		336		374		403		422		424		421		428		412		408		413		425		448		445		425		407		385		354		324

		28-Oct-12		303		295		285		282		283		296		317		347		374		390		391		386		380		372		364		366		383		414		427		410		396		366		328		294

		29-Oct-12		279		267		269		265		273		299		356		421		436		436		438		432		426		407		403		398		415		436		443		436		408		385		345		307

		30-Oct-12		279		271		268		263		271		299		355		421		425		424		416		413		414		408		406		399		422		452		448		430		411		379		341		305

		31-Oct-12		282		263		263		262		261		293		344		413		419		416		417		415		410		409		397		399		416		430		419		403		393		373		339		302

		1-Nov-12		273		265		264		262		263		291		347		410		417		413		411		403		403		398		401		412		419		439		447		434		419		391		350		308

		2-Nov-12		288		273		263		263		267		292		347		412		417		418		414		402		393		390		384		382		391		424		425		414		392		371		336		301

		3-Nov-12		279		268		255		257		253		268		289		332		360		373		381		382		374		375		368		365		384		410		404		385		368		349		323		294

		4-Nov-12		271		256		249		248		251		265		294		322		353		366		363		369		364		363		360		370		402		424		409		389		364		335		297		275

		5-Nov-12		255		249		240		241		258		279		342		385		393		384		385		371		363		361		363		366		400		439		428		413		391		360		330		297

		6-Nov-12		274		270		266		264		270		309		364		417		429		417		415		411		400		397		396		414		452		466		450		431		401		376		338		305

		7-Nov-12		280		276		268		271		280		318		378		426		417		414		398		395		387		382		385		382		427		466		460		445		430		418		398		337

		8-Nov-12		315		312		299		308		320		355		412		466		466		453		446		437		433		430		422		440		466		502		490		472		453		420		375		339

		9-Nov-12		320		312		308		310		323		352		412		469		482		469		465		460		448		442		451		462		496		520		497		492		470		430		406		372

		10-Nov-12		347		339		332		342		344		360		391		432		455		461		454		450		433		424		423		432		483		511		495		477		465		433		411		384

		11-Nov-12		364		364		360		367		372		390		414		446		469		477		473		469		472		460		455		470		503		521		498		479		461		431		403		369

		12-Nov-12		355		345		341		344		344		369		394		424		449		467		465		462		461		448		453		460		498		516		496		480		457		420		386		354

		13-Nov-12		333		324		323		329		334		367		420		482		481		481		476		464		464		455		456		461		499		518		501		480		461		424		384		347

		14-Nov-12		326		315		317		314		320		356		411		467		468		456		453		441		433		423		421		433		473		504		483		470		453		424		381		348

		15-Nov-12		319		311		313		313		319		354		414		467		478		467		465		456		454		450		449		455		494		514		498		478		459		420		385		350

		16-Nov-12		330		317		315		317		321		360		409		460		469		467		458		456		443		440		438		453		488		498		482		461		444		415		381		348

		17-Nov-12		331		313		309		308		314		329		357		394		420		436		440		432		423		426		424		442		461		480		454		431		411		388		364		333

		18-Nov-12		308		301		297		302		301		316		347		377		397		415		422		426		422		416		407		428		467		480		463		440		423		397		363		329

		19-Nov-12		314		302		300		302		308		343		398		459		468		468		470		468		466		467		467		465		490		502		487		462		442		408		369		329

		20-Nov-12		308		294		293		285		304		327		390		444		450		447		439		433		434		437		438		441		473		493		471		462		439		405		372		344

		21-Nov-12		313		306		306		304		316		347		397		457		461		459		451		447		444		435		423		431		482		498		488		472		456		428		392		356

		22-Nov-12		336		322		324		323		341		372		435		486		487		476		463		459		460		448		457		470		506		524		511		485		473		442		396		356

		23-Nov-12		337		326		324		328		331		365		421		471		483		477		476		469		463		458		462		476		506		504		484		467		445		422		378		352

		24-Nov-12		331		324		311		317		323		337		369		403		425		432		430		419		416		403		404		422		465		482		462		449		433		410		386		356

		25-Nov-12		337		333		328		343		351		365		393		430		468		470		454		448		439		421		423		447		489		520		515		495		486		448		418		381

		26-Nov-12		367		365		367		373		382		409		469		528		537		520		509		496		483		468		469		483		537		566		552		538		514		481		434		403

		27-Nov-12		380		370		371		369		375		413		473		533		532		522		507		496		498		490		496		508		551		564		551		523		514		472		430		398

		28-Nov-12		369		356		358		354		363		410		462		519		524		514		497		487		489		490		491		498		541		557		538		527		502		468		420		389

		29-Nov-12		362		349		350		350		359		389		448		502		512		500		501		500		498		494		494		492		515		530		514		493		482		452		409		368

		30-Nov-12		337		325		325		322		324		358		413		468		475		480		465		468		460		452		443		456		492		496		482		460		445		418		391		350

		1-Dec-12		329		316		306		309		309		320		354		385		422		422		426		420		405		393		396		417		455		467		452		430		420		396		362		337

		2-Dec-12		317		314		298		298		303		318		341		372		405		420		431		429		423		409		402		423		472		494		479		466		450		420		377		347

		3-Dec-12		321		316		318		315		324		354		413		471		476		477		461		458		455		445		449		459		500		521		507		488		470		438		392		351

		4-Dec-12		324		314		315		315		321		358		405		459		469		454		449		454		460		452		446		462		504		512		499		479		465		427		389		349

		5-Dec-12		324		311		317		319		323		357		422		474		484		465		454		449		443		442		453		464		511		530		516		502		478		450		411		375

		6-Dec-12		348		336		336		333		347		373		436		495		499		494		488		476		474		474		482		502		533		546		533		522		508		474		433		393

		7-Dec-12		366		358		357		354		367		394		453		507		516		512		511		509		502		494		494		505		540		549		530		517		495		475		434		401

		8-Dec-12		377		366		363		368		375		395		424		468		493		506		496		474		472		465		465		488		542		550		527		515		499		474		444		410

		9-Dec-12		394		380		380		386		393		404		426		466		497		520		515		514		512		508		512		524		562		571		557		542		518		472		438		400

		10-Dec-12		384		375		375		378		388		419		479		539		545		539		535		524		517		515		510		527		570		583		565		553		531		493		449		409

		11-Dec-12		380		372		369		367		378		407		467		530		526		531		515		517		512		502		500		516		555		573		560		537		520		486		444		398

		12-Dec-12		377		359		358		360		370		407		460		517		524		515		505		508		495		500		496		501		548		571		558		537		523		484		445		398

		13-Dec-12		376		368		365		361		378		417		477		532		533		528		522		513		510		511		513		529		565		585		564		558		534		506		451		414

		14-Dec-12		389		372		369		373		378		411		474		530		531		525		521		503		498		479		483		499		567		595		583		566		551		523		493		445

		15-Dec-12		426		414		412		408		390		401		435		473		505		514		519		524		513		505		504		517		558		567		544		522		505		479		444		406

		16-Dec-12		388		370		367		369		376		389		419		450		480		493		494		488		492		487		487		509		550		557		549		531		512		483		437		404

		17-Dec-12		377		364		370		366		375		410		468		529		536		532		525		520		518		517		510		525		567		583		563		546		523		490		452		403

		18-Dec-12		382		371		372		377		395		426		491		556		567		551		548		531		534		521		523		537		589		604		600		576		566		531		469		444

		19-Dec-12		420		405		403		399		417		445		506		569		578		567		557		560		559		547		553		559		596		604		593		578		553		523		468		425

		20-Dec-12		399		383		382		382		386		421		473		539		539		534		528		522		520		511		509		521		559		564		555		542		525		487		446		405

		21-Dec-12		379		370		369		367		380		408		462		522		533		532		526		513		507		498		501		510		543		565		545		531		509		489		446		415

		22-Dec-12		381		369		372		365		371		380		415		444		484		494		493		491		490		487		480		500		543		550		527		513		490		470		435		392

		23-Dec-12		381		361		364		360		366		375		399		436		464		482		479		479		470		467		459		481		527		539		522		506		485		464		434		386

		24-Dec-12		378		361		361		353		366		376		417		452		478		491		486		472		470		459		462		477		514		513		490		477		461		447		429		386

		25-Dec-12		371		360		358		358		367		375		403		434		459		471		474		471		471		468		474		488		515		506		484		469		464		451		432		402

		26-Dec-12		374		365		356		362		364		378		401		433		454		474		475		476		468		459		459		471		511		522		516		499		488		456		428		396

		27-Dec-12		371		357		354		353		364		389		416		460		484		503		502		494		493		483		482		499		532		548		539		512		499		464		427		393

		28-Dec-12		367		364		356		355		364		380		417		461		483		503		498		496		488		484		480		497		535		552		534		517		498		471		437		403

		29-Dec-12		378		366		369		364		366		386		411		441		481		495		498		497		490		477		474		494		527		549		527		509		490		460		427		397

		30-Dec-12		375		363		362		358		366		378		398		437		466		482		478		473		463		453		456		473		522		551		538		526		507		482		447		408

		31-Dec-12		387		382		373		380		388		408		442		482		505		527		533		531		522		515		505		517		553		573		552		519		503		471		456		431

		1-Jan-13		419		401		388		393		395		406		423		441		466		482		491		495		492		491		486		497		547		554		540		518		504		482		439		411

		2-Jan-13		387		380		382		386		391		425		473		526		548		555		561		553		553		542		543		547		584		603		583		567		540		512		470		428

		3-Jan-13		409		399		396		389		405		434		482		536		562		556		559		548		542		534		529		533		584		614		599		580		563		522		487		449

		4-Jan-13		419		410		403		403		408		442		488		539		556		568		558		553		551		541		536		542		577		590		574		555		531		502		471		431

		5-Jan-13		412		395		395		388		399		419		440		473		506		521		527		534		527		524		511		522		553		568		551		533		508		480		451		413

		6-Jan-13		392		383		376		377		380		394		418		447		479		489		493		496		495		489		484		504		544		568		549		529		509		475		434		404

		7-Jan-13		380		374		367		373		380		418		475		541		549		545		542		530		532		515		522		520		560		578		561		546		515		491		438		407

		8-Jan-13		376		373		368		373		383		418		478		534		540		533		521		516		520		524		522		529		557		582		565		541		524		488		442		400

		9-Jan-13		375		365		361		356		367		395		450		513		516		513		515		499		500		490		486		492		528		555		543		525		505		469		434		389

		10-Jan-13		364		365		356		365		371		408		467		525		533		523		522		512		508		507		508		521		562		581		572		559		534		505		461		421

		11-Jan-13		396		390		389		391		397		432		485		553		558		554		545		517		507		494		485		504		544		588		573		559		549		515		492		456

		12-Jan-13		439		433		428		433		438		460		485		529		557		568		558		540		522		504		504		513		563		597		585		571		544		521		487		458

		13-Jan-13		433		429		430		434		440		455		481		518		544		555		552		537		536		523		526		539		592		610		594		571		554		517		481		441

		14-Jan-13		423		419		416		426		437		463		533		587		597		591		582		562		552		536		534		545		588		612		601		583		560		529		487		448

		15-Jan-13		426		416		417		421		436		467		526		592		597		586		570		562		541		533		520		530		571		614		602		585		570		526		490		452

		16-Jan-13		430		414		417		418		465		497		544		602		604		598		586		576		572		556		555		559		594		621		606		590		570		536		494		455

		17-Jan-13		430		417		422		423		437		467		526		591		596		587		573		567		567		568		558		568		606		630		615		599		574		534		501		455

		18-Jan-13		441		426		422		421		438		464		525		581		589		578		569		542		530		522		511		525		563		600		587		569		546		522		486		453

		19-Jan-13		428		420		421		420		429		443		474		515		537		557		558		545		539		525		517		526		566		596		583		562		539		519		490		458

		20-Jan-13		440		434		429		425		438		449		469		504		532		552		552		546		534		531		528		543		581		614		595		579		566		525		475		430

		21-Jan-13		395		399		392		396		406		440		498		564		571		576		571		558		551		547		538		546		572		603		587		572		552		521		481		438

		22-Jan-13		414		418		409		418		423		464		525		586		588		590		584		581		573		562		559		561		589		620		602		585		565		534		483		449

		23-Jan-13		426		411		410		412		417		458		515		570		577		569		563		558		555		546		546		546		572		599		585		564		542		504		465		420

		24-Jan-13		398		384		380		387		393		433		478		546		546		542		526		516		502		507		505		504		547		581		569		558		530		501		452		420

		25-Jan-13		393		386		379		385		390		420		473		530		542		530		525		512		505		492		488		492		517		553		535		520		503		470		444		401

		26-Jan-13		378		370		365		360		369		384		405		450		475		484		485		468		467		457		453		465		498		501		505		501		487		452		422		392

		27-Jan-13		374		363		359		362		361		379		398		437		454		481		478		481		474		471		461		479		511		545		533		516		498		467		424		393

		28-Jan-13		377		367		367		365		370		411		468		530		541		531		531		526		522		512		514		516		540		576		561		543		521		487		445		408

		29-Jan-13		386		378		372		373		389		415		472		523		530		512		507		490		488		479		474		487		530		560		552		533		512		477		434		398

		30-Jan-13		373		370		363		365		375		405		464		519		523		520		505		498		484		485		481		486		514		548		540		532		507		471		437		395

		31-Jan-13		373		360		360		358		371		401		457		520		515		512		512		507		499		481		486		488		509		545		534		523		498		470		434		397

		1-Feb-13		377		365		365		365		377		409		459		514		518		509		492		476		459		444		441		449		478		525		517		503		483		458		427		396

		2-Feb-13		380		369		361		368		375		393		419		462		492		492		496		473		456		443		429		438		466		522		507		495		475		456		422		393

		3-Feb-13		374		366		363		362		374		384		415		438		470		481		474		473		467		466		460		462		484		521		512		488		476		447		410		373

		4-Feb-13		357		351		351		351		367		392		456		511		516		508		506		494		487		477		468		476		494		537		536		516		491		457		417		380

		5-Feb-13		359		352		345		349		356		388		447		504		501		497		476		465		454		450		450		449		478		519		516		494		482		444		411		368

		6-Feb-13		350		337		338		337		349		378		444		500		501		488		480		463		462		452		449		456		480		518		518		501		480		447		411		377

		7-Feb-13		356		343		340		341		351		380		439		501		500		493		488		475		466		449		444		441		473		511		517		502		484		460		423		383

		8-Feb-13		367		357		356		350		367		400		459		516		508		492		474		456		447		429		426		433		464		506		508		517		510		476		449		421

		9-Feb-13		399		391		385		388		392		407		439		480		511		518		513		498		488		478		463		457		448		492		492		475		457		441		407		386

		10-Feb-13		365		363		356		361		367		381		408		442		458		465		454		433		422		407		393		400		429		481		487		475		462		442		413		389

		11-Feb-13		367		364		369		365		369		391		428		455		479		495		499		490		483		469		460		458		483		523		522		502		486		453		421		377

		12-Feb-13		362		353		351		351		361		396		452		514		514		520		502		490		484		482		475		486		503		532		530		515		484		455		412		381

		13-Feb-13		353		347		346		350		359		392		442		500		502		477		467		454		456		438		443		444		457		498		505		494		480		451		413		380

		14-Feb-13		365		351		350		359		365		394		459		509		506		498		483		462		453		443		432		440		455		500		495		490		475		444		413		377

		15-Feb-13		361		353		351		350		368		393		454		501		505		498		468		459		440		433		417		414		431		472		483		473		457		431		397		366

		16-Feb-13		344		337		333		333		343		360		383		418		451		468		472		460		452		434		427		427		443		473		483		461		448		424		393		364

		17-Feb-13		344		336		332		332		334		350		378		399		428		437		436		428		418		410		407		407		432		474		487		479		460		434		397		367

		18-Feb-13		350		349		351		358		368		401		461		507		519		514		508		497		497		485		482		487		502		538		527		520		494		459		422		384

		19-Feb-13		365		354		347		356		362		396		457		500		503		493		482		464		458		447		453		450		477		514		510		501		485		459		418		384

		20-Feb-13		366		360		362		366		379		416		482		531		523		502		478		466		453		443		442		445		470		504		517		505		487		458		421		388

		21-Feb-13		369		359		357		362		371		406		469		520		529		518		509		497		493		470		455		453		481		520		526		509		492		458		420		381

		22-Feb-13		363		350		346		349		364		394		448		504		512		507		505		487		489		471		468		466		478		499		498		490		465		437		412		374

		23-Feb-13		347		337		330		331		341		356		385		425		444		449		435		422		413		404		393		401		414		454		461		451		438		411		399		367

		24-Feb-13		349		341		338		340		348		362		390		412		445		457		453		450		444		442		440		448		469		494		493		488		455		428		389		353

		25-Feb-13		340		334		331		338		348		379		441		495		496		493		484		472		475		473		467		462		466		500		505		502		478		446		404		366

		26-Feb-13		346		339		338		340		349		378		448		498		477		470		458		445		438		431		425		433		457		492		499		484		464		437		393		363

		27-Feb-13		337		329		329		324		339		374		438		482		488		466		448		434		421		416		409		406		431		469		481		473		454		425		389		351

		28-Feb-13		333		322		320		319		342		369		437		484		477		474		460		457		452		453		450		463		474		497		498		493		468		433		394		358

		1-Mar-13		334		326		321		319		331		356		409		458		459		448		444		429		415		410		400		402		414		444		452		439		416		391		362		332

		2-Mar-13		307		301		290		292		296		311		339		383		400		408		408		397		386		375		367		370		381		411		428		413		400		378		353		328

		3-Mar-13		306		307		308		302		313		326		344		377		401		419		415		416		417		403		404		416		434		471		466		462		437		417		375		350

		4-Mar-13		336		331		333		336		346		379		439		493		488		475		456		448		445		426		429		432		447		482		491		482		460		434		389		357

		5-Mar-13		338		329		324		337		342		379		439		483		492		474		461		451		448		448		438		432		449		488		495		482		460		430		390		352

		6-Mar-13		335		326		318		320		327		370		426		484		486		490		480		479		473		467		463		458		479		500		510		494		470		443		391		359

		7-Mar-13		341		327		326		343		333		369		428		478		478		461		450		439		441		429		427		428		447		475		480		477		453		428		382		351

		8-Mar-13		332		318		318		320		331		361		415		470		476		468		437		426		417		408		405		407		425		447		466		457		438		412		388		353

		9-Mar-13		331		332		328		329		334		353		386		412		420		416		401		390		378		358		349		344		364		395		415		418		401		386		353		339

		10-Mar-13		318		313		0		314		315		322		347		371		399		412		414		413		403		397		384		371		368		385		400		422		424		396		371		333

		11-Mar-13		318		307		306		304		314		343		392		454		467		459		439		431		416		408		391		376		388		403		424		438		433		409		373		336

		12-Mar-13		315		311		307		309		316		345		400		454		469		472		467		457		440		435		419		423		419		435		441		458		441		419		378		336

		13-Mar-13		321		304		299		301		305		332		386		442		455		442		423		417		406		389		374		383		387		399		410		418		410		387		344		310

		14-Mar-13		286		278		272		271		277		300		357		410		430		428		422		418		414		397		385		380		391		406		406		425		414		389		353		311

		15-Mar-13		301		282		274		281		288		308		366		412		430		433		417		403		396		376		366		366		366		373		378		398		392		375		365		330

		16-Mar-13		307		297		284		276		285		291		328		364		389		406		401		393		391		382		370		380		380		401		414		425		420		390		358		329

		17-Mar-13		311		298		300		300		301		316		332		360		396		410		407		401		390		375		365		375		377		384		398		420		419		399		369		339

		18-Mar-13		316		312		312		318		324		351		405		457		476		480		473		466		450		436		438		430		443		452		454		461		467		443		402		365

		19-Mar-13		346		341		342		343		359		384		439		496		486		474		465		451		433		425		408		410		423		448		452		463		449		424		380		347

		20-Mar-13		321		310		311		310		314		348		395		449		472		470		467		463		454		440		434		416		412		428		426		442		437		412		378		341

		21-Mar-13		327		313		310		312		319		346		403		454		468		460		456		447		441		428		427		412		420		440		441		468		460		438		404		366

		22-Mar-13		348		340		342		349		356		384		439		482		492		471		459		442		419		417		411		412		418		426		430		452		453		432		406		372

		23-Mar-13		359		344		345		345		356		379		411		443		457		458		441		430		405		390		380		369		376		386		387		416		421		400		379		359

		24-Mar-13		340		332		332		338		348		362		394		417		435		436		424		409		392		383		366		363		367		380		394		417		423		401		372		338

		25-Mar-13		326		322		327		333		343		376		437		485		495		483		464		444		434		414		400		390		386		396		403		423		434		410		378		348

		26-Mar-13		324		324		320		326		340		373		426		482		480		454		435		424		409		396		378		370		376		385		393		407		419		393		362		328

		27-Mar-13		306		300		294		305		312		338		396		448		455		447		420		402		398		377		363		364		368		374		380		403		404		374		337		311

		28-Mar-13		287		273		276		276		283		309		370		420		428		420		402		392		382		367		364		350		354		361		367		384		380		364		331		297

		29-Mar-13		283		277		267		274		276		297		327		357		374		372		375		355		345		332		328		321		320		341		343		351		357		342		319		290

		30-Mar-13		271		263		261		263		273		286		314		347		368		375		374		354		348		328		315		318		329		330		330		345		352		336		320		287

		31-Mar-13		272		260		261		263		266		277		303		332		356		359		346		340		329		322		311		312		317		326		313		326		342		333		300		282

		1-Apr-13		256		249		249		251		258		281		317		356		382		378		383		375		361		352		343		333		333		346		349		361		376		347		313		282

		2-Apr-13		251		242		244		240		248		279		331		383		389		380		367		364		356		353		344		341		351		361		359		361		372		349		314		277

		3-Apr-13		254		246		237		245		247		276		334		384		397		383		376		364		365		351		351		351		352		360		361		372		377		356		312		287

		4-Apr-13		256		252		244		247		257		275		335		388		397		396		387		385		381		383		368		379		390		404		407		410		407		375		336		314

		5-Apr-13		298		286		284		281		289		314		360		421		437		436		432		426		420		416		409		398		406		407		401		403		412		361		331		297

		6-Apr-13		274		257		259		255		258		267		295		332		356		374		367		362		368		358		347		349		351		358		349		359		372		351		328		302

		7-Apr-13		285		273		273		275		275		288		308		339		369		395		396		397		399		397		390		394		405		417		406		413		414		380		349		318

		8-Apr-13		289		290		284		282		295		319		383		431		448		446		437		423		410		398		379		375		390		402		403		403		410		391		352		315

		9-Apr-13		295		291		287		292		298		328		384		432		432		415		397		396		382		380		369		372		395		395		392		399		404		371		338		300

		10-Apr-13		281		268		266		262		267		298		347		429		417		418		414		416		413		406		398		395		405		408		396		402		408		389		352		313

		11-Apr-13		290		275		281		280		285		312		365		426		429		419		412		400		395		383		366		371		369		388		384		397		405		390		358		318

		12-Apr-13		302		289		292		296		302		332		378		433		431		417		417		409		407		405		406		406		424		433		430		425		426		395		367		335

		13-Apr-13		307		298		291		298		299		318		344		378		416		426		416		401		388		380		364		362		370		377		370		377		391		379		352		325

		14-Apr-13		308		298		291		298		296		311		322		363		385		396		395		386		377		364		354		362		368		377		372		388		404		381		348		317

		15-Apr-13		297		293		296		298		301		339		388		439		453		442		433		427		423		410		403		399		387		404		400		411		427		406		371		331

		16-Apr-13		313		301		305		304		317		345		407		453		454		428		418		410		399		390		377		375		375		381		383		386		411		396		360		327

		17-Apr-13		307		300		302		307		319		357		406		451		445		429		412		399		391		383		378		371		384		396		392		396		406		384		351		314

		18-Apr-13		291		281		282		282		295		323		374		426		429		415		395		384		378		370		361		360		373		385		389		394		400		375		340		303

		19-Apr-13		274		265		263		257		270		294		337		394		406		392		385		378		372		363		360		353		358		360		358		358		372		354		324		294

		20-Apr-13		269		254		257		253		258		268		292		323		359		359		367		362		355		349		342		346		356		364		367		367		371		357		335		307

		21-Apr-13		286		276		271		275		283		292		315		347		375		382		376		377		358		348		339		332		341		356		358		363		382		374		340		309

		22-Apr-13		296		288		289		298		307		343		394		443		431		421		406		392		380		375		362		361		382		387		386		391		396		389		351		310

		23-Apr-13		289		289		289		289		288		317		369		426		430		426		410		391		373		367		359		354		362		374		364		366		384		381		332		302

		24-Apr-13		283		269		267		279		284		320		368		411		410		394		386		370		367		358		359		348		355		358		354		357		375		361		320		283

		25-Apr-13		269		255		248		247		266		290		337		392		387		381		370		368		361		359		356		350		353		350		354		351		370		350		317		277

		26-Apr-13		252		240		239		237		241		264		302		355		373		374		370		361		361		355		350		344		348		349		346		342		357		340		309		269

		27-Apr-13		256		235		228		230		234		242		256		295		317		334		334		327		327		323		314		316		333		333		330		326		329		329		300		277

		28-Apr-13		253		245		246		251		252		260		286		317		350		359		356		348		350		340		335		333		350		360		361		361		378		357		323		291

		29-Apr-13		270		264		265		266		275		300		351		403		425		420		419		410		406		394		388		384		387		404		397		397		415		396		366		325

		30-Apr-13		303		296		297		291		300		332		380		431		426		419		404		401		394		383		379		373		375		380		376		380		398		391		355		320

		1-May-13		300		298		296		298		314		342		391		430		424		410		395		392		379		368		362		355		359		361		364		366		375		367		334		299

		2-May-13		273		268		266		267		272		297		351		400		408		401		394		386		383		377		369		365		373		383		375		371		380		362		324		290

		3-May-13		262		256		252		246		252		275		318		369		370		376		369		362		354		360		351		351		347		356		349		343		352		349		321		281

		4-May-13		263		246		240		241		242		247		268		303		324		336		337		329		323		319		313		318		329		336		335		335		335		334		305		275

		5-May-13		250		243		234		235		234		240		249		282		306		325		327		324		322		316		314		319		336		354		349		353		354		351		313		274

		6-May-13		252		241		236		237		240		257		303		352		371		382		383		383		388		385		390		387		398		405		400		395		392		384		335		301

		7-May-13		264		255		248		243		243		264		301		356		375		385		387		395		397		403		408		412		419		426		421		411		403		398		350		307

		8-May-13		274		259		247		245		247		264		304		360		381		386		390		401		403		409		411		419		429		431		437		422		415		402		361		308

		9-May-13		279		267		256		249		254		262		309		362		387		394		393		395		406		413		422		427		437		441		441		423		418		405		363		315

		10-May-13		289		268		264		260		261		270		307		361		388		398		401		403		412		418		418		433		446		442		432		413		411		396		362		322

		11-May-13		290		274		264		258		257		257		269		305		339		359		364		373		381		389		391		394		400		409		412		396		392		385		356		322

		12-May-13		297		280		272		264		254		256		264		291		321		345		348		354		348		348		348		361		365		378		373		363		373		375		341		298

		13-May-13		276		272		256		262		266		272		320		375		397		400		395		386		385		379		369		366		369		371		368		353		369		364		339		302

		14-May-13		281		271		262		271		268		290		338		385		393		386		381		383		386		386		355		347		353		368		354		348		355		355		327		289

		15-May-13		261		253		248		265		278		297		342		390		404		402		400		399		402		395		372		371		366		375		360		357		362		360		324		279

		16-May-13		253		243		238		233		241		254		301		351		366		370		368		366		363		368		367		365		367		373		370		368		370		357		335		296

		17-May-13		269		258		246		246		249		260		300		351		372		372		369		365		369		366		364		362		363		370		354		348		347		344		309		282

		18-May-13		252		238		237		232		233		230		248		279		310		333		328		329		324		313		311		310		315		322		322		315		320		316		298		276

		19-May-13		246		238		231		227		226		226		241		262		297		313		315		316		307		307		304		312		311		324		324		316		317		317		297		271

		20-May-13		245		235		222		227		221		228		238		267		293		313		325		322		320		317		317		320		327		340		343		337		336		339		310		267

		21-May-13		247		237		227		229		234		241		287		341		367		370		364		368		373		366		362		366		364		377		369		368		375		357		330		292

		22-May-13		271		259		252		254		256		280		324		380		402		404		405		408		412		409		403		404		413		417		393		386		383		369		329		300

		23-May-13		269		270		260		258		267		285		338		394		399		391		386		378		373		360		352		346		351		353		349		346		346		346		318		286

		24-May-13		266		249		250		251		249		274		319		363		368		360		360		357		348		344		345		340		343		350		344		342		339		337		311		275

		25-May-13		256		244		236		229		237		244		259		292		316		328		327		323		316		316		312		318		324		331		324		319		320		317		295		271

		26-May-13		254		237		233		226		233		239		252		274		298		316		315		315		319		305		308		311		313		331		334		327		326		326		298		257

		27-May-13		244		232		227		224		232		246		290		344		366		367		372		375		366		362		361		354		354		363		360		351		352		352		310		277

		28-May-13		254		241		237		233		234		255		297		343		362		368		364		366		359		361		357		353		358		361		355		352		352		345		311		274

		29-May-13		247		241		231		230		234		255		298		337		360		359		357		358		356		355		353		347		350		358		351		346		354		343		311		274

		30-May-13		247		238		235		233		236		248		297		344		361		359		362		361		358		356		351		348		349		356		346		345		346		344		315		279

		31-May-13		251		237		233		233		235		246		295		342		355		363		357		352		352		351		347		343		351		348		344		338		331		325		312		269

		1-Jun-13		250		234		227		226		226		230		248		281		309		324		322		322		316		308		310		315		313		330		323		318		316		312		296		267

		2-Jun-13		246		234		228		226		226		224		238		270		293		314		315		318		309		308		305		306		325		328		331		325		327		323		296		261

		3-Jun-13		242		229		228		229		232		246		292		338		367		364		360		363		367		361		367		363		363		376		367		357		353		347		314		279

		4-Jun-13		251		241		230		228		230		247		283		344		355		360		367		365		371		376		375		381		387		399		395		374		349		332		334		293

		5-Jun-13		264		244		229		225		227		243		291		335		363		377		381		386		395		399		392		396		400		401		403		384		374		371		337		289

		6-Jun-13		266		253		237		237		233		247		285		349		367		381		384		391		398		404		403		413		410		428		419		406		407		390		351		307

		7-Jun-13		278		261		250		244		242		257		293		348		372		382		380		386		385		389		389		395		397		399		386		372		359		345		329		291

		8-Jun-13		263		246		235		236		231		235		246		278		313		332		334		341		342		336		337		340		347		364		361		348		335		332		311		281

		9-Jun-13		259		239		236		231		227		219		237		261		285		310		312		321		324		322		318		327		339		356		355		347		345		339		313		277

		10-Jun-13		251		242		234		232		232		243		282		342		364		368		369		379		380		386		381		386		392		401		395		382		372		361		334		288

		11-Jun-13		260		249		239		234		238		248		289		342		359		369		366		385		387		386		387		379		383		383		376		352		355		339		319		279

		12-Jun-13		259		242		238		235		234		250		289		341		361		368		370		371		373		374		366		376		373		385		379		366		363		358		328		291

		13-Jun-13		260		245		243		239		238		251		290		341		364		368		371		373		378		377		376		373		381		375		357		357		352		350		325		290

		14-Jun-13		257		244		235		233		237		249		291		342		358		362		360		357		361		353		353		349		359		354		350		337		332		331		316		286

		15-Jun-13		259		244		234		232		229		234		244		278		307		323		327		330		338		333		332		341		353		360		355		344		334		334		314		286

		16-Jun-13		255		248		234		232		224		222		237		267		295		317		334		333		342		346		354		361		367		382		364		362		353		355		324		292

		17-Jun-13		259		247		242		239		241		247		289		341		366		382		395		397		403		404		406		402		406		399		393		376		366		360		329		291

		18-Jun-13		261		248		240		239		238		255		297		345		364		370		371		379		380		377		373		367		370		374		364		352		346		340		320		276

		19-Jun-13		253		244		234		232		237		245		287		341		358		370		373		373		378		375		370		360		364		374		368		356		351		347		315		279

		20-Jun-13		252		242		237		236		239		250		297		348		374		372		382		378		373		367		358		357		352		363		362		355		347		348		318		282

		21-Jun-13		255		246		238		238		235		250		288		333		353		359		361		361		361		354		352		350		356		349		344		337		329		324		307		276

		22-Jun-13		254		241		232		227		225		225		247		273		301		314		325		323		333		325		319		320		329		338		331		324		322		319		299		274

		23-Jun-13		247		240		228		225		224		219		234		258		284		308		321		320		334		329		327		345		360		365		357		346		341		337		316		282

		24-Jun-13		247		239		234		227		233		248		280		326		354		361		374		375		374		370		365		365		363		373		364		349		339		333		305		270

		25-Jun-13		244		230		222		220		220		233		273		317		338		352		360		358		362		361		358		353		362		360		352		339		333		335		314		268

		26-Jun-13		247		229		222		224		222		235		271		322		345		355		355		363		365		363		358		349		356		363		354		345		341		336		307		271

		27-Jun-13		248		231		224		221		220		233		276		322		346		351		350		358		362		358		357		356		358		364		351		344		344		350		316		281

		28-Jun-13		253		233		229		219		226		228		275		317		345		369		375		389		390		396		398		399		405		411		395		388		371		363		344		303

		29-Jun-13		268		250		238		233		227		226		247		276		311		330		342		342		339		342		348		362		365		379		380		369		351		345		325		293

		30-Jun-13		264		245		234		230		225		221		235		265		304		336		357		365		383		388		395		415		421		443		439		434		417		400		374		326

		1-Jul-13		291		270		253		241		239		233		261		297		336		376		397		417		430		434		441		441		463		477		476		463		447		429		390		346

		2-Jul-13		309		287		272		262		258		268		314		371		426		463		489		511		524		540		547		556		563		571		553		529		513		487		444		387

		3-Jul-13		338		304		292		284		278		288		327		378		427		453		467		478		492		497		502		507		513		521		508		494		463		443		404		344

		4-Jul-13		309		288		272		264		264		267		314		358		390		413		438		447		461		473		478		486		488		495		480		465		437		418		374		334

		5-Jul-13		298		273		262		258		255		266		299		351		384		405		420		428		439		445		446		450		451		448		430		408		396		384		359		318

		6-Jul-13		283		268		253		244		245		244		255		284		325		352		371		375		388		388		396		407		417		421		418		407		379		371		344		305

		7-Jul-13		273		257		248		241		240		234		241		270		296		324		337		348		357		363		362		371		371		390		378		370		363		358		335		296

		8-Jul-13		271		255		247		245		240		259		288		342		375		399		419		427		439		447		452		449		462		463		444		434		419		402		364		320

		9-Jul-13		287		270		255		250		253		259		302		352		381		407		422		431		452		464		479		487		497		513		501		481		459		442		399		344

		10-Jul-13		306		281		269		263		259		272		306		363		394		424		442		463		479		492		506		510		514		507		487		456		437		420		381		334

		11-Jul-13		295		274		265		255		259		266		304		346		382		403		417		424		421		428		428		434		432		440		426		412		383		380		350		307

		12-Jul-13		270		256		248		243		244		248		290		330		349		371		376		380		382		390		386		385		387		397		385		366		363		360		331		300

		13-Jul-13		270		254		243		239		238		235		250		283		314		346		350		357		363		365		377		380		393		407		402		378		365		357		334		297

		14-Jul-13		270		256		246		239		235		237		243		270		302		333		348		357		367		376		384		400		419		431		420		404		393		377		339		298

		15-Jul-13		267		251		250		242		244		251		291		338		372		387		404		403		413		410		420		413		422		432		426		410		387		385		357		306

		16-Jul-13		275		253		249		249		243		259		288		340		372		399		397		403		418		420		433		440		460		470		466		454		444		430		380		336

		17-Jul-13		299		276		269		258		265		276		313		352		376		390		395		400		406		401		408		398		401		406		409		392		382		377		344		304

		18-Jul-13		277		257		244		243		245		257		291		340		363		390		403		418		429		435		451		456		476		481		483		466		438		427		384		332

		19-Jul-13		299		275		260		257		255		260		297		348		387		413		432		449		466		475		493		506		514		520		508		485		463		444		400		353

		20-Jul-13		312		289		268		262		259		257		267		312		350		384		403		432		444		456		468		480		496		502		493		478		452		425		400		346

		21-Jul-13		313		290		277		266		254		263		266		302		338		380		407		428		443		459		472		486		499		515		507		493		475		458		409		357

		22-Jul-13		317		296		282		270		269		280		321		370		417		449		473		494		511		520		537		542		547		556		548		526		497		472		420		374

		23-Jul-13		320		299		284		275		277		284		316		370		409		447		465		492		505		518		534		545		559		572		560		541		503		489		439		383

		24-Jul-13		334		316		291		287		284		288		332		383		427		457		479		500		516		533		543		553		563		567		563		540		512		490		435		384

		25-Jul-13		340		313		294		286		286		292		329		384		418		459		473		500		516		532		543		566		566		571		562		545		511		489		438		377

		26-Jul-13		338		308		293		286		279		288		316		368		411		443		467		482		503		522		532		542		547		550		537		520		484		462		422		375

		27-Jul-13		330		312		296		297		295		289		299		343		379		420		428		429		440		449		453		469		480		490		481		455		443		422		387		344

		28-Jul-13		315		286		271		268		264		260		265		297		331		359		378		394		401		404		413		423		442		452		446		435		418		407		368		325

		29-Jul-13		291		274		268		262		262		271		304		351		390		413		430		442		450		462		465		471		490		492		484		466		443		426		375		336

		30-Jul-13		300		275		265		260		263		269		309		352		389		414		421		435		455		458		470		482		502		509		504		484		455		440		393		347

		31-Jul-13		304		284.2		273		264		268		274		305		358		398		418		434		452		469		478		494		500		517		519		496		481		461		449		404		358

		1-Aug-13		322		302		287		280		279		293		324		368		408		438		458		472		489		491		496		478		456		452		426		407		406		393		356		318

		2-Aug-13		294		273		267		266		262		277		298		344		377		397		399		408		412		412		407		402		410		410		406		397		385		384		354		314

		3-Aug-13		290		263		256		258		250		255		260		292		328		356		372		381		398		407		416		418		422		432		418		399		391		389		351		323

		4-Aug-13		294		277		267		262		256		256		268		281		316		351		363		387		392		394		396		393		404		412		404		382		378		369		359		327

		5-Aug-13		307		282		282		256		247		246		253		288		324		356		375		389		401		404		410		423		439		449		449		429		420		395		365		319

		6-Aug-13		282		269		255		251		252		267		298		346		388		415		435		444		460		478		499		507		520		532		521		493		479		445		398		347

		7-Aug-13		311		284		269		264		261		275		305		366		399		427		449		463		478		493		509		512		528		532		517		498		477		455		408		355

		8-Aug-13		319		295		283		276		273		286		321		369		409		440		461		477		499		509		519		531		542		549		543		512		497		471		419		364

		9-Aug-13		325		300		283		280		273		286		312		365		408		432		465		477		493		510		521		526		541		533		511		484		473		453		408		363

		10-Aug-13		326		301		287		279		278		277		281		312		355		388		412		436		445		457		466		467		463		461		458		435		423		406		369		332

		11-Aug-13		301		282		277		263		264		264		266		290		329		365		383		404		430		444		454		465		464		470		454		432		418		406		364		317

		12-Aug-13		291		279		266		253		260		278		301		353		387		422		442		454		470		488		496		507		517		529		520		477		462		445		388		342

		13-Aug-13		307		289		273		266		267		286		308		354		392		419		433		453		472		479		495		517		529		536		521		500		470		450		402		350

		14-Aug-13		308		291		277		267		271		281		308		356		396		414		430		442		464		479		485		487		490		492		477		467		457		441		392		352

		15-Aug-13		312		297		284		276		276		293		326		370		412		443		463		481		495		512		501		505		504		502		481		461		462		446		396		365

		16-Aug-13		333		316		305		305		301		319		344		386		430		451		464		472		463		471		465		464		477		485		476		449		437		413		376		332

		17-Aug-13		298		275		269		261		261		264		272		298		340		368		383		408		410		425		431		433		441		437		420		402		392		379		344		310

		18-Aug-13		284		262		259		253		248		250		254		281		309		348		365		375		387		398		404		415		422		430		418		408		404		389		347		307

		19-Aug-13		284		266		262		253		252		268		304		341		380		400		415		431		436		452		451		458		466		458		447		420		422		391		353		310

		20-Aug-13		288		271		258		251		254		269		300		340		370		396		407		418		422		426		434		436		450		456		449		422		416		397		354		312

		21-Aug-13		284		270		261		253		258		274		302		343		375		392		405		411		416		426		429		440		452		465		459		435		422		407		359		314

		22-Aug-13		287		272		255		254		258		268		309		341		377		398		405		416		427		432		446		448		454		463		449		431		433		403		364		320

		23-Aug-13		296		277		266		261		261		276		309		353		378		393		402		398		397		390		391		386		390		394		383		374		382		361		333		297

		24-Aug-13		272		255		248		240		242		246		253		277		316		338		353		364		365		365		369		372		389		392		378		364		370		346		321		288

		25-Aug-13		265		252		249		242		238		247		245		266		294		324		338		347		358		360		364		375		379		392		379		373		378		354		317		282

		26-Aug-13		270		267		269		256		268		290		325		372		403		424		427		431		434		433		436		434		430		415		401		395		394		364		323		287

		27-Aug-13		266		253		244		244		277		298		330		363		391		410		416		430		431		437		441		450		460		455		421		407		413		384		341		295

		28-Aug-13		270		258		250		244		244		265		295		339		362		381		386		390		392		393		390		393		397		403		391		382		395		367		334		294

		29-Aug-13		275		258		245		246		244		264		297		335		373		388		386		394		401		402		397		394		387		390		379		373		378		352		322		290

		30-Aug-13		260		248		237		234		235		254		280		325		345		375		380		381		396		394		394		391		392		386		373		366		377		348		317		282

		31-Aug-13		257		246		262		264		256		263		268		296		327		344		349		353		348		354		356		367		381		391		386		378		372		353		325		290

		1-Sep-13		269		257		251		244		239		248		247		277		305		329		343		352		352		357		372		379		394		409		403		387		387		364		333		294

		2-Sep-13		272		252		246		242		240		249		254		281		309		342		361		378		392		400		415		421		448		463		459		455		447		421		367		334

		3-Sep-13		300		292		277		257		253		270		310		361		378		388		399		408		422		432		444		455		464		481		470		457		448		419		375		331

		4-Sep-13		293		288		279		276		276		294		333		391		406		417		421		425		426		429		428		436		438		444		434		427		430		396		359		326

		5-Sep-13		296		288		274		247		246		267		314		353		364		378		382		394		394		399		394		391		393		400		397		398		396		365		331		290

		6-Sep-13		263		251		242		238		242		250		292		332		356		374		373		379		376		369		378		364		360		359		362		361		356		329		305		269

		7-Sep-13		251		231		231		220		224		230		243		267		304		320		331		334		334		331		327		331		341		343		339		339		334		319		290		262

		8-Sep-13		248		234		222		226		219		228		232		252		285		310		317		320		325		321		324		339		349		371		356		368		360		338		300		266

		9-Sep-13		236		234		230		225		226		244		286		335		355		367		377		387		393		401		400		414		424		428		421		407		404		372		328		286

		10-Sep-13		259		243		238		233		229		252		289		335		357		367		382		382		401		404		409		418		429		436		420		414		403		369		328		282

		11-Sep-13		260		239		234		230		233		250		295		336		363		368		378		387		397		402		407		419		438		445		427		418		417		373		334		285

		12-Sep-13		265		246		242		236		236		258		297		346		365		380		396		405		418		425		432		451		462		463		454		441		431		401		348		313

		13-Sep-13		289		264		257		247		240		252		294		337		359		380		388		404		411		425		435		448		458		459		435		425		410		378		341		298

		14-Sep-13		270		255		243		241		229		245		251		276		310		334		350		368		375		380		390		401		413		413		400		396		375		361		326		294

		15-Sep-13		265		259		245		240		236		240		253		269		299		322		341		353		365		375		382		390		397		401		394		395		390		353		313		277

		16-Sep-13		252		244		235		235		232		254		291		340		360		371		375		387		393		396		394		392		402		408		392		390		387		355		309		276

		17-Sep-13		245		233		228		221		221		250		289		339		352		367		370		368		375		372		367		366		379		378		381		386		375		346		301		275

		18-Sep-13		250		232		232		223		228		249		296		339		355		365		368		367		366		371		366		367		369		369		370		385		393		365		324		286

		19-Sep-13		265		259		258		250		254		274		320		358		371		372		369		371		373		370		365		366		367		369		369		383		376		341		310		274

		20-Sep-13		255		243		232		236		230		256		296		344		352		363		357		355		365		366		356		360		362		363		365		374		363		338		306		275

		21-Sep-13		245		243		229		226		226		237		251		282		315		333		343		339		341		336		330		328		339		346		346		344		341		315		288		260

		22-Sep-13		239		235		223		223		223		226		242		264		294		321		326		333		328		331		321		329		342		358		359		360		356		322		291		257

		23-Sep-13		239		229		230		226		233		252		303		357		365		372		376		373		368		372		360		363		367		379		377		389		375		346		310		274

		24-Sep-13		252		249		240		235		240		270		317		363		371		374		361		364		362		353		354		351		360		371		374		386		377		346		312		275

		25-Sep-13		258		249		239		235		251		270		328		376		388		382		374		374		373		367		361		363		373		383		389		399		380		353		315		280

		26-Sep-13		259		250		242		242		246		270		323		376		384		379		374		366		367		356		353		348		359		371		373		393		381		355		322		285

		27-Sep-13		265		258		249		251		265		280		332		386		404		404		402		399		390		388		376		373		382		397		396		403		380		358		330		289

		28-Sep-13		270		256		249		249		248		257		287		312		345		363		369		361		360		352		343		351		361		376		379		370		354		332		304		273

		29-Sep-13		259		240		241		237		237		245		264		292		326		336		349		348		345		338		340		342		358		376		377		382		367		343		306		280

		30-Sep-13		253		246		242		236		250		279		330		392		394		391		389		383		376		372		364		365		377		392		399		405		389		363		322		288

		1-Oct-13		265		254		249		252		253		285		343		398		398		400		389		377		380		367		365		363		381		389		414		419		402		369		334		301

		2-Oct-13		276		270		254		262		270		293		358		406		412		409		394		392		384		381		376		378		391		407		422		427		410		374		341		302

		3-Oct-13		282		270		270		264		276		302		365		413		410		402		387		376		370		359		354		354		355		371		388		411		393		373		338		303

		4-Oct-13		277		278		277		276		284		312		372		428		426		409		396		388		371		369		360		348		358		371		389		393		372		356		325		292

		5-Oct-13		265		257		252		251		250		266		290		318		354		365		365		363		354		350		343		348		358		372		383		381		362		338		319		289

		6-Oct-13		267		252		253		254		252		265		287		316		339		348		339		333		329		319		314		314		324		354		366		378		358		335		301		268

		7-Oct-13		250		247		244		243		248		276		332		390		396		391		392		379		379		373		370		363		374		394		405		408		389		358		319		288

		8-Oct-13		261		255		251		247		252		280		331		392		408		404		390		390		382		374		368		367		373		394		410		414		403		372		336		304

		9-Oct-13		282		270		268		269		276		308		368		418		417		408		397		386		374		369		361		358		366		395		418		409		395		367		329		294

		10-Oct-13		274		260		259		251		259		288		342		398		408		409		402		402		394		391		381		375		382		393		420		430		412		386		348		316

		11-Oct-13		299		288		281		288		289		326		380		435		443		435		423		405		385		379		369		369		372		393		412		407		393		367		339		305

		12-Oct-13		288		271		271		266		272		277		302		345		370		387		379		364		360		350		346		343		353		369		391		381		374		358		328		305

		13-Oct-13		279		275		270		272		269		284		310		341		371		373		377		373		360		350		346		346		353		353		368		367		364		344		323		301

		14-Oct-13		281		273		277		281		285		298		327		360		373		390		387		378		366		357		345		342		358		363		387		399		386		360		325		299

		15-Oct-13		280		278		276		275		294		324		385		445		451		439		425		411		400		393		384		376		385		403		428		434		410		381		343		306

		16-Oct-13		286		272		263		267		272		300		352		411		417		409		404		391		388		379		368		370		378		397		414		421		397		384		339		302

		17-Oct-13		288		274		271		274		287		318		377		434		434		418		406		393		385		364		361		356		368		390		418		415		407		374		343		311

		18-Oct-13		292		277		279		279		289		316		380		436		442		438		418		408		394		379		368		363		371		388		418		409		393		378		347		315

		19-Oct-13		295		279		285		276		286		299		330		366		391		400		394		382		368		347		336		341		348		371		389		384		374		350		324		299

		20-Oct-13		280		273		268		269		271		283		305		339		368		378		379		367		358		340		333		328		343		367		401		393		378		348		318		291

		21-Oct-13		267		262		261		260		272		297		360		418		432		417		415		404		392		387		373		359		377		405		424		424		417		401		357		317

		22-Oct-13		291		286		282		289		295		317		375		435		457		438		422		412		408		398		387		389		402		425		445		437		413		380		345		308

		23-Oct-13		286		271		269		266		271		300		359		420		433		426		420		412		409		395		389		382		405		422		442		435		410		389		340		310

		24-Oct-13		286		273		266		261		273		297		362		421		424		422		417		412		407		392		386		384		398		420		438		431		414		386		354		313

		25-Oct-13		291		275		274		268		273		299		356		408		429		425		428		425		413		404		394		394		405		424		434		422		406		380		351		318

		26-Oct-13		295		281		273		276		276		288		322		354		384		395		405		400		392		382		374		382		392		413		422		407		385		361		340		305

		27-Oct-13		289		278		275		265		270		284		304		333		358		377		385		384		387		386		380		385		404		424		425		415		396		374		335		308

		28-Oct-13		286		285		281		279		287		323		381		451		448		451		456		447		435		429		423		410		409		436		462		461		441		418		373		332

		29-Oct-13		314		301		297		304		312		351		410		476		472		460		439		421		407		400		386		381		399		434		460		453		438		419		375		346

		30-Oct-13		321		315		311		315		326		357		417		482		485		469		456		444		434		428		412		413		416		454		477		465		445		422		374		337

		31-Oct-13		307		293		290		289		298		328		389		443		451		436		419		407		392		384		378		381		393		417		426		423		404		388		357		321

		1-Nov-13		301		290		291		291		297		330		387		446		455		441		441		425		419		414		406		411		425		452		453		437		415		390		355		322

		2-Nov-13		298		284		276		277		281		293		321		356		391		408		415		416		416		408		408		409		424		439		440		420		402		379		357		329

		3-Nov-13		302		293		287		287		295		315		344		381		410		420		416		413		404		403		403		420		452		478		458		447		420		393		353		326

		4-Nov-13		313		302		301		304		320		353		418		467		468		465		444		431		426		416		411		419		464		506		492		478		458		428		386		351

		5-Nov-13		328		322		321		320		333		370		429		482		490		481		476		470		469		463		466		469		502		525		505		489		465		431		389		355

		6-Nov-13		331		320		319		319		328		362		425		472		479		470		457		450		450		454		466		475		511		531		504		489		453		424		386		350

		7-Nov-13		325		318		313		318		330		359		419		472		482		485		478		473		478		466		464		470		502		515		506		482		466		433		379		356

		8-Nov-13		329		319		328		316		324		355		408		460		468		460		455		440		436		428		418		431		459		492		470		460		439		414		383		354

		9-Nov-13		332		326		323		326		331		349		386		435		456		460		459		450		439		432		431		437		473		491		470		455		432		413		388		356

		10-Nov-13		342		340		339		340		342		358		379		411		435		453		456		461		455		445		446		435		460		467		441		429		409		379		358		329

		11-Nov-13		308		301		299		295		301		321		343		369		398		418		415		402		398		394		394		408		447		469		455		430		415		393		351		324

		12-Nov-13		309		301		297		304		314		345		402		452		458		453		444		449		438		431		430		438		464		493		475		455		435		405		368		330

		13-Nov-13		306		296		295		291		292		333		384		435		443		429		416		404		402		396		389		404		446		474		462		449		430		407		362		333

		14-Nov-13		301		297		292		290		303		332		390		440		441		430		424		412		414		399		402		411		457		486		476		465		444		421		379		349

		15-Nov-13		323		315		310		305		327		353		397		442		467		458		456		458		456		454		458		467		496		503		484		471		451		420		389		356

		16-Nov-13		333		322		312		312		319		331		358		395		420		435		427		421		413		402		399		426		464		485		465		446		429		407		382		352

		17-Nov-13		336		327		327		327		327		342		366		401		420		438		440		431		434		430		427		438		481		494		478		455		434		412		368		341

		18-Nov-13		326		315		312		312		323		352		412		466		474		470		471		468		458		459		458		465		497		505		491		469		447		419		378		339

		19-Nov-13		317		309		297		302		305		340		392		451		457		446		438		426		427		421		432		449		493		517		504		498		481		458		417		383

		20-Nov-13		364		358		363		365		390		421		488		543		545		526		507		494		485		484		478		493		552		581		572		565		548		522		474		441

		21-Nov-13		421		417		417		417		427		470		528		578		579		557		533		517		503		496		495		514		563		593		584		576		552		512		490		443

		22-Nov-13		429		410		418		414		430		460		519		570		577		560		547		526		512		494		497		513		560		572		566		547		530		503		474		440

		23-Nov-13		421		403		406		406		414		430		465		502		524		531		517		493		485		475		475		491		529		551		526		511		489		458		436		401

		24-Nov-13		385		372		372		372		379		395		418		456		480		485		489		472		457		450		448		466		514		530		519		511		487		459		422		385

		25-Nov-13		373		365		362		363		378		413		474		530		529		520		513		492		486		478		471		489		537		552		543		532		511		475		438		395

		26-Nov-13		373		369		367		364		375		415		474		527		533		524		509		494		492		482		474		482		537		561		549		524		508		479		437		400

		27-Nov-13		380		366		363		367		379		409		472		527		531		521		510		493		490		480		480		500		540		555		546		529		509		470		437		395

		28-Nov-13		378		363		362		358		374		408		465		514		521		518		499		490		490		470		473		488		533		553		545		528		511		476		430		401

		29-Nov-13		373		357		359		350		372		397		456		517		527		519		516		507		502		496		489		502		536		548		526		512		490		465		437		399

		30-Nov-13		368		360		356		351		358		374		400		435		467		479		475		467		465		455		451		474		515		516		504		484		468		437		410		376

		1-Dec-13		358		340		338		343		341		360		382		419		445		463		466		462		464		456		461		476		512		527		508		490		473		441		402		365

		2-Dec-13		350		336		343		338		352		383		441		502		505		510		508		511		515		525		519		546		582		599		590		570		558		521		473		438

		3-Dec-13		412		401		407		407		424		461		526		574		585		573		563		555		544		552		563		585		640		664		653		633		618		579		536		459

		4-Dec-13		431		423		421		425		436		470		531		590		605		591		579		576		568		563		565		578		625		648		627		622		598		565		523		477

		5-Dec-13		462		452		451		454		475		509		571		629		641		628		614		596		591		586		588		602		653		671		654		641		619		585		538		495

		6-Dec-13		477		462		463		466		482		517		579		640		641		629		621		602		602		600		601		612		669		672		669		644		632		607		576		535

		7-Dec-13		509		504		505		510		514		535		570		607		642		650		632		619		595		582		588		607		668		691		668		652		634		606		575		538

		8-Dec-13		522		509		506		502		508		527		551		578		610		619		614		604		586		584		588		607		659		667		653		632		616		583		535		496

		9-Dec-13		480		471		478		472		486		518		574		638		642		643		638		637		630		616		620		634		661		685		662		649		628		585		537		494

		10-Dec-13		473		457		455		458		473		508		564		619		629		616		603		581		569		562		565		575		631		649		636		629		602		572		523		482

		11-Dec-13		460		452		449		459		462		502		559		620		622		614		608		601		598		594		586		599		637		645		628		613		594		588		535		485

		12-Dec-13		457		440		438		436		446		477		533		590		589		585		571		571		567		549		550		565		610		618		613		592		576		539		495		455

		13-Dec-13		429		416		414		417		421		457		520		570		572		565		559		550		534		525		516		536		588		597		578		566		547		519		488		449

		14-Dec-13		422		411		406		401		410		421		454		490		519		528		534		524		520		522		518		516		563		573		547		530		516		490		460		427

		15-Dec-13		400		388		386		383		391		402		425		467		493		509		513		504		497		491		491		505		559		580		562		550		536		475		424		385

		16-Dec-13		370		357		357		363		372		400		463		523		530		521		509		505		496		486		479		495		542		573		555		542		522		489		443		407

		17-Dec-13		376		372		362		364		377		409		466		527		536		526		524		519		512		499		500		514		558		571		559		543		524		489		450		405

		18-Dec-13		382		364		365		362		373		413		465		524		539		530		522		512		511		502		502		518		558		580		564		553		540		512		473		430

		19-Dec-13		406		401		401		409		424		458		523		589		601		594		586		589		576		575		576		593		633		651		633		621		602		578		532		499

		20-Dec-13		442		427		427		428		435		472		525		575		597		589		588		578		578		572		562		569		613		615		600		578		565		534		497		460

		21-Dec-13		424		417		415		412		412		434		463		504		536		540		530		521		512		504		510		520		559		571		558		534		522		498		460		427

		22-Dec-13		407		396		394		391		396		413		432		471		501		516		517		508		503		492		496		511		550		563		554		531		513		489		449		418

		23-Dec-13		391		383		382		380		385		416		456		492		519		527		520		517		503		499		495		499		547		559		543		527		506		487		446		414

		24-Dec-13		375		369		364		367		379		404		447		496		517		524		513		501		486		468		465		478		517		530		510		497		480		473		447		423

		25-Dec-13		395		386		383		382		387		404		430		462		483		493		497		497		486		490		488		502		527		514		488		480		469		455		429		402

		26-Dec-13		376		367		362		362		367		387		407		432		455		477		488		493		479		477		471		497		539		552		541		530		512		495		462		432

		27-Dec-13		419		410		384		375		380		411		437		474		499		515		519		515		505		499		501		508		540		557		540		522		506		471		445		410

		28-Dec-13		383		375		363		369		370		391		414		455		481		490		491		479		464		459		458		475		531		548		529		519		505		471		445		413

		29-Dec-13		389		379		374		379		383		397		414		452		484		497		510		501		496		485		481		497		545		564		541		532		508		483		448		414

		30-Dec-13		390		383		379		378		390		412		456		497		526		535		542		539		537		529		521		521		565		580		562		541		524		490		455		416

		31-Dec-13		384		371		369		368		379		399		440		480		507		527		524		518		502		483		477		479		522		545		527		501		481		457		442		424

		1-Jan-14		406		391		383		378		385		392		413		434		446		466		472		479		481		476		480		488		527		540		521		507		485		461		422		397

		2-Jan-14		369		366		361		362		374		400		442		489		511		524		526		522		522		512		507		517		547		563		542		529		498		477		432		397

		3-Jan-14		372		364		356		351		358		384		431		476		496		508		506		496		490		481		479		480		534		546		535		521		500		479		444		413

		4-Jan-14		380		371		373		371		378		398		430		472		499		503		492		478		468		445		443		462		514		551		538		526		509		491		461		429

		5-Jan-14		412		403		406		409		426		436		460		498		523		526		519		506		492		484		478		501		540		578		568		558		538		508		473		439

		6-Jan-14		425		421		420		427		440		467		528		589		595		589		576		551		544		541		535		553		591		615		596		575		558		526		478		444

		7-Jan-14		418		408		413		411		425		455		512		572		581		578		562		557		557		549		548		552		585		605		586		569		542		509		471		428

		8-Jan-14		406		390		390		395		408		436		492		554		554		549		542		532		533		525		529		536		572		586		570		557		531		497		458		419

		9-Jan-14		391		381		374		379		387		418		475		530		532		520		503		499		495		496		503		513		556		579		561		539		521		489		445		407

		10-Jan-14		385		370		365		367		378		405		460		520		522		521		508		491		489		478		474		488		523		540		524		510		489		459		427		395

		11-Jan-14		364		354		351		350		353		367		391		424		456		467		453		441		436		431		428		437		476		504		479		467		442		417		389		365

		12-Jan-14		342		335		330		333		334		351		378		403		438		451		465		459		465		458		458		478		512		525		508		486		465		433		396		366

		13-Jan-14		342		334		335		326		345		370		423		483		488		481		477		466		456		443		439		448		483		511		500		480		469		439		402		364

		14-Jan-14		343		337		330		331		346		380		434		500		503		488		477		462		451		441		443		457		501		524		512		493		473		448		403		370

		15-Jan-14		348		337		330		339		341		376		438		493		503		494		484		471		462		448		439		452		488		526		519		504		489		460		422		390

		16-Jan-14		365		360		357		361		375		404		464		516		530		520		515		505		498		491		489		498		527		557		541		525		507		477		436		400

		17-Jan-14		378		363		366		364		375		406		465		521		533		530		527		518		510		508		502		512		565		587		572		552		531		504		478		439

		18-Jan-14		421		406		406		403		417		426		459		493		524		533		506		502		492		470		456		468		506		527		522		499		478		452		423		399

		19-Jan-14		372		360		355		354		360		377		395		428		460		476		487		483		481		472		467		474		504		537		520		503		482		453		419		387

		20-Jan-14		385		403		404		404		380		408		463		529		536		534		525		522		512		500		489		493		529		563		551		531		522		487		443		404

		21-Jan-14		382		378		374		374		385		416		479		532		545		540		534		525		513		514		498		514		548		569		556		541		517		488		444		411

		22-Jan-14		384		373		374		368		385		411		471		535		534		546		561		545		531		533		519		525		541		572		557		532		506		477		431		399

		23-Jan-14		373		368		366		359		377		404		463		521		518		513		495		483		472		460		445		456		491		534		528		514		502		471		427		394

		24-Jan-14		372		361		360		356		368		399		452		511		523		518		514		499		498		487		482		493		513		535		520		504		484		458		421		396

		25-Jan-14		363		350		351		355		356		370		404		433		464		484		488		490		480		469		471		476		499		528		509		486		469		447		416		383

		26-Jan-14		364		355		351		352		355		368		395		424		456		476		481		475		472		458		459		461		486		519		508		491		473		439		407		371

		27-Jan-14		354		349		346		345		358		387		441		500		510		509		511		501		483		488		480		487		513		545		529		512		488		462		417		386

		28-Jan-14		359		357		346		350		360		393		451		507		514		512		510		507		499		496		490		496		522		554		537		515		503		466		433		386

		29-Jan-14		370		356		353		355		368		400		462		518		521		516		509		503		505		498		493		505		523		555		543		526		508		472		433		397

		30-Jan-14		371		365		364		361		377		405		463		518		521		519		507		505		497		494		490		491		532		555		558		532		520		489		442		418

		31-Jan-14		389		380		384		384		401		434		493		551		564		541		522		516		500		492		488		500		533		578		568		555		542		524		487		461

		1-Feb-14		436		432		431		434		443		463		492		536		560		561		552		526		503		497		491		502		529		575		567		545		519		492		462		437

		2-Feb-14		434		421		427		420		429		445		472		502		531		536		529		521		504		495		499		506		527		563		555		546		534		496		460		426

		3-Feb-14		411		410		412		414		428		458		513		575		576		584		576		564		559		540		534		539		565		614		610		593		578		543		501		468

		4-Feb-14		450		438		440		446		464		493		556		609		616		603		589		573		558		551		544		551		584		640		638		619		600		576		533		502

		5-Feb-14		484		480		484		490		505		545		602		658		661		638		613		596		579		566		560		567		598		653		658		649		636		609		564		534

		6-Feb-14		514		514		515		517		530		566		620		678		673		656		634		609		591		580		563		572		612		660		667		657		641		600		560		522

		7-Feb-14		502		496		496		488		509		528		586		636		637		633		616		596		565		558		549		556		583		628		626		614		596		574		543		516

		8-Feb-14		485		485		482		484		494		506		540		575		598		597		586		562		543		524		521		550		571		611		608		599		571		551		524		497

		9-Feb-14		477		473		475		476		484		486		515		547		568		577		575		565		546		527		516		527		553		585		588		568		551		528		487		442

		10-Feb-14		444		435		439		440		449		461		493		522		538		558		565		555		545		523		522		525		547		585		573		560		534		507		467		427

		11-Feb-14		415		410		408		416		423		460		517		562		563		547		521		510		494		489		489		504		530		572		567		547		527		496		474		420

		12-Feb-14		398		386		388		386		394		426		474		516		522		495		476		467		447		440		427		428		450		499		506		495		480		456		415		388

		13-Feb-14		358		358		350		359		361		400		454		509		508		491		483		474		463		451		443		440		456		494		500		499		478		460		419		389

		14-Feb-14		364		354		356		355		366		395		452		502		521		515		498		480		472		447		436		444		461		496		496		480		463		439		422		383

		15-Feb-14		366		349		353		351		360		373		404		436		466		472		472		466		458		451		451		450		475		503		495		474		459		435		407		380

		16-Feb-14		355		353		346		344		352		363		386		417		449		451		446		433		426		417		418		424		460		491		496		480		467		437		392		367

		17-Feb-14		344		338		334		337		347		383		436		487		501		494		492		479		472		455		458		455		473		512		517		503		489		459		419		386

		18-Feb-14		368		358		358		360		370		405		461		518		518		524		511		507		509		505		504		509		521		550		539		519		501		468		428		389

		19-Feb-14		370		361		357		361		376		404		465		517		514		503		486		473		465		456		448		449		468		507		524		506		493		465		431		393

		20-Feb-14		379		367		368		366		379		416		469		518		518		507		499		488		469		453		443		444		471		505		517		503		488		456		421		387

		21-Feb-14		370		357		358		360		370		402		459		506		518		501		487		478		463		466		454		457		473		511		524		511		497		478		447		416

		22-Feb-14		400		392		395		397		405		425		455		489		504		511		491		485		469		453		458		456		480		517		515		507		484		461		432		402

		23-Feb-14		386		383		380		379		398		413		436		453		485		490		486		484		489		485		482		492		511		549		549		535		510		479		440		410

		24-Feb-14		394		390		392		396		411		438		508		555		568		562		554		552		537		538		524		537		559		585		587		571		551		529		478		447

		25-Feb-14		437		433		431		441		455		489		553		602		588		563		548		532		530		516		507		503		529		570		599		595		581		557		522		493

		26-Feb-14		470		473		477		484		501		526		563		603		593		571		539		515		500		490		476		483		507		541		564		545		530		500		465		429

		27-Feb-14		406		394		396		392		406		439		495		542		547		521		501		490		505		507		511		464		479		519		531		521		498		473		427		391

		28-Feb-14		376		364		362		361		381		413		471		519		512		491		481		460		453		442		431		434		455		486		511		502		489		469		443		411

		1-Mar-14		393		389		392		394		404		432		464		500		524		542		532		534		528		514		513		507		537		560		564		551		531		504		476		443

		2-Mar-14		428		410		427		421		433		449		471		502		529		536		535		536		523		524		516		522		537		561		571		552		535		502		460		434

		3-Mar-14		399		406		407		408		420		454		509		555		564		554		551		537		521		517		511		507		526		550		566		549		522		489		450		417

		4-Mar-14		392		382		376		382		390		425		478		529		529		516		505		488		481		471		473		474		491		522		530		511		492		461		418		386

		5-Mar-14		360		351		350		348		361		396		455		501		513		511		500		491		483		467		459		463		482		503		508		494		478		448		410		374

		6-Mar-14		355		345		343		339		346		381		435		477		475		468		461		454		451		443		439		439		451		480		493		479		462		436		396		364

		7-Mar-14		337		328		327		326		340		371		423		466		465		452		441		427		415		404		390		394		402		422		448		441		426		406		369		343

		8-Mar-14		321		318		352		353		347		365		384		423		445		456		455		452		437		435		426		441		458		488		493		448		419		387		367		334

		9-Mar-14		316		312		0		299		307		315		325		357		376		396		396		395		388		375		370		362		369		382		397		418		413		389		359		328

		10-Mar-14		309		293		299		299		304		334		393		453		468		455		447		436		423		413		404		400		408		413		423		447		439		418		384		353

		11-Mar-14		330		322		323		319		338		370		426		490		489		470		447		426		418		406		389		383		389		408		409		434		436		416		380		347

		12-Mar-14		325		321		320		324		340		376		426		493		491		468		450		430		420		405		392		387		388		398		409		432		430		405		369		335

		13-Mar-14		312		302		300		304		311		347		404		465		464		454		429		412		407		396		377		374		376		392		401		424		420		402		365		326

		14-Mar-14		312		300		295		299		303		328		384		444		460		456		449		445		442		429		423		408		402		405		407		426		425		399		376		351

		15-Mar-14		321		308		305		310		307		326		355		388		424		443		452		444		430		416		406		399		410		424		421		427		419		397		369		340

		16-Mar-14		314		308		305		295		303		308		335		364		391		398		395		391		385		375		363		372		379		394		403		416		412		379		352		324

		17-Mar-14		301		298		291		295		306		332		386		432		450		447		440		438		422		408		396		389		394		413		412		434		426		413		378		350

		18-Mar-14		332		323		325		325		339		376		424		473		477		465		445		428		416		400		386		382		393		412		407		432		422		403		370		340

		19-Mar-14		315		310		303		301		312		339		388		436		457		461		458		441		437		426		424		427		429		439		436		447		443		424		375		356

		20-Mar-14		329		322		318		322		327		356		405		449		468		452		434		421		418		403		397		404		408		422		426		448		446		432		396		365

		21-Mar-14		349		341		341		343		346		386		434		484		483		472		453		436		419		407		393		389		396		405		410		434		431		421		392		367

		22-Mar-14		343		340		338		341		351		363		399		432		450		460		460		458		450		445		436		438		439		440		433		446		439		420		392		362

		23-Mar-14		342		335		331		335		336		343		378		407		419		419		410		394		382		372		357		356		367		372		384		404		417		397		367		337

		24-Mar-14		328		323		327		330		337		374		418		471		484		479		460		440		434		417		404		402		411		420		422		443		438		416		379		354

		25-Mar-14		328		321		320		323		330		362		406		454		469		466		451		439		433		427		419		413		420		430		433		438		431		408		373		341

		26-Mar-14		318		308		307		306		317		342		390		438		451		438		418		409		406		394		376		374		379		385		389		414		407		388		355		328

		27-Mar-14		304		290		292		293		298		328		385		430		447		451		443		424		417		399		392		382		384		397		402		420		419		397		363		328

		28-Mar-14		293		282		291		292		308		334		384		426		451		452		443		435		435		420		421		415		421		427		424		436		419		399		355		335

		29-Mar-14		312		297		295		292		295		307		335		367		393		397		393		381		373		364		351		355		370		385		390		389		388		366		346		322

		30-Mar-14		304		299		295		289		299		309		336		357		389		396		390		382		372		362		356		358		369		376		381		391		400		383		345		318

		31-Mar-14		300		293		293		304		306		342		405		456		452		436		421		408		399		383		373		367		376		389		386		399		407		392		354		322

		1-Apr-14		301		298		299		301		317		345		406		459		447		430		415		398		392		381		367		359		367		378		376		395		402		392		349		319

		2-Apr-14		296		293		294		298		306		343		403		444		436		416		409		395		375		371		367		363		374		383		384		404		404		385		345		316

		3-Apr-14		299		286		284		287		299		330		389		436		440		432		409		398		391		381		374		371		378		393		400		406		413		387		346		311

		4-Apr-14		291		278		278		277		281		313		367		410		425		411		393		383		377		372		362		356		369		365		364		372		384		360		344		310

		5-Apr-14		292		275		277		278		285		298		329		361		387		392		384		371		357		351		340		339		350		366		358		369		370		349		324		299

		6-Apr-14		279		269		266		267		269		284		302		330		352		356		361		346		343		329		324		318		324		344		348		363		374		346		315		283

		7-Apr-14		265		258		255		257		265		294		350		397		412		407		405		390		382		367		358		353		358		364		359		372		375		360		323		289

		8-Apr-14		272		259		257		263		269		299		357		410		411		395		386		377		365		360		360		347		353		369		365		373		371		356		320		285

		9-Apr-14		262		254		250		254		256		286		344		395		398		397		382		369		371		356		349		348		352		357		362		369		386		362		328		296

		10-Apr-14		283		265		268		273		280		311		370		418		421		404		391		372		368		364		359		348		350		349		359		368		376		358		327		282

		11-Apr-14		273		256		256		251		261		287		332		389		401		399		392		380		377		367		357		353		362		360		355		360		369		356		326		299

		12-Apr-14		275		260		266		259		268		279		306		338		362		365		364		355		349		335		328		326		326		341		336		342		360		342		318		298

		13-Apr-14		277		271		270		273		278		293		313		345		357		360		359		346		336		322		317		311		323		333		335		346		363		350		313		281

		14-Apr-14		274		263		265		273		277		317		370		419		416		407		393		382		376		366		356		350		354		371		357		366		377		361		321		287

		15-Apr-14		266		258		251		251		257		284		337		391		406		400		393		391		379		375		364		356		369		379		376		381		392		374		337		299

		16-Apr-14		284		269		272		269		276		310		361		411		418		406		402		390		386		380		369		368		370		387		379		385		397		376		333		298

		17-Apr-14		282		277		264		264		263		296		342		393		410		400		394		386		375		371		362		355		369		377		376		382		384		369		338		303

		18-Apr-14		276		268		262		257		266		277		303		335		364		377		379		373		366		354		339		332		340		349		342		341		359		346		326		297

		19-Apr-14		280		271		271		276		283		298		321		348		369		377		373		364		355		344		340		330		337		344		347		341		352		343		317		287

		20-Apr-14		272		260		258		260		264		269		292		315		334		343		342		329		322		315		310		312		324		322		313		322		333		327		302		271

		21-Apr-14		256		253		249		251		257		276		318		355		376		399		395		393		381		366		358		362		363		374		366		368		381		358		321		288

		22-Apr-14		262		253		248		251		253		280		334		407		425		431		431		424		422		423		418		418		420		425		417		413		431		414		373		349

		23-Apr-14		318		315		318		319		328		335		371		419		423		416		391		382		378		371		363		357		363		363		363		363		383		375		335		303

		24-Apr-14		278		271		263		271		270		299		358		405		424		420		414		404		405		395		375		377		381		383		379		382		403		377		341		306

		25-Apr-14		285		272		277		271		277		310		349		403		410		407		389		385		368		359		353		349		361		366		358		355		369		356		328		297

		26-Apr-14		274		262		256		258		260		273		302		330		362		369		361		355		347		336		333		328		334		343		338		336		350		342		319		291

		27-Apr-14		276		263		263		263		267		277		295		324		345		363		353		354		352		342		335		339		352		366		359		359		371		365		322		297

		28-Apr-14		279		269		276		277		283		312		368		405		411		391		386		369		369		366		351		346		354		357		357		352		370		363		325		296

		29-Apr-14		276		265		265		267		275		321		375		419		419		410		399		391		374		365		358		354		359		361		354		357		370		361		330		286

		30-Apr-14		266		258		252		258		263		289		341		381		390		379		368		366		358		358		347		342		350		350		347		344		354		352		310		276

		1-May-14		249		242		237		230		242		260		308		352		355		360		352		353		349		350		347		349		358		358		354		350		359		351		313		280

		2-May-14		253		239		238		230		234		248		294		335		359		365		365		364		367		368		366		368		371		361		361		348		350		342		308		277

		3-May-14		245		236		226		223		224		229		245		282		310		330		337		335		327		320		317		314		321		333		334		333		331		321		296		265

		4-May-14		247		237		233		231		232		237		262		285		323		338		342		344		335		330		327		332		352		367		364		354		357		342		305		278

		5-May-14		256		250		248		246		246		276		324		377		390		388		382		374		365		355		352		347		352		358		357		352		358		355		312		284

		6-May-14		259		248		252		244		253		278		328		370		372		371		355		354		353		350		340		344		349		354		348		345		350		351		311		282

		7-May-14		254		251		248		249		260		281		334		378		377		367		359		354		350		343		337		334		342		342		341		337		344		347		307		276

		8-May-14		249		243		237		244		245		277		316		368		373		374		356		362		364		362		364		358		358		359		366		355		371		358		310		284

		9-May-14		254		238		235		227		237		258		300		352		368		374		373		374		368		361		351		347		350		352		342		343		345		343		312		291

		10-May-14		253		245		248		242		243		252		274		306		328		335		334		320		317		313		310		302		320		327		318		319		327		323		297		276

		11-May-14		255		244		241		241		243		256		266		295		311		327		319		312		305		297		290		292		305		314		314		309		332		325		299		260

		12-May-14		250		238		236		236		250		268		318		363		373		376		362		367		358		357		347		349		352		360		349		349		354		347		314		275

		13-May-14		255		241		239		234		239		262		309		348		366		368		371		358		367		361		354		351		360		367		352		352		352		350		315		273

		14-May-14		252		239		232		231		231		257		289		349		361		362		363		367		363		368		372		371		378		388		376		368		367		361		332		283

		15-May-14		260		241		235		232		227		250		292		340		354		363		364		370		374		382		371		368		379		379		374		368		367		365		325		291

		16-May-14		259		241		234		235		227		244		284		335		353		366		365		362		372		370		369		370		374		368		359		349		349		343		311		283

		17-May-14		246		238		227		227		224		225		239		273		304		322		327		325		326		320		317		318		324		325		324		317		316		312		298		265

		18-May-14		243		239		228		228		226		231		240		268		297		313		315		314		311		303		306		301		311		320		318		307		318		315		291		261

		19-May-14		233		232		226		223		227		231		240		274		294		316		330		326		322		326		315		321		333		339		341		335		331		336		300		262

		20-May-14		243		233		228		229		236		245		293		346		359		368		361		368		369		370		374		370		374		388		369		365		358		356		324		285

		21-May-14		256		246		233		231		238		251		283		346		360		361		366		366		371		368		374		369		380		388		377		373		361		363		325		286

		22-May-14		253		247		237		230		232		248		286		345		364		369		372		375		386		383		389		392		397		397		385		376		378		370		331		290

		23-May-14		265		245		238		234		233		249		285		339		361		368		370		371		370		363		363		361		367		365		353		349		338		337		312		280

		24-May-14		252		244		229		221		225		218		238		268		302		322		327		327		332		330		321		330		340		341		335		322		316		317		295		265

		25-May-14		242		237		223		222		219		217		230		254		290		312		316		320		322		324		310		322		326		346		343		334		335		331		293		262

		26-May-14		243		242		238		239		250		274		315		359		387		388		395		390		390		384		376		375		379		386		372		366		363		367		330		297

		27-May-14		274		260		259		257		259		278		315		360		377		379		374		381		377		379		373		364		373		383		378		369		367		357		328		291

		28-May-14		266		257		254		249		251		267		312		358		370		384		378		376		380		375		375		377		378		382		374		367		366		360		331		296

		29-May-14		273		262		263		259		270		285		334		387		400		411		401		402		380		365		357		358		357		363		359		345		353		349		317		281

		30-May-14		255		242		241		240		240		253		300		346		358		358		363		356		355		355		352		351		353		350		346		337		331		332		309		277

		31-May-14		240		239		230		223		228		227		244		277		300		324		324		321		320		321		322		328		332		349		345		340		330		330		304		281

		1-Jun-14		248		233		251		253		248		245		262		281		318		343		357		357		361		359		362		370		376		383		380		370		361		357		322		295

		2-Jun-14		264		254		246		243		240		250		290		347		373		384		389		392		403		398		402		401		400		410		400		390		378		372		341		291

		3-Jun-14		262		255		242		244		233		253		295		345		372		386		389		393		398		389		379		379		379		388		379		366		360		355		322		278

		4-Jun-14		255		247		238		234		237		248		295		349		362		369		376		378		379		383		388		383		385		395		383		373		365		362		325		287

		5-Jun-14		260		246		239		235		233		256		287		345		365		371		377		380		377		380		372		372		378		382		371		360		360		352		326		289

		6-Jun-14		259		245		241		239		234		251		285		336		359		368		364		369		369		371		369		365		368		367		358		347		340		336		321		278

		7-Jun-14		260		247		237		233		231		230		248		277		308		329		334		334		337		332		333		334		344		348		340		324		331		324		308		274

		8-Jun-14		260		239		237		230		229		227		239		270		297		321		338		340		342		342		350		354		367		377		377		362		358		350		320		279

		9-Jun-14		258		250		242		241		236		251		295		349		370		386		392		390		393		395		391		395		399		396		397		377		368		359		337		301

		10-Jun-14		267		254		249		249		249		262		300		357		373		381		379		381		382		383		378		377		381		383		372		363		360		358		335		300

		11-Jun-14		272		264		251		256		250		264		309		356		375		380		382		382		390		392		391		392		398		405		392		387		379		379		353		312

		12-Jun-14		279		270		259		258		254		267		311		346		378		380		387		398		404		407		413		408		406		405		376		383		384		366		336		301

		13-Jun-14		281		261		257		260		255		274		306		354		381		392		391		393		392		387		380		376		371		384		375		363		361		354		333		298

		14-Jun-14		274		258		255		252		254		253		270		298		335		342		354		349		352		348		339		345		348		358		350		332		333		328		296		259

		15-Jun-14		236		230		219		221		214		218		232		255		280		312		319		317		319		322		311		315		332		341		333		331		328		331		276		267

		16-Jun-14		245		235		237		236		233		248		281		334		359		367		380		381		371		368		352		359		355		362		354		346		346		344		320		290

		17-Jun-14		264		248		241		233		237		254		291		347		364		374		367		373		376		373		366		370		376		389		376		366		355		355		323		284

		18-Jun-14		258		240		238		231		232		239		283		336		356		373		384		382		390		391		389		393		400		400		385		374		357		352		325		290

		19-Jun-14		263		246		242		253		252		269		306		357		373		385		391		393		394		392		387		395		397		402		394		386		375		379		349		311

		20-Jun-14		289		272		262		244		234		247		282		322		355		371		380		380		381		379		377		366		362		363		354		346		333		332		312		280

		21-Jun-14		250		234		232		224		222		226		243		275		301		322		321		324		328		326		321		329		344		342		347		341		333		327		306		278

		22-Jun-14		254		237		233		227		220		223		234		259		297		314		325		336		335		343		349		356		376		392		395		387		369		364		337		291

		23-Jun-14		265		252		247		234		241		247		284		334		360		383		399		402		413		422		424		428		433		447		431		416		397		391		359		314

		24-Jun-14		287		276		258		255		255		263		300		345		362		373		377		383		378		382		373		367		374		382		370		362		352		351		348		290

		25-Jun-14		260		251		240		234		232		247		287		331		358		377		382		389		393		397		398		402		413		421		408		394		381		374		348		303

		26-Jun-14		276		258		241		238		233		250		285		333		349		375		380		391		404		405		414		411		410		406		385		379		365		366		333		299

		27-Jun-14		273		256		247		241		243		253		286		334		361		372		381		374		383		380		381		376		377		372		362		351		348		344		326		285

		28-Jun-14		259		243		234		229		230		225		246		269		310		329		340		345		341		343		338		343		358		362		349		352		334		332		311		283

		29-Jun-14		252		247		233		229		222		222		238		256		296		314		325		327		327		327		316		321		328		348		349		335		338		348		329		299

		30-Jun-14		269		264		253		252		249		255		283		318		354		375		388		391		401		403		407		413		433		443		439		409		378		368		347		305

		1-Jul-14		274		261		248		243		238		242		265		299		329		362		371		381		384		390		397		408		426		436		442		430		408		391		357		324

		2-Jul-14		291		274		259		252		249		265		297		349		392		412		424		439		463		455		456		471		485		496		475		461		434		419		383		328

		3-Jul-14		297		275		267		254		256		267		307		357		395		415		430		439		456		469		475		478		479		471		452		422		399		396		358		320

		4-Jul-14		287		270		251		253		246		253		289		341		372		394		405		411		423		430		429		430		432		431		413		400		382		381		352		321

		5-Jul-14		284		266		258		247		238		237		265		290		340		368		381		392		404		409		420		425		422		423		403		391		376		373		352		313

		6-Jul-14		288		268		261		251		248		237		261		291		339		364		394		406		425		427		422		421		421		423		412		393		380		366		343		312

		7-Jul-14		284		264		256		250		253		256		304		343		383		403		415		430		434		452		456		464		474		485		476		464		442		421		388		337

		8-Jul-14		293		280		255		252		251		260		305		350		397		419		435		454		467		481		499		512		519		529		517		504		476		466		418		367

		9-Jul-14		319		298		280		271		261		276		317		374		412		447		469		487		502		514		524		525		537		533		530		505		476		457		410		355

		10-Jul-14		311		292		274		265		258		272		318		369		410		436		449		462		474		484		491		495		504		506		506		482		460		432		392		339

		11-Jul-14		303		280		266		254		252		260		299		351		385		408		424		442		454		470		482		500		506		510		502		491		461		440		402		352

		12-Jul-14		307		286		267		261		246		246		269		305		348		378		404		417		436		454		464		490		496		507		507		485		459		432		402		355

		13-Jul-14		315		293		280		262		259		250		268		299		338		380		413		432		452		466		482		506		515		527		527		512		490		470		427		371

		14-Jul-14		337		306		294		285		289		291		335		377		411		427		434		440		448		456		461		462		470		475		469		454		441		439		399		356

		15-Jul-14		317		293		277		271		274		276		319		374		413		440		462		489		501		526		539		555		566		574		569		543		521		507		457		399

		16-Jul-14		357		323		306		300		292		294		340		391		430		463		486		514		533		553		562		579		587		583		570		555		527		514		462		404

		17-Jul-14		359		331		307		301		295		304		343		404		441		474		502		521		533		549		558		558		558		556		537		518		495		479		436		382

		18-Jul-14		343		314		302		292		290		298		333		378		416		446		464		474		483		494		503		508		521		513		495		470		452		441		405		366

		19-Jul-14		327		312		300		293		284		290		306		329		364		387		393		394		395		404		414		432		440		443		434		417		344		380		358		318

		20-Jul-14		291		276		263		259		254		254		263		295		328		360		378		392		405		410		412		421		428		433		426		406		390		389		356		313

		21-Jul-14		288		275		265		259		259		279		310		357		388		412		423		428		439		450		455		465		473		486		476		449		437		425		380		337

		22-Jul-14		308		282		271		264		264		278		312		349		386		399		412		425		420		419		414		408		414		412		399		391		382		385		354		312

		23-Jul-14		286		264		263		255		249		266		308		350		383		400		405		420		432		440		443		418		404		407		384		374		361		359		327		288

		24-Jul-14		252		250		246		235		243		256		287		325		341		347		351		357		361		368		366		360		361		376		361		356		353		358		319		293

		25-Jul-14		262		247		240		239		237		254		277		328		357		369		381		384		384		384		384		389		394		398		387		379		366		367		336		299

		26-Jul-14		270		249		247		236		239		235		251		283		321		343		356		359		368		368		378		395		409		422		424		406		387		378		340		310

		27-Jul-14		276		263		250		245		243		236		248		281		313		346		364		377		392		398		412		424		446		465		469		452		435		419		371		329

		28-Jul-14		299		270		262		257		261		271		299		353		396		425		442		461		476		491		506		521		534		546		529		516		486		474		416		367

		29-Jul-14		324		295		285		272		273		283		314		368		413		443		460		476		500		505		532		544		549		558		548		527		505		482		434		373

		30-Jul-14		329		305		285		280		276		289		320		374		412		452		468		491		512		524		530		548		554		558		543		527		506		484		428		372

		31-Jul-14		328		301		286		278		275		281		316		366		407		439		463		478		507		525		535		545		557		563		548		533		504		482		429		372

		1-Aug-14		330		304		288		279		273		282		313		360		396		426		444		466		482		499		515		528		534		536		523		494		475		464		413		372

		2-Aug-14		330		309		289		282		282		279		288		320		367		408		434		455		473		466		464		466		479		481		462		441		416		410		379		346

		3-Aug-14		306		281		271		270		259		261		265		289		338		373		394		420		443		446		445		446		449		464		454		427		417		416		374		331

		4-Aug-14		299		281		272		259		259		257		267		302		345		366		404		426		444		458		464		482		498		518		507		481		481		453		396		348

		5-Aug-14		318		295		283		272		269		286		309		362		407		445		481		503		530		542		560		571		588		591		579		558		535		519		460		405

		6-Aug-14		336		303		287		284		276		283		318		362		404		441		459		478		497		514		531		534		550		548		533		518		492		475		413		363

		7-Aug-14		315		299		282		272		269		280		310		351		400		424		446		459		481		493		509		516		534		534		520		490		468		447		397		346

		8-Aug-14		315		287		277		276		270		278		319		348		387		417		432		442		464		475		486		494		499		499		480		458		443		420		381		329

		9-Aug-14		302		275		261		255		253		257		264		292		336		359		377		390		398		413		423		438		455		466		448		437		405		403		356		319

		10-Aug-14		275		276		253		255		251		251		253		279		313		348		363		384		399		409		424		442		464		476		479		459		450		447		401		351

		11-Aug-14		332		300		290		281		285		295		330		373		425		450		473		487		509		524		533		546		555		562		548		524		503		483		423		372

		12-Aug-14		337		319		310		303		302		323		360		394		425		444		457		448		428		435		443		455		464		472		458		445		439		431		387		338

		13-Aug-14		310		288		279		276		269		291		324		372		410		443		463		462		470		482		482		498		507		508		495		475		461		447		392		347

		14-Aug-14		301		291		279		266		268		276		319		355		393		413		421		424		434		425		424		405		410		412		403		390		390		385		348		308

		15-Aug-14		276		260		253		248		251		260		294		331		363		384		391		393		398		397		393		393		396		398		394		379		385		374		342		307

		16-Aug-14		270		254		244		239		243		240		254		284		318		341		357		360		364		370		373		373		378		387		375		368		367		360		329		297

		17-Aug-14		261		257		242		239		236		239		244		270		305		335		353		372		379		394		409		425		442		450		447		428		422		397		354		312

		18-Aug-14		272		263		258		248		246		263		292		343		382		412		427		443		466		479		491		505		515		511		483		460		455		432		376		336

		19-Aug-14		302		281		265		267		267		280		313		359		392		415		425		444		468		474		457		463		474		490		477		449		431		413		364		317

		20-Aug-14		287		269		258		253		253		278		313		354		383		412		417		431		440		440		441		447		445		448		433		410		413		392		350		310

		21-Aug-14		272		258		248		247		246		268		293		331		360		382		385		394		404		408		403		392		394		403		391		380		379		362		322		291

		22-Aug-14		258		245		234.7		238		240		252		286		329		356		373		384		384		384		386		379		370		369		376		365		355		362		343		310		282

		23-Aug-14		248		240		229		223		227		229		242		272		309		331		342		347		346		358		363		369		383		385		383		368		362		345		310		276

		24-Aug-14		256		242		234		227		228		229		247		257		293		320		333		346		352		357		362		369		386		396		390		377		368		351		312		277

		25-Aug-14		253		244		234		234		234		254		284		329		363		376		386		394		399		395		400		404		408		403		395		384		388		368		328		294

		26-Aug-14		268		253		240		241		237		256		290		331		367		388		401		410		425		434		453		466		481		485		474		452		438		411		361		320

		27-Aug-14		291		268		258		253		256		271		302		349		387		411		432		449		470		486		501		505		510		517		494		471		458		427		381		336

		28-Aug-14		304		282		267		260		260		270		311		344		383		394		407		414		412		416		406		404		402		412		396		387		387		369		327		293

		29-Aug-14		267		255		244		235		239		253		281		323		354		374		377		380		385		381		372		371		368		369		363		352		362		343		311		282

		30-Aug-14		248		242		231		230		222		228		241		265		304		323		332		331		336		333		331		339		348		360		345		344		343		325		301		266

		31-Aug-14		248		237		229		224		222		229		237		257		286		305		323		322		321		319		314		320		322		340		336		330		340		318		293		262

		1-Sep-14		239		232		220		222		221		227		235		257		286		315		322		327		330		334		333		339		350		363		356		351		357		329		296		262

		2-Sep-14		242		233		221		224		225		246		283		325		348		363		365		370		374		367		367		366		369		380		378		369		351		334		298		271

		3-Sep-14		245		236		225		222		228		241		282		328		358		368		369		371		370		360		359		354		361		367		362		360		366		343		301		269

		4-Sep-14		249		230		224		223		226		249		288		327		343		348		351		354		360		365		357		338		356		363		369		373		374		348		311		275

		5-Sep-14		250		236		232		224		229		246		277		321		342		362		363		362		367		370		367		366		376		381		371		357		367		338		307		277

		6-Sep-14		246		235		234		214		226		230		248		277		309		350		355		363		362		365		369		379		395		407		403		388		381		332		298		266

		7-Sep-14		249		231		226		221		221		227		237		258		283		307		320		325		332		339		343		361		378		398		389		382		380		359		315		281

		8-Sep-14		260		252		243		242		240		256		302		342		365		379		391		397		400		403		401		397		392		398		384		385		387		355		318		284

		9-Sep-14		258		245		238		231		237		254		290		329		350		359		365		359		362		363		360		358		356		372		354		365		360		337		308		267

		10-Sep-14		251		238		234		230		229		258		292		335		354		360		360		366		358		362		357		353		355		368		360		370		373		347		310		280

		11-Sep-14		255		250		242		239		243		268		316		358		375		373		366		365		368		354		357		350		352		359		362		368		372		346		313		280

		12-Sep-14		257		248		246		246		249		270		311		357		375		373		369		373		361		352		354		351		352		350		353		357		358		335		306		277

		13-Sep-14		247		241		235		233		235		241		263		288		313		327		331		321		325		316		317		319		327		337		327		336		341		316		295		261

		14-Sep-14		246		234		228		224		224		234		244		259		297		314		317		321		318		320		314		324		334		352		342		359		354		324		289		257

		15-Sep-14		241		237		230		231		232		253		297		333		358		367		370		372		380		377		375		384		380		396		385		390		374		349		306		279

		16-Sep-14		239		239		236		228		236		253		297		332		358		369		369		365		373		377		371		380		385		388		382		358		373		352		304		268

		17-Sep-14		244		233		235		235.74		236		250		297		329		354		361		364		366		369		368		363		361		359		368		369		377		370		346		309		274

		18-Sep-14		251		241		227		229		239		248		295		330		350		361		364		361		365		365		356		360		367		369		372		376		375		341		308		274

		19-Sep-14		249		242		232		222		231		245		284		328		350		365		370		377		377		380		376		371		379		379		368		373		366		338		308		278

		20-Sep-14		244		238		228		223		223		233		253		275		302		325		328		329		332		330		330		338		346		357		350		353		343		315		290		263

		21-Sep-14		243		224		230		223		218		225		240		258		284		309		317		326		323		326		330		336		358		368		360		378		363		328		296		258

		22-Sep-14		244		229		227		223		233		244		293		341		352		361		365		370		366		371		365		364		361		368		368		380		367		341		301		264

		23-Sep-14		247		238		229		226		228		255		294		342		355		362		365		362		373		368		371		376		383		395		391		393		378		353		318		285

		24-Sep-14		257		247		236		232		236		251		299		349		365		373		369		375		371		368		358		357		366		374		378		379		366		335		304		266

		25-Sep-14		248		233		224		227		226		247		297		343		361		364		366		359		364		357		357		352		357		367		377		376		361		337		305		269

		26-Sep-14		246		237		227		228		231		248		290		337		354		354		355		353		352		351		336		342		342		348		355		363		347		325		298		267

		27-Sep-14		241		234		228		219		223		230		253		275		309		324		322		330		316		315		313		314		319		327		334		342		329		307		285		259

		28-Sep-14		238		230		219		215		218		228		247		265		295		308		316		315		316		311		307		311		325		335		343		358		345		316		281		256

		29-Sep-14		236		231		219		226		222		246		300		348		357		361		364		357		361		356		354		352		362		371		371		384		362		338		298		267

		30-Sep-14		247		230		229		229		226		251		297		350		359		362		358		357		362		357		349		348		360		370		378		381		374		342		309		273

		1-Oct-14		253		240		233		234		239		262		320		366		376		373		364		364		362		356		351		345		355		369		372		390		375		344		301		279

		2-Oct-14		246		237		233		229		234		261		317		364		376		374		362		360		360		357		349		346		351		364		378		393		377		350		316		281

		3-Oct-14		258		252		249		242		251		270		331		378		388		383		375		361		354		351		344		346		363		371		381		383		367		334		311		278

		4-Oct-14		247		241		237		233		234		243		265		294		326		336		337		326		325		331		327		326		343		359		369		375		361		338		312		286

		5-Oct-14		268		258		257		249		255		266		288		308		342		355		360		353		355		342		341		348		351		378		385		397		383		353		322		293

		6-Oct-14		273		268		263		260		253		279		325		378		394		394		396		397		402		396		391		379		383		381		388		393		367		342		299		262

		7-Oct-14		245		237		231		226		225		252		302		361		371		374		370		369		371		371		373		371		378		390		390		386		371		339		302		273

		8-Oct-14		253		232		230		225		226		249		310		351		370		371		362		365		368		364		361		354		365		376		387		391		374		345		310		282

		9-Oct-14		254		246		219		230		226		253		304		359		357		357		354		348		345		340		341		342		346		361		373		387		360		338		299		271

		10-Oct-14		242		230		231		223		228		255		298		350		364		363		354		352		355		348		340		338		344		352		363		364		347		322		295		256

		11-Oct-14		236		223		216		214		213		228		248		275		306		317		327		327		322		324		320		322		327		331		343		341		330		308		284		256

		12-Oct-14		235		227		218		223		217		230		250		279		300		323		323		325		331		320		318		325		327		333		336		330		322		304		280		255

		13-Oct-14		233		227		217		216		221		233		256		281		310		333		348		348		335		326		327		323		330		337		353		355		338		315		281		250

		14-Oct-14		233		220		220		219		224		250		298		360		370		373		367		367		362		357		349		347		355		374		394		387		367		340		307		267

		15-Oct-14		248		234		227		222		228		257		301		354		371		375		365		366		375		364		365		373		385		398		403		397		381		348		308		270

		16-Oct-14		250		236		235		232		235		268		317		376		382		383		379		374		367		366		360		352		359		378		401		400		382		356		318		281

		17-Oct-14		262		252		243		242		253		272		325		384		393		387		383		375		369		365		356		360		369		391		401		403		377		354		320		287

		18-Oct-14		262		251		248		238		243		251		282		308		338		351		355		354		346		339		332		334		340		363		370		365		346		328		296		272

		19-Oct-14		252		239		234		229		229		244		256		287		315		330		333		329		328		317		312		314		326		348		367		371		349		327		289		261

		20-Oct-14		245		235		236		226		238		263		314		370		386		382		383		384		388		371		368		370		382		405		410		393		373		347		312		276

		21-Oct-14		253		242		232		230		237		262		319		373		378		374		372		370		363		353		351		352		359		382		400		397		376		347		310		277

		22-Oct-14		250		242		241		233		244		268		317		378		394		395		391		387		393		387		389		381		400		422		423		406		392		359		328		289

		23-Oct-14		268		245		244		242		246		269		330		380		391		391		389		382		380		378		372		371		375		393		420		405		386		366		328		295

		24-Oct-14		274		260		256		254		261		287		340		395		412		414		402		384		381		373		361		359		373		393		413		400		382		360		336		301

		25-Oct-14		273		257		250		252		254		266		292		323		360		372		368		366		356		351		342		336		360		380		395		374		357		334		313		279

		26-Oct-14		257		245		241		228		238		247		271		301		325		342		346		347		348		338		332		332		360		389		397		391		371		349		313		286

		27-Oct-14		265		256		258		256		264		302		358		415		425		422		412		402		397		385		380		376		392		424		442		434		409		385		346		314

		28-Oct-14		291		275		267		268		271		302		360		423		427		431		426		419		418		411		409		411		425		453		453		439		412		366		343		311

		29-Oct-14		279		275		265		257		269		296		348		409		423		415		408		401		394		391		382		377		388		419		428		419		398		373		334		298

		30-Oct-14		273		258		251		250		256		282		338		401		405		399		397		387		390		388		386		378		404		426		431		419		398		378		330		300

		31-Oct-14		270		258		260		250		251		280		324		390		405		399		404		401		394		392		383		388		395		411		401		386		366		349		325		293

		1-Nov-14		269		256		254		255		250		267		292		324		354		367		367		361		356		352		341		344		355		383		400		382		369		352		325		296

		2-Nov-14		277		277		260		265		275		296		311		361		372		378		367		355		346		335		335		347		391		427		416		400		380		349		311		286

		3-Nov-14		274		265		259		261		273		306		363		410		416		413		412		403		407		407		401		404		435		463		443		425		400		368		329		298

		4-Nov-14		271		258		260		257		263		295		346		399		402		404		399		398		391		386		379		386		418		448		432		409		398		368		325		295

		5-Nov-14		276		264		262		264		273		302		365		414		411		409		404		404		399		401		403		403		440		460		447		426		407		377		337		302

		6-Nov-14		276		269		259		262		266		298		355		402		412		411		409		399		395		378		380		380		416		437		432		413		402		368		328		300

		7-Nov-14		273		259		254		253		259		283		338		392		392		385		375		361		363		354		355		351		387		421		409		396		380		355		332		300

		8-Nov-14		276		263		258		263		264		286		310		345		370		384		382		378		381		364		368		379		421		426		413		392		370		355		325		295

		9-Nov-14		270		269		266		259		267		276		302		330		358		371		374		377		373		373		373		387		422		440		422		413		389		367		329		301

		10-Nov-14		288		286		283		281		289		320		372		418		428		415		414		411		421		411		413		424		458		492		477		458		435		412		377		351

		11-Nov-14		332		315		318		326		329		352		384		418		436		440		445		435		426		421		408		423		475		513		500		487		472		449		406		383

		12-Nov-14		372		363		372		375		388		427		491		541		536		519		494		482		476		460		463		472		522		564		556		545		529		492		455		427

		13-Nov-14		402		396		404		401		418		450		508		556		553		540		515		498		479		478		470		481		532		571		560		556		532		506		458		427

		14-Nov-14		407		400		394		400		411		447		502		555		559		541		530		515		496		480		475		491		543		568		557		544		526		499		476		437

		15-Nov-14		422		410		413		415		417		436		472		497		519		516		498		484		475		460		447		470		517		546		534		519		506		483		456		430

		16-Nov-14		410		407		405		405		413		434		454		489		509		512		509		505		503		475		471		504		556		581		572		562		545		509		476		442

		17-Nov-14		428		430		429		442		446		478		542		595		599		581		562		542		525		507		507		528		573		605		594		581		560		530		490		469

		18-Nov-14		444		435		407		405		417		456		505		564		565		551		535		527		520		515		504		508		559		575		564		541		517		488		438		411

		19-Nov-14		387		379		373		377		389		423		484		531		534		527		508		490		484		476		471		484		533		553		538		524		502		467		432		396

		20-Nov-14		377		361		361		363		370		399		463		509		520		507		497		494		475		463		456		464		510		530		516		504		480		451		414		379

		21-Nov-14		356		347		343		346		352		385		438		485		498		492		493		485		479		480		481		489		528		529		518		500		475		452		421		379

		22-Nov-14		355		344		333		335		338		350		383		415		441		443		435		428		419		407		409		416		466		483		475		453		441		420		393		355

		23-Nov-14		348		339		340		334		342		356		379		405		438		450		458		457		447		442		432		447		484		510		490		474		455		429		395		358

		24-Nov-14		341		337		335		340		348		390		437		495		509		503		512		499		500		499		493		504		527		553		526		506		484		453		415		379

		25-Nov-14		353		344		342		340		349		378		433		488		501		493		497		490		490		483		486		495		533		540		532		510		492		460		423		381

		26-Nov-14		360		345		340		345		338		380		416		473		470		465		465		478		480		471		470		487		522		514		523		501		483		450		402		371

		27-Nov-14		344		341		338		334		344		376		428		479		481		473		459		457		448		435		433		450		494		513		505		485		469		439		400		359

		28-Nov-14		342		324		317		320		324		350		403		452		469		467		469		470		472		475		478		494		538		541		527		521		507		488		457		429

		29-Nov-14		402		404		402		408		418		436		481		517		552		565		565		557		547		540		537		564		611		629		608		596		581		558		525		495

		30-Nov-14		483		472		475		483		482		498		526		562		585		595		584		572		558		548		544		567		621		637		615		619		596		566		517		488

		1-Dec-14		477		470		467		474		480		519		570		624		627		625		610		594		574		560		552		570		629		652		633		621		597		566		516		489

		2-Dec-14		464		452		459		462		478		512		567		624		628		610		582		567		550		548		564		576		639		664		655		638		614		586		533		498

		3-Dec-14		474		468		465		469		482		523		577		640		648		639		627		601		572		554		560		571		621		632		616		600		581		548		501		465

		4-Dec-14		443		431		422		422		434		471		526		586		585		582		573		570		558		552		553		553		598		613		591		579		557		525		476		445

		5-Dec-14		419		407		403		407		412		439		497		552		552		547		539		536		529		531		524		538		570		574		557		539		517		489		451		417

		6-Dec-14		389		383		367		368		370		387		411		453		481		498		503		502		496		487		489		500		518		533		510		487		470		450		417		385

		7-Dec-14		361		356		345		341		347		359		384		417		446		462		465		469		459		460		459		471		513		528		507		494		476		441		405		366

		8-Dec-14		352		343		340		343		356		388		443		500		513		508		502		494		490		486		489		503		539		545		534		518		495		463		419		384

		9-Dec-14		357		342		340		334		343		377		435		485		501		493		487		488		485		477		478		485		515		534		519		502		483		452		409		373

		10-Dec-14		347		335		326		331		337		369		420		480		491		485		481		485		468		468		462		474		504		526		501		490		469		440		391		361

		11-Dec-14		330		314		314		311		319		359		404		475		471		469		474		469		468		471		470		485		518		527		506		491		476		447		400		366

		12-Dec-14		340		329		321		323		327		358		409		463		475		472		463		456		450		444		447		453		500		508		495		481		465		445		409		382

		13-Dec-14		349		342		330		332		335		356		379		419		447		459		454		449		427		422		423		443		493		509		492		485		470		432		412		380

		14-Dec-14		361		351		344		346		347		365		389		418		454		464		468		464		461		447		448		468		510		531		520		500		484		456		416		381

		15-Dec-14		361		356		361		357		367		405		462		511		536		521		516		502		492		479		481		495		547		567		551		545		525		494		446		417

		16-Dec-14		386		373		374		375		386		413		470		535		537		534		527		517		515		507		510		517		555		570		555		544		520		494		444		406

		17-Dec-14		383		365		353		363		371		405		460		515		529		525		517		509		500		495		502		513		548		561		543		525		511		480		435		397

		18-Dec-14		368		356		350		351		360		391		444		511		515		513		512		500		501		495		490		509		542		553		531		518		503		468		432		389

		19-Dec-14		364		354		346		345		357		384		436		493		510		507		509		491		487		486		485		481		526		536		524		501		491		455		427		394

		20-Dec-14		369		383		375		371		371		390		415		456		485		502		505		498		494		484		486		498		532		543		524		507		493		467		437		400

		21-Dec-14		372		364		356		358		354		365		392		423		452		469		472		461		456		453		461		484		523		513		498		476		458		436		399		369

		22-Dec-14		346		336		330		334		346		368		422		473		501		498		492		478		467		458		446		460		505		519		524		515		494		472		434		400

		23-Dec-14		368		357		351		351		357		391		432		482		506		515		510		505		495		487		481		497		528		537		519		501		490		464		425		389

		24-Dec-14		359		338		340		333		348		370		404		454		478		492		493		489		479		471		464		470		490		496		469		456		448		430		409		384

		25-Dec-14		357		344		340		340		348		362		384		418		446		452		453		450		444		446		445		461		489		477		454		455		445		430		407		381

		26-Dec-14		360		352		344		349		353		369		392		418		447		456		460		454		436		435		422		440		485		507		498		489		476		450		424		393

		27-Dec-14		363		359		356		352		362		378		396		432		464		483		493		498		488		478		472		488		522		528		515		502		480		449		422		389

		28-Dec-14		364		355		352		348		356		365		393		422		448		468		472		468		464		455		456		474		516		531		522		505		491		465		426		394

		29-Dec-14		379		374		373		375		383		412		454		506		535		551		551		546		548		546		539		554		599		624		610		594		576		548		515		473

		30-Dec-14		451		449		450		455		466		498		535		584		609		618		599		593		570		566		569		588		620		652		638		614		597		569		525		491

		31-Dec-14		459		451		453		456		466		487		526		569		591		600		593		578		562		551		540		551		599		621		599		575		548		526		499		478

		1-Jan-15		458		447		435		432		434		446		466		482		499		515		528		530		524		518		513		524		565		579		561		548		530		504		468		438

		2-Jan-15		418		414		411		418		422		446		480		519		545		563		558		556		557		545		542		549		585		598		578		564		540		510		484		448

		3-Jan-15		420		416		407		407		415		433		459		493		522		538		533		526		513		515		513		522		564		581		562		537		514		490		461		432

		4-Jan-15		408		398		400		398		406		417		442		476		500		525		531		540		541		538		540		555		592		598		584		564		541		507		465		427

		5-Jan-15		412		406		401		398		412		436		486		539		548		545		536		538		538		532		530		528		569		589		571		535		512		483		438		403

		6-Jan-15		394		369		370		369		382		406		458		509		517		521		515		510		507		500		500		506		543		569		546		530		506		476		430		398

		7-Jan-15		375		364		356		359		367		397		451		504		515		517		504		497		481		480		478		491		525		553		535		525		500		467		427		391

		8-Jan-15		363		355		358		350		368		393		448		506		515		506		502		495		486		479		482		487		531		557		537		526		504		475		433		396

		9-Jan-15		373		364		355		364		365		395		451		502		516		514		505		499		490		484		488		493		535		553		531		515		495		469		440		403

		10-Jan-15		376		369		369		362		368		390		414		457		480		489		496		493		480		474		468		481		508		532		512		494		474		447		422		395

		11-Jan-15		371		364		362		358		363		382		403		434		461		477		471		468		464		458		455		462		504		535		518		500		478		450		411		383

		12-Jan-15		360		360		351		355		368		403		461		516		527		524		513		503		495		491		483		491		531		562		548		530		510		478		440		399

		13-Jan-15		375		363		364		366		369		409		458		518		530		523		511		509		505		503		497		500		535		561		549		527		507		477		436		400

		14-Jan-15		378		363		361		366		378		403		466		524		534		527		526		519		511		507		502		504		540		567		548		542		505		482		440		404

		15-Jan-15		381		373		367		368		383		410		473		528		533		528		517		514		509		506		503		518		553		568		559		536		518		490		444		416

		16-Jan-15		383		376		364		377		379		406		462		512		527		517		509		497		490		477		465		475		508		546		527		512		493		470		432		405

		17-Jan-15		373		366		356		362		364		382		413		446		475		490		492		490		487		480		473		480		509		532		514		495		477		449		422		390

		18-Jan-15		373		366		357		353		354		374		388		423		442		460		465		447		441		428		432		443		480		507		498		481		463		441		398		369

		19-Jan-15		349		347		345		346		349		387		438		499		499		496		479		471		460		448		444		451		487		528		518		502		479		457		419		385

		20-Jan-15		367		355		357		357		371		405		468		531		525		519		500		480		471		453		454		462		509		556		543		531		509		481		446		410

		21-Jan-15		386		375		374		376		385		422		477		535		545		534		521		507		496		479		482		496		534		571		554		540		514		491		443		412

		22-Jan-15		383		375		376		371		381		414		464		527		530		520		514		508		498		487		482		489		516		551		536		527		498		470		429		398

		23-Jan-15		373		358		358		357		365		392		446		500		514		507		506		500		519		516		517		516		543		560		544		522		502		476		443		416

		24-Jan-15		382		370		365		365		371		386		415		459		479		500		501		503		496		489		485		494		516		528		483		470		446		431		395		369

		25-Jan-15		342		338		330		326		330		348		368		398		429		435		433		431		428		416		409		417		452		494		486		467		454		421		387		354

		26-Jan-15		337		324		322		332		335		366		427		484		493		489		487		473		466		451		441		438		472		514		509		495		477		445		407		374

		27-Jan-15		351		340		337		337		340		378		429		485		492		490		480		472		470		468		454		456		482		526		511		497		477		448		410		383

		28-Jan-15		360		346		341		342		352		384		439		499		507		500		483		482		476		474		470		478		504		528		516		503		488		452		418		380

		29-Jan-15		359		343		339		344		353		380		443		491		498		496		487		481		472		462		449		462		493		529		520		498		487		455		415		386

		30-Jan-15		365		345		345		348		351		388		437		490		505		500		498		487		476		469		458		471		491		525		509		493		475		448		419		386

		31-Jan-15		355		346		342		344		355		382		408		452		472		488		481		467		452		445		440		458		491		523		514		503		486		469		437		410

		1-Feb-15		397		368		336		343		348		360		392		423		449		467		474		480		479		478		469		471		475		505		495		485		470		439		404		373

		2-Feb-15		356		347		347		348		355		387		444		500		506		512		506		506		498		489		493		502		518		549		532		516		491		464		426		388

		3-Feb-15		362		360		354		351		363		397		450		506		507		502		488		476		473		456		457		455		482		529		520		503		482		456		412		386

		4-Feb-15		356		345		344		343		354		386		440		465		501		498		486		481		473		472		470		467		497		529		522		504		484		455		408		382

		5-Feb-15		358		343		343		348		350		385		436		493		500		498		494		484		479		465		452		455		482		518		506		486		470		437		396		366

		6-Feb-15		334		325		321		322		327		349		401		454		461		477		469		468		464		455		455		457		476		499		482		465		440		422		389		367

		7-Feb-15		340		318		316		308		310		323		351		380		409		426		425		422		424		415		413		415		426		454		454		431		411		391		371		339

		8-Feb-15		317		309		306		299		305		314		342		372		393		405		402		395		388		369		365		370		392		442		435		417		401		381		357		327

		9-Feb-15		309		298		296		297		300		317		348		367		392		415		430		431		425		408		399		402		428		461		451		441		413		390		356		327

		10-Feb-15		309		300		296		299		309		340		391		449		460		459		459		455		439		433		431		434		445		485		476		462		441		416		375		351

		11-Feb-15		321		306		306		305		312		337		396		448		458		456		449		445		436		423		426		424		443		480		473		458		442		416		376		344

		12-Feb-15		324		304		302		302		305		342		396		448		449		442		435		436		430		431		419		423		442		479		474		465		442		410		375		347

		13-Feb-15		320		309		300		305		309		337		385		448		452		453		443		430		427		419		413		409		424		465		457		444		425		402		376		343

		14-Feb-15		316		302		301		295		301		312		343		373		397		413		406		398		395		382		373		375		397		429		433		419		408		386		364		343

		15-Feb-15		325		317		314		317		321		340		362		393		412		417		408		404		393		376		369		370		402		445		455		451		428		402		375		348

		16-Feb-15		327		331		327		335		344		374		440		490		489		483		468		455		444		435		421		424		444		492		506		490		471		448		415		380

		17-Feb-15		362		350		352		354		364		400		459		508		517		501		483		472		459		438		426		427		443		488		509		496		481		450		420		389

		18-Feb-15		372		357		357		360		370		399		462		514		516		506		497		478		483		469		443		437		454		497		511		496		483		456		414		387

		19-Feb-15		367		357		356		355		370		406		457		513		512		500		489		473		460		450		447		446		471		505		503		495		470		446		406		373

		20-Feb-15		341		337		331		333		341		370		429		461		485		473		462		453		439		431		424		425		437		470		470		462		439		418		389		359

		21-Feb-15		339		324		332		320		330		345		379		407		429		438		430		414		408		391		381		382		400		438		456		444		430		413		393		369

		22-Feb-15		344		348		350		349		353		376		399		433		456		462		450		440		427		416		399		395		419		467		477		479		458		433		406		374

		23-Feb-15		356		353		355		358		370		409		468		514		512		496		477		465		454		433		421		416		431		472		496		485		469		434		408		373

		24-Feb-15		355		341		344		341		355		381		438		491		484		474		461		442		442		434		421		412		426		469		484		480		461		435		393		370

		25-Feb-15		347		344		338		345		359		392		454		499		492		472		453		430		423		404		406		403		424		463		478		469		452		421		386		361

		26-Feb-15		335		327		327		334		340		369		434		475		479		461		454		443		432		423		423		425		439		482		489		473		454		430		384		358

		27-Feb-15		337		326		323		319		329		361		416		465		477		472		463		456		441		432		425		421		440		463		476		460		443		423		399		367

		28-Feb-15		347		338		340		341		346		365		399		431		443		441		430		412		401		384		376		374		393		432		455		444		436		415		391		371

		1-Mar-15		350		347		345		349		356		369		392		422		445		450		436		424		413		400		397		407		429		456		479		460		441		417		379		345

		2-Mar-15		330		328		327		331		339		370		430		481		484		471		461		454		451		440		434		432		457		480		504		494		471		447		410		375

		3-Mar-15		361		352		355		358		374		408		474		521		509		488		466		453		444		435		417		422		433		476		507		500		487		460		424		394

		4-Mar-15		370		371		368		376		389		428		489		534		519		495		482		462		449		436		424		422		436		473		499		498		482		454		417		387

		5-Mar-15		367		360		362		367		381		411		471		519		504		485		461		448		435		419		414		401		418		451		480		473		453		431.75		392		363

		6-Mar-15		337		331		324		328		341		367		418		470		473		459		442		420		417		402		395		390		402		435		451		442		427		403		375		352

		7-Mar-15		330		319		315		319		326		345		377		407		421		414		403		385		372		361		347		353		360		385		412		405		388		369		347		319

		8-Mar-15		310		302		0		300		309		315		338		373		394		402		396		383		368		356		343		336		343		362		379		401		401		374		345		316

		9-Mar-15		295		290		292		294		305		334		398		457		466		446		438		414		405		391		377		364		369		377		385		410		404		383		348		315

		10-Mar-15		295		284		283		288		295		328		384		453		456		436		418		403		395		383		372		360		370		389		397		415		407		381		343		311

		11-Mar-15		288		279		271		273		278		309		360		422		428		422		410		402		393		382		373		367		372		390		398		406		398		374		338		301

		12-Mar-15		283		263		260		263		261		294		346		408		420		413		405		388		378		374		365		364		363		375		384		402		393		371		339		304

		13-Mar-15		285		274		268		269		278		303		363		418		430		430		413		397		389		371		364		360		359		371		380		395		387		362		336		307

		14-Mar-15		284		270		263		262		263		275		298		338		363		387		390		389		380		367		361		349		353		362		359		376		362		353		350		334

		15-Mar-15		310		298		298		291		291		300		325		357		383		410		415		418		415		412		422		426		434		446		444		443		433		406		376		341

		16-Mar-15		322		312		306		311		318		342		392		449		461		453		447		432		427		417		410		402		405		418		426		441		431		408		376		345

		17-Mar-15		319		308		304		303		311		337		390		444		455		443		432		416		401		398		390		382		394		402		417		420		410		389		358		324

		18-Mar-15		301		291		290		287		291		321		371		424		437		430		414		400		396		382		377		368		367		380		384		402		400		372		349		315

		19-Mar-15		294		285		281		280		286		317		360		411		426		424		426		416		415		410		406		407		401		412		413		428		417		390		355		326

		20-Mar-15		302		291		286		285		289		312		357		394		426		426		426		422		420		399		395		386		392		400		398		408		400		376		353		321

		21-Mar-15		292		282		281		277		276		292		315		352		378		399		399		389		375		362		354		357		366		377		375		384		379		366		347		319

		22-Mar-15		302		296		290		290		300		312		336		368		386		395		389		377		372		355		350		359		378		394		391		407		399		378		347		319

		23-Mar-15		299		287		293		286		292		323		365		416		432		429		421		409		400		388		380		370		377		392		396		415		407		384		352		323

		24-Mar-15		302		291		287		288		294		317		373		420		436		436		427		418		410		402		391		390		393		401		400		417		415		396		370		333

		25-Mar-15		318		301		305		301		305		338		382		437		457		467		466		464		452		440		436		427		439		451		449		455		440		416		385		345

		26-Mar-15		319		307		304		301		307		335		379		432		454		458		456		444		437		427		417		417		410		423		417		432		437		411		376		332

		27-Mar-15		305		289		280		282		293		312		361		410		440		437		426		418		413		399		390		388		384		392		393		403		389		360		334		304

		28-Mar-15		278		264		256		250		261		265		288		318		350		367		362		362		354		343		336		333		338		352		350		359		359		343		318		294

		29-Mar-15		271		265		265		260		262		274		298		319		351		361		368		360		357		345		337		346		350		369		368		379		375		349		311		280

		30-Mar-15		260		254		254		249		258		280		336		391		400		395		384		377		371		364		355		347		352		362		359		376		374		356		316		290

		31-Mar-15		257		255		245		252		249		279		334		392		400		397		387		380		375		367		363		360		370		382		384		397		394		381		345		311

		1-Apr-15		287		280		274		275		286		316		369		424		432		425		412		403		400		388		381		374		379		398		396		417		418		397		359		327

		2-Apr-15		303		291		296		296		305		335		388		443		445		427		409		396		390		372		365		362		354		368		369		384		402		383		349		323

		3-Apr-15		298		284		289		286		288		308		336		365		386		400		391		390		376		356		350		342		354		371		364		373		373		359		327		303

		4-Apr-15		287		277		275		280		280		298		327		353		382		383		375		356		351		339		333		329		336		349		346		362		371		361		336		312

		5-Apr-15		295		289		292		289		293		317		340		367		383		389		379		365		356		345		335		339		337		345		340		350		361		352		321		293

		6-Apr-15		281		266		268		271		273		302		330		373		402		400		400		395		383		376		370		365		371		380		388		395		395		372		341		304

		7-Apr-15		279		275		267		273		277		309		366		419		423		409		388		385		379		371		360		355		354		370		373		385		389		367		335		302

		8-Apr-15		282		273		277		275		291		314		373		424		421		408		389		380		374		365		355		347		356		361		364		371		385		366		328		295

		9-Apr-15		274		267		265		271		280		316		369		419		414		401		391		372		366		354		347		343		341		355		354		359		378		352		317		288

		10-Apr-15		264		256		252		254		258		282		329		383		392		388		382		372		369		360		356		355		360		362		363		371		365		351		319		291

		11-Apr-15		264		258		248		250		253		267		294		322		352		364		362		352		341		336		327		328		336		346		342		348		362		350		323		300

		12-Apr-15		281		275		272		274		280		288		316		336		362		365		370		360		358		347		342		338		347		357		362		368		380		357		323		295

		13-Apr-15		274		266		266		272		277		306		359		412		425		416		413		401		391		378		366		364		369		390		390		385		391		368		327		294

		14-Apr-15		274		265		260		259		267		296		351		410		419		421		411		399		392		385		376		371		383		392		383		386		400		387		350		317

		15-Apr-15		292		290		287		292		302		334		391		429		425		412		394		379		373		358		355		345		348		355		357		365		379		361		329		300

		16-Apr-15		276		267		269		271		282		311		362		412		410		393		389		374		367		361		350		344		350		355		349		359		374		352		321		288

		17-Apr-15		262		255		252		258		259		290		336		384		383		377		375		369		356		352		344		340		340		346		340		336		350		334		308		272

		18-Apr-15		257		245		243		243		244		261		280		311		336		344		341		330		320		312		305		307		313		321		324		323		337		318		299		270

		19-Apr-15		255		250		243		245		245		260		281		303		327		333		335		325		321		312		305		306		318		329		335		337		348		333		299		265

		20-Apr-15		244		234		238		237		243		274		318		369		374		377		366		370		383		382		370		372		370		382		376		373		381		367		328		294

		21-Apr-15		269		259		256		254		262		289		330		379		394		391		393		399		392		396		392		387		381		373		367		366		364		352		308		276

		22-Apr-15		250		237		239		234		240		263		306		352		373		371		360		364		361		360		353		344		351		361		354		359		373		356		324		287

		23-Apr-15		272		252		252		257		267		289		346		397		401		397		390		381		376		362		366		356		359		376		383		386		394		364		335		295

		24-Apr-15		274		266		260		262		268		291		344		384		397		393		389		381		379		377		371		363		370		375		368		374		381		366		348		308

		25-Apr-15		282		278		278		270		277		290		310		353		380		387		394		387		374		360		348		344		342		358		347		355		359		353		328		297

		26-Apr-15		283		275		272		266		274		278		296		326		345		349		352		334		333		322		317		319		326		340		342		340		359		344		306		276

		27-Apr-15		253		253		245		252		251		285		326		381		387		389		378		380		375		370		359		354		354		366		360		355		368		353		322		281

		28-Apr-15		256		245		245		244		249		274		323		366		380		373		370		368		365		362		358		362		362		368		360		363		363		352		316		280

		29-Apr-15		250		242		240		234		242		258		301		352		366		371		370		361		369		356		354		350		353		360		357		353		360		356		316		283

		30-Apr-15		262		250		248		248		261		278		331		369		380		376		369		365		362		356		353		352		355		365		365		370		373		352		317		283

		1-May-15		261		247		248		240		246		269		307		353		373		371		368		362		362		356		352		344		348		355		345		340		347		337		313		277

		2-May-15		258		248		240		245		243		251		269		303		321		334		332		331		326		316		311		313		319		325		325		323		325		323		304		279

		3-May-15		262		253		251		251		256		262		283		305		325		338		337		328		323		319		310		312		320		335		338		339		348		342		305		273

		4-May-15		249		241		246		247		254		274		326		370		380		375		371		370		366		367		363		363		355		372		372		363		360		352		313		279

		5-May-15		270		257		255		258		262		279		314		366		382		374		369		365		372		363		365		355		369		370		368		366		376		368		329		292

		6-May-15		271		264		258		259		270		294		336		393		395		384		383		373		373		354		360		356		358		368		361		364		366		362		324		297

		7-May-15		268		264		260		267		271		295		342		384		392		384		375		369		367		366		359		353		355		362		359		362		362		356		320		290

		8-May-15		263		252		253		249		257		272		319		361		377		372		367		362		367		361		354		349		355		357		350		342		347		343		317		285

		9-May-15		260		251		241		247		248		255		275		303		325		339		337		328		319		321		315		320		330		335		328		329		327		329		302		271

		10-May-15		255		244		234		234		237		242		254		285		306		323		330		325		320		314		315		322		328		338		336		335		342		338		307		268

		11-May-15		243		234		239		232		238		246		295		342		365		369		372		377		379		381		374		371		375		381		376		366		364		355		325		280

		12-May-15		256		244		240		237		239		255		299		350		364		369		366		364		370		368		361		364		364		375		360		354		362		351		320		281

		13-May-15		260		250		240		241		245		258		304		355		360		372		374		375		377		375		365		367		369		381		377		373		371		363		326		292

		14-May-15		287		275		273		269		274		289		339		388		398		398		392		389		396		391		390		385		386		378		365		362		363		363		324		286

		15-May-15		262		251		244		248		245		263		303		345		366		372		369		365		364		366		362		361		366		369		361		352		350		343		323		290

		16-May-15		259		251		240		238		238		238		251		282		314		334		340		331		333		333		330		335		342		358		343		343		337		337		312		284

		17-May-15		261		250		244		238		237		240		248		271		301		322		328		334		323		312		310		312		319		325		320		321		323		318		299		257

		18-May-15		243		237		230		229		230		231		240		265		295		318		325		329		326		322		319		329		336		353		355		345		343		339		307		267

		19-May-15		245		233		228		227		229		243		284		337		359		363		368		368		372		377		379		377		385		393		390		379		372		368		330		286

		20-May-15		258		246		238		237		234		246		288		338		363		366		375		375		381		385		386		392		400		411		406		393		381		371		331		292

		21-May-15		267		250		241		239		239		247		291		343		360		370		374		383		389		394		398		405		418		425		420		404		393		389		340		297

		22-May-15		277		254		252		244		238		252		287		339		368		373		378		390		392		404		414		415		421		421		407		386		383		370		343		303

		23-May-15		276		260		254		244		244		235		255		288		321		345		351		362		370		373		386		385		389		387		378		359		351		349		325		290

		24-May-15		261		254		240		235		232		237		242		274		306		326		339		344		343		339		332		336		344		345		346		331		333		327		296		264

		25-May-15		247		238		230		230		228		245		281		330		355		361		371		365		382		370		370		370		377		385		379		368		354		352		320		280

		26-May-15		252		246		239		236		236		249		286		338		355		358		366		366		366		365		366		364		370		377		368		359		354		343		317		280

		27-May-15		251		245		238		233		233		247		287		336		353		359		369		370		372		380		384		385		387		392		383		374		364		360		330		286

		28-May-15		257		243		238		233		231		243		281		339		361		372		376		385		399		401		409		409		419		422		406		389		383		374		337		285

		29-May-15		269		251		245		240		237		245		285		335		364		378		379		383		390		389		387		386		376		374		357		349		339		332		313		281

		30-May-15		249		240		231		226		217		217		238		267		302		318		331		336		343		344		351		352		370		367		370		360		341		337		311		273

		31-May-15		252		233		226		218		218		216		223		259		292		318		322		334		339		335		346		347		363		371		368		356		348		347		311		271

		1-Jun-15		249		232		230		224		225		240		285		335		365		370		383		384		398		407		413		412		413		413		392		382		358		355		318		278

		2-Jun-15		256		245		238		231		231		249		287		337		356		365		369		365		364		365		357		357		363		367		360		344		348		336		303		272

		3-Jun-15		239		229		224		220		230		241		285		330		352		361		359		362		359		359		349		348		352		361		357		345		343		338		308		269

		4-Jun-15		247		231		231		229		229		242		289		340		350		355		364		353		362		356		355		354		360		368		368		350		351		345		313		276

		5-Jun-15		251		240		225		228		225		237		280		329		353		364		367		370		370		376		382		389		395		404		393		381		371		354		333		294

		6-Jun-15		262		244		234		231		229		226		241		278		309		337		343		354		358		369		375		391		408		415		408		398		378		369		341		304

		7-Jun-15		269		260		242		234		228		228		242		284		313		345		361		385		393		403		416		431		451		467		468		456		439		420		382		325

		8-Jun-15		290		273		262		252		245		262		309		371		409		434		453		474		488		505		516		530		529		543		523		506		479		453		401		347

		9-Jun-15		304		286		275		262		257		270		317		371		411		431		446		463		480		493		502		509		523		522		497		491		457		442		387		336

		10-Jun-15		298		283		264		257		260		265		310		368		402		413		431		443		458		473		481		493		505		515		507		485		456		431		388		336

		11-Jun-15		301		275		268		254		256		265		307		363		388		409		424		431		437		437		442		460		471		473		457		438		414		392		363		318

		12-Jun-15		287		270		257		250		256		262		299		345		366		371		375		370		368		364		363		359		365		360		356		345		340		344		322		296

		13-Jun-15		266		257		249		246		238		243		258		285		317		326		336		335		339		338		339		340		347		359		352		345		331		333		317		286

		14-Jun-15		264		246		242		241		238		236		249		271		304		321		334		338		346		340		349		362		377		393		386		386		371		358		334		292

		15-Jun-15		268		254		252		225		237		251		299		348		374		385		395		403		405		420		428		433		442		453		448		426		403		390		359		313

		16-Jun-15		279		259		254		248		248		257		303		355		382		399		399		418		430		446		459		460		478		480		467		448		428		413		376		328

		17-Jun-15		292		280		269		258		257		268		311		362		382		400		417		426		449		458		467		475		482		485		470		445		424		411		374		326

		18-Jun-15		293		274		271		258		261		266		309		354		379		387		399		401		415		425		430		443		443		440		426		410		400		385		351		317

		19-Jun-15		284		272		260		256		256		259		305		352		380		396		403		406		411		409		414		416		421		418		407		398		370		359		337		304

		20-Jun-15		276		258		253		243		244		242		253		288		321		342		345		354		356		358		358		361		365		373		364		351		333		331		318		285

		21-Jun-15		269		253		241		243		241		236		254		278		305		327		333		335		336		336		339		350		364		383		381		373		366		360		332		288

		22-Jun-15		258		254		245		242		239		247		290		346		369		385		391		403		413		423		430		433		437		436		425		407		389		377		346		304

		23-Jun-15		272		261		249		247		246		259		300		343		366		379		387		397		409		416		423		431		445		462		453		436		420		398		392		319

		24-Jun-15		284		260		258		250		245		258		296		350		369		394		401		412		428		440		452		459		452		455		435		419		406		398		365		321

		25-Jun-15		283		268		260		251		251		255		306		365		395		417		433		456		473		492		504		518		524		535		521		503		483		459		418		366

		26-Jun-15		325		297		283		269		265		278		320		378		423		458		470		494		509		522		536		542		547		551		539		530		496		472		431		380

		27-Jun-15		342		307		293		284		272		265		293		332		379		418		439		457		475		486		495		520		528		540		531		517		495		473		428		388

		28-Jun-15		343		316		300		284		276		270		296		333		386		418		455		474		493		503		510		521		520		524		515		505		482		474		442		386

		29-Jun-15		350		328		318		310		302		319		351		396		424		432		441		443		453		471		486		477		466		463		458		421		398		389		360		313

		30-Jun-15		279		266		260		251		253.7		264		305		351		396		426		444		465		477		491		505		508		519		533		518		506		482		455		414		369

		1-Jul-15		325		301		284		277		269		269		295		340		376		414		438		447		457		463		472		484		490		502		499		487		449		436		390		353

		2-Jul-15		314		291		278		269		266		264		306		362		408		440		462		479		498		519		530		542		560		565		558		545		513		490		443		383

		3-Jul-15		340		311		292		281		280		278		315		374		422		462		483		508		525		539		549		558		565		564		560		538		511		490		452		396

		4-Jul-15		354		318		301		293		284		270		299		336		382		420		448		465		483		487		495		503		512		515		501		480		452		428		401		357

		5-Jul-15		313		296		282		268		261		256		272		299		332		377		404		418		436		445		454		473		486		500		500		491		460		436		398		339

		6-Jul-15		303		278		273		268		262		269		313		359		392		416		430		450		469		483		504		515		523		531		516		498		477		462		417		357

		7-Jul-15		330		306		293		285		278		292		325		376		408		439		461		477		509		520		538		543		560		564		553		530		504		479		428		378

		8-Jul-15		335		304		285		284		278		290		330		376		421		448		469		490		532		555		575		566		582		583		576		553		524		502		450		395

		9-Jul-15		342		320		304		293		284		292		333		381		432		459		484		507		534		548		575		574		587		585		575		551		527		508		466		401

		10-Jul-15		358		334		314		305		302		306		342		382		411		434		453		470		495		509		524		518		512		497		505		492		472		442		409		357

		11-Jul-15		320		293		286		278		270		266		286		341		383		400		423		426		423		410		402		405		421		435		422		398		383		378		352		357

		12-Jul-15		325		311		302		294		285		260		265		285		321		346		362		373		389		392		401		415		424		436		424		409		393		390		361		316

		13-Jul-15		290		276		266		263		263		268		306		360		390		417		434		448		454		445		460		455		459		473		456		439		415		399		361		317

		14-Jul-15		287		274		262		256		256		262		296		352		377		398		411		429		439		448		469		470		480		485		474		455		431		417		382		335

		15-Jul-15		300		278		270		264		260		272		309		360		393		423		437		455		499		505		509		505		505		503		483		458		446		435		402		360

		16-Jul-15		342		306		281		269		263		268		304		346		372		390		404		407		409		419		421		421		420		427		413		403		388		386		353		308

		17-Jul-15		281		262		258		252		246		259		290		338		374		392		407		413		422		426		438		447		455		464		453		444		414		401		368		326

		18-Jul-15		291		273		262		257		249		252		266		301		341		374		392		409		424		432		449		457		469		475		473		459		436		417		385		344

		19-Jul-15		303		285		274		267		261		251		269		301		342		383		408		441		458		472		491		509		524		531		519		502		489		470		427		377

		20-Jul-15		337		315		296		286		284		294		327		384		425		464		488		521		536		549		564		567		571		569		552		528		492		462		413		358

		21-Jul-15		321		302		285		274		274		278		315		364		405		429		447		454		477		483		488		493		496		496		486		462		428		415		373		333

		22-Jul-15		296		277		266		267		261		272		304		351		390		408		425		427		442		450		461		469		476		477		472		446		427		416		378		353

		23-Jul-15		316		301		294		282		280		291		322		363		390		412		426		431		442		458		468		485		496		498		494		475		454		433		394		350

		24-Jul-15		312		300		295		294		296		297		329		378		409		413		418		409		409		404		411		415		412		410		395		386		370		375		345		317

		25-Jul-15		285		280		269		265		266		268		271		289		317		341		349		352		355		355		359		355		370		379		371		358		342		344		316		286

		26-Jul-15		262		248		240		236		238		237		241		265		292		320		327		342		339		345		342		341		349		354		350		340		338		332		305		271

		27-Jul-15		249		237		238		230		238		244		283		319		349		370		370		384		390		386		387		388		392		405		399		396		373		371		341		298

		28-Jul-15		271		254		248		245		241		260		293		330		362		377		388		398		407		409		416		424		436		444		439		420		407		398		360		316

		29-Jul-15		281		265		258		255		248		264		296		350		383		403		410		431		439		459		470		485		497		503		504		528		500		479		432		353

		30-Jul-15		301		279		266		251		255		266		303		351		389		409		423		440		457		470		491		505		522		536		532		512		485		462		409		356

		31-Jul-15		313		292		275		269		260		270		302		349		394		422		442		464		483		501		521		533		550		563		546		533		505		482		428		372

		1-Aug-15		331		299		286		271		267		267		274		296		355		394		417		440		457		473		490		507		516		523		526		499		474		447		407		356

		2-Aug-15		322		293		281		271		267		261		271		295		338		375		396		422		437		449		463		481		500		514		508		489		462		447		401		364

		3-Aug-15		322		303		285		279		277		272		285		312		346		384		411		426		436		439		451		456		459		472		462		448		438		426		381		331

		4-Aug-15		301		285		277		269		267		279		309		357		393		421		432		450		465		478		492		499		509		512		489		460		434		413		373		329

		5-Aug-15		295		273		265		259		262		279		300		346		375		398		408		409		419		409		403		389		392		389		378		367		375		356		327		291

		6-Aug-15		269		253		249		243		244		262		293		331		354		368		378		382		383		385		390		390		400		411		409		399		388		388		346		302

		7-Aug-15		276		257		253		249		248		255		285		328		364		376		398		398		411		413		426		437		446		464		457		441		413		404		400		353

		8-Aug-15		316		305		288		286		282		286		293		338		367		404		417		433		448		440		453		467		480		482		467		441		429		405		371		337

		9-Aug-15		305		277		265		255		256		250		261		289		325		362		382		401		413		426		437		448		466		480		474		456		441		416		375		324

		10-Aug-15		296		279		269		259		266		276		310		354		381		394		418		445		462		475		499		511		517		518		511		489		474		452		393		351

		11-Aug-15		313		300		286		276		275		287		316		365		410		440		466		483		507		518		526		535		533		540		530		507		481		459		404		354

		12-Aug-15		316		291		285		272		274		283		314		363		402		427		452		470		500		510		526		537		539		538		510		491		471		458		400		349

		13-Aug-15		319		295		286		271		265		287		317		362		405		440		466		486		513		536		552		560		571		574		557		531		524		492		430		376

		14-Aug-15		338		311		296		282		275		283		319		352		385		414		431		450		461		475		483		494		495		474		448		420		408		390		357		315

		15-Aug-15		286		269		268		255		244		251		258		288		317		347		361		363		372		369		364		368		367		374		360		354		353		346		316		289

		16-Aug-15		264		247		242		238		232		241		240		268		298		330		343		356		361		368		375		390		406		415		413		394		391		374		338		295

		17-Aug-15		281		261		252		244		249		269		289		338		372		399		415		429		437		449		466		472		481		489		480		452		437		410		361		316

		18-Aug-15		284		268		261		253		251		268		304		347		381		406		425		437		455		459		476		487		500		511		494		480		451		423		371		328

		19-Aug-15		294		276		260		258		258		266		299		342		378		405		419		434		452		471		487		503		523		530		516		491		474		444		397		348

		20-Aug-15		310		289		277		268		270		279		309		355		394		423		443		466		484		496		503		520		519		500		484		452		437		418		371		327

		21-Aug-15		297		277		269		263		262		276		310		348		371		381		384		392		386		378		375		371		370		371		360		357		357		344		319		284

		22-Aug-15		257		247		236		234		229		242		252		278		305		329		338		343		352		345		350		361		375		391		381		367		371		346		324		283

		23-Aug-15		261		251		240		235		233		239		243		266		288		318		329		332		336		338		338		345		355		371		368		361		367		341		311		273

		24-Aug-15		255		244		237		232		235		251		281		324		358		379		383		398		402		404		411		400		411		411		410		409		402		372		337		295

		25-Aug-15		268		257		252		241		241		263		290		328		358		371		380		385		411		420		404		406		411		421		409		399		399		372		330		293

		26-Aug-15		265		255		246		245		244		255		290		326		351		369		379		380		397		398		403		401		412		419		414		402		399		376		332		296

		27-Aug-15		270		251		249		243		242		262		291		330		360		370		387		395		411		420		430		433		451		458		451		435		428		393		354		310

		28-Aug-15		274		266		253		250		249		263		299		333		361		379		380		386		386		380		383		386		390		395		387		387		383		370		338		309

		29-Aug-15		273		265		254		253		250		252		265		294		319		343		361		365		358		352		348		354		360		366		360		348		356		335		302		278

		30-Aug-15		257		245		235		230		227		230		244		259		290		316		326		335		337		332		339		337		352		352		349		338		345		326		294		266

		31-Aug-15		240		231		232		223		227		251		289		321		353		368		370		379		376		372		367		364		363		378		371		362		364		339		306		281

		1-Sep-15		253		245		235		230		235		257		288		327		361		361		360		365		370		367		363		359		360		365		363		364		365		343		307		276

		2-Sep-15		249		243		232		230		231		252		289		327		349		357		367		366		373		370		371		371		367		374		369		369		367		343		312		276

		3-Sep-15		254		242		228		235		237		251		296		328		352		356		358		362		363		361		357		356		361		368		360		362		364		340		310		276

		4-Sep-15		253		244		236		264		270		289		319		360		384		394		391		397		392		396		388		380		387		384		379		380		385		363		336		307

		5-Sep-15		280		271		266		262		261		274		282		309		340		360		373		369		368		363		354		338		336		337		337		329		340		322		297		271

		6-Sep-15		252		255		250		231		227		239		249		276		293		313		323		326		318		313		314		309		320		334		330		332		332		322		291		260

		7-Sep-15		247		234		232		227		226		240		251		271		301		327		338		335		339		329		332		333		342		354		351		352		356		333		293		262

		8-Sep-15		242		227		229		230		233		255		295		352		364		372		372		363		371		368		363		353		358		369		365		369		368		345		302		272

		9-Sep-15		251		239		233		230		233		253		297		340		353		364		360		362		367		365		368		356		362		375		368		375		374		344		307		275

		10-Sep-15		248		239		236		230		232		255		293		341		355		363		367		365		370		373		378		377		384		398		391		393		384		360		317		282

		11-Sep-15		253		239		233		236		237		254		282		337		351		363		371		370		380		382		388		397		401		406		395		393		376		356		315		284

		12-Sep-15		262		246		235		232		231		237		249		274		303		326		336		348		351		360		368		380		394		407		386		383		372		349		323		287

		13-Sep-15		264		255		244		239		234		239		249		269		302		326		340		346		351		353		356		360		370		384		371		374		367		338		295		261

		14-Sep-15		243		231		228		227		227		247		291		335		349		359		362		359		362		358		359		350		357		365		370		378		364		339		295		275

		15-Sep-15		247		240		238		236		234		255		300		350		359		364		360		367		356		359		356		351		360		364		368		377		374		344		304		274

		16-Sep-15		251		246		241		237		245		257		310		356		365		370		358		365		363		358		360		349		358		361		364		381		368		342		305		276

		17-Sep-15		253		245		241		237		245		266		317		356		360		358		361		353		351		346		344		339		353		362		357		377		369		341		308		270

		18-Sep-15		249		243		237		231		240		262		296		345		356		365		359		360		359		356		352		343		355		358		357		363		349		328		301		271

		19-Sep-15		248		239		233		227		223		239		258		281		314		336		336		337		330		326		324		323		322		340		339		345		333		307		292		262

		20-Sep-15		247		232		227		228		218		229		250		266		292		319		324		330		331		327		328		332		346		363		358		372		356		326		289		255

		21-Sep-15		238		224		224		221		225		248		293		340		351		356		361		362		357		358		355		354		354		371		364		377		362		339		300		267

		22-Sep-15		250		241		237		230		239		266		311		360		366		369		358		357		362		354		351		350		356		370		364		377		368		334		299		269

		23-Sep-15		248		243		237		234		242		264		309		361		370		369		362		358		359		352		353		350		357		366		364		373		370		343		306		271

		24-Sep-15		247		242		233		228		239		262		311		356		372		373		368		358		363		352		352		351		351		365		373		381		374		341		301		269

		25-Sep-15		253		241		235		230		237		253		294		343		357		363		363		365		360		358		355		350		355		364		363		363		355		329		302		275

		26-Sep-15		251		245		231		234		232		237		260		290		316		328		330		327		325		318		316		313		329		331		336		343		336		312		293		267

		27-Sep-15		254		245		238		242		241		252		272		295		325		338		336		333		328		320		314		318		327		346		347		367		350		328		291		266

		28-Sep-15		250		240		239		242		244		274		322		370		376		380		374		363		359		357		353		349		354		370		377		384		376		341		304		278

		29-Sep-15		254		246		241		246		246		272		321		378		378		377		365		364		361		352		358		351		355		368		378		387		364		345		311		277

		30-Sep-15		253		247		243		237		249		268		330		373		376		373		364		361		363		358		359		351		363		364		378		383		377		340		306		277

		1-Oct-15		256		239		237		236		240		265		305		358		370		367		365		361		360		354		357		348		358		366		372		390		365		346		305		279

		2-Oct-15		257		244		239		234		244		263		306		360		365		367		363		361		360		354		354		349		358		377		380		373		358		332		307		277

		3-Oct-15		252		242		235		235		234		244		261		285		318		335		335		336		332		321		311		316		321		333		339		350		334		325		293		264

		4-Oct-15		251		232		227		233		224		244		262		294		318		336		332		327		323		315		311		314		324		345		351		369		349		323		285		263

		5-Oct-15		247		242		239		237		250		270		324		378		386		384		372		364		368		358		355		349		357		369		387		387		372		347		306		275

		6-Oct-15		261		251		243		246		251		272		326		377		385		378		371		366		366		364		362		358		373		390		401		396		374		347		315		274

		7-Oct-15		263		251		240		234		243		266		318		369		377		380		373		373		369		365		364		360		365		389		394		397		371		349		310		275

		8-Oct-15		260		239		235		230		232		257		306		360		369		372		373		365		365		361		356		350		359		373		389		392		368		342		303		272

		9-Oct-15		248		239		228		226		231		250		300		344		362		368		370		360		358		359		352		350		357		362		370		370		351		327		295		274

		10-Oct-15		248		235		230		224		224		234		250		278		310		332		335		338		330		332		330		336		340		348		362		354		336		313		292		260

		11-Oct-15		248		238		232		226		227		232		253		275		306		324		334		336		334		330		325		325		334		335		338		332		325		310		282		257

		12-Oct-15		239		226		225		228		229		241		256		281		307		333		348		350		348		336		341		338		348		350		368		356		349		327		290		259

		13-Oct-15		239		233		234		230		240		267		322		378		378		377		369		366		358		356		349		343		347		362		385		383		364		344		301		276

		14-Oct-15		252		248		245		244		250		275		335		396		399		388		377		370		360		358		353		345		350		368		397		398		382		352		311		289

		15-Oct-15		269		260		255		252		266		288		340		403		399		388		376		375		355		357		342		341		351		372		397		394		386		357		321		289

		16-Oct-15		266		260		254		255		258		281		339		393		395		389		380		370		363		352		344		339		344		360		377		375		365		341		314		280

		17-Oct-15		260		255		248		248		249		268		287		324		349		354		347		343		327		322		317		314		326		339		360		352		336		319		297		265

		18-Oct-15		249		234		236		231		235		240		265		287		313		333		335		338		337		334		327		338		364		381		388		374		355		323		290		260

		19-Oct-15		243		230		229		229		234		255		309		363		376		375		366		368		362		358		349		349		359		377		399		395		377		356		325		291

		20-Oct-15		269		257		253		252		256		283		332		396		398		391		385		378		375		372		366		360		367		386		408		406		392		360		333		299

		21-Oct-15		277		273		265		272		274		301		362		420		429		415		410		402		394		385		367		363		377		397		417		408		389		358		334		301

		22-Oct-15		280		263		259		257		261		287		341		408		410		394		387		372		364		361		350		345		362		382		401		404		383		359		325		296

		23-Oct-15		272		267		262		265		274		298		350		405		418		412		400		392		375		371		358		353		360		381		403		399		377		362		332		307

		24-Oct-15		283		275		273		273		279		303		322		367		403		403		402		387		372		361		349		354		370		391		407		394		375		357		330		311

		25-Oct-15		288		275		277		271		270		285		310		341		366		378		372		358		354		345		340		347		361		385		411		399		382		346		317		275

		26-Oct-15		275		256		253		253		259		291		344		396		417		411		402		399		390		382		377		371		389		419		435		412		390		367		333		297

		27-Oct-15		275		260		263		258		270		294		357		413		414		408		405		400		392		380		382		375		395		441		452		443		430		404		367		319

		28-Oct-15		309		295		295		290		302		325		386		445		450		451		438		427		423		421		424		425		456		476		480		450		418		395		352		321

		29-Oct-15		298		286		280		274		283		305		365		421		420		418		395		391		377		373		363		362		375		404		423		420		396		379		333		298

		30-Oct-15		278		265		262		259		265		287		342		390		408		402		403		395		392		383		379		374		385		404		423		401		388		363		335		307

		31-Oct-15		273		268		261		255		261		273		292		327		363		381		394		392		392		384		377		378		385		394		386		376		358		349		321		296

		1-Nov-15		281		275		263		260		270		283		305		335		359		368		372		367		359		362		365		378		407		428		413		392		379		348		318		288

		2-Nov-15		272		269		263		264		279		309		363		417		416		418		406		396		399		385		384		416		426		459		445		436		414		385		349		317

		3-Nov-15		303		294		282		284		295		331		388		432		433		420		411		392		396		394		393		399		430		470		461		448		432		399		368		333

		4-Nov-15		320		310		305		313		321		358		418		467		456		444		430		418		412		401		405		415		457		482		468		456		435		405		363		331

		5-Nov-15		317		301		295		304		311		335		395		449		452		449		434		423		417		411		400		405		442		479		474		453		433		409		368		338

		6-Nov-15		319		311		307		308		319		347		404		453		450		450		445		439		431		423		423		430		458		474		457		438		420		394		357		331

		7-Nov-15		304		294		286		281		285		301		333		358		386		401		400		393		391		383		386		392		424		438		420		398		377		356		333		307

		8-Nov-15		284		275		269		269		268		286		306		331		361		366		370		368		362		358		350		367		409		436		420		411		384		361		327		300

		9-Nov-15		282		277		275		274		282		309		371		420		432		430		430		428		419		410		408		409		454		480		470		453		435		407		367		336

		10-Nov-15		321		315		313		312		329		360		423		473		468		468		460		457		444		444		444		450		500		525		507		486		471		446		416		382

		11-Nov-15		354		345		338		340		342		363		386		413		432		448		443		424		425		410		375		383		422		454		445		429		410		391		352		328

		12-Nov-15		313		311		312		315		331		368		422		473		473		472		468		467		463		454		447		460		491		515		498		477		453		425		381		345

		13-Nov-15		325		315		307		301		310		337		384		433		436		434		422		413		406		406		396		403		432		451		436		420		399		380		344		318

		14-Nov-15		293		279		274		272		273		292		314		349		380		392		397		402		401		397		398		404		434		447		423		408		388		371		337		316

		15-Nov-15		295		289		278		279		279		293		318		343		376		395		404		406		407		406		406		422		455		469		451		433		418		386		354		323

		16-Nov-15		310		304		308		309		319		355		409		467		467		454		447		441		451		443		452		464		502		519		503		481		467		433		385		356

		17-Nov-15		330		319		312		314		321		351		406		460		464		466		465		465		460		459		454		455		480		493		477		452		424		393		368		337

		18-Nov-15		311		304		302		306		312		353		406		459		463		454		436		423		424		415		421		465		507		543		530		512		489		465		422		400

		19-Nov-15		376		365		348		326		336		378		435		487		491		475		460		447		439		425		429		456		491		514		508		495		477		447		411		381

		20-Nov-15		359		351		344		349		359		388		446		496		499		479		463		449		434		432		450		459		515		535		526		508		498		472		446		409

		21-Nov-15		394		384		376		381		384		406		437		476		495		488		484		473		461		442		448		461		510		534		516		497		489		466		440		415

		22-Nov-15		393		387		385		384		392		406		433		472		493		497		491		482		474		465		465		491		534		538		506		484		470		429		391		353

		23-Nov-15		337		335		335		333		344		373		437		490		492		493		483		487		482		477		480		488		523		537		523		500		483		453		409		378

		24-Nov-15		355		339		339		335		349		372		436		497		495		502		495		499		491		494		497		504		542		564		554		530		508		479		441		404

		25-Nov-15		384		379		410		418		429		464		522		586		580		562		538		521		518		508		506		522		580		609		600		582		574		548		504		443

		26-Nov-15		414		405		401		409		417		458		515		567		565		548		529		511		491		489		489		497		554		586		580		566		545		513		472		439

		27-Nov-15		410		407		401		404		411		444		496		555		563		558		549		539		536		527		518		539		570		586		570		553		531		511		476		439

		28-Nov-15		416		401		405		401		407		424		455		494		521		535		532		523		510		504		506		514		562		571		549		539		516		488		457		425

		29-Nov-15		407		400		396		396		401		413		443		476		504		522		528		520		522		506		517		524		562		568		554		542		518		493		446		412

		30-Nov-15		397		389		391		390		408		438		496		556		568		569		562		567		563		555		553		559		599		615		600		583		557		528		473		441

		1-Dec-15		414		410		398		406		419		443		503		563		568		557		549		540		531		524		530		540		582		600		584		571		546		514		468		428

		2-Dec-15		392		393		389		390		400		432		480		536		540		533		519		518		513		503		516		525		554		577		556		536		515		489		440		400

		3-Dec-15		380		366		362		360		371		402		457		511		515		513		506		502		498		496		490		504		538		551		526		518		490		463		411		381

		4-Dec-15		351		338		334		339		344		382		439		498		506		498		489		487		479		468		469		478		520		529		511		494		477		451		423		396

		5-Dec-15		378		366		344		335		337		360		386		425		453		466		470		472		467		462		464		472		507		505		489		474		459		429		404		369

		6-Dec-15		351		338		332		336		335		350		373		403		434		448		458		453		443		439		437		456		497		507		491		472		454		425		390		349

		7-Dec-15		330		324		317		316		330		359		413		474		485		486		476		477		470		470		468		480		511		517		512		486		477		441		402		366

		8-Dec-15		341		326		322		322		333		360		418		475		489		481		476		471		470		469		468		474		517		524		507		485		464		437		394		357

		9-Dec-15		330		319		319		314		321		348		410		465		474		461		453		451		438		424		467		457		489		505		501		490		470		446		409		370

		10-Dec-15		344		336		330		333		347		376		430		484		498		507		486		487		475		476		482		489		525		538		520		505		485		454		416		379

		11-Dec-15		356		341		335		342		343		381		432		487		495		492		481		465		460		460		461		468		507		517		503		491		467		444		414		378

		12-Dec-15		349		341		330		329		331		353		378		417		445		463		471		462		467		462		463		480		514		516		503		485		468		442		406		380

		13-Dec-15		356		345		336		332		338		353		375		408		437		457		463		464		459		456		453		466		500		515		494		484		463		432		395		366

		14-Dec-15		344		340		326		331		338		372		433		487		494		491		484		478		469		468		463		473		521		545		533		516		494		466		429		391

		15-Dec-15		370		364		358		362		376		406		472		521		535		523		504		497		493		487		491		508		549		567		548		533		516		482		443		404

		16-Dec-15		374		361		359		362		366		408		468		526		530		530		507		493		475		466		473		489		542		565		558		548		534		511		467		432

		17-Dec-15		412		403		399		401		411		444		507		566		569		569		557		552		547		543		544		552		593		600		584		565		550		520		473		434

		18-Dec-15		411		397		391		392		401		435		483		535		538		533		521		509		498		493		503		508		553		561		549		527		509		482		444		409

		19-Dec-15		379		375		362		364		369		382		417		451		483		493		497		488		473		471		462		489		528		544		522		510		496		471		430		405

		20-Dec-15		382		375		366		364		374		386		411		450		476		487		497		488		482		479		472		489		531		540		528		516		497		468		429		396

		21-Dec-15		377		367		371		365		376		402		451		499		522		532		525		528		517		514		517		516		551		570		559		541		519		490		448		410

		22-Dec-15		381		372		363		365		380		408		457		504		523		526		513		509		504		499		494		509		549		563		548		536		517		489		447		416

		23-Dec-15		389		377		371		372		382		408		456		501		520		529		524		515		513		504		500		504		550		564		547		534		518		490		453		418

		24-Dec-15		383		374		370		374		374		398		429		471		501		505		505		497		481		471		468		480		512		516		485		472		461		446		424		397

		25-Dec-15		378		364		358		356		364		376		403		433		457		465		462		456		459		458		461		475		507		508		484		475		470		459		440		411

		26-Dec-15		403		389		386		390		393		409		434		460		488		503		516		509		509		498		496		509		545		546		539		525		510		485		453		417

		27-Dec-15		403		391		382		389		395		403		419		450		478		489		498		495		492		488		491		497		536		554		532		522		499		478		438		407

		28-Dec-15		384		377		369		371		381		401		438		474		497		512		513		508		497		490		485		501		543		566		548		528		508		482		446		414

		29-Dec-15		382		381		377		380		384		413		451		494		519		534		536		528		519		519		508		528		557		575		568		548		520		498		459		425

		30-Dec-15		400		389		377		394		394		425		461		508		534		546		540		534		522		515		521		525		573		593		579		561		545		516		481		442

		31-Dec-15		422		413		407		410		415		446		473		522		553		561		556		546		531		518		509		527		576		604		586		566		540		532		499		483

		1-Jan-16		470		458		451		446		446		459		477		500		514		532		546		541		531		518		509		522		577		588		573		558		545		517		488		451

		2-Jan-16		434		425		426		422		436		451		483		515		547		563		569		561		557		546		537		553		590		604		585		570		551		525		494		463

		3-Jan-16		434		434		429		428		437		449		476		507		540		556		557		563		559		554		551		558		600		617		598		583		552		521		479		448

		4-Jan-16		428		421		418		419		431		460		516		566		576		581		574		572		570		558		556		553		594		611		596		574		553		515		476		439

		5-Jan-16		410		396		392		392		403		434		489		540		547		539		535		533		526		516		520		522		556		584		563		542		526		484		444		409

		6-Jan-16		385		377		367		371		380		407		459		518		522		514		509		502		499		492		486		486		534		558		541		527		500		469		431		394

		7-Jan-16		369		360		353		354		364		393		448		504		508		503		498		492		487		484		479		489		530		550		533		520		497		466		426		395.2

		8-Jan-16		363		351		352		349		359		386		435		495		507		498		497		486		479		471		467		489		515		537		521		504		481		459		428		392

		9-Jan-16		367		349		347		350		357		362		394		431		458		476		481		472		468		457		454		468		501		520		503		483		462		439		411		383

		10-Jan-16		364		349		346		352		351		368		389		422		451		475		476		471		473		485		483		489		532		550		532		516		488		466		431		395

		11-Jan-16		382		374		369		376		385		413		478		530		543		540		537		537		525		522		524		530		564		585		567		545		522		497		452		416

		12-Jan-16		396		388		380		381		396		425		480		540		540		538		529		530		523		518		516		521		553		579		562		547		527		491		461		425

		13-Jan-16		395		384		377		383		390		426		479		534		535		531		521		524		520		515		516		521		546		576		557		546		521		495		460		417

		14-Jan-16		396		362		359		350		360		389		448		503		508		492		480		469		461		457		444		467		503		545		530		513		493		471		428		393

		15-Jan-16		376		364		360		361		368		402		453		509		526		518		512		498		481		476		469		483		516		545		541		515		498		472		442		410

		16-Jan-16		382		368		366		364		375		392		419		458		483		500		509		500		495		491		476		485		517		531		519		496		474		447		421		390

		17-Jan-16		369		360		352		355		357		368		395		424		454		472		477		480		468		461		461		465		504		526		510		491		470		442		406		369

		18-Jan-16		356		346		339		346		350		387		436		495		503		500		492		484		471		469		471		473		510		540		519		511		481		454		415		383

		19-Jan-16		356		344		345		351		358		389		448		502		503		501		488		483		479		470		474		479		511		539		526		504		491		458		419		385

		20-Jan-16		365		351		345		343		356		385		442		494		504		491		485		472		464		451		456		462		503		532		520		503		478		456		416		385

		21-Jan-16		359		347		342		349		354		384		444		499		499		493		490		482		476		474		467		472		502		533		513		500		481		450		408		375

		22-Jan-16		353		336		330		335		339		366		431		476		486		490		485		475		461		464		452		453		478		505		495		482		459		432		408		376

		23-Jan-16		348		337		331		331		339		355		380		414		448		455		467		469		467		464		463		472		496		516		497		479		452		436		401		378

		24-Jan-16		352		345		334		337		343		357		374		412		437		450		450		439		434		422		427		438		473		506		487		479		450		428		390		358

		25-Jan-16		345		337		336		335		348		381		439		500		505		503		494		490		477		466		462		465		499		542		526		512		484		456		419		380

		26-Jan-16		359		347		350		342		357		384		446		498		510		499		496		495		492		486		480		478		500		534		520		501		471		445		409		370

		27-Jan-16		348		333		334		332		342		371		429		478		490		488		478		475		477		469		470		469		521		539		523		506		481		447		412		364

		28-Jan-16		355		333		328		335		346		372		421		465		475		470		468		464		458		453		442		441		466		508		501		486		464		438		404		366

		29-Jan-16		349		337		335		337		344		373		422		479		486		492		484		488		479		480		480		481		506		524		515		491		466		450		416		384

		30-Jan-16		360		355		346		348		357		371		399		438		463		478		465		455		439		438		430		452		478		508		491		476		453		437		411		381

		31-Jan-16		381		362		349		350		349		371		390		424		454		455		464		455		456		448		439		456		486		518		507		486		471		437		406		365

		1-Feb-16		358		350		342		350		358		390		445		504		514		506		500		491		481		478		478		475		505		546		534		515		494		462		424		388

		2-Feb-16		368		358		355		359		372		404		465		524		526		510		496		476		462		461		449		454		488		537		546		524		509		483		445		417

		3-Feb-16		394		387		386		387		403		430		490		544		539		539		536		531		521		512		515		517		546		574		565		539		520		489		448		410

		4-Feb-16		388		387		395		395		405		421		474		529		532		533		529		515		508		502		500		507		541		576		569		558		532		479		423		390

		5-Feb-16		371		355		352		348		359		386		435		495		503		503		493		490		483		473		472		464		490		515		502		486		464		434		410		371

		6-Feb-16		351		333		332		330		334		350		382		410		441		444		444		436		424		408		407		413		431		477		475		461		447		426		404		371

		7-Feb-16		366		359		351		355		359		372		399		435		450		459		460		459		457		444		446		441		458		489		480		469		456		432		400		368

		8-Feb-16		351		345		344		348		353		371		394		427		445		454		461		449		443		424		420		420		448		491		489		478		456		432		397		367

		9-Feb-16		357		353		354		355		370		406		458		514		513		511		494		476		460		446		431		431		457		508		510		497		480		448		413		381

		10-Feb-16		360		354		343		353		362		391		448		498		503		497		492		485		483		465		466		455		474		513		512		498		473		441		404		369

		11-Feb-16		347		343		328		336		340		379		432		485		480		476		464		463		461		452		440		453		477		512		504		482		463		437		398		366

		12-Feb-16		338		325		329		322		336		362		417		471		480		473		472		471		467		457		455		463		470		496		484		470		446		423		391		360

		13-Feb-16		336		320		322		317		324		335		365		400		422		431		429		428		423		415		417		431		453		478		467		449		433		407		384		353

		14-Feb-16		328		330		319		319		325		335		363		390		420		432		441		436		435		433		427		434		459		486		476		452		439		407		377		348

		15-Feb-16		318		316		310		309		318		353		409		459		466		463		445		434		430		426		422		430		450		488		485		468		443		417		373		346

		16-Feb-16		318		316		305		305		319		353		407		463		464		452		440		424		413		400		388		388		412		455		468		451		430		409		369		344

		17-Feb-16		316		307		307		308		308		348		404		456		468		466		457		460		457		446		443		447		463		497		494		477		448		425		379		353

		18-Feb-16		329		313		309		314		315		351		405		460		469		476		471		466		463		447		439		441		460		487		488		475		451		431		391		359

		19-Feb-16		337		327		323		323		335		357		412		461		475		480		467		460		453		437		436		431		453		479		472		457		445		414		379		355

		20-Feb-16		327		319		314		313		318		333		370		405		420		422		413		405		397		383		379		381		396		438		447		436		424		399		380		351

		21-Feb-16		340		328		330		334		334		353		377		412		424		431		421		404		405		405		406		416		438		469		473		455		445		412		375		349

		22-Feb-16		333		327		321		330		343		378		431		488		481		475		452		441		430		417		409		411		425		469		486		472		459		430		400		365

		23-Feb-16		342		339		336		349		360		395		456		508		496		479		456		445		431		421		411		406		429		468		490		481		468		434		403		366

		24-Feb-16		347		340		343		342		363		386		447		498		521		517		499		478		460		452		436		434		453		491		513		504		486		452		417		397

		25-Feb-16		374		362		363		371		379		413		474		521		507		490		471		457		453		438		429		424		446		489		515		502		484		438		402		371

		26-Feb-16		340		336		333		340		352		382		437		483		481		469		459		440		430		418		408		408		425		454		464		449		431		401		373		343

		27-Feb-16		319		309		309		321		330		342		365		405		429		432		422		417		401		388		368		364		371		407		427		413		402		380		364		331

		28-Feb-16		320		310		316		316		318		334		356		391		417		436		440		441		428		415		402		410		432		451		454		445		420		398		361		329

		29-Feb-16		307		302		301		299		318		343		405		455		450		437		423		414		410		397		393		386		400		440		457		446		428		407		370		336

		1-Mar-16		315		315		306		310		321		347		414		466		481		479		482		475		476		474		467		463		480		508		503		487		469		432		390		361

		2-Mar-16		338		329		320		328		339		366		421		472		473		466		456		438		429		418		413		414		434		470		474		459		438		413		375		337

		3-Mar-16		318		305		300		299		314		343		392		445		448		443		424		417		407		401		397		395		406		431		459		444		429		407		371		344

		4-Mar-16		319		309		313		313		321		351		405		454		457		447		442		427		410		401		391		384		408		436		444		427		415		382		358		324

		5-Mar-16		302		291		286		285		288		302		331		366		386		394		390		379		368		358		348		344		359		386		401		384		370		344		325		300

		6-Mar-16		280		271		269		268		273		287		309		336		369		391		383		382		373		358		354		352		373		402		419		410		395		365		336		309

		7-Mar-16		294		285		289		293		300		334		388		444		454		452		452		441		433		426		425		419		435		460		468		461		436		408		371		336

		8-Mar-16		318		307		300		304		314		347		407		447		447		439		428		422		406		401		395		391		405		441		460		449		432		404		367		339

		9-Mar-16		315		307		305		313		323		357		415		457		457		452		445		440		431		428		428		433		455		480		478		471		447		424		379		350

		10-Mar-16		322		314		310		311		320		348		408		440		437		422		409		399		399		382		379		376		387		411		435		432		414		398		353		327

		11-Mar-16		307		302		300		303		315		350		402		448		440		424		411		404		392		384		367		375		396		420		431		419		407		376		349		318

		12-Mar-16		300		282		282		277		282		303		325		361		389		398		403		390		386		383		387		387		407		420		424		417		405		382		352		329

		13-Mar-16		309		300		0		304		308		316		339		366		389		400		406		407		409		407		401		408		418		432		434		442		434		406		372		339

		14-Mar-16		321		306		304		309		314		338		393		440		456		459		449		431		426		409		404		389		407		423		427		439		437		413		377		349

		15-Mar-16		319		312		302		309		315		341		395		448		455		453		439		426		415		406		393		396		392		415		416		437		433		413		379		347

		16-Mar-16		323		314		312		316		327		357		409		455		470		464		445		434		425		414		410		395		408		432		431		449		441		419		385		349

		17-Mar-16		329		322		318		323		335		363		418		471		474		461		442		431		419		407		391		381		387		393		407		431		428		411		375		354

		18-Mar-16		325		326		323		333		337		371		420		471		476		461		445		431		417		401		392		380		381		399		405		424		415		396		377		336

		19-Mar-16		322		306		308		312		319		335		368		401		422		426		408		399		380		366		359		347		356		370		374		393		387		369		334		316

		20-Mar-16		293		289		286		288		287		307		328		358		384		402		395		395		383		376		365		367		384		403		405		412		399		375		340		311

		21-Mar-16		288		284		281		277		290		314		365		414		429		426		422		413		403		385		383		367		384		414		402		418		413		390		356		324

		22-Mar-16		297		288		281		281		284		308		362		412		431		428		423		410		401		388		379		368		375		386		391		407		402		382		349		318

		23-Mar-16		293		284		281		282		294		317		367		418		434		433		418		405		397		393		389		385		397		411		410		417		415		389		355		320

		24-Mar-16		297		274		279		278		286		302		348		407		414		409		415		403		392		382		373		376		379		398		401		413		411		386		361		324

		25-Mar-16		301		292		285		282		291		309		329		355		386		389		386		373		364		350		344		342		342		360		359		373		403		400		374		350

		26-Mar-16		336		324		326		331		335		353		381		416		444		448		436		421		385		354		347		341		350		361		362		373		379		361		338		308

		27-Mar-16		289		278		278		274		280		295		314		350		384		408		413		408		402		396		384		383		385		385		388		396		394		376		342		317

		28-Mar-16		294		284		286		282		289		311		350		393		416		433		428		426		416		405		390		379		381		392		392		408		408		387		355		326

		29-Mar-16		301		289		292		296		301		337		397		444		442		431		410		398		385		381		363		347		362		371		376		385		400		376		339		304

		30-Mar-16		289		274		276		277		291		320		382		424		427		414		399		385		377		368		355		351		355		370		364		378		387		362		324		284

		31-Mar-16		274		256		257		257		271		298		348		403		404		397		387		375		368		357		355		345		351		363		360		372		376		361		322		283

		1-Apr-16		267		254		246		251		256		286		338		383		389		381		379		364		359		354		345		343		344		349		350		347		362		341		312		281

		2-Apr-16		257		248		242		236		244		252		279		312		335		348		346		338		326		322		319		316		325		330		330		336		348		342		333		300

		3-Apr-16		288		272		273		269		270		281		299		332		352		367		363		356		350		341		333		338		344		358		351		366		370		344		307		273

		4-Apr-16		257		250		250		245		250		279		333		392		411		420		421		418		412		401		388		386		392		400		396		409		407		386		349		313

		5-Apr-16		288		277		269		272		279		309		363		415		421		404		404		396		391		391		384		388		391		410		404		408		409		386		350		312

		6-Apr-16		288		280		271		270		278		308		358		409		421		396		390		381		374		364		361		355		368		369		363		377		380		362		322		297

		7-Apr-16		266		261		252		259		266		293		345		398		390		386		377		364		365		349		351		345		347		363		363		371		376		359		321		288

		8-Apr-16		260		249		248		246		257		280		330		376		382		376		372		363		358		354		352		345		354		358		345		350		361		340		315		279

		9-Apr-16		252		245		237		236		238		247		270		297		328		343		344		335		331		326		316		323		327		331		339		335		345		330		300		273

		10-Apr-16		260		247		237		241		248		259		280		311		331		344		340		340		325		320		316		315		329		338		342		346		354		338		302		272

		11-Apr-16		250		244		242		244		271		283		331		377		387		392		386		381		373		372		364		362		364		375		366		375		381		358		322		286

		12-Apr-16		263		255		257		250		262		288		341		391		410		394		394		379		373		366		362		366		366		374		375		388		385		356		326		294

		13-Apr-16		269		253		248		257		257		286		335		389		397		389		382		376		376		366		363		357		368		374		377		385		392		368		334		301

		14-Apr-16		272		263		262		260		265		296		346		403		404		402		389		389		383		381		384		375		390		409		403		402		406		379		348		310

		15-Apr-16		283		282		271		272		275		309		357		406		409		400		391		385		370		371		361		362		361		370		361		367		378		358		332		309

		16-Apr-16		279		270		267		270		271		286		313		342		359		369		362		358		351		344		336		340		344		357		351		350		363		349		320		298

		17-Apr-16		275		269		269		263		267		280		297		320		343		357		350		349		342		335		334		335		348		358		358		358		375		360		323		289

		18-Apr-16		265		261		256		257		268		288		330		381		396		394		393		390		390		393		387		389		399		403		396		396		400		377		343		299

		19-Apr-16		278		262		256		248		258		280		323		369		381		392		386		391		391		386		376		373		386		393		383		376		380		362		326		293

		20-Apr-16		263		254		247		243		246		272		313		363		390		396		394		394		395		393		391		389		399		412		403		401		404		386		346		305

		21-Apr-16		278		266		258		261		262		277		328		373		389		394		400		402		396		403		408		412		422		430		425		417		428		397		361		308

		22-Apr-16		268		250		247		240		248		264		298		340		361		366		368		366		366		362		355		348		359		365		347		346		356		337		311		277

		23-Apr-16		258		245		237		234		236		245		258		290		318		335		341		334		328		328		320		328		335		338		340		332		339		322		301		270

		24-Apr-16		253		239		232		228		232		237		243		272		316		341		340		344		350		347		335		334		340		361		357		368		374		360		320		290

		25-Apr-16		268		265		262		257		261		290		339		388		391		395		392		391		387		379		377		366		377		386		380		377		387		374		335		303

		26-Apr-16		277		266		268		268		271		299		345		387		398		393		384		383		382		377		373		379		379		391		390		382		392		378		342		302

		27-Apr-16		276		267		265		265		269		294		333		385		395		387		389		386		386		382		383		379		381		392		383		379		390		377		337		308

		28-Apr-16		276		268		261		263		263		294		337		383		393		392		388		388		396		385		393		387		396		395		397		398		401		377		336		303

		29-Apr-16		276		268		265		260		263		263		300		348		366		369		368		366		361		357		359		370		372		384		371		374		376		372		341		311

		30-Apr-16		286		280		273		266		241		256		275		304		327		339		337		327		324		319		316		316		324		334		332		321		335		320		303		270

		1-May-16		252		238		238		233		243		242		259		287		310		323		327		319		324		317		318		337		349		370		370		366		373		364		328		288

		2-May-16		253		236		232		231		232		253		305		353		359		374		373		378		375		380		378		384		391		402		395		385		383		371		327		289

		3-May-16		258		247		230		234		241		251		300		346		370		369		376		386		384		384		388		384		395		406		396		385		386		373		327		288

		4-May-16		259		248		242		233		239		258		303		350		359		372		367		374		374		379		373		369		370		382		372		367		365		350		313		279

		5-May-16		250		240		235		231		238		249		297		347		357		366		365		359		363		356		351		346		354		360		355		352		358		350		312		277

		6-May-16		254		238		238		238		239		258		293		337		353		361		359		356		354		358		351		358		364		367		369		357		357		345		322		278

		7-May-16		260		237		236		227		230		232		250		285		312		329		331		329		327		335		335		349		362		371		368		361		354		351		313		282

		8-May-16		261		244		237		232		227		232		238		269		302		316		325		323		320		313		309		313		323		331		329		329		332		327		297		261

		9-May-16		245		237		232		234		234		257		301		352		368		375		373		367		370		368		364		358		367		373		364		361		362		354		315		280

		10-May-16		258		247		247		242		246		265		312		363		372		373		370		369		367		367		366		365		366		376		381		371		364		366		323		287

		11-May-16		257		253		246		236		245		266		302		355		365		371		372		370		373		365		365		360		373		388		379		374		371		352		316		288

		12-May-16		260		244		247		244		247		266		307		360		370		371		370		367		366		363		358		359		367		374		369		363		362		352		328		285

		13-May-16		260		247		241		243		241		263		300		346		362		365		363		370		369		374		363		362		369		371		370		357		351		350		318		293

		14-May-16		256		246		241		237		235		235		259		288		312		332		328		334		334		328		332		335		342		351		344		329		335		335		307		276

		15-May-16		256		240		237		235		233		232		242		271		303		326		327		331		337		331		336		348		363		387		380		394		386		384		343		301

		16-May-16		266		243		245		235		239		254		292		344		367		373		372		378		385		387		391		394		396		407		399		387		379		369		333		284

		17-May-16		250		249		239		232		240		247		301		345		366		373		380		386		391		394		396		389		400		407		394		382		370		370		335		289

		18-May-16		266		247		240		236		240		252		293		346		365		376		388		387		404		395		386		379		382		382		361		351		355		347		308		273

		19-May-16		252		239		234		231		234		249		287		342		354		364		361		359		359		358		346		349		353		363		356		350		352		345		313		273

		20-May-16		249		244		237		230		240		250		285		337		349		356		352		355		350		349		340		334		348		347		347		336		338		334		310		272

		21-May-16		247		247		230		229		228		237		249		273		310		330		336		328		321		312		306		303		316		323		318		317		318		315		295		261

		22-May-16		244		236		224		227		228		228		237		267		297		328		330		328		328		326		312		322		332		335		335		329		329		320		295		266

		23-May-16		247		237		230		228		233		239		247		280		311		329		337		344		340		328		322		325		332		351		342		341		333		335		302		268

		24-May-16		245		232		229		232		232		249		295		338		359		367		373		370		370		374		369		376		376		379		374		363		368		357		318		288

		25-May-16		262		243		239		240		235		256		296		341		367		367		378		376		379		375		379		383		384		394		393		379		367		363		327		286

		26-May-16		258		245		237		238		232		247		296		340		359		366		366		363		371		365		364		360		371		370		365		361		362		355		314		285

		27-May-16		254		246		244		238		240		254		292		343		363		362		364		368		359		352		347		345		353		358		350		346		340		344		319		286

		28-May-16		268		254		248		242		250		249		269		293		321		340		335		334		333		330		325		324		334		342		342		332		325		323		307		280

		29-May-16		259		250		244		238		243		241		256		281		307		322		331		334		337		325		325		327		335		350		347		334		333		335		307		279

		30-May-16		257		251		249		253		251		272		310		356		366		370		369		368		372		369		360		360		368		370		372		360		354		357		320		284

		31-May-16		260		244		240		246		241		254		304		344		364		370		370		367		380		371		373		374		372		384		382		368		363		363		322		289

		1-Jun-16		267		248		242		240		238		259		296		345		366		370		370		373		375		377		382		383		397		405		389		381		372		376		330		291

		2-Jun-16		268		246		244		240		243		259		296		343		358		370		368		377		382		382		384		382		391		389		379		368		360		360		323		289

		3-Jun-16		262		247		242		235		237		247		289		334		352		361		372		368		380		384		398		398		408		414		412		401		389		379		346		306

		4-Jun-16		270		258		244		238		234		235		257		286		325		344		354		369		377		379		390		409		425		433		436		427		407		395		362		327

		5-Jun-16		290		270		257		245		244		238		253		293		332		361		385		395		412		423		433		449		469		491		480		474		456		437		391		342

		6-Jun-16		305		284		269		264		261		275		342		415		451		482		496		521		541		560		569		573		590		582		567		547		499		473		419		363

		7-Jun-16		312		298		281		270		268		276		326		381		411		436		453		472		483		498		508		516		531		546		535		512		483		458		416		354

		8-Jun-16		320		301		284		275		279		285		328		377		398		412		427		443		452		461		457		438		425		423		398		386		377		364		335		298

		9-Jun-16		263		252		247		240		237		252		299		344		368		377		371		388		389		393		391		386		389		390		386		375		370		365		334		291

		10-Jun-16		265		253		250		238		247		255		299		337		360		368		373		370		362		365		356		362		353		354		353		340		333		336		307		272

		11-Jun-16		248		241		234		230		227		229		251		278		313		324		336		330		330		322		317		313		323		331		329		314		316		317		299		269

		12-Jun-16		248		235		232		230		225		225		248		271		294		312		320		319		318		319		312		317		329		347		348		341		337		332		306		265

		13-Jun-16		244		229		224		224		228		240		283		336		355		361		370		368		368		368		364		359		368		376		375		359		354		352		315		287

		14-Jun-16		263		248		238		235		244		258		298		348		365		372		374		373		371		370		367		366		371		378		370		357		354		355		326		292

		15-Jun-16		265		254		250		250		254		272		315		362		367		373		366		367		365		365		363		354		366		367		366		358		350		349		321		285

		16-Jun-16		260		248		246		244		240		262		310		344		359		361		364		359		368		365		368		362		375		383		372		362		357		358		322		290

		17-Jun-16		263		255		243		243		247		257		305		340		366		362		367		362		371		362		364		368		374		380		370		366		350		345		325		292

		18-Jun-16		260		250		235		233		235		238		253		282		309		333		333		337		334		331		332		325		343		349		340		336		330		324		297		272

		19-Jun-16		253		241		235		233		231		236		249		270		304		323		323		324		319		314		308		319		322		331		331		325		322		329		302		266

		20-Jun-16		240		234		231		225		233		247		286		340		360		366		373		372		379		372		371		377		379		385		381		366		363		356		320		285

		21-Jun-16		260		239		234		235		236		250		292		342		366		366		370		379		375		376		377		372		386		397		393		381		374		363		337		294

		22-Jun-16		261		250		246		238		241		254		290		333		359		370		381		383		395		402		404		411		418		424		413		398		384		374		348		304

		23-Jun-16		272		255		248		239		249		254		295		343		360		374		379		379		385		377		381		379		379		390		384		377		369		357		327		290

		24-Jun-16		260		248		239		238		239		251		283		339		359		369		371		369		365		365		357		353		353		358		352		343		338		337		317		281

		25-Jun-16		257		240		234		235		237		234		257		282		305		333		339		334		335		334		335		339		345		359		356		344		333		330		315		281

		26-Jun-16		259		242		234		230		227		229		238		269		301		319		334		341		349		347		354		369		388		403		408		403		392		374		342		296

		27-Jun-16		266		253		242		238		236		248		292		338		374		399		405		422		431		447		454		464		486		490		478		455		418		407		360		319

		28-Jun-16		284		269		257		246		250		257		303		359		394		410		424		440		450		472		483		496		518		523		518		504		478		453		403		356

		29-Jun-16		313		304		277		268		264		275		326		380		411		446		456		484		499		511		527		535		538		526		529		501		476		454		414		359

		30-Jun-16		312		295		280		275		270		277		322		370		416		442		454		471		489		499		509		516		525		531		514		489		460		438		401		348

		1-Jul-16		307		287		271		260		253		253		271		307		340		365		381		392		397		394		377		383		388		400		395		391		369		361		334		303

		2-Jul-16		283		263		252		249		239		242		252		279		312		335		351		363		371		389		396		415		429		445		444		429		403		398		364		326

		3-Jul-16		295		275		260		250		251		239		261		289		328		358		374		383		385		384		379		389		400		404		397		358		372		370		344		300

		4-Jul-16		268		263		239		236		239		252		288		331		360		381		389		393		395		391		395		387		385		393		381		370		358		354		326		286

		5-Jul-16		265		247		238		235		239		254		286		329		354		372		372		382		364		367		364		364		363		372		367		353		350		342		319		282

		6-Jul-16		261		244		240		230		238		248		290		326		354		372		373		380		384		385		385		391		402		413		409		407		385		380		350		306

		7-Jul-16		291		272		262		260		253		270		301		345		370		390		401		402		413		411		401		390		392		415		394		383		376		374		348		312

		8-Jul-16		279		266		259		258		251		259		297		330		363		379		386		388		388		390		391		382		392		393		390		375		365		360		339		302

		9-Jul-16		272		256		249		246		240		248		258		282		314		332		340		346		344		342		338		340		346		355		346		338		332		328		307		283

		10-Jul-16		252		243		237		230		234		230		240		262		297		316		328		339		345		343		349		355		365		378		377		364		363		369		349		301

		11-Jul-16		276		260		236		232		238		246		284		327		355		374		377		380		391		389		395		401		408		424		420		401		387		379		344		302

		12-Jul-16		275		256		246		241		243		253		288		335		363		376		382		390		391		398		395		398		401		411		385		388		380		374		340		305

		13-Jul-16		273		256		249		242		245		257		293		338		368		385		393		401		416		417		421		419		423		427		429		415		397		383		355		312

		14-Jul-16		278		258		252		246		247		260		293		347		374		390		399		410		417		424		430		431		436		433		419		396		384		373		352		305

		15-Jul-16		279		261		254		244		247		258		293		331		363		368		375		385		382		374		373		367		370		375		364		347		352		354		330		291

		16-Jul-16		266		252		240		240		236		243		253		284		311		332		340		349		351		354		349		349		356		363		353		344		334		338		317		285

		17-Jul-16		255		252		238		234		237		231		244		268		299		323		338		343		348		353		354		363		377		384		387		381		361		356		323		283

		18-Jul-16		259		245		240		235		236		250		285		331		363		381		398		410		422		427		432		436		442		424		407		388		372		369		339		295

		19-Jul-16		266		252		246		245		239		261		290		338		364		387		399		410		416		426		431		441		440		453		430		406		384		372		338		298

		20-Jul-16		264		253		244		243		242		253		288		335		364		377		388		397		403		411		423		424		438		447		443		431		409		398		356		313

		21-Jul-16		277		260		245		243		243		255		292		336		372		388		396		410		425		430		445		454		478		486		483		468		445		429		386		336

		22-Jul-16		303		275		267		261		258		265		305		337		373		386		392		389		394		391		386		391		404		411		407		390		371		371		337		303

		23-Jul-16		272		251		244		241		239		237		251		282		323		348		354		368		373		376		376		387		403		410		398		389		374		365		334		300

		24-Jul-16		273		258		245		242		236		237		250		274		304		344		356		370		383		390		405		426		448		471		475		465		444		428		382		330

		25-Jul-16		293		274		265		256		257		267		302		355		393		419		440		460		480		501		504		520		520		530		520		498		470		454		408		354

		26-Jul-16		313		293		274		268		267		281		315		364		406		437		456		475		495		509		514		502		485		475		452		433		418		411		366		323

		27-Jul-16		296		268		262		258		253		272		304		353		397		420		438		456		475		493		510		523		537		553		539		522		491		476		422		369

		28-Jul-16		324		295		283		275		273		284		321		373		422		448		469		489		511		524		537		550		563		569		558		540		508		492		441		386

		29-Jul-16		341		309		298		288		279		290		323		378		423		449		483		495		517		532		544		555		572		567		557		540		516		493		443		390

		30-Jul-16		350		322		303		291		287		281		294		336		389		425		453		458		480		487		493		498		499		506		493		467		431		414		375		335

		31-Jul-16		298		282		272		261		260		258		266		303		332		367		386		387		390		387		382		373		371		382		383		371		359		354		332		294

		1-Aug-16		270		251		244		240		236		239		249		281		309		334		362		373		379		377		395		404		424		449		449		436		412		397		361		309

		2-Aug-16		279		261		252		249		250		265		293		330		378		401		417		428		429		433		425		413		415		415		403		387		374		365		333		293

		3-Aug-16		263		253		246		240		243		261		286		327		363		380		387		398		404		405		416		426		448		460		459		439		424		413		366		322

		4-Aug-16		289		274		260		250		255		277		303		352		386		404		422		431		446		458		469		478		488		511		506		484		461		436		391		334

		5-Aug-16		303		278		271		261		257		266		294		345		384		410		428		445		456		471		490		511		526		528		511		479		451		432		392		344

		6-Aug-16		309		285		275		261		264		261		268		302		344		373		391		401		413		425		432		452		465		476		474		456		424		405		370		327

		7-Aug-16		299		275		266		259		254		254		254		290		323		354		361		374		373		376		389		407		426		420		403		388		373		370		340		301

		8-Aug-16		272		256		250		247		243		261		291		334		370		396		409		416		426		433		425		436		450		455		439		425		425		399		361		341

		9-Aug-16		310		289		283		279		283		289		322		368		398		418		428		436		443		451		456		459		469		481		457		441		432		419		382		341

		10-Aug-16		303		277		266		260		257		271		305		345		380		390		396		400		407		416		416		432		445		447		451		439		432		420		374		339

		11-Aug-16		302		280		266		259		255		268		299		344		385		401		416		436		444		461		464		473		484		497		499		471		455		428		383		335

		12-Aug-16		297		280		264		275		278		287		318		366		402		428		449		465		485		501		505		527		534		543		528		501		471		455		410		355

		13-Aug-16		319		294		271		262		259		262		269		303		335		368		389		403		420		432		451		455		467		483		474		458		443		417		378		334

		14-Aug-16		299		286		265		261		259		257		259		289		332		364		388		422		437		453		466		482		505		519		507		491		465		446		388		338

		15-Aug-16		312		287		277		271		264		281		313		360		404		426		454		471		487		510		524		535		552		556		551		521		499		466		408		351

		16-Aug-16		315		289		279		269		266		279		317		360		401		429		454		475		498		519		534		557		571		583		560		533		515		484		421		371

		17-Aug-16		332		307		294		285		282		295		328		377		413		452		467		492		515		521		536		548		556		566		552		522		503		468		415		358

		18-Aug-16		320		295		286		273		274		284		319		358		392		421		434		452		468		480		498		507		524		530		511		486		468		445		389		341

		19-Aug-16		307		289		274		264		269		276		309		348		386		409		422		442		452		465		480		497		509		515		505		471		453		423		375		330

		20-Aug-16		306		278		274		260		261		262		273		300		338		365		399		401		413		434		452		474		494		509		498		474		450		428		384		342

		21-Aug-16		306		290		271		265		261		261		266		293		336		370		401		421		436		441		437		438		448		460		452		429		420		385		339		302

		22-Aug-16		267		259		252		246		247		261		299		336		367		382		393		401		402		403		394		396		392		398		392		382		385		369		330		298

		23-Aug-16		268		253		248		244		244		264		291		335		363		386		403		405		417		417		433		439		450		465		448		426		421		396		348		309

		24-Aug-16		277		262		254		249		248		269		295		342		367		392		400		407		434		432		446		453		471		480		469		444		431		407		352		316

		25-Aug-16		285		266		256		254		252		271		298		344		377		396		406		419		436		440		454		466		467		480		465		451		440		413		366		321

		26-Aug-16		294		270		261		255		255		270		296		335		377		394		412		421		437		455		459		471		467		463		446		425		423		395		361		320

		27-Aug-16		291		270		262		257		252		261		273		302		327		352		366		384		396		398		409		419		427		435		424		396		387		369		331		302

		28-Aug-16		276		262		260		253		247		250		256		276		311		337		355		369		379		380		384		385		387		402		389		387		384		369		323		295

		29-Aug-16		271		258		252		252		248		264		298		342		373		391		406		409		425		439		444		457		473		485		472		443		437		404		354		310

		30-Aug-16		286		266		256		250		252		269		306		341		370		389		401		409		418		420		422		417		423		430		419		414		411		391		351		305

		31-Aug-16		280		266		253		248		250		257		297		336		375		385		404		412		428		439		449		461		467		473		457		435		431		396		354		312

		1-Sep-16		287		285		275		258		262		274		306		339		367		386		393		401		405		409		397		399		386		391		384		386		381		354		319		290

		2-Sep-16		262		246		243		236		242		256		285		325		354		368		374		374		375		368		372		361		363		366		367		360		355		334		308		278

		3-Sep-16		255		243		239		231		235		240		251		276		306		324		336		328		331		325		325		324		331		346		340		333		339		321		297		265

		4-Sep-16		249		240		232		229		232		233		244		266		295		314		324		327		321		318		307		321		329		334		337		335		338		322		293		265

		5-Sep-16		245		239		231		227		231		238		246		275		298		323		330		336		337		330		330		328		342		354		349		355		354		325		291		259

		6-Sep-16		234		234		225		227		231		256		297		344		362		363		370		366		371		363		361		364		361		375		376		374		374		342		312		275

		7-Sep-16		250		242		237		231		238		257		300		343		358		365		365		371		375		360		364		363		369		380		377		380		370		348		306		278

		8-Sep-16		252		243		234		233		234		255		301		346		361		365		366		366		370		363		356		355		361		366		372		373		371		348		314		277

		9-Sep-16		253		247		245		234		240		263		304		350		363		365		359		361		364		356		361		357		362		364		359		359		367		340		309		275

		10-Sep-16		255		244		240		229		234		242		252		278		301		327		338		336		334		340		342		338		357		357		353		353		354		329		302		272

		11-Sep-16		253		233		236		230		229		231		249		262		299		313		325		330		325		326		321		330		342		352		352		356		355		327		291		262

		12-Sep-16		245		243		233		229		236		262		300		352		363		374		381		378		381		385		382		376		390		402		395		405		396		367		330		301

		13-Sep-16		274		262		259		257		268		284		329		383		382		389		391		380		383		387		385		386		393		406		403		412		411		384		350		314

		14-Sep-16		288		257		243		235		248		260		313		358		369		371		373		379		370		373		373		373		388		400		391		392		387		356		319		283

		15-Sep-16		263		247		234		242		239		250		299		345		358		361		369		370		381		383		386		393		397		411		400		403		394		356		327		287

		16-Sep-16		264		251		241		244		242		258		297		345		358		361		370		368		375		376		379		381		391		391		388		385		378		349		323		291

		17-Sep-16		264		251		245		238		239		246		258		292		315		340		346		352		347		340		333		336		340		342		338		347		337		314		296		272

		18-Sep-16		254		239		235		231		232		237		251		274		302		326		330		334		332		330		327		328		339		355		353		361		354		331		296		263

		19-Sep-16		245		237		236		237		241		262		311		360		365		374		375		375		376		376		366		364		366		381		383		389		380		353		315		283

		20-Sep-16		264		246		240		241		248		274		322		369		377		376		366		362		360		354		353		347		358		368		368		385		376		348		313		282

		21-Sep-16		256		244		243		236		249		268		314		367		377		377		374		365		365		363		355		357		362		372		378		388		374		347		312		279

		22-Sep-16		260		245		242		242		251		268		318		368		379		383		376		370		370		366		356		354		364		372		377		387		380		347		316		282

		23-Sep-16		259		243		244		245		247		262		312		352		366		371		375		370		363		368		363		356		369		374		371		376		359		339		313		277

		24-Sep-16		256		251		247		241		244		252		276		301		327		336		336		331		330		322		317		318		328		337		340		354		337		320		290		274

		25-Sep-16		250		243		238		228		239		239		262		278		312		328		336		337		335		324		329		324		339		351		355		372		354		324		288		263

		26-Sep-16		241		237		231		233		236		266		310		357		368		372		363		368		367		365		367		364		378		388		383		389		379		349		311		273

		27-Sep-16		255		240		235		233		235		259		304		351		361		367		366		369		369		370		366		360		367		378		377		391		367		334		307		273

		28-Sep-16		250		242		232		234		240		263		308		358		366		365		362		364		361		359		354		352		359		371		370		383		370		346		312		274

		29-Sep-16		257		242		235		239		243		270		313		362		361		363		358		356		355		353		353		347		359		369		377		388		378		344		312		277

		30-Sep-16		252		243		236		235		240		259		308		365		378		384		380		382		374		378		370		361		372		361		371		378		359		334		312		276

		1-Oct-16		253		243		234		234		234		241		264		292		322		339		341		340		339		332		322		329		337		344		349		353		338		318		296		269

		2-Oct-16		255		247		236		238		238		249		270		295		320		335		337		330		329		324		316		320		335		352		367		373		358		332		295		271

		3-Oct-16		249		246		241		245		249		279		333		388		394		386		381		378		369		369		356		371		380		398		407		417		391		376		339		307

		4-Oct-16		283		271		272		268		287		301		356		402		413		418		407		403		393		388		379		379		390		409		418		430		404		387		343		311

		5-Oct-16		290		280		275		281		288		304		340		387		393		392		391		380		380		378		361		357		360		382		397		403		384		363		320		294

		6-Oct-16		267		258		250		248		253		277		335		379		391		389		382		385		379		376		371		363		378		384		407		407		390		366		321		296

		7-Oct-16		270		260		253		251		255		271		319		373		383		387		387		381		371		368		363		353		362		368		378		384		360		355		317		289

		8-Oct-16		268		251		247		245		244		258		283		315		347		366		379		380		375		371		368		368		377		384		387		376		358		343		316		281

		9-Oct-16		265		251		247		243		245		253		276		304		330		350		353		355		347		343		339		345		353		349		351		355		346		335		309		281

		10-Oct-16		265		254		249		252		250		266		289		316		342		371		385		386		380		378		373		378		385		396		400		400		390		361		330		293

		11-Oct-16		279		270		269		270		282		310		368		426		431		422		410		400		384		380		369		367		371		395		421		432		410		389		353		323

		12-Oct-16		298		286		290		293		299		335		393		449		452		438		424		409		393		386		377		366		384		400		427		433		413		392		356		316

		13-Oct-16		298		280		278		273		285		306		365		412		428		428		424		423		420		409		407		413		425		446		455		443		421		391		355		337

		14-Oct-16		289		281		272		272		279		298		352		398		407		401		396		396		388		387		382		381		396		410		417		401		388		361		330		304

		15-Oct-16		275		262		258		255		255		272		292		323		350		367		368		363		367		361		359		366		380		395		401		392		368		345		319		290

		16-Oct-16		268		259		255		250		252		261		287		312		342		364		373		372		365		360		356		357		368		391		402		398		378		352		315		284

		17-Oct-16		266		257		254		254		260		285		338		392		407		414		412		417		413		403		393		385		395		416		428		419		404		374		339		303

		18-Oct-16		277		267		257		261		264		293		350		407		416		417		407		403		392		388		381		381		400		425		432		424		403		383		340		310

		19-Oct-16		284		272		270		263		273		300		360		415		415		415		401		394		388		381		373		376		387		411		429		432		415		392		359		322

		20-Oct-16		297		280		271		270		274		293		349		408		425		421		428		423		420		417		402		395		408		436		445		437		417		388		356		318

		21-Oct-16		290		281		280		280		283		308		361		411		431		429		422		411		402		395		373		381		385		402		423		408		396		366		340		309

		22-Oct-16		283		275		265		271		268		284		311		347		374		380		373		367		360		347		338		341		353		378		398		392		373		355		323		295

		23-Oct-16		282		272		263		266		265		278		300		332		364		373		376		369		354		350		340		349		365		396		411		403		380		359		321		288

		24-Oct-16		268		262		261		256		266		296		342		404		421		407		411		400		395		381		377		372		387		413		435		418		399		369		334		296

		25-Oct-16		277		262		263		257		263		291		341		404		400		400		398		391		388		378		372		370		379		408		428		410		394		376		336		301

		26-Oct-16		281		267		261		260		267		298		357		417		423		427		424		421		428		417		416		413		420		445		451		433		411		389		347		320

		27-Oct-16		289		279		266		268		268		299		356		414		413		410		400		399		398		389		386		382		406		429		432		423		401		379		340		313

		28-Oct-16		285		272		264		267		266		293		345		400		414		407		405		397		384		378		370		374		381		409		421		407		395		374		345		313

		29-Oct-16		290		278		274		274		276		291		317		356		386		399		397		389		384		372		373		382		392		414		415		402		382		365		337		312

		30-Oct-16		296		283		274		276		278		289		323		340		370		383		382		383		378		364		360		366		380		415		427		410		389		368		332		300

		31-Oct-16		284		271		267		266		271		300		353		408		421		427		426		423		419		410		401		404		416		432		423		408		395		377		341		309

		1-Nov-16		289		269		269		267		275		300		356		415		424		422		420		412		405		392		382		388		403		436		443		423		411		377		343		307

		2-Nov-16		286		270		265		261		271		291		350		411		413		420		418		408		416		403		400		399		416		440		443		423		406		387		342		311

		3-Nov-16		288		265		261		267		267		303		356		409		420		414		402		398		388		376		369		364		378		410		432		417		402		377		342		304

		4-Nov-16		289		273		270		268		278		305		357		416		423		417		411		398		396		379		373		370		389		418		430		414		395		376		344		312

		5-Nov-16		288		278		270		269		271		284		309		342		373		381		382		381		374		366		364		374		388		416		409		389		365		347		329		298

		6-Nov-16		277		275		258		260		265		278		304		338		359		367		365		352		349		347		339		356		390		425		407		393		370		348		316		286

		7-Nov-16		277		267		260		264		277		309		359		417		423		425		412		407		402		393		388		389		431		459		443		426		402		375		341		304

		8-Nov-16		285		274		276		270		278		314		372		419		417		408		394		385		380		375		368		371		409		440		428		416		389		369		337		306

		9-Nov-16		283		277		270		265		279		309		369		411		414		416		399		395		393		386		384		387		416		449		438		424		404		379		345		314

		10-Nov-16		291		278		273		271		284		310		361		410		413		402		398		397		394		384		377		383		418		443		426		416		401		379		348		316

		11-Nov-16		291		281		273		277		272		291		316		344		366		381		378		372		369		363		363		382		424		450		429		412		396		370		352		327

		12-Nov-16		309		306		298		303		306		309		319		358		389		400		408		401		393		391		385		392		423		431		400		387		370		351		319		298

		13-Nov-16		285		270		273		267		276		289		314		342		370		381		392		392		393		396		388		404		436		453		432		415		393		365		331		300

		14-Nov-16		281		277		271		270		279		307		363		408		416		425		411		407		395		388		380		385		430		461		449		437		421		391		357		327

		15-Nov-16		307		295		288		291		300		333		389		442		452		456		450		439		424		429		427		431		465		494		476		461		440		410		373		336

		16-Nov-16		311		300		294		296		308		338		398		447		452		439		428		420		414		410		409		418		460		489		483		458		446		422		381		354

		17-Nov-16		331		316		316		317		325		358		420		469		473		468		455		442		435		430		429		440		482		502		490		476		467		438		400		369

		18-Nov-16		350		334		326		331		340		367		424		469		480		478		472		461		447		445		438		443		478		487		474		457		434		412		379		345

		19-Nov-16		329		316		311		305		318		332		358		400		422		442		448		440		435		425		425		435		470		481		452		439		425		397		364		340

		20-Nov-16		318		309		302		304		304		315		340		367		393		411		417		419		420		417		410		425		464		464		452		436		410		391		353		320

		21-Nov-16		300		291		290		292		302		333		387		438		447		446		435		432		433		425		417		424		469		485		469		455		435		403		369		335

		22-Nov-16		312		297		294		296		306		334		398		445		447		446		438		437		435		430		431		441		481		496		482		467		443		412		377		339

		23-Nov-16		322		300		303		298		313		340		399		450		460		456		441		434		428		422		423		436		472		497		482		460		446		420		379		343

		24-Nov-16		322		312		303		305		316		342		403		447		455		460		458		458		458		454		456		463		492		506		489		475		450		417		384		348

		25-Nov-16		327		312		303		307		311		340		388		445		452		445		431		421		407		404		411		416		458		470		458		443		421		399		375		342

		26-Nov-16		317		302		304		297		303		315		340		371		407		420		425		419		409		397		398		410		450		464		445		427		406		388		360		331

		27-Nov-16		317		299		298		298		298		313		337		362		391		404		407		410		406		405		412		424		466		471		460		441		428		399		362		333

		28-Nov-16		311		306		300		304		312		349		391		459		464		456		443		434		429		429		420		441		478		508		492		472		459		425		384		350

		29-Nov-16		325		321		317		317		334		367		421		473		481		470		455		452		443		431		436		450		502		523		504		488		469		443		396		359

		30-Nov-16		334		326		320		329		330		358		419		472		482		481		471		470		458		461		454		475		506		523		509		489		466		445		389		363

		1-Dec-16		334		328		320		316		330		360		421		469		477		471		460		454		443		442		434		445		497		510		504		492		479		446		409		371

		2-Dec-16		350		332		335		328		340		370		427		483		491		506		497		496		495		493		489		501		528		533		513		489		475		443		408		375

		3-Dec-16		355		338		331		328		340		356		384		414		445		456		458		444		441		439		441		456		496		508		487		467		452		423		396		360

		4-Dec-16		348		332		328		328		330		342		372		407		433		444		452		455		454		452		448		466		510		532		519		506		486		457		421		393

		5-Dec-16		370		366		367		376		386		418		482		541		548		542		531		516		511		508		510		521		577		588		579		561		543		506		468		423

		6-Dec-16		407		389		388		394		405		446		502		564		570		562		556		543		539		540		539		548		601		609		602		588		571		533		488		454

		7-Dec-16		434		422		420		423		436		471		531		591		599		597		581		577		568		570		564		577		622		640		626		616		589		560		508		472

		8-Dec-16		448		441		434		441		455		487		541		603		597		590		578		566		556		558		556		580		626		652		636		627		607		567		526		486

		9-Dec-16		465		450		445		454		466		499		550		607		608		606		606		593		587		587		588		590		627		635		618		598		577		542		513		470

		10-Dec-16		443		432		430		426		432		446		482		518		544		552		555		541		529		535		533		549		588		592		572		555		538		512		489		444

		11-Dec-16		420		410		411		407		407		423		452		484		509		523		527		527		520		515		520		531		574		582		568		554		533		502		456		425

		12-Dec-16		406		404		408		410		423		460		523		579		594		585		574		561		551		542		550		567		624		648		640		629		609		582		533		498

		13-Dec-16		479		473		460		477		488		521		580		640		646		635		620		595		584		577		578		599		655		679		668		654		636		601		557		507

		14-Dec-16		502		486		489		492		505		538		600		652		659		654		643		628		623		614		618		633		675		702		676		664		641		601		561		517

		15-Dec-16		494		486		481		484		500		530		582		642		651		649		630		623		614		604		609		617		669		682		668		661		640		610		571		531

		16-Dec-16		509		505		503		501		521		547		598		658		669		660		646		621		610		603		595		617		674		698		677		666		645		639		600		570

		17-Dec-16		550		540		532		523		529		549		571		615		642		656		651		625		615		600		597		617		662		670		655		638		615		581		552		519

		18-Dec-16		498		493		483		490		491		506		535		568		601		603		599		595		590		591		588		607		648		653		636		626		593		566		523		483

		19-Dec-16		465		451		451		458		471		493		546		593		613		611		605		593		579		580		566		580		626		635		628		610		586		552		506		465

		20-Dec-16		445		426		425		429		436		464		515		560		575		576		553		534		523		513		515		511		558		583		568		555		528		501		461		418

		21-Dec-16		399		388		389		392		407		438		489		541		567		562		555		550		528		521		516		525		575		596		577		569		554		520		478		444

		22-Dec-16		416		408		400		400		413		446		495		541		563		561		550		539		521		511		512		528		572		588		577		563		546		517		476		442

		23-Dec-16		418		399		396		398		413		438		485		523		542		555		557		539		537		530		523		532		567		574		557		542		527		494		461		434

		24-Dec-16		401		392		384		383		386		403		421		461		491		509		506		510		498		495		491		503		536		537		510		491		487		473		448		420

		25-Dec-16		400		384		387		383		387		418		468		505		526		503		493		496		488		489		487		504		537		532		515		501		502		483		459		428

		26-Dec-16		413		407		408		408		404		429		461		481		507		537		532		534		522		523		515		523		555		571		555		538		522		495		466		427

		27-Dec-16		411		397		398		395		394		423		450		481		505		524		528		519		509		494		494		512		551		564		555		541		520		496		458		429

		28-Dec-16		407		394		399		399		403		434		471		519		543		552		547		542		529		523		521		530		578		592		574		561		532		509		471		433

		29-Dec-16		409		399		399		397		401		425		465		502		528		546		539		539		535		527		527		531		573		584		561		545		524		497		461		426

		30-Dec-16		405		393		391		392		405		425		459		500		518		526		528		512		503		487		483		503		545		576		568		554		534		514		485		456

		31-Dec-16		429		423		427		426		439		448		477		514		551		559		557		558		551		545		543		562		591		599		582		559		532		509		489		458







